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PREFACE.

The primary object of this thesis has "been to examine
*

the evolution in British opinion on the development of the

Commonwealth of Nations from 1895 to 192b. In the Dominions,

however, there has "been a. feeling, never stronger than today,

that every step to nationhood has been taken over the dead;

body of British Tory opinion. The suspicion and antagonism

thus engendered have proved most harmful to co-operation be¬

tween members of the Commonwealth. With this in mind, and

"working from the premise that to understand is at least largely

to forgive, there ha.ve been two subsidiary arguments kept in

mind.

It has been necessary to keep a finger on the pulse of

overseas opinion to discover just when British opinion either

lagged, behind or was in advance of that in the Dominions. Brit¬

ish writers and statesmen cannot fairly be censured if their

contemporaries in the Dominions1 had similar views. It has

also been important to discover why British opinion went the

way it did. Mr Bodelsen has stated, that the early Imperial

Federation movement had a rare purity unconnected with domestic

exigencies or the pressure of foreign affairs in the United
1.

Kingdom. It would be interesting to know if a spirit of un¬

rest had not been created leading to a revival of interest in

Colonial possibilities by the American Civil ",7ar, the emergence

of the Great Fcwers, the growth of foreign competition as in

the failure in 1C78 of the firm of Godefroi and Co., which had

1. Bodelsen, Studies in Mid-Victorian Impcrialiein, pp.7-8;
p • 129 •
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enjoyed a monopoly of the copra trade in the Pacific, and its

replacement Toy the aid of Government- money "by the "Deutsche Han-

dels-und-Plantagen Gesellschaft der Sudsee-Inseln zu Hamburg,"

and. fears as to the exhaustion of natural resources, expressed

for example in Mr Jevon's hook, The Coal Question (l86p) • How-

ever this may he, it is very clear, as Mr Bodelsen observes,

that social and economic prosperity in the United Kingdom and

safety against armed foreign aggression became attached to the

movement to Imperial consolida.tion.

v'ith regard to the title," it might be explained that the

word "British" is confined to opinion in the- United-Kingdom.

The phrase "Commonwealth of Nations" has provoked some criticism

in the United Kingdom and, curiously enough, while the word

"Commonwealth" really implies a centralised form of government,

it has been chosen to designate a loose .'union of states which

have been defined as "autonomous Communities within the British

Empire". The term "Emp-ire", however, is. very suspect among

Dominion nationalists as connoting Imperialism and central des¬

potism, arid so Commonwealth is 'employed although its ambiguity

may make it, as Professor Keith once remarked, "an odious phrase

to which no person has yet ascribed an intelligible meaning,

but which appears to have the same sa.tirfactory sound to certain
1.

types of mind as the blessed word Mesopotamia." In the pre¬

war years in Great Britain we note a growing dislike of the word
o
<L_ •

Empire, and "Commonwealth" came into popular use during the

1. Responsible Government, Vol.2, pj,114p.
2. ex. The >Tew Problem of Imperial ^Defence, R.T., Thy 19H,

Vol.1, pp.232-235* Lucas, Greater Rome and Greater Britain-,
pp.8-9; Ourselves and our Iurpose, the Britannic Review,
May 1014,.Vol.1.
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Y/ar. • In fact, it was used in a-"book edited "by Bernard Shaw
j

in I9CO, Fabianism and the Empire, though there is no suggestion

that the editor appreciated the force of the expression. In
V

this thesis, ''Commonwealth of Nations" and ''Empire" are used as

synonyms, the distinction drawn between the two by frequent writ

ers not being employed.

In the footnotes the following abbreYiations have been

employed to conserve space:

B.Y.I.L.
Can.Hist.Rev.
Con.Rev.
Edin.Rev.

Smp.Rev.
Eng. Rev.
Fort.Rev.
H.C.Debs.
H.L.Debs.
Journ.Paris.Emp

- British Yearbook of International Law.
- The Canadian Historical Review.
- The Contemporary Review.
- The Edinburgh Review.
- The Empire Review.
- The English Review.
- The Fortnightly Review.
- The House of Commons Debates,
r The House of Lords Debates.
- The Journal of 'the Parliaments of the

Empire.
Journ.Roy.See.Arts -The Journal of the Royal Society of

Arts.
- The Journal of the Royal Institute of

International Affairs.
- The Journal of Comparative Legislation
- The M0nthly Review.

The National Defence Journal.
- The National Review.
- The Nineteenth Century.
- The Quarterly Review.
- Royal Colonial Institute.
- The Round Table.
- The Royal United Service Institution.

(The Journal of)
- The Saturday Review.
- United Service Magazine.
- The United Empire. .
- The Westminster Review.
- Example.
- Similarly.

Journo1 R.I.I.A.

J. C . L.
Hon.Rev.
Nat.Def.
Na t .Rev.
19th Cent,
quart.Rev.

'

R.C.I.
R.T.

Roy.Un.Serv.Ins t

Sat.Rev.
U.S.Mag.
U.E.
West.Rev.
ex.

r im.
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PART It UNITING- THE EMPIRE, 1895-190 5.

Chapter Ii The Necessity*

The Mind of Imperialism.

The Crossroads.

The Empire must organise or perish; it had arrived at the

crossroads in its history. Such were the contentions of the
1.

Imperialists. They were perceiving that responsible govern¬

ment knew no "boundaries marking off, as Durham had done, "exter¬

nal" and "internal" affairs. When Lord Melbourne asked the

early Federationists, "Why can't you leave it alone?" they replied,

"In giving self-government.to our colonies we have introduced a

principle which must eventually shake off from Great Britain,

Greater Britain and divide it into separate States; which must,

in short, dissolve the union, unless counteracting measures be
2.

taken to preserve it." Mr Forster warned the United Kingdom

that not for long would the Colonies allow the mother country to

control their foreign policy while they enjoyed complete self-

government in internal matters. The end must be either disin-
3-

tegration or "complete and equal and perfect federation." His

object, then, was stated as being, "Such a union of the mother-

country with her colonies as will keep the realm one State in re¬

lation to other States. Purposely I use the word keep, not make.

I do not say that we are trying by federation to make the empire

one commonwealth in relation to foreign Powers, because at the

present time it is one commonwealth." The next twenty or thirty

1. Mr Joseph Chamberlain had talked with many colonial statesmen
but had "found none who do not believe that our present colonial
relations cannot be permanent. We must either draw closer to¬
gether or we shall drift apart." Boyd, Speeches,p.155* Milner,
The Two Empires, R.C.I. Proceedings, l6 June 1908, vol.39.
Bodelsen, Studies in Mid-Victorian Imperialism, pp. 130-131.

2. W.E. Forster, Imperial Federation, The 19th Cent. Feb. 1885,
vol. 17.

3. Ibid, p. 202.
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years would, therefore, discover whether the various great self-

governing members would cling more closely together or go each

its own way.

"I have long believed," said the greatest of the Imperial¬

ists," that the future of the colonies and the future of this

country were interdependent, and that this was a creative time,

that this was an opportunity which, once let slip, might never

recur, for bringing together all the people who are under the

British flag, and for consolidating them into a great self-sus¬

taining and self-protecting Empire whose future will be worthy
1.

of the traditions of the race." That Imperial Loyola, Cecil

Rhodes, believed with his whole heart that, as an Empire, "we
2.

must federate or perish." "If the Empire should dissolve,"

said one of Chamberlain's followers, "England will doubtless decay

and decline, exhausted by the effort of creating so many new

States, and now unfitted by her history and economic condition
3-

to become again a self-contained and self-supporting country,"

and the moment for decision had arrived. Professor Cramb orates

in his grand, prophetic way, "If ever there came to any city,

race or nation, clear and high through the twilight spaces, across

the abysses where the stars wander, the call of its fate, it is

now! There is an Arab fable of the white steed of Destiny, with

1. Chamberlain, Foreign and Colonial Speeches, p.100.
2. Stead, The Last Will and Testament of Cecil John Rhodes,

p.113. Also Hubert Hervey, Memoir by Earl Grey, p.65*
"The present state of the relations between England and the
Colonies... has no element of permanence." Maurice H. Hervey,
Alternative Measures, Britannic Confederation, p.130. Admiral
Sir John Colomb, A Survey of Existing Conditions, ibid, p.l9»
Bodelsen, op. cit. pp.130-131* There are references without
number to this general effect.

3» Bernard Holland, Imperium et Libertas, p.265.
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the thunder mane and the hoofs of lightning, that to every man,

as to every people, comes once. Glory to that man, to that

race, who dares to mount it! And that steed, is it not nearing

England now? Hark! the ringing of its hoofs is "borne to our
1.

ears on the blast!" And they were right, those advocates of

Imperial union; the moment to decide had come; which way would

the Empire go? It was a great question; the future of civilisa¬

tion depended upon which of the two paths - nationalism or imper¬

ialism - the Empire chose to walk.

The Doctrine of Organisation and the State.

Viscount Bury, himself the nominal founder of the Royal Col¬

onial Institute, scowled at the sacrilege of tinkering with the

constitution, trying "to sacrifice the priceless Freedom which

has been the growth of ages, to the impracticable Utopia of a

written Constitution." It was, he sorrowfully declaimed, at one

with the abnoxious tendency of the age in which the State inter¬

fered with everything, organised everything, and tried to estab-
2.

lish mechanical conditions of labour and all else. This ob¬

servation is so true that, to understand the attitude of the mind

of a politician of the period at the close of the century and the

first decade of the next, it is necessary to appreciate the mania

for regimentation which determined the approach to all things.

"Everything that survives becomes an art," said Lord Rosebery in
_ '3the midst of a passionate plea for the organisation of the Empire.

L. J.A. Cramb, Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial
Brits in,pp.32-33)

2. Bury, The Unity of the Empire, The 19th Cent;,Mar.l885»p*396.
3. "The Times,Nov.17,1900.
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"We are all Socialists now," declared Sir William Harcourt, thus

putting his imprimatur on the doctrine of state intervention,

and it was his son, Lord Harcourt, who, as Colonial Secretary in
1.

1912, described himself as a "despot under democracy."

The Manchester School had looked to a state of things wherein

each individual and nation, seeing his own prosperity to lie in

the well-being of his fellow, would pursue a policy of peace and

exchange of services and goods. After 1848 the great English

writers looked at this policy of laissez-faire as a form of
2.

anarchy, and the doctrines propagated by Thomas Carlyle and

Matthew Arnold became appreciated by later generations to find
3.

their finest popular appeal in Rudyard Kipling. One recalls

that Carlyle had for his hero William the Conqueror, and begged

his nation to, "Sweep away thy constitutional, sentimental, and

other cobwebberies; look eye to eye....in the face of this Wil-
4.

liam." Hotly opposed to manhood suffrage and free trade, visit¬

ing with contempt the idea of liberty as expressed by Mill, he

saw life as a conflict of "Mights which do in the long run...in
5.

this just Universe mean Rights." He had nothing but contempt

for the "Greatest Happiness Principle," and found salvation for

England in guidance, regulation, and drill, in which the wiser

should force the other "were it by never such brass collars,
8.

whips, and handcuffs." Mr Bodelsen inclines to the view that

1. Knowles, Industrial and Commercial Revolutions,p.321.
2. See Ernest/Barker, Political Thought in England,1848-1914,

p.183.
3. Wingfield-Stratford, History of British Civilisation,p.Il66ff.
4. Past and Present,p.287.
5. Ibid,p.212.
6. Ibid,p.285.
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Carlyle's influence on British Imperialism has "been greatly ex¬

aggerated, and that the ideal element in Imperialism was not
1.

strong. Mr Bodelsen does not give sufficient credit to the nec¬

essity of creating an attitude of mind that was an essential pre¬

requisite as a Breeding ground for Imperialism, or to the fact

that Carlyle gave great popularity in England to Hegel's dialec¬

tic - the "bloodless categories" which interpreted history -

which greatly influenced Hutcheson Stirling, Thomas Green, MacTag-
2.

gart, Bradley, Bosanquet, Lord Rosebery, Balfour, Haldane, and

a large number of other less well known thinkers, and the ranks

of the neo-Hegelians were growing steadily at the end of the cen¬

tury. Matthew Arnold is not so hard on democracy as the seer of

Ecclefechan, but he saw grave danger of anarchy in Bright's dictum

that the central idea of English life and politics is the asser-
3-

tion of personal liberty. The burden of his plea is that the

State be given more power, for, said Arnold, "what we want is to
4.

make right reason act on individual reason." The only way to

culture lay in giving the State power, "that so there may be order

because 'without order there can be no society, and without society
5-

there can be no human perfection."

These men were the schoolmasters of Chamberlain's generation;

the doctrine of discipline replaced the individualist teaching of

the Manohester School. Kipling, the poet of Empire, stressed

the same military virtues that Carlyle and Matthew Arnold had

emphasised - obedience to law and duty, contempt for happiness
6.

and individual rights, and the glorification of work. George

1. 0p.cit.p.22ff.
2. But Bradley and Hegel differed radically.
3« Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, p.47.
4. Ibid,p.115.
5. Ibid,p.215.
6. Wingfield-Stratford, op.cit.
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Meredith, too, with hie fine love of liberty, who described so

superbly, "France, December 1870," in all her blood and pain,

"Still thrilling like a lyre", and who damned Prussian militarism

in one magnificent line, "We hear an iron heel," could still make
1.

an ardent plea for discipline, education, and imperial defence,
2.

as opposed to mere self-salvation or self-culture. Others looked

shudderingly at the German Empire and enquired how unsystematic

British ways could prevail against the scientific methods of the

foreigner. Let us, they said, shape our education and culture,

as they have shaped theirs, to enable us to rule this vast Em-
3.

pire. "Punish the unworthy without delay. Dismiss quickly the
4.

unfit and the unsuccessful". This is surely "survival of the

fittest" dogma; or perhaps the writer had been studying Neitzche.

It is true that Neitzche was not a German, but he affected the

German mind profoundly, and at this period German writers and

German methods were being closely studied by Englishmen. So

Lord Sydenham of Combe based his plea for the organisation of the
5 •

Empire on a study of Moltke.

The virtues that were held in highest esteem were duty,

discipline, and obedience - the virtues that Treitsche desidera¬

ted for an army. War was the "examen rigorosum" of states in

which these virtues, accumulated in quietness, were brought to
6.

the light. "A man must sacrifice not only his life", said

this German writer, "but also natural, profoundly justified, feel¬

ings of the human soul; he must yield up his whole ego to a great

1. George M. Trevelyan, The Poetry and Philosophy of George
Meredith,p.206.

2. Ibid,p.157*
3. Arnold White, Efficiency and the British Empire,p.286ff.
4. Ibid,p.314.
5« Lord Sydenham, Studies of an Imperialist,p.44ff.
6. Treitschke, The Organisation of the Army,p.12,p.17*
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patriotic idea: that is the moral exaltedness of war."

Treitschke further thought it a defect of English civilisation
2.

that it did not know universal military service, "but that was a

defect that many prominent Englishmen set about to remedy. These

doctrines never commanded the support in Britain that they did on

the Continent, especially in Germany, where the military virtues

were pervasive and dominant. Yet that they did come into no

little popularity may "be shown "by abundant evidence. Treitschke's

idea that an army should be a nation and a nation should be an
3-

army was also Professor Cramb's. He, too, urged the "moral maj¬

esty of war" and, where Bernhardi saw a vital onward-striving

force flowing in German blood from an eternal past "into an eternal

future, the English writer postulated a "transcendental force",
4.

governing the wars of England, urging her to Empire. Writing

in connection with the British Empire, "Militancy is the palladium
5 •

God gives once to each race", said an American writer, "War is a

fixed part of life, and its place in national existence is fixed
6.

and determined." "There were many British writers who felt

the same thing, as the man who wrote, "The true military spirit

is exactly what the nation requires, and what should be encouraged

in every possible way. It is Christianity of the kind practised

by the Crusader and the Ironside that bestows on nations both
7*

security and greatness." Or as Mr J. Ellis Barker expressed it,

"The abolition of war would be a misfortune to mankind. It would

1. Treitschke, The Organisation of the Army,p.11.
2. Ibid,p.10.
3. Cramb, England and Germany,p.89 and passim.
4. Ibid,p.9»P*62.
5. Homer Lea, The Day of the Saxon,p.192.
6. Ibid,p.7*
7« F.A.W. Gisborne, Imperial Defence, The Emp.Rev.,Hov.191C,

vol.20.
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lead not to the survival of the fittest and of the strongest, "but

to the survival of the sluggard and the unfit, and therefore to
1.

the degredation of the human race." Scouting, wrote Colonel

Baden Powell, "Is like a game of footbalL...Football is a good

game, hut better than it, better than any other game, is that of
2.

man-hunting."

Herbert Spencer, who had. tried to embody the doctrine of

Cobden in an elaborate system of sociology teaching the identity
3-

of individual self-interest and the interest of society, roused

himself to protest against the martial fervour that was spreading

through the country. In religion, the words of "peace", "love",

and "forgiveness" had given way to a continual shouting of the

words "war", "love", "fire", and "battle", to the marching of

the Church Army and the Church Lads' Brigade. In public schools

there were cadet corps, and at Cambridge the Senate had urged

that the University should take steps towards the organisation
4.

of instruction in military sciences. In sports of football,

pugilism, and the rest, "the game approached as nearly to a fight
5 •

as lack of weapons permit." Everywhere Spencer found "stimuli

to,brutality", with literature, journalism, art, and war books

glorifying battles. "In all places and in all ways there has

been going on during the past fifty years a recrudescence of bar¬

baric ambitions, ideas, and sentiments, and an unceasing culture
6.

of blood-thirst."

1. 19th Cent, May 1907, vol.6l.
2. Aids to Scouting,1o99»P*124.
3. Halevy, A History of the English People, vol.i,p.l8.
4. Herbert Spencer, Pacts and Comments,pp.126-127.
5. Ibid,p.128.
6. Ibid,p.133.



Spencer's statement leads us to an important truth: that

war and policy are made "by the people. "Nations go mad and make
1.

scape-goats of their rulers". Molke, speaking in the Reichstag

upon the Army Bill of 1890, said, "Princes and governments do' not

really bring about wars in our day. The era of cabinet wars is

over. We have now only people's wars. The truth is that the

factors which militate against peace are to be found in the people
2.

themselves." Lord Salisbury constantly infeisted upon this
3.

throughout his career. So when it is said that the deBire of
1

the people was opposed to Imperialism and to the war spirit, the

statement must be dealt with cautiously, for it is not true that

the majority popular opinion favoured a democratic,Empire in

which the various nations would be self-determinative, or a pac¬

ific programme for the future of the Empire, - not true at any

rate during the years l895-1905»

The craze for organisation was carried into social and in¬

dustrial reform, where the theories of Marx had replaced those

of Owen, and Trade Unionism had developed mightily. Henry George

in "Progress and Poverty" had not acceded to the view that man

was made to mourn. He placed the responsibility for the misery

of man, not on a social predestination, but upon institutions

established by man and removable by him. His slashing attacks

on private ownership of land enjoyed an immense popularity.

In the economic field the "Calico Millenium", as Carlyle

dubbed universal free trade, had definitely failed even to get

serious international consideration. Peace was merely war in

another form, an economic struggle, in which, as Balfour and

1. Quoted from memory of a speech by Dean Inge.
2. George Peel, The Future of England, p.H9«
3. Ibid,p.120.
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Chamberlain never wearied of asserting, Britain must not venture ,

unarmed. American monopolies or trusts and German cartels, as

amalgamations of great industries, ruthlessly crushed their riv- '

als. But a writer asks us not to "look upon the nation as an

organized whole in continual struggle with other nations, whether

"by force of arms or "by force of trade and economic progress" a

wholly "bad thing; it is the source of human progress throughout
1.

the world's history." That is, the world was a great arena in

which if one were to survive he must "be strong to face a never-

ending war. War, said Clausewitz, in an oft-quoted remark, is

only a continuation of policy.

So,while;, regimentation of the individual was the slogan in \

social, religious, economic, and military spheres, political life

was no less subject to such compulsion. The international policy

of the Manchester School as practiced by Gladstone had been that

England should act as arbiter on behalf of weaker nations striving

for self-expression. He believed ardently in a collective

European conscience. In brutal contrast was the egoism of Bis¬

marck, but more particularly of the succeeding generation of Ger¬

man nationalists. The creed of.national self-sufficiency as ex¬

pounded by List made the cosmopolitan ideal of the Manchester

School appear the dreamiest sort of Utopia. The ideal that a

nation was to build itself up as a self-contained entity by means

of every political and economic device, for the attainment of

which every citizen had to give unquestioning obedience, struck

at the heart of liberalism, for it aimed to diffuse culture, not

by emulation in the arts of peace, but by the development .and ex-
2.

tension of national power.

1. Karl Pearson, National Life From the Standpoint of Science,
pp.43-44.

P. vide Barker, op.cit. p.239*
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Hegel gave the philosophic basis for such practice. Upon
1.

his philosophy of civil society - an economic community not syn¬

onymous with the State, that transcended the family wher.ein in¬

dividuals seeking private ends were integrated by making produc¬

tion and distribution social processes - imany of the Socialist

theories have been built. The State, however, contained the fin¬

est synthesis of society, co-ordinating individuals from the dis¬

harmony of nature and defining their functions. Each State was

derived from an emanation of the Divine Mind and constituted an

Absolute, so that it was an unmoral creation in that itself was
2.

the origin and criterion of values of conduct. These Divine

avatars came into conflict with one another, and through the eter¬

nal struggle they developed their finest powers. The successors

of Hegel gladly took over his philosophy, though they omitted

much more of God. Thus von Bulow stated the doctrine that,

since every nation is convinced of the superiority of its civil¬

isation and is inspired, as if by an unconscious natural force,
3*

to propagate that civilisation, war was certain and constant.

This doctrine was liberallyntaken over by the English writers

One of the most famous women of the' day wrote that, "We see as we

glance backwards, that from time to time on the stage of history

there arises a power which moulds into one nationality many

nations, and builds up a mighty fabric of a world-empire, ruling
4.

undisputed over the earth." She saw the dawning of "a vast

Teutonic world-empire, formed by the English and their Colonies,

with their huge offshoot the United States, and with the Germans

1. Hegel's Philosophy of Right, 1896, trans. S.W. Dyde, p.l85ff»
2. Ibid, p.257ff;, esp. p»337»
3- Imperial Germany, 1916, pp.238-240.
4. Annie Besant, Ancient Ideals in Modern Life, p.8.
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bound in close alliance. That world-empire will be the next to
1.

dominate humanity...by its power imposing peace upon the world."

Professor Bosanquet, following Hegel more closely, urged, the omni¬

potence of the State over the individual, and he like so many

others saw an ethical purpose in the life of a State, the action

of which was the exercise of a Will, the end of the action being

to establish freedom; the "organisation of aims which permitted
2.

the fullest harmony to life."

Mr Benjamin Kidd, in a book which enjoyed a great; popularity

and which showed a deep study of Gustav Schmoller's, "The Mercan¬

tile System and its Historical Significance," set forth a "social

evolution" thesis which asserted that human society, like all

animal life, progressed by dint' of competition of nation with

nation, race with race, to the survival of the fittest. He dis¬

carded the utilitarian theory of the State as preached by Herbert

Spencer and practised by the Manchester School of economics,

though he still held to the principle of a certain amount of free

competition as the salvation of society. The town, he tells us,
3,

is swallowed up by the district and the district by the State.

"On the horizon of modern thought we are, in short, in sight of

the fact that in the progress of the world the days of national¬

ities' in the old sense are numbered. The evolutionary process

1. Annie Besant, Ancient Ideals in Modern Life, p.9«
2. Bernard Bosanquet, The Philosophical Theory of the State,p.234

and p.321. Bosanquet can hardly be said to have maintained
that the State could do no wrong and was above morality, as
Halevy, op.cit.,p.l9 seems to imply, although some of his
words out of context might be so construed. He says: "Over-
readiness to make capital out of an apparent conflict of duties
is neither made worse nor better by the fact that one of the
duties is in the service of the State." Ibid,p326.

3. Benjamin Kidd, Principles of Western Civilisation,pp.380-381.
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in Western history is slowly "but surely converging towards a

stag4 at which the struggle will "be between a few great systems

of social order, of which the political and economic structure

will be, in the last resort, the outward expression of different
1.

interpretations of fundamental ethical conceptions." So Chamber¬

lain might have spoken - or the German writers. It is in the

same spirit that Lecky argued that democracy is opposed to lib-
2.

erty.

The doctrine of the extension of national power was used to

justify racial imperialism, one exponent of the theory writing,

"When one race shows itself superior to another in the various

externals of domestic life, it inevitably in the long run gets

the upper hand in public life, and establishes its predominance...

this law is the only thing which accounts for the history of the

human race, and the revolutions of empires, and., it explains and

justifies the appropriation by Europeans of territories in Asia,

South Africa, and Oceana, and the whole of our colonial develop-
3-

ment." Much the same argument was produced by a manifesto of
4.

the Fabian Society. One of the moBt attractive of the Imperial¬

ists voiced the doctrine that seems very cold-blooded to our gen¬

eration, chastened as it has been by the War. Hubert Hervey

philosophised that the rivalry of the great Powers in extending

their influence "should lead naturally to the evolution of the

highest type of government of subject races by the superior

qualities of their rulers." And Professor Cramb sounds much

1. Benjamin Kidd, Principles of Western Civilisation, p.385*
2. William E.H. Lecky, Democracy and Liberty,esp.vol.i,p.212 ff.
3« Edward Demolins, Boers or English, Who Are in the Right?

pp.24-25.
4. Fabianism and the Empire, ed.Bernard Shaw,p.l5«
5» Memoir; by iiarl Grey, op.cit.p.58«
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like List as he describes the passage of the civic, the feudal,

or the oligarchic State into the national, and the national into

the imperial, "by slow or swift gradations, "but irresistibly, as
1.

by a fixed law of nature.

It is not difficult to see where such thinking would affect

the British Empire. In the first place it meant the end of

"glorious isolation", and Salisbury told students studying for¬

eign relations to use a large map. The Doctrine of Power de¬

manded the discipline and regimentation of the various units of

the Empire. Their manpower must be conscripted; their politics

must be consolidated in an Imperial Parliament, or at least in an

effective body so that the Empire might speak with one voice to

the world and be able to mobilize all the unlimited resources of

a mighty Empire to defy all who threatened or hindered. In

peace the boundaries of the Empire would be a single tariff ram¬

part; in war they would present an unbroken battle line. This

is the Gospel of Cecil Rhodes, Chamberlain, and other Imperial¬

ists. There were variations in their teachings. You might

believe like Rosebery in diversity of tariffs, but never cease

to din into the ears of fellow-countrymen the need for organisa¬

tion of the Empire. Lord Thring believed in Free Trade, but he

maintained that the Colonies should adopt it also. Richard Jebb

was an advocate of an alliance theory of Empire, but it was to be

an effective alliance, closely knit in all essentials. Not once

but always Chamberlain warned his countrymen, "The day of small

kingdoms with their petty jealousies has passed. The future is

with the great empires, and there is not greater empire than the
2*

British Empire," a; peroration that many English gentlemen hoped

1. Cramb,Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial
Britain, pp. 132-133 •

Bpyd^speeehes^p.^O^ A similar statement, May 16,Birmingham,
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1.

the colonies would lay to heart. There were sccres of speeches

with this as their text, and articles in journals continually
I

quoted it.

There is no more typical figure of the period that the great j;

realist, Thomas Hardy. It was not hy accident that at the "begin- >
k

ning of the century he propounded the doctrine of "The Immanent j*
Will", a gloomy and remorseless force. Nor was it accident that

led him to put into the mouth of Pitt after Austerlitz the broken I
cry,

"Roll up that map. 'Twill not "be needed now
These ten years! Realms, laws, peoples, dynasties,
Are churning to a pulp within the maw 2.
Of Empire-making Lust and personal Gain."

Prom the matrix of this thought came British opinion on the

development of the Commonwealth.

3.
The Racial Element in British Imperialism.

In proposing cloer union of the Empire it was not generally !

intended that all the Colonies should be taken into partnership.

The union was to "be one of race and, had federation been accom¬

plished, the colonies of non-British blood would have been placed

in a lower.class, so that there would have resulted a kind of

j
1. As Edward Salmon, Mr Chamberlain's New Chapter, The Fort. Rev. r

vol.73,Apr.1903.
2. The Dynasts, Part 1, Scene xi,p.44.
3. Note: It is interesting to compare British racialism with

the German megalomonia of an unredeemed Germany; Pan-Turan-
ianism; Pan-Slavism; or aspirations after a Greater Servia,
Greater Greece, and Greater Bulgaria. British racialism dif- |
fered from "Pan-Germanism" in that it did not consist of an

unredeemed population beyond its borders. See Wingfield-
Stratford, op.cit.,pp.1156-1160. Halevy, op.cit., p.5l ff*

i
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imperium in imperio. The British peoples of the "great self-

governing Colonies" - a phrase used to denote Canada, Australia, j;f
New Zealand, and, hopefully, South Africa - were included in the 7

expression, "Greater Britain", under the thesis that they had |#
their origin in the "Expansion of England". As for the other

Colonies and the Dependencies, one outstanding writer said that,

"The modern starting-point of constructive imperialism, must he f.
f

the admission that it is impossible to imagine any connection

whatever between the connection of England with India and the

other dependencies on the one hand, and with the colonial States
2.

on the other hand." His words were practically the same as

those of J.R. Seeley, one of the greatest of Mid-Victorian Imper¬

ialists, who had written of his proposals for a closer union of
i

Britain and the Colonies. "But what I have been saying does not |
apply to India. If England and her colonies taken together make, [

I
properly speaking, not an Empire but only a very large state,

this is because the population is English throughout and the in-
3-

stitutions are of the same kind."
!

It need not surprise us, therefore, if a Governor of New-

foundland should find that, "The greatest hope for Imperial Fed¬

eration lies...in the fact that every Colonist thinks of these

1. Alpheus H. Snow, Neutralization versus Imperialism, American
Journ. of Int. Law, July 1908, Vol.2. Lord Milner, The Two
Empires, op.cit. "The idea of extending what is described as
colonial self-government to India ...is a hopeless absurdity".
Also Lord Cromer: Ancient and Modern Imperialism,pp.126,127. •

p.119 ff: "It will be well for England, better for India, and
best of all for the cause of progressive civilisation in gener- j
al, if it be clearly understood from the outset that, however
liberal may be the concessions which have now been made, and
which at any future time may be made, we have not the smallest
intention of abandoning our Indian possessions, and that it is
highly improbable that any such intention will be entertained
by our posterity. The foundation-stone of Indian reform must i
be the steadfast maintenance of British supremacy."

2. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism,p.277*
3. Seeley, The Expansion of England, pp.301-302.
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islands as his home". "I have emphasised the importance of

the racial "bond," said Lord Milner, "Prom my point of view this

is fundamental. It is the British race which "built the Empire,

and it is the individed British race which can alone uphold it.

Not that I underestimate the importance of community of material

interests in "binding the different parts of the Empire together...

"but deeper, stronger, more primordial than these material ties

is the "bond of a common "blood, a common language, common history,

and traditions. But what do I mean by the British race? I

mean all the peoples of the United Kingdom and their descendants
2.

in other countries under the British flag." So he proposed the

toast, "Communis Patria". as embodying the happy idea of the

wider Fatherland, of the permanent association of all the Brit¬
s'

ains. It was quite in keeping with this spirit that „Milner

should have made an effort which could be interpreted as a desire

to overwhelm the Dutch race in South Africa by advancing a plan

for settling British farmers on the land by compulsory purchase
4-.

if necessary. There was nothing inviting reproach in his pro¬

posal, nor was it, put in that form, correctly interpreted.

The Lands Settlement Commission under the chairmanship of H.O.

Arnold-Forster had emphasised the necessity of establishing in

South Africa "a thoroughly British population, large enough to

make a recurrence of division and disorder impossible" if the

1. Sir Cavendish Boyle, Royal Colonial Institute, Report of
proceedings, Nov.1902, Vol.34-, p.26.

2. Milner, The Nation and the Empire, p.xxxv. Describes him¬
self in The Times, July 28, 1919» as "A British Race Pat¬
riot." 3* The'$iatiqh and the Empire, p.386.

4. Milner to Chamberlain, 25*1*1902; Cd. 1163* no.22, p.92.
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I

"blood and treasure of the war were not to "be wasted. It was not *
*

judged to he a serious task, and there seemed no reason to doubt

hut that a consistent and well-directed policy would make "These j
great countries thoroughly British States - a strength and not a

1.
weakness to the Empire." Lord Milner was following up such a

plan for pacification, and made it clear that he did not want to

dispossess the Boers merely for the sake of dispossessing them,
f

nor to make the British farming population predominant, hut the
I
s

fact that the British were segregated in towns and the Dutch in
3

t

the country instead of co-operating and gradually fusing so as to
!

[
remove difference of race and promote good fellowship was a condi- i

2.
tion that militated against the future well-being of the Colonies. I

His tolerant attitude did not find an entire concurrence in

Great Britain. It was suggested that Durham might he referred

to for help and discovered that, "The fundamental principle from

which he never swerved in dealing with the racial quarrel, was

an unqualified assertion of British supremacy, and the supreme

necessity'of establishing the latter on an impregnable basis."

This, it was thought, must he the basis for future treatment of
3-

South Africa. This does not carry much weight as an expression

of responsible opinion, though doubtless many an official in his

heart must have sighed for its consummation. One of the great¬

est political minds of the day, a contemporary of Chamberlain of

a very opposite school, saw the position of the Imperialist with

utmost clearness. Lord Morley wrote, "With Chamberlain love of

1. Cd. 626, 1901, p.7.
2. Milner to Chamberlain, 4:4:1903, Cd. 1551, p*12.
3. Violet R. Markham, Lord Durham and the Colonics, 19th Cent.,

June 1907, Vol.59.
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country now gave commanding prominence to recognition of the self-

governing oversea dominions as part of the British Empire, joined

to us hy ties of kindred, religion, language, and joined "by the

sea that formerly seemed to divide us. He "became the paramount

voice in forcing imperialist doctrine where Dilke, Rosehery, and

Forster had led the way "before, and Seely had given it in liter-
1.

ary form in one of the cardinal "books of the time." In fact,

Chamberlain desired a Pan Britannic union so ardently that he

seems to have had ambitions of a plan to include the United StateB

though it is easy to over-emphasise such words as those used in

his speech at Philadelphia to the Order of the Sons of St. George.

He told his audience, "I decline to be considered a foreigner in

the United States. I feel much as a distinguished diplomatist,

who once told the Prince of Wales that the world was divided into
2.

three classes - Americans, Englishment, and foreigners."

Any ideal that embraced the United States in ah organic

union with Great Britain seems visionary enough today, but that

great dreamer, Cecil Rhodes, was one of those who held firmly to

it. On one occasion he expressed his hope as follows! "I con¬

tend that we are the first > race in the world, and that the more

of the world we inhabit the better it is for the human race. I

contend that every acre added to our territory means the birth of

more of the English race who otherwise would not be brought into

existence. Added to this', the absorption of the greater portion

of the world under our rule simply means the end of all wars."

The object for which he should work then wasj "The furtherance

of the British Empire, for the bringing of the whole uncivilised

1. Recollections, Vol. 11, p*79»
2. Foreign and Colonial Speeches, Britons in America, Feb.29,

1888.
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world under British rule, for the recovery of the United States, *
f

for the making of the Anglo-Saxon race "but one Empire. What a
1«

dream! "but yet it is probable. It is possible." He became

quite enthusiastic in his plan to form a kind of secular Church
|.

Which would implant the imperial idea and propagate the union of
2' ' •

p
England and the Colonies, and it was his notion that such an

ideal and union could be buttressed by a Society which would be
3- 1

to the Empire what the Society of Jesus was to the Papacy. Mr

Stead, his biographer, seems to have been of similar mind, and
[

he saw great hope for a federation of the Empire so as to "include
4.

the United States and establish peace throughout the world."

There were sporadic suggestions of alliance with the United States,

as there were also proposals mooted for alliance with Germany,

Rhodes leaving scholarships to German students bringing them to

Oxford with the intention of promoting the friendship if not the

union of the two countries on racial grounds. Mr Jebb tells us

in 1905 that, "In England the ideal of imperial unions seems now
5«

to be in competition with that of Anglo-American alliance," and

in the panic pre-war years there were frequent advocates of such
6 • v.

an alliance.

Lord Rosebery never reached any other conception of the

citizen of the self-governing colonies than that of an English-
l

man overseas. He distinguished the British Empire from other

Empires in that it was united by "a passion of affection and
7.

family feeling." On another occasion he asked, "And what is
■ ■ .. .

I

1. Stead, The Last Will and Testament of Cecil John Rhodes,pp.58-59
2. Ibid, pp.59-61.
3. Ibid, p.83*
4. The Americanisation of the world, p.l62.
5. Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.22.
6. Ex. J. Ellis Barker,. An Anglo-American Reunion, 19th Cent. Sept.;

1913, Vol.74-.
7» Chesterfield speech. The Times, Dec.17, 1901*
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Empire "but predominance of race?" "The word Empire", he con¬

tinued, "represents to us our history, our traditions, our race.

It is a matter of influence, of peace, of commerce, of civilsa-

tion, above all a question of faith, but it is also a matter of

business, a practical affair. You have received from your fore¬

fathers this great appanage; no one outside an asylum wishes to
1.

be rid of it." At the Imperial Press Conference in 1909 there

were loud cheers when Rosebery said the sum of his speech con¬

sisted of the brief sentence, "Welcome Home", and he gave to the
2.

Conference as its motto, "Welcome to your Home".

The most weighty paper of the day recorded of the Imperial

destiny that, "It rests first on that natural sentiment of kin¬
s'

ship." A man who had been in command of the Canadian Militia

and should have been able to speak with authority could so far

overlook French Canada to make the absurd statement that.."the
4.

Canadian Colony itself has sprung up from the British stock."

When, it was observed that a French population existed, it was said

that they find "they must submit to the majority,...are beginning ^

to acquire many of the English modes of thought", and "have wil-
5* t

lingly entered into the spirit of Empire." The wish is certain- .

ly father to the thought as it is explained that the differences

remaining between foreign and British born are the differences
6.

between the Londoner and the Westcountryman.

Professor Egerton was one of the weightiest of contemporary

authors who endorsed the view "that, after all, our Colonies are

1. Glasgow, Nov.12, 1900.
2. The Times, June 7» 1909* f
3. The Times, Dec. 17> 1904.
4. Col. Ivor Herbert, The Organisation of the Canadian Army, Journ.

Roy. Un. Serv. Inst., Mar. 1907» Vol.5l*)
5. Walter Meakin, The Life of An Empire, pp.3l5~3l6*
6. Ibid, p.317*
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only England "beyond the seas - a greater England, "but England

all the same... .Perhaps the words 'Greater Britain' "best describe <■
[;

the new point of view. A world - empire, the separate parts of
i;

which are being more and more closely linked by the discoveries

of science, enjoying in each separate part absolute independence,

connected, not by coercion or paper bulwarks, but by common origin [
I

and sympathies, by a common loyalty and patriotism, and by common {.
efforts after common purposes, such, amidst much to alarm and dis- I
turb, is the apparent outcome of history, the Colonial policy with §

which Great Britain will enter upon the untrodden paths of a new
1.

century." He further explained hiB attitude* "For practical

purposes, a colony may be defined as a community, politically de¬

pendent in some shape or form, the majority, or the dominant port¬

ion, of whose members belong by birth or origin to the Mother

country, such persons having no intention to return to the Mother

country, or to seek a permanent home elsewhere than in the Colony.

This definition excludes the United States....It excludes India

and most tropical settlements, because, in such, there is nearly

always among Englishmen the animus revertendi. It excludes, for \

the same reason, Gibraltar and Malta, and the purely military
\

Colonies or dependencies. It includes Colonies like Natal, where
!

there is a bona-fide permanently resident English community, what- !

ever be the number of natives who surround them. It includes
j

Cape Colony, where the original Butch settlers and the English,
\

who have emigrated thither during the last seventy years, are on

the whole becoming fused into a common national type. It in-
u

eludes the West Indies, because, in spite of the climate, English-!
2.

men have for generations found in them a permanent home." The

1. Egerton, A Short History of British Colonial Policy, pp.6-7*
2. Ibid, pp.8-9«
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phrase, "common national type", would "be somewhat confusing if

it were meant to imply a distinct national individuality and must

"be understood to mean that the English were either "the majority,

or the dominant portion" if the definition of a colony "by Pro¬

fessor Egerton is to have any validity.

The definition, as the writer admitted, was not technical,

for the Interpretation Act of 1889 held the expression "colony"

to apply to any land under British rule, exclusive of the United
1.

Kingdom and India. His excuse for the liberty of definition is

that, "Looking at the question practically, if we remember that,

side by side with the question of oolonial expansion, there is

always the question of Imperial power, with which we are here

only indirectly concerned, it will be enough if we fix our atten¬

tion for the most part on the great self-governing Colonies, past

and present, in America, Australia, and South Africa, and on the

West Indies, although the importance of these last is not as great
2.

at the present day as it was in former times." In other words,

racial dominance is not separable from Imperial power and, there¬

fore, British opinion on the development of the British Common¬

wealth is of a piece with British imperialism giving the word

'Imperialism* in this instance its broadest meaning to include
I

opinion on colonies of every type and stage of development.

"I am not sure that I know what it (imperialism) means,"

Lord Morley said on one occasion. "Sometimes it seems to mean
3*

commercialism, sometimes militarism, sometimes Africanism."

He was probably well aware that Chamberlain's conception of

Empire included all these things in its programme as of necessity.

1. 52- & 53 Vict, c.63, s.l8.
2. Egerton, op.cit., p.9«
3. The Times, May 26, 1899*



To remain a great nation, Great Britain must remain a great

Empire. Where the Liberals would only use a navy for defence -

those Liberals, that is, represented by Morley - Chamberlain must

have it strong enough to propagate an expanding Empire and protect

it against the jealous hostility of other nations. To do that with- :

out bringing too great an expense upon the British taxpayer would

require the assistance of overseas Britain. Chamberlain borrowed

a phrase of Matthew Arnold's to explain the situation to the Con-^

ference of 1902* "The weary Titan staggers under the too-vast orb

of his fate." The Colonies were invited into partnership, as it

was often said, with an old established firm. But the self-gov¬

erning Colonies would be found to be much more interested in

things commercial than in the military schemes of Empire, and so

in two ways the Empire would be a commercial affair* with the

self-governing Colonies by way of contract or treaty, and with

the less politically-advanced Colonies by developing their sources

of raw material.

A very able article in The Times made a distinction between

the Imperialism whose pride lay in "the extent of British rule,

in the mission of our people to take up the 'white man's burden'

and devote itself to the elevation of less advanced races", and

the imperialism which aimed at keeping "the growing democracies

of the younger nations within the Empire by admitting them to an

equal share in all those privileges and responsibilities of Im¬

perial power which at present rests exclusively with the citizens

of the United Kingdom. Imperialism in this sense is a purely

democratic movement essentially of the same character as the

movements which, in the past, federated the American States after

th4 Revolution, and which created the Dominion of Canada...or the
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Australian Commonwealth...Imperialism in the other sense tends,

on the contrary, to "be autocratic, to lay stress on administra¬

tive efficiency, to look with suspicion on a democratic system

which it knows to be unsuited to the conditions of half the Em¬

pire". In one case kinship was the key word, in the other Brit¬

ish civilization and Government were the ideals. That these two

Empires were correlated was seen by the fact that Chamberlain and

Milner were advocates of both as being essential to one another,

complementary to one another. The dependent Empire supplied raw

material to the industrial self-governing part, and the self-gov¬

erning constituents supplied British civilisation to the backward
I

races. "They are the component factors in a higher Imperialism

which transcends each and which represents the most stupendous

synthesis of the human race ever attempted. The development and |

integration of the British Empire is the only practical and rat¬

ional attempt at building up the brotherhood of man which the
1.

next few centuries are likely to see."

It took a long time for an appreciation of colonial nation¬

alism to penetrate the consciousness of the citizen of the Mother

Country. In fact, until a very recent day in Canada, the idea

of a distinct Canadian nationality as opposed to the idea of an

English nationality has had a very hard time of it, and for that

reason in the Dominion French Canada has been so often represented

as the origin and sanctuary of a Canadian type of citizenship.

The intention that the Empire should be British, and by British

is meant of United Kingdom stock, has never died away. A writer

of today tells us that "non-British races are.... steadily growing

in numbers....If the Empire is to remain British, then the number

1. The Inadequacy of our Terms, The Times, May 24, 1909
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1.

of British stock must increase at an equal rate," and another

puts it that the self-governing dominions are not held together
2.

by no stronger tie than the crimson thread of kinship, recalling

a phrase used by Sir Henry Parkes in the days of campaigning

for the Commonwealth of Australia.

Yet there were observant men who, by 1905» called the atten¬

tion of their fellows to colonial nationalism, Lord Thring

in 1904 had pointed out the pride of the Colonies in their poli¬

tical power and their desire to expand that power to the right

to treat independently with foreign nations, for, as he put it,

"A colonist regards his country as an Englishman regards England -

3.
as the first country in the world." Nevertheless, despite this

promising observation, he emphasises race and common origin as

the chief binding ties of the Empire, an observation of doubt-'

less truth, especially at that time, but one which, in his use,

bespoke a lack of faith in the development of colonial nation¬

alism.

The first definite exposition of a nationalism peculiar

to a colony as something which ought to be preserved was the

work of Mr Jebb. His books, Studies in Colonial Nationalism

and The Imperial Conference, have been praised eloquently by

every student who has had to do with the subject. He put it

clearly enough, so clearly that many others must have been at

least thinking around it. He wrote that "The popular habit of

alluding to 'the British nation' in a sense inclusive of col¬

onial peoples, already is an anachronism. It has become evident

that the fundamental principle of any real advance towards closer

1. Anthony Clyne, A Census 'Yarning; Britain as the Racial Reser¬
voir of the Empire, llrrfcterd: Empire:, Aug. 1931» Vol.22.

2. Sir Philip Street, Ibid, p.456.
3» Lord Thring, The Unity of the Empire, The 19th Cent., March

1904, Vol.55.
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union must "be the frank recognition of independent national

instincts in the four principal self-governing colonies, in

varying stages of evolution. But that recognition involves the

rejection of the imperialist conception which has "been current in

the mother country. In general, it is clear that that union, if

any, must resemble an alliance of independent nations rather than

a federation of scattered States inspired "by the idea of a common
1.

nationality." He conceived of empire as a guardian of nation¬

alism, permitting free play of forces, "but in a far more advanced

sense than any contemporary and in a sense much different from

Cramb. He held that only through an empire could a small nation

exert appreciable influence in world politics, and his ideal is

expressed when he says that, "So far from repressing any national

diversification otherwise possible, the British Empire is proving

itself the fruitful parent of new nationalities; not only safe¬

guarding their infant growth, but offering them, as they reach

maturity, a career of national utility in imperial partnership,

as an alternative to the barren impotence of self-centred isola-
2.

tion." He believed in national fleets belonging to the various

self-governing members of the Empire as allied nations; there

should be imperial preference based on treaties; there should

be continual consultation between the nations of the Empire.as

to important questions of policy; the United Kingdom should

not enjoy the slightest superiority over any other self-governing

part. "Already there is a noticeable tendency in Canada and

Australia to treat as a negligible quantity the constitutional

supremacy of the British parliament over their own The

1. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.273*
2. Ibid, p.102.
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nationalist theory is that the parliament of the United Kingdom

ought to "be recognised as having a status equal, not superior to,

that of the Dominion and Commonwealth parliaments; the Crown

"being a figure-head common to coequal legislatures, and standing

in precisely the same relation to each, as the symbol of their

intimate alliance. The conception is logical, and ought to "be

recognised "by the deliberate disuse of the British Parliament as

an authority intermediate between the colonial legislature which
1.

passes a Bill and the Crown which ratifies it."

How different this point of view is from that of Lecky who

had argued less than ten years before that nationality "threat-
2.

ens the most valuable elements of our civilieationl" It is

quite likely that Lecky had his eye on the British Empire when

he complained of nationality as "a disintegrating force, and

many of its advocates desire to call into intense life and self-

consciousness the different race elements in a great a composite

empire, with the hope that they may ultimately assert for them-
3-

selves the right of distinct national individuality." Mr

Lecky does more than reveal his conservatism; he shows that Mr

Jebb had many supporters.

But there were men, writing after Studies in Colonial

Nationalism, who were in agreement with Lecky. Professor Cramb,

for example, believed that, "The national is but a phase in the

onward movement of an Imperial State, of a race destined to

empire. In such a State, nationality has no peculiar sanctity,
4.

no fixed, immutable influence, no absolute sway." It is not

1. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.300.
2. Lecky, Democracy and Liberty, Vol.1, p.39^.
3. Ibid, pp.397-398.
4. Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial Britain,

p.133*
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surprising that he should consider the Bobr war as a conflict

"between "the moribund principle of nationality" and the force
1.

he calls Imperialism. One could infer with some justice that

the orator as quoted would not leave much room for diversity,

or the cultivation of peculiarities of culture in his overwhelm¬

ing Empire, "but that is where freedom enters his Imperial phil¬

osophy. He wanted the Empire to pass, even as "Europe has pass¬

ed from the conception of an outwardly composed unity of religion

and government to the conception of the inner unity which is com¬

patible with outward variations in creed, in manners, in- religions,

in social institutions. Harmony, not uniformity, is Nature's
2.

end." It is difficult to reconcile this idea of variety in gov¬

ernment and custom with the indictment of nationality. One sup¬

poses that as long as the institutions conformed to the conscience

of freedom and general ethical decency they might continue to

exist under the watchful eye of a paternal Imperial government.

It seems amazing that in 1910 a man could say that in the

cases of the federation of "Canada and Australia the tendency

has not been to develop towards national independence, but rather

on the contrary to lean towards a still closer union of the im-
3.

perial units." But he was a member of the Legislative Assembly

of Natal so his myopia should not be held against the Mother

Country. His argument was the old one that a union of groups
4.

of colonies was a prelude to imperial union.

Fortunately most of the students of the growth of the

1. Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial Britain,
p.130 andpi40 .

2. Ibid, p.306.
3. P.A. Silburn, The Governance of the Empire, p.217«
4. See also Ibid, p.131.
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Empire were willing to go to school under Mr Jebb. Of these
1.

Mr Hohson v^as one of the earliest. He advanced a plea for

nationality and strongly opposed the theoretical supremacy of
2.

the English race.
'

In 1905 - the year of Mr Jebb's great study - another
|

writer gave it that "The Colonies are still British first and
|;

Australian, African, or Canadian afterwards; "but with every ad- k

r
vance they will become more and more first Canadian, African or

3- I
Australian, and British only in the second place." |

1}
Dr Emil Reich, wrote under the thesis that the encouragement

of individuality was the foundation of the British Empire. "As

there is not, and should not be, One Law (sic) in the British

Empire, so there should not be One Language; nor One Tariff;
4.

nor One Religion."

Mr Russell Rea boasted in the House of Commons that Britain
f

would show the world now an empire might be built out of living
J

nations, and looked forward to "a league of free nations under

one Crown, rather than to a federation... -to a union which was
5«

diplomatic rather than organic." The words "alliance",

"family of nations", "partnership", and the like become increas¬

ingly common. They had been heard before, but from 1905 they

become general. So Mr Churchill expresses the Empire as "a

1. An outside observer had already noted the voluntary character
of the union: "Une lecon se degage meme deja , c'est que la
realisation se fera dans le sens de la liberte; l'essense de
la federation imperiale sera l'action volontaire et toute
compulsion ecartee aussi bien dans l'assistance pedunaire que
dans l'aide militaire." Ernest Nys, Le Droit International,
T.ler 2© edit, 1904, p.377.

2. J.A. Hobson, Imperialism, A Study, esp. p.!34ff.
3. I. Dobbie, Thinking Imperially, Macmillan's Mag., Dec.1905,

Vol.1.
4. Imperialism,•P>175«
5. H,C• Debs, 15 Feb. 1907» Vol.169, pp.482-483.
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solid defensive league of free democratic communities, animated

"by a love of peace and justice, under the leadership of the Brit-
1.

ish Crown." Sir Edward Grey in 1909 stated "a union of allies

of self-governing people" as the ideal to which the Empire had
2.

nearly arrived.

Nationality also revealed itself in the growing distaste

of the word colony, and emigrants to Canada from the Mother country
3-

were advised not to use the expression. The delegates to the

Conferences were quite emphatic in their dislike and at the Con¬

ference of 1907 the word "Dominion" was given official recogni¬

tion as the term designating the status to which the great col¬

onies had attained.

It may indicate the trend of thought that The Imperial
«

Federation (Defence) League should have "become The Imperial Co¬

operation League (1909)* It may also "be revealing to study of

British Imperialism in 1910 to find Mr Ewart called "a keen Im-
4.

perialist." One rubs one's eyes to see if the words are read

aright! No one has "been more jealous for Dominion Nationalism

and he has never "been suspected of any love for England. Mr

Ewart as an example of imperial orthodoxy is something few people

would ever expect to see.

Mr Gardiner examined the results of the Conference of 1911

and declared that it revealed the Empire as "the greatest achieve¬

ment of liberty that history has to offer...a great step in the

consolidation of the Empire of free nations - each master of its

1. Letter to Mr Hamar Greenwood, Aug.22, 1906. Howard d'Egville,
Notes on Imperial Federation for Defence, United Serv. Mag.,
Oct.1906, Vol.34.

2. The Times, June 9> 1909*
3. J.S. Redmayne, Middle Class Migration to Canada, The Emp.Rev.

Mar. 1913, Vol.25.
4. Dudley Mills, British Diplomacy and Canada, United Empire,

Aug.1910, Vol.1, p.554.

I
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own affairs and all co-operating freely in Common affairs -
1.

which is the enduring triumph of Liberalism."

By the outbreak of the War it had been generally recog¬

nised - though there was still the necessity to state it - that,

"It is simply evidence of blindness to facts on the part of any¬

one who persists in cherishing the belief that the Canadian of

the future is going to be a reproduction, on a larger scale, of

Great Britain in its social and political life. Both in Canada

and in South Africa the British type is bound to be greatly modi¬

fied by the impact of other racial elements, just as it has been

in the United States, so much so that the fashioning of entirely

new races, which will be the inheritors of British parliamentary

institutions and will speak the English language, seems to be in
2.

progress."

The Ideal Element in British Racial Imperialism.
i

The English people have never embarked on a great national

adventure unless they were inspired by its ideal element. There

is no nation in the world in whose history sentiment has played

a larger part - although there is no nation in the world more

distrustful of a display of sentiment. Perhaps that is because

the continual jibes of her neighbours across the channel have

made Britain sensitive, for she has ever been a champion of

spiritual forces which have been linked with convenient economic

interests. Europe has seen her actions as Macchiavellian state¬

craft under the cloak of a nauseating Uriah Heep humility - an
3-

unfair judgment. Possibly Britain realised that idealism -

1. A.G. Gardiner, The End of Imperialism - and After, The Con.
Rev. Aug. 1911, Vol.100.

2. "Anglo-Saxon", Canada's Racial Destiny, The Britannic Rev.,
June 1914, Vol.1.

V Eor a brilliant exposition see Wilhelm Dibellius, England,
n. p.1Pr,fr.
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the promotion of some fine principle - always paysi "Honesty

is the "best policy." Possibly it was an accident that ideals

and economic exigencies went hand in hand. Or it may be that
*

ideals mean nothing until applied and in the application they are

distorted - misapplied by cruel, bungling men. At any rate, if

one would understand British history he must be aware of over¬

whelming moral forces, and in the study with which we are concern¬

ed there is the moving desire "to set up the Kingdom of the God
1.

of the Anglo-Saxons."

One of the greatest authorities on the economic motives of

British Imperialism has said that the "underlying commercialism

of the British Empire, 'a nation of shop-keepers,' is in sharp

contrast with the French impulse to 'glory' and the desire to

spread French civilisation as being the best for mankind, white

or black, which has been the basis of the expansion of French
2.

dominion in the nineteenth century." Syrely this statement is

subject to reservations * the French expansion was a movement to

national economic and military security, and anyone who has read

Kipling must have appreciated that, without the enthusiasm of

"the white man's burden" philosophy and the schoolboy thrill of

an Empire on which the sun never set, commercial development of

the Empire would have been greatly restricted. "Where there is

no vision the people perish." When Chamberlain preached his

1. Dibelliusi --bp.cit., p.493« ' • l~.' - 111 • > •
It is interesting to compare the German and British motives
for Imperialism. Treitschke preached that German's particu
lar career was "to gain freedom for civilization", Charles
Sanford Terry, Treitschke, Bernhari, arid some Theologians,
pp.9-10, and Bernhardi's theory of German Imperialism was to
fight "the powers of barbarism." Emmanual Geibel has it :

"Some day, through the German nation,
All the world will find salvation." Ibid, p.12.

2. Knowles, The Economic Development of the Overseas Empire,
p.107, Vol.ii.
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doctrine of uniting the English-speaking Empire - and nomone

"better understood the psychology;'of the British electorate - he

"begged his listeners to "Think what it means to your power and

influence as a country; think what it means to your positions

among the nations of the world; think what it means to your

trade and commerce. I put that last. The influence of the

Empire is the thing I think most aboutj and that influence, I

"believe, will always "be used for the peace and civilisation of
1.

the world."

Carlyle was one of the ancestors of the idealism of Chamber¬

lain's Imperial philosophy. He had a great belief in the mission j
and abilities of the English race who were like the "old Romans",

because of their silence like that of the Gods, a silence that

became men of action, men who were capable of framing an Empire
2.

which would .be "a mighty conquest over chaos." One finds his

extraordinary emphasis on "duty" on the part of the individual

and the divine destiny of a State recurring in the writings of
3«

men like Mr Spenser Wilkinson. What could be finer as a guide

to national destiny than Kipling's Recessional?

"Ear-called, our navies melt away,
On dune and headland sinks the fire
Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre.
Judge of the Nations spare us yet,
Lest we forget - lest we forget.

Ruskin, well-loved and frequently quoted, had put the ideal \

of the expansion of England and the complementary thought of

racial pre-eminence in his beautiful way. Speaking at Oxford

he said, "Will you, youths of England, make your country again a

1. Boyd, speeches, op.cit., p.131.
2. Carlyle, op.cit., p.212ff.>
3. Spenser Wilkinson, The Great Alternative, p«328ff. There is

the same emphasis in Ethics of Empire R.T., June 1913» Vol.3*
Annie Besant, op.cit.p.4.



royal throne of kings; a sceptred isle, for all the world a
jl
jj)

source of light, a centre of peace; mistress of learning and
If

of the arts;, faithful guardian of great memories in the, midst
0

of irreverent and ephemeral visions; faithful servant of time-

tried principles, under temptation from fond experiments and

licentious desires; and, amidst the cruel and clamorous jealous¬

ies of the nations, worshipped in her strange valour of goodwill

towards men?....This is what she must either do, or perish: she

must found colonies, as fast and as far as she is able, formed

of her most energetic and worthiest men:- seizing every piece of

fruitful waste ground that she can get her foot on, and there

teaching these, her colonists, that their first aim is to be to

advance the power of England by land and sea; and that though

they live on a distant plot of ground, they are not more to con¬

sider themselves therefore disenfranchised from their native land

than the sailors of her fleets do, because they float on distant

waves. So that literally, these colonies must be fastened

fleets, and every man of them must be under authority of captains

and officers, whose better command is to be over fields and streets

instead of ships of the line;.....If we can get men for little

pay, to cast themselves against cannonmouths for love of England,

we may find men also who will plough and sow for her, who will

behave kindly and righteously for her, who will bring up their

children to love her, and who ..will gladden themselves in the

brightness of her glory, more than in all the light of tropic
1.

skies." . There is so much poetry in the quotation, and the pat¬

riotism is of such a high order, that it is unjust to take the wort

as a bald plea for an aggressive racialism. There is need for

■1

1. Ruskin, Lectures on Art, pp.28-30.
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more nationalism of this nature, pacific, kindly, and emulous

!
only in those things that make for the vrell-being of man and the

!

"beauty of the world. Rhodes was one who was deeply moved by

Ruskin's lectures, and it is difficult to say how much of Rhode's

ambition that the British race be a race to make war impossible
1.

was inspired by that great man.

There were two ideal objects of British Imperialism: to

ensure peace and propagate liberty. To do this the British race

must combine, and one writer enthused that "As the years roll on,

a wider patriotism and a deeper resolve are becoming perceptible.

There is growing into existence a sentiment of national being
<

which overleaps the ocean, so that, to those whom it possesses,

it matters not whether they were born in Cape Town or in London,

in Melbourne or in Montreal. Equally are they members of one

mighty community, and equally are they heirs to that mastery of

the seas which must ultimately carry with it the hegemony of man-
2.

kind." But with this hegemony was a corresponding obligation.-

"If the British Empire is destined to endure it will only be as

the guardian of the moral welfare of its peoples. Eaith in this
3-

mission alone can justify the effort to further its consolidation"

Lord Thring, therefore, had the vision of, "A united British Em¬

pire, going forth - not conquering or to conquer, but to regulate
4.

commerce and spread peace and civilisation throughout its limits."

Even Admiral Sir John Colomb, who was most anxious for Imperial
I

union for purposes of defence, had in mind a Britannic confedera-
5-

tion that "would form a League of Peace." Chamberlain, too,

1. See McDonald, Rhodes, pp.36~37«
2. H.F. Y/yatt, The Ethics of Empire, 19th C. ,April l897» Vol.41.
3. The Ethics of Empire, The R.T., June 1913» Vol.3* p«484.
4. Lord Thring, The Consolidation of the British Empire, Britan¬

nic Confederation, p.ljjl.
5« Sir John Colomb, A Survey of Existing Conditions, Britannic

Confederation, p.26.
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was glad, for "We are advancing steadily, if slowly, to the

realisation of that great federation of our race which will in-
1.

evitahly make for peace and liberty and justice." To .the Un¬

ited Kingdom the colonies were looking as "holding the headship
2.

of the race."

At first, then, a universal Pax Britannica was the end of

British Imperialism. Therefore Lecky remarked, "How unspeakably

important it is to the future of the world that the English race,

through the ages that are to come, should cling as closely as
,3*

possible together. The emphasis changed with a clearer concep¬

tion of Colonial nationalism: the Empire was to bring liberty to

the world. A superimposed peace smacked too much of Roman im¬

perialism, which had brought to bear the brutal force of an ex¬

ternal authority. English writers pleaded with their countrymen;,

"Let us accustom our eyes to appreciate and enjoy the exquisite

distinction of the Imperial Mosaic as a pattern whereof every

individual part, and every singly variant type, is effective and

irreplaceable, though all are subordinate to the collective glory
4.

of one central, unique, and majestic design." Professor Cramb

described a life force or an "informing spirit, the unseen force

from within the race itself", which shapes the material frame of

empire and which, in the British Empire, directed itself to "the
5-

ideal of national and constituted freedom." Every Empire in

history so far he believed to have been an Empire of force with¬

out freedom; the "Informing spirit", insofar as it embodied lib¬

erty, was peculiar to the British Empire. Disraeli had once

1. Boyd, op.cit. p.67»
2. Ibid.

3* Lecky, Historical and Political Essays, p.48.
4. Ellis Powell, U.E. June 1912, Vol.2.
5. Cramb, Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial
Britain, p.l5«
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inaccurate,ly ascribed the motto Imperium ac Libertas to a Roman
(

historian. Imperium ac Justitia he might have said, but Empire
1.

and freedom was a paradox to the Roman mind. "Even as -the marble ;!
or poem represents the supreme hour in the individual life....so

2.
the State represents the ideal pursued by the race," and that

ideal was expressed in the modern battle-cry, "God for Britain,
3*

Justice and Freedom to the world!" "And thus," he says superbly j|
enough, "Britain shall become the name of an ideal as well as the

designation of a race, the description of an attitude of mind as

well as of traits of blood.f Even as Alexander of Macedon had

refused to keep a strict line of demarcation between Greek and

Barbarian, but decided to use his victories to make all men
|

Hellenes, so too the object of the English Empire was to be "To

give all men within its bounds an English mind; to give all
Iwho come within its sway the power to look at the things of life...?

from the standpoint of an Englishman; to diffuse within its

bounds that high tolerance in religion which has marked this

Empire from its foundation; that love of free institutions,

that pursuit of an ever-higher justice and a larger freedom which,

rightly or wrongly, we associate with the temper and character
5 •

of our race wherever it is dominant and secure." We laugh at

Cramb's enthusiasm today. We are almost ashamed of such things

now - even as the young man blushes when shown the love letter

of his days of courtship. Lord Curzon would not have laughed

at him. Lord Curzon said, in the course of a speech full of

1. Cramb, Reflections on the Origins and Destiny of Imperial
Britain, pp.l8-19«

2. Ibid, p.252.
3. Ibid, p.314.
4. Ibid, p.306.
5« Cramb, Germany and England, pp.124-126.
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grandiloquent metaphors, "I would describe the Empire...as the

result...of an instinct - that ineradicable and divinely im-

pla.nted impulse, which has sent the Englishman forth into the

uttermost.parts of the earth, and made him there the parent of
1.

new societies and the architect of unpremeditated creations."

We also find much agreement at that time with Professor Cramb's

views on the Empire as the preserver of nationalism, Money-

penr^s phrase describing the British Empire as "a very microcosm

of the wfcrld at large" was taken to mean that "nationality has
2.

given place to imperialism" wherein nationality might be saved.

One of the most brilliant studies of the ideal element in

British Imperialism was that of Sir Charles Lucas, Greater Rome

and Greater Britain. He showed that Rome lacked the infinite

space that made for diversity and which had led to the various
3-

types of Briton and for the consequent vitality of the race.

Rome began no new pebples; had given no "separate political

existence" to colonies, while Greece had kept no such political

relation between colony and Mother-country as existed between
4.

the Dominions and the United Kingdom. In fact, no analogy

could be found for the British principle of sheltering - train¬

ing - and finally developing colonies "to terms of practical

independence." The only analogy for the relationship was that

of the family: in her sons and daughters the United Kingdom re¬

newed her youth. In Rome the motive power had been the State;

1. Lord Curzon, The True Imperialism, 19th Cent., Jan.1908,
Vol.63. Very able men still enthuse over Professor Cramb's
studies.

2. Howard Booth- The Meaning of British Imperialism, U.E.,
Dec.. 1913, Vol.4.

3. Greater R'oine and Greater "Britain, pp.l6-17«
4. Ibid, pp.21-22.
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the Romans were not an adventurous people and their traders

waited until the soldiers of the State had dominated the land.

In the British Empire there had "been exploration, adventure,

trade, and partial settlement which the Government licensed,

disowned, or ignored at will, and which was all due to private
1.

enterprise. Rome, to make one whole, kept the parts divided.

England, for the last sixty or seventy years had set herselfr~
2.

to build up nations within the Empire.

Yet Sir Charles was worried lest the Empire drift apart.

He discarded the axiom that was foundational to Free Trade -

that "Force is no remedy": that is, that the power of man could

not run counter to nature and oppo'sd the artificial to the nat¬

ural. The Roman Empire had "been unnatural, in the sense of an

artificial creation, yet had kept civilisation alive for many
3.

hundreds of years. Australia and Canada-were the result of'
4.

human handiwork and were in many ways a defiance of nature.

The British Empire had become less one as freedom had grown, for

diversity had meant freedom, even as the Roman Empire became more

one in proportion as liberty disappeared. And so Sir Charles

departs from his promising beginning and makes a plea for Imper¬

ial Preference if the Empire is to hold together: otherwise
6.

Britain must part with the Dominions.

There were some men who looked with a certain equanimity
.

on parting with the Dominions in a political sense, and suggested;
' p

. r. r r> I1. Greater Rome, and Greater Britain, ,pp,75-7'&♦
r • j .,' ^ -'/' J • ' •

2. Ibid, p.160.
3. Ibid, p.112 ff. ' •

4.Ibid pp. 119-124. .

5. Ibid, p.141.
6. Ibid, p.174 ff.
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the uniting force of a common civilisation. Hellas had its

Athens, the centre of schools and arts, its unity of culture

and ethical ideas and its similarity of laws and institutions,

and "with wisdom and fostering care the many lands making Greater

England may continue to have strong ties long after the political
1.

bonds are broken." Mr A.G. Gardiner found the forces uniting

the Empire to lie in the English Bible as a common heritage,

Shakespeare as the crown of a common literature, traditions with

roots in the glens of Scotland and on the downs of England, with

"customs and speech more reminiscent of Old England than our own.

One civilisation, adapting itself to varying conditions and flow¬

ering into diverse experiments... Over it there broods the spirit

of a fraternal and indestructible peace, and through it there run

the sanctions of a common lav/, whose highest seat of authority
2 .

is in the Motherland." But Mr Gardiner - somewhat dimly it is

true, nevertheless surely - caught the vision of the modern Empire

seeking through the Imperial Conference as "the greatest achieve¬

ment of liberty that history has to. offer.... a great step in the

consolidation of that Empire of free nations - each master of its

own affairs and all co-operating freely in common affairs - which

is the enduring triumph of Liberalism."

The ideals of other men were also adumbrating the modern

conception. Sir William Ramsay looked back to Dante and saw

the Universal Empire as Dante dreamed it for the remedy of the

unrest and disorder of his time, controlled by a supreme monarch,

high above the smaller states and their rulers, exercising a

1. John Macdonnell, Imperial Federation and some neglected Col¬
onial Ties, 19th Cent., May 1900, Vol. 47, p.865.

2. Gardiner, The End of Imperialism and After, Con.Rev. Aug. 19H>
Vol.100.



system of law and justice and order to which all the petty kings
1.

and their governments had to submit. But, said Sir William,

the modern ideal is a higher one. It aims at "the voluntary

acceptance by the separate nationalities of the course of action

which is most conducive to the good of all. For the supreme

monarch among kings our ideal is to substitute the free choice

by all of what is good and right for all. There is no longer

any question of a common government, or of unifying the diverse

nationalities in one European or one world-wide state, The
2.

nations are and remain separate." One wonders if he had not

the British Empire more particularly in mind? He mentions it as

he closes: "What may be for the material and immediate advantage

of the colonies I cannot pretend to know or to guess. But it is

now generally recognised that the union of the Empire rests on

sentiment and not on calculation of apparent material interest.

It rests on the possession of common ideals of liberty and free

individual development, on historical memories and on the English
3-

literature." He desiderated for Europe some definite tribunal

or organ which would exert moral force and be more reliable than
4.

any vox populi.

Lord Haldane found his background for comparison in Rousseau

according to whose view there was "a General Will with which the
5.

will of the good citizen is in accord, and Haldane accepted it

insofar as it meant that "we find within a single state the

1. Sir W.M. Ramsay, The Imperial Peace: An Ideal in European
History, p.6.

2. Ibid, pp.21-22.
3. Ibid, p.28.
4. Ibid, p.23.
5. Haldane, Higher Nationality, p,31«
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evidence of a sanction which is less than legal "but more than

merely moral, and which is sufficient, in the vast majority of

the events of daily life, to secure observance of general•stand¬

ards of conduct without any question of resort to force. If

this is so within a nation, can it "be so between nations?: Can

nations form a group or community apiong themselves within which a

habit of looking to common ideals may grow up sufficiently strong

to develop a General Will, and to make the binding power of these
1.

ideals a reliable sanction for their obligations to each other?"

He was gloomy on the international outlook for this ideal, but he

had faith that between the British Empire and the United States

there was a "process of coming to a deepening and yet more com¬

plete understanding of each other, and to the possession of common

ends and ideals which are natural to the Anglo-Saxon group, and
2 •

to that group alone." He, too, desiderated a tribunal "to

work for the general recognition by society of the binding char¬

acter of international duties and rights as they arise within the
3-

Anglo-Saxon group."

While they are talking, stormed Mr Jebb, "the British Empire

has already evolved the Imperial Conference, which has done, and

is doing, precisely what these philosophers are looking for in
4.

a distant future." There had been the example of voluntary

inter-State co-operation in the South African War, the Pacific

Cable, Dominion Preferences to British trade, the statutory

1. ITaldane, Higher Nationality, pp*34~35*
2. Ibid, p.39.
3» Ibid, p.43.
4. H. Jebb, The Ideal Empire in our Time, The Britannic Review,

May 1914, Vol.1.



provision "by Canada, Australia, and New Zealand that on occasion

the local naval forces might "be transferred to another Government

acting for the Empire, the extension of the Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council, and the proposed reform regarding the natural¬

isation of aliens, which would require concurrent legislation

to "be put into' effect; "All this has teen done through the medium

of the independent Governments, themselves meeting together to

consider what would "be right and good for all, and afterwards

each exerting its own power, strengthened hy the moral weight

of the Britannic agreement, to persuade its own constituents to

give effect thereto." Here, in the Imperial Conference, Mr

Je"b"b found a "body actuated solely by its consciousness of a

•General Will' in the communities which it represented.

In conclusion, it may be noticed that, even as there had

come about an appreciation of Dominion Nationalism, so during

the same period of the pre-war years British opinion was veering

to visualize the Empire as a co-operative unity whose ideals

were mutual service, protection, and the maintenance of justice.

This point will be sufficiently laboured in Part II., but it

may be observed how clearly it appears in studying the philos¬

ophy of Imperialism.

I

|

Social Conditions Influencing the British Attitude to the Empire. |

There were two views of the social conditions of England

at the end of the Nineteenth Century. The optimist saw the

country in comparison with the close of the Napoleonic wars and

found much in a national survey to justify himself. England
t

was still the wealthiest nation in the world; knowledge was
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more democratic than ever "before; newspapers and magazines had

multiplied; the arts had "been cultivated; excursions for the

working classes were common enough on the more numerous holidays;

and people on the whole were kindlier in spirit and more refined

in habits as the parks, libraries, museums, schools, and public

baths which had been created from private or municipal enterprise
>

seemed to testify.

The pessimist, however, as usual could make the more effect¬

ive case and was not lacking material to support a gloomy point of j
view. Charles Booth's great work, Life and Labour of the People

in London showed,ghastly slum conditions that certainly left no

room for complacency. He revealed the degradation resulting from

industrial conditions that left thousands out of work, hundreds

of thousands in chronic want, and still more on the border-line

of complete poverty. The evils of poverty and moral looseness .

to the national life were further startlingly presented by Mr

Seebohm Rowntree and the Report of the Inter-Departmental Com¬

mittee on Physical Deterioration

Society was often berated as frivolous and luxurious, and un¬

disciplined living accused of sapping the nation's strength.

Knowledge might have come, but wisdom, courage, the sense of duty,

and happiness had lessened. True, the United Kingdom was still

the leading industrial and commercial country of the world, but

foreign competitors were catching up with such alarming rapidity

that her position seemed doomed to brief tenure. The following

article, for example, drew some comment from contemporary writers:

1. Rowntree, Poverty: A Study of Town Life. Report of the
Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical Deterioration: 1904.
Cd. 2175, Cd. 2210, Cd. 2186.
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"German goods are not only constantly rising in intrinsic value,

"but they oust English manufactures in every market in the world.

America has long passed England in the Iron and steel manufacture.Jf

Many American critics of the situation are confidently predicting i

that within another generation England will he merely an indus-
h
i| •

trial annexe of the United States...The energy of Englishmen will f
!

certainly lead them to make prodigious efforts, hut America has |
even greater energy, and indefinitely great resources, while hoth

Germany and America display greater intelligence and originality
1.

than does England." The writer argued that England was doomed
•

to become the playground of Europe and must make the hest of it

hy becoming a centre of culture providing educational institutions

and a home for the idle rich.

Some men looked with wistful hope to improved urban life

by better agricultural conditions and urged the virility that
2.

"a rehabilitated class of yeomanry might afford old England."

There is abundant evidence that the nation was far from complacent,

and that it was aware of the many festering sores in the vital

parts of its social organism and of their enervating effect on

nationale morale.

Following on a recognition of these defects, it came about
3>

that there were two parties for reform. One proclaimed the

thrilling gospel of saving the nation by an infusion of new blood.

It was proposed to extend the citizenship in all reality so that

the British population of the Colonies might vote in an Imperial

1. William Clarke; The Social Future of England: Con. Rev.
Dec. 1900, Vol.78.

2. Macmillan*s Mag., Aug.l903> Vol.88, Protection or Free Trade,
pp.260-261.

3. Vide Political History of England, Vol.12, p.488 ff.
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Parliament. Moral regeneration would oome with the energizing

impulsion of a religio-political ideal. Society oould be re¬

juvenated by giving the man in the street a missionary's zeal in

spreading through the world an unrivalled national culture; in¬

stilling in him a national consciousness that thrilled in posses¬

sion of an Empire upon which the sun never set* reconciling an

Empire protecting free institutions and western civilisation with

superstition and cannibalism of heathendom. Lord Milner saw in
v

the unity of "the great kindred communities who owe allegiance to
1.

the British flag", the great principle for national reconstruction.

Joseph Chamberlain made this plea Tor a mental uplift; the Imper- i

ial sentiment, he said or.oe, "has ennobled our national life, it

has discouraged that petty parochialism which is the defect of

all email communities. I ra.y to you that all that is best in

our present life, best in thin Britain of ours; all of whioh we

have the right to be most proud, is due to the fact that we are

not only sons of Britain, but we are sons of Empire.•.Others have

founded the Empire; it is yours to build firmly and permanently

thG great edifice of which others have laid the foundation. And

I believe we have got to change somewhat our insular habits. When

I have been in the colonies I have told them that they were too

provincial, but I think we are too provincial also. We think

too much of ourselves, and we forget...that we are only part of
2.

a larger whole.w So, too, a follower of his stated that "What
I

we need...in the conception of the Empire as a great organism
i

giving us the area and the moral and material resouroec for the
1

|
1. Milner, Constructive Implism., p.49»
2. Moyd, speeches, pp.154-155.
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realisation of certain imperishable principles." The follow¬

ing article is typical of many: "Municipal Socialism, the Edu¬

cation Bill, and other matter important no doubt to the internal

welfare of the United Kingdom, but having nevertheless only an

indirect and shadowy connection with the maintenance of our Im¬

perial position, can readily command a page or more of The Times,

whilst questions of fundamental importance to the Navy or Army
2.

receive but scant attention." The author was really unfair to

The Times since it was forever urging the needs of the Navy and

various military matters to the public, while no organ did more

to popularise the works of Captain Mahan on naval history and
< t

strategy.

But the Imperialists were business men: such an Empire

would provide homes for surplus population and the population

established overseas would provide markets. Of that, more will

be said later. One Imperialist suggested labour legislation for

the Empire, with an Imperial old-age pensions system, an Imper¬

ial Eactories Act, an; Imperial Immigration Restriction Act regu¬

lating the movement of coloured races and paupers within the

Empire, an Inter-Imperial Labour Exchange acting as a "Labour

Clearing House" for the Empire and a Central Information Bureau,

and regular conferences of the Minister controlling labour and

1. J. Saxon Mills, The Liberal Eclipse: The Fort* Rev. ,

April 1903» Vol. 73*» p.688. Chamberlain: "It is something
to be a citizens of a prosperous colony; it is more to be
the inhabitant of a, great kingdom; but it is still more to
rise above all these, above ail parochialism, all provincial¬
ism. It is greatest to be a member of the freest and the
most powerful of all the Empires which the world has ever
seen." Maritzburg, Dec. 30» 1902, Boyd, op.cit., p.90.

2. "Icona", National Apathy and National Necessities, Un. Ser.
Mag., Vol.26, Oct., 1902, p.43.
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1.

industrial legislation of every State or Colony of the Empire.
f

There was another "body of opinion that opposed this theory

of reclaiming England with that of direct social reform and State

action in controlling property and individual action in industry

and commerce. The ancestors of the Labour Party were to be found

herein, and the Westminster Review was a most consistent advocate

of the philosophy that true patriotism consisted of a policy of
2.

social reform at home.' It is not correct, however, to say that

one distinct exclusive body of thought aimed at the ideal of a

national mission which included racial domination, to which all

the military and economic forces of the State would be bent, and

that another distinct party maintained only a.* theory of social

reconstruction and closer control of industries by the State.

These two bodies of thought can hardly be said to be parties,

nor did their exponents, aside from extremists,' regard themselves

as belonging to a party with a policy that embraced Imperialism

and neglected social reform, or that demanded social reform and

ignored the Empire. Eor example, Asquith, one .of the chief

figures in the Liberal Imperialist movement and generally regarded

as an ardent Imperialist, rebuked those who accused him of being

absorbed completely by this one idea, and maintained his plea to

be for an "Imperial race" in 'the British Isles developed by im¬

proved social conditions and education through the agency of the
3.

State, his words being almost an exact repetition of those of

Rosebery, the leader of. Liberal Imperialism, in his rectorial
4.

address in Glasgow the year previous. Sir Henry Campbell-

1. L.V. Biggs, Imperial Federation and Social Reform, 1908,
Imperial Federation League of Australia.

2. ex. W.H. Kent, Patriotism or Imperialism, West.Rev., Feb.l9C2,
Vol.157.

3. The'Times, July 20, 1901.
4. The Times, 12 Nov., 1900. .
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Bannerman, who was most likely to denounce Imperial programmes,

declared it to "be "the merest calumny" to say that the Liberals

were indifferent to Imperial interests. "It was to a great ex¬

tent Liberal enterprise that founded the Empire, and it certainly
1.

was Liberal policy that had preserved it." Sir Herbert Samuel,

who stated that "Our first principle leads clearly and directly
2.

to a policy of social reform" and who was tremendously aware of

the cause of the poor, yet was quite alert regarding value of

the Empire as a social factor to the ordinary Englishman. "The

Empire enlarges his outlook, gives him a fuller confidence in

the future of his nation, strengthens in him the qualities of

foresight, persistency, self-sacrifice and restraint, that are

needed to preserve and develop so vast a dominion; it adds to

his country a new prestige and to his citizenship a new grandeur.

Valuable as are the material advantages in trade and in defensive

power which the empire brings to the British nation, it is this
3-

enoblement of the race which must be counted its greatest gift."

Sir Edward Cook, another Liberal Imperialist, related that his

main effort in journalism had been, first to influence the Liber¬

al Party in an Imperialist direction, and secondly, to support
4.

social reforms. Lord Milner, an Imperialist of first rank,

stated that "there are two great effects of practical patriotism..

These objects are the strength of the Empire, and•the health,

the well-being, the contentedness of the mass of the people

Remember always, these two things are one; they are inseparable.

There can be no adequate prosperity for the forty or fifty million

1. Spender, Life of Campbell-Bannerman, Vol.1, p.3^3*
2. Liberalism, p.11.
3. Ibid, p.325.
4. J. Saxon Mills, Life of Sir Edward Cook, p.206.
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people in these islands without the Empire and all that it pro¬

vides; there can "be no enduring Empire without a healthy, thriv-
1.

ing,manly people at the centre." Again he reiterates his con¬

tention: "The greatest danger I hold to the Unionist party and

to the nation is that the ideals of national strength and Imper¬

ial.consolidation on the one hand, and of democratic progress and

domestic reform on the other, should be dissevered, and the people

should come to regard as antagonistic objects which are essential-
2. I

ly related and complementary to one another."

Just as it cannot be said that there were two exclusive

parties for reform and for, what we may call for want of a better

word, Imperialism, even so it cannot be said that any class of

society definitely adopted either slogan. It may nevertheless

be said that even as the poorer section of society must be assured

of daily bread before developing the esthetic nature, so the work¬

ing classes were more prone to favour State action to gain more

equal distribution of wealth and advantages rather than romantic
3-

Imperialism. The wealthy and aristocratic members of society

were more likely to be enthused over what became a fashionable

faith. "There is an obvious danger" said an anti-Imperialist,

"that the.Empire will be ruled in the interests of our governing
4.

families. Labour was suspicious of the Empire because it was

supposed to spell militarism, to be the special perquisite of the

capitalist class, acquired and maintained in their interests, and

it was believed to be a diversion to take the public mind from

f\y1. Milner, The Nation and the Empire, pp. 196-197*
2. Ibid, pp.249-250.
3. For the thesis that only the upper, wealthier classded

Imperial questions as other than academic see C.R. Enorrkq An
Imperial Commonwealth, Ch.IV., p.37

4. J.L. Hammond, Colonial and Foreign Policy, Liberalism and .thg
Empire, p.210.
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1.

misery at home. To many it appeared that "This Empire craze

is "but a 'holy alliance' of the aristocracy to date," and they

found it easy to scoff at an ideal which held that "we are. a

peculiar people, a holy people, an imperial and conquering race,

and under Gpd it is our "bounden duty -to go forth and slay and

subjugate the peoples who fail to be impressed with either our

holiness or our institutions. It was merely an old trick that

had "been resurrected in the name of empireto busy giddy

minds with foreign quarrels, So that action hence borne out may
2.

waste the memory of the former days'!" It was an Imperialism
3*

to "promote the sordid interest of certain classes", subsidizing

their interests in trading, speculation of capital naval and
\

military services, or imperial civil service, voting huge naval

expenditures on the ground that they were necessary to promote
4.

the interests of British commerce. The kernel of the agitation

was Capitalist exploitation, regarding which it was pure hypoc-
5.

risy to say that Imperialism was to benefit humanity. Other

writers maintained that Imperialism led to racial degeneracy,

lust, and cruelty. In spreading domination of race and keeping

inferior races in subjection the dominant race would be itself
6.

fettered and clamped.

Yet the movement was not peculiar to any social class;

here again it is a matter of emphasis. Kiplirgjs verses found

1.'Sir Charles Lucas, The Meaning of the Empire and the Labour
Democracy, U.E., Mar. 1920 ,i Vol .xi .

2. Hamilton, Labour Questions and Empire, West. Rev., July 1901»
Vol.156, pp.56-58.

3. J.G. Godard, Commercialism and Imperialism, West. Rev., Nov.
1903, Vol.160.

4. John M. Robertson, Patriotism and Empire, p,l87»
5. J.E. Ellam, Imperialism and the Coming Crisis for Democracy,

West. Rev., Sept. 1901, Vol.156.
6. Leonard Courtney, The Times, 18 July, 1901. Morley often

advanced this theory as had his Liberal predecessors.
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their greatest welcome with the proletariat. One writer, indeed,

asked who were the worst Imperialists, and answered, the lower
1.

classes. "A professed Socialist" Parliamentary candidate was

quoted as saying that he firmly "believed in the mission of the

English peoples - with their genius for conquest and colonization
2.

possessed by no other people of modern times.

The Liberals and the Empire.

Liberalism and Conservatism interacted in tvc spheres -

home policy and foreign policy. In home policy, inasmuch as

there was a tendency of thought which stressed social reconstruc¬

tion as opposed to racial imperialism, a supporter of that tend¬

ency was dubbed a "Little Englander". The vast majority of

those so nicknamed were of Liberal politics. "Our first prin¬

ciple," said Sir Herbert.Samuel, "Leads clearly and directly oto
3-

a policy of social reform." How it is true that to the thorough-f^

going Liberal of the Manchester School both Imperialism and soc¬

ial reform by state intervention were anathema. The theory of

that school was based on a great faith in human nature, left to

itself, with the minimum of interference. Essentially a moral

force, Liberalism could tolerate no great corporations or organ¬

ized economic and political bodies, for the tendency of such was

to become oppressive, to hamper the liberty of the individual

conscience, to erect unnatural boundaries and restraints, to

establish a reign of favouritism, and to create a conservatism

in the places of power which, stolid and unimaginative, would

1. Peter Struthers, South Africa and Imperialism, West. Rev.
Aug. 1901, Vol.156.

2. Robertson, op.cit., p,190.
3. Samuel, Liberalism, p.11; also p.3°l for criticism of neg¬

lect of domestic affairs.

5'
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frown upon change and stereotype human thought and action. Gov¬

ernment must "be an umpire merely and keep industry free from every

artificial restraint. Reform must come, not as a prelude to

State direction of individual action, "but as giving free rein to

the development of individual and national enterprise. When

faced with the alternative, however, social reform was less odious j

to the successors of Cohden and Bright than Imperialism. Cohden

had taught nothing more earnestly than that Imperialism "breeds

war; that Imperialism is the chief cause of war. He hated the

"colonial system, with all its dazzling appeal to the passions
1.

of the people." Imperialism was "capable of most abominable

crimes" without giving any compensating advantages for the out-
2.

lay of blood and treasure. Imperialism, in short, meant milit¬

arism, and the Free Trader of the Manchester School could have

nothing to do therewith. One remembers that Gladstone had re¬

tired from the Government because of his objections to the naval

estimates framed by Lord Spencer for the fiscal year 1894-95
which showed a large increase over the previous year* he would

not have England plunged into the European whirlpool of militar¬

ism. Morley saw the weakness of Gladstone's position and that

the retort was, "Were you not eager to plunge us into a single-

handed conflict with the Turk, and if you are going in for such
3-

things how can you do without armaments"? A contemporary ob¬

server made the wise comment that, "There is no peace-at-any-price

party. There are only parties which disapprove of each other's
4.

wars." For example, in 1898 there was scarcely a Liberal

1. Morley, The Life of Richard Gobden, Vol.ii, p.230.
2. Ibid, p.206, p.21C, p.216, etc.
3« Morley, Recollections, Vol.ii, pp.69-7°*
4. Quoted, Spender, The Life of the Right Hon. Sir Henry Campbell- \

Bannerma.n, Vol.i, pp.209-210.
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pacifist who would have objected to a war with "Abdul the Damned,"

and Goschen's naval policy of 1896 was approved by both parties.

The aims of Liberalism in regard to world politics and the

Empire as distinguished from local politics in the United Kingdom 1

might be said to include complete self-government for the Domin¬

ions, the development of representative institutions in.India,

benevolent treatment of natives and a non-expansion policy, and

a European concert which would provide a guarantee for the pro¬

tection of small nationalities and serve as a preserver of peace.

The history of the nineteenth century is full of struggles for

national liberty, and in the British Empire are reflected the

two forces of a racialism that tried to make itself secure-in

building up the organization and power of the State a.nd of a

nationalism that desired the full play of local sentiment in every

community, however parochial might be its outlook and however
1.

narrow irs boundaries. The latter emphasised the value of in¬

dividual enterprise, the spirit of nationality, and the ideal of

democratic government; the former saw the danger involved in

a multitude of pampered national sentiments that might spell

fatal weakness and endanger the liberty of the whole. The in¬

teraction of these two forces was to make for an Empire in which

nationalism might have full play, but against foreign injustice

and aggresstion all the parts would stand united. Often the dif- *

ference between the forces of nationalism and imperialism, liber¬

alism and conservatism, is but a matter of shading. When nation¬

alism took the form of organized communitilies and sought dominance

over ibther nationalities it quite parted from the Liberal tradi¬

tions. Thus the distinction between the two bodies of opinion

1. Vide Nationalism and Liberty, R.T., Vol.v, Dec.1914.
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in the Empire "became deaf1 only when nationalism became imperial- |;
v If

ism or liberalism threatened to become anarchic laissez-faire.

Imperialism might be defined as nationalism become unhealthily
s

corpulent, taking on the arrogance of privilege, and allowing
I

national affection to,run into the overweening pride of an ag-
'

gressive racialism. Imperialism by itself would have militar- |

ised and brutalised the Empire; nationalism by itself would have

disrupted it. The compromise has been towards a British Common¬

wealth of Nations, co-operative in its functions, motived by the
j

moral force of a popular democratic Empire "Will."

If the earlier Liberals desired to rid themselves of the

Empire, the more modern Liberal thinkers did not follow exactly

in their footsteps, although Lord Morley still made bitter speeches'

on the brutality engendered by the spirit of Imperial domination.

The attitude of the majority of the Liberal Party, a majority
1.

which Campbell-Bannerman estimated to be four-fifths, held, so

they believed, to the direct succession of the Manchester School*

"Their doctrines were the doctrines of freedom of trade, love of

peace, due regard to economy, non-intervention in the squabbles

and jealousies of other nations, and the bestowal of free insti¬

tutions upon our colonies, so that the colonies might be grad¬

ually trained, nay might train themselves, to become nations on

their own account in co-operatoon - let us hope in co-operation

and perfect amity - with the people of this country from whom

they sprang.... If thepe are men," concludes Sir Hentry," who still
|

preach righteousness and still warn us against a love of Empire and:

pride of Empire running into a greed of Empire, I thank heaven
2. '

for it." |
_ _ !

!
1. Spender, op.cit., vol.i, p.296.
2. Ibid, pp.303-3C4*
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The Liberals as represented by Campbell-Bannerman, Harcourt,

and Morley, were 'quite content thennto accept the Empire as an

existing fact, not as something to be got rid of. That- is the

distinction Morley made when he held that the Liberal party which

won the election of 1905 was non-imperialist, not anti-imperial-
1.

ist, Sir Henry, almost in the same breath with which he prom¬

ises South Africa "free self-governing institutions" as soon as

order was established, added, "If we are to maintain the politi¬

cal supremacy of the British power in South Africa - and this

surely is the end and purpose of all we are doing - it can only

be by conciliation and friendship; it will never be by domina¬

tion and ascendancy, because the British power cannot there or

elsewhere rest securely unless it rests upon the willing consent
2.

of a sympathetic and contented people."

It is irritating to have such phrases as "self-governing

institutions" and "political supremacy" juxtaposed without fur¬

ther enlargement on their connotations, a vagueness that was

typical at that time in questions involving the constitution of

the Empire, but they seem to indicate an effort to maintain as

far as possible the political status quo in the relationship of

the United Kingdom and the Dominions. Lloyd George with similar

vagueness did "not believe that they (the Boers) would accept

government by officials in Downing Street over their own affairs,"

but he thought they would accept "British supremacy" and the
3-

"overlordship of the Crown over the whole of South Africa."

He.probably means that Britain would control the external re¬

lations of South Africa, while granting local self-government.

1. Recollections, op'.cit., p.14-2.
2. Spender, op.cit., p.326.
3. The Times, Feb.28, 1901.
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This constituted the popular conception of Canadian self-govern¬

ment. There would also he safeguards to prevent any violent

change: there would be among other things the legislative sup¬

remacy of the British Government.

As for the "expansion" phase of Imperialism, Sir William

Harcourt tried to distinguish between true Liberal Imperialism

and that form of it which he flayed as "Jingoism": "But what does

that Imperialism you hear so much about mean?" he asked. "If it

means pursuing a policy which is the wisest and best for that

great Empire to which we belong, of course we are all Imperialists

in that sense. But then remains the practical question - what

is the policy of Imperialism? It is a policy which has its first

regard to the consolidation of the vast dominions, the countless

millions, and the varied interests which compose our unequalled

Empire, the development of their resources, the lightening of

their burdens, the fostering of their natural growth, the relief

of distress within it, and the raising of the standard of all

sorts and conditions of men who are the subjects of the Queen.

That is Imperialism as I understand it. That is a policy which

makes the Empire great and keepS it so. There is another and

exactly oppdsite view of imperial policy. It is to postpone

and subordinate all these objects to vanity, to the acquisition

of fresh populations, the adoption of additional burdens - that

is the extentionists' theory, and the extensionists, it seems to

me, are extremely like what in currency are called the Inflation¬

ists, who are of opinion that the more paper you issue the more

wealth you create and the more prosperity you will have. Well,

I am not an inflationist in currency, and I am not an extensionist.

In my judgment, at least, it is a greater a.nd wiser policy to
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cultivate an Empire than to "boom an Empire....To these ends (i.e.

the ends of the Imperialists) the principle genius of administra¬

tion and the energies of Parliament are directed. Social re¬

forms are neglected. Indeed Mr Chamberlain told us, in a scorn¬

ful tone, that to talk of social reforms was merely 'parochial'.

Now what is the end of that? It means that the Empire is com-

motted to land speculators, to mining syndicates, and that they

are to determine the limits of the Empire and the methods of its
i

administration. They are not particular - we all know that -

as to the methods to be employed. 'Expansion at any rate, at
1.

whatever cost, and by whatever means.' That is the sleeping genie!?

In this speech Harcourt at least suggests those impulses

that dictated his attitude to the Empire, and with him. may be in¬

cluded that "four fifths" of the Liberal Party: a great love of

England founded upon her magnificent exploits in the days gone by;

a profound admiration for those men who had propounded the moral
j

virtues which had dictated those achievements; and a distrust

of the lust of gain or pride of power which would absorb other
|
j

countries and impose by the force of arfns a policy contrary to

the ideal of national freedom of internal government which had

ordered the constitutional development of the Dominions. In'

pursuing the arts of peace - social and industrial welfare for

England's people - all the rest would follow after, but how was

this end attainable if an aggressive racialism was provoking
2.

war?

Morley reiterated this prejudice against aggressive im¬

perialism when he attacked it on the score that "The very word

1. The Times, May 31> 1899•
2. Gardiner, The Life of Sir William Harcourt, Vol.II.,pp.593~601

gives an excellent synthesis of Harcourt's views.
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empire is in history and essence military; emperor means soldier;
1.

all modern history and tradition associate empire with wars."

He related that, "Asked at a meeting what I meant "by Jingo, I

tried to d efine the genus mocked hy that terse designation as men

who held that territory was territory, and all territory was worth

acquiring without regard to cost....We were not to disown our

share in the collective responsibility of civilised peoples, and

if the real or supposed interest and aspiration of another people

claimed our aid, it would be unworthy of imperial greatness to

compare the value of the object with the price, even if that price

meant the insensate horrors of war. The advancement of the people

of our own country in the note of civilised well-being was import-
2.

ant but comparatively secondary." His plea, now as always, was

for a policy of "sane domestication" as opposed to demoralising
3-

imperialism.

Perhaps Sir Herbert Samuel best voiced the attitude of the

Liberals to the Empires "A loyal determination to defend the

empire we hold, a sentiment of close unity with the English col¬

onists, a desire to promote the interests of the empire without

injury to domestic progress, to develop its commerce while scrup¬

ulously caring for the well-being of subject races, to maintain

its sovereignty while preparing the way for an extension of
4.

national liberties," this constituted true Liberal Imperialism.

In studying the attitude of the parties, Liberal and Union¬

ist, to the South African War, one may see that the differences

were not great except between the extremists on either side.

1. Kecollections, op.cit., Vol.11., p.80.
2. Ibid.
3. Speech on Public Affairs, The Times, May 26, 1899•
4. Liberalism, op.cit., pp.3^3"34^*
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When in July 1900 a division was forced on a motion hostile to

the government, 31 Liberals voted against and 40 for the Govern¬

ment, Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman and 35 Liberals abstaining
1.

from the vote. Yet when Morley suggested the Imperialism he

hated as being synonymous with "Africanism" he was putting the

fact that in the South African War may be found that difference

in emphasis which divided the Liberal and Unionist thought in
,1

its purer forms.

In the first place, the South African War was an experiment

of British racial Imperialism with which pure Liberalism could

have nothing to do. Imperialists everywhere hastened to disavow

the intention of fighting for the gold mines of the Transvaal;

the war was to preserve the physical and moral integrity of the

Empire. As Chamberlain put it, "The object for which we are

fighting is the unity, that existence of the British Empire that

is recognized as the object of the British race throughout the

world....the establishment of an independent Republic in the

Transvaal would be fatal to our dominion in South Africa and fatal f

to the union of the Empire....Let us raise our thoughts to the |
transcendent possibilities of a federation of the British race to

2.
strengthen British influence and power." This is similar to

Lord Milner's language, "I do not regard this war as having been
t

f
a struggle for the mines, but for British supremacy in South

\

Africa. I hold that, as we can see now, that struggle was bound

sooner or later to come, and the great influx of British people

into the Transvaal which was due to the mines, though it may

have precipitated the struggle, was, from another point of view,

1. Halevy, op.cit., p.107.
2. At Birmingham, The Times, 17 May, 1902.
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1.

the salvation of the British position in South Africa." "In

South Africa," said Lord Rosehery, "people,including the vast

native population, are all watching which is to "be the predomin-
2.

ant race." The sanest of commentators put his view* "I

yield to no man in my passion for the greatness, the strength,

the glory, and the moral unity of the British Empire. I am one

of the thousands of Englishmen who approved, and still approves
3*

of the war in South Africa because it forbade secession."

In the second place, the Liberals were reputed to be more

generous as regards the granting of self-governing institutions

to the Colonies, while the Unionists wished an intermediate stage

after having got rid of the military administration as soon as

possible. It would create an impossible situation, declared

Chamberlain, to jump to self-government at once. The compara¬

tive generosity of the Liberals is the point of a most interest¬

ing memoir of Lord Shaw of Dunfermline. He relates that "General

Smuts one evening, after I had asked him to dine, with the Lord

Chancellor and some of the great Judges, in Palace Gate, disclosed

to me what had happened in the fateful Conference at Vereeniging,

when the question of the continuation of the war and the achieve¬

ment of peace with South Africa was hanging by a thread.

"They discussed far into the night. Lord Milner was ob¬

durate - I think Smuts's words were, 'He Was impossible.' When

all hope seemed lost, Smuts felt himself gripped by the elbow and,

looking round, he saw Lord Kitchener, who whispered to him: 'Come

out; come out for a little.' The two of them left the Confer¬

ence and they paced outside back and forward through the dark.

1. Cd. 1152, 1902.
2. The Times, Oct.28, l899»
3- Dicey, Lav/ of the Constitution, p.LXXXV.
4. H.C. 7 Dec., 19C0, Vol.88, pp.259-260.



"Kitchener and Smuts were "both well aware of the accumu¬

lating horror of a long guerilla warfare. They were "both sin-
'

cerely anxious for an arrangement. And then Kitchener said to

him, fLook here, Smuts, there is something on my mind that I want 1
to tell you. I can ,only give it you as my opinion; hut my op¬

inion is that in two year's time a Liberal Government will he in |
power; and if a Liberal Government comes into power it will grant 1
you a Constitution for South Africa.* Said Smuts, *That is a

very important pronouncement. If one could he sure of the like

of that it would make a great difference.'' 'As I say,' said

Kitchener, 'it is only my opinion, hut honestly I do_ believe that

that will happen.' 'That,' said General Smuts to me, 'accom¬

plished the peace. We went hack, and the arrangements at the
1.

Conference were definitely concluded, and the war came to a close.''

Nevertheless it is doubtful if there was a great difference

between the two parties regarding South Africa. Surely the Peace

of Vereeniging was generous enough: it is doubtful if a conquered

foe ever got such happy terms. The Articles of Peace set fotth

that the Dutch language was to be taught in public schools in the

Transvaal and Orange River Colony where the parents of the child¬

ren desire it, and would be allowed in courts of law when necessarj

for the better and more effectual administration of justice. Mil¬

itary administration was to be succeeded by civil government at

the earliest possible date and representative institutions,
2.

leading up to self-government would be instroduced. There was no
f
;;

1. Shaw, Letters to Isabel, pp. 202-203. For Kitchener's anxiety I
to end the war see Sir Geo. Arthur, Life of Lord Kitchener,
Vol.2, pp.21-22; p.90; pp.93~94. He hoped to see South
Africa an asset to the British Empire, p.106.

2. Cd.ll63, 1902, p.156.



effort made' to defray the cost of the war "by a tithe on the gold

fields as had "been suggested, but to the contrary the British
I .

agreed to pay £3»000,000 to farmers whose property had been des¬

troyed during the war and offered loans on very generous terms.

As if it were not difficult enough to fight a party that

was riding on the crest of an Imperialist wave, Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman found much heart-burning in the relation of his own
1.

party to Imperialism, with a consequent serious division. It

may have been, as Sir Henry asserted, that only one-fifth followed

Lord Rosebery, the leader of the Liberal Imperialists, but it was

a formidable fraction. It comprised such able men as Sir Edward

Grey, who entered the movement with his whole heart, Mr Asquith

who hesitated for a time, Viscount Haldane, Sir Henry Fowler, and

Sir Robert W.Perks, whose activity therein led to the Party being

nicknamed "The Perksites." Sir E.T. Cook, editor of the Daily

News, was a Rosebery disciple through and through, with little

personal or political liking for Harcourt, one of the representa-
2,

tives of the pure form of Liberalism. Lord Rosebery, with a

good body of youthful Liberalism supporting him, with Scotland

loyally behind him as a native son, and with the able journal-

istic support of Alfred Harrasworth,(Afterwards Viscount North-

cliffe), while he had no hostile Press of any weight in London,

11
If

\* \
th* ?

started well-armed into battle. The Westminster Gazette was

1. One marked effect of the schism of 1886 had been the shifting
of the centre of gravity in the Liberalwg^ty to the Left.
Gladstone had managed to keep it in checlyyby the South African |
War it had escaped control. See J. Guinness Rogers, The
Liberal Imbroglio, The Con.Rev., Apr.l9C2, Vol.8l.

2. J. Saxon Mills, Sir Edward Cook, £.163* For his friendship
with Rosebery see p.l60 ff., p.222. Also Gardiner, The Life
of Sir William Harcourt, Vol.11.,p.476. E.T. Raymond, The
Life of Lord Rosebery, p.178.
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pro-Rosebery, and the only two London papers who opposed the

South African War were The Morning Leader and the Daily Chronicle,

while the Manchester Guardian was the only great journal outside
1.

London to denounce Imperialism. The Daily Chronicle changed

its attitude and H.W. Massingham, the editor, resigned. Lloyd

George appealed to George Cadhury, who had broken from Chamber¬

lain on Home Rule and whose Quaker sensibilities had been wounded

by the War, and obtained from him an advance of £20,000 to buy
2.

the Daily Hews. Thomasson of Boulton made a like contribution

and the paper was purchased, the Imperialist staff deposed, and

Massingham and Rudolphe Lehmann employed to set forth Radical

principles.

The history of the Liberal Imperialists as a powerful poli¬

tical body was a stormy one. Rosebery had resigned the leader¬

ship of the Liberal Party when Gladstone emerged from retirement

to lead a campaign of righteous indignation against the "great

assassin", pleading for single-handed action if necessary on the

part of England, whereas Rosebery was assured that there was a

European plot to smash England and pictured a quite possible

European war without in any way helping the Armenians. Harcourt

and then Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman succeeded to the leadership t;
3 i.

of the party as a protest against the "neo-Palmerstonians"... The
If!Imperialist section openly derided the authority of the latter.

Rosebery and Sir Henry had never been good friends as Rosebery
J;.

had a low opinion of his successor's understanding and narrow
§

principles while Campbell-Bannerman as a practical politician

deeply distrusted Rosebery's vacillation and theatrical mannerisms.j'!

1. A.G.Gardiner, Life of George Cadbury, p.212. Harcourt, op.cit.,
p.526.

2. Gardiner, op.cit., p.216.
3« Morley, Recollections, op.cit., p.89.
4. Low, Samuel Henry Jeyes, p.79'

r •
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uj
The first skirmish was an implied criticism of "Majuba |

magnanimity" by Lord Rosebery which was by way of being sacri-
l

lege, for nothing had been more typically Gladstonian than his cij
i. "

attitude regarding Majuba. At Bath Rosebery made a fighting $
speech for that Liberal Imperialism which was destined to control

2.
.

the destinies of the country. The Liberal Imperial Council 9,

was formed after quarrels and dissensions in The Eighty Club . p
that followed on a speech by Lord Coleridge at the beginning of

3- ' f:j
the war which was very pro-Boer. Prior to the, election, the

Council issued a list of fifty-six candidates on whose patriotism { jh
the public could rely and who were "understood to be in general

4. |-j
agreement with the policy of the Council." They fared badly

Ui' £

i'n the election for the public was not prepared to go into nice
'

. P |
distinctions between parties - Chamberlain had done all he could

ffj
to make, the election as decisive as possible - and the electorate y

4k I - r

voted with war-time positiveness either "Yea, Yea," or "Nay, Nay."

It also seemed favorable to Liberal unanimity that Perks should 1:

support the official resolution of the National Liberal Federation jjj
by having the word "forthwith" inserted to stiffen a clause de-

. .t «, ,

manding "a policy for the settlement of South African affairs \.
i *
a

which will secure equal rights to the white races, just and humane y
P 1treatment of the natives, and such a measure of self-government

5 *
as can honourably be accepted by a brave and high-spirited people

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman seized on this opportunity to state

1. Rosebery, Letter to the Times, Oct.IP, l899» He was not judg¬
ing the policy pursued after the Majuba reverse, but he stated
his strong conviction that no government of today dare repeat it.

2. The Times, Oct.28, 1899.
3. J. Saxon Mills, The Liberal Eclipse, Fort'. Rev., April 1903>

Vol.73.
4. Spender, op.cit., pp.295-296.
5. The Times, Feb. 28, 1901.
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that the Liberal policy was directed to two main objects: "first,

that we should clearly make known to the peoples of the belliger¬

ent States, not in vague but in definite terms, that our«.purpose

is not conquest but conciliation, not humiliation but friendship

and freedom; and in the Eecond place, that these terms should

include the resettlement in their homes of the burghers, who by

capture or the operations of war have bden dispossessed, and the

establishment, as soon as order is restored, of self-governing

institutions."

The peace was more seeming than real. An effort to at¬

tract Rosebery within the fold proved quite fruitless, Campbe^l-
1.

Bannerman finding him "unmoveable without being steadfast". In

a letter to the Times dealing with the controversies of the Liber- $
al Party, Rosebery marked himself and his followers rigidly off

from those of the orthodox section, condemning the latter for
2.

their Little England attitude. The letter inaugurated a fitful

campaign by the Liberal Imperialists to convert the Party and

oust Campbell-Bannerman from the leadership to make way for the

Scottish Lord. Deserted by the cream of the Parliamentary de¬

bating strength end bedevilled by the Press, Sir Henry found men

on whom he had felt he could rely turning against his leadership.

Lloyd George, putting it subtly enough, remarked that, "If Lord

Rosebery really becomes leader, and takes the country with him,

we shall all be delighted, and Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman will be~

3.
as pleased as anyone." In February, 19^2, the Liberal League

was formed replacing the Liberal Imperial Council with Rosebery

H

1. Lucien Wolf, Life of Lord Ripon, Vol.ii, p.264. Letter to
Lord Ripon, Feb,9, 19C1*

2. The Times, July 17, 1901.
3. E.T. Raymond, Mr Lloyd George, p.77*
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as President, and Asquith, Sir Edward Grey, and Sir H. Eowler as

Vice-Presidents. A resolution adopted "by the League declared

that the time had come "to clearly and permanently distinguish

Liberals in whose policy with regard to Imperial questions pat¬

riotic voters may justly repose confidence from those whose op¬

inions naturally disqualify them from controlling the action of
1..

the Imperial Parliament of a world-wide community of nations."

The real difference between the two sections of Liberalism

is to be found as a revival of the quarrel in'the Liberal Party

that had persisted since Palmerston and Bright as to foreign and

Imperial policy. The Rosebery .section feared that the Liberal

anxiety to keep free from diplomacy as conducted in Europe, that

is,to maintain an insular, non-intervention attitude might lead

to neglect of questions of Empire, an;' Empire with which other

nations in those days of expansion and commercialism was bound

to touch everywhere. The time of glorious isolation was gone

for the Empire if not for England. The orthodox section ac¬

cused the Rosebery group of Jingoism, of neglecting the social

essentials of peace, reform, and sane business for national van¬

ity and imperial expansion that traded on national hysteria.

It was again a matter of emphasis; one section of the party

stressed their fear of militarism; the other, their fear of

pacifism. John Morley reads as if one is listening to .the

swan song of the Manchester School; he ever sounds a bit

gloomy on this theme. Once he quotes an onlooker who had

said, "When the Liberals came into office in 1892 and foreign

policy came to the front in the first week of Mr Gladstone's

new Cabinet.••.the minority showed itself to contain the last

1. Gardiner, Life of Sir William Harcourt, Vol.ii, p.524.
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remnant of the Manchester School: Harcourt and Morley from con¬

viction strong; Mr Gladstone in a lesser degree. The Old Man
1.

is far the most susceptible to new influences." Liberal Im¬

perialism hoped to get much of the support' that was given to Con¬

servative Imperialism and also to attract the working classes by

social and educational reform. It was really a media via betweent

i
Toryism and Liberalism with an occasional incorporation of the

i
Fabian platform. Sidney and Beatrice Webb were in close touch

'

with Lord Rosebery and Haldane. Bernard Shaw's ideal of national

efficiency fitted perfectly into Rosebery's doctrines. There is

a striking similarity between the manifesto, Fabianism and the

Empire, and Rosebery's plea for efficiency in the departments of

State, in commerce, industry, and education as enunciated in his

Chesterfield speech and the Rectorial address to thd Glasgow

students. He preached the doctrine of the survival of the fittest

Recollections, op.cit., p.78.
Ex. Hector Macpherson, The Real Lord Rosebery, Con.Rev., Mar.
1902, Vol.8l. Develops the theory that, using the argument
that trade, follows the flag, Rosebery would keep the army and
navy at the highest pitch of efficiency, not only for new mark¬
ets, but to seek new ones by colonies. Thus commerce, Macpher¬
son contends, which in the eyes of old pacific Liberalism was
to be a uniting bond of peace and goodwill, becomes, with Jingo
Liberalism, the harbinger of rivalry and bloodshed.
G.F. Lhee , The Briton's first Duty, pp.xii-xiii: 'I regard my¬
self as a philosophic radical Liberal, aiming at the greatest
measure of freedom for the individual that is compatible with
the welfare and safety of the State, end at the advancement of
the well-being - physical, moral, intellectual, and social -
of the people. I wish also to see Britain strong and respect¬
ed abroad...I have no desire that we should acquire ever more
territory....But I would uphold our rights to act up to our
treaty obligations at any cost of men and money...If I had to
adopt the Shibboleth of party, I would call myself a Liberal
Imperialist. I detest Jingoism and regard war as a most de¬
plorable calamity...But I am convinced that the only way to
attain peace is...to be fully prepared for war."
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as one which obtained even more in peace than in war and if

Britain were to survive she must not fight other nations with

the bow and arrow.

In his famous Chesterfield speech, a speech that was more

famous by virtue of its advance notices than on its merits, Rose-

bery found a national crisis existing in foreign relations, and

he ventured to say that, "in the whole history of England there

is no parallel to the hatred and ill-will with which we are re-
1.

garded almost unanimously by the nations of Europe". His ad¬

vice to the Liberal Party was "that they shall not dissociate

themselves... from the new sentiment of Empire which pervades the

nation." He deplored the "men who sit still with the fly-blown

phylacteries bound round their obsolete policy, who do not remem¬

ber that, while they have been mumbling their incantations to

themselves, the world has been marching and revolving." Like

Carlyle, like Treitschke and the other militants, Rosebery ad¬

mired the "silent, concentrated, perpetual, and unbroken" effi¬

ciency of the Russian and Prussian military monarchies in prefer-
2.

ence to the disorganised methods of English governance of Empire.

Aside from'sending men to search vainly in dictionaries to

find out what "fly-blown phylacteries" might be, the effect of

the epeech was apparently negative. The combination of a pater¬

nal government, working in accordance with every modern implement

of efficiency yet sterring clear of socialism, and an imperialist

outlook that stopped short of aggressive nationalism, building

only with the dubious structure of "a passion of affection and

family feeling, of pride and hopefulness," aroused no enthusiasm.

1. The Times, Dec.17, 1901.
2. See Glasgow Rectorial Address, The Times, Nov.17, 1900.
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The party was to be Imperial, but not bo much so as the Imperial

Conservatives headed by Chamberlain. They were to be social re¬

formers, but stopped short of Lloyd George's Radicalism.*-, It was

no time for a middle party* Chamberlain was too dynamic a char¬

acter to combat with half measures. He asked and gave no quarter.

Rosebery dallied* sometimes he seemed to aim at a Rosebery-
1.

Chamberlain combination at the head of a National Party. Was his

the mantle of Bright or Disraeli? None seemed certain. . He was

too inconstant in his political manoevres to lead the party of

dissent successfully. When Lloyd George discovered that Rosebery

had left Home Rule, lard reforms, and others of the Welsh radi¬

cal's dearest schemes, he left the Imperial movement forthwith to

concentrate his bitterness on Mr Chamberlain. Moreover the bulk

of Liberal opinion had been with Sir Henry. He, more than any

other man, represented Liberal feeling of those times, and somehow

the party sensed this and left control in his hands. With the

passing of the war the factions re-coalesced and Chamberlain's

tariff campaign completed^the work of closing the ranks.

Such was the result of the rebellion within the Liberal

ranks. How did Liberalism fare in its struggle with Conservat¬

ism? In regard to home policy, one might say that Liberalism

was too hesitant. The mechanical ideas of Karl Marx could never

be applied by a Liberal and so a thorough social policy of reform

was impossible. Liberalism appears today to have been crushed

between two millstones, socialism and imperialism, and has been

left without any peculiar platform on which to appeal to the
2.

public. There were two policies presented to the politics of

1. Gardiner, op.cit., p«535*
2. For a prediction of this result see, E. Bruce Mitford, Liberal¬

ism and the Empire, Nat. Rev., Oct. 1912, vol.60.
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early twentieth century Britain: social reform and racial im¬

perialism; there were no middle roads. Whether Liberalism
"\

will again come "back to a dominant position in British po.litics

is a matter far the future. It would he strange and tragic

if the Liberal spirit disappeared with its fine idealism. In

regard to foreign policy and the British Empire, there are dif¬

ferences of opinion as to the victories and dfefeats of Liberal¬

ism that may well be left to the unfolding of the thesis.
I



Great Britain and the YTorld.

The End of Glorious Isolation.

A "brief resume of British Foreign relations constitutes no

digression from the study of British opinion on the Empire. Fed¬

eration would never have "been considered had there not "been some

great need for closer union of the Empire. There is rarely an

article on the Empire which does not mention defence; there is

rarely an article on defence which does not mention the Empire;

and there is rarely mention of foreign relations without refer¬

ence to those potential allies, the Dominions.

An authority on the British Empire tells us that, "Britain

was perhaps the only one of the Great Powers that entered upon

the new century without a feeling that Armageddon was looming up
1.

ahead." It is true that there were some optimists who would

write that, "Europe now seems almost ripe for federation. Though

asked to speak of war dangers, I feel "bound rather to descant

on peace prospects, and on the good time for Europe which I .see
2.

coming." Mr Muir's expression is misleading, however, to that

person who takes it to mean that England was feeling secure. It

may "be true that consciousness that war was inevitable had not

penetrated to the man in the street and that British statesmen

did not regard it as something that could not "be avoided, Chamber-
0 3-

lain, for example, planning an alliance with Germany in 1899*

Yet it is not correct to "believe that British statesmen did not

1. Muir, The Expansion of Europe, p.201.^
2. Emily Crawford, The United States of Europe, The Fort. Rev.,Dec

1903, Vol.74.
3. Vide The Times,Dec.1, Dec.2, Ded.12, 1899. Haldane, Before the

War, p.3: "In the course of history it has rarely "been the case
that any war that has broken out was really inevitable."



appreciate that the international situation was ever acute, that

disaster many times loomed close and then receded, "but steadily ;

It
was becoming more and more grave. The history of the Uriited King-

dom from 1895 a"t least bristled with diplomatic complications of

the most serious nature, and there were few thinking men who re¬

garded with equanimity the enormous growth in man-power and

wealth of the Great Powers or the race for a place in the sun.

German writers had frequently stated the theory that only
t

world states with an increasing population and vast colonies in
;

which to accommodate the surplus could maintain pre-eminence among [
|

the Powers. Schmoller predicted that the German population would |
reach 150,000,000 in a century and a British v/riter observed that j

the Colonies to house them could only be got from the United King-
1.

dom. The slogan, "Be fruitful and multiply," was in the mouth

of every statesman: . the nation needed soldiers. ' When Sir Robert j
Giffeh came to reflect on the most remarkable statistics of the

century, he chose those indicating the prodigious national growth

of the civilised world. The population of the United States was

nearly 80 millions; of Russia, 135 millions; of Germany, about

55 millions; of Austria-Hungary, 45 millions; of Pra.nce, 40

millions;' of Italy, 32 millions; of Spain and' Portugal, 25 mil¬

lions, et cetera, so that a century ago the corresponding figure

to a total of about 5^0 millions of population would not have been

more than 170 millions. With the growth in wealth, equally

startling, the order of power of the leading nations was the

United States, Britain, Russia, Germany, and Prance a doubtful
2.

fifth.

1. Pred G. Shaw, The Empire's Salvation, esp.p.123 ff»
2. The Times, 18 Oct., 1900. To the Manchester Statistical Soc¬

iety .
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If France were a doubtful fifth she did not intend to remain

so. She hated Germany with a hitter hatred after 1870. It

would not do that she should have a stationary population while

Germany's man-power was increasing by leaps and bounds. There

was just one way to get a balancing military force and that was

by obtaining colonies. She already had established herself in

North Africa by the acquisition of Algeria by 1848 and her east¬

ern empire of Annam and Tonking had its beginning in the l8th

century, while she possessed a few islands in the Pacific and
1.

West Indies and had the valuable island of Madagascar. She

would organise her native forces to augment the military reserve
and put up tariff walls to keep their resources for France.

Such a policy roused British rivalry, and this particularly when

France sought colonies in the same regions as where British in¬

terests lay. In Egypt a great bitterness arose that was not

officially settled until 1904. In the Eastern Soudan, the Upper
• |

valley of the Nile, the Guinea Coast and its hinterland, France

threatened to prejudice British activity. Madagascar, too, was

the scene of conflict decided in 1885 for French supremacy.

Because Great Britain seemed to be the chief object thwart-

ing her ambitions, France hated her with even more ardour than I

the conquerors of 1870. In 1886, while making two efforts to
.

form an entente with Germany, France gave assurance that "the

English are more abominated in France than the Germans had ever
2.

been." The Gladstone Government of 1892 consolidated the

British position in Egypt, but Fra.nch ambitions continued to plan
I

for the extension of dominion into the upper Nile Valley. Great

1. Eee Muir, op.cit. p.l8lff.
2. W.H. Dawson, The Cambridge .History of British Foreign Policy,
ch.iii, p.245.
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Britain, holding that she could not permit France to occupy

the upper waters of adjoining territory and having spent men

and money on the reconquest of the Soudan, promptly ejected

Marchand, a French explorer, who had been commissioned by the

French Government to undertake an expedition into Central Africa.
1.

War seemed imminent and French public opinion favored it. In

England the Liberal Imperialists - more, even the Liberals -

frankly avowed their dislike for France and eagerness the avenge
2.

the times France had flouted Britain in China. A British

journalist observed that, "Never has the world been so full of
»

gunpowder as it is just now, and the long-threatened explosion
3-

may burst at any moment." But a settlement was arrived at,

and after a period of acute hostility, the relations of France

and Great Britain became more cordial, and the Nile Valley
4.

trouble was closed by a Declaration.

Because of the unfriendly relations with France, and also

because of the pan-Teutonic propaganda that held the nations to

be bound together by deep-rooted affinities, an alliance between
5*

Great Britain and Germany was at moments not an improbability.

The years 1898-1901 were the years that finally determined the

way these countries would go. From 1901 a case could be made

out for a tendency against Germany with the Japane.se Alliance

that closed the Far Eastern Question; the French Alliance in

1904 that shut Germany out of Morocco; in 1907 Russia was won
i

1. See Despatch of Sir E. Monson to the Marquess of Salisbury,
Jan. 13, 1899* British Docs, on the Origins of the War, Vol.1,
P.199. ■'

2. Halevy, op.cit., p.6l.
3. V ' ! -1 Mat. Rev , Aug. 1898, Vol.31, pp.921-922.
4. C. 9054, 9055, 9134.
5. See Halevy, op.cit., p.45ff»
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from Germany Such expressions in the mouth.of public men as,

"Our future lies on the water," "The Trident must be in our

hand," "Germany must re-enter into her heritage of maritime dom¬

inion once unchallenged in the hands of the old Hansa," "The

Emperor of the Atlantic greets the Emperor of the Pacific," were
2.

dinning the truth of German ambitions into British ears. While

Bismarck had control the" ambitions of. Germany kept a sanity that

could have maintained peace, but in the nineties the younger

party of Imperialists, condemning peace as silly sentimentality,

gained control to launch' the Empire upon an Imperialist career

of expansion. Towards German Colonial ambitions Britain was

quite complacent at first, even helping in the obtaining of some

East African possessions, but that complacency wore off after
3«

1884. Then there were her expansions elsewhere; the aggran¬

disement in Turkey where she established a virtual dictatorship
4.

and the seizure of Kiaochau as a base for further efforts. The

fact that Germany's colonial policy was such a costly failure did

not conduce to a more cordial liking for Britain who had pre¬

empted the tempting areas. Moreover, the democratic British

Government was anathema to Prussian Junkers and the industrial

classds regarded Britain as their Chief rival.

1896, after the Jameson raid, the British public was furiously

u
i j

I

There were many incidents making for bad feeling. In
ft

roused by a telegram from the German Emperor congratulating Kruger j;
A

on having defeated the enemy "without recourse to the aid of
J,

friendly Powers." Germany supplied Transvaal with munitions

1. Dibellius, op.cit., p.93*
2. Eyre Crow, Memo.' on England and Germany, Jan.l, 1907» British

' Documents on the Origins of War, Vol.iii,p.405, Appendix A.
3. Muir, op.cit., p.l68.
4. Ibid, p.l73ff.
5. Ibid, p,196.
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and concluded a treaty of friendly political and commercial

relations with. Orange Free State. There can "be little doubt
; |
i

but that Germany would have gone to war to assist the Boers
1.

had her fleet "been sufficiently strong. It was during the

war that Count von Bulow made a plea for a larger navy, for ,

"In the coming century the German nation will "be either the
2.

hammer or the anvil." The stopping of two German mail-steam- j't
o 3-

ers, suspected of carrying contraband in late lo99» "the out¬

breaks of hostile public feeling in both countries, Britain's
. t

refusal to co-operate in the Bagdad Railway scheme, her con- :J
: f

cession of Samoa, described as blackmail by the National Review

since the Kaiser refused to visit the Queen unless it was con-
i.
t \

ceded, - these were some of the stumbling-blocks in the way of
4.

understanding. Germany was also angered by the Canadian pre¬

ference to Great Britain and'the consequent discontinuance of J,J
the most-favoured-nation treaties. Germany, by way of retalia- .

tion, continued me 1 fuvoured-nation treatment to the British

Empire but excluded Cana.da. Canada imposed a surtax of 10^
on any country that discriminated against her imports and fin¬

ally Germany called a halt to the tariff war. In 1902 the shad- Ij
ow of impending war with Germany began to loom largely in ipen's

minds. One writer stressed the need for a fleet in the North

Sea sufficiently large to defeat "the whole German Navy." But

1. M.de C. Eindlay to Sir Edward Grey; Nov.12,1908: Telegram of
Dr Leyds': "'That owing to the Naval Power of Great Britain the
European P ow ers were unable to hold out any hope of intervention';
...I believe that an American spectator at a British Naval Review
once remarked.'I guess this makes for peace.' No one at all con- r
versant with the politics of the last twenty years can doubt that
he correctly summed up the situation, past, present and future." t
Documents, op.cit.,Vol.vi,p.212.

2. The Times, Dec. 12, 1899* . .

3. Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy,op.cit.,p.279*
4. Gept.1900, Vol.36,p.Iff. The National Review conducted a con¬

stant tirade against the "European Bully" with, his schemes for j
for world dominion. July 19C5> vol.49, p._749„«r , ..

a. Brenner '.7j lkinson. Preparation for War, uat• Rev.
19C°, Vol.39.
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there was a general growing fear of German ambitions and the

growth of the German Navy that contemporary British journalism
1.

reflected.

It was not for some time that British relations with

Russia became any happier. The Russian Empire seemed to move

irresistibly towards India and threatened to firmly establish
2.

themselves in Persia. The Russo-Japanese War threatened to

involve Great Britain, and it was possible that either Prance

or Germany might be found on the Russian side. The situation

became electric when a fleet of British fishing boats were fired

upon and three vessels sunk, while some men were killed and

others wounded. British indignation was intense in both official!
and public minds, while the British ambassador thought war with

3-
England would be very popular in Russia. ' Fortunately Britain

was mollified by a full apology and reparation so that -her naval

demonstration melted away.

The rivalry for colonies is a striking phenomenon of the.

closing quarter of the nineteenth century. As a result we

have the following statistics ;

1. Prom numerous examples; MacColl, Russia^ Germany, and Britain;
A Warning and a Moral. The Port. Rev., Jan. 1902, Vol.71. Sir
Robert Giffen, The Times, Dec.l8, 1902i "Germany is... our deadly
rival and means an attack upon England at a convenient opportun-;
ity." Hurd, A.S., The British Pleet, Is it Sufficient and Ef¬
ficient? p.5lff. pp.59-63. 0.Eltzbacher, German- Colonial Ambi¬
tions a.nd Anglo-Saxon Interest, The Port.Rev., March 1903» Vol. j
73> Th'os.B. Moddy, Our Position in the North Sea, Ibid, "VatesJ*
The Policy of the German Emperor, ibid, April 1903> Robert Mach-
ray, Great Britain, Germany, and Sea Power, The 19th Cent.,
July 1905, Vol.58; Sir W.H.White, Is our Reserve of Warships
Ample, 19th Cent., May 1905* Vol.57; Prank S.Russell, Is not
Invasion Possible, ibid; Earl of Meath, Universal Military
Training for Lads, Ibid. Por the animosity of the Liberal Imper
ialists to Germany see Halevy, op.cit., p.l32ff.

2. Memo. British Policy in Persia, British Documents, op.cit.,Vol.
i,v, p.365ff •

3. Ibid, p.^ff* Also Dispatch of Sir Chas. Hardinge to the Mar¬
quess of Lansdowne, 7 Nov. 19C4, p.33^f»
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Colonies in l877»

Area in Sq. Miles. Pop.
Germany None. None.

France ....... 247,642 ... 4,919,"500.
United States...... None None

Colonies in l899»

Germany ....... 1,097,120 4,687,000
France ■ 3,740,756 56,401,860
United States 172,292 10,238,586.1«~
In the Pacific France had acquired New Caledonia and the Marques-

2.
eas Islands. Germany annexed the Bismarck ar.chipelago and the ^

north-east portion of New Guinea. Australia, with some fear of

Germany, urged Britain to action and she annexed the south-east

corner, the Dutch "being in possession of the remainder of the is¬

land. The United States, making a "brief excursus into official

Imperia.lism, annexed Hawaii in 1898 and Germany and the United

States divided Samoa "between them. After the war with Spain,

Porto Rico was annexed by the United Stated and the Micronesian

possessions of Spain by Germany. The United States also got the

Philippine Islands. As a result of this expansion, isolation

until 1904 continued to be a creed regarding Britain as a European

Power but not of Britain as a world .Power. So the alliance with

Japan in 19C2 was an effort to settle colonial questions and avoid
3.

European entanglements.

Japan's emergence as one of the leading Powers, after over¬

throwing China in 1894-95 and later defeating Russia, raised the

cry of the 'Yellow Peril' and it seemed quite possible that she

would force.her way to areas of expansion. The only source of

safety for Australia lay in the supremacy of the British fleet

1. From Bruce, The Broad Stone of Empire, Vol.1, p. 177*
2. See Muir, op.cit., p.l77ff*
3. Lillian M. Penson, The Colonial Background of British Foreign

Policy, p.43.

I



and the maintenance of close relations with the Mother country.
j>\

These conditions were brought forward with great emphasis at the
l'
: i

conference of 1902. Major-General Hutton, in a Minute on the

Defence of Australia, wrote that, "It must be remembered that the L

rapid and continuous improvements in steam and telegraph communi¬

cations have destroyed the former isolation of Australia, and mod- j
ern developments in the East have brought the states of the Common-jjt
wealth upon the arena of the Old World strife. The last six

years have witnessed a momentous change in the balance of power
If'

in the East. The rise of Japan into an armed Power of the first jj
magnitude; the acquisition of Port Arthur by Russia; the occupa- !j

■ ;
tion of -the Philippines, and of Guam (Ladrone Island) and Tutuila

(Samoa) by the United States; and of the remaining Samoan Islands |
|

and part of New Guinea by Germany; and the annexation of Madagas¬

car as a colony by France, are facts of the gravest significance

to Australian interests. The transformation of the United States 1

into an oversea Power by her acquisition of Porto Rico and the

Philippines, the development of Japan, the evolution of China,

the opening of a Panama Canal at a.n early date, and the movement

of Russia towards a port in the Indian Ocean with her increasing

interest in Fersia, all point'to the Indian Ocean, the Northern

Pacific, and the China Sea as the probable scene of the future
1. ;

struggle for commercial supremacy."

The Boer War had revealed in amazing fashion the hostility
II
.!

of Europe to Great .Britain. England appeared as a great bully,

and the little States of Europe, as well as the more regularly
2.

hostile Great Powers, joined in condemnation. Russia, France,

1. Cd. 1299, Minute dated 7th April,1902, p.64ff. Appendix V.,
enclosure 3»

2. Gee Demetrius C. Boulger, England and the Little States, 19th
Cent.,June 1902, Vol.51. Also British Documents on the Origins
of the War, Vol.1, p.211, pp.239-240.
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and Germany were gleeful with every British defeat* an Empire
||i]

which could not make war. on a village! The Empire was revealed
lit

with feet of clay and ready to "be knocked out of the way., It
ii;

was clear to every Englishman that the Boers would not have been |
l1 s

so defiant had they not been relying on German assistance, and
M

there was the prospect of a European combination against the Brit-
1.

ish Empire.

It was a great blow to Britain to find her military forces
ii

flouted by a handful of Dutch rebels forces sent out to the merry J;
singing of "We'll take the lion's muzzle off and let him have a

2,
go!" but what would have been the result had any European ally

been found by the Boers? "It is humiliating," said the Duke of
I:

Argyll, "to have to ask the question and contemplate the inevit-
3-

able answer." Alarmed publicists saw dangers of, not only a
si

loss of South Africa and the men and money there, but a European
F

League, a rising in Egypt, insurrection in India, partition of
4

China, a French protectorate established over Morocco, and the j

Russification of Persia, dangers many of which may be considered
ft

largely imaginary now, but certainly appearing real enough at
4. •, <

the time. There was certainly the truth that the Great Powers

took a.dvantage of the fact that Britain was too quite pre-occupied *
5. 'i

to pursue their policies of expansion.

1. Sir E. Monson, to the Marquess of Salisbury, Oct.l,l899» "The
favourite theme is, however, the prospect of a combination of
the European Powers in favour of the Boers; a prospect which, i
it is considered, the hostility of the German a.nd Russian Press j
to England shows to be something neither visionary nor impract- I
icable." Ibid, p.233*

2. 7/ingf ield-Stratf ord , op.cit., p.1206.
3. Argyll, National Defence - A Civilian's Impression, 19th Cent., i

July 1905, Vol.58.
4. Sir Harry H. Johnston, Problems of Empire, 19th Cent., May 1902,

Vol.51.
5. Halevy, op.cit. p.111.



Lord Rosebery declaimed fearfully, "When I think of this

little island of ours, so lonely in these northern seas, viewed
i

with such jealousy, with such hostility, with such jarred ambi¬

tion "by the great empires of the world, so friendless among nat¬

ions which count their armies by embattled millions, when I think

of this little island, of the work which it has undertaken, I say
l.j

with Chatham, 'Be one people, forget everything for the public.'"
|

Now what was the effect of the expansion and hostility of

Europe on British opinion on the Empire and more particularly on

the great Dominions? It meant the end of British isolation: she

must protect her world interests which expanding nations were everyj
where touching. Australia could be a tower of strength to British-

position in the East and, more than this, it appeared that the pos¬

session of India by Britain had become a vital question for Austral

ia and perhaps for South Africa as a bulwark against the Imperial-
2.

ism of other Powers. It was clear that, "The Colonial Empire of

Great Britain occupies the best strategic positions in nearly

every quarter of the world, and the possession of any portion of

it by a foreign Power could be a constant menace to the safety
3 •

of its other parts," Britain's fleet must be strengthened, her

War Office, revealed as hopelessly antiquated, must be set in

order, and she must be ready to do battle for her Empire. Reserve

man-power was needed for the Army and Navy. Imperial partnership

was the logical, the only solution. The British Army might be

pitifully weak with those of France, Germany, or Russia, "Pov/ers

with any one of which, conceivably v/ith all of which, we may find

1. The Times, Oct. 28, 1899.
2. Lieut.-Gen. Sir Andrew Clarke, Our Naval Position in the South

Seas, 19th Cent., Jan. 1902, Vol.5l*
3. Arthur Silva White, Britannic Confederation, p.xiv.
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ourselves at war at any moment," "but the British Empire occupied
jjf

a fifth of the habitable world and the Queen's subjects numbered jj
1.

387,013,9?4. The population of the United Kingdom had-only
I

increased, at a rate of 26% from 1871 to 1897* "but British North
2. jj

America boasted a 41^ increase and Australasia 126/£. Fearful

souls might tremble lest the decline of natality result in Brit- :j
f

ain becoming one of the little nations or at any rate falling into
3-

the second class; they had not reckoned with the Britains over- |
seas. "About one quarter of the white population of the British <

!

Empire", said Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge; "Dwells in the King's
I

oversea dominions. This cannot but make our internation posi-
4.

tion intrinsically strong as well as externally imposing."

"Canada is upon the threshold of unlimited development," declared

another Imperialist. "That she must become one of the greatest

lands in the world we know. The question is whether she is to

be British or not, and let us not doubt that in the Dominion the

fate of the Empire as a whole will be decided." In the United

Kingdom, declared Chamberla.in, "There are some forthy millions of

us. Outside, there are more than ten millions either directly

descended from ancestry who left this country, or persons who them¬

selves in their youth, left this country in order to find their

fortunes in our possessions abroad. Now how long do you suppose

that this proportion of the population is going to endure? How

long are we going to be four times as many as our kinsfolk abroad? 1
i

I want you to look forward. I want you to consider the infinite

1. Lilly, The Burden of Empire, The Fort. Rev., Oct.1900, Vol.68, j
2. Biffen, Economic Inquiries and Studies, Vol.ii, p.226.
3. Edwin Cannan, The Recent Decline of Natality in Great Britain,

Fort. Rev., Mar. 19°2, Vol.71*
4. Bridge, The Possibilities of Colonial Naval Co-operation, Na.t.

Rev., June, 19^9•
5« The Economics of Empire, Nat. Rev., Dec. 1903> Vol.42, p.60.



importance of this, not only to yourselves "but to your descend¬

ants. Now is the time when you can exert your influence. Do

you wish that, if these ten millions "become forty millions, they

shall still "be closely, intimately, affectionately, united to

you? Or do you contemplate the possibility of their being sep¬

arated, going off each in his own direction under a separate
1.

flag?" Britain was brought to see that she was facing in

Europe an armed camp, while she had a great Empire awaiting organ¬

isation, resources untapped in her self-governing Colonies, and

that her foreign policy, her military organisation, and her op¬

inion on the Dominions and Empire generally must be considered

inseparable parts of the same pla.n of campaign. As Kipling

spoke after the Boer War, "We have had an Imperial Lesson* it
2.

will make us an Empire yet." Chamberlain realised that foreign

relations, the British Empire, and the social and commercial well-

being of the United Kingdom could all be made one and the same

cause. The absence of Salisbury in the South of France would

give him an unusual opportunity to exert his great personal power

and elevate the influence of his office of Colonial Secretary.

At any rate, England could not stand alone and lead the world.

Could she even stand alone and survive?

i

1. Bcyd, Speeches, pp.130-131* Vide J. L. Ga.rvin, The Compulsion
of Empire, Nat. Rev., Ma.y 1906, Vol.47•

2. The Lesson, 1899-1902. Also his warning on preparedness in
"The Islanders?.
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The Doctrine of National Self-sufficiency.

Critic ised "by its opponents as "Setting Back the Clock of
1. 2.

,

Empire," reverting to the dogmas of "Colbertism," and labelled

by a modern writer as "mercantilism, for that...was its essential
3-

nature", the doctrine of national self-sufficiency was of a

piece with the general mania for regimentation, a desperate effort

for security in a world where fear was dictating the policies of

nations. Colonies would provide men for armies, room for expan¬

sion and the settling of surplus population, a safe investment

for capital, and would satisfy the national egoism, act as a tonic

to keep the ideals of the nation young, and keep it an aggressive

force in the determination of world destinies. Probably never
4.

had business and politics so close a connection.

Chamberlain, on succeeding to the Colonial Office, deter¬

mined to put the Empire on "a business footing". Max Beerbohm

drew a cartoon which depicts him as "a veritable Lord of the

Philistines," catching Austin Dobson and Edmund Gosse, then at

the Board of Trade, in the crime of composing poetry during busi-
5-

ness hours. With his passion for, organising - and his genius -

Chamberlain was shocked to discover that there were cases "of

colonies which have been British colonies perhaps for more than

a hundred years, in which up to the present time British rule has

done absolutely nothing, and if we left them today we should leave
6 •

them in the same conditions as that in which we found them."

1. Diplomaticus, Fort. Rev., July 1903> Vol.74.
2. "Mr Chamberlain's ideal of an, exclusive and self-sufficing em- >

pire....is plainly a reversion to the old protectionist system.'^
C.B. Roy lance Kent, The Fiscal Question, Macmilla.n's Mag., Sept.
1903, Vol.88.

3. James A. Williamson, A Short History of British Expansion,p.228.
4. See Halevy, A History of the English People, p.l2ff.

WingfieId-Stratford, op.cit., p.1183*
6. H.C. Debs, 22.8.1895, Vol.36, pp.641-642.
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He explained, "I regard many of our colonies as "being in the con¬

dition of undeveloped estates and estates which can never be dev-
1.

eloped without Imperial assistance." He therefore proceeded to

study methods of developing their resources, to educate private

enterprise, to invest government money in railways, and to in¬

vestigate means of combating the pests and fevers of the tropical
2.

regions. Lord Milner's efforts to apply his chief's principles

in South Africs had much to do with his unpopularity among the
3-

conservative Dutch population.

The self-governing Colonies could not be treated in such

arbitrary fashion as the uncivilised areas constituting "the

White Man's Burden" and were consequently not so readily organ¬

ised or valuable in just the same manner. It is significant,

however, that the movement to federate the Empire could be held

to find its origin in the American Civil War, when there was a

sudden stoppage of supplies to Great Britain which might have been

furnished by the colonies had federalistic unity been developed
4.

in the British Empire. However, too much weight should not be

attached to the theory, for the movement can be more securely

traced to other cayses, as can the effort at' Imperial self-suffi¬

ciency. One writer has related that, "After 1870, with the new

commercial revolution created by the rs.ilways came the imperial

Hi
t f

t ic
:

;1:

?

1. H.C. Debs. 22.8.1895, Vol.36, p.641.
2. L.C.A-. Knowles, Industrial and Commercial Revolutions of the

19th Century, p«341ff; Knowles, Overseas Empire, Vol. i , p. 119ff j[;,
p.l38ff 1 Williamson, op.cit., p.225ff» |1

3. Egerton, British Colonial Policy in the 2Cth Century, p.9*
4. A.H.Snow, Neutralisation versus Imperialism, Am.Journ. Int. Law,
July 1908, Vol.2, p.567* Hall, British Commonwealth of Nations,
p.6C mentions the American Civil War -as a contributing factor,
as does Bodelsen, op.cit., p.85 but thefe is no emphaSib in
either case. V,

r



stage in which there is a growing inter-Empire specialization,

Canada producing wheat, Australia wool, India tea and jute, and
1J

England making the "bulk of the engineering goods for the Empire." >'

There was a genuine echo of the days of the first British

Empire in the suggestion that the colonies should provide all

the necessary food and raw materials to render the United Kingdom

invulnerable against tariff or military war. It was noted with

alarm that, "With the exception of coal there is no primary mat¬

erial of our staple industries in respect of which we are perfect-
I

ly self-dependentj and our coals supplies are becoming steadily >j
1 i

exhausted....Our Lancashire mills are many of them on half-time

owing to a cotton corner in New Orleans. Our copper manufac-
1,

turers have had a similar corner hanging over them for months

past. It is, in short, by a wholesale capture of the raw mat¬

erials of every staple industry that American trusts hopei'ko
2 • ;j

establish world-wide monopolies." There was even the danger
fj

of some day there not being enough raw materials to go round,

since foreign supplies were reaching their limits, a.nd, except f
!

for the United States and Russia, Britain was the only Power able
3- '

to safeguard against such an eventuality.

With the exodus from rural Britain and the growing milit¬

ancy of Europe, the question of food supply became particularly
4.

urgent. "The Colonies," it was said, "have become the agricul- |
5-

tural department of the British Empire," but the idea was very '!
6.

old by 1903, the time of that utterance. Why depend on the

1. Knowles, Economic Development of the Overseas Empire, p.28.
2. A Self-Sustaining Empire, Blaclcwoods Mag., July 19C>3> Vol.174, i'
3. Ibid.
4. John B.C. Kershaw, Trade and Empire, p.53ff» p»69ff*
5. Asst. Editor, The Economics of Empire, Nat. Rev., Supp., Dec.

1903, Vo.42. p.57-
6. See R.G. Webster, England's Colonial Granaries, R.C.I. , Nov.
l°ol, Vol.13.
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i

United States for food, it was argued, when "Canada can supply us
1.

with all the wheat we want?" Such opinion would, naturally,

"be pleasing to Canada, and in 1897 the British Empire League in
i

Canada recommended' that, "as a guarantee of the general safety

of the Empire, vigorous steps should at once he taken to provide
2. ! jthat the British food supply should he grown within the Empire."

■ t

The idea was attractively and forcefully presented hy the Canadian *

wheat arch at Whitehall, on the occasion of the Coronation of King

Edward, which proclaimed, "Canada, the granary of the Empire."
i j

The question of food supply in time of war became more acute I
I!

as Britain's sea supremacy for the future became less assured. fij
i'! !

The Navy League issued a circular which pointed out that, although
i i

during the Napoleonic and Crimean wars Britain had possessed full
:i I

command of the sea, the price of wheat rose enormously. At the
1 i ■

time of the Crimean War the mother country was almost self-support-ij

ing, hut now four fifths of the wheat supply was imported, chiefly

from the United States. The price could he raised artificially

and, in the event of a European War, it was probable that it

would he so raised. When further raised hy profiteering and the
■ 3. !-!

sinking of ships, the prices would become well-nigh prohibitive.
$
'V

If the situation should this he dangerous when Britairi exercised
ft *

full control over the sea, what would it he like when that control n
4.

should he seriously challenged? The argument that in war the

1. Fred G. Shaw, Thd Empire's Salvation: A Sound Fiscal Folicy,
P.35.

2. The Naval Question in Canada, The Times, May 24, 1909» Empire
Bay Supp.

3• Shaw, op.cit., p.34.
4, L.H. Hordern, The Colonies and the Navy at the Conference.

Un. Serv. Mag., Dec. 1902, Vol.26. Sir Geo. S. Clarke, War,
Trade, and Food Supply, Nat.Rev., July 1897» Vol.39* "Prepara¬
tion", letter to The Times, Feb.6, 1902.
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United Kingdom would have only a week's supply of wheat led to
1.

the proposal to create a reserve supply "by national granaries.

The suggestion found endorsement in the House of Commons,

advocated "by Mr Seton-Karr, who had "brought it "before the House

in 1897 and 1899 anc* who associated it with a preferential duty
2.

in favour of the colonies. He pointed out that in the event of |

war Germany had sufficient supplies so that with proper management |
she need not import, while Russia, Prance, and the United States

3-
appeared to be in similar happy conditions. He gained some sup- I

I
port, but Sir 'Jilliam Harcourt ridiculed the idea of creating sur- |

4.
plus granaries. If corn were procured in time of. war from Canada |
in British ships, it would be at greater risk than if it were pro- jj|
cured from the United States, because it would be'belligerent

cargo, whereas if it came from the United States to Belgium,

Prance, or some other neutral country, it would be neutral cargo

going to a neutral port, and it would not be at any risk until

it got to a neutral port, within a few miles of British shores,

and an effort was then made for transhipment to its destination.

If it came from Canada it would be belligerent cargo and was
5.

liable to capture over the whole of the Atlantic. He maintained

that this extra wheat would cost a higher price and, moreover,

after the Boer War, he thought the nation would have an earnest

desire for peace. What an enormous loss the nation would incur

by keeping vast stores of wheat looked up for fifty years or more

awaiting a war! Mr Gerald Balfour spoke lengthily against the

1. R.B. Marston, Our Urgent Heed of a Reserve of Wheat, 19th Cent.,
Vol. 43, June 1898. War Pamine, and our Food Supply.

2. H.C., 27 Jan. 1902. Vol.lCl, p.lC77ff.
3. Ibid, p.1081.
4. Ibid, Jan.28, 1902.
5. Ibid, p.1134.
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proposal, "but 1.1r Chaplin supported it, pointing out the danger

involved if command of the sea. "be lost for even a short period.

There were other ways in which the self-governing Colon¬

ies could help to make the Empire self-contained; they had

vast areas to support millions of population; why should not

the capitalist make safe investments of his pioney in the mines,

railways, timber, fisheries, or farms of the great colonies,

opening them up to immigration from the British Isles? Sure¬

ly there was something wrong with a. system under which "between

1870 and 1890 only 1,250,000 of English stock emigrated to
1.

,

the colonies while 3»000,000 went to the United States. It

was obvious that the larger the overseas population of English

stock, the grea.ter would be the security of the Empire.

It became an argument for protection that it would increase
2.

the dominions in population and wealth, and was urged many

times by Chamberlain. As one exponent of protection put

it, such a policy of Imperia.l Preference as was advocated

"would build up the population of the colonies and provide-
V-

the reserves upon which we may draw for the personnel of our
3.

army and navy in years to comeIV

1. Alleyne Ireland, Tropica,1 Colonisation, pp.14-16.
2. "Pair Trade", Retaliation and Freference, Fat. Rev., Nov. 1904

Vol.44. J.L. Maxse, The Compa.triots' Club, The Times, Dec. 10
1904.

3» Kershaw, op.cit., p.58. Also Asst. Editor, "The Economics of
Empire", Fat. Rev., Sept. 19^3> Vol.42.
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The most extravagant prophecies of the growth of colonial

population were made on every hand. Laurier's prediction that

the twentieth century "belonged to Canada in the same sense that

the preceding one had "belonged to the United States, was seized

upon as a "basis for the further prediction that Canada's popula¬

tion would increae.e even as that of the United States had increas- !|
dd. "What we require as a working "basis for the defence of the

: i
Empire," said Amery, "is at least a hundred million white men,

of whom half should "be distributed along the actual frontier of

the Empire in Canada, or in those nearer reserve positions for

! I
If-'!

»,•

the Indian frontier which are supplied "by South Africa and Aus-
1.

tralasia," and he continually urged the prequisite development

of the Dominions in industry and population. If the resources

of the Dominions were developed, said Mr Hurd, there would he no

need of European entanglements. In twenty years time, "We shall

have onr our side the "balance of wealth, the balance of man-power,
2.

and the balance of armaments, united by the seas." England

should stop "malingering in Europe" and so develop her colonies
3.

that she would find in an imperial partnership her salvation.

Punch drew a cartoon showing a ball rooms The Czar Nicholas

dances with Madame France, Emperor William, fully armed, leans

against the door-post, but Britannia dances with her Colonies.

The words written underneath are: Britannia* "After all, my dear,

we needn't trouble ourselves about the others." Colonies: "No,
4.

we can always dance together, you and I." "A self-sustaining

'I

[;! It'i
i .

h

ii

1. L.S. Amery, Nat. Def., May 1909; meeting of the National Def¬
ence Association. The Defence Problem from the Imperial Stand¬
point.

2. Archibald Hurd, Imperial Policy and Foreign Relations, Fort.
Rev., July 1912, Vol. 92.

3. Geo. Peel, in The Future of England, advances this thesis.
4.,Punch, 25 Dec. 1901.
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empire is indeed what we want, and must strive after," said a

contributor to Blackwoods' Magazine. "It will do everything

for us we need - consolidate the empire politically and,commer¬

cially, develop the colonies, give us markets of our own for

our surplus manufactures on which we can always rely, render us

independent of foreign Governments, and enable us to snap our
1.

fingers at foreign tariffs." "The ideal of a self-sustaining

Empire may be unattainable", said Mr Jebb, "but the nearer we

approach to it the less will be the difficulty of maintaining a
2.

joint foreign policy and a joint defence policy."

Churchill expressed the view of the opposition to this

policy rather well. He said, "We do not want to see the Brit¬

ish Empire degenerate into a sullen confederacy, walled off, like

a medieval town, from the surrounding country; victualled for a

siege, and containing within the circle of its battlements all

that is necessary for war." That way, he believed, lies war.

On the other hand, "by being dependent on others they become de-
3-

pendent on us."

Foreign Competition in Trade and Commerce.

|
By the grace of the Industrial Revolution which gave her a

| i
tremendous start on her competitors and by the adoption of Free

! i

||!.
Trade, a policy eminently suitable to an industrial country in a

if1world where other nations were only able to flourish by exporting "J;
'V

raw materials,1 Great Britain had established herself as the centre j|t
r

of the world's factories and gained the carrying trade from all

rivals. The depression of 1886 brought the bitter realisation I'
J*1

1. A Self-Sustaining Empire, July 1903> Vol.174. I
2. R. Jebb, Tw&lve Months of Imperial Evolution.
3. Churchill, Speeches, For Free Trade, pp. 115-116.
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that this pre-eminence no longer had its happy security. Not

only in a political sense "but economically as well the United

Kingdom was "being forced to fight for existence with a grave

possibility of being outstripped. Mr Hewins records, "The key

to the political developments of the last forty years is to be
1.

found in economic policy." "The war of the future will be an

economic war", said the wise Bismarck, "May my successor always

bear this in mind, and always take care that Germany will be
2.

prepared when this battle has to be fought." Preparation had

consisted in the adoption in 1875 of high customs tariffs, and

in 1886 Prance followed her example. England alone was left

with Free Trade.

To these tariffs which protected infant industries, and »■
•

. . | ''
to the great irusts, cartels, bounties and subsidies may largely

be attributed the source of the 1931 "crisis" in British finance

and industry. The system under which British prosperity had

been built up required that the United Kingdom import the larger

part of her food and vast quantities of raw materials. She

paid for these by the export of coal and manufactured goods and

also with the income from invested capital. It was the last

source of income that led Mr Halevy to assume a false security

when he noted that> since the income from foreign investments

was about ICO millions of pounds, amtdc that consequently Britain
3*

could afford to import far more than she exported. If Britain

could not sell enough of her own exports, or if her foreign in¬

come from other sources declined, the difficulty of paying for

her imports would be correspondingly increased. By 1896 so

1. W.A.S. Hewine, Apologia of an Imperialist, Vol.i. p.l.
2. Q.uoted, Geo. Peel, The Future of England, p.134.
3. Halevy, op.cit., p.14.

t
H 1
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serious was Britain's decline from her relative position as ex-
1.

porter that mem were explaining "Why Germany beat us." More

and more it became necessary for her to pay for the imports of

raw materials and food out of her invested capital. Other

nations first shut Britain out of their markets and then grew

aggressive and usurped British markets abroad. There are two

axioms in national trade: The first is that the imports must

not greatly exceed the exports. The second is that the exports

must not greatly exceed the imports. Britain has taught us the

former, the United States the latter.
by the "the

Friedrich List explained that/duties of/Zol-lverein Germany
Fhad advanced "in prosperity and industry, in national self-respect j
i

and in national power, in the course of ten years as much as in
2.

a century." He recommended national paternalism for infant

industries to other nations and prophesied that the United States
3»

would outstrip England as she had outstripped Holland. English

i; i

writers were not slow to take up his teachings, and Benjamin Kidd

taught the doctrine of the Zollverein as expanding the area of

free trade by incorporating territory in an ever-widening cirOle
4.

within which industry was humanitarian and controlled.

In 1903 Balfour emphasised the long period of "growing un¬

easiness as to the condition of British trade in its relation to
5.

the trade of the world." Such statements as that attributed

to the President of the American Bankers' Association: "We hold

three of the winning cards in the game for commercial greatness,

to wit: iron, steel, and coal. We have long been the granary of

'1 »

1. E.E. Williams, Made in Germany, p.140; p.144; and passim.
2. List, The National System of Political Economy, p.389*
3. Ibid, pp.423-424.
4. Kidd, The Larger Basis of Colonial Preference, 19th cent. Jan.

1904, Vol.5.
5. At Sheffield, Oct.l, 1903.
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the world, we now aspire to be its workshop, then we want to be
1.

its Clearing House." The American aspiration to be the world's

workshop was not injustified optimism. The Board of Trade Jour¬

nal was constantly informing its readers of American progress.
2.

American tools were gaining great popularity in Europe. His

Majesty's Consul at La Rochelle reported that the sale of British

made goods was still diminishing and that in agricultural machin¬

ery "where England had it all her own way some years ago, America

is fast taking the business away from her, and probably got more

than half of it in 1090.'' Again and again there are reports of

British failures to secure large contracts and her losses in terri-
4.

tories where she once was supreme. The large subsidies given by

America and other countries to shipping put the unsubsidized Brit¬

ish ships at grave disadvantage, and the meeting of the Chamber

of Shipping of the United Kingdom passed a resolution to call the

attention of the Government to the serious injury which had been,

and was likely to be, incurred by British shipping in consequence -
f

of the coastwise laws of the United States applied to territories
5. F

recently acquired by that Government. Russia, too, had defined [,
I! •

commerce between her European ports and her Ear Eastern possessions
f-

!•■
to be coasting trade. On the other hand there was nothing to pre-

1
vent a foreign vessel loading in the United Kingdom for any Brit- |

5

ish colony; in fact, it was alleged that they were doing it reg-
I

ularly and they were enabled to take much less freight by reason

of their bounties, which allowed them to make a very handsome

profit while British ships could hardly pay their way,

1. Quoted, J.A. Hobson, The Approaching Abandonment of Eree Trade,
Fort.Rev., Mar. 1902, Vol.71.

2. Board of Trade Journal, Mar. 1898, Vol.24, p.283.
3- Ibid, May 1899, Vol.26, pp.605-606.
4. Ibid, Jan. 1900, Vol.28, p.78-81 ex.
5. The Times, Feb. 6, 1902.
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1.

way, a statement unduly pessimistic. It cotild still "be said

that, "If we exported nothing, the services of our ships('our

invisible exports') would pay for imports to the amount ,of

£70,000 and rank us at once as a second-rate trading power with

only France, Germany, the United States, Holland, Belgium, and
2.

Austria ahead." The purchase of the Leyland Line by Pierpont

Morgan brought some fear to British shipping lest their shipown¬

ers be coerced either into selling or entering a ruinous compet-
3-

ition.

German competition was quite as strenuous as that of the

United States and it was noted in Britain that the Prussian

Agricultural Party would not be adverse to a commercial war with
4.

England. To give a few examples of the competition: The British

Consul at Barcelona, commenting on the falling-off of the demand

for British manufactures, as in carpets where the falling-off

reached 90%, attributed it to the enormous German competition as
5.

well as to the progress in local manufacturing. Victor Berard, | I
' 5

in his book "British Imperialism and Commercial Supremacy", made *"

much of the German system of canals which promised to do for

Germany what railways did. for England. Hamburg would become the

centre of the Germanic world, "the great port of Central Europe,

The Venice of the North." In the North Sea and the Baltic

1. E.J. Dillon, The Commercial Needs of the Empire, Con.Rev.,
Apr. 1902, Vol.81. See also "Yolet Gapel", England's Peril,
West. Rev., Feb. 1902, Vol.157*

2. A.L. Bowley, England's Foreign Trade in the Nineteenth Century, |j,
1893, p.116.

3. W. Wetherell, American Millionaires and British Shipping,
Fort. Rev., Mar. 1902,. Vol.71.

4. Ogniben, The United States of Imperial Britain, Con.Rev.,
Mar. 1902, Vol.8l.

5* Board of Trade Journ. Aug. 1899, Vol.27, p.208.
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Bremen and Stettin would assume kindred subordinate positions.

Germans were pushing into Asia; Vladivostok was a German port;

India and Burmah were "being assailed; as to the Suez Canal,

Germany occupied the next place after England. "And on the accom¬

plishment of this evolution what will "become of the forsaken
1.

entrepots <a£ London and Liverpool?" The Rhine from Mannheim to

Rotterdam was almost an uninterrupted line of docks and wharves.

Westphalian coal output was showing a vast increase. It

was true that the output of coal from the United Kingdom increas-
\

ed during the years 1875 to 1912 from 133,000,000 tons to

264,000,000 tons, almost 100%• "but the relative output, the per-
2.

centage of the world's output, had declined from 48^ to 23^.
German glass, steel, earthenware, and china were in great demand.

Men might satisfy themselves that in shipbuilding Britain still
3-

led the world, but the Board of Trade Journal could note that

German shipbuilders had on hand a large number of orders for

both men-of-war and merchant vessels, "largely for foreign coun¬

tries. This remarkable development of German shipbuilding in

the last few years," said the Journal, "has shown that the German

industry is now quite on a par with' its English rival, and where¬

as, formerly, England was the only builder of men-of-war, Germany

now takes a considerable share, and is steadily winning a sure

footing all over the world....Since the year 1895 German yards

have delivered no less than 24 men-of-war for foreign navies... j

[and besides this, there are now in hand 22 other vessels."

it '

1. British Imperialism end Commercial Supremacy, pp.123-124.
2. L. G. Chiozza Money, Things"that Matter, p.286ff. j
3. Halevy, op.cit., p.339- '
4. Oct. 1898, Vol.25, p.416.



It was sufficiently humiliating that Great Britain should
J,

"be ousted from her proud commercial position in the markets of
i

the world; it was doubly so when that invasion threatened to

defeat the mother country within the very boundaries of her Em¬

pire. To take a few excerpts, we read of an American steel com¬

pany closing a contract to furnish 30,000 tons of steel rails
)

for Melbourne, Australia. A Pittsburg company receives a large

contract for steel cyanide tanks from a Johannesburg company.
1. I

A Cincinnati firm sends three carloads of machinery to India.

An American Company secures the contract for a great viaduct

over the Gokteik gorge in Burma, the bridge to be one of the
1

largest in the worlds....The Baldwin Locomotive Works, who turned

but 28% more locomotives than the combined turnout of the four
2.

leading English firms, books an order for 36 narrow-gauge
3.

freight engines for the Uganda Railway in Africa. The steel¬

makers of Pennsylvania could underbid those of England for the
*

t i

rails and other supplies of the London underground railway, and

they could place an order for 8,000 steel rails with the British
4.

East India Government. These are a few of those statistics

that a pessimist could use as straws'to show generally the way

the wind was blowing.

In appreciation of this adverse tendency of trade within

the Empire itself, upon his accession to office Chamberlain ad-
!

dressed a letter to the Governors of the Colonies requesting that j
[

they investigate thoroughly the extent to which foreign imports

were displacing similar British goods and suggest the causes for

1. The Board of Trade Journal, Feb.l899> Vol.26, p.229»
2. Ibid, Jan. 1900, Vol.28, pp.78-8l; viz. - Neilson, Dubs, Sharp

Stewart, and Kitson.
3. Ibid, June 1899, Vol.26, pp.641-642.
4. Ibid, Mar.1898, Vol.24, p.202.
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such displacement. His despatch required only the return of

those articles of which the total importation in each Colony was

substantial, that is, not less than 500L., and of which at the

same time the foreign importation exceeded 5%> of the total import¬

ation of the commodity. In consequence, the figures do not af¬

ford a perfectly sure basis for generalisation. In soipe cases

they include commodities that are omitted in other years, the

returns from the Gold Coast, for example, including in 1884 a

large quantity of foreign spirit which is not calculated in
2.

other years. The reports which accompanied the returns reveal¬

ed a general opinion in the Colonies that the importation of

foreign-made goods had increased in a much larger ratio than was

shown in the returns and in particular classes of goods the for¬

eigner was discovered to have more than 50% of a trade which a

few years before had been dominated by the British. Outstanding

examples included i

Cape Colony, where in carriages and waggons the United

States had increased trade about 20^ in the period under review

(i.e., 1884-1894.) to gain over 5®% of the trade. Straits Settle¬

ments, where Germany had increased her trade in biscuits and

bread five-fold and now had over 50% of the trade. In Hong Kong

Germany had increased her trade in yellow metal to obtain 50%
of the whole. The United States had 8% of the trade in hammers

in Victoria. With Germany she divided two thirds of the trade

in implements in Tasmania. Germany had almost obtained a monop¬

oly of the trade in musical instruments in New Zealand. There

were cases where the British competitor had been practically

*1

i

1. Nov. 28, 1895, C.8449, 1897, p.16,
2. Ibid, p.3.



(G. 8449) p.3.

Coll. Imports From
Year

„

U. K. Br. Pos- For. Total
■ sessions. Countries. Imports.

1BB3 65,409,431 38,792,372 35,800,895 140,0027^
1884 63,192,030 39,200,520 35,633,701 138,026,251

.1885 59,473.814 39,256,638 37,038,169 135,768,621

Average 62,691,758 39,083,173 36,157,588 137,599,190

1888 58,864,266 44,111,188 36,850,608 139,826,062

1889 64,454,681 50,475,555 37,356,828 152,287,064

1890 60,059,488 48,269,167 39,742,573 148,071,228

Average 61,126,145 47,618,637 37,983,336 146,728,118

1893 56,244,841 43,179,573 39,932,288 139,356,702

1894 53,719,040 42,045,256 44,040,049 139,804,345

1895 59,565,217 43,274,027 44,060,038 146,899,282

Average 56,509,699 42,832,952 42,677,458 142,020,110



(C. 8449) p.2.

Amount

T884"
of Trade

Country Total val¬
ue affect- For.
ed. Imports

under discussi

T889
on.

6,610,917
423,617
95,092
51,360

90,142
726,823
93,435
43,708
389,323
367,804

246,126
144,094

42,851
28,669

61,551
31,141
771,942
2,340

Total val¬
ue affect- For.
ed. Imports

T894

14,2987579^
877,362
155,627
69,899

206,376
1,411,551
251,993
83,492
599,858
723,518

219,552
153,435

82,747
75,571

795,617
1,518,122

126,472

,7,631,430

14,602,415
9,379,679

1,845,070

1,037,910

46,344
1,611,035

Total Val¬
ue affect- For.
ed• Imports,

Can. 13
Newfld. 1
Bermuda
Bahamas
Brit.Hon¬
duras
Jamaica 1
Leeward Is.
Windward Is.
Barbados
Trinidad
Br.Guiana
Gold Coast
Lagos
T.ierra
Leone
Gambia
Cape of
Good Hope
Natal
Mauritius 2
Ceylon
Straits
Settlemt.4
Hong Kong
N.0.'yalesJ.6
Victoria 6
S. Aust¬
ralia 2
Queens¬
land
Aust¬

ralia
Tasmania 1
Hew Zea¬
land
Fiji
Malta
Cyprus
India

,709,417
,093,075
138,371
61,642

204,716
,884,052
275,985
103,304
567,344
930,837

427,842
189,915

101,726
102,944

395,280
170,125
,469,293
129,609

,957,148 1,378,699

,038,845
,691,941

,244,795

461,660

15,591
,656,117

1,682,972
526,069

188,813

40,704

12,019

7,099,740
312,468
107,123
58,707

93,046
466,159
84,681
26,966
384,791
280.119

70,274
107.120

40,074
22,721

150,018
204,713

20,521

1,779,177

2,158,608
1,048,003

138,852

.147,302

18,183

13,739,332 7,434,507

2,247,611 197,177 1,695,299 228,313

605,273
188,838
,395,180

418,576
120,122

1,718,810

741,709
149,587

11,367,110

574,038
95,304

3,141,950

966,9 _

158,616
68,865

160,371
1,422,039
226,200
93,352
776,890
894,084

571,692
579,418

170,046
80,685

2,287,027
654,997

2,014,771
158,458

208,575
105,190
58,588

84,797
388,602
76,193
3?'§?l518,843
345,921

157,167
197,610

48,802
27,398

438,486
120,266
405,747
28,608

5,111,009 2,245,129

9,112,476
4,111,459

1,813,070

632,657

147,081
1,094,457

1,784,773
132,526
800,760
148,298

11,695,540

1,133,781
517,233

209,944

83,934

75,572

262,065
17,244
589,625
100,124

4,279,230
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forced from the field by the foreigner as in Hong Kong in the

wire trade, or in Malta where in wrought iron the British trade

was entirely lost to Belgium. Despite the fact that the tables

are tricky they do show that, while the total imports of the Col¬

onies increased in the decade by about 1%t the foreign imports

had an approximate increase of 20%>. The proportion of foreign

to total importation in goods subject to competition varied from

about 8%, as in Victoria and Queensland, to more than 80% to $0%
for Canada at that period of 80% for West Australia or the Baham-

1.
as. In some colonies there was a tendency for the foreigner to

lose ground, but in the great colonies - Canada and Australasia -

the foreign importer made steady progress. The following table

showed the aggregate value of the trade represented by the re¬

turns, excluding that for India
2.

Goods in which foreigners compete.
1884 1889 1894

Value of imports from all sources:58,063»296.56,490,249- 49,911»872
A n "from foreign countries:14,926,086. 15,717*021.l5»912,822

Percentage of foreign imports: 2$.71. 27.82, 31*88.
It was mentioned that the figures might suggest that for¬

eign traders were not so much cutting into British trade as get¬

ting the greater part of the annual increase of the Empire's
3. 4.

trade, a deduction hardly borne out by the tables. It is true,

however, that in certain goods Britain was ousting the foreigner.

The French make of Sucatoon cloth had been practically driven
5*

from the market by the English in Gambia, and the latter had

1. Nov. 28, 1895, C.8449, 1897, pp.2-4.
2. Note that this is distinguished from "total trade* Ibid, p,3*
3» Ibid, p.5.
4. See appendix attached. Table A.
5. Ibid, p.12.



scored a similar success with "bordered and figured handkerchiefs

and razors in Straits Settlements, with screws in Hong Kong,

Candles in Cape Colony, brass warein Victoria, and Fry's'cocoa

was beating Van Houten's in Fiji. It also is true that a later

report was to state that such evidence as existed tended to sug¬

gest that the foreign gain in Australia had been greater in ap-
1.

pearance than in reality.

It is not intended here to study in any great detail the

condition of British industries at the time of Chamberlain's

campaign, but it is necessary to note the signs of depression

most obviously exhibited.

The depression was in no place more obvious than in the

centers of the iron and steel manufacturing districts. The Mid¬

lands with good reason had been the most voluble in their plaints

to the Royal Tariff Commission of 1886 for their high-water mark

of prosperity, 1870-1873, had long since passed and they had

watched a steady decline in ironmongery, clocks, watches, buttons,

glass, earthenware, and china. Birmingham screws, nails, lamps,

and other staples of manufacture and Sheffield agricultural imple¬

ments were among the industries which had been the hardest hit

by foreign tariffs. It was not that Great Britain was producing

less steel, for the production had actually risen from 1,020,.000

tons in 1880 to 4,850,000 tons in 1902, but the world production

had risen from 3i060,000 tons to 35*890,000 tons so that she had

suffered a great comparative slump while both Germany and the
2.

United Stated had passed her. Moreover, British population had

1. Cd . 3839»(1907) For further details of British and Foreign
trade with the Colonies vide Cd. 1761 (1903) P*32» P*64,
p.io6ff, p.H2ff, p.38iff. p.435;- cd. 2337 (1905) pp-329-33°;
p . 583 •

2. Report of the Tariff Commission, 1905» vol.1, ss.34-36.
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grown so as to demand greater employment. The shipping industry ;j ;
was of a contrary mind to the Midland delegates and hotly opposed fit!
any tariff on steel, for it was to their advantage as buyers of

! 1 '
iron and steel produce that those manufacturers should sell cheap- r! ,

1 * (/ j.
ly, and in shipbuilding Britain still led the world. | ■.

i,
J. i

As to the textile industries, silk manufacture had declined

so that in 1901 the industry employed only 40,490 workmen in
2.

place of 68,800 employed in l88l. In cotton, the most import-
i *

ant of the textiles, employment had fallen from 625,600 in 1891 I; I
3. !; f

to 606,200 in 1901, and in 1902 and 1903 the Lancashire Mills jj! '
4.

. ■ I ;
operated at a loss. To cite an instance of American competition, jj
the number of English pieces of drill imported in Shanghai fell

from 270,000 in 1891 to 91*000 in 1901, and of sheeting from

845,000 to 434,000. At the same time American imports increased j
from 856,000 to 1,639»000 in the former case, and in the latter

5 •

from 2,008,000 to 2,827»000. The fact that 1905-1906 saw a boom .

in the cotton trade and that depression could be held to be due
7 •

to bad crops did not wholly answer those who advocated protec¬

tion, for they could still point to the inroads of the foreigner.

As for linen, in l88l there were 143,400 employed, while in 1901
o •

the industry only demanded 108,700 workmen. The woollen industry

had employed 284,500 hands in l88l, but in 1901 only 252,400 were
9.

required. Of course, the explanation could be made that improved f

1. For the opposition of shipowners to tariffs and legislation
to improve conditions, C.4621, p.411.

2. Cd. 2337, p.463.
3* Ibid, p.440.
4. The Cotton Trade in 1903* The Economist, Jan.l6, 1904.
5« J. Ashley, The Tariff Problem, p.8l; For Britain's decline

since 1845 vide Ellison, The CLtton Trade of Great Britain,pi99*T
6. Cd. 3690, p.31.
7. Halevy, op.cit., pp.337"338.
8. Cd. 2337, p.456.
9* Ibid, p.448.
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machinery was to be held responsible for much of the unemployment,

but that.answer did not help to mend the situation. It could be

asked, did Chamberlain's schemes promise to do so?

There was one industry which showed an amazing growth and

that was coal mining. In l88l the coal mines employed 495»497
1.

men, and in 1903 employed 842,066. Of course it was not a dif¬

ficult matter for the protectionist to argue with good sense as

Jevons had done that such a method of maintaining per capita

value of exports from decline was living upon an irreplaceable

capital, an argument that also held good in the export of clay

which had grown from a value of <£217*000 in 1887 to £500,000 in
2.

1902. Further, in preparation for the economic struggle, the

United States appeared to be ensuring itself of a continuance of
3*

cheap ore by getting control of the Canadian fields.

Unemployment was naturally, therefore, a most potent argu- •

ment on the lips of the Chamberlain group, and they could point o
4.

out that it showed a steady increase from 1899 to 1904. Their

opponents could reply that the demobilisation of an army of

200,000 men, begun in 1900, and with a decreased death rate to

be taken into account as well,were factors responsible for much
5*

of the unemployment. The point to be made, however, is that

it does not make a man contented to explain to him whyn he is

hungry; it is remedy for such conditions that he desires. The

tariff reformers turned to him with a suggested remedyx "let

as. look; to our cdlonies for new markets; it is our only salvation,;

and there We shall become self-sufficing, a world unto ourselves.";

1. Cd. 2337, p.470.
2. Ashley, op.cit., p..104.
3. Ibid, p.94 ff., p.117.
4. Cd. 3690, p.2.
5. Halevy, op.cit. p.332* n.
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From these conditions was developed the case for protection

to which fork there were two prongs: it would enable the mother

country to develop exclusive markets, and tariffs could "be levied

in retaliation for adverse tariffs of other countries to force

them to,reduce their walls, while dumping would also be guarded

agains.t.

"YYhat is fundamental is that our liberty should be regained,"

said Mr Ealfour, and that consisted of "freedom to negotiate....

In circumstances so little foreseen we are driven to ask whether

a fiscal system suited to a free trade nation in a world of free

traders, remains suited in every detail to a free trade nation
1.

in a world of protectionists." The argument that followed this

reasoning was that against dumping, the one ground on which the

protectionist is comparatively safe and where be is never con¬

vincingly rebutted. Professor Ashley, in fact, did not think

any great use could be made of the duties proposed by Chamberlain

in international negotiation because the countries excluding goods

by high customs were doing so in order to develop the industries
2.

themselves. He was enthusiastic, however, on the subject of

protecting against dumping. The arguments are well known to us.

Dumping had been resorted to by England and was now being used

by Germany and the United States. Thus Germany had secured
3-

markets in Russia and the United States in England. The system

of dumping was unusually effective when practised behind tariff

walls, for it forced the home makers to accept for their entire

output the extreme lew rates which had only to be taken by the

1. A.J. Balfour, Economic Notes on Insular free Trade, p.4,
p.19.

2. Ashley, op.cit., p.132.
3* Ibid, p.70.
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invader for a small part of his. It was axiomatic that "One
\

essential, for cheap production was magnitude", and the United
'

|
States with a much larger population than Great Britain'which

on the whole was supposed to he on a somewhat higher level of
\

comfort and therefore furnishing a more intense "effectual de¬

mand", would in consequence have a lower cost of production,

even without his high tariff, and with it his market was quite

safe in which to make a high profit and sell if necessary at a
2.

loss the remaning stock. The protectionist argued that the low-

export-price was not a passing vagary, hut a natural result of

manufacture, steadying the market at home and maintaining a great¬

er regularity of employment, while abroad it became a versatile
3-

and invaluable weapon. To meet foreign dumping, as for example

that of Germany who sold rails at home at 115 marks the ton and

abroad at 85 marks, or wire tacks at home, for 250 marks the ton

and abroad for 140 marks, Professor Ashley estimated that duties
4.

of 50 or 75% sA valorem were necessary or even total prohibition.

Tariffs were also necessary to check the movement of English

capital to foreign countries. As it was, Englishmen were con¬

structing factories in foreign protected countries, as, for in¬

stance the Belfast linen firm which had established thread works

in Germany to benefit by the fact that the German duty on yarn

1. Carnegie, The Empire of Business, p.230; For the export pol¬
icy of trusts vide Cd. 1761, p.297ff* or the Report of the
Tariff Commission, 1905» vol.i, ss.132-152.

2. Ashley, op. cit., p.85«
3. Ibid, p.131.
4. Ibid, pp.132-133* Cf course, it should be understood that

Ashley is notoriously pessimistic, but he is quoted here
as being a most typical tariff reformer. He was at Birming¬
ham for some time a.nd seems saturated with the gloom that
pervaded tariff philosophers there.
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was considerably lower than that on thread, and there it finished
1.

the yarn it imported.

There were a vast number of other arguments brought forward

by the protectionist, of which some will find mention in a later

chapter. They included the readjustment of taxation so as to

put it upon a broader basis - to distribute it so that it would
2.

not fall so heavily on the income tax. Then there was the plea

for protection based on social conditions in overcrowded towns*

to restore prosperity to agriculture by protection and put the
3«

unemployed back on the land.

To sum up, Great Britain saw these factors at work* she was

obviously losing her relative position as a world economic Power,
4. .

and her foreign export trade was being gradually restricted. She

must not merely hold her own, but must find markets capable of

expansion* "Power* is but a relative conception. The day of

small economic units had definitely gone with the advance of rail-

vray and transport. Could Britain organise her \ of the earth

so as to withstand the giants rising up against her? The exports

to the colonies had helped to relieve the depression of English

industries between 1873 an^ 1886, a fact that awakened growing

interest in the possibilities of Empire trade. The Colonies had

taken approximately a third of the whole British export trade
6 •

after 1850 and might take still more. It was noted hy a

op.cit.
1. Ashley / p.78.
2. ex.. Mr Chamberlain on Preferential Tariffs, Sat. Rev., 24 May,

19C2, vol. 93; Vide Halevy, op.cit. p.3l6ff.
3. Protection or Free Trade, Macmillan's Mag., Aug. 1903> vol.88,

esp. pp.260-26l; Ashley, op.cit. p.l89ff, p.192, etc.
4. J.h. Garvin, The Maintenance of Empire, The Empire and the

Century, p.77 ar>d passim. Ashley, op.cit., pp.155-156.
5. Knowles, Industrial and Commercial Revolutions, p.326ff.
6. Knowles, The Economic Development of the British Overseas

3hipire, Vol.1, p.104.
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minority dissenting from the report of the Royal Commission of

1886 that Australian Colonies with only 3*100,000 inhabitants

purchased £23>895»859 worth of British manufactures, while the

United States with 55*000,000 inhabitants purchased only

£24,424,626 worth. Was it not apparent that the benefit would

be great if a policy were pursued to lead the more rapid peopling
1.

of the Australian Colonies. Men could imagine all Europe ex¬

cept Russia and Prance in a powerful political and commercial
2.

confederation in opposition to Great Britain: where lay safety

but in the Empire? For example, it would be "feasible and easy"

to induce the self-governing Colonies to levy differential duties

on all cargo carried in vessels not under the British flag, to

declare all trade between Great Britain and her ultramarine pos¬

sessions to be coasting trade, and to exclude the rest of the
3.

world from participating therein.

But if the Mother Country failed to draw closer to the Col¬

onies, other nations would not be so hesitant. There was grave

danger of the Americanisation of Canada. In Australia American

popularity and influence were daily increasing. Unless Britain

hastened the process of drawing the Empire together the great

colonies would look elsewhere in shaping their future, and there

was republicanism in Australia and an annexationist movement in
4.

Canada. How long would this loose union of Britannic States,
5.

called the British Empire, last? Would the foreigner make an

1. C.4892, 1886, p.LXVI. For this thesis see also Henry Birch-
enough, The Imperial unction of Tra.de, 19th Cent., Sept.l899>
Vol.46.

2. E.J. Dillon, The Commercial Needs of the Empire, Con. Rev.,
Apr. 1902, Vol.8l.

3. Ibid.
4. Calchas, Cobdenism and the Colonies, Fort. Rev., Aug. 1903»

Vol. 74.
5• Baron P. de Coubertin, A French View of the British Empire,

Fort. Rev., Dec. 1897, Vol.62.
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economic conquest of the Colonies at the very time when the

great self-governing "bodies were "being pictured teeming with

their millions of population, when Sir "Wilfrid Laurier was de-
|i

claring that the twentieth century belonged to Canada.? The
'i
;

Dominion was at the moment of deciding which way her commercial
h

destiny lay, with Britain or the United States, and "we know,"
!?.

said the Times, "that an Empire commercially dissident cannot i
1.

in the long run remain constitutionally one." Could any man

I,
with a drop of patriotic blood see his Empire, which had been

)\
the world's paramount power both politica.lly and economically,

the proudest Empire since Rome, boasting that her flag was flung
!/

to breezes that the Roman Eagle never knew, and that the sun

never set on lands owning allegiance to the British Crown, could

any man who had thrilled with vicarious heroism to Barrack Room

Ballads and the metre of "The English Flag", be content with a

fate that assigned his country the lowly position of a second or

third-rate Power? Sir John Seeley had been the originator of

the three world-empires idea. The United States, Russia., and

Great Britain had seemed secure in their positions at one time,

but Germany was looming closer. Would Britain be pushed from

her place? It was one of the greatest of Imperialists who said,

"If we were to be beaten, if we were to sink to be a third-rate

power, I for one would from my heart and soul rather that our

people were to pass into exile or into death and leave this
2.

island vacant for some superior race."

1. Dec. 17, 1904.
2. Rosebery, at the beginning of the World War; Quoted,

E. T. Raymond, The Life of Lord Rosebery, p. 228.



Chapter III: The Opportunity:

The Growth in Imperial Sentiment.

At the "beginning of the century it seemed certain, among

Conservatives at any rate, if not among many of the Liberals,

that some closer union of the Empire was "both desirable and cer¬

tain. There was some disagreement as to the form that integra¬

tion of the self-governing Colonies and the mother country would

take, but there was general,desire that it take some form that

would make it effective in withstanding the great forces which

ringed the Empire in. The movement for closer union already

boasted a history; the scenes of Jubilees and Coronation, the

dignity of Colonial Conferences, the enthusiasm roused by the

Boer 7/ar and the nationalism stirred by the Kaiser's telegram to

Kruger or by the German and French slanders on the British troops,

- these and similar stimuli roused patriotism to fever heat.

It was a painful memory to the Englishman of 1897 that he

had ionce thought the Empire a burden to be got rid of as quickly

as possible. By a process of rationalisation, it was argued

that the object of the Manchester School had really been to lead

the colonies to local autonomy as a prelude to an alliance of
1.

free nations, but there could be no doubt of the desire to shake

off the burden of the wretched colonies who clung like millstones

about the neck of the mother country, to paraphrase Disraeli,

and in i860 there was public protest against the separatist
o

c. •

policy of which the Gladstone Ministry was suspected. It was i

1. ex. Knaplund Gladstone and Britain's Imperial Policy, p«94.
2. Bodelsen, Studies in Mid-Victorian Imperialism, p«94.
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in the year previous that one of the "Fathers of Confedera¬

tion", A. T. Gait, wrote to his wife from England that he

was "oppressed with the sense of responsibility of maintain¬

ing a connection undesired here and which exposes us to such
1.

peril at home." Howe could declare more stormily that,

"Lord Normanby told us to our faces that we might declare

our independence or join the United States whenever we chose
2.

and not a peer contradicted him."
'

Such gloomy prophecies might "be indefinitely multiplied.

They resulted largely from the British policy of free trade

for, if the colonies were equally valuable to the rest of the
!

world, why should Britain have the trouble and expense of

their defence and development? Moreover, it seemed quite

unfair that Britain should maintain an imperial system by

which;-she paid heavily for the defence of Canada while that
3. ;

Domiriion levied prohibitive duties upon British goods. In

any case, they would, like the United States, "cut the paint- !
er" on maturity. Cobden had desired to be rid of them be-

1

cause they were a barrier to the world's peace. Cobden

hated war: the Sepoy massacres left him "aghast and dumb-
4.

founded." He therefore used language which was to count

heavily against the defenders of Free Trade in the days to

come: "The Colonial System, with all its dazzling appeals

to the passions of the people, can never be gotrid of except

by the indirect process of Free Trade, which will gradually

1. Quoted, Borden, Canadian Constitutional Studies,pp.52-53•
2. Quoted, Forritt, Fiscal and Diplimatic Freedom of the
British Dominions,p.386. F0r full references to this
mood see Bodelsen, op.cit.; Responsible Govnt.in the Dom¬
inions, 1927, Vol.ii. p.H9'4ff.

3. Demangeon, The British Empire, p.202.
4. John Morley, The Life of Richard Cobden, Vol.ii, p.208.
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and imperceptibly loose the bands which united our Colonies

to us by a mistaken notion of self-interest. Yet the Col¬

onial policy of Europe has been the chief source of wars for
1.

the last hundred and fifty years." He also believed, wise¬

ly indeed, that the people of the colonies would prefer to

be ruled badly - according to British notions - "by their

own kith and kin, than to submit to the humiliation of being
{

better governed by a succession of transient intruders from
2.

the antipodes." Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman was later to

paraphrase his words and instruct his followers that self-

government would always be preferred to good government..

But if John Stuart Mill and a. host of others had been

indifferent or hostile to the Empire, since Canadian Federa¬

tion a new leaven had been at work. "Born in a period of

mid-Victorian gloom" Canadian Confederation seemed to

adumbrate the greater union of the Empire. In a speech

in Toronto, on 30 Dec. 1887, Chamberlain started to preach

this doctrine. "It may well be," he said, "that the Con¬

federation of Canada may be the lamp,to light our pathway

to the Confederation of the British Empire. That idea may

only exist at present in the imagination of the enthusiast;
4.

but it is a grand idea...." Sir Charles Dilke's "Greater

Britain," Froude's "Oceana", Seeley's "The Expansion of

England", were the great text books that taught of Empire

and imperial possibilities. Sir Charles Dilke captured

1. John Morley, op.cit. p.230*
2. Ibid. p. 207.
3. Kennedy, Quoted, TCittke, A History of Canada, p.187*
4. Foreign and Colonial Speeches, l897» P*13*
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the aristocracy; Kipling opened up great spaces for the imagina¬

tion of the office clerk. The middle class traders brightened

at the prospects revealed by the Empire Trade League, the Imper¬

ial Institute, and the Association of the Chambers of Commerce.

Disraeli, in his famous Crystal Palace speech on Midsummer Day
1.

of 1872, had given direction to future Imperialists, and to the

doctrines enunciated in this and similar speeches Mr Baldwin and

contemporary Conservatives credit their inspiration. Self-

government,he maintained, should have been accompanied by a great

policy of Imperial consolidation which would have included an

Imperial tariff, securities giving to England the enjoyment of

unappropriated Crown lands, a military code defining the part

each member of the Empire had to play in its defence, and some «

representative council in London which would have brought the

Colonies into constant relations with the home Government.

It is not important here that the,early federation movement

be carefully traced but it is important to know that there had

been a, good deal of spade work done in the effort to make the

seed of Imperial Unity to grow. 77. E. Eorster was one of the

earliest advocates of Imperial Federation and it was largely

owing to him that in 1884 the Imperial Federation League was
2.

founded to foster the idea. Inspired by his energy, the League

grew rapidly in strength and enthusiasm. It published a journal,

recruited from the best brains of the country, the members wrote

1. C-.E. Buckle, The Life of Benjamin Disraeli, Vol.v, pp.195-196.
2. There is a. good history of the movement given in the introduc¬

tion to "Papers and Addresses by Lord Brassey," Vol. Imperial
Federation and Colonisation, I08O-I894, ed. Arthur Loring and
R.J. Beadon. F.P. de Labilliere, British Federalism: Its Rise
and Progress, Proceeding of the R.C.I. , Vol.24,l892-l893,P*95ff
John S.Ewart, The Kingdom of Canada and Other Essays,p.l59ff>
Bodelsen, op.cit., p.l30ff, p.205ff» Responsible Government
in the Dominions, op.cit. p.ll57ff*
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articles and letters, and branches were established in the colon¬

ies. The League had much to do with the calling of the Colonial

Conference of 1887, a modest consultation on the occasionvof

Queen Victoria's Jubilee, but destined to sway the future of the

Empire. Lord Rosebery became President of the body in 1888, and

in 1889 Mr Parkin was sent to do missionary work in Australia.

Delegations were sent to Salisbury urging that some step be taken

to organise the defence of the Empire and to improve the commerce

and postal and telegraphic communications of the Empire for the

purpose of securing the union of the various countries. Salis¬

bury was quite sympathetic, but he saw very clearly that the time

was inopportune and could enthuse without committing himself to

any action. He requested that some definite scheme be drafted

which could be presented to such a Conference of Premiers the

League urged him to call. Salisbury preferred, no dohbt, that

the League rather than the Government or Empire should be wrecked

in experiments. That was what happened; the League found it¬

self torn between two conflicting parties, one pressing for war

contributions from the various parts and the other, led by Sir

Charles Tupper, seeking co-operation in tariffs, if not a virtual

customs union between the parts of the Empire. Tupper raised

a storm in the League by writing a letter to the Secretary of the

League in Canada - "not for publication," like so many other unwise

utterances of public men - alleging that the most active members

of the Federation League were mainly intent on levying a large

contribution on the revenues of the Colonies for the support of

the Army and Navy of Great Britain. fJnfortunately they have

captured Mr Parkin and, having used him here, are now using him
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in Canada to create the false impression that we do nothing to
1.

maintain the defence of the Empire."

The accusation was met with indignant denials, hut Uhe

harmony of the party was gone, while it became clear as a re¬

sult of Tupper's indiscreet accusation that there were two dis¬

parate elements within the League. 'When a delegation approached

Gladstone with a scheme of Federation, it met with so little en¬

couragement that it was decided to dissolve the League and let

the two factions persevere in their own ways to spread the doc¬

trine of Imperial Union., Gladstone's comments are interesting.
i

He thought the propositions of the delegates too vagud; that

union for defence was alone an object of greatest importance;

that it was impossible to broach A scheme of cementing the Empire

by preferential tariffs; and, lastly, that the matter was one

for the initiative of the United Kingdom and not for the Colonial
2.

Governments.

The Colonial Conference.

If the federation movement had ended in disappointment, it

at least had the satisfaction of knowing that impetus had been

given by the advertisement of the "white" Empire to a movement

much less pretentious»yet saner and consequently more enduring

than its competitor, namely the tendency to co-operation within

the Empire' as expressed in the Conferences. The first of the

assemblies of Dominion Prime Ministers at what is now known as

the Imperial Conferences began in 1887 with a "Colonia,l"Conference

ft

:

1. Lord Brassey, Papers and Addresses, op.cit., p,222.
2. Ibid, pp.231-232.
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in London. It was "purely consultative" and it was hoped "by

the Federation enthusiasts that the decks would he cleared for

future action hy the recognition of common needs. In his letter !

to the Governors calling the Conference, Mr Stanhope, Secretary

of State for the Colonies, deprecated the discussion of "what is

known as political federation#" Such "grand aspirations" as a

"customs union" or "Zollverein" he would leave to "the distant
1.

and shadowy future. Because the Conference would not he called

upon for any decisions hut was merely consulta.tive, the mode of

representation was unimportant and haphazard. The Conference of

1894 had progressed in organisation from 1887 in that it was a

meeting of representatives of governments rather 'than merely
jt

leading men of the Colonies expressing private views. The Con¬

ference wa.s called to Ottawa at the instance of Canada to discuss, ;

primarily, the Pacific Cahle and to resume the matter of commer¬

cial negotiations hy colonial representatives with foreign powers.

Under the eager Chamberlain there was no possibility of the
r

?
Conferences failing from lack of enthusiasm or work to do. The

i
ft

only danger was that the great Imperialist might push the Colon¬

ies too fast and wreck the machinery,' so fragile was its con¬

struction and so uncertain its nature. :
l

Further Encouragement for Imperial Unity.

1
Not only had the Imperial Federation movement educated pub-

J
lie opinion to desire closer union between the various parts of

h

the Empire and the Conferences expressed a certain admission of

the need for co-operation, hut there had been a splendid earnest

1. C.509I, p.viii.p.5*
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of the moral unity of the British races that delighted Imperial¬

ists. True, Colonials had seen service before in Imperial yars

and there were offers of aid after Khartoum and Majuba, but

their demonstration of patriotism in South Africa, at a time when

all Europe was hostile to the mother country, when she stood al¬

most utterly friendless and alone and baffled by a vigorous enemy,

rebuked everyone who doubted their value or who thought a closer

union beyond reach. More than that, it could be assumed that

the Dominions head recognised the imperial nature of the struggle

in that it was a duplicate of the American Civil War and that
1.

the right to secede must be opposed. The war marked a new

era in British history* said an enthusiast, "The British race

throughout the world has made common sacrifices for a common

object. We have learnt that we can in future rely upon the

whole material and moral forces of the Empire in the hour of

trial and danger. The mother country ho longer stands alone,
2.

she faces the world with her children at her side." When Conan

Doyle summed up the gain and loss of the war, he found that, of

all gifts that God had given to Britain, none compared with the

assurance of unity for the "only difference in the point of view

of the Briton from Britain and the Briton from the ends of the

earth, was that the latter with the energy of youth was more

whole-souled in the Imperial cause.... On the plains of South

1. Mr Chamberlain as Empire Builder, 19th Cent. Mar. 1902, Vol.50. /
2. Ibid, pp,363-364. Vide also Nat. Rev., Dec.1900, Vol.36,

p.594: Quotes Capt.A.T. Ma.han that as a result of the war
there exists "the sentiment of the unity of the Empire, ari
ideal which, under different condition, may well ta.ke for Im¬
perial Federation the place the union occupied in American
hearts and minds in l86l." Or A.W. Jose, The Empire that
Found herself, Nat. Rev., Mar. 1901, Vol.37*
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Africa...the hlood "brotherhood the the Empire was pealed."
t

Looked at when the heat of war had passed and sanity had

been restored to their vision, the Imperialists would not be so

pleased, as we shall see, but for the war-time fervour it ap¬

peared that the Utopia of a British Empire, in definite union

for purpose of defence, had received tacit consummation in fact

if not in theory.

Another encouraging sign for Imperial Union was the Federa¬

tion of Australia, for such minor unions were held to prelude

the greater union of the Empire. Imperialists had long looked

forward to the consummation of Australian Federation and had
2.

eagerly watched its growth. The National Review, the warmest

of Imperialist organs, spoke with no uncertain voice on the sub¬

ject. Because Mr Reid opposed its consummation, that organ de¬

clared, "So long as the cause of Australian Federation is depen-_

dent on the straightforwardness and steadiness of so slippery a

politician as Mr Reid, the Premier of New South Wales, there is
3.

little room for optimism? although the argument of that gentleman

and his followers was that federation would be a biow to Imperial

consolidation.^

Almost to a man the House of Commons, in the debates on the

Commonwealth Bill, while there might be a demur at some of the

clauses, enthused over the accomplishment of Australian Federation,

1. A. Conan Doyle, The Great Boer War, p.55l«
2. Brassey, Papers a.nd Addresses, op.cit., p.140, Australian Fed¬

eration, 19th Cent., Apr.l899> Vol.45* One would have thought
that Professor Keith had disposed of the view that Australian
Federation was brought about by fear of Japan and other Pac¬
ific Powers, but it is still a popular notion: ex. Edward
Salmon, art in the Outlook, Feb. 27, 1926, p.l54.

3. The Nat. Rev. Ja.n.l899> Vol.32.
4. Dilke, Problems of Greater Britain, Vol.1, p»323*
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as one step nearer the organic unity of the Empire. It must

have shocked Mr Chamberlain and startled many a complacent Im¬

perialist when Mr Blake, a Canadian and now a member of the Im¬

perial Parliament, the author of that ringing Aurora speech

which had crystallised the elements of Canadian nationalism

into smashing phrases, rose to contradict the idea that Austral¬

ian Federation would lead to Imperial Federation. A quarter

of a century ago he too had ''dreamed the dream of Parliamentary

Federation" but had abandoned it for many years because the Em¬

pire had "too long a.nd too extensively gone on the lines of sep¬

arate action...to go back now. Never forget," he warned, "that

the goodwill on which you must depend is due to local freedom,

and would not survive its limi tati on... I do not think Pan-Imper¬

ial Parliamentary federation is within the bounds of possibility..!

I do not in the least degree think this Bill is a step towards

Imperia.l Parliamentary Federation. On the contrary, I believe
1.

it is distinctly a step the other way." Despite such strong

spea.king, Mr Evelyn Cecil complacently thought that the Federa-
I

tion would assist "in pushing forward that great cause of Imper- [
ial Federation which both the Australians and ourselves alike «

2.
have so much at heart."

Some attention should be given to the stress laid by Bla.ke

on "Parliamentary Federation." One must attach weight to Mr

Hall's belief that with the dissolution of the Imperial Federa¬

tion League the early federation movement practically came to
3. 4. 5 •

an end, a view which Professor Keith and Mr Williamson seeim

1. House of Commons Debates, 21 May, 1900, Vol.83»PP»782-83.
2. Ibid, p.794.
3. Hall, British Commonwealth of Nations, p.70.
4. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.ll6l.
5. A Short History of British Expansion, p.185•
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to share, and Sir Charles Dilke in 1890 noted the decline of
!•

enthusiasm for political union in responsible opinion. "Perhaps",

sighed Sir Herbert Samuel, "the time is not so close at hand as
*

some have thought, when a member for Capetown and a member for

Melbourne would be heard in the debates of a new House of Com¬

mons at V/estminster. .•.Probably a less ambitious scheme must con-
2.

tent us." In the book "Britannic Confederation" of 1892 we

have a definite veering from Parliamentary Federation, and Fro-
3.

fessor Freeman was quite warmly opposed. Professor Egerton in¬

dicted Imperial Federation as dangerous, unlikely and unnatural,

telling us that so far as experience helped it seemed to point
4.

in a direction the opposite of Imperial Federation.

Yet the term "Imperial Federation" could still be used to

designate the hoped-for future relations of the self-governing

Empire. Sir Charles Tupper records that, "Most people have come

to the conclusions stated by Lord Rosebery at the Mansion House

that a Parliamentary Federation, if practicable, is so remote,

that during the coming century it is not likely to make any very

great advance," nevertheless he tells us on the very next page

that he considers Australian Federation "a most vitally important

movement, not only to those colonies, but to the Empire itself,

because it is in that direction that t look for a great advance
5-

with regard to Imperial Federation." What he had in mind was

some form of representation by High Commissioners, at the same

time holding the office of Dominion Cabinet Ministers, and that

1. Problems of Greater Britain, Vol.ii, p.477.
2. Liberalism, op.cit., p«33^'
3« Edward A. Freeman,. The Physical and Political Bases of Nation¬

al Unity, Britannic Cpnfederation, pp.54-55*
4. Egerton, A Short History of British Colonial Policy, pp.454-460.
5« Recollections, pp.262-263.
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the Dominions be given a voice in foreign policy in accordance
1.

with the Marquis of Lome's idea. Rosebery could look wist¬

fully to the dream of Imperial Federation when he met the Press

Conference of 19c9* It seems clear that under the word "Federa¬

tion" was included a great variety of schemes for uniting the

Empire, in fact all those forms of representation that would en¬

able the Empire to organise and act as a. unit.

Surely there was a good deal of faith in the future of the

movement to Imperial consolidation. Laurier, of all people,

coming under the influence of Jubilee excitement, could excla.im,

"Were I twenty-five years of age instead of fifty I confidently

believe I should some day sit in Westminster as one of the rep-
2.

resentatives of the Dominion of Canada." Sir Cavendish Boyle,

one-time Governor of Newfoundland, assured the members of the

Royal Colonial Institute at a meeting of November 11, 1902, "That

Imperial Federation is someday to be accomplished.... is as cer-
3-

tain as that you are sitting there." Chamberlain ran to greet

movement to federation wherever he saw its shadow, and his visit
4.

to South Africa in 1902-1903 did nothing to weaken his faith.
i

Cn the contrary, he saw the necessity of sublimating the passions

aroused in the war with loftier ideals.

1. Recollections, pp.263-266.
2. The Times, Feb.9, 1897*
3« Proceedings, R.C.I., Vol.34.
4. Ex. Boyd, Speeches, p.110, Capetown, Feb.23, 1903' Or i-n House

of Commons, Feb.5» 1900, Vol. 78, pp.623-624.
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Forms of Co-Opera, tion.

There were various occasions of co-operation within the

Empire which might lead one to think that a more intimate re¬

lationship would he desirable, as for example, in the Pacific

Cable and Imperial Postage.

It seems that'Canada first mooted the proposal for a Pacific
1.

Cable and the British Government was less than indifferent.

Australia and Canada then, in the hope of stimulating trade,

jointly urged the advantages of a Tacific Cable, and after some

discussion a Conference met at Ottawa in 1894. However, the

greatest difficulty lay, unfortunately for Mr Ewart's implied

thesis, that the British Government, was to blame for the delay,

not in the apathy of Great Britain, but in dissenfeion among the

Australian States, Hew South Wales being opposed to Government
2. '

ownership, and South Australia to both Government control and
3*

Government guarantee. It was nevertheless resolved, with the

dissenting voice of Mr Playfair of South Australia, that the Im¬

perial Government be requested to proseoute a survey of the pro¬

posed route between Canada and Australia, the expense to be borne

in equal portion by Great Britain, Canada, and the Australasian
4.

Colonies. Though Sir Sanford Fleming was a strong advocate of

the Cable at the Conference of l897» nothing was done pending

a report of a Committee appointed tonconsider the matter.

The Imperial Government at that time seemed kindly enough

to the proposal so that it was a matter for fcegret,in the

1. Ewart, The Kingdom of Canada and other essays, p.275ff» Conf. 'I1
1887, C.5091, p.212ff. {:■!

2. C.7553, P.91. '
3. Ibid, p,104ff.
4. Ibid, p.11. - ?•:
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Colonies when the mother country decided not to take an active
• - 1.

part in laying and working the Cable. Upon pressure from over¬

seas for a return to the previous plans for partnership, His
2.

Majesty's Government reconsidered and decided to co-operate.

To the protests of the Eastern and Eastern Extension Telegraph
3-

Companies, Mr Chamberlain sent very tart replies.

A Conference of Colonial and British Representatives met

on July 4, 1899 a^d arrangements were made to proceed with the
4..

plan. On December 31» 1900 the contract for establishing the

Pacific Cable was formally executed on behalf of the British

Government, and the Governments of New South Wales, Canada,
5-

Victoria, Queensland, and New Zealand. The Cable was completed
6.

by October 31> 1902, - a magnificent testimony to the spirit of

co-operation that had entered Imperial politics.

Under the forceful persuasion of Sir John Henniker Heaton

a campaign which the Royal Colonial Institute and the Einancial

Review of Reviews supported was inaugurated to establish penny-

a.-word telegrams through the Empire. While they were not as
7.

successful as had been hoped, a reduction in rates was procured..

Imperial postage formE one of the grea.t links of Empire,

but it had a difficult struggle against official red tape. The

Conference of 1887 discussed the idea of Imperial penny postage,

but it hardly speaks well for the claims of the irrepressible

Mr Ewart that the reforms effected were "the result of Canadian

1. Cd.46, p.4, p.11.
2. Ibid, p.12.
3. ibid, pp.26-29; pp*35~36.
4. Ibid, pp.24-25.
5« Cd.1299, Appendix xii, p.146; Memo, by Sir Sanford Fleming.
6. Murray, op.cit., pp.87-88; Ewart, op.cit., p.288.
7« Porter, op.cit., p.222ff; Murray, op.cit., p.91.
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1.

determination" that a Canadian delegate should have considered
2.

the scheme "quite impracticable." It is true that the tradi¬

tional British policy had "been that the post-office must pay
3 • •

its way, a point of view re-iterated by General Laurie and Lord
4 •

Stanley, yet it is also true that credit is due to Sir John

Henniker Heat.on more than to any other individual for the advance¬

ment of the cause of cheap Imperial postage, that the Times lent

powerful aid to his efforts, and the end arrived at owed much
5*

to Mr Chamberlain and Lord Rosebery.

In I896 Sir John laid his case forcefully and eloquently
6.

before Mr Chamberlain where he could be assured of sympathy.

In the Jubilee Reform of 1897 the inland services was reduced to

a penny for four ounces, and shortly after, in July 1898, the

Imperial Penny Post was inaugurated to be subsequently extended
7.

in 1908 to the United States. It was not until 1905 that
8.

Australia was given the advantage of the Imperial Penny postage,
9.

but it was not until 1911 that the Commonwealth reciprocated.

At the Conference of 1902 a resolution was adopted to the

effect that the Prime Ministers in attendance wished to draw

the attention of His Majesty's Government to the question of
10.

reduction in the outgoing rate, of newspapers and periodicals.

1. Ewart, op.cit., p.291*
2. Sir Alexander Campbell, C.5091, p.170.
3. Smith, The Post Office, 1763-1841, Canada, and its Provinces,
Vol.iv, p.734-735.

4. General Laurie; "Our business is to collect and deliver letters
and newspapers, etc; it is not our business to create senti¬
ment nor to advance trade." Quoted, Ewart, op.cit., p.295*

5» Mrs A. Porter, The Life and Letters of Cir John Henniker
Heaton,p-171ff ; P*175> pp.l80-'l8l; p. 216.

6. Ibid, pp.176-177*
7. Murray, op.cit., p.27; p*55* C.9022, (1898) p.l. Porter,

op.cit., p.179# p.191.
8.,Ibid, p.218.
9. Ibid, p.220.
10. Cd. 1299, p.xi.
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Canada, in 1902, extended her domestic rate to all parts of
1.

the Empire, offering to receive at the same rate. The United

Kingdom was willing to accept Canadian periodicals at that rate,

hut was unable to reciprocate because of the high domestic

duties. Canada at the time was finding herself flooded by

American literature, and the fact that many British publica¬

tions were brought express via Few York where they were sur¬

rounded by American advertisements and sent on by post to Canada
2.

wa.s an incentive to cheaper Imperial postage. The necessity

was also seen by British traders, who required that their goods

be advertised throughout,Canada, and by British publishers,

while the British Empire League, of course, supported the desire.

When Mr Sydney Buxton, whose sympathies had been with Canada,

became Postmaster-General, he put into effect a reduction from

4d. to Id. per pound on the Canadian rate. The change was

effected in May, 19C>7> and during the next two months the in¬

crease over the corresponding months of the previous year in

the bags of mail direct from the United Kingdom to Canada was
3#

146#.

Nov/ in his narrative of this transition Mr Ewart finds

few kind words and some hard ones for the mother country, yet

it is less than just to give well-nigh all the credit for the

reduction to Canada for, as has been seen, there were powerful

advocates in the United Kingdom, and Canada had more to gain

by, and less difficulty in putting into operation an Imperial

postage. For does the Canadian nationalist mention the fact

that Imperial penny postage involved a loss to the United

1. Ewart, op.cit., pp.292-293'
2. Ibid, p.293*
3. Ibid. p.297.
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1.

Kingdom of £1^^,000 annually.

At the OttaY/a Conference of 1894 a proposal had "been

"brought forward "by a New Zealand representative, Mr Lee Smith,

to establish a mail route "between Britain and Australasia
2.

through Canada. It v^as pointed out that large Government sub-
1

sidies were being paid to America.n companies for mail service

Via New York and San Francisco, and it. was suggested that an

"All-Red Route" be established by British steamships and through

British Forts. The Canadian representatives were of course in

vigorous approval, supported by New South TTales, Victoria, and
3-

Queensland, though South Australia and Tasmania would have
4.

nothing to do with the plan. Lord Jersey, the British rep¬

resentative, v/as quite kindly to the proposal, asking only for
5.

definite proposals to put before his Government. He quite

dispelled the notion that Great Britain was prejudiced in favour

of the American routes, and observed that there was no Company

in existence on the Canadian-Atlantic route to which the subsidy

might be diverted from the American Company. He mentioned that -

by substituting Halifax as a terminus instead of New York thirty-

six hours might be gained, or Quebec, twenty-four hours. The

time to Shanghai would be shortened, and a comparatively quick

service established for the transportation of soldiers and sup¬

plies to the Far Ea.st and India. It would also be possible to
6.

have a speedy route avoiding foreign territory.

In his report for 1897 the Fostmaster General was pleased

to note that an,agreement had been made between the Government

1. Cd.5745, p.319* Statement by Sir Herbert Samuel, at the
Imperial Conference, 1911.

2. C.7753, p.2l8ff.
3. Ibid, pp.221-223; pp.225-226; pp.228-229.
4... Ibid, 226-228; p.232.
5. Ibid, p-.250.
6. Ibid, p.9; pp.224-225«



of the dominion and a British Company to provide a weekly ser¬

vice of four fast mail steamers "between Canada and Great Brit-
1.

ain. In the report of the succeeding year he regreeted that this

proposal had to he abandoned, hut noted that, hy the establish¬

ment of a mail service to and from New Zealand via. Vancouver to
i

alternate with that v ia San Francisco, a fortnicrhtly service
2.

.

across the Atlantic and Facific had been provided.

At the Conference .of 1902 a weak resolution was passed in

favour of reviewing the position of inter-Imperial mail services
3-

and freight charges. The Conference of 1907 poured more than

enough cold water on the plan to chill enthusiasts for the "All-

Red Route", and it seems that the British Government was consider-
4.

ably influenced by protests from British Steamship Companies.

At the Conference of 1911 Newfoundland and New Zealand sub-
5*

mitted resolutions in favour of a subsidised "All-Red Route",

but the Conference considerably whittled down Sir Joseph 'Yard's
6.

motion. The reason that the idea, came to nothing, however,

lies not so much in the apathy or opposition of the United King¬

dom a,s in the fact that no practical financial proposal was ever
7.

adva.nced.

There is more in this narrative than merely efforts at Im¬

perial co-operation. The phenomena of telegraph and ease and

speed in transportation meant closer contact of the various parts

of the Empire and created an opportunity for co-operation, and

thus one of the chief objections to closer union was in the way •

1. C.8586, p.8. <
2. C.902P, p.11.
3. Cd.1299, PP.38-39.
•4. Jebb, Imperial Conference, Vol.ii., p«349ff«
5. Cd.5513, PP.5-7.
6. Cd.5745, pp.344-357.
7. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.576* Per contra Jebb,

op.cit., p.355*
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of "being removed. The very factors that created a need for

Imperial consolidation would also aid in "bringing it about.

One very tangible earnest of the goodwill of the United

Kingdom to the Dominions and the value bb the latter of the

Imperial bond, was shown by the admission in 1900 of Colonial
1.

stock as trustee securities.

If one knows the least thing of Chamberlain it is to be

av/are of his sense of the dramatic. He never let an oppor¬

tunity slip of making the Empire conscious of itself, and there
nearly

is good reason to believe that even Laurier/succumbed to the

sheer power of his personality, enthused as the Colonial Secret¬

ary was over his cause. The necessity was present in the very

philosophy of the time that demanded that all things be regiment¬

ed; in the terrific pressure of economic, political, and mili¬

tary organisation; in the social problems that demanded vision

for the people and relief for the slums. "But more than the

necessity, the opportunity was there; the Jubilees, the Corona¬

tion of King Edward, the Conferences, the Federation of Australia,

the fine display of the moral unity of the Empire on the battle¬

fields of South Acrica, and the very' enthusiasm of British peoples

to found a mighty race to propagate civilisation and secure their

present position as a leading Power all these conditions came

upon the scene with the sound of trumpets as heralds.of greater

things to come. Here was a chance than even a lesser man might
J

have used, but when one finds an idealist, a business man, and a

political realist combined in one dynamic personality the oppor¬

tunity becomes a dazzling one and the chance becomes a 'challenge. 1

_ __ l
\

1. Responsible Government in the Dominions, op.cit., p.H77*ff*
ILC.300, 1900.
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Chapter IVt The Means: ||jt
Union for Def ence.

The most obvious, "because the most necessary, means of

uniting the Empire was on the basis of some plan for the common

defence of all its components. The Imperialists owed Captain

Mahan a. great debt of gratitude for giving them their arguments

and in educating the public in the methods and merits of such

a conception of an Imperial defence scheme. We shall examine

his views, see them adopted in British proposals, and note the

reaction of the Dominions thereto.

In searching for typical British Imperialists of the late

Nineteenth and early twentieth century it is more than probable

that with the names of Joseph Chamberlain, Cecil Rhodes, and Lord

Rosebery, would be linked that of an American, Captain Alfred I.

Mahan, an officer in the Navy of the United States. Certainly

in him are gathered all the typical beliefs that one can fasten

to the British Imperialist of the Chamberlain period. He did

not believe that war could be abolished at the present stage of

world politics; rather did he believe war to be inevitable and
!. -

a stepping-stone to progress. It was from him that the Times

learnt that Naval Expansion was "an inexorable and inevitable

necessity, alike for the United Sta.tes a.nd for any other Power

which aspires to take its due share in that political and commer¬

cial future which the march of events is preparing for the nations
2.

of the western world," and he himself tersely put it that, "the

1. Mahan, Lessons of the War with Spain, p.231.
2. The Times, 21 Oct., 19C2.
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extension of commerce "by political pressure is a leading element
1.

in the spirit of the times." He believed that expansion

which came with maritime effort and trading enterprise was con-

ducive to the well-being of the national morale. ■ For this

reason the Government should actively and consciously promote

maritime activity, and political power and naval supremacy were

inseparable. He resented Germany's unjust temper so "outrag-
2.

eously shown" towards Eritain in the last few years, was en¬

thusiastic regarding the Anglo-Saxon race, believing them cap¬

able of withstanding any aggression, and consequently deploring
3-

any animosity between the United States and Britain. He was

deeply religious and his writings abound with biblical quotations.

It is not surprising to find that he had an abundant faith in

"sentiment, imagination, aspiration, the satisfaction of the

rational and moral faculties in some object better than bread
4.

alone" as motives to Federation, Imperialism, and Expansion.

At the same time Capta.in Mahan had such a. candid emphasis on an

"enlightened self-interest" that one expects him to quote the

famous phrase of Rhodes', "philanthropy plus five percent."
V

For a very forceful and enthusiastic exposition of the con¬

temporary Imperial Federation movement, he deserves the high

praise he was so freely accorded. Mahan saw the correlation

of interests between the various parts of the Empire and con¬

sequently viewed the war in South Africa as but one aspect of

the Imperial sentiment. "That would a conquered and hostile

1. Mahan, Thy Te Must Have a Greater ITa.vy, The Times, 2 Oct.1902.
2. Mahan, The Persian Gulf, The Times, 29 Aug. 1902; Nat.Rev.

Sept. 1902.
3. The Times, 21 Apr. 1898; 24 Mar. 1900; 27 Sept. 1900; art.

Motives to Imperial Federation, The Times, 29>Apr. .1902.
Hat. Rev. May, 1902.

4. Mahan, Motives to Imperial Federation, op.cit.
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South Africa have meant to Australia, and "beyond Australia, to

British influence in the Par East?" Further, he questioned,

could Canada with its Pacific.seaboard view with equanimity the

decay of British influence in China? Nor could Canada "be in-
'

I
I

different whether the British Navy and commerce in war find
i

i
their wa.y to the Farther East through the Mediterranean or "be

forced to the long Cape Route. It was, therefore, a matter of i

interest "both to Canada and Australasia if a hostile Power "be
1.

firmly based on the Persian Gulf. He held that, like American

Federation, "Imperial Federation will dignify and enlarge each

State and each citizen that enters its fold. Imperial Federa¬

tion proposes a partnership in which a number of younger and

poorer members are admitted into a longstanding wealthy firm."

But if Federation was extremely desirable from the point

of vievr of the Colonies, it was equally so from the outlook of

the Mother County. There was the necessity of safeguarding

commercial routes, for which purpose the navies of the Empire

should be pooled, the Colonies prove of value in forming a chain

of communication, every link of inestimable value, links which

Germany was doing her best to snap.

In a sea war, as in other wars, the American naval expert

explained that two things were from the first essential: a

suitable base upon the frontier, in this case the sea board, {

from which operations start, and an organised military force,

in this case a fleet, of size and quality adequate to the pro-
j

posed operations. If the war should extend to distant parts

1. Mahan, Motives to Imer'pial Federation, op.cit.
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of the globe, there would "be needed in each of those distant I
'

I ! '
! 1 .

regions secure ports for shipping, to serve as secondary, or
! I f

contingent, bases of the local war.. It was, of course, set
' ' I!'5'

down as axiomatic, that to depend upon coal in the absence of '!p 1! |
strong stations where coal could be stored limited the range to j'j j, 1

> 111 : i
• * ,j * 1 1 (*

which even a victorious Power could exert sea supremacy. There- 1 [ \
j ;

fore the Dominions should be urged to provide strong harbours *

and well-stocked stations. Between these secondary and the ' !!>'
;r"! t

principal, or home, bases there was necessary reasonably secure
■ i .::i:

communication, which would depend upon control of'the intervening '

sea, and of doubtless strength to such control were good harbours

along the routes such as the Cape of Good Hope and Mauritius

doubly valuable in these days when refueling is so much more
1.

frequent. The strategist also pointed out the value of communi¬

cations in intercepting a convoy of supply ships or protecting

such a convoy, duties which were only secondary to the destruc-
I

tion of a body of ships-of-war. A safe line of communications

was essential also in keeping the separate parts of the Empire

linked together, a value well illustrated by the fate of Spain.

"It is hard," said Mahan, "to over-value the advantage of healthy,

attached, self-governing colonies to a European country of today
3.

Blessed is the State that has its quiver full of them."
1

Mahan noted that the value of India to Great Britain was not
! ;

that of the primary base of operations, political and military,

but it was "simply one of the many contingent - secondary - bases,

in different parts of the world, the action of which is susceptible

1. Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, p.514.
2. Ibid, p.41.

Motives to Imperial Eederation, op.cit.
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of unification only "by means of a supreme sea power." As a

"base it was best fitted for action upon central Asia and opera¬

tion on the Russian front, while the central position which it

held relatively to China and Egypt obtained also towards Australia

and the Cape of Good Hope, assisting thus the concentration upon

the country of such support as either colony could extend to the
1.

general policy of Imperial Federation. Not only were Colonies

important in military and naval strategy, "but they were valuable

also in providing a reserve strength in natural resources and

men. If two nations were of equal strength in material for a
t

sea war, failing an immediate and decisive campaign, the reserve

strength would tell, organised reserve first, then reserve of
2.

sea-faring population, reserve of skill, reserve of wealth.

Mahan maintained that, whereas "colonies attached to the Mother

Country afford the surest way of supporting abroad the sea power

of a country, in peace, the influence of the government should
I
6

be felt in promoting by all means a warmth of attachment and a

unity of interest which will make the welfare of one the welfare
I

of all, and the quarrel of one the quarrel of all; and in war,

1
or rather for war, by such measure of organisation and defence

as shall be felt by all to be a fair distribution of a burden
3-

of v/hich each reaps the benefit."

Mahan's enduring fame was built upon his study of naval

history and application of the lessons of history fo contempor¬

ary naval ta,ctice. The differences that had arisen in naval

strategy he believed to be simply of 'scale and degree, not

1..Mahan, The Problem of Asia and its Effect upon International
Policies, pp. 27-28.

2. Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, pp. 47-48.
3. Ibid, p.83.
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of kind. The Captain's naval hero was Nelson, to whom he gave

the proudest title within his literary possession, "The Embodi-
2.

ment of the Sea Power of Great Britain." He praised Nelson's

ability to seek out.the fleet.of the enemy, not being distracted

by numerous objects, but driving straight for the objective,

as he had done in the Mediterranean, for example, when he saw

the Toulon fleet was the controlling factor, important in all

Napoleon's combinations, and relentlessly sought it out, keeping

his fleet in position so that it might be summoned quickly when

occasion demanded. It is true that the aggressive correspondent

known as "Navalis" took Mahan severely to task for emphasising
3-

the need for adequate- coast defences, preferring rather that the

emphasis should be laid on a strong mobile navy, but certainly

Mahan never meant that there should be any neglect of the mobile

nor that "there should be such attention to coast defences or dis¬

persion of the navy that the attack on the heart of the enemy's

sea power' would be weakened. He constantly stressed the inex¬

pediency, -the terrible danger, of dividing the battle fleet,

even in time's of peace, into fractions individually smaller than
4.

those of a possible enemy. There is little doubt "but that he

revealed the weakness of the 19^9 Conference "fleet unit" scheme
5-

in his teaching of these principles.

Mahan's theory of sea power took national enterprise, the

daring of a people, the lure of gain, as basic. Trade and

1. Mahan, op.cit., Introductory. Also, Lessons of the War with
Spain, Introductory.

2. Vide his Life of Nelson.

3» Mahan's article, The Times, 26 Dec. 1898. Navalis, The
Times, 29 Dec. 1898, 4 April, 1898.

4. Mahan, Naval Administration and Warfare, p.167.
Vide Naval Policy and the Pacific Question., The R.T., June,
1914, Vol.4., p.391ff. S.Wilkinson, Thoughts on Imperial De¬
fence, U.E., July 1910, Vol.i.
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commerce - merchant shipping - were natural consequents of such

spirit. Then came the desire to establish colonies as an essen¬

tial appendage of a commercial country. Sea Power followed as

a matter of course for it was "the handmaid of expansion, its
1.

begetter a.nd preserver."

Thus the American Captain emphasised history to show that

by her commercial enterprise and fleet Britain had become great

and only by a continuance of aggressive policy in this direction

could she hope to maintain her greatness. She had successfully

battered her way to pre-eminence by victories at sea over Spain,

Holland, and Prance. The case of Holland before the disastrous

war of 1653-54 had, he cautioned, "strong resemblances to that

of Britain now; and they are true prophets though they do seem

to be having small honour in their own country, who warn her that

the continuance of her prosperity at home depends primarily upon
2.

maintaining her power abroad." He recalled that in regard to

Holland, "Their food, their clothing, the raw material for their

manufactures, the very timber and hemp with which they built and

rigged their ships (and they built nearly as many as all Europe

besides) were imported." But the war proved devastating. The

sources of revenue such as fisheries and commerce dried up; the

Zuyder Zee became a forest of masts; workshops closed; the

country was full of beggars; Amsterdam had 1500 untenanted
3.

houses, and grass grew in its streets.

The inference that was drawn from this historical allusion

by readers was that if Britain would escape this fate the

1. 1'ahan, The Problem of Asia and its Effect upon International
Policies, p.7.

2. Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, op.cit. p.3^.
3. Ibid.
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Government had to make conscious effort to maintain the maritime

instinct in her people and guard against war by a sufficient sea

power, a fatal neglect of the Dutch who would not prepare, for war

(until it was upon them.

Captain Mahan pointed out that in peace the Government could

favour industries and tendencies to seek adventure and gain from

the sea. They might develop such industries and a sea-going bent,

or they might guard against imposing any obstacles tending to

hamper such spirit and remove any obstacles at present imposed.

The naval instinct must be fostered by commerce; a purely mili¬

tary sea power like that of Louis XIV had no roots and soon with¬

ered away.

As for war, the Government should maintain an armed navy of

size commensurate to its shipping. It should foster the growth

of all institutions from which the navy grew and on which it de¬

pended. Naval stations, like Gibraltar and Malta, were inval¬

uable for communication and shelter.'
This summary of Captain Mahan's views is justified in that

it represents the views of eminent British naval experts. The

Times was forever praising him, and one remembers that The Times

of the 1897 Jubilee Conference period was frantic in its protests

regarding the need for a mightier navy. It published Mahan's

articles, wrote lengthyneditorials summarising his opinions, and

received a great number of letters commenting on them. Certainly

his admonitions received from the public., that thought on the

subject of naval defence, an attention that varied from profound

respect to keen enthusiasm, but never indifference. The National

Review, most Imperial of organs* published his articles and sang
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his praises. The Navy League, an organization with Imperial

ideas, invited him to dinner. McGill University conferred on

him the degree of LL.D. More than these exterior signs of res¬

pect, British Imperialists did him the more subtle honour .of

using the arguments that he provided when expressing their views

on naval strategy, in speaking on the interest of the Empire as

a whole with regard to foreign policy, and in explaining the need

for federating the military and naval resources, the commercial

policies, and the political machinery in so far as the rest'of

the world was concerned. Not that Mahan was original in his

thinking on these matters - for a popular mind must not "be greatly

original - but his mind in its general outlook was the mind of

the British Imperialist. When one reads Sir George Clarke,(Lord

Sydenham) Sir Cyprian Bridge, Sir John Colomb, or any other of

the writers on nava.l defence, one appreciates that Mahan has given

the synthesis of their ideas and has expressed them most power¬

fully. One realises that he is worthy the title of "the highest
1.

living authority on naval warfare." This was the schoolmaster;

let us turn to his pupils.

Lord Selborne the First-Lord of- the Admiralty>took up Mahan's

theory of concentrating naval forces to-devise a plan Napoleonic

in its simplicity. He told the Colonia.l Conference of 1902 that

the word "defence" should be eliminated from naval strategy for

the idea had become heretical. The problem of naval warfare

lay in discovering the enemy's ships, concentrating the fleet

upon them, and then destroying them. Localisation, in the

sense of allocating ships to protect the mouth of the Thames, to

1. Jas. R. Thursfield, The' Higher Policy of Defence, Nat.Rev.
Jan. I9C3, Vol.40.



Table showing comparative cost of Military and Naval Defence in

Great Britain, her Self-Governing Colonies, and foreign

Nations. Appendix A, p.72, Cd.1299.

Military. Naval.
)op. % publ;i<?

:hous. eBtts. % of Budget, cost! cost -per exp. to
peace. War.troops Thous. per " Budget, per to&il.head mil.deg.

to pop. £. heads* £. head. thou.P°P#
thous. s. £.

,310. 375 .1 ,238. .828. 16,301. 7.19. 1,411. 0.62.17,713.7.81. 18, 3*

,744. 48. 138. .716. 2,113. 6.27. 2,113.6.27. 11. 3.
♦

38,614 616 £,091. 1.595. 27,774. 14.36 13,171.6.82.$0.916.21.18. 19. 5.
*

6,345. 596. 3,219 1.057. 33,349. 11.84 8,115.2.88.41,464.14,72. 32. 4.

d5,104 32. - 86. .626. 1,882. 7.37. 1,330.5.21.41,211.12.58. 14. 6!
32,045 227. 2,295. .707. 10,966. 6.84. 4,895.3.06.15,861. 9.90. 15. 6.

43,761 158. 603 •361. 3,823. 1.75. 1,794. .82. 5,617. 2.57. 14 6.

29,000 1,092 2,842 ..847. 34,615. 5.37. 10,032.1.56 44,647 6.93. 20, 1.

rland
,312 235 235 7.092. 1. 125 . 6.79 1,25. 6.79. 26,,6.

76,356 202 - .264 21. 5.49 11,489 3.01 32,443 8.50 28 2.
* 4

40,555 663 783 1.634 20,617 10,17 26,595 13.11 47,212 23.28 15.9.
a5,312 36 - .708 434 1.63 434 1.63 2. 6.

3,7168 30 - .785 68S 3.6 178 0.95 860 4.55 2. 6.

796 10 mm 1.261 234 5.88 M mm mm mm 3. 2

" Percentage of total taxation devoted to defence.
- Austria Hungary; Bel. - Belgium; Germ. - Germany; U.S. - The

ed States; Gt.B. - Great Britain; Aus. - Australia; N.Z. - New
and, ThouB. - estimate given in thousands; exp. - expand!ture.

nations except the United States, Great Britain, and the Dominions
compulsory service.



British Empire - Naval and Military Expenditure, 1898 - 99.
Appendix 1, p.42, Cd.1299. Slightly amended,
Appendix A, p.7, Cd.1597 (1903).

Population, Mil.exp.

Thous.£.

Mil.exp. Nav.exp.
per head.
£.s.d. thous.£

U.K.
^.Can.
Nfd.
N.S.W
Vict,
tyieen
S.Aus
W.Aus
-)9.Tas
-)9.N.Z
9.C.G
Nat.

41,454,621.
5,312,500.
210,000.

r. 1.356,650,
1,163,400,
512,604,
370,700,
171,032.
182,508.
756,505.

Mi.2,265,556
902.365.

Nav.exp. Nav.&
per head.mil.exp.
.5% s. d. Thous .£.

29,310 0.14.iff 31,255. 1515. 1. 60,565.
533 0. 2.0 nil nil. 533.

8 0. 0.10. nil nil. 8.
185 0. 2.8f . 47. 0.8*. 233.
130. 0. 2.3. 58. 1.0. 188.

68. 0. 2.8. 28. 1.1*. 96.
16. 0. O.lOf,

0. 1. 5J.
0. lD.ll{

17. 0.1Of. 32.
12. 5. o.s*. 17.
9. 5. 0.6|. 14.

105. 0 . 2 . 9-i-. 21. 0.6f 126.
303. 0. 2.8-f. 30. o.3f. 338.
219. 0. 4.10* 12. 0.3a,. 231.

1,597. 0. 2.5. 222. 0.4. 1,819.

Navi &•*
Mil. expi
per .'h6$.d,
1.9. 2-ff
0.2.0.
0.0.10.
0.3.5; .■

0.3.3.v
0 . 3 . 9 f« j-
0. 1.9,
0. i;ilf.
0. 1.6i
0. 3.4.4
0. 2.1H.
O.S.lfV

s: 13,203,820. 0.2.9.

\

\
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protect Liverpool, Sydney, or Halifax, was impossible and such

an attempt would be to invite disaster. In time of peace the

forces might have a local distribution, but in time of war.the

Admiralty believed that there must be only one authority with

full power and responsibility to the Empire to move the ships

and concentrate them where they would be in the most effective

position to etike at the heart of the enemy, without any separa¬

tion of responsibility, any risk of hesitation or delay in mak¬

ing conjunction of the squadrons which might soften the blow or
1.

lead to disastrous consequences.

Lord Selborne did not like grants of money by the Colonial

Governments as fulfilment of their responsibility in defence of

the Empire, and deplored the obligation of Australia to the Im¬

perial Government, constituting a relation as "simply that of

the man who pays to the man who supplies." His words are worth

quoting :

"It does not give our New Zealand and Australian fellow-

countrymen the sense of personal interest, of personal possession,

in the British Navy, which I most of all desiderate for the

future, and I want, not only the Colonial Governments to under¬

stand that on the naval protection of the Empire, exercised

through a wise naval strategy, depends our future existence as

a United Empire, but I want them to regard the navy as their own,

at least, as much as ours, and with that object I wish to see

in the Navy more Colonial officers and a contribution of Colonial

seamen. I want, in fact, if I may use such a term, to increase

the maritime spirit of the Empire....! want to bring Australasia,

1. Cd.l299» p.l4ff
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Canada, and South Africa, to understand, in the sense that the

average Englishman understands it, that the sea is the one mat¬

erial source of our greatness and our power; the bond of. union;

the real source of our strength...that the sea is to the Empire

as the brea.th of'life; but it cannot be done, I opine, as long

as we are only receivers of money. I want to see from all parts

of the Empire a personal contribution to the Navy, so that it

may not only be an abstract Admiralty to govern the Navy, but an

Admiralty that has won the confidence of the Colonies, because the

Colonies understand its policy, and because in each Colony there

are officers and men belonging to the Navy - an integral portion

of the Navy."

The First Lord made, therefore, a certain concession to the
.

nationalist sentiment and the desire of the Dominions to see the

ships that guarded their frontiers. He would have a certain
!i

squadron of up-to-date cruisers attached to the Australian station,
|i

and of these one or two would be manned exclusively by Austral¬

ians under the command of Imperial officers. He also desired

to establish a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve in Australia
|[and New Zealand, composed partly of rfien trained in the Australian- i||

1.
manned cruiser. Having thus applied one principle taught by

ill
Mahan - that of inculcating the naval spirit - he passed to the

.

other, that, "The.sea is all one, and the British Navy must

therefore be all one...If the idea should unfortunately prevail

that the problem is one of local defence, and that each part of

the Empire can be content to have its allotment of ships for the

purpose of the protection of an individual spot, the only possible i

l. Cd.1299, p.16.



result would be that an enemy who had discarded this heresy,

and combined his fleets, will attack in detail and destroy those

separa.ted British squadrons which, united, could have defied de-
1.

feat." The argument had been well made. ! ,
i t

t

The theory in regard to military defence was much similar.
I

Mr Seddon, the New Zealand.Premier, representing a people who

outdid the Imperialism of the Mother Country, gave notice of a
I

motion to create Imperial Reserve Forces for use outside the

Colonies, maintained and equipped a.ccording to agreement with
2 . I ,

the Imperial Government. r

J
The Secretary <of State for War, Mr Brodrick, speaking to

the motion of Mr Seddon, pointed out that in the Boer War the
>

enemy missed many opportunities so that the British were able to
,'i

make up deficiencies. Had the enemy been stronger, however,
I?

and able to take advantage of early British reverses, the effect
' '

; !ISmight have been disastrous. There must henceforth be proper
i

preparation and organisation for they could not always count on
3-

having time.
' '

Surveying the colonial military preparations, he saw that
!

\ |i
Canada had forty thousand men, and that they were of true fight-

i

ing material ha.d been amply proved in the South African War.
■

1But he saw in the Annual Report from the General Officer Command- if

ing the Canadian Militia, a report which had received-high mention

in the Canadian Parliament, that the city corps had absolutely

no tra.ining whatever in the field duties of a soldier, while the

rural corps would never be made even fairly fit to take the field

1. Cd.1299, p.20.
2. Ibid, p.7.
3. Ibid, p.29«
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with the limited period of annual training that they received

under existing conditions. • Only very elementary training was

possible in the "case of the urban corps, and the cavalry was no

more than barely efficient. Beyond that, Canada had at present

no trained staff or system of training staff officers, while re¬

cently a rifle had been adopted by her government which was of

a different pattern from the British rifle, breaking the uniform¬

ity and the interchangeability from the British to the Canadian
1.

in case the troops were employed together.

Speaking of Australia,, the Secretary of State for War point¬

ed out that the troops varied greatly in quality and that there

was a sad deficiency in departmental corps - Army Service Corps

and Ordnance, and Army Medical Departments which should accompany

them in the field. In some States there vfere none. Victoria

had only a reserve of seventeen rounds of small arms ammunition

and West Australia only twenly eight rounds. There had not been

any military administrative staff to deal with supply or other

arrangements, and in only one State was there periodical inspec¬

tion of ammunition and warlike stores. However valuable such
V

material might be, hastily improvised on the spur of the moment,

as a moral force, they could not be relied upon to any extent,

and his point was that cases "must and will." arise in which Brit¬

ain would have to ask, in which she would require, a larger force

than her own, and, to quote his words, "In which the Colonies

who send it us on the ground that they think us worthy of support

in a particular emergency" - Is this not a slap at Laurier? -

"should be prepared to send us reliable forces." He asked that,

even if it were only one out of every four men trained, there

1. Cd. 1299, PP.30-31.
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should be a body specially set apart with a liability to over¬

seas service as a part of the Army Reserve of the Imperial Force,

with their services absolutely pledged in thenevent of their

Government proferring assistance to the Imperial Forces, and

that they be properly trained to this end, fully organised and

fully equipped "with a view to acting together and drilling to¬

gether in, th6 battalions or regiments with which they would take

the field."

As for paying such troops, "Of course," he said,"if these

troops are entirely under the control of the Colonial Government,

and if their Colony says, which it very possibly would, 'We will

not pledge ourselves to send you any men until we know the emer¬

gency and until we have the assent of our Parliament for agree¬

ing to take part in that particular. emergency,' it would prob¬

ably be held that so long as the Colonial Government kept the

control as to the employment of the troops, they should pay them."

He made a proviso, however, that "if it is held that any troops

are part of our recognised Army Reserve, I think it would not be

unreasonable for the Imperial Exchequer to bear some portion of

the charge." His words are doubly interesting in that the manner |
f

in which the Colonies would determine to send aid is practically
* •

that of Laurier who was so severely criticised by British Imperial¬

ists.

Brodrick promised the Colonies that it was not intended to

start a ruinous competition with other nations in la.nd arma¬

ments, but up to now Great Britain had always been last in the

field. She could no longer afford to be last in the field. "If I

we are forced into defensive action for any of our dependencies
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we are "bound to be able to strike as quickly or quicker than
1.

any other Powers."

These two gentlemen, the First Lord of the Admiralty and

the Secretary of' State for War, did but summarise the attitude
r

of their countrymen. There was much fun poked at the Canadian

"pantomime army", as the National Review called Canada's effort

at an independent force. It was complained that "the ordinary

run of colonia.l politicians take no more interest today in

questions of Imperial and national defence than did those of
2.

the Mother Country yesterday."

The first task of the United Kingdom, then, was to educate

the colonists in military matters, showing them the immediate

need for the organising of their military and naval resources,

and then to persuade them of the folly of any plan that did not

spell unity. As one Imperial advoca.te put it, the ideal was

one with "every Government placing its resources at the disposal

of central administration, which, in turn, hands them over to

a directing will to assure a general security. Such is the
3-

highest standard of Imperial efficiency."

It was never denied that the United Kingdom had the weight

of efficiency behind their ideas of centralised Imperial defence.

What the Colonies disliked were the implications that arose from

a centralised defence scheme. It meant that they were under

obligation to contribute to the defence of the whole Empire;

that they must as ,Bourassa has so often declaimed enter the

vortex of European diplomacy, which was corrupt and evil; and

1. Cd. 1299,- p. 32.
2. .Nat. Rev. May 1899* Vol.33* P*5l3#
3. Lieut.-Col, Edward S. May, Principles and Problems of Imper¬

ial Defence, p.287*
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that 'nationalise must "be foregone in order that Imperial senti¬

ment be developed. There was the obvious retort to the second

corollary, which was that while Canada could say that she" did

not want to mix herself up with European disputes, yet as part

of the Empire how could she avoid being liable in the conse-
1.

quences of a war?

The sore point with the British taxpayer, however, was not

the fact that the Colonists were going against good expert ad¬

vice, but that they were not going anywhere with any speed, but

were letting the Mother Country pay for the defence of the Empire

without making any appreciable contribution, thus being without

either nationalism or imperialism, patriotism or loyalty. To

make the Colonies aware that they should contribute more to naval

and military defence, British politicians brought all their orat¬

orical and dialectic abilities to bear. No campaign was more

severe and more sustained than their effort. A multitude of

articles, letters, and speeches, from organisations and individ¬

uals kept up tirelessly from long before 1897 "to the Great War.

When the Imperial Federation (Defence) Committee obtained

an audience with Mr Balfour, the Prime Minister, there were two

important speeches made which- brought out strongly the fact of

Colonial tardiness in contributing to the cost of defence. Sir

Michael Hicks-Beach, introducing the deputation, pointed out that

the Colonies would be vitally affected by a war. "It is my de¬

liberate conviction," he said, "looking to the enormous efforts

now being made in all parts of the world by Great Powers in in¬

creasing their naval strength, that without recourse to a system

C.C. Penrose Fitz-Gerald, Imperial Defence and Colonial Ke-
spondibilit ies, The U.SS. Mag., Nov. 1902, Vol.26, p.lllff.



of borrowing for current expenditure, which would be contrary to

all sound finance, which would be deeply injurious to the credit

of this country, and which would deprive us of the resources nec¬

essary for carrying on any great war - without such resource I

say it will be impossible for the taxpayers of the United Kingdom

to continue to bear alone this vast ever-increasing burden for the :

naval defence of the Empire". He asked that the Colonies be

urged to take their share in the defence of the Empire. He plead- j
'

ed for a more unselfish patriotism which could raise itself to

consider the n^eds, not of any particular community, but the com- j,J
mon needs of the "great and varied Empire" and if that were done

he felt sure, he said, "that in the building up of empire we shall

prove oufcselves in the future, as we have shown ourselves in the

past, pioneers of enlightenment whom the world may well be content ! j

to follow."

Balfour quite agreed that the Colonies bore a "relatively

important part" in what was "no doubt, or ought to be, theoretic¬

ally, a common Imperial burden." It had been right to protect

the colonies when they were children, but now that they were

equals they should assert more independence. He nearnestly hoped

that the temper of.the next Conference would "not be how much can

each fragment of the Empire get out of the other fragments of the

Empire but rather how much can each fragment of the Empire give

to the common whole. It is not what we are to get each for

himself; it is not what we are to give to this or to that self-

governing entity within our borders; it is what every self-

governing fragment of this great whole can itself contribute to
i

a common object, and of these common objects defence certainly
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1.

stands in the very first rank." This, "briefly, was the Imper¬

ialist theory of concerted action.

The Conference of 1902 pointed emphatically' to the neglect

the Colonies were showing in defence and that the British Navy

was being called on to defend their trade in consequence. It

was shown that the annual value of British Trade (including Bul¬

lion and Specie) which it was the ultimate object of the Navy to

protect, amounted, in 1900, to :-

Trade of the United Kingdom with foreign countries,<£711,838^)0:
Ditto with British Dominions beyond the Seas...... 237.098.cm;

£948,936,000 j

Trade of British Dominions beyond the Seas with J
Foreign Countries and among themselves .£254, 342,000*

Total Trade of the Empire £1,20 3. 278,000

It was thus seen that about one fifth of the trade of the Empire
.2.

Was not directly connected with the United Kingdom.

It was emphasised by the Admiralty that the trade passing

the West Coast of Africa had a minimum value of £140,000,000 per

annum, of which was with South African ports, 1/3 with Austral¬

asia, and ^ with South America. Consequently South Africa,

Australasia, and New Zealand were interested in the maintenance of

a squadron on the West Coast,of Africa sufficiently powerful to
.3.

protect this trade.

The trade of Canada in 1900 amounted to £76,582,000 of which

only about £31,341,000 was with the United Kingdom, £1,882,000

1. The speeches quoted here are reported in The Times, December 12,
1904.

2. Cd.1597 of 1903, as an amended version of the Kemo. printed on "
pp.54-57 of Cd.1299, October 1902. The figure £254,342,000
was arrived at by deducting a sum of £72,624,000 from the sum
of the total amounts of trade of all the Dominions, in order
to allow for the duplication of the reciprocal trade of all
those Dominions among themselves.

3. Cd. 1299, p.56.
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with other British Dominions, and the remainder with Foreign

countries, including the United States. Canada was therefore

interested in the maintenance of British naval supremacy to pro¬

tect, not only her North American trade, but the trade over the

whole route.

Despite this common interest, however, the cost of maintain¬

ing the British Squadrons on these stations was borne by the Bri.t-

ish taxpayer aside from annual spontaneously-offered payments of

£30,000 from the Cape of Good Hope and £12,000 from Natal.

The Board of Admiralty had prepared a Memorandum with an

impressive array of figures. The proportion of naval contri¬

bution per head, estimating only the white population throughout

the Empire gave the United Kingdom 15s. 2d. per head per annum,
*

Cape Colony Is. 10-£d., the Commonwealth of Australia, Is. 0-£d.,

the Dominion of Canada, Nil., Natal 10s., 9"£d, Newfoundland 3^.,

and New Zealand, Is. O^-d. Naval and military expenditure com¬

bined gave the figures of £1. 9s. 2-fd. for the United Kingdom,

2s. for Canada, 10d-^- for Newfoundland, 3s* 5<*. for New South Wales,

3s. 3d. for Victoria, 3s*9^"d. for Queensland, Is. 9d. for South

Australia, Is 11-^d. for Western Australia, ls.6d. for Tasmania,

3s.4d. for New Zealand, 2s.ll-|d. for Cape of Good Hope, and 5s.l"i-d.

for Natal according to the Military and Naval Expenditure of the
1.

British Empire for 1898-99*

Regarding even the statistics of the South African War, it

was discovered that while the United Kingdom expended £5 7s* 2d.

per head of population, New Zealand, the largest contributor of

the colonies, had only expended 8s.8d. and Canada 2s.4d. In

,4'Ii

.1 y

i!
It

J-
1. Colonial Conference 1902, Cd. 1299» Appendix 1. p.42. Slightly

changed in Appendix A. p. 7 included in Cd. 1597 ~ year 1903>
as amended. I
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respect of Colonial support in the South African War the Mother .

Country was in the dilemma of the pastor's wife in "Frederica,"

who had expected a pig on the festive occasion and got a goose.

ZNeither was officially allowed to expect anything and therefore

could not complain too loudly. But it did seem that after all
1.

the Jubilee Sermons the Colonies might have done a bit better.

It was pointed out by Major-General Hutton in his Memo, on

the Military Forces of the Commonwealth, that defence of Australia

could not be considered apart from the defence of Australian in¬

terests. Australia depended for its commercial success and

future development, first, upon its seaborne trade and, second,

on the existence, maintenance, and extension of fixed markets

for its progress outside Australian waters. It was evident,

then, that Australian interests could not be assured by the de-
2.

fence alone of Australian soil.

The Australian Constitution demanded, so it was argued,

that the Commonwealth Government defend all its States, and so

Australia must be prepared to make secure, not only her trade

centres, but her naval bases as well, to allow the navy freedom

of movement.

The most valuable of the statistical arguments, though one

not pressed upon the notice of the Colonies as forcefully as its

merit deserved, was that which compared the military and naval

expenditures of other countries with those of the Colonies.

Holland had a population of over two hundred thousand less than

that of Canada, yet Holland had a total Defence expenditure of

1.
2
. Appendix 2, Cd. 1299*
. Cd. 1299, op.cit. Appendix V. p.64ff.
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£3,211,992 which contrasted with Canada's £433*735* Canada's

Defence expenditure of 1.63s* per head of population did not

hulk very large when it was considered that comparative figure

for Belgium was 6.27, for the United States, 8.50, for Germany,
l".

14.72, for France 21.18, and for Great Britain, 23*28.

Mr Chamberlain told the Colonial Conference delegates that

"while the Colonies were young and pool" they were not so desir-
s

able plums for other nations a.nd the Mother Country was glad to

support her children....Now that the Colonies are rich and power¬

ful with a material prosperity promising to rival that of the
• >

United Kingdom it was "inconsistent with their dignity as nations"

that they should leave the burdens on the shoulders of the Mother

Country. "And", he argued, "I would beg of you in this relation

to bear in mind that you are not asked - your people are not ■

asked - to put upon their own shoulders any burden for the ex¬

clusive advantage of the Mother Country. On the contrary, if

the United Kingdom stood alone, as a mere speck in the northern

sea, it is certain that its expenditure for these purposes of

defence might be immensely curtailed. It is owing to its duties

and obligations to its Colonies throhghbut the empire; it is

owing to its trade with those Colonies, a trade in which of.

course they are equally interested with ourselves, that the nec-
2.

essity ha.s been cast upon us to make these enormous preparations."

A writer in the Fortnightly Review in pleading the case for

a central navy was emphatic in saying that, even if the aggregate

outlay on the China squadron were held, to be a charge to be borne
• •

*

by the Mother Country, "although this force is Australia's most

|l hi
-1
fI

I''

■

1. Cd. 1299* op.cit., Appendix A., p.72.
2. Ibid,, p.2.
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powerful defence",,the cost of the Colonial squadrons amounted

to not less than about 2£ millions annually apart from the gen¬

eral defence afforded to the Empire by the British Fleet -as a

whole. "An Imperial Navy for Imperial needs should be the watch¬

word, and Imperial needs do not embrace the local defence of the

self-governing Colonies at the expense of the residents of the
• 1.

United Kingdom."

Another writer bitterly complained that, even as the brunt

of the danger in the Boer war fell on the Mother Country, so the

United States might imperil Canadian interests or independence and

the brunt of the struggle "would again fall on the forty millions

of these islands, and would affect but remotely the wealth and

!'!' i
' I

independence of a. federated South Africa, an Australia, or a New
' 2 • I

Zealand." He thought that the self-supporting States should

lit'

In .

|contribute in an equal degree in the event of Federation to the r m
N

support .of those dependencies not yet able to stand alone.

Mr Arthur H. Loring, the Hon. Secretary of the Imperial
\

Federation (Defence) Committee, wrote to the press quite carried

away with righteous indignation at the Canadian position, Canada

being the most recalcitrant of the Colonies in this defence matter. • !

Their position seemed to be, "We will not take our share in the | |
j: sdefence of the Empire; responsibility is. with the United Kingdom; ]j. !
111 '

let us leave it there. If we do spend anything upon naval and

military matters, let it be in making ourselves doubly secure.
3-

We can help the Empire if we choose."

I I
II i
I I

1. Archibald S. Hurd, The Navy that we Need, The Fort. Rev.,
August 1903, Vol. 74, p.277ff.

2. Sir Harry H. Johnston, Problems of Empire, The 19th Cent.
May 1902, Vol.51 p. 718.

3. The Times, 9 Jan. 19^3* ■
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He wrote again in terms that shocked even the Imperialists,

who did love their Empire, and would have been mightily sorry if,

for pecuniary reasons, it had in any degree dissolved further.

This time Mr Loring suggested that a term "be placed to the re¬

sponsibility of. the United Kingdom for the defence of the self-

governing colonies thus forcing the hand of the Colonies. There

would then be the possibilities that; 1. The Colonies would

either join with'the United Kingdom in defence and the essentials

of federation of the Empire would have been attained upon a basis

of mutual agreement, or, 2. None of the Colonies might agree and

then they could make their own arrangements and The United Kingdom

would be relieved of an immense weight of responsibility, which

would be limited in the future to the care of her actual Empire.

She would then be free to develop her own military resources,

1
i

I

ti'

combining with such self-protecting communities as wished to
1.

co-operate.
? '

This was too much even for the Times and the National Review

both of which had conducted a continual tirade against the Col¬

onies because of their attitude in this matter. The Times

;1I 1 1<1
J

f
I

thought Loring's view would be fatal, though the journal spoke

of the Colonies that "their reluctance to leave the supreme dir- | i
b f i

ection of the naval forces of the Empire in the hands of the Im¬

perial Government seems utterly unreasonable; some might even
2.

call it shabby." The National Review thought Loring's "a fool-

ish and utterly futile suggestion which happily has no serious
3-

public opinion in this country."

1. The Times, Jan. 19, 1903*
2. The Times, Jan. 2, 1903* •

3. The Nat. Rev., April 1903, Vol.41, pp. 326-327. Canada and
Imperial Defence.*
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Lt.-Colonel A.W.A. Pollock, Editor of the United Service

Magazine, "began a series of combative letters, holding that an

alliance of armies or navies was "second best" to homogeneous
j

forces of a single state, yet it was better than being alone.

He advised the colonies be not pressed, for by getting what one

could,"free will contributions" might yet "increase to formidable
1.

proportions." Loring denied the imputation that he wished the

Empire severed and held that he merely suggested a way by which
2.

a settled policy might be arrived at.

||i'
I1

I,

h

The attitude of the Colonies at the Conference was disappoint-
I

ing to the general British public, and it certainly galled Mr
Vj.j

Chamberlain, although he kept his phrases under better control

than Loring. One journal, obviously disappoint'ed with ,the "parti-;],
cularist" a.ttitude of the Colonial Premiers, thought the "mani¬

fest aversion.... to place their men and money at the disposal of

the British department" was explained only by its inefficiency

during the South African War. It decided that, "had our depart- ji1

ment been characterised by the same businesslike spirit and high

efficiency as the Geripan there would have been no difficulty in
3.

securing a greater centralisation of control." i.

The disappointment was obvious and general, however, after

the Conference. Mr John Godard pointed out the tremendous growth

of Imperial expenditure and the "inordinate sacrifice" of the

Mother Country in defence of her colonies. They were so ungrate¬

ful that even in the South African Vte.r they helped only "at a

1.Pollock, The Colonies and Imnerial Defence, Macmillan'e Mag..
June 1903, Vol. 88, p.104.

2. Loring, The Colonies and Imperial Defence, Macmillan's Mag.
July 1903, Vol.88, p.213ff.

3. Nat. Rev., Sept. 1902, Vo. 40, p.146.



proportionate cost to us of about five times the hire of our
1.

own soldiers although, so far as Canada is concerned, Mr Car¬

negie has pointed out that she sent many more thousands of her

sons to fight in the Northern ranks in the great Civil War, and j
that at the same rate as raid to the American regular." To the

i:ir
colonies it was vain to look for help, and they did not give the

slightest indication of an intention to come to the assistance

of the Mother Country. While "traditions, kinship, and the ties

of race partly operate in the direction of maintaining the status

quo there seems little doubt that their allegiance is largely

hased upon self-interest, a.nd that if they thought it to their
I '

interest to sever the connection they would not hesitate to sever

it." So he arrived at the conclusion that Britain must do away

with her Empire and Militarism. It appeared that "egoism, not

less than altruism, "bids us abjure the doctrine of racial sup-
2.

remacy."

How did the Dominions meet the apparently indisputable argu- !

ments of the Mother Country? In the first place, as had been re- j,
marked, it was never seriously denied that the theory of effi-

I • S'
ciency in the Imperial plan was quite reasonable and sound in it¬

self, and that the dislike for the idea, came from' its connotations.
!

It is a fact that the gentlemen who pressed the argument of

"gratitude" had a poor knowledge of colonial psychology. The

argument was accepted from Sir R. Borden and Prof. Paterson as
I'

colonials, but there are few more irritating things - and this
t'i

1. In reply to question: Mr'Brodiick: "The Australian troops at.
the front are paid by the Imperial Government at the same
rates as the Regular forces." H. C. Debates, 6 Mar. 1900,
Vol. 80, p.201.

2. Godard, The Burden of Empire. The West. Rev., Mar.1904,
Vol. l6l, p.268ff. The first article appeared in Feb. issue,
1904.
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is a point admirably understood "by Mr Je"b"b - than to "be contin¬

ually told that you have "been clothed and fed by your parents

for many years and now it is time for you to do your share. It

questions your honour and drives you back on the defensive, in¬

sulted and surly. Yet there are many people in Britain today

who will offend the visitor from overseas by saying aggressively,

"But ybu forget the years we protected you " It is all very

well for the -Imperialists to argue that if Great Britain had no
1.

Empire she would scarcely be an object of attack, but it is

quite clear that if Great Britain had no Empire she would not be

Great Britain. Certainly Canada derived little benefit from

India or other British colonies. Whose fault was it that Britain

had such large possessions? They had ma.de Great Britain, not
t

Canada, rich.

But was it true that dismemberment of the Empire would mean

a great decrease in British naval expenditure? It could be ar¬

gued that if Great Britain surrendered every foot of land beyond

her own shores, she could not afford to give up a single torpedo-

destroyer, for the bread of her inhabitants was solely dependent

upon her naval supremacy to surrender which would render the Brit-
2.

ish Isles completely impotent. Sea Power was essential to the

livelihood of English people, essential for English expansion,

for English protection. The rebuttal may be a bit too sweeping,

but there us certainly some truth in it.

Further, was it true that Great Britain had always considered

that the Colonies who were now Dominions must be considered in any

1. Spenser Wilkinson, Thoughts on Imperial Defence, U.E., July
1910, Vol.i. But the words are common enough.

2. ex. P. A. Silburn, The Governance of the Empire, pp.230-231.
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scheme of defence? It is true that Britain never denied her

obligation to defend them, and had asserted such obligation,

but she had known a formidable agitation to rid herself of them

and surely that meant the same thing as cessation of their de¬

fence. It was fear of being thrown upon her own resources that
1.

had been one of the reasons for Canadian Federation. There was

also something curious in the fact that the United Kingdom should

say that the Post-Office must pay its way, that Colonies enjoying

responsible Government should assume the responsibility and cost

of military defence, even if that defence entailed merely inter¬

nal order and security, and that expenditure on the Colonies

should by reason of their tariffs be considered an economic crime,

yet naval protection should be gratuitous. It hardly answers the

Dominion to reply that it is right that a Colony enjoying respon¬

sible Government should be able to assure its internal security,

for there is little more reason why a colony which enjoys respon¬

sible Government should not care for its external as well as

internal security. The point is, why was a line of demarcation
f '

drawn between the Navy and all else? It may be replied that

the Navy was alone necessary to protect the Dominion which is

incorrect, since the only real danger of war as far as Canada

was concerned was with the United States who could only be met

by an army. If Britain considered Canada as integral in any

scheme of Imperial defence could she have withdrawn her army

from Canada?

1. Debates of Confederation, passim; Kennedy, The Constitution
of Canada, pp.276-278; Egerton, A Short History of British
Colonial Policy, pp.363-366.

1.
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Moreover, an era of fort-building was "begun after the report
1.

of a Royal Commission appointed in l859» due probably to the fact

that for more than half a century after Nelson's death the most

brilliant achievements of British arms as in India or in the i

Crimea were performed on shore, and the efficacy of the Navy

sank in popular estimation. So we are told that it seemed the

force of circumstances were converting Britain from a naval into

a military nation for, although the belief in the efficacy of
2.

naval defence was not extinct, it had ceased to operate actively.

Nov/ this defensive system, remarks an expert, promised no protec-
3.

tion to the British Empire beyond the sea in the event of war.

Then began a great race in armaments from 1873 onwards, but the

reasons most potent for Britain joining in the competition were

the reasons of self-preservation - she must import food and raw

material, have freedom of exportation or lose her wealth and the
• 4.

means of supporting a war, and protect her trade routes. It

was such an attitude that led men to condemn the ill-conceived

t
■

• i

tlj
I
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•|1
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t i
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schemes of Lord Palmerston which wasted money on coastal defence

5- lil
to the neglect of the navy. From this point of view, British If1

\ r

defence strategy does not appear so benevolent.

The change in point of view synchronised with the movement
6.

to Imperial consolidation, that is, from about 1875* In May,

1888, Lord Wolseley, who was then at the height of his power as

the leading British solider, declared that "as long as the Navy

1. Sir Geo.S. Clarke, Imperial Defence, pp.l66-l67«
2. Ibid, pp.167-168; Sir Cyprian Bridge, The Share of the Fleet

in the Defence of the Empire, The Navy Annual, 1908, p.143*
3. Ibid, p.145.
4. Ibid, p.149.
5» Sir Geo. S. Clarke, Fortification, pp.182-275*
6. Vide Col. J.F.C. Fuller, Imperial Defence, 1588-1914, Ch.iii,

p.25ff* The Decadence of Imperial Defence, l8l6-l874; Ch.iv,p.
38ffs The Renaissance of Imperial Defence, l875~1902.
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is as weak as it is at this moment, Her Majesty's Army cannot
1.

hold its own all over the world, dispersed as it is." Sir

John Colomh ante-dated the teaching of Mahan and consistently

pressed for an Imperial policy, in which he was supported "by

Lord Beresford and a school of thought that included Arnold-

Forster as one of its leading spirits. The importance of naval

power was shown innthe war between China and Japan in 1894 and

strongly affected British opinion.

Let us look at Australia and Canada more closely from the

point of view of imperial defence. To take Australia first,

the Commonwealth appeared a very "loyal" colony. In l88l fol¬

lowing the reverse at Laing's Nek Australia offered the home

government 2,000 men and in the South African War Queensland

was the first colony to offer help. In that war over l6,000
2.

Australians served.

The Memorandum submitted by Australia regarding defence to

the Conference of 1902 certainly seems in keeping with the best

Imperialist thought. Australia wanted an augmented navy for,

while the sea supremacy of Great Britain was maintained Australia

was fairly safe from invasion, nevertheless in time of war with

the progress of Foreign Powers in cruiser construction her float¬

ing trade and coastal towns would be exposed. She agreed with

Imperial authorities that it was beyond the powers of the Common¬

wealth at once to create an adequate force for defence, and

that it could only be obtained by an arrangement with the Imper¬

ial authorities. "In order to provide even the smallest squadron

1. A. Hurd, The Defences of the Empire, p.8.
2. Sir Charles Lucas, The Empire at War, pp.132-133*
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proposed "by A-(jmiral Beaumont", reads the Memorandum, of two

first-class and siz second-class cruisers, together with depots

and stores, would probably cost £3,600,000 on the following

basis t-

The maintenance would be about a million a year it was estim¬

ated, including interest on the capital expenditure of

the establishment of an Australian Navy could not be recommend¬

ed, and even if it were established, it would not be very effi¬

cient, "for besides the enormous cost of replacing the fleet

from time to time with more modern ships, there would be no

change for the officers and crews, who would go on year after

year in the same ships, subject to the same influences, and...

with deteriorating effects."

It is not surprising, therefore, to find it argued that,

"We must altogether get rid of the idea that we have different

interests from those of the rest of the Empire, and we must look

at the matter from a broad common standpoint. If the British

nation is at war, so are we; if it gains victories or suffers

disasters, so do we; and therefore it is of the same vital

interest to us as to the rest of the Empire that our supremacy

on the ocean shall be maintained." The blessing of peace, sec¬

urity, and advantages of British citizenship bring the reflection
%

that, "So our aim and object should be to make the Royal Navy

2 first-class cruisers
6 second-class cruisers ....
Depots and stores,(naval yards, etc.) . .

£1,000 ,000
£2,500,000

100,000

Total capital cost. . . . £3,600,000

The Memorandum continued that under existing conditions,
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the Empire's Navy, supported "by the whole of the self-governing

portions of the Empire, and not solely....hy the people of the

British Isles... It is., our plain duty to take a part in the

additional obligations cast upon the Mother Country "by the expan¬

sion of the Empire, and the extra "burdens cast upon her in main-
1.

taining our naval supremacy."

This statement hardly represented Australian feeling on

defence. In 1899 a committee of naval officers had been ap¬

pointed by the Australian colonies to devise a plan and they

submitted a recommendation that the subsidy vote as applied to

the maintenance of the British Navy, be diverted to training and

maintaining an Australian naval force of about 3,000 men, paid

and entirely controlled by the Federal Government, to be avail¬

able in war-time as a reserve force to man five effective cruis-

ers lent by the Imperial authorities and as a reserve for a
2. v

British fleet.

The Times considered the proposals "inadequate, inconsequent,

and altogether inadmissible. If the members had consulted the

Admiral in command of the Australian station he would probably

have told them that there is, oand can be, no such thing as a

"naval defence for Australia' regarded as something distinct

from the defence of the whole Empire on the seas." Since the

naval defence of the Empire was "essentially the business of the

British Navy" it must "in all essential respects be under the
t '

absolute control of the British Admiralty....For political reasons,

adequate in themselves, though perhaps not entirely consistent

with abstract principles, the Admiralty have agreed that the ships

\
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1. Gd. 1299* op.cit. Memo, submitted by Australia. p.9»ff»
2. Vide Jebb, Colonial Nationalism, op.cit., p.l52ff.
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maintained out of the Australian contribution towards the cost

of Imperial defence shall not be entirely free to operate out¬

side the limits of the Australian Station." But this was con-
* j

sidered by the Times to be a maximum concession to."local senti¬

ment." It thought a direct contribution in money without con¬

ditions or restrictions of any kind and the establishment and

maintenance of a Naval Reserve to be subject "in .all essential

respects to the supreme control of the Admiralty" would be the

best forms of assistance. But the Australian scheme of local

navy violated "every rational principle of naval organization
1. •

and efficiency." The Times also took exception to an article

in the Melbourne Age which expressed dissatisfaction with an ar¬

rangement which left the Australian Squadron so controlled by

the British Admiralty that it might be removed "in time of danger

in order to be used in the larger strategy of the high seas,
2. \ }

perhaps thousands of miles distant."
' I'

This article in the Melbourne Age hit on the real Australian f

grievance against a British-controlled navy. While she was given
.t;

every assurance that she would be treated exactly as the United

Kingdom was treated in the matter of defence and dispersion of

the Navy, Australia feared that there was no chance of The Channel

being unguarded, but that there was a great likelihood of colonial

shores being unguarded. There were many Englishmen, including

Lord Carrington, Governor of New South Wales in l887» who thought j,
the Australian objection a reasonable one. Lord Carrington in

a letter to the Times objected strongly to that Imperial organ

calling the Australian attitude "shabby" and told the Imperialists

1. The Times, 6 Oct. l899»
2. The Times, 2 Jan. 1903*
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that "Sir Wilfrid Laurier struck the chord of Colonial feeling

when he flatly refused to fall in with proposals of this kind.

Norwood Young put the Australian case for a. local a.nd nat¬

ional navy very well indeed. Whether it is a pleasing or con¬

vincing case is another matter. He pointed out that there were

three classes of trade. In Anglo-Australian trade Great Britain

must protect her own interests. Foreign Australian trade, ex¬

cept for one "belligerent, was with neutrals and consequently did

not need British assistance. In the third class, inter-colonial

trade, it could not he shown that British assistance was intention¬

al or burdensome to the British taxpayer. He used an argument

often made that in war an independent Australia might not be

neutral but an enemy, and even as1 the loss of the United -States

added to Britain'w foes in the Napoleonic war, so Australia could

become a. possible foe. It was true that Great Britain incurred

some odium in ac.ting as advocate in colonial quarrels, but Aus¬

tralia, fought for Great Britain in South Africa. The Colonies

were invaluable as naval bases. It was ridiculous, so he argued,

to maintain that the British Fleet was prepared to go anywhere.

He quoted Lord Brassey who had once 9a id, "For harbour defence

we have torpedo boats and submarines....To, defend our coasts and

home ports we have the Reserve Squadron, the port guardships....

the Majestic type is the most suitable for the Mediterranean

a.nO the Canopus for the Atlantic." On the other hand, Young con¬

tended, the conquest of Australia would be a, herculean task, not

likely to be undertaken as worth the trouble. And, moreover,

an independent Australia would be much less liable to a.ttack - a

most specious argument.

: M

i
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1. The Times, 9 Jan. 19^3<
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The chief objection to cash money contributions he thought

to be that there was no guarantee that the money would be used

for the purpose intended. It would lessen the weight on the

British taxpayer but might give no further strength to the navy.

Further a cash contribution would not make an Imperial but a Brit-
I

ish fleet. '
i

He deemed it very unfortunate that, as soon as the Mother

Country discovered "to her own intense astonishment, that Austral¬

ian loyalty was a commodity of rea.l value," she pressed for Aus¬

tralian contributions to defence to be increased by five times,

and when Australians Fhowed a desire to be trained for sea war¬

fare "she exploited the 'maritime spirit' for the collection of

recruits for the British Navy". Efforts also were being made

to gain an Australian preference on British goods. He bitterly

accused the Mother Country of still continuing "in her old fash¬

ioned way, to look upon them (the colonies) as 'possessions' from

which a profit should be made."

Despite this long harangue his desires were modest enough.

Australians, he said, wished "the loan of British ships, to be

manned by Australians, under the supbeme command of a British

officer, but to some extent independent of the British Navy," to

"appeal to the patriotism, the self-governing capacity, the en-
1.

terprise characteristic of Australians." The outline is val¬

uable because it is so typical.

Regarding her military defence, in March 1901 the Common¬

wealth had taken over from the States the cha.rge of naval and
2.

military defence. Defence Acts were passed in 1903 *>nd 1904
1

|
1. Norwood Young, Australian Loyalty and the British Navy, Un.

Serv. Mag., Feb. 1903> Vol.26.
2. Lucas, The Empire at War, pp.l80-l8l.
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making all male citizens liable for enlistment "between the ages

of 18 and 60, though such service was only intended as local

defence. The Defence Force was divided into permanent aind

citizen forces, the former being enlisted for continuous service

as specified by contract, and the citizen forces including a
1

paid militia and volunteers. At first General Hutton was com¬

mandant, but Australia followed Canada in avoiding conflict be- j
i

tween the military and civil authorities, to set up by an Act

of 1904 a Council of Defence, a Military Board, and an Inspector-

General. The advance made in these matters was not considerable,

for in 1908 it is doubtful if the military efficiency was as
1.

great as it had been in 1900.

Canada's position differed from that of Australia in two

outstanding particulars. In the first place, Canada did not

have the danger from attack that Australia seemed to have. It

is well to use the verb "seemed" because it is very doubtful

that the contending Powers, Japan, the United States, and Germany

would ever allow Australia or New Zealand to be held by another

Power. Cana.da was safely shelteredi in isolation from Europe,

under the shadow of the Munroe doctrine, and on the whole with

very little danger from American aggression after the Republic's

little Imperialist sputter in the nineties and the Alaska Bound¬

ary bitterness wore away.

Canada differed from Australia, also, in that she had a

large element of population which felt no loyalty whatever to

.4

I I

Britain as the home of their fathers or their traditions. The
Canadian had a wholesome dread of "British Imperialism,and led by
FrenclZ-Bourassa made a great commotion on every opportunity. It

1-. Imperial Unity, pp. 303-304,

' t .
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has long "been a most valuable political war-cry in French Canada -

Mr Meighen, quondam leader of the Conservative party in Canada,

will testify to it - to raise the possibility that their.sons may

have to follow in the mad wake of British Imperialism. And

Laurier, the Prime Minister of Canada, was 'of French Canada. It

would not be correct by any means to say that th4 British element

was not nationalist. It is only correct to sa.y that the French

were the more relentlessly so. They felt none of the ca.lls of

"racial Imperialism." Ontario was the Canadian centre of Imperial¬

ism; Quebec that of Nationalism.

Beca.use Canada was so adamant in her refusals to co-operate

in Imperial defence it was on Canada that the full force of the

attack of the Imperialists fell. , Canada wa.s the spearhead of

nationalism in the colonies: if she could have been won to Im¬

perialism, Federation would not have been removed from practical

politics by any means. New Zealand was ardent in favour of Im¬

perialism; and at times Australia's voice joined; but Canada

had Laurier for leader in those feverish years from 1897 to 1911

and his leadership of Nationalism never faltered.

Mr H. F. Wyatt, delivering an address upon returning from

a tour round "Greater Britain" on behalf of the Navy League,

laid the blame for the attitude of the colonies regarding local

navies to the Labour representatives in Australia., and the French

in Canada. He hit savagely at the Canadian feeling of immunity

from attack. Canada was putting her hopes exclusively on naval

strength, that is, the defeat of the British navy would be followed

by the blocking of Ca.na.dian ports and then the fleet of the United

States would be called upon. "The real na.ture of your plan", he
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had said to,Canada in his tour, "is for an alliance between

the Republic and the British Empire Your position then,

under this objection, is that you trust to two fleets instead

of one, and that you contribute to neither." "The root cause

of the backwardness of our brethren in this matter," Mr Wyatt

told the Royal Colonial Institute,was "want of familiarity with

problems of war and of international relationships." His idea

was to create manifold methods of educating the colonies in the

"realities of international action", and concluded by saying

that Goethe's famous prayer for 'more light' was the prayer with
1.

which any survey of the Empire must close in these days.

The address was well-received by Sir John Colomb, Mr T.A.

Brassey, and Dr Miller Maguire who thought it cleared their

minds of cant and <3ispelled"the mists of philosophic humanitar-

ianism", but Dr G. R. Parkin, a veteran in the cause of Imperial¬

ism, put in some timely remarks. He recalled that it was nec¬

essary twenty-five years ago to teach British people that there

was any use in keeping the colonies at all. It was a large de¬

mand to make on the Colonies to ask them to grasp at once the

question of sea power. As to the attitude of the French Can-

adia.ncs, up to two years ago it seemed certain that any great

development of British naval power was meant as a counterpoise

to Prance. Here speaks the Ca.ra dian. Canada he pointed out

was spending 60,000,000 dollars on new railway line. Sixty

thousand emigra.nts went from the United Kingdom to Canada in

the past year, and perhaps 100,000 more would go this year, for

all of whom judiciary, schools, churches, e_t cetera, must be

1. Wyatt, The Navy and the Empire, R.C.I. Dec.6, 1904, Vol.36,
p. 39ff.
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provided. All those going into the west must he furnished with
i

the appliances of civilization.
4

Dr Parkin put one of Canada's stock arguments against con-
t

trihution to defence in that Canada needed to develop her country
1. 7"~ !-j{

and establish institutions.
■ ' ~ !'f•' i

Another of the chief arguments was that such exaction would |,
• U t
•' I

he taxation without representation, to which it was replied that ,1 ,

i;
Canada would he voting the contrihution herself 6o that it was

in
'

' '

in no wise exacted. Lieutenant Hordern brought up a strange
i-i

argument to comhat Canada's plea that such support derogated from j!|.
]•>

the principle of self-government. Tor a Colony which is com-
i i

posed of Federated > States with their own Legislatures, and would
I i

like to include Newfoundland, to argue that the question of com¬

bination for defence is a departure from the principle of self- |

government is amazing, and must strike at the principle of their

own Federation." Then each "State Legislature" should have its ['
own militia and contribute nothing to the force of the Dominion

2. j'
Government. His argument was certainly amazing fdr the crux

of the matter was that the Empire unlike the Colonies wa.s not
:

composed of "Federated States," a f-a'ct which the Imperialists

were appreciating with more and more clearness, so that again and

again we hear that some form of an Imperial Council to make an

effective preliminary at least to Federation was an absolute pre¬

requisite to effectual discussion of mutual liability in, and
3- ' '

contribution to defence^. It wa.s being everywhere maintained .

1. Vide also Edwa rd Far-pi er, The next Colonial Conference - A Can- !
adian Opinion, op. c it./ R*e v . , Ded. 19°5> Vol.78.

2. Lieut.L.H.Hordern,The Colonies and the Navy, The Un.Serv. Mag., f
Dec.1902, Vol.26, pp.240-241.

3. As:3ernard Holland, Imperium et Libertas ,p. 316. I ieut .-Col.A.'V. -
A.Pollock, The Colonies and Imperial Defence, Ma.cmillan's Mag.,
Aug.1903, Vol88 p.288; "No Scheme of imperial defence worthy of
the name stands the smallest chance of acceptance until imper- .

ial federation has first been accomplished." Lieut.-Col. E.S. [
May, Principles and Problems of Imperial Defence, op.cit.p.293« 1"An Imperial Parliament, Imperial taxes,andan Imperial excheq¬
uer rust, bp created before the battalions of an Imperial armv
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that the problem of taxation without representation - and taxation

of the nations of the Commonwealth was the huh of the defence

scheme - could not he settled without a representative council.

It was also heing recognised that this council must come as a

gradual growth. It could not he - it must not he - hurried into

heing, hut must have a hold on the affections of the people who

had heen educated to accept its development.

The Memorandum hy the Canadian Ministers, submitted to the

Conference of 19°2, gave the nationalist position quite clearly.

The Ministers desired to point out that their objections arose,

"not so much from the expense involved, ,as from a belief that the'

acceptance of the proposals would entail an important departure

from the principle of Colonial self-government." Canada valued

too highly its "measure of local independence" which had heen

"so productive of beneficial results both as respects the mater¬

ial progress of the country and the strengthening of the ties

that hind it to the Mother-land." It was further remarked that

Canada had voluntarily increased her defence expenditure until

at the present time she was expending about two million dollars

annually on her militia. She had also, in recent years, greatly

improved the organisation of her forces until they were approach-?

ing-a state of satisfactory efficiency. Of this fact her contin¬

gents sent to South Africa were proof as their conduct showed them

excellent soldiers. The advice and assistance of experienced

Imperial officers would he welcomed in removing defects that might

still remain. The Canadian Government were prepared to consider

the naval side of defence as well, and it was hoped at an early

date to form a Naval Reserve from sea-coast men. The Ministers
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fully appreciated that obligation of the Dominion to make expen¬

ditures for the purposes of defence in proportion to the increas¬

ing wealth and population of the country in a way to relieve the

tax-payers of the Mother Country, hut they would not fall in with

the schemes proposed by Lord Selborne and Mr St. John Brodrick
. 1.

because they were inconsistent with self-government.

The emphasis placed by the Canadian Memorandum on self-

government is important because about this time was definitely

emerging into the recognition of the main body of the Imperial¬

ists the force against which they had to contend. If it had

not come to be properly recognised in the main body of Imperial¬

ism in the Mother Country, it wa.s making its way at any rate,

and, while the thesis that in any form of federation local self-

government must be retained had been at all times asserted, what

such men as Laurier meant by self-government was beginning to

appear more and more clearly in sta.rtling forms.

For insta.nce the unhappy incident of the Earl of Dundonald,

the commander of the Ca.nadia.n forces, served to make clearer

the real nationalism of Laurier. Dundonald's position in Canada

was not a happy one - at the command of a government definitely

pacifist and supported by an Opposition avov/edly Imperialist

with v/hich he had much sympathy. Moreover,? his predecessor,

General Hutton, had had some friction with the Department of

Militia ; and Defence. With a soldier's impatience of political

meddling, he expressed his grievance at a military dinner of

June, 1904 with the interference of the Canadian Ministry in the

appointment of officers.

1. Cd. 1299, Appendix VI., pp«73-74.
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Laurier for once forgot diplomacy. He would teach this

"foreigner" that this was a country with a responsible Govern¬

ment, and had him dismissed without delay. Lord Dundonald pro¬

tested that the dinner was supposed to "be private and the Opposi¬

tion came out emphatically on his side largely "because it was

an Opposition.

The language of the Prime Minister and the dismissal were

deplored in Britain where popular sympathy went out to anyone

who tried to reform Canadian military methods. It was not the
1.

fact of dismissal so much as the use of the word "foreigner" that

shocked Englishmen for, as the Nineteenth Century put it, the
P.

epithet "leaves a very "bad taste in the mouth." "The inci¬

dent", it concluded, "ought to "be a lesson to the politicians

who, ignoring the work of the wise men of the past, are anxious

to anticipate the work of time in cementing a closer relation¬

ship "between the Mother country and the Colonies." The Nat iona.l

Review took a much angrier tone, and was very regretful that Dun¬

donald quite probably would be the last Imperial Officer to hold

this command, and thus a valuable link between the Mother Country
3-

and the Dominion will have been snapped." It took some pleasure

in quoting Dundonald's apologia, to the Canadian Press as a warn¬

ing "which Canadians would do well to take to heart". "' The quot¬

ation included his desire to "emphatically warn.the people of

Canada that, though they may be indebted for their territory,

and, indeed, for their national existence, to the forbearance of

others, they are, as regards their preparations for war and their

1. Though the British Empire Rev. July 1904, strangely thought it , j,
"unconstitutional." j ii-

P. 19th Cent., July,1904, .Vol.56, p.161, Wemyss Reid, "Last Month!'
Laurier explained that the word had a different b-&$/in French.

3» Nat. Rev., July, 1904, Vol.43, p.870. (meaning)
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state of readiness to resist aggression successfully, living in
1.

a fool's' paradise."

The taking over by the Canadian Government of the garrisons

of Halifax and Esquimalt made still clearer the Canadian position

in regard to defence.

Mr Lyttelton sent a despatch gratefully accepting the renewed

offer of the Canadian Government to take over the responsibility

of the defence of the two stations, and suggested that, since it

would be some time before Canada could replace the British troops, !

arrangements might be made for retaining the Imperial troops

whose expense would be defrayed by the payment of £200,000 per
2.

annum.

The Canadian Government, suspicious of even the best inten¬

tions, and no doubt this suggestion was offensive to the nation¬

alist spirit, replied that the offer of the services of the Im¬

perial troops would be cordially accepted, but that it would be

preferable that the cost of maintenance of these troops should

be defrayed directly by Canada, and under the responsibility df

the Canadian Government, rather than by the payment of a lump
3-

s\im to the War Office. It was a further earnest of the indepen¬

dence of the Canadian spirit that the War Office was requested

to arrange that officers of the Canadian Militia should be gazet¬

ted temporarily to commissions in the Imperial Arijiy, in order

that they mie;ht be legally entitled to exercise command over Im«
4.

perial troops and that the command should be handed over by the

1. Nat. Rev. op.cit., p.878. Also a lengthy discussion in the
August number, 1904.

2. Cd. 2565, 1905, P.2.
3. Ibid, p.3*
4. Ibid, p.4.
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present Officer Commanding to the Commanding Officers of the

Dominions forces, told off for that purpose, while the Imperial

Officers and Headquarter staffs should "be relieved of their

duties.

The War Office regretted that legal and constitutional con-

!;t
In
I1!

siderations made it impossible for them to transfer regular Brit¬

ish troops to the direct payment and administration of the Colon¬

ial authorities as suggested. They did not overlook the Can¬

adian notice that the payment of a lump sum to the War Office was

also constitutionally open to objection, but they hoped that, in

view of the fact-.that contributions representing half the cost

of the Esquimalt garrison had been paid by Canada for many years

past, the objection might not be found insuperable on this oc-
1.

casion. They offered to supply Canada with detailed accounts

of expenditure in support of claims to be made for reimbursement.

Nor could they concur in the suggestion that the present Officer

Commanding the Imperial Troops should hand over his command to

Dominion Commanding Officers until the relative positions of

Imperial and Canadian officers had been more definitely settled,

a point which was then under the consideration of the Council.

A modification of the original proposals was arranged where¬

by the Army Council would allow officers and men of the troops

of the two garrisons to be transferred should they be willing.

Canada would take over the entire control of the defences and
{

garrison of Halifax from July 1, relieving all the Imperial

troops by her own, and would pay to the War Office the whole ii1 i
?/!'

cost of the maintenance of Esquimalt defences and garrison,
qt'

1. Cd. 2565, 1905, pp.4-5. ,J!»
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instead of only one-half as at present, not later than July 1,

1906. The Army Council should further allow a small number of

officers of all branches of the Service to be seconded in the

Imperial Army for an agreed length of time for temporary service
.1.

with the Canadian forces.

Almost synchronous with this transfer came the publication

of that superb book, "Studies in Colonial Nationalism," by Mr

Jebb to show that Englishmen were apprecia.ting the alignment of

Nationalists, Colonialists, and Imperialists. Sir Robert Giffen

had expressed himself as in favour of local defence "without any
2.

idea of contributions to a distant centre", but he, had not de¬

vised any feasible plan as distinct from a centralised defence

organisation, and it is not ufttil Mr Jebb's book that we find

"patriotism" being set up as distinct from "loyalty" and "colon-

ialist" distinguished from "nationalist". He defined a colonial-.j,

f.

f'|:

ist scheme of defence as such a one as that which Sir John Forrest
3.

submitted to the Conference of 1902, wherein Australia would not

be developing an independent navy but subscribing to one directed

by the British Government: paying for mercenary troops as it

were. Jebb scolded Sir Edmund Barton right roundly for support-
f,

ing the Bill in the Australian House providing for a defence on
t

the outlines suggested by the Australian Memorandum, putting the

defence at the disposal of the British Government. Where Barton

argues that, "If an Englishman in England pays from 15s. to 17s.

towards the maintenance of the navy, why should an Englishman in

i i
i j
v ■

1. Cd. 25t>5» 19051 p*7» Evidently, judging from a despatch cf
the War Office, July 12, 1905> that Office concurred.

2. Giffen, Economic EInquiries and Studies, Vol.ii, p.376; Yet
he stressed that need for the development and organisation of
resources, ibid, pp.240-241.

3. Vide supra.



Australia object to pay Is.?" 'Jebb writes with some punch, j
f

"It was not by appealing to 'Englishmen in Australia' that the

founders of the Commonwealth won the suffrages of their country-
1.

men. "

Mr Jebb disliked the doctrine of "one fleet under one con¬

trol" desiring rather that "the policy of alliance" should re¬

place "the policy of supremacy" in the matter of defence as in
2.

all things imperial. He was therefore very pleased to note

that "the strategy of official imperialism" had not outmanoeuvred

the Canadian nationalists as it had in Australia. He was caustic
1.1

in treating Mr Wyatt's journeyings. Imperial Federation, in the 1
t|

sense of the supremacy of a central parliament in Great Britain,
3- •

he believed to have "passed beyond our grasp"', a fact that was

becoming increasingly clearer to former enthusiasts. On the j
other hand, "colonialism", in the sense of regarding the defence

of the whole Empire as essentially England's business and urging

that the duty of the colony was to "develop its resources" and |
refrain from taking its responsibilities in its own defence, must

4.
likewise go into limbo. The national view must take its place,

a view which "feels the degradation of living upon sufferance"

and "abhors the debasing theory that the status of a colony is
5-

final". Yet to such a temper the idea of defending a nation
6.

by "money sent to London" was altogether opposed. . That was

11
the lesson of the South African War: Nationalism, not Colonialism j

1. Studies in Colonial Nationalism, op.cit., pp*l6Q-l6l.
2. Ibid, p.167* . <.

3. Ibid, p.174.
4. Ibid, p.1C3*
5. Ibid, pp.103-104.
6. Ibid, p.106.
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or Imperialism. In Mr Jebb's view, nationalism ittoajt appeared

as proven by Canada1 s demand to be represented by a contin-
1.

gent in that war. It was arranged that the Colonies were to

=a.y the cost of equipping and transporting their forces to South

Africa, when the responsibility for paying their salaries and

upkeep would be borne by the Imperial Government. The Colonial

Governments supplemented the pay which was, on arrival in South
2. ,j

Africa, at the fame rate as that of the British soldier. It was ;i

agreed further that the Canadian force should be dispatched in a

single infantry battalion whicfy was representative of Canada,

rather than the first suggestion by the British authorities that

the colonial troops should be supplied in units to be later in- '
corpora.ted into regular Imperial units. Jebb was greatly opposed j

[I
to the two "colonialist" features in the arrangements between the

Colonies and the United Kingdom regarding the troops supplied

by the former. That of colonial units of 125 men "to be distrib¬

uted among English regiments on arriving and put under the com¬

mand of English officers, was remedied. The other displeasing

fact was that of the Imperial Government undertaking to provide

pay and allowances for the contingents,■ treating the forces not

as representing "an allied nation" but "a dependency" whose troops
3-

"were to be made the mercenaries of England." The whole'.' v

cost of such supply should have been borne by the colony send¬

ing the troops, which would have been accepting the assistance

in accord with "the national sentiment by virtue of which the
4.

contingents had been offered."

1. Studies in Colonial Nationalism, op.cit. p.117*
2. Lucas, The Empire at War, op.cit., pp. 130-131*

Jebb, op.cit., p.ll8.
4. Ibid.
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Because of the gross mismanagement of the war Mr Jehh

thought it evident "that in future wars the principle of nation¬

al alliance must "be extended from the actual field of "battle, not

merely to the Imperial Cabinet which decided on peace or war,

but to the authority which subsequently directs the campaign and
1.

bears the responsibility of failure or success."

The matter of the defence of the Empire, then, had after

the 1902 Conference reached this impasse. The Imperialist wa.s

urging a homogeneous defence force, officers and men to be inter¬

changeable in time of peace, with, possibly, a colonial regiment

going out to Indiq for Bervice, uniformity in military equipment,

training, and under a supreme command of the British Government.

He urged that the Navy be one as the sea was one. The National¬

ist flatly denied that British interests were colonial interests,

that the two were identical. British interests tended too much

towards the Mediterranean. Besides he wanted the dignity of a

fleet and army for his own nation as the earnest of their nation¬

ality. The Imperialist could only see such action as a lack of

vision of the possibilities of an organised Empire to continue

the protection Great Britain had long provided, and was still

providing, in maintaining "pax Britannica" and the safety of the
i

Empire. The Nationalist, moreover, claimed the right of indepen- :

dent action in the event of war. In the Boer War, for example,

Laurier, the very pattern of nationalism, took good care that the j
t

Canadian contingent should not create tomorrow's precedent.
i1,

"I claim for Canada this," he said, "that she shall in tho future

1. Jebb, op.cit., pp. 119-120.
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be at liberty to act or not to act, to interfere or not to inter-
1.

fere, to do just as she chooses."

• The best that the Imperialist was able to get with all his

campaigning, were the following items towards naval expenses I-
2.

The Contribution of Australia increased to £200,000 a

year towards the cost of an improved Australasian Squadron and

the establishment of a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve. The

contribution of New Zealand was increased to £40,000 a year to¬

wards an improved Australasian Squadron and the establishment

of a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve. The contribution of

Cape Colony was increased to £50,000 per annum towards the gen¬

eral maintenance of the Navy. Natal's allocation was set at

£35,000, towards the general maintenance of the Navy. Newfound-

land was to contribute £3»000 per annum (and a capital sum of

£18,900 for fitting up and preparing a drill ship) towards the

maintenance of a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve of not less

than 600 men. A resolution was adopted favouring the increase

of commissions to be offered Naval and Military Cadets of the
3-

Dominions. (Brought up for discussion by New Zealand.)
\

Canada, as has been seen, would give nothing. To the con¬

trary, after ousting Lord Dundonald, the Minister of Militia was

placed in supreme control of all military matters by the Canadian |
Militia Bill of August, 1904 and military officers subordinated

to him. A militia council was provided to advise him and the ,

offices of Inspector-General and Chief of the General Staff creat- f
ed. The Commanding Officer was dispensed with, and Inspector-

General appointed, and Sir Percy Lake, a Candian on his mother's

1. Quoted by Hall, Empire to Commonwealth, p.132.
2. Dev/ey, Vide p. 229 •

3. Cd. 1299» p.ix.
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1.
side 'became Chief of the Ctaff.

From the evidence, Imperialism seemed weakening in the

matter of defence and Nationalism growing steadily in strength.

1. Lucas, op.cit., pp.179.-l8G
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Chapter V: The Meana:

An Authoritative Imperial Body.
i

Whenever an effort was made to evolve some scheme to develop j

and co-ordinate the resources of the Empire with regard to Imper- j

ial defence, it "became clear that some representative body which jj
J)

would have some voice in the foreign policy of the Empire and the jj

disposal of the defence forces was an essential prerequisite.

The "body in which executive or advisory power was to "be vested

must "be sufficiently august to command the respect of the Imper¬

ial public; it must have .a firm grip on the affections of that

public; and it must be capable of growth and enlargement if it

were not 'fully-grown at the beginning. The institutions which

seemed susceptible of being applied to the uses of an Imperial

executive were the House of Commons, the House of Lords, the Privy
/

Council, and, lastly, the Colonial Conference, in that order.

Lord Brassey gave the desiderata in quoting from Mr Greswell,

"The Imperial Assembly which we want must be an independent body,

constitutional in its origin, representative in its character,
1.

and supreme in its decisions."

Another thing upon which all Imperialists insisted was the

complete self-government by all members of the proposed union in

matters relating to themselves alone. Not once but always the

Imperialists expressed their objective, although it might be

shaped to accommodate an immature public mind, as embodying sup¬

remacy over the Empire while maintaining inviolate the internal

autonomy of the various parts. The Nationalist would retort

1. Brassey, Papers and Addresses, p.126.
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that such segregation was impossible, but if that were so, ig¬

norance was the sorrow, not the sin of the Imperialists. The

ideal which the Imperialists hoped to make concrete in the end,

if only tacit in the beginning, was the relationship expressed

by Professor Freeman, who wrote, wWe may then recognise as a true

and perfect Federal Commonwealth any collection of states in

which it is equally unlawful for the Central Power to interfere

with the purely internal legislation" of the several members, and

for the several members to enter into diplomatic relation with ■
1.

other Powers. Less ambitious schemes would probably have to

satisfy in the beginning, but this was the vision towards which

the eyes of the Imperialists were forever wistfully turning.

As stepping-stones to this ideal condition there were var¬

ious proposals - representation of the Dominions at Westminster

in the House of Lords or- Commons, some form of advisory or exec¬

utive Council, a revised Privy Council, or a development of the

Colonial Conference.

The idea of including•colonial members in the Imperial Par¬

liament and allowing them to speak and vote only on matters of

Imperial concern as distinct from matters that were of local in¬

terest only in the United Kingdom came up for discussion often

enough, but the futility of the suggestion had been clearly rec¬

ognised by Mr Forster. Cobden had appreciated its•impracticab-
2* 3*

ility, and the majority of opinion ignored it. How could a

line be drawn between subjects that were local and those that

ft

1. Edwa.rd A. Freema.n, History of Federa.l Government in Greece and
Italy, p.8. Freeman was not an Imperialist. Vide also,
Forster, Imperial Federation, 19th Cent., Feb. 1885, Vol.17.

2. F. W. Hirst, ed. Free Trade and Other Fundamental Doctrines of
the Manchester School, p.383.

3. Vide Bodelsen, op.cit., pp.132-133*
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were Imperial? If the Colonial members were also members at

home they would be regarded as intruders in the United Kingdom

Government, and if they were not members in the Colony they would

not be of much use as Colonial representatives.

Yet this idea, although as old at least as the American
1.

Revolution days, persisted, so that in 1904 the Times still

thought it worth its while to point out the weakness of the pro¬

posal in that it "would dislocate the Constitution" and "imperil

or at least impoverish the legislative initiative and independence
2.

of the Colonies." Cecil Rhodes had been a most ardent supporter

of such a plan. He was opposed to Gladstone's Bill of 1886

which would not have retailed Irish members at Westminster. In

the solution to the Irish question, he saw "the possibility of

the changes which would eventually mould and weld together all

parts of the British Empire." He suggested, in writing to Par-

nell that "an Irish representation at.Westminster would, without

making any vital change' in the English constitution, furnish a

precedent hy which the self-governing Colonies could from time

to time, as they expressed a desire to contribute to Imperial
3-

expenditure, be incorporated with the Imperial Legislature."

In this same letter Rhodes further stated, "I do not think that

it can be denied that the presence of two or three Australian

members in the House would in recent years have prevented much

misunderstandirg upon such questions as the New Hebrides, New

1. Vide, for example, a memorandum by Sir Julius Vogel, C.4521,
Mar. 1885, proposing that the Colonies be given the right
of representation in the House of Commons as a prelude to a
Federal Parliament.

2. The Times, 17 Oct. 1904.
3. Vindex, Cecil Rhodes, Correspondence with Parnell, Appendix,

Rhodes to Parnell, 19 June, 1888, p.843ff*
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Guinea, and Chinese Immigration." As Parnell expressed in his

reply to this letter his willingness to make provision for Col¬

onial representation at Westminster in any Bill "brought forward

to settle the Irish problem, Rhodes gave him a cheque of £10,000

to be applied to the funds of his party.
i

Only with some reluctance and not with the impression of

finality did Sir Herbert Samuel leave some such scheme for uni-
1.

fication. In 1900 there was a motion before the House of Com- |
I

rnons that steps be taken to procure the representation of the
■ t

Dominions at Westminster, and Chamberlain lengthily explained
3-

the difficulties in the way while the House narrowly escaped

being counted out. Sir Frederick Pollock, addressing the Royal

Colonial Institute in 1905 stated that, "No one, I believe, is

now found to advocate direct representation of the Colonies
• i

in Parliament." The plan ha.d "three fatal objections": the
|

inconvenience of increasing the number of the House of Commons;

the enormous difficulties of allotting representation in due

proportion to "the several constituencies of the Empire", and
, j

the fact that it was not likely that the Colonies would send
4.

their best men, even if they consented at all.

Because of the fact that Imperial questions were forever
i'

being subordinated to local politics, if haply the former were

noticed to any degree, because the elected representatives were

very ignorant in knowledge of the Empire and because the mother
5«

Parliament was so sadly over-burdened, it seemed that the best

1. Samuel, op.cit., p.336*
2. House of Commons Debates, 3 Apr. 1900, vol.81, p.H31ff*
3. Ibid, p.1144ff. |
4. Pollock, Imperial Organisation, R.C.L., April, 1905»V"ol.36,
^ P.293. • |5. For this Vide, ex. The Congestion of Business in the House

of Commons, R.T. Dec. 19H> Vol.2.
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form of union would "be one with an Imperial Parliament and sub¬

ordinate Parliaments. Thus also could the Irish Problem be
1.

solved.

In 1895 Lloyd George supported "A Bill to Establish National
2.

Assemblies and Imperial Federation" which would have given an

Assembly to each of the four countries of the United Kingdom -

England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales - consisting of a single

House with power to make laws for "the peace, order, and good

government" of those countries. An Imperial Parliament would

have all pov/ers not vested in the National Assemblies such as

peace and war, defence, coinage,.Trade Marks, copyright, Post

Office, e_t cetera'. It should "in the first instance consist

of two hundred and fifty members elected from England, Ireland,

Scotland, and Wales, which members may be increased by represen¬

tatives elected from other countries, colonies, settlements, and

dependencies of the Empire as may be hereafter agreed upon and
3.

enacted." The Senate was to consist of forty members and be
4.

liable to be increased by colonial representation. There wotild

be taxation for Imperial purposes, especially defence.

In 1897 a whose opinion carried some weight remarked

that difficulties were being reduced, a compelling danger might

appear, and Federation would come closely resembling the Canadian,

but in some important respects it should adopt the principles of
6.

the German Empire.

1. T. A. Brassey, Steps to Imperial Federation, R.C.I., Nov.11,
1902, Vol.34. j

2. 58 Vict. Bill 49. ' |{
3. S.12.
4. S.13.
5. s.20. r
6. G. W. Prothero, The Unity of the Empire, The British Colonial

Empire, Scottish Geog. Mag., l897> Vol.13*
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Bernard Holland, writing in 19C1, looked favourably on

Imperial Federation, observing that it bad already been pointed

out that the delegation sooner or later of part of the functions
■

of the Imperial Parliament to local Parliaments was a desirable
j

and possible solution of internal and Imperial difficulties. It j
was not in human nature that, when Canada, Australia, and South

Africa should hold populations not very Unequal to that of the

United Kingdom, they would still be content to,see Imperial af¬

fairs managed by men who rose and fell at the bidding of one
1.

section of the Empire. He thought that the Parliament at West¬

minster would remain the "Metropolitical See" of the Empire, but

the electors of the British Isles must lose their control over

the high policy of the'great colonies. Holland considered the

idea of a common Imperial Parliament as distinct from that of

the United Kingdom too advanced for immedia.te public opinion.

It would involve compulsory taxation to raise a common fund for

common expenditure. That implied a customs union - so he reason¬

ed - as the best means of raising money, and that implied a common

commercial policy. How Chamberlain appreciated and tried to

apply this thesis will later appear.

The idea of an Imperial Parliament did not die by any means.

It was only considered too premature. Some such end must be
by

substantially arrived at, but it must be/very gradual and in¬

direct processes. It could not be expected that the British

public would consent to the radical change of a written Consti-
c. •

tution at once, nor that the Colonies would consent to

1. Holland, Irnperium et Libertas, p.275*'
2. Thus Freeman dislikes the idea of the passing of the Mother of \

Parliaments. He was also afraid that the federal power would
meddle too much in local affairs and have too much power over
each State. The Physical and Political Ba.ses of National
Unity, Britannic Confederation, pp.54-55*
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surrendering their autonomy to a "brand new executive. Moreover, [
if the Federation were to include merely the British race - and

that was certainly axiomatic with the Imperialist idea - then
'

. i

Greet Britain would-, "by reason of her preponderant population,

. get the largest representation and easily outvote the other

members. There matters of high policy were so widely divergent,

such a condition would soon become intolerable. The Times, at

least, recognised that the Colonies would have nothing to do for
1.

the present with a paramount Federal Legislature.

There was also the proposal - but it is brought up only

to be dismissed for it carried little weight - to add distin¬

guished men from the Colonies to the House of Lord as life peers.

It did not. appear to promise much in the way of.forming an imper¬

ial executive or promoting closer union within the Empire. Such

members would have little influence on Imperial policy, and after

a prolonged residence in the British Isles would cease to have

much influence at home. They would also certainly become un¬

fitted to speak with authority for the Government of the Colony.

Sir Frederick Pollock in a letter to the Times of Oct. 17, 1904

disposed of the idea.

A scheme which was much more practical, and which became

more popular as the others receded, was tba.t of an Advisory
2.

Council. It was adopted by the Imperial Federation-League and
3 •

Lord Brassey strongly■advocated it. He had been encouraged

in seeing that a Colonial Council had been created in France

with provision for the representation of the Colonies in associa¬

tion with 'other members possessing special knowledge and

1. Oct. 17, 1904.
2. Bodelsen, op.cit., p.144.
3. Fapers and Addresses, op.cit., pp.142-143.
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qualification?. In 1897 it was an expressed opinion that an

organic union of the Empire "based on -"the unity and continuity

of the race, with all its traditions, its culture, education,

and religion" and governed hy an Imperial Council, had the "best
1.

chance of success.

"Of all Mr Chamberlain's proposals," writes that unbending

nationalist, Mr Ewart, "the most insidious and dangerous was
2.

the suggestion of an Imperial Council." Mr Ewart, however,

iE forever allowing his temper to get out of hand when speaking

of British Imperialism in any of its forms. Chamberlain's pro¬

posals to the Conference of 1897 contained little of the quality

of wickedness that the Canadian lawyer infers; Laurier spoke

much more strongly on the same matter. Chamberlain told the

delegates on that occasion that "there is a real necessity for

some better machinery of consultation between the self-governing

Colonies and the mother country, and," he continued, "it has

sometimes struck me - I offer it now merely as a personal sugges¬

tion - that it might be feasible to create a great council of

the Empire to which the Colonies would send representative pleni¬

potentiaries, - not mere delegates who were unable to speak in

their name, without further reference to their respective Govern¬

ments, but persons who by their position in the Colonies, by

their representa.tive character, and by their close touch with

Colonial feeling, would be able, upon all subjects submitted to

them, to give really effective and valuable advice. If such a

council were to be created it would at once assume an immense

1. J. Kirkpatrick, The Unity of the Empire, The Anglo-Saxon Race,
Ocott. Geog. Mag., June 1897» CVol.13.

2. Ewart, op.cit. , P.217.
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importance, and it is perfectly evident that it might develop

into something still greater. It might slowly grow to that

Federal Council to which we must always look forward as our
1.

ultimate ideal."

The sting of his suggestion for Mr Ewart and companion

nationalists was in the last sentence. There would "be enough

objection to the scheme thought Mr Ewart* even if the council

confined itself to "its seemingly harmless function of giving

advice to countries that would be fairly certain not to follow

it but the chief objection was the avowed expectation and

intention that the 'great Council' would not limit itself to

giving advice, but would develop into a great parliament and

take to itself much of the legislative authority which is now
2.

exercised by the Colonies."

Chamberlain's desire was greeted with a direct negative

by the Conference, a resolution, from which Mr Seddon and Sir

E.N.C. Bradon .dissented, reading: "The Prime Ministers here as¬

sembled are of opinion that the present political relation be¬

tween the United Kingdom and the self-governing Colonies are
3-

generally satisfactory under the existing condition of things."

At the Conference of 1902 Chamberlain again proposed his

council. Recapitulating the resolutions of the previous Confer¬

ence, he asked the delegates if it were not possible to make

some advance on those proposa.ls. That there were difficulties

be recognised, but they need not prove insuperable. The South

African War had brought home to them all the essential unity of

the sentiment that pervaded every pa-rt of Her Ma.jesty's dominions.

1; C.8596, pp.5-6.
2. Ewart, op.cit.
3. C.8596, p.15.
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He did not wish to change this chain, sentimental in its char¬

acter, to one that would he galling in its incidence. Because

of that the Mother Country, while welcoming any approach to a

more definite union, would prefer that any suggestion to that

end come from the Colonies. Yet had not Sir Wilfrid Laurier

told them, "If you want our aid, call us to your councils."

"Gentlemen," said the Colonial Secretary with much earnestness,

"we do want your aid. We do require your assistance in the ad¬

ministration of the vast Empire which is yhurs as well as ours.

The weary Titan staggers under the too vast orb of its fate....

Whenever you make the request to us, he very sure that we shall

hasten gladly to call you to our Councils."..

Despite his hrave resolve to leave the initiative in the

matter to the Colonies, Chamberlain did not think, evidently,

tnat there was any harm in suggesting a course of action to them,

"I have always felt myself", he said, "that the most practical

form in which we could achieve our object, would he the establish¬

ment or the creation of a real Council of the Empire to which all

questions of Imperial interest might he referred.... The Council

might in the first instance he only an advisory council. It
I

might resemble, in some respects, the advisory council which was

j ■
established in Australia, and which, although it vras not wholly

successful, did nevertheless pave the way for the complete federa- f;|

tion upon which we now congratulate them. But although that

would he a preliminary step, it is clear that the object would
I

not he completely secured until there had been conferred upon j
f

such a. Council executive functions, and perhaps also legislative j|
r

powers, and it is for you to say, gentlement, whether you think
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the time has come when any progress whatever can be made in
1.

this direction."

The only response was to include in a resolution the matter

of periodic Conferences suggested by New Zealand, and which that

Government wished to be triennial. The Resolution read: "that

it would be to the advantage of the Empire if Conferences were

held, as far as practicable, at intervals not exceeding four

years, at which questions of common interest affecting the re¬

lations of the Mother Country and His Majesty's Dominions over

the seas could be discussed and considered as between t.he Sec¬

retary of State for the Colonies and the Prime Ministers of the

self-governing Colonies. The Secretary of State for the Colon¬

ies is requested to arrange for such Conferences after communi¬

cation with the Ministers of the respective Colonies. In case

of any emergency arising upon which a special Conference may

have been deemed necessary, the next ordinary Conference to be
2.

held not sooner than three years, thereafter."

Erom the suggestion of. Mr Chamberlain, we see that Mr Jebb

is not entirely correct when he states that it was a fixed tradi¬

tion of British policy, founded by LQrd Knutsford (then Sir Henry

Holland) in 1887 and confirmed by Mr Chamberla.in, that the in¬

itiative in any important proposal for closer union should come
3.

from the Dominions. In fact Gladstone had replied to the' Dele¬

gation seeking closer union of the Empire that the matter was

one for the initiative of the United Kingdom and not of the
4.

Colonial Governments.

1. Cd. 1299. p-. 4.
2. Ibid, p.ix.
3. Jebb, Imperial Conference, Vol.ii, p.69.
4. Brassey, Papers and Addresses, pp.231-232.
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It is pro"ba"ble that Laurier, Chamberlain's chief stumbling-

block, was responsible for the resolution. While he appears to '

us a.pronounced nationalist, there can be little doubt but that

Laur.ier gave the impression to British statesmen that he would

fall in with much of the Imperialist programme were it not for

French Canada. It is not an isolated occasion to find a journal

saying that, "As on many previous occasions he refra.ined from

dealing with the question of a naval contribution in order to

avoid alarming the Quebec members, whose attitude may be defined
1.

as Passive Imperialism," an unintentionally humourous way of de¬

scribing the attitude of Quebec.

One must understand that Laurier had to calculate on both

French and English votes. The English, with Ontario as their

stronghold, were rated as Imperialists, while the French in Quebec

were thorough-going Nationalists with Bourassa as their pattern.

Between these two groups Laurier had to play, and did play, with

consummate skill. His love for "La Nation Canadienne" should

also be appreciated, for td leave lit safely in possession of

its culture, laws, and religion was a primary object with him

a.nd the man who opposed Confederation'was the same man who main¬

tained the right of Manitoba to settle her school question a.nd

who opposed an Imperial executive. Mr Hall finds the kernel of

the matter when he writes that Laurier's "interest lay in creat¬

ing a just and permanent equipoise between the federal and pro¬

vincial governments on the one hand, and between the federal and
2. jj

the British on the other."

1. Nat. Rev., Apr. 1905, Vol.45, p.359.
2. Hall, Empire to Commonwealth, p.132*
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There can "be little doubt but that the Liberal Prime Min-

ister had no belief in Imperial Federation, although the excitemenl

of the Jubilee and Coronation temporarily stirred him. If he

could hail the dawn of "the day when the Imperial Parliament

shall welcome under its vaulted chambers the elect of the human
1. .

race", yet he ever "prudently stops in time." He could quicken
i

the pulses of Joseph Chamberlain by declaring, "If you would have

our help, call us to your councils," but he never tried to effect
2.

the co-operation that his words suggested. Laurier was strongly
3- I

"non-participationist", that is, he wished Canada to be safe¬

guarded from Imperial responsibilities and European entangle¬

ments, acting-on the principle of an unwritten Monroe Doctrine.

Of course, the Imperialists were not slow to scoff at feuch a

parasitic nationalism, Mr Foster expressing his view that it

was "the negation of every principle of manhood and independence

that we should live in our national home by the grace of the
4.

stranger." Political independence is all very fine, La.urier's

opponents argued, but when you depend for the capital to finance

your developments, and the army and navy to protect them, on

other Powers, then your patriotism is.false.

Yet one should not believe that Laurier was a lonely oppon¬

ent of Imperialism and his Canadian Conservative opponehts des¬

irous of yielding their political and fiscal autonomy to the

control of the United Kingdom. That fiction has persevered

since the days of the Struggle for responsible Government was

granted, the days of Sydenham, Bagot,. and Metcalfe, to the

1. Siegried, The Race Question in Canada, p.277*
2. Quoted, ibid, p.294. The words are not so suggestive in

their context, for Laurier is stating a possible situation,
which, as he says, has not arisen.

3« For a development of this view vide Dewey, op.cit.,
Vol.i, p.83.

4. Quoted, Ibid,' p.2.68.' . ,

1 I
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detriment of Imperial 'sympathy. One can find the idea of

"Canada first" clearly enough in the annexation propaganda
1.

that followed the conversion of Great Britain to Free Trade, and

down' through the list of Canadian Prime Ministers there has "been
/

a consistent application of a national policy. Dr Wallace gives f
|

this truth apt expression when he says that, "The history of

Canada since Confederation has teen the history of the rivalry

of the two great political parties for the favour of the growing
2.

national feeling of the Canadian people."

Sir Wilfrid made an opponent worthy of Chamberlain's steel.

His fine personality, the very vigour of his "brain and body, and

the golden voice that carried all with it, won for the Canadian

Prime Minister a tremendous admiration in the heart of the Brit¬

ish public. He was cheered at every moment, lionized, banquet¬

ed, and knighted, but he kept his head in it all, steering stead¬

ily for the port which he sighted early in his youth and never

]lost; Canadian independence and distinct nationality. Laurier

made the more formidable opponent in that, despite his pronounce- >

ments on treaty-making powers, his tirades against British dip-
!
I

lomacy, and occasional outbursts such as that of the Dundonald

affair, Chamberlain was uncertain as to where Laurier stood in
Ihis Imperialist attitude. Had British opinion understood Laurier,'j
ij

it would hhve avoided many pitfalls. As Late as 1910 we find |
S

1. Porritt, op.cit. p.444, test of Annexation Manifesto.
2. Wallace, The Growth of Canadian National Feeling, p.70.

Professor Brady, Canada, pp.85-86 advances a similar opinion.
"There is so little real difference between the programmes
of the two parties, notwithstanding an endless amount of
eloquence to give the impression of difference, that on most
occasions they could be exchanged with slight inconvenience
and with a negligible shift in supporters." For the differ¬
ence between the parties -'Vide Dewey, op.cit. Vol.i, passim.
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an advocate of Imperial Federation ma,king naive use of Laurier's

words, and entitling an article, "If You Want Our Help Call Us
1.

to Your Councils." .

f
Despite the suspicions of the nationalists, the idea, of

an advisory council, at any rate as a "beginning of a more com¬

plete form of union, formed the most popular line of advance for
>

the Imperialists. Sor Lord Haldane instructed the Royal Colon- f[
ial Institute that it was not to some new kind of writteh con-

i

stitution with a new description of a common Parliament that they !
1

had to look, "but to gradual and cautious changes in the modes

in which the Sovereign takes advice." The vice of the phrase, 5
"i

"Imperial Federation," he considered to "be that it ignored and
■

contradicted the working hypothesis of the Imperial Constition

"by which a Colony was quite supreme in the matter of self-gov¬

ernment in those things which affected ints interests only, and
I

on whose advice the Cabinet of Great Britain must be bound. He

recommended, therefore, an advisory council which would be es¬

sentially a business body which would have no direct influence
d •

in guiding the action of the Crown.

1. L. H. Hordern, U.E., May 1910, Vol.1.
2. Haldane, The Cabinet and the Empire, R.C.I. Proceedings,

June 9, 1903, Vol.34, pp.327-328.
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The Privy Council.

There was another approach to an effective union of the

Empire, however, and that lay in the Privy Council. Here,

without deviation from constitutional method, was an instrument

by which progress might "be made, until co-operation had so far

advanced that the Empire politically constituted one organic

whole so far as was desirable or necessary from the Imperialist

view. Prom the Frivy Council in' time past had come the Cabinet

and the Judicial Committee which still formed the ultimate Court

of Appeal for all the Empire except Great "Britain. It might

still be capable of mothering great institutions. As the Times

rapturously spoke, of its prospects, "Here, then, we have an organ

which, by its high dignity, its immemorial antiquity, its judi¬

cial supremacy, its unique capacity for development without fis¬

sure, and perhaps by its total emancipation from legislative

functions, would seem to be specially qualified to represent
1.

the Empire as a whole."

The proposal was not new. It had been supported by Lord

Grey in IO79 when' he suggested that a Committee of Privy Council

be formed «nd that Agents of Colonial Governments in London be

members of the Privy Council and a,lso members of the Committee
2.

on Colonial Affairs. He believed that only by some such means

could the Empire continue to hold together, but he strongly dep¬

recated any "scheme of federalization" and the representation of
3.

the Colonies in Parliament.
t

1., The Times, Oct. 17, 1904.
2." Grey, 19th Cent., June, 1879, Vol.V, p. 9355ff. How Shall

we Retain Our Colonies.
3. The Future of the British Empire, An Interview with Lord Grey,

The Fall Mall Gazette, Jan. 7» 1885»
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Such a Committee had "been proposed many times since. Sir
1.

Charles Tupper put forward much the same plan. Lord Thring

also thought that the voice of the Colonies could best he heard

in the general policy of the Empire .by' making the Agents-General

of the Colonies synonomous with ministers of Foreign states, and

giving them constitutional access to the British Government by

making them Privy Councillors. He thought this would lead to
2.

greater things, while satisfying present needs.

The suggestion gained in advocacy in 1904. Sir Frederick

Pollock accepted the chairmanship of about fifty men represent¬

ing, he said v/hen introducing his proposals, every shade of Brit

ish political opinion, whose "collective experience omits but

few parts of the British Empire," and who "were anxious to see

the work of the old Imperial Federation League resumed on more
3*

practical lines.," With Mr Geofrey Drage and Mr Pitt Kennedy,

Sir Frederick had been sent bynthis organisation to the Colonies

to collect information as to the most practicable and acceptable

way of drawing closer the bands between Mother Country and Col¬

onies.
4.

A visit to Ottawa dampened their spirits evidently. Any

1. Federating the Empire, 19th Cent., Oct. 1891, V0I.3O.
2. George R. Parkin, Imperial Federations The Problem of nation¬

al Unity, pp.308-309*
3. Pollock, Imperial Organisation, R.C.I., April 11, 19C5»

Vol.36, pp.288-289.
4. "Lir F.F.'s scheme was reduced to a proposal for the establish- j

ment of an Intelligence Department which (or its secretary)
was to combine the functions of :

(a) Imperial statistical department;
(b) An Imperial Library bureau*
(c) permanent secretary to the Colonial Conference - to keep
minutes and prepare agenda.
Oir W.L. thought (a) and (b) harmless and useless, and disap¬
proved of (c) . " Hewins, Apologia of a.n Imperialist, Vol.i.,
p.122. j
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hope of establishing an Imperial Council was given over, but

they decided that nevertheless an Imperial Intelligence Depart-
1.

ment might be received with favour. In any case, Sir Freder¬

ick denounced "the invention of any new kind of executive or

compulsory power. No such power would be accepted by the Col-
2.

onies, unless our information is wholly at fault." He de¬

cided that Imperialists must be content with a council of advice

which would have only "persuasive authority." Such a council

was proposed to take the form of a Committee of the Privy Council.
n 3-

It had been proposed by himself in lo91> and had occurred to

many individuals since that time. The Committee, to put Sir

Frederick's suggestion briefly, would consist of accredited

representatives of the various governments of the self-governing

Colonies and the United Kingdom in consultation merely. It

would not diminish the responsibility of the Ministers to Parlia¬

ment, not committ the Government of A Colony to anything to which

it had not specifically assented, but it would provide security

for decisions regarding the general interests of the Empire.

All expert committees such as the Committee of Imperial Defence

would be ancillary to this Committee of Privy Council. This

proposal would be complemented by the reinforcement of the Cab¬

inet by summoning Colonial Premiers and other valuable persons

as occasion required, "a course", Sir Frederick Pollock said,
4.

"for which constitutional precedent is not wanting." One

1. Ewart, Kingdom of Canada, op.cit., p.220.
2. Pollock, Imperial Organisation, op.cit.
3» Parkin, op.cit., p.307* 1
4. The Times, Oct. 17, 1904, and Feb. 9, 19^5> also Imperial

Organisation and Canadian Opinion, 19th Cent., Dec., 1905>
Vol. 58. , contain statements by Sir Frederick Pollock, intro- .!
ducing to the public the same matter as his lecture to the
Royal Colonial Institute. I
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procedure completed the other, for naturally members of the Im¬

perial Committee would be invited to Cabinet consultation. The

Prime Minister of Great Britain would be hea.d of the Imperial

Committee as he was head of the Cabinet. The Imperial Committee

would have a permanent staff which would act as an intelligence

department, collecting and organising all information available

regarding the civil affairs of the Empire for the guidance of

the Committee. To this simper ial Secretariat would be attached

a permanent Imperial Commission. On the advice thus given the

Governments could determine when co-operation was desirable and

possible. Sir Frederick stated that, "Ae the object of the pro¬

posed Committee will not be to decide matters by a majority of

votes, but to bring together in an advisory council representa¬

tives of the different parts of the Empire, it will not be nec¬

essary or desirable that its constitution should be of a rigid
1.

character." As an example of what such a Committee might do,

lie maintained that until it was instituted it would be impossible

to form public opinion on Sea Power. "For ourselves," said Sir

Frederic, "We accept as a fundamental doctrine the primacy of

the iTavy in the defence of Great and Greater Britain; but we

are aware that this doctrine is a novelty to many." The Com¬

mittee, however, was not to meddle with the art of war, the Com¬

mittee of Imperial Defence having that in hand. Its province

would be questions of Imperial interest not capable of being dis¬

posed of by any existing department. Such an institution would

come to have much weight, and ultimately Sir Frederick hoped it

would take a definite place in the customs of the Constitution.
I

1. The Times, Oct. 17, 1904-.

i
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It was left to Mr Geoffrey Drage to expand more definitely
1.

upon the duties of the Imperial Committee and its Secretariat.

The first object of the Secretariat or Intelligence Department

would "be to receive ideas and co-ordinate opinions on matters

of high Imperial policy. If that had been done such an unhappy

ending to the Alaskan Boundary dispute might have been avoided.

Mr Drage was pleased With the question.which was being mooted of

the union of Canada and the West Indies. But a union of those

two colonial systems of the Dominion and the West Indies was a

matter in which the whole Empire was interested from a naval,

military, and also commercial point of view. A complete con¬

sultation was necessary, yet there was at present no committee

which could adequately consider such a question. Relations

between "the two great partner States", Canada and Australia,

were none to cordial and were causing His Majesty's Government

in London some anxiety. There must be some body before which

such irritating matters could be discussed on neutral ground.

Further, there was need of greater unity in legislation,

in such matters as commercial legislation, in which there were

many systems obtaining throughout the Empire, in naturalisation,

in securing an invention within the Empire which required twenty-

eight patents according to present legislation, or in the law

of Copyright which was regulated by the Imperial Statute of

1842 and which, according to the judgment of Mr Drage, was "one

of the worst penned on the Statute Book." Laws of insolvency

differed as between Canada and Great Britain. The charge of

1. Drage, Imperial Organisation from a Business Point of Vire,
The Fort. Rev., Dec. 1905, Vol.78, p.l088ff.
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Light Dues hy the Imperial Government needed to "be rectified.

A uniform currency and uniform system of weights should "be es¬

tablished throughout the Empire. Labour and Social enactments

throughout the Empire needed codification and consolidation.

There should be a common statistical practice within the

Empire and consultation with the object of reaching a common

method of classification, estimation of value, and the record
I

of origin and destination of goods. There should be an annual

report on the trade of the overseas Dominions. Various methods

were suggested by which a more reliable criterion of trade and

production of each Colony might be arrived at, and from which

comparisons could be reliably made. The British too easily

neglected these things which were so vital to alert industry.
i
I

7/ould it be believed, asked Mr Drage, that there were in Canada

at that moment something like one hundred commercial agents of

the United States Government and not one commercial agent of the

British Government? The new institution would deal immediately

with promoting organised communications within the Empire, for

"cheap postal and telegraphic communication would do more to

bind the Empire together than anything else."

Lastly, there was needed fresh blcod in the Councils of the

Empire. Such a Secretariat and Imperial Committee would, in

the minds of their sponsors, give new energy and new vision;
to which

there was no limit to the heights/it might lead the Empire.

Mr 'vV. Sanford Evans carried the suggestion further follow¬

ing on the query of how the Committee was to obtain common
f

action after it had gathered the materials, that is, how co-
1.

ordination would be gained between the colonial cabinets. He

1. Evans, Imperial Organisation - A Canadian View, The Brit.
Emp. Rev., Mar. 1905*



desiderated a system of direct ministerial interchange in which

there would he a Minister in each self-governing State of the

Empire directly responsible for Imperial affairs.

Mr Reeves did not like Pollock's idea as being too forward
!•

and liable to frighten the Colonies. No more did he like the

plan of Mr Evans for a body of Ministers for External Affairs

forming the nucleus of an expert Imperial Council. The external

affairs of the Colonies took in a wide field: defence, trade,

and commerce, postal and telegraph arrangements, and immigration.

Surely a Government would dislike the concentration of so much

power on one man. He would either become a mere conduit pipe

for the home Cabinet or, if he differed, the system would be

incompatible with Cabinet Government. "For the present," Mr

Reeves concluded, "the less the self-governing Colonies are tempt¬

ed to concern themselves with foreign Governments the better.
» i

i 1!
For the present they have the Mother Country to look to in such

affairs. It is for her to protect their interests." The time
i

would come when Ministers for External Affairs would be in order,

but that time had not yet arrived. He suggested that the Prem-
\ 1 '

iers form a Council with the British Prime Minister, the Sec-

retary of State for the Colonies, and the Secretary of State
■ i

for India as members, to which body there would be ah unattached,

subordinate Commission of Imperial experts.

It was generally believed that Sir Frederic# Pollock's

scheme formed the basis for Lyttelton's despatch of April 20,

to the Dominions, suggesting that the name of Imperial Council

1. Brit. Emp. Rev., Feb. 1905»
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1. 2. 3.

replace that of Colonial Conference. Cape Colony, Natal,
4.

and Australia were in general approval. New Zealand expressed

no opinion. Newfoundland was suspicious lest such a "body "be
5.

given executive powers and levy taxation for defence. Canada

gave a typical and well considered reply which included, "A Con¬

ference is a more or less unconventional gathering for informal

discussion of public questions, continued, it may be, from time

to time, as circumstances external to itself may render expedient, <

but possessing no faculty or power of binding action...The term
|

council, on the other hand, indicates...a more formal assemblage,

possessing an advisory and deliberative character, and in con- I

junction with the word 'Imperial', suggests a permanent insti¬

tution which, endowed with continuous life, might eventually

come to be regarded as an encroachment upon the full measure of

autonomous legislative and administrative power now enjoyed by
6.

all the self-governing Colonies." Because of these objections

from Canada, Lyttelton postponed further discussion to the next

Conference.

Mr Chamberlain could have taught his successor the futility

of attempting anything that in any degree suggested an Imperial

executive. He knew now the suspicions that Laurier entertained

of anything that might sometime develop into a coercive body.

1. Cd. 2785, p.Iff. "Sir W.L. disapproved of Lyt^elton's dispatch
which he suggested was drafted by Sir F.P. Sir F.P. denied
any hand in the drafting but said it might have been based
on his article." W.A.S. Hewins, Apologia of an Imperialist,
Vol. 1, p.122.

2. Cd. 2785, pp.6-7.
3. Ibid, p.8. t i
4. Ibid, pp.8-9; pp.11-12.
5. Ibid, pp.9-10.
6. Ibid, p.14.
7. Ibid, p.15.
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If nothing else, Chamberlain's failure regarding the attempt to

make the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council more Imperial

in its composition and to give it more scope and power in its

jurisdiction must have been instructive in the lesson of colon¬

ial autonomy.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Mr Ewart has written, "In pursuance of his idea of federa¬

tion of the Empire 'by a prdcess of gradual development' Mr Cham¬

berlain, shortly after his accession to the office of Colonial

Secretary, procured the passage of an imperial statute under

which appointment to the Judicial Committeemight be made from
1.

Canada, Australia, and Cape of Good Hope." The implication
2.

that Chamberlain was responsible for the Sill is wrong. Rose¬
s'

bery introduced the Bill and was responsible for its substance,

and, although it was amended in Committee and became law under

the government of which Chamberlain was a member, he was not
4.

particularly pleased with it. Mr Ewart also errs somewhat in

speaking of the composition of the Judicial Committee as affected

by the Bill: A chief Justice or Judge of the Canadian Supreme

Court of a Provincial Superior Court, or of such Courts in the

Australasian or Eouth African Colonies, "or any other Superior

Court in Her Majesty's Dominions, named in that behalf by Her

Majesty in Council" who was a member of the Privy Council, was

also to be a member of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
■

. n
1. Ewart, op.cit. pp.229-23C-.
2. 58, 9 Vic. c.44.
3. Vide H.C• Debs, 21 May, 1895, Vol.33, p.l685; May 27, Vol.34,

p.331ff; June 24, Ibid., p.1744, and passed, July 5i Vol.35V
p.260, the Government having resigned on June 24.

4. H.C. Debs., 14 May, 1900,■Vol.83, P»74.
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There can be'no doubt, however, tftat Chamberlain looked

upon the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council as one of the

chiefest of the Imperial links. At the Conference of 1897 he

said, "It is the nearest approach, the closest analogy, to the

Supreme Court of the U.S." He rejoiced at the appointment as .'Privy

Councillors of distinguished judges from the courts of Canada,

Australia, and South Africa. That was- a good beginning. But

they were also in active practice in Colonies. He wanted them

appointed for Privy Council alobe. He noted in passing

that the proposed Australian Federation Bill suggested that ap¬

peals should only go to the Privy Council upon constitutional

questions.. He urged reconsideration: "Nothing is more desir¬

able in the interests of the Colonies, in the interests of the

United Kingdom and of the British Empire, than an uniformity of

law, and that uniformity can only be obtained by occasional ap¬

peals to the highest tribunal, settling once for all the law for

all parts of the Empire; and I confess I think it would be a

great loss to the Colonists if they surrendered the opportunity

of getting this judicia.l decision upon difficult and complicated
I

points of lav/ which from time to time'may arise in the local
1.

courts." In the debates on the Australian Commonwealth Bill
v

he commented on the legal difficulties at present obstructing
i

an amalgamation of the Judicial Committee with the appeal juris¬

diction of the House of Lords>but he had a plan to make repre¬

sentatives of the self-governing Colonies and India members of

the Privy Council for terms of seven years, who would act also as

Lord of Appeal during that time and upon whom would be conferred
p

life peerages.

1. C.8596, P*7*
2. H.C.Bebs.4. 14- May, 19CC , Vol.83, P-74.
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Nor was Mr Chamberlain alone in thinking the Judicial Com¬

mittee of such importance. Mr Faber told the House of Commons
»

that, "The Privy Council, or some such Appeal Court...is the key¬

stone upon which, if we work wisely, we may build up the great
1.

edifice of Imperial Federation." Mr Haldane felt that, to

quote his words, "there is implied in our Constitution, when it

reaches a certain stage of development, that there should be a

common tribunal which would be a real link, because it would be

the property not of one part of the Queen's dominions, nor of

the people in them, but of the people throughout the Empire"

wherever there existed that "body of common traditions, common

doctrines, common tendencies," and "body of common law which is
2.

the general heritage of our Empire." lie did not wish the de¬

cisions of local courts interfered with, but for a certain lim¬

ited class of questions there should be a Court of yet higher
3. ■

consideration. He thought that all trouble regarding Appeals

to the Privy Council might have been avoided by the proposal of

a great Imperial Court to take the place of the House of Lords

and the Privy Council, and to be shared in by the colonistB just

as it Would be by residents in the United Kingdom. Merely a

reform of the Privy Council would not satisfy the Colonies. It

■was necessary to create a High Court of Appeal in'which they would

have membership. "I am convinced," he said, "that.you cannot

keep the House of Lords jurisdiction as it is at present, and at

the same time obtain from the Frivy Council the status in the

eyes of the Empire which it should be able to occupy if we were

h

1. H.C .Debs ?" opicit. , p.86.
2. Ibid, p.99.
3» Ibid, p.100.
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contemplating the establishment of a single tribunal... If there

are two tribunals sitting for the dispatch of the same business,

the one is starved in order to keep pp the other, and the judi¬

cial strength inevitably gravitates towards the House of Lords,

and until you make the colonists feel that the tribunal to which

they come is the same as that to which you yourselves appeal, you
1.

will never get their confidence."

Mr Stanley Leighton also spoke in the House in favour of "a

great Couft of the Empire, a Court which throws all others into

insignificance, a Court with the farthest-reaching jurisdiction •

in the whole world, farther-reaching than that of the Roman Curia,,

and deciding the rights of millions of people and questions on
2.

the most varied law." He is worth quoting, because when most

people thought of the Empire, it was in some such words as these.

Mr Asquith spoke with much warmth for "a real Imperial Court

of Supreme Appeal," a Court of such character and attributes

that the Colonists would regard the right to appeal to it under

certain proper conditions as an essential safegua.rd to liberty.

The ideal was not to obtain a uniform interpretation of law like

the Roman law or the Code of llapoleon. "Cur method", he recal¬

led, " has been totally contrary. V/e have always proceeded on

the principle of jealously preserving and maintaining local laws

and usages." The integrity of the different systems of law

conforming to historical traditions and local necessities of

the various parts of the Empire was one of the great glorids of

its jurisprudence and one of its strongest links.. It was because

of the need at the centre of the Empire of "a Court so authoratativ*

1 • Ct*cSi59.6i;. II. C .Debs . , op. c it.
2. Ibid, pp.103-104.
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and weighty in its composition and the attainments of its members

that all our dependencies, when questions arise, such as are cer¬

tain to arise even in Australia ariTong the different States that

constitute the Commonwealth, will look upon it as a tribunal of

unsuspected impartiality and possessing that authority'which no

local Court, of however high a character, could attain to."

Such a tribunal would constitute one of the strongest of Imperial

ties. But the Australians in framing their Bill had no Idea

such a Court would be proposed. It had not then been thought

of by the British Government. Whereas the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council had been little used by Australia the ten¬

dency he was sure would be reversed with the creation of this Im-
1.

perial Court.

Mr T. M. Healy, the irrepressible 'Irish member, objected

strongly to a change in the personnel of the Judicial Committee

and the House of Lords. Why, he asked, should the impoverished

peasant of Mayo and Connaught maintain an Australian peer at six

thousand pounds a year in London? If the Australian people

wished to have peers of the realm, then let them pay for theqj.

Further, why should English, Scotch, and Irish appeals "lie

within the cognisance of these antipodean noblemen?" He thought

it was too much to suggest that this "new and hybrid Court" would

have either support or reverence from any section of the people

of the United Kingdom, and lodged a protest against the "piebald
2.

peerage system" which was associated with the Commonwealth Bill.

H.C. Debs.op.cit. "
1. Qk&596, p.768-770.
2. Ibid, p.804-806.
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Mr Healy need not have so excited himself,Nfor Colonial

nationalism did not any more desire such a judicial tie than

did the Irish nationalist. The famous "clause-74" of the Com¬

monwealth Bill was an expression of this fact. Appeals to

Privy Council had been an old colonial grievance that dated back

into the seventeenth century and in the early federation move¬

ment in Australia one of the chief arguments for union was the

delay and cost of a Privy Council proceeding and the occasional
1.

weakness of the judicial Committee. By the twentieth century

cable and steamship had so reduced delays and cost that they

could hardly be good ground for objection, while the composition

had also been strengthened beyond criticism. It was an earnest

of Australian nationalism that Clause 74 should have been includ¬

ed in the 1898 draft of the Commonwealth Bill. It read: "No

appeal shall be permitted to the Queen in Council in any matter

involving the interpretation of this Constitution or of the Con¬

stitution of a State, unless the public interests of some part

of Her Majesty's Dominiohi®, other than the Commonwealth or a

State, are involved. Except as provided in this section, this

Constitution shall not impair any right which the Queen may be

pleased to exercise, by virtue of ITer Royal prerogative , to

grant special leave of appeal from the High Court to Her Majesty

in Council. But the Parliament may make laws limiting the mat-
2.

ters in which such leave may be asked." The British Government

deplored the limitation and the power of the Australian Govern¬

ment to further limit appeals and also asked that the following

l.lMoore, The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia,
p.245* Ewart, op.cit., p.226ff; Chamberlain II.C.Debs.,
op.cit., pp.64-65.

2. Cd. 124, p.11.
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safeguard "be contains 4 *-n Schedule: "Nothing in this Act

or in the Schedule set forth as the Schedule to thia Act shall

affect any progative of the Crown to g'rant special leave, to ap-
1.

peal to Her Majesty in Council."

Mr Jebb was quite in favour of the Australian point of view

as one would expect him to he. The purpose of the clause he
2.

believed to have been essentially national. Because of such

criticisms, and because the friction revealed the mind of the

British Government regarding Imperial consolidation, the argu¬

ments for and against the Clause are worth setting down.

The objections of the British Government were enumerated in
3-

a memorandum. They pointed out that the Imperial Parliament

was.trustee for the whole of Her Majesty's Dominions, and inas¬

much as the covering clauses affected the prerogative of the

Crown and the powers and privileges of the Imperial Parliament

and of the other Legislatures of the Empire, they could not re¬

lieve themselves of that responsibility by delegation of the
4.

powers. The legislation of the Parliament of the Commonwealth

might affect British shipping coming from .the United Kingdom or

British possessions. The Merchant'Shipping Act, 1894, made

special provision for legislation in a British possession with

regard to vessels there registered, and with regard to the coast-
5«

ing trade in British possessions. Having regard to the inter¬

ests which might be affected under this head, it appeated essen¬

tial that there should be the possibility of an appeal to the
6.

Q,ueen in Council.

1. Cd. 158, p.20.
2. Jebb, Colonial Nationalism, p.78.
3. Cd. 158, p.2?ff.
4. Ibid, p.23.
5. Lections 735-36•
6. Cd. 158, £.26.



It might "be fairly argued that any question as to the valid- 1;
\ • i"

ity of the exercise of legislative powers by the Legislature of
jj

the Commonwealth was a matter involving the interpretation of the 1 !
Constitution. It was impossible to say what construction would

|
be placed on the Bill when it came to be judicially interpreted.

I}

Would there not be many cases just on the borderline with regard
■ '

• h
to which it could not be predicted whether or not they involved

the Constitution? Then questions might arise whether legislation nj
|,i

under any of the powers mentioned in various paragraphs was or

was not ultra vires, and any such legislation might involve mat-
11

ters affecting foreigners and foreign ships in Australia and

Australian waters and their Treaty rights. Yet as the Clause
\■

read, there would be no right of appeal from the High Court to

the Privy Council in such cases. Matters involving the inter-
i1

pretation of the Constitution might raise questions of the ut¬

most gravity, not only between the Commonwealth and the separate

Sta.tesm but also as between the Commonwealth and the States on

one hand and other parts of Her Majesty's Dominions or foreign

countries on the other. Among the matters on which the Parlia¬

ment might make laws for the Government of Australia was com-
1.

prieed fisheries in Australian waters beyond territorial limits.

The interpretation to be put on the Constitution in this matter

might most seriously affect British vessels, and particularly

vessels from Hew Zealand. Grave questions might arise as to

what fisheries beyond territorial limits were to be deemed to

be Australian fisheries, and as to the class or classes of

persons on whom the La$s of the Commonwealth as to this matter

I

H

1. Act. 51, par. 10.
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would "be binding. It was hardly reasonable to expect that in¬

habitants of other parts of the Empire 'should have their cases

in such matters finally concluded by the decision of the Austral-
*

ian Court. Moreover, a law might be passed by the Parliament

of Australia with reference to the subject of foreign enlistment.

The consequences of such legislation might involve the Empire

in difficulties with foreign Powers. It was not reasonable to

withdraw from the Imperial Tribunal the right of deciding whether

a measure of this class was or was not invalid as being in con¬

travention of Imperial legislation,, or as to its true construc¬

tion.

Certain clauses in the Commonwealth Bill purported to trans¬

fer to the Commonwealth Parliament powers not included in the

powers of an ordinary Colonial Parliament, and it could hardly

be contended that the Imperial Parliament should preclude an

appeal to an Imperial Court on any question as to the extent to

which powers now exercised exclusively by itself or by the Crown

had been delegated. Another grave objection was the absence of

any definition of the class of cases in which "the public inter¬

ests of some part of Her Majesty's dominions other than the Com¬

monwealth or a State" were involved. Did that phrase include

the interests of a large filass of persons in Her Majesty's dom¬

inions - say of investors in Australian securities* or of a body

of shareholders in an industrial undertaking formed, say, in the

United Kingdom, to carry on some great industrial enterprise in

Australia - or was it confined to cases in which the interests

affected wfere only those of the government of other parts of Her

Majesty's Dominions? If the latter were the true meaning, the
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proviso would have little or no operation. If the former, it

would be a difficult task to decide whether or not the condition

of the Article had been satisfied.
*

It was argued by the Australian Delegates that the preroga-

!l

•I I

tive of granting leave to appeal to the Privy Council from the

Supreme Courts of the several Colonies was unaffected and that

the Article only applied to appeals from the High Court of the

Commonwealth.* This view was doubtful, and would be only one of

the difficult questions of construction which would arise upon
• i

this Article. The Article appeared to have been framed under

the impression that the only appeal from the Supreme Courts of f
j:
i

the Colonies wa.s to be to the High Court of the Commonwealth, and f
%

its effect upon the right of Her Majesty to grant leave to appeal

to the Privy Council from the Judgments of Supreme Courts of the \i

Colonies was problematical. Should the view of the Delegates

be correct, however, the result would be that a litigant defeated ||
in the Supreme Court of a State in a Constitutional case might

jij
appeal at his option either to the High Court of the Commonwealth 3

if
or to the Privy Council. The successful party might prefer the

|f
latter, but would have no choice. ■' t,

ij
Further, if the view of the Delegates w4re correct in the •

r
case of a decision with which neither litigant was satisfied, p

!!there might be cross appeals, one by one party to the High Court, .}
i • !;

and another by the other party to the Privy Council. What, then,, i|

if the decisions of both these Courts be final and they should

disagree? In the debates in the House of Lords the possibility

1. There had actually been a case of this kind. Vide Moore,
op.cit., pp.252-253; Todd, op.cit., pp.309-31^; Johnston
v. St. Andrew's Church, 3 App. Cas.l59*
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1.

of a conflict of authority was pointed out by Lord Davey, and
2.

Lord Russell. Lord James of Hereford however was quite sure
3-

that the decision of the Privy Council would be accepted and
4. 5«

Lord Selborne and Lord Alverstone supported his view. As a

matter of history, the two courts soon did differ. The High

Court decided that the salary of a federal officer was not liable |
f
t

to state income tax, overruling a contrary decision of the Sup-
:j

reine Court of Victoria. The Privy Council gave an opposite
6* jdecision in a succeeding case. The High Court decided that it

should determine constitutional questions within the Commonwealth j
and gave a -decision differing from the Privy Council. The Privy I

7-
Council refused to allow an appeal from this decision.

The objections of the Imperial Government continued: If
I

the litigant introduced the plea, would there not be necessary

a preliminary argument as to whether the question did not in¬

volve the interpretation of the Constitution, or if public in-
I

terests were involved.

The Construction of the Constitution of Australia in many

cases could not be regarded as affecting Australian interests
!|.

alone. The cases would come before the Imperial Court of Appeal
II

with the advantage of a full knowledge of local conditions rele-
svarit to the case as they would have been explained in the Judg¬

ments of the Australian Court and, while the high standing and

ability of Australian Judges were recognised to the fullest degree,

ii
I !

I

1. H.L.Debs., 29 June, 1900, Vol.85, PP«31~32*
2. Ibid, pp.47-48.
3. Ibid, p.44.
4. Ibid, 5 July 1900, pp.582-583.
5. Ibid, pp.590-591'
6. Vebb v. Cuttrim, A.C.Sl (1907)
7. The Commissioners of Taxation, New South Vales, v. Baxter.

A.C.214 (1908). Vide Responsible Government, op.cit. p,1368ff.



it would be of great assistance to them that, in exceptional

cases, there should be the possibility of having their decisions '

on constitutional questions reviewed by a Tribunal which, even >
• I!

if party feeling ran high on the question in dispute, could not
1.

possibly be charged with being under its influence.
4

From a wider point of view- it must be remembered that, "The

retention- of the prerogative to allow an appeal to Her Majesty in I
Council would accomplish the great desire of Her Majesty's sub¬

jects both in England and Australia, that the bonds which now

unite them may be strengthened rather than severed, and, by in-
j

suring uniform interpretation of the law throughout the Empire,

facilitate that unity of action for the common interests which
2. ?

will lead to a real federation of the Empire."

Finally, urged the Imperial Government, it was not their

intention to oppose the Fathers of the Australian Federation

Bill. Mr Higgins, a member of the Judiciary Committee in fram¬

ing the Bill, had said regarding this Cla.use, "I feel a misap-
II

prehension has grown up that we are trying to do something new.
I

The object of this clause is simply to stereotype in the Act
\ 'I

what has already existed in Canada, where there is a general
If

right of appeal reserved to Her Majesty in Council on a decision
lr

of the Privy Council; but that right Of1 appeal is not allowed
ij

unless the cases are of public interest." The effect of the

clause he held, was "simply to put in plain English what is the
I i

law now in Canada," a statement that Mr Barton hastened to endorse.; (

1. Vide Responsible Government, op.cit. p.27.
2. Ibid, pp.27-28.
3. The basis for such restriction of Canadain appeals is found in |

Prince v. Gagnon, 8 App.Cas. 103; Carter v. Molson, ibid,p»530»
Clergue v. Murray,,(1903,) A.C. 521. Victorian Railway Commission¬
ers v. Brown, ,(1906)', A.C.38I; Canadian Pacific Railway Company
v. Blair,(1904) A.C. 453; Daily Telegraph Newspaper v. McLaugh-j
lin,,l 1904) , A.C. 453.
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While the declarations of these gentlemen were conclusive,

showing that they only wished tbfix the Canadian practice that

a case must he of gravity or "a very substantial character" to

warrant its being brought to the Privy Council, the language of

the Article hardly carried out their purpose. Had it done so,

it would have been quite satisfactory to Her Majesty's Government. !
On the contrary, the question was left in an unsatisfactory and

1.
anomalous position.

Because of their dubiety concerning some clauses' of the

bill, but particularly this one, the British Government requested jj
the Conference of the Australian Premiers to send delegates to

explain such parts not clear to the Imperial Parliament. Such
I

delegates wejre sent and were instructed to unitedly urge the

passage of the Bill through the Imperial Parliament "without
2.

amendment." In obeying such instruction, the delegates sub¬

mitted a memorandum and argued that .the Bill as it stood, and

no other, was the agreement on which the people of the Colonies

had agreed to unite. If anything were taken away from the Bill

or added to it without the assent of the Colonies, the recital

would not be justified. It must be laid before Parliament in
3-

the very form endorsed by the votes of the people. There had

been no Clause given more wide discussion or more publicity than

this one.

They contended that the effect of the Clause was by no

means as far-reaching as had been supposed. Their contention

for the finality of the High Court in matters involving the

1. Cd. 158, pp.26-27.
2. Ibid, p.19*
3. Ibid, p.13.
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interpretation of the Constitution was that if•they were fit

to make a Constitution surely they should he fit to interpret

it. Judicial knowledge of local conditions, always invaluable,

was indispensable in the interpretation of Constitutions.

Would not Australian judges be men of as conspicuous integrity

and ability as English judges, and just as impartial? If one

must have judges of another country to obtain impartiality, why

should English appeals be heard in the House of Lords?

Appeals to the Queen in Council with respect to State Courts

were not abolished, but when, and only when, the appellant went

to the High Court in one of the limited class of cases set forth

in the first part of Clause 74, he must abide by the decision

of that Court. It would further be remembered that the public

interests of any part of Her Majesty's Dominions other than the

Commonwealth or a State therein could not in any case remain

the subject of a final decision by the High Court, even where

the interpretation of this measure or of a State Constitution

was involved.

In fine, concluded the delegates, "the clauses are framed

with relation to things as they exist, and even if the Sovereign

Power of Parliament is ever to be exercised over the heads of

the Australian people, we submit most earnestly that the present

is pre-eminently a measure in respect of which that power should

not be exercised....Eive Australian Colonies, by an aggregate

majority of nearly three to one of their people, have affirmed

with the utmost emphasis that they are prepared to take the

responsibility of their own Constitution. They are of British

stock; they are fellow countrymen of the people of this Kingdom;
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they have no more confidence in themselves and in their power

to work out their own destiny than is right and just in men of

their blood.... they ask to be accounted fit for those responsib¬

ilities which men of that race have never shirked and seldom

abused...In placing that trust in their hands the mother country

will bind her Colonies to her with something stronger than words

upon paper; with the high confidence which justice engenders,
1.

and the affection which gratitude evokes and perpetuates." The

language is that of nationalism and finds its chiefest appeal in

emotion rather than logic as a last resort.

In the Debates in the Ilous e of Commons Mr Chamberlain

pressed his objection to the ambiguity of the phrase "public
2.

interests V He pointed out that a decision of the Colonial Court

regarding maritime jurisdiction, the Pacific Islands, foreign

enlistments, and external affairs, might bring on a war with

foreign Powers which would require the whole strength of the

Empire to protect its interests. He communicated to Parliament

various and powerful dissentient voices from the Colonies wish¬

ing that the plenary right of appeal be preserved. Sir Henry
3. 4.

Ca^ipbell-Bannerman , Sir Charles Dilke and. Mr Blake spoke warmly

against the amendment. Mr Asquith did not see anything "that

in the least degree militates against Imperial unity, or con-
5.

stitutes any danger to other parts of the Empire." . He thought

it more serious that the Federal Parliament of Australia should

have power to limit still further the right of appeal to the

1. Cd. 158, p.18.
2. H.C. Debs., op.cit. pp.65-66; pp.759~76o.
3. Ibid, p.77.
4. Ibid, p.94.
5. Ibid, p.771.
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1.

Privy Council." Mr S. T. Evans contended that "the real,

solid, and only question at issue between the Colonies and the

Colonial Office finally was whether or not Australia was to be

allowed in her own courts to decide matters of internal consti-
2.

tutional lav/."

The Times, like the Conservative Party in the House, was

very friendly to the Federation, but very suspicious of Clause

74, holding that it should be amended as a safeguard to the

Empire. A State must have the right of appeal: such a right
3-

might on occasion prevent a civil v/ar.

A compromise was arrived at, and as finally adopted the

Eill read: "No appeal shall be permitted to the Q,ueen in Coun¬

cil from a decision of the High Court upon any question howso-
»

ever arising as to the limits inter se of the Constitutional

powers of the Commonwealth and those of any Sta.te or States as

to the limits inter se of the Constitutional pov/ers of any two

or more States, unless the High Court shall certify that the

question is one which ought to be determined by her Majesty in

Council.

"The High Court may so certify if satisfied that for any spec-;

ial reason the certificate should be granted, and thereupon an

|
appeal shall,lie to Her Majesty in Council on the question with-

out further leave.

jr.

"Except as provided in this section, this Constitution shall |
J

not impair any right v/hich the Queen may be pleased to exercise

by virtue of Her Royal prerogative to grant special leave of

1. H.C. Debs., op.cit., p.772.
2. Ibid, pp.794-795-
3. The Times, April.,6, 1900.
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appeal from the High Court to Her Majesty in Council. The

Parliament may make laws limiting the matters in which such
Ileave may "be asked for, "but proposed laws containing any such

limitation shall be reserved by 'the Governor General for Her
1.

Majesty's pleasure."

The lesson of the clash on this question, was the lesson

that nationalism was definitely gaining, in strength. Yet Mr

Chamberlain, either unaware of this fact,which one is inclined

to doubt, or desirous of showing the complete futility of every

avenue of approach to Imperial unity other than Imperial prefer¬

ence, called a Conference in 19C1 to discus.s the proposal advan¬

ced by Mr Haldane as well as himself to establish a single Im¬

perial Court of Pinal Appeal, combining in it the appellate juris¬

diction cf the Judicial Committee and the House of Lords. It was

suggested by Mr Justice Hodges of Australia: The new Imperial

Court would have a membership of the Lord Chancellor, the Lord
!

Chief Justice, the Master of the Rolls, the members of the House
IS'

of Lords who heard appeals to that Court, the members of the Jud-
f

icial Committee, and a representative appointed for a term of
1

fifteen years from each of the Colonies of Canada and Newfound-
. ... .

land, South Africa, Australia, Hew Zealand, a.nd India. Such
I

a Court he believed would command the respect of the whole Brit- i
? •

ish race a.nd be a powerful factor in promoting a closer union bet 1
Ttv/een all parts of the Empire. Mr George H. Emerson of Hewfound-

land was in favour of such a Court arid Sir James Prendergast of

Hew Zealand thought the time would come when it would be pra.ctic- ,j'
ally possible. Yet the best that could be obtained was a

"

• I
1. 63 Pi: 64 Vict. c. 12, s.74. '
2. Cd.846. Keith, op.cit., pp.137^-1377> "1
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resolution in favour of the status quo: "Appeals should continue

to lie from the Colonies and from India to His Majesty in Council."

Chamberlain regretfully closed the incident: "It is appar¬

ent that the majority of the Delegates are in substance satis¬

fied with the existing system, though they offer suggestions

which will have the careful consideration of His Majesty's Gov¬

ernment for the amendment of the present system of Colonial Ap¬

peal on matters of detail. The result of the Conference has

been to show that no far-reaching alteration in the present Tri¬

bunal is desired, or would be considered satisfactory by the Col¬

onies generally, and so long as the Colonies are of that opinion,

his Majesty's Government do not propose to make any material
1.

changes for the establishment of an Imperial Court of Appeal."

»

1. Cd.846, pp.28-30.
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Chapter VI: The, Mea.na»

The Effort to Obtain Commerc lal Unity *

From what has been said, it is seen to be quite incorrect

to imagine that Chamberlain proposed Imperial preference and pro¬

tection to a national mind which was not greatly educated to the

idea. There were many Englishmen declaring with Chamberlain
1.

that the day of small economic units was over. The agitations

for preventing' the importation of prison-made goods, for the Mer¬

chandise Marks Act, for relief of agricultural rates, and the Un¬

employed Workmen Act of 1905 permitting the subsidisation of emi-
2.

gration denoted a movement of the public mind from the doctrines

"le-ie^ez faire 7 When the Eastern and Ea.stern Extension Tie-

graph Companies protested a.gainst the Government's interference
3-

with private enterprise in the contemplated Pacific Cable, Cham¬

berlain replied that, "with the progressive development of society

the tendency is to enlarge the functions and widen the sphere of

ac tion of the central Government", imposing conditions and re-
4.

strictions for the protection of the public interests. The agi¬

tation for countervailing duties on sugar, which led to the Sugar

Convention, was another sign of the decline of the Free Trade

dogmas, and the orthodox Econoinist took Sir Michael Hicks-Beach
T«

to task for his pleasure therein.

1. Knowles, Industrial and Commercial Revolutions, p»326ff.
2. Knowles, Economic Development of the Overseas Empire,Vol.ii,

P-97-
3» Cd.46, p.21.
4. Ibid, pp.26-27. Vide also W.A.S. Hewins, Apologia of an Im¬
perialist, Vol.I, p-3: "The Empire movement as it has come
within my experience is not a reversion to protection, but a
revolt a.gainst the individualist conception of society in this
country, and an effort to express in a practical form new soc¬
ial zonceptions in their application to the greo.t society of
which we are members, namely, the British Empire."

5» Economist, Nov.21, 19c3i Vol.61, p.1964.
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The cause of the decline in the prestige of Free Trade is
%

easily found in the depression of British trade which led to

the Fair Trade movement of the "eighties" and the appointment of

the Royal Commission in 1886. The Birmingham Chamber of Com¬

merce put it that a commercial' union of the United Kingdom and
.. i.

the Colonies was the only remedy for the depression, holding

that if Great Britain purchased sufficient foodstuffs from the

Colonies she could -look for a large and permanent extension of
2.

railway enterprise in them. General dislike of high foreign

tariffs was manifested by the witnesses and the Commission, but

only a dissenting minority of the Commission drew up a separate

conclusion stressing the need for tariffs within the Empire as

a means to steady the market. They contended that a slightly

preferential treatment of the food products of the Colonies
suffice

and India over those of foreign nations would/gradually and cer¬

tainly to direct the flow of capital and labour to those depen¬

dencies and less towards the United States. If such duties were

not arranged on an Imperial preference basis, the high tariffs

of the Colonies might act with increasing and disastrous force

upon the British exports there. The minority report suggested

duties equal to about 10% on articles of food produced by the

Colonies, with the abolition, by way of compensation, of the

duties on tea, coffee, cocoa, and dried fruits. The authors

maintained, as their final argument, that such an arrangement

would "draw closer all portions of the empire in the bond of

mutual interests, and thus pave the way towards a more effective
3- |

union for greo.t common objects."
- —

|
1. C.4715, pp.38-39.
2. Ibid, p.102.
3. C.48§3, pp.lxvi-lxvii.



Magazine articles had "been written "before this report,
1.

putting similar ideas, "but the agitation was greatly accel-
2.

erated from this time. It became common enough to "believe

that any steps to close attachment to the Colonies would in¬

volve a radical readjustment of finance so as to give prefer¬

ential treatment on colonial exports, conditional to the Un-
3-

ited Kingdom "being given a similar treatment in the Colonies.

From 1887 Resolutions were passed almost annually at the Synod

of Conservative Associations in favour of preferential relations
4.

with the Colonies. The idea of a British Zollverein could "be

traced, in fact, to Disraeli's Crystal Palace speech of 1872,

and in 1898 Mr Farrer Ecroyd wrote, "For twenty years I have

not failed to proclaim my conviction that our tolerance of for-
5»

eign "bounties and tariffs must at last dissolve the Empire."

The Literals, of course, even the Literal Imperialists,

would not for a moment consider such a suggestion of changing

the fiscal system, and the natural home of the movement was

among the Conservatives. Salisbury was much too cautious to

definitely commit himself to a policy of tariffs, tut ty 1892
V

V

he was considering if it might not be'necessary to adopt some

form of protection to force the reduction of the hostile tariffs

of foreign nations, though he urged that free trade was the

1. As 7/. J. Harris, The Commercial Advantages of Federation, R.C.I. ,

14 Mar. l8o2, Vol.xii: Plea for a Customs Union.
2. Vide Sir V. Caillard, Some Suggestions towards an Imperial tar¬
iff. Nat.Rev., Apr.l9C2, Vol.39. Sir R. Giffen, The Dream of a
British Zollverein, 19th Cen., May 1902, Vol.51•

3. ex. J.A. Hobson, The Approaching Abandonment of Free Trade,
The Fort. Rev.,Mar.1902, Vol.71.

4. Holland: Life of the Duke of Devonshire, op.cit.,Vol.ii,p.286.
lj. Letter in the Nat. Rev., Nov.1898, Vol.32*
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1.

ultimate goal of any policy. In letters and conversation it

would seem that he revealed himself in favour of uniting the

Empire by a Zollverein and Kriegsverein, but he thought the Un-

ited Kingdom would not be ready for another generation to leave
2.

Free Trade.

Mr Hofmeyr of Cape Colony tried to solve the problem of the

two discordant elements in the imperial federation movement,

loosely referred to as Zollverein and Kriegeverein, by submitting

a resolution to the 1887 Conference to discuss the "feasibility

of promoting closer union between the various parts of the Brit¬

ish Empire by means of an Imperial customs tariff, the revenue

derived from such tariff to be devoted to the general defence of
3*

the Empire," He proposed, by way of example, a 2% all round

tax on foreign imports which would not only help in a substantial

way to pay for defence expenses, but "would establish a connect¬

ing link between the Colonies mutually as well as between the

Colonies and the Empire also, such as is not at present in exis¬

tence, and which might further develop by-and-by into a most pow¬

erful bond of union." When Sir Saul Samuel of New South Wales

interpellated, a bit cynically perhaps, "At present England ad¬

mits nearly all the products of the Colonies free of Customs

duties; is it likely that in the duture the Colonies will do

the same for England?" Mr Hofmeyr replied that the question

did not affect his proposal in the least. He wished to leave

the liberty of the British Parliament and of the Colonial Parlia-
4.

ment unfettered in the arrangement of their own customs. The

proposal bore little fruit, although it excited much discussion.

1. The Times, May l8, 1892, R.II. Walker; A Book for Politicians, ;
p.96.

2. Letter of Col.Geo. T. Denison, The Times, May 18, 1905*
3« C.5091, Aippendix, p.[J.
4. C.5C91, p.468.
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Sir John A. Macdonald, keenly alive to the value of British

markets after establishing his "National Policy" in Canada, had

been an advocate of imperial preference. Cecil Rhodes, a strong

advocate of Imperial consolidation, favoured preferential tariffs
'

as a means to that end and obtained a clause in his Rhodesian

Charter which provided, -that no British goods entering Rhodesia

should ever be charged duties higher than those obtaining at

that time in the Cape - that is, 9%• As a- consequence, when the

general tariff of the South African Customs Union rose over 9%>
1.

British goods entering Rhodesia obtained an advantageous rate.

In April, 1902, Colonel Denison was sent by the British

Empire League in Canada to advocate a duty of 5 to 10$ all round

the Empire on all foreign goods in order to provide a fund for
*

Imperial Defence, this fund to be administered by a committee or
2.

council on which the Colonies should have representation. Sir

Robert Giffen opposed Denison with the argument that the United

Kingdom would have to pay £41,'000,000 annually td the comparative¬

ly small taxation on the Colonies. The Colonel rejoined that as

Britain already had to pay a sum on the army and navy a good bit

in excess of that figure the Mother Country would certainly be

caving money, whereas Canada would expend £2,400,000, being
3-

£2,C0C,GCC more than her present expenditure. Nevertheless,

Col. Denison seems to have had little success, for when Laurier

came over to the Conference of 1902 he consulted the League's

delegate as to the state of public opinion in England, a.nd en¬

quired whether the proposal he had been advocating could be

1. Ewart, op.cit., p.265« For Resolutions passed by Colonia.l
Legislatures since 1890 in favour of Preferential Trade Rela¬
tions with the United Kingdom, Cd.2326, 1909'.

2. Col. Geo.T. Denison, The Struggle for Imperial Unity, p.291ff*
3. Ibid, p.327.
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proposed at the Conference with any chance of success, and Den-

ison had to reply in the negative, not considering public opin-
1.

ion ready for* it.

There were other desultory and equally impracticable pro¬

posals of this sort. There was some opinion that the best con¬

tributions that the Colonies could make to Imperial Defence was
2.

a preference in favour of British goods. The effect of these

suggestions was purely to educate the public in the idea of tar- I.
iffs.

There was little danger'to the Free Trade doctrine in all

this skirmishing: it never needed much resistance. But when
St.

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach (Lord/Aldwyn) met the added expenses of

the South African War with a duty of one shilling per quarter on

corn, introduced into his budget of April 1902, the advocates of

Imperial Preference could not restrain their glee, and the Free

Trade defenders made no effort to restrain their distrust. The

latter, had some reason for their doubt in the ambiguous language

of the Chancellor when referring to the economic relations between

the Mother Country and the Colonies. Suppose, he enquired, it

were possible to have Free Trade throughout the Empire so as to

bring about an Imperial Zollverein, would that not be an a.rra.nge-

ment binding the Colonies and the Mother County together more

closely than anything else that could be devised? Was it a good
> i

thing of was it a bad thing that the Zollve'rein was established I

in Germany? Was it a good thing or was it a bad thing that the
!

United States formed themselves into a group with no customs bar- j1
j I'rier between them? Yet Sir Michael was warmly opposed to re- j

■

taliation and, he said, "even if we could have Free Trade with
I

rrcfwrrmTv-., Apr.roc3, voi.41, P.327T
2. D. Norton, The Times, Dec. 27» 1904-•
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our Colonies, I do not see why that should necessa.rily involve

increased duties on our part against foreign nations; "but if

we could have Free Trade with our Colonies even some sacrifice
1.

in that direction might "be made."

Laurier threw the Free Traders into a grea.ter panic "by ap¬

plauding the duty a.s a movement by the United Kingdom to Imperial [
i

preference. Speaking early in May at Ottawa, he welcomed the

corn duty because it "placed Canada in a position to make offers

which she could not make in 1897* A step has been taken which

would make it possible to obtain preference for Canadian goods...

now the field is clear for arranging in June a system of larger
i

trade between all parts of the British Empire, which will meet
2.

the views of the great majority of the people of Canada." Mr
' .i

Balfour's categorical denial did not altogether quiet the sus-
3 • ';!

pioions of the Opposition. ^

Chamberlain, in a speech at Birmingham, denounced the attacks :

I,

made by the Liberals on Sir V/ilfrid, and looked gloomily at the

great protectionist countries that were menacing defenceless Brit- j.

ish industry. He pointed out the tariffs and enormous trusts
l'

of foreign nations, telling his cheering fellow-townsmen of the

impossibility of meeting those methods of competition by adher¬

ence to old. and antiquated methods. "At the present moment the

Empire is being attacked on all sides, and in our isolation we

must look to ourselves. We must draw closer our internal'relations '

1. H. C. Debates, 9 June, 1902, Vol.109, pp.l67~l68.
2. Quoted in H.C. Debs., May 13, 1902, Vol.108, p.128, p.152.
3. Balfour, "Sir Wilfrid Laurier's mission to this country has

absolutely nothing, direct or indirect, to do with this tax.
This tax was put on for fi'sca.l reasons." Ibid, p.l54,
Holland, op.cit., p. 291.
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the ties of sentiment, the ties of sympathy, jaes, and the ties

of interest. If "by adherence to economic pedantry, to 91d shib¬

boleths, we are to lose opportunities of closer union which are

now offered to us "by our Colonies; if we are to put aside occa¬

sions now within our grasp; if we do not take every chance in

our power to keep British trade in British hands, I am certain

that we shall deserve the disasters which will infallibly come
1.

upon us." Lord Roseber# thought it was qpiite clear that the

Corn Tax was intended as a prelude to a sort of Zollverein or

Customs Union throughout the British Empire, and he opposed any
2.

such surrender by Great Britain of her fiscal policy.

Before leaving for Couth Africa in December 1902, Chamber¬

lain asked for assurance that the duty would be retained and also

that the reason for retaining it be stated as in accord with his
3-.

policy of Imperial Preference. Lord Ritchie, having succeeded

Sir Michael as Chancellor of the Exchequer, refused to undertake

such an assurance and Chamberlain sailed without it, though Mr

Balfour stated that he had "just reason to suppose" the Cabinet
4.

agreed with him with the exception of Ritchie. On his return

to England he was advised that Ritchie refused to continue the

duty as any part of a preferential policy, though he would retain

it on another ground. Chamberlain expressed his indifference to

retaining it on any other pretext than as part of preferential

policy and so the Budget of April omitted the duty. It is diffi

cult to believe that Chamberlain let it go so easily, however,

1. The Times, May 17> 1902.
2. Rosebery, Some National Questions, A Speech at Leeds, May 30»

1902, p.14.
3. Boyd, Speeches, pp.120-121.
4. Ibid.
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for later he bitterly told the Duke of Devonshire, "While I was
1.

slaving my life out you threw it over as of no importance."

There is no doubt but that Sir Michael Hicks-Beach intended

the tax as a permanent addition to revenue, in fact, he said so
2.

bimself, and the Liberals were defeated in Committee on an amend-
3-

ment to limit the operation of the Bill to one year. The Chan¬

cellor of the Exchequer was quite angry when the duty was remit¬

ted, but he refused to support an amendment introduced by Mr

Chaplin to the' Finance Bill, condemning the remission of the Corn

Duty and proposing as a substitute a remission of the Tea Duty,
4.

for fear of furthering Mr Chamberlain's policy.

There wa.s encouragement for protectionists from another qua.r-

ter. Curiously enough, it v/as the nationalist, Sir Wilfrid

Laurier, who gave a lead to Imperial economists and threw the

idea of a commercial union of the Empire into the melting pot.

In 1897 the Canadian Government included in their budget a sec¬

tion that was to play a great part in British politics in the

near future. It read, "When the customs tariff of any country

admits the products of Canada on terms which, on the whole, are

as favourable to Canada as the terms'of the reciprocal tariff

herein referred to are to the countries to which it may a.pply,

articles which are the growth, produce, or manufacture of such

1. Holland, op.cit., Vol.2, p.356.
2. Vide H.C.Debs., 23 April, I9C3, Vol.121, p.328; also Speech of

Mr RobFon, 9 June, 1902, V0IIO9, P-133* p.lo3s Statments by
Sir M. Hicks-Beach; Holland, op.cit., pp.296-297* VoLll.

3. H.C. Debs., 9 June, 1902.
4. Nat. Rev., July 1903, Vol.41, pp.714-715-
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country, when imported directly therefrom, may then "be entered

for duty, or taken out of warehouse for consumption in Canada at

the reduced rates of duty....of Schedule D" according to which on

and after 23rd April, 1897 to 30th June, 1898, there would be one

eighth reduction in duty, and after' 30th June the reduction would
1.

be one quarter.

On all sides of British political and economic opinion roars

of approval broke out, and Kipling used the occasion to write that

frequently quoted and greatly criticised poem, "Our Lady of the

Snows."

'Carry the word to my sisters -

To the Queens of the East and the South,
I hove proven faith in the heritage
By more than word of the mouth.
They that are wise may follow
Ere the world's war-trumpet blows.
But I - I am first in the battle,'
Said our Lady of the Snows.

A Nation spoke to a Nation,
A throne sent word to a Throne:
'Daughter am I in my Mother's house,
But mistress in my own.
The gates are mine to open,
As the gates are mine to close,
And I abide by my Mother's house,'
Said our Lady of the Snows."

It startled enthusiasts, however, to discover that other men

were cheering for exactly an opposite reason to that of their own.

Was it a movement on Laurier's part to an Imperial Zollverein -

to Imperial Free Trade? Was it a. movement to a breaking-down of

Canadian tariff walls - to Canadian Free Trade? Or did Laurier

mean to inaugurate a policy of Imperial Preference? Public

opinion was certainly divided in the Mother Country, so much so

1. 60-61 Vict., c.l6, s.iy.
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that Laurier earned himself "both the encomium of the United Em¬

pire Trade League, which was protectionist, a.nd the gold medal

of the Cobden Club, which, of course, was a supporter of Free

Trade. One writer quoted Laurier's speeches as .heing opposed to

protection, and decided that the Canadia.n tariff was a clever party

move in which "the loyal sentiment was utilized to cover a Free
1.

Trade Movement." A prominent Journal on Imperial matters noted

in a. leading article that the preferential tariff as a matter of

course, hot "by the express words of the resolution, hut "by the

conditions which existed, gave preference a.hove all others to the

products of Great "Britain, and that it called emphatic attention
2.

to the possibilities of inter-Imperial trade. It later observed

that Laurier and Mr Reid, Premier of New South Wales, had given
3-

disappointing interviews decidedly against the Zollverein idea,
_ «

and finally confessed to inability to discover the end Laurier
4.

bad in his tariff plans. Baden-Powell drew attention to the

fact that Canada, had offered reciprocity, not preferential treat¬

ment, and so had advanced a step to Free Trade, not to a Zollver-

ein. He therefore hailed the tariff with delight, for "The

ideas of a Zollverein, and,even of a Commercial Federation of the

Empire have been overwhelmed in the greater a,nd grander idea, of

the new Canadian policy big step forward, on the part of our

greatest overseas province," along the profitable path of greater

freedom of the interchange of the products of capital and labour,
5*

and in the direction of a truly Imperial Free Trade."

1. A. Sheadwell, The Canadian Enigma, Nat.Rev., Oct.189?> Vol.30*
2. Nat. Rev. 1897, Vol.29, p.6l6ff.
3. Ibid, p.779ff.
4. 1897, Vol.30, p.142.
5« George Baden-Powell, Imperial Free Trade, Fort. Rev., June

1897, Vol.61.
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It could tie remembered, however, that on June 3> 1896,
N ,

Laurier had grown eloquent over the reflection that, "The

statesmen of Great Britain have thought that the Colonies have

come to a time when a new step must he taken in their develop¬

ment. That is that? That there shall he a. commercia.1 agree¬

ment "between England and the Colonies. That practical states¬

man, Mr Joseph Chamberlain, has come to the conclusion that the

time has, come when it is possible to have within the hounds of

the Empire a new step taken, which will give to the Colonies, in

England, a preference for their products over the products of

other nations. That would he the possibilities of such a step

if it were taken? Te sell our goods in England, we sell our

whea.t, our butter, our cheese, all our natural products, hut

these have to compete with similar products from the United

States, from Russia, and from other nations. Just see what a

great advantage it would he to Canada if the wheat, cheese, and

butter which we send to England should he rre t in England with

a preference over simila.r products of other nations. The possi¬

bilities are immense. Mr Joseph Chamberlain, the new and pro¬

gressive Secretary of the Colonies, has declared that the time

has come when it is possible to discuss the question. But, sir,

if England is going to give us that preference, England would

expect something from us in return. That is it that she would

expect? England would expect that we would cone as closely to

her ov/n system of free trade, such as she has it, as it is pos¬

sible for us to come. England does not expect that we would

take her own system of Eree trade, such as she has it, but I lay

it before you that the thing the English people would expect in
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return is that instead of the principle of protection, we should
1.

adopt the revenue form of tariff, pure and simple. Now that

sounds simple enough; nothing enigmatic there. Laurier praises

Chamberlain, speaks with delight of the prospect of getting pref¬

erence in "British markets; and does not seem to doubt but tha.t

it would be worth the reciprocity involved. However, when Laur¬

ier attended the Conference of 1897 he spoke at Manchester as

follows: BThe Colonies who desired closer commercial relations

with Great Britain had no idea that this country would abandon

free trade; free tra.de had done too much for England to make a
2.

return to protection necessary." When Sir Frederick Pollock

went to Cam da in October 1905» Laurier told him that there was

one subject on which Imperial action might be ta.ken, viz. trade
3.

relatione. But "0n this Sir F. P. was silent."

It seems to be the truth that Laurier meant it when he said

in 1887 that he would accept a commercial union with Great Brit¬

ain on the same basis that he would accept one with the United

States; that is, Canadian interests must be protected and the
4.

reciprocity would take the form of a, commercial treaty. Mr

Jebb was the first publicist to bring the public fullyito appre¬

ciate the force of the habitual use by the Ca.nadia.n Premier of

the phra.se, "commercial treaty" as applied to Imperial preference

There were other men, nevertheless, who had seen Laurier's point of

view. Montagu and Herbert, two men who ha.d gone to Canada for a

5.

1. J.W. Willison: Sir Wilfrid Laurier and the Liberal Party,
Vol.11, pp.287-288.

^ O
4- • Okelton: Life and Letters of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Vol.11, p.73'

For Laurier's attitude- to the question see ibid, p.71ff'
3« Hewins, Apologia of an Imperialist, Vol.1, p.122.
4-. Skelton, op.cit., Vol.i, p. 376..
5» Studies in' Colonial Nationalism, pp.239~240.
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year to investigate Canadian feeling in connection with prefer¬

ence, reported that if Great Britain should abandon Free Trade,

the Canadian Government would "be prepared to negotiate a commer¬

cial treaty, "but there would "be nothing Imperial in such a treaty.

To the Liberal Party it would be a. purely commercial matter, in

which Great' Britain would be regarded in the light of a friendly
j

foreign Fewer and, continued these gentlemen, "the present gover- i

ment wi11 not enter into a commercial treaty unless independence
1. |

and freedom to negotiate elsewhere are guaranteed," all of which
I

was very wise, and proved that the tourists were a good deal more

perspicacious than the protectionists would admit.

Laurier was well aware in 1897 that there was no immediate

hope of getting reciprocity agreements with the United States and

was smarting from his rebuffs in that direction. Between 1865

and 1898 there were eleven distinct fruitless overtures from

Ottawa to Washington, and now Laurier declared, "There will be

no more pilgrimages to Washington. We ere turning our hopes to
2.

the old Motherland.At first, however, it had been an' open

secret that one motive for the new tariff policy had been the
V

possibility that such a. tariff micrht' revive reciprocity with the
3.

United States. The Venezuelan incident, wherein the limits of

American egoism wa.s reached by Secretary of State Clney's declara- j

tion that "the United Sta.tes is practically sovereign on this

continent, and its fiat is law upon the subjects to which it
4.

confines its interposition", stirred Canadian Loyalist feeling.

1. Montagu and Herbert, Ca.nada. and the Empire; and Examination
of Trade Preferences,- p.19*

2. Knowles, Economic Development of the Overseas Empire, Vol.ii,
P. 67.

2. Baden-Powell, op.cit. pp.94C-941.
4. C.7926, 1896, p.17.
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The Dingley tariff - anc extreme measure, passed in the emergency

session during the spring and summer of 1897 - was another hard

"blow at Canadian desire for reciprocity with the Republic. Laur-

ier also knew quite well that if he associated his offer of pref¬

erential treatment to British goods with a demand for preferential

treatment in Great Britain, he would antagonise British Free Trad-
1.

ers, and so he made his offer as a free gift.

As for Canadian opinion, Laurier was not advancing anything

new; the question of preferential trade with Great Britain had

undergone much discussion and numbered among its advocates Mr

D'Alton McCarthy, Col. Geo. T. Denison, Dr Ge. R. Parkin, and
2.

Principal Grant of Queen's University. As early as 1892 the

Canadian House of Commons had passed a resolution approving pref-
3.

erential treatment upon Canadian British trade. The meaning

of his preference became clearer when in the next year (1898) it
4.

was established as a "British Preferential Tariff" and in 1900
5.

the reduction was increased to one third.

New Zealand followed Canada's example in giving a preference

to British goods in 1898, and English Imperialists were happy, as

they explained, not from any intrinsic benefits about to be con¬

ferred by a slight remission on a scanty importation, but as evi¬

dence of the attitude of the Government of New Zealand to Great

1. Willison, op.cit., p.298.
2. Ibid, p.286.
3. Cd. 2326, p.2.
4. 61 Vic. c.37.
5« 63 & 64 Vic. c.l5« Vide the comment of the Nat. Rev. Vol«31»

p.461, May 1898, on the discomfiture of the Cobden Club when
the Canadian favours were confined to the United Kingdom, Brit¬
ish India, New South Wales, and the British West Indies.

v
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1.

Britain* The South African Customs Union, formed in 1903* im¬

mediately on its formation gave an unconditional preference to

the United Kingdom, in return for British protection, and gave
2.

preference on a reciprocal basis to other British possessions.

The Commonwealth of Australia offered preference to British goods,
I ■

imported only in British ships manned with white labour, but
<

treaty obligations prevented its operation and in 1908 a simple
3* j|preference was substituted.

*
. !

The Colonial Conferences should have helped the United King- |
dom to a decision as to whether or not the Colonies wished a pref¬

erence in British Markets. Mr Hofmeyr's suggestion has already

been noted. At the Ottawa Conference of 1894- important trade

resolutions were adopted asking that provision be made by Imper¬

ial legislation enabling the different parts of the Empire to

enter into agreements of commercial reciprocity, including the

power of making differential tariffs, with Great Britain or with

one another, and also condemning any provisions in existing

treaties - having in mindthe German and Belgian most-favoured¬

nation treaties - which prevented Euch agreements of reciprocity

within the Empire. But the Conference also expressed itself

in clear and unequivocal terms that, since the co-operation and

unity of the Empire could beet be promoted by the interchange

of products, it was therefore resolved, "That this Conference

records its belief in the advisability of a customs arrangement

between Great Britain and her Colonies by which trade within the

Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which

1. Nat. Rev., Sept. 1898, Vol.32, p.140.
2. i&edxfch:, Responsible Government in the Dominions, 1927, Vol.11,

P*932.
3* Ibid, p.933-
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is carried on with foreign countries. Further resolved* that

until the Mother Country can see her way to enter into customs

arrangements with her Colonies it is desirable that, when empower¬

ed to do so,^ the Colonies of Great Britain, or such of them as

may be disposed to accede to this view take s&ch steps to place

each other's products in whole or in part on a more favoured

customs basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign
1.

countries."

Lord Ripon's Dispatch, giving the attitude of the Imperial

Government to these resolutions, expressed "a grave doubt" as

to whether such a fiscal policy would be a means to promote that

object with which His Majesty's Government had the heartiest

sympathy - the stability and progress of the Empire. Had the

Resolution advocated the establishment of a Customs Union, com¬

prising the whole of the Empire, whereby all the existing bar¬

riers to a free commercial intercourse between the various mem¬

bers would be removed, and the revenue derived equitably appor¬

tioned among the different communities, he would have found it

free from objection in principle, and certainly very valuable

in tending to cement the Empire and promote its welfare. Such

a union, it had been recognised by the Delegates, was impossible

for the Colonies in their, .present circumstances, and what they

had recommended was something essentially different - the estab¬

lishment of differential duties in Great Britain in favour of

Colonial produce, and in the Colonies in favour of the produce

of the Mother Country. It "was not to be a movement to take off

customs barriers (this is what the Cobden Club thought Laurier

1. C. 7553. pp.2-3
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was doing) "but to impose new duties where none existed at pres¬

ent, while duties, now of impartial application, were to be in¬

creased against foreign goods or diminished in favour of British

Colonial trade. Ripon thereupon stated the general objections

to such differential duties and noted the preponderance of for¬

eign trade over trade with the Colonies. After an excellent

summary of the arguments against Britain reversing her policy

of free trade, he stated that there could be no objections to

the Colonies giving preference to one another, though he warned

them that differential duties meant a diversion rather than an

increase of trade and that it would be difficult to make such a

duty without diverting trade from a sister Colony or from the

Mother Country, thus generating unfriendly feelings, possibly

provoking retaliation. The British Parliament had taken steps

to remove the legislative obstacle to such differential duties

as contained in the prohibitive clause inthe Constitution Act of

the Australian Colonies.

Regarding the objectionable treaties, Ripon quoted Article

XV of the Belgian Treaty (A similar clause in the Treaty with

the German Zollverein) that "Articles the produce or manufacture

of Belgium shall not be subject to the British Colonies to other

or higher duties than those which are or may be imposed upon

similar articles of British origin." These Treaties, so it was

stated by the legal advisers of His Majesty's Government, did

not prevent differential treatment by the United Kingdom in fav¬

our of each other. They did xx± prevent differential treatment

by British Colonies in favour of the United Kingdom. In other

words, any preferential treatment accorded by a British Colony
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to produce of the United Kingdom must also "be extended to Belgium

Und Germany and through themmto other countries which had ordin¬

ary most-favoured-nation clauses with Great Britain. Both the

German and Belgian Governments had refused to consent to the

abrogation of, the offending articles (XV and VII respectively)
of the treaties and the only alternative to remove the difficulty

was to denounce the treaties upon twelve months notice, "a step

of the greatest gravity", which might be followed by a loss of

Borne export trade to those countries. The Colonies were large
/

exporters to Germany and Belgium, who would refuse to include them

in any new Treaty that might be negotiated and, considering the

comparatively small amount of their trade, it would be very diffi- j

cult for them, if in an isolated position, to secure advantageous
1.

terms except by very heavy concessions. One may note the con¬

cluding remark which signifies'that the Dominions were under

tutelage, and not yet was the principle enunciated by Laurier

agreed upon, namely, that every community knows what is best for

itself.

This dispatch from Lord Ripon was a kindlier treatment to

Colonial representations on these treaties than that given to
2.

the Canadian memorial of 1892, or at least there was less final¬
s'

ity in its tone. At the Conference of 1897 a resolution was

adopted, "That the Premiers of the self-governing Colonies unan¬

imously and earnestly recommend the denunciation, at the earliest

1. Dispatch of June 28, l895» C.7824, No.l.
2- C. 7553, p.54.
3« Ibid, p.148. Canada had protested against there treaties as

early as l88l and again in 1890. Vide Knowles, Economic Dev¬
elopment of the Overseas Empire, Vol.ii. p.67» Dewey, Domin¬
ions and Diplomacy, Vol.i, p.167.
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convenient time, of any treaties which now hamper the commercial
1.

relations "between Great Britain and her Colonies." Her Maj¬

esty's Government thereupon notified the Governments of Germany

and Belgium of their wish to terminate the commercial treaties

complained of "by the Colonies, and they came to an end on July
, 2.

30th, 1898. British opinion certainly was in favour of their

denunciation, and there was much rejoicing and few regrets when
3.

this cause of friction was removed. That the British Govern¬

ment act on the request of the Dominions had "been urged as parti¬

cularly desirable by the Conference in view of a further resolu¬

tion to the effect that the Premiers would confer together in

order to see whether trade relations between the Mother Country

and the Colonies could not be improved by a preference given to
4.

the products of the former.

The Conference of 1902 doubtless was a tremendous disappoint¬

ment to Chamberlain, yet there was one weak link in the national¬

ist armour. It consisted of the resolution on Imperial trade

and read, "That this Conference recognises that the principle of

preferential trade between the United Kirigdom and His Majesty's

Dominions beyond the seas would stimulate and facilitate mutual

commercial intercourse, and would, 1 by promoting the development

of the Resources and industries of the several parts, strengthen

the Empire. That this Conference recognises that, in the pres¬

ent circumstances of the Colonies, it is not practicable to adopt

a general system of Free Trade as between the Mother Country and

1. C.8596, p.14.
2. Ibid, p.15»
3« Henry Birchenough, England's Opportunity. Germany or Canada?

19th Cent., July 1897, Vol.42.
4. C.8596, p.14.



the British Dominions "beyond the seas. That with a view, how-
;

ever, to promoting the increase of trade within the Empire, it

is desirable that those Colonies which have not already adopted

such a policy should, as far as their circumstances permit, give

substantial preferential treatment to the products and manufac-
'

tures of the United Kingdom. That the Prime Ministers of the

Colonies respectfully urge on His Majesty's Government the ex¬

pediency of granting in the United Kingdom preferential treatment

to the products and manufactures of the Colonies either by ex-
1.

emption from or reduction of duties now or hereafter imposed."

Laurier obviously had his eye on the British duty on corn in the

framing of the last sentence.

The Canadian Delegates to the Conference were stung by Cham¬

berlain's speech wherein he pointed out that Canadian preference

had merely checked the decline that set in with their heavy tar¬

iff of 1885. Foreign produce, he contended, still had a lower

average tariff in Canada than British produce, no doubt due to

the fact that the foreign produce was, as a rule, of a character

upon which lower duties were ordinarily levied; but the result

had been that while foreign imports largely increased, British

imports largely decreased. On the other hand Chamberlain noted

that the exports from Canada to foreigners had decreased 4-0%,
but her exports to the United Kingdom had increased 85%t so that

Canadian tariff pressed v/ith greatest severity on her best custom¬

er and favoured the foreigner who was trying to shut out Canadian

goods. Chamberlain then used la.nguage which was to be often
I

quoted against him in the coming days. "So long as a preferen-
!

tial tariff, even a munific^ent preference, is still sufficiently

1. Cd.l299» PP* ix-x.
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protective to exclude us altogether, or nearly so, from your

markets, it is no satisfaction to us that you have imposed even

greater disability upon the same goods if they come from foreign

markets, especially if the articles in which the foreigners are
1.

interested come in under more favourable conditions."

The Canadian Delegates retorted with a memorandum which

argued that the Canadian preferential tariffs had checked the
2.

decrease in imports,from the Mother Country. Eliminating goods

in which Britain could not compete, however generous the tariff,

they brought figures to show that, whereas between 1893 and 1897
I

the imports from Great Britain declined by 32^ as compared with

an increase of 6% from the United States, a change had taken 1

place during the period of 1897 to 1901 so that British imports
I ''

increased 56%, those from the United states 7% and from other

countries 67% and it was submitted that the Canadian Preferential

tariff had not only checked the decline but had also stimulated
3.

British trade. Such statistics showed the trade preferences

in favourable light. The Canadian Ministers stated that if

they could be assured that the Imperial Government would accept

the principle of preferential trade generally, and particularly

grant to the food products of Canada exemption from duties now

levied, or hereafter imposed, th<*y would be prepared to examine
f

further what increased advantage the British manufacturer might
II

be given over his foreign competitors in Canadian markets. The

Memorandum continued further that "The Canadian Ministers desired

to hacve it understood that they took this course with the strong

hope and expectation that the principle of preferential trade

1. Cd. 1299, p.8
2. Ibid, p.ll8ff
3. Ibid, p.120.
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would "be more widely accepted bynthe Colonies, and that the

Mother Country would at an early day apply the same principle

"by exempting the products of the Colonies from Customs duties.

If, after using every effort to bring about such a re-adjustment

of the fiscal policy of the Empire, the Canadian Government should

find that the principle of preferential trade is not acceptable

to the Colonies generally or the Mother Country then Canada should

be free to take such action as might be deemed necessary in the
1.

presence of such conditions." Why anyone should find equivoca¬

tion in this statement is difficult to understand; it is a plain
'

f
statement of an intended bargain, with a clear suggestion that if

a bargain should not be consummated the party which initiated the

action would discontinue its advances. There is no dubiety about!

it, and the vast amount of quibbling that ensued in British poli¬

tics as to whether or no Laurier had ever intended to initiate

reciprocity with the Mother Country, or whether Laurier was in

favour of such agreements and bargains, is simply amazing in

light of the above statement. But this is an uneasy subject

even today in Great Britain no less than in Canada, and one is

apt to be pulled up short by an inadvertent straying upon this

ground.

As if the Memorandum quoted were not sufficiently clear an

exposition of the Canadian attitude, British Imperialists were
2.

startled by Mr Fielding's Budget speech of April 1903* The

Canadian Minister of Finance reviewed the trade conditions between

the Mother Country and Canada with;>particular reference to the

1. Cd. 1299, pp.37-38*
2. Nat. Rev., May 1903» Vol.41, pp.508-509*
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Memorandum and stated that a reasonable time would be allowed
#

Great Britain to consider their proposal, "but if ultimately the

Mother Country found it impossible to grant Canada reciprocal
i

preference, and her attitude of treating the Canadian tariff

of little material value should continue, then there could be
I
\

little complaint if Canada withdrew her discrimination. A val¬

uable comment on this declaration concluded: "It would be ho

exaggeration to say that the organisation of the British Empire

depends on our (Great Britain) being willing and able to estab-
1.

lish inter-Imperial trade on a preferential footing. Another

Imperialist, studying the Colonial attitude, decided thati, to

quote his wprdB, "If not in commercial union with us, they will
make commercial treaties with our rivals. If not with us, they

l

will be driven to be against us: and the last act of the Imper¬

ial drama will have commenced. Without them where would Eng¬

land stand in the world's estimate?..Politics are above econom¬

ics, even as Adam Smith admitted that 'defence was above opu-
2.

lence.'

Laurier's nationalist theory, however, did not permit that

his Cabinet should directly advise Great Britain in the election

issue of protection, When Mr J. Israel Tarte spoke out for
3-

Chamberlain's policy he was forced to resign from the Cabinet,

although leading Canadians found it quite compatible with their

conception of Empire to go to the Mother Country and campaign
4.

on the fiscal question. Yet Sir Wilfrid committed himself

1. Cd.1299, Vide also L.J. Maxse, The Colonial Offer, Nat. Rev.,
Jan. 1905, Vol.44, p.853.

2. Charles Follett, The Fiscal Question - A Bird's-eye View,
Fort. Rev., March 1904, Vol.75> p*470.

3. Denison, op.cit., PP*33^-337»
4. ex. Mr Foster; Vide ibid, p.291*
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quite clearly, if a great student of the question "be permitted

to observe that in the middle of the campaign Laurier gave voice
%

(

to these sentiments: "I tell you, my fellow-countrymen, that the

Government of Canada, as constituted' today, is ready to go and

make a treaty of commerce with Great Britain to the extent of
|

preference as soon as the British people are ready to give a
i

corresponding preference. The answer'is no longer in our hands
1. .

but in the hands of the English people." The iTa.tional He-
.

view which hod labelled the Canadian Prime Minister a "mug wump",

by which appellation the organ gave voice to its stern disapprov¬

al of his silence during the campaign could not be content and

concentrate its energies on Mr Reid of Australia whom it hn.d hail-
*

ed at the Colonial Conference with such delight.

Joseph Chamberlain had two virtues of the great man: he was

never lukewarm and he saw political life steadily with clear,

hard eyes, In this description one has the visionary and the

efficiency expert, demagogue and realist. He could ha.te with a ■

bitter hatred: Labouchere could testify to that. And when he

gave himself to. a. cause, he gave himself utterly; there were no

divided loyalties. A man of fire add altogether fearless, he

did not hesita.te to cross swords with Eree Trade doctrine, storm¬

ing those ramparts which the Manchester School had thought to

erect to withstand the barbhria.ns for all time. His energy was

1. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.224. Laurier at
Guelph, Oct. 12, 1904.

2. Technically an independent member of the Republican Party of
the caucus of 1884. The connotation is a man who belongs to
neither party or whose convictions a re unreliable or unsettled*



"boundlesst in 1923 a well-known writer was expected to publish

a biography,' but this is the spring of 1932 and-the book iE not
1.

yet completed. That energy was of dynamic quality. 'Then the

mighty campaign got under way it was recorded that, "There is

Mr Chamberlain. There is the opposition to Mr Chamberla.in.

Between them Engla.nd has almost forgotten that a Government
2.

exists." An adverse journal, without hesitation, termed him,
3.

"the most powerful statesman of our day."

Disraeli was fond of saying, "The great thing in politics
4.

is the personal", and few public men more clearly proved him

true than Chamberlain. During his eight years of office as

Secretary of Sta.te for the Colonies he succeeded in impressing,
\

not only the imagination of the British people, but of the whole
5*

civilised world. Moreover to an England of the age of Kipling,

an age of imperialism, jingoism, an age which was feeling the

challenge of foreign nations and, dismayed, calling for a David

to meet the Philistine Goliaths, what mattered most was that

Chamberla.in was the most colourful British statesman who had en¬

tered the European arena since Falmerston. "To the European

peoples," said a follower proudly, "He is the embodiment of all

our disagreeable features." The man was right; to the foreigner

Chamberlain was the personifioa.tion of England's power and

Machiavellian politics, designed to achieve the universal domina¬

tion of England. The Ka.iser thought Chamberla.in ought to be

1. Gardiner, Life of fir Tilliam Harcourt, Vol.ii, p»463> mentions
Garvin's forthcoming life of Chamberlain.

2. Calchas, Mr Chamberlain; The Protagonist of the Future, Fort.
Rev., Nov. 1903, Vol.74.

3- The Economist, Sept. 16, I9C3, Vol.6l, p,l?99»
4. Morley, Recollections, Vol.ii, p.95*
5» 'ferny ss Reid, The Crisis, 19th Cent., Cct. 1903> Vol. 54, p. 691 •
6. Calcha.s, op.cit.
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taken to South Africa, marched across the. continent, and then
1. 2.

shot, so the British people loved him the more.

Why has it been necessary to record these opinions regarding
%

Charnberla'in? For the same reason that it has been necessary to

go to some trouble to discover the true attitude of Laurier. To

understand these two men is to understand the two great movements

of the British Empire that met in a mighty dramatic duel from the

days of the early Federation agitation, but which came into prac¬

tical politics for the first time during Chamberlain's term as

Colonial Secretary. It is not intended as an adverse criticism

to say that Laurier represented nationalism with its keynotes of

independence and non-participationism in imperial affairs, a pol¬

icy essentially negative, that each member of the Empire should

look to its own household: a centrifugal theory. On the other

hand lay the theory of Imperialism - the compulsion of the Brit¬

ish race into an effective organic unity which would lend it¬

self to concerted action, with each member bearing a proportion¬

ate burden of, and having a. voice in the affairs of Imperial Gov¬

ernment. Nationalism had no thought-out foreign policy and con¬

sequently no plan for Imperial defence. Imperialism perceived

that foreign policy .and flefende were counterparts. Chamberlain

saw further that Imperial trade, Imperial organisation, and Im¬

perial defence were inseperably connected, and with them were

1. Brig.-Genera.l 7/.H.H. Waters, Private and Personal, p.l45«
2. Mr Chamberlain, Sat. Rev., 15 Feb., 1902, Vol.xciii; p.197s

"A good deal of Mr Chamberlain's popularity at this hour is
doubtless due to the insensate jealousy and vulga.r insolence
of German politicians and pressmen. The Colonial Secretary
stands for Great Britain versus Germany, and in that attitude
his countrymen will back him to any lengths."
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interwoven foreign policy, eommercial rivalry, and military pre-
1.

dominance. That was why tin 1895 Chamberlain, v/ith the choice

of any portfolio in the Cabinet, chose that of.Secretary of State

for the Colonies as the key position. Nationalism and Imperial-

is were embodied in Laurier and Chamberlain. The latter wa.s rep¬

resentative of British public opinion on the Empire; there can be

little doubt of.that. Kipling praised him; Jebb, the discoverer

of Colonial nationalism, praised him. It was not that his oppon-
✓ ■

ents disagreed with his theory that the Empire must co-ordinate

its resources and bring into mechanical harmony its disordered

parts, but they disagreed with the means. It was doubtful

whether preferential tariffs would gain them the desired union,

and if they did the prize might not be worth the sacrifice invol¬

ved. The eulogist who termed Chamberlain, "the typical English¬

man - the representative of his people's aspirations and desires",
2.

was not far astray.

It would be interesting to trace the evolution'..of Mr Chamber¬

lain's mind until it arrived at the Imperialist and then Imperial

Preference stages. Certain admirers would believe that he was
3-

an Imperialist from his earliest appearances in politics, yet in

i860 he confessed that he was more interested in local supply of

1. Vide J.Shield Nicholson, A Project of Empire, p.208ff.,p.237ff,
for a development of this theory with special reference to the
ideas of Adam Smith. W.A.S. Hewins, Apologia of an Imperialist,
p.54ff. and passim, argues the weakness of"a merely political
Imperialism" and makes an effort to show the fundamental posi¬
tion of unity in economic interests. The Morning Post, June 21,
1910: "Given the economic conditions, the corresponding politi¬
cal conditions will develop spontaneously, butriwithout economic
union political union is an impossibility."

2. "An Englishman", A tribute to Mr Chamberlain, Nat.Rev., March
1902, Vol.39, p.40.

3. Ben H. Morgan, Joseph Chamberlain, Britannic Rev., AUg.l914,
Vol.1.
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gas and water than in the Imperial policy which had given Brit-
1 •

ain Cyprus and the Transvaal. The mission to the United States !
I

and Canada to settle certain matters at issue between those

countries doubtless accomplished the reformation and made him
2.

an Imperialist. In the early eighties he had asked wonderingly, |i
I"Is anyone bold enough to propose that we should put duties on

3- I
food?" TThen did he become a convert to Imperial Preference?

it
It is probably correct that the subject of Imperial Recip¬

rocity had been in Mr Chamberlain's mind ever since he vent to
4 •

the Colonial, Office. Soon after taking office, he had addressed

a despatch to the Colonies inviting opinion on the condition of

British trade, and in March of 1896 emphasised the importance of

approaching1 the questions of Imperial union from the side of trade jjij
!<

and commerce, especially since the Colonies had led the way at

the Conference of 1894. Yet he felt no little doubt as to the
' J

advisability of this form of Imperial union, for it would involve !

the imposition of a duty, it might be a light one , but nevetthe- ||f|
le3s a duty, upon food and raw material. In return Britain would j

If
get "A small, and very small" consideration in the shape of pref- \\

erence in her competition with foreign manufacturers in colonial
5.

markets. Like Lord Ripon, he did not think the proposal offered

sufficient advantage to induce Britain to take the certain loss

and the risk involved in revising altogether its present commer¬

cial policy, while objection also lay in the fact that the foreign 1

1. Alexander Mackintosh, The Story of Mr Chamberlain's Life, p.36. i
2. Vide Halevy, A History of the English People, pp.23-24.
3« Mackintosh, op.cit., p.40.
4. The Nat. Rev., July 19^3, Vol.41.
5« Chamberla.in, Foreign and Colonial Speeches, 1897, p.169. j
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J

< i
trade- of the United Kingdom was so gigantic in proportion to the

foreign trade of the colonies that the burden of such an arrange¬

ment v/ould fall with much greater weight on the United Kingdom
1.

than upon the colonies. He spoke, so he explained, "to provoke

discussion.- to,provoke discussion in this country, and to pro-
2.

voke discussion above all in the colonies." Wise politician!

He needed the support of arguments and. offers from the Colonies

before he could face the electorate. He had too much political

genius to commit himself at that stage, but the title of his

speech, "The First Step to Federation," might be significant.

In June of that year, Chamberlain spoke directly from the

topic, "Commercial Union of the Empire", to the Congress of the

Chambers of Commerce of the Empire. He thought the omens never

more favourable for bringing within practical politics that splen¬

did dream of. a union of free states, enjoying free institutions,

yet inseparably united in defence of common interests, and in the
3-

observance of mutual obligations. He observed on the agenda of
the

the Congress as a topic for discussion,/commercial union of the

Empire* that was inspiring. There were only three lines of pro¬

gress to this object. There was the proposal as sponsored by the

Cobden Club, that the colonies abandon their fiscal system for

one of free trade. But this would give no special advantage to

the Empire, nor would the Colonies adopt it. If they had to wait [:
until the colonies were converted to British views of free trade,

the hope of commercial union must be postponed to the Greek

.i
1.,
!:<

1. Chamberlain, op.cit. pp.170-171*
Ibid. p. 175*

3* Ibid, pp.178-179* London, June 9» 1896

*.

%
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1.

kalends. , There was a second proposal that the Mother Country
• •

change her fiscal system with duties on food and raw material,

while the colonies gave a small discrimination in favour of Brit¬

ish trade. "Well, I express again my own opinion when I say

that there is not the slightest chance that in any reasonable

time, this country...would adopt so one-sided an agreement." The
2.

"benefit would "be too small, and the foreign trade was too great.

The third course was found in the resolution submitted by the

Toronto Board of Trade for the creation of a British Zollverein

or Customs Union, establishing free trade throughout the British

Empire, but leaving the separate contracting parties free to make (

their own arrangements with regard to duties on foreign goods,

with the essential stipulation that Great Britain shall consent
V

to place moderate duties upon certain articles of large produc-
3.

tion in the Colonies. These articles Chamberlain took to in¬

clude corn, meat, wool, and sugar. . He was enthusiastic in sup¬

port of the adoption of such a principle: the same principle

that underlay the federation of the United States and the German

Zollverein, and if it were adopted "it would be the strongest

bond of union between the British race throughout the world."

It would commend itself even to an orthodox free trader, being

the greatest advance that free trade had ever made since it was

first proposed by Cobden, as it would extend its doctrines per-

amently to more tha.n 300,000,000 of the human race. If such a <

proposal came from the colonies it would not be met,, so he prom¬

ised, with a bla.nk refusal from the Mother Country. But t it

1. Chamberlain, op.citi p. l82.
2. Ibidyi p.184.
3. Ibid, pp.184-185.
4. Ibid.
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would not "be "wise or practical that a proposal of this kind
1 •

should come in the first instance from the United Kingdom."

In November of 1896 Chamberlain was little moved by the
2.

"Made in- Germany" agitation, which rebukes the noisy arguments

of Mr Berard who would have it that the Colonial Secretary was

moved almost entirely by the Birmingham cry of distress for "mar¬
s'

kets". At that time Chamberlain found that "there is hardly

reason for serious alarm, although there is reason for watchful¬

ness..." At the Conference of 1897 he stated that Great Britain

was more anxious to obtain the views of the Colonial Governments

than to put foward definite proposals, and noted the difficulty
4

of forming a Zollverein because of the situation of the Dominions.

It was strongly rumoured that he had put forward the proposition

that there should be absolute Free Trade between Great Britain and
\

her Colonies on condition that the former placed a small Customs
5-

tax on commodities from foreign countries. In the House of Com¬

mons Debates of April 3» 1900, he denied that any other form of

fiscal arrangement with the colonies was possible other than the

Zollverein plan, which he had not proposed, and he indignantly

contradicted the suggestion that he "had offered preferential trade
6.

to Canada. After the Conference of 1902 the National Review

wrote regarding his position to preferential tariffs, "Mr Chamber¬

lain did not tell the Conference officially what they appear to

1. Chamberlain, op.cit. p.l86.
2. S.H. Jeyes, Mr Chamberlain, His Life and Public Career, Vol.ii, }.'{

p.276. E.E. Williams, Made in Germany) !:<
3» V. Berard, British Imperialism and Commercial Supremacy,passim, il
4. C.8596, pp.10-11.
5. Quoted from the Toronto Globe, Nat. Rev., l897> V0I.3C, p.643. [■'

But Chamberlain denied that he ever proposed a Zollverein to
the Dominions. H.C.Debs., 3 Apr., Vol.ol, pp.1150-1151•

6. Tbl> 8l,. p.ll5r.: . , wmTspn,. op. c it., pp. 30 3-305. „
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have learht privately - that he had "baulked in his ambitions in

this direction by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Mr Chamber¬

lain had first dreamt of a Zollverein, then conceived the idea of

an Imperial Customs Union (as a modification of the Zollverein

idea) and finally decided in favour of the less ambitious but

more practical scheme of preferential duties." Even this "irre¬

ducible minimum" was swept away by Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's

r

statement that the Imperial Government would enter into no customs '
l. A

relations with the Colonies except upon the Eree Trade basis. It
!£iwould seem, therefore that Chamberlain was complete converted in
fn i

the Spring of 1902, and his half-hearted attempt to discourage
I, !the Colonies in regard to the preference already being extended
> |f

may have been a clever move to force their hand either to declare hi.

that that was the only way the Empire could be united, or to

throw them back upon his defence proposals. It would thus either

give him a clear statement for the electorate or quicken the re-

li '

I
luctant Colonies into other plans for imperial consolidation,!

with the probability favouring the former action.
M4

There was another reason why Chamberlain should have been
«i

converted in 1902-1903. His party .had grown very unpopular a-

mong the Noncomformists by passing the famous Education Bill of

1902 which abolished school boards, a stronghold of the Non-com-

formists. Chamberlain and many of his Birmingham supporters were !_;■

Nonconformists, but Chamberlain, by reason of his Cabinet position,, \.»
2-

was unable to make public disavowal of the act of his Government.
' «1

The War Office Reforms were considered another reason for a great
3. ;il

loss of voters. What could win them back except a great issue

1. Nat. Rev.,Aug. 19c2, Vol»39» P*992.
2. OVide Halevy, op.cit., p.201ff.
3. Holland, Life of the Duke of Devonshire, Vol.ii, pp. 284,

355, 359.
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that would make all others pale into insignificance? 'At any. rate, ij

i

he believed defeat to be certain as matters stood.

There can be not the slightest doubt but that Chamberlain

believed that preferential tariffs v/ould lead to Imperial Federa¬

tion. In a speech in March 1896 he observed that the first thing

to be done was to establish common interests and obligations, and

when that was done it would be natural that some sort of represen- I,!'

tative authority should grow up to deal with them. The greatest ;>
! ' f

of common obligations was Imperial defence, and the greatest com- ja
if

mon interest was Imperial trade, both of which were very closely
rconnected, Imperial trade of a necessity coming first. "Imperial ];
ll

defence is largely a matter of ways and means, and ways and means §
1

are dependent upon the fiscal and other commercial arrangements

you make; 'and, 'therefore, the conclusions to which I arrive is

t^is", said Chamberlain, "that if the people of this country and
\ »

j .

the people of the Colonies mean what they have been saying, and II
if they intend to approach this question of Imperial unity in a if

! ••

practical spirit, they must approach it on its commercial side.". jiIJ
As proof of this, he mentioned the German Empire, begun as a [ ?

1. Ill
commercial Zollverein. - •' i||

j'iSIn his speech in June of the same year on a "Commercial Union !;«•
fel

of the Empire", Chamberlain asserted that, "If we had a commercial !'.g
union throughout the Empire, of course there v/ould have to be a

council of the Empire and whenever such a council is establish- ;

ed, surely there will naturally be remitted to it all those ques¬

tions of communication and of commercial law in which the whole

of the Empire is mutually interested. Even Imperial defence could

1. For. and Col. Speeches, op.cit. p.167.
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not be excluded from its deliberations, for Imperial defence is ; | !

i .

only another name for the protection of Imperial commerce, and to ! ■'! 1
such a council as I have imagined to be possible the details of

.:|i
such defence", the method of carrying it out, the provision to be

'

I 1

made for it, would naturally be remitted....The establishment of
! J j

commercial union throughout the Empire would not only be the first
[ '

step, "but the main step, the decisive step tov/ards the realisation ft
■|',

of the most inspiring idea that has ever entered into the minds of
1.

British statesmen."
- j,f

On August 1, 1902, speaking on "United Empire", Chamberlain
' if t

told his listeners that there were two avenues alone to the federa-

1i 'tion of the British Empire. It might be reached by Imperial de-

fence or Imperial trade. He begged the United Kingdom not to be >ij<>
I ;

impatient, but to carry on in the faith that the Colonies would

finally come. In the meanwhile it would not be wise to force
I

the pace, to ask the colonies to do more than their goodwill would '.!/ 1
2.

suggest to them. This was after the Conference, where Chamber- j.f:
,r'.'

lain realised that Laurier had "locked, sealed, bolted, and bar- ij-* ; i
'M !

red" the gateway to the defence avenue. He would try the other; |.' 1 |
. \ f f ' t

Laurier had been more genial at that entrance. "The political j.,
reason for supporting preferential or reciprocal trade within the

Empire," wrote one of Chamberlain's followers, "is that it will

bring about a political unity which, whether we call it Imperial

Federation or not, all the members of the Empire seem at present
3.

to desire, and even to expect." Throughout his campaign 1,,

1. For. and Col. Speeches, op.cit. pp.l80-l8l.
2. Boyd, Speeches, op.cit. p.73*
3. Benjamin Taylor, Imperial Reciprocity, 19th Cent.', June 19^3*

Vol.53.
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Cham"berlain laboured the opinion expressed in a great speech at

West Birmingham on May 15» 1903» that unless the question of Im¬

perial trade and commerce were satisfactorily settled, he, for
1.

one, did not Believe in the continued union of the Empire. At

Glasgow he uttered the dynamic that had inspired his campaign,

"the creation of an Empire such as the world has never seen."

He said, "We have to cement the union of the States Beyond the

seas; we have to consolidate the British race; we have to meet

the clash of competition,- commercial now - sometimes in the past
2.

it has Been otherwise - it may Be so in the future." How

clearly his thesis runs! Mr Berard is only indirectly right

when he argues that it was in order to provide Birmingham with

markets that ChamBerlain set aBout to establish preferential trade.

Of course the great Imperialist expected that the result would Be

for the welfare of Birmingham in the longrun, But the starting-

point of his efforts lay in the conviction that the day of small

nations was past. The British Empire must Be consolidated, and

the only way tomconsolidate it was By preferential trade; all

other avenues were Blocked. He gave this confession of faith to

the Duke of Devonshire, and there is not cthe slightest reason to

Believe that he did not mean it entirely, as he wrote, "For my

own part I care only for the great question of Imperial Unity.

Everything else is secondary or inconsequential. But for this -"

• 3-
to quote a celebrated phrase - I would not have taken my coat offP

1. Vide Grant Richards, Speeches, "Imperial Union and Tariff Re¬
form," pp. 7-8.

2; IBid, p.22.
3* ChamBerlain to Devonshire, 21 Sept., 1903> Holland, op,cit.,

P-355.
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At Newcastle Chamberlain related how he had told the Colonies of

the need of the Empire and the desire of the United Kingdom to

call them to the Imperial Councils. But they had decided that

they will not advance along that line and federate in that way.

"I do not mean", he said"that they will always refuse it; on the

contrary, I believe that if my proposal were carried a Federal

Council wou-ld be a necessity; but you cannot have it at present,

at any rate, and I do not see any sign of your ever having, a Fed-r. i

era.1 Council first....I tried next in connection with Imperial de- j
fence. Again I was beaten by the difficulties of the situation;

but I did not on that account g'ive it up, and I oome back, there¬

fore, to this idea of commercial union which will bring us toget¬

her, which will necessitate the council, which council in time may [
do much more than it does in the beginning and may leave us, though

1-i
it will not find us, a great, united, loyal a.nd federated Empire."

This conviction, then, that Imperial Preference was the only

way to Imperial Federation, provided the motive power; the visit

to South Africa (from the 2nd November to the 14th Marcl) following

on the Imperial Conference, provided the immedia.te inspiration,
I

"the califl with which the solitude of'the illimitable Veldt had

affected his constitution." He began bravely enough, but that

great campaign inaugurated in Glasgow on October 6 of 19^3 which

was accused by an adverse critic of being conducted on lines of

a travelling circus, a description which conveys at any rate the

colour and brilliance of it, began to show the signs of wear after

the itinerary had included Greenock, Newcastle, Tynemouth, Liver¬

pool, Cardiff, Newport, Birmingham, and Leeds. In London, in

1. Richards, Speeches, op.cit., p.91. Oct. 3^» 1903*
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January, he could not fail to "be aware of the growing critical

doubt which was taking the place of the earlier enthusiasm. By

that time he had modified his programme; the emphasis, so bravely

placed on Imperial Preference at the outset, was growing less

strong, and more was heard of retaliation- and advantages to the

British agriculturist, manufacturer,and working-^ian.

If Chamberlain had not read the public mind with an accuracy

that would have suggested more caution, Mr Balfour doubted the in'-

efficacy of a plea that left so much depending on the imagination

and emotion to' carry a British electorate. ' That startling declar¬

ation at Birmingham had caught the Prime Minister off his stride, sr

and on that very day he met a protectionist delegation to advise

them that Imperial Preference was premature for immediate politics.

Had not his uncle, Lord Salisbury, shortly before his death, speak¬

ing to the Primrose League, addressed a grave warning to those men,

some of whom were to be found in his own party, if not in his own

Cabinet, who were trying to hurry on the union between the Colonies

and the Mother Country? It was then believed that the Prime Min¬

ister was referring to the proposal favoured by Mr Chamberlain, to
1.

establish some form of Zollverein throughout the Empire. Accord¬

ing to a memorandum sent to his colleagues, Balfour told Chamber¬

lain prior to Chamberlain's resignation from the Cabinet that, to

quote his words, "I was becoming more and more convinced that pub-
i

lie opinion was not ripe for a tax on food, and that any attempt
it

at the present time to impose one would endanger that portion of

fiscal reform against which there was no such widespread prejudice? jj

1. Wemyss Reid, "Last Months.", 19th Cent. June, 1902, Vol.5l»P»104-5.
2. Holland, op.cit., p»353#" it



In a letter to Devonshire, he made his attitude quite clears

"Ritchie, I gather, dislikes Colonial Preference simpliciter.

If a good fairy offered it to him to-morrow Ws a fait accompli,

he would reject it. I do not, as at present advised, share this

view. If I could have it on my own terms I am disposed to think

I should take it - though even then I should like to have more

time for analysing its economic consequences before expressing a

final decision. My hesitation, however, chiefly arises from

doubts as to its practicability rather than its expediency. I

question whether, the people of this country will be sufficiently

tolerant of the.protective side of the scheme, or the people of

the Colonies sufficiently tolerant of its Free Trade side, to per¬

mit them to accept the compromise in which it essentially consists.r.

For the moment he advised a non-committal attitude on the part of
2.

the cabinet. With his delightful dialectic he entered a battle

which he loved almost as much as Chamberlain loved a straight

fight, that was to hold his party together by conciliation and com¬

promise, anything that would keep the free-trade Unionists dis¬

united. There were some like Lord George Hamilton and Lord Hugh
I

Cecil who were adamant against compromise. But there were others

who would have welcomed an opportunity to unite on a platform of

retaliation, or even join the Liberals in some co-operation. Mr

Churchill did not hesitate to cross the floor of the House in

opposition to his old party. In Edinburgh, on October 4, 1904,

Balfour gave a speech that in general tone was typical of the

1. Holland, op.cit. p.307* Letter of June 4, 19°3*
2. Ibid, p.309.
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arguments that were to "be advanced in public speeches during the
1.

campaign. He was opposed to Prbtection where "a protective

policy is a policy which aims at support or creating home indue*

tries "by raising home prices.... I am not a Protectionist." He

did stress a policy of retaliation, "using our power of enabling

us to negotiate arrangements with foreign countries on a bas-is

favourable to our own manufactures." This was not protection, so

j. |,

Balfour argued, since the customs tax was one which by the play of j;
* M!

international competition would be paid by the foreigner and not

the British consumer. It would not raise the prices at all, while

it would have probably a very great effect by way of inducing the

foreigner so to manipulate his tariff that free interchange of

goods would be promoted between different countries, for the "great¬

est modern weapon of diplomacy" was "the use of tariffs to promote

Free Trade." He then went on to state, in a concluding bit of ft
I

oratory, his aim "to make the scattered fragments of this vast Im- f;

perial community more -and more members of one family, more and more

bound up with each other's interests, more and more cognisant of

each other's wants, and that the sundering ocean which makes so

difficult the personal interchange Of ideas between us and these

great communities that have issued from us might be morally bridged

5'

I
A It

over,, and that we might find our selves.... looking forward to a
i

\ !

development which should bring us closer and closer together, each |m-
imember of the whole retaining its individuality, each retaining

its liberty and self-government, but feeling that in all the great m
r

matters which concern Imperial questions of commerce and questions |f.
of defence, we were more and more becoming one whple in truth as

1. The Scotsman, Oct. 4, 1904.
1 »

A I
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well as in name one great all-embracing Empire. " "In this speech

Balfour declared some interval must intervene Before the realisa¬

tion of a preferential policy. There must first "be a General

Election and then a Conference with the Colonies, and any agree¬

ment reached would "be submitted to the nation. In Albert Hall ,

on June 2, 1905» however, he declared that Tariff Reform and Im-

1

perial Preference were in the first line of the Unionist policy
1. :

and did not set the time of realisation so far off. In Balfour's |i
!•: i

mind fiscal imperialism was subordinated to retalia.tion, for he

knew well ehough that the latter was the only argument to weigh

against "dear food".

That was the crux of the matter: the argument that won most

votes for the protectionist party was not Imperial Preference, but

the protection of home industrjjand retaliatory ta.riffs; the arg;u?
I

ment that won votes for the Liberals and dissenting Unionists was

"dear food". All other arguments were subordinate to these. Im- j[
perial Preference and Imperial Union did good service to dress up

speeches; the serious business man and worker were not greatly Ijj1; ;

moved by such appeals, and naturally enough. The dry, dull elec-
v \\

tion speeches make weary reading, but-it is necessary to go through

them to appreciate this fact. "I told them," gloated Sir William J]
ij<

Harcourt, "to, stick to the tax on food and talk and listen to h|! •

I*1 '
nothing else. You will see that Balfour is beginning to funk,

and pleads that it is not fundamentalt in which he gets no support

from Joe, who knows of course that if that goes all his colonial

t i

■i h ,

i1
1}>'

Holland, op.cit., pp.386-387; P«393: "the establishment of a
moderate tariff on manufactured goods, not imposed for the
purpose of raising prices or giving artificial protection
aga.inst legitimate competition, and the imposition of a small
duty on cornf Balfour's words, used on another occasion. Vide
also his letter to Chamberlain, Cept. 16, 1903*
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1.

preference is at an end. Cn this issue he must "be "beaten." •

About this strategic principle gathered Churchill, Hicka.-Beach,

Devonshire, Goschen, and James, "a confounded "bimetallist", as
2.

Harcourt duhhed him. Strange "bed-fellows surely. But Chamber¬

lain had thrown away the sanctuary of sane and safe politics -

risking everything as only great men do - a.nd Free Trade conviction

and political expediency had clubbed together to down their common

foe.

It should not be understood, however, that Imperial Prefer¬

ence did not play a considerable part in the campaign. Running

throughout the^ whole of the Tariff Reformers plea - though more

particularly at the outset - was the cry that it was not the old

issue of Free Trade and Protection raised aga.in, but the new issue
3-

of consolidation of the Empire. If preferential schemes were re¬

fused, in all the Colonies a party would arise whose cry would be,

"If the Mother Country refuses us reciprocity, let us seek recip-
4.

rocity elsewhere." The issue was therefore one whose decision

might determine the fate not only of England, but of the British
5 •

Empire. "Upon that Imperial policy," warned Chamberlain, "and

upon what you do in the next few yea.rs, depends the tremendous

issue whether this great Empire of ours is to stand together, one

flee nation, if necessary, against all the world, or whether it is

to fall apart into separate States, each selfishly seeking its own

1. Gardiner, Life of Sir William Harcourt, Vol.ii., p«554» The
italics are in the original.

2. Ibid, p.448.
3. C.A. Vince, Mr Chamberlain's proposals, What they mean and what

we shall gain from them, p.2 and passim.
4. Ibid, p.11.
5. Edward Dicey, Imperial Policy and Free Trade, 19th.Cent., July

1903, Vol.54.



interest alone, losing sight of the common weal, and. losing all
1.

the advantages which union alone can give."

It could "be observed that the Canadian Conservative Party

had strongly opposed "jug-handled preference" and pressed for a
2.

quid pro quo or nothing. Mr Wyatt,as a result of travelling in

Canada, reported, "I have to hear witness to a deep conviction

burned in upon my mind, that unless the home islands reciprocate

soon, the preference accorded Canada, to England, the Empire runs
.

. 3-
a frightful risk of losing the great Dominion." Had it not

li
been the object of Cobden, the Apostle of Free Trade, to get rid

4.

It"
5 t

of the Colonies by Free Trade? "We can have Free Imports with¬

out an Empire", said a Protectionist journal, "but we can have no
5 •

Empire without Preference." The advocates of Imperial Preference
\

again and again return to the argument, that if the Empire were a

Federal State, as the United States ,the ultimate sanction of its

unity would lie in the coercive power of the central body. The

British Empire, being without that central body, must have the

sanction of unity in common interests as created by Imperial trade.
jj

1. Boyd, Speeches, Vol.ii, pp.127-128. "The Empire is not old.
The Empire is new. The Empire is 'in its infancy. How is the
time when we cs.n mould that Empire, and we and those who live
with us can decide its future destinies." Ibid, p.129*

2. Porritt, op.cit., p.l45ff*
3. Letter to the Hat. Rev., Oct.1903, Vol.42, p.322. Vide also

Calchas, Cobdenism and the Colonies, Fort. Rev., Aug. 1903*
V.74: "The alternative to Preference is McKinleyism in the
Colonies, with the ultimate certainty of special commercial
treaties between the United States on the one hand, and Canada,
and the Commonwealth, and the decline of our trade in both"
pp.210-211.

4. This was frequently brought up. Vide ex. Edward Diceys "Last
Month", 19th Cent. Mar. 1904, Vol.55, p.524.

5. Nat.Rev. Dec, 1903, Vol.42. The Economics of Empire,' p.62.

t



This was the psychological moment, which might never occur again.

Not too much trust should he put in sentiment to keep the Empire

together. One sceptic reflected that there had been military, em¬

pires and commercial empires, hut it was difficult even to con-
1.

ceive a sentimental empire.

The National Review consistently used the argument that a

preferehtial policy in the Empire would so strengthen it as to
2.

sha.tter German ambitions. The end, then, was a "business rela¬

tionship" between the United Kingdom and the Colonies in peace
!

that would put the Empire on the best ultimate war footing, and at h
3. {the same time add to the immediate prospective material prosperity, se

Mr Kidd put it more grandly: "To transform a world-wide Empire of

fragments and sentiment into a commonwealth with a common purpose;

to endeavour to uphold therein the 'standards of civilisation for

which we fought and endured, the standards of life for which labour j
in this country has struggled and suffered; to endeavour thereby

I
to introduce some order and moral sense into the gigantic squalor

of those tendencies in modern trade, production, and finance of
,1

which the Carnegies and Fierpont Morgans of the time have become
,4.

the embodiment; this is a cause worth, living for."
What exactly were the changes that Chamberlain advocated?

IHis policy is, happily, comparatively easy to outline. He never
§

proposed a theory in the abstract, but put it in blunt, business- |rI
like language, and in this case he had the advantage of being able f|

5-
to observe the models provided by other Imperial States. He i

1. W.Cunningham, The Wisdom of the Wise, p.57*
2. Vide, ex. "Germany and Canada, Nat.Rev., Aug. 19^3,Vol.41,p.896. »
3. J.B. Crozier, Free Trade or Protection,Fort.Rev., July,1903>

Vol.74.
4. The best outline of Chamberlain's policy is given in Boyd,

Speeches, pp.121-124; also Speeches, Imperial Union and Tariff
Reform, Grant Richards publisher. Introduction by Joseph Cha.m- !'
berlain; also in his speeches in these volumes.
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pointed out that little advance was being made towards universal

Free Trade. Cther nations had not, as anticipated "by the founders

of British Free Trade, followed the example of the open door, and

in the present condition British trade had no recourse against the |

present hostile tariffs of other hations. While Free Traders had

no solution for the dilemma, the tariff reformers had a definite

policy which would not fall heavily on any class or individual, "but,

by a slight transfer of existing tariffs, would raise the revenue

for defence and administration in such a way as to develop inter-

Impe.rial trade to the mutual advantage of the Colonies and the

Mother Country, add greatly to the amount of employment for the

ever-growing population, and recover freedom of action for negotia¬

ting tariffs with other countries. From this general eclectic

premise, Chamberlain proposed a duty on foreign corn not exceeding

two shillings a quarter, with a preference on colonial corn. There |
would be no tax on maize, a 5^ tax on foreign meat and dairy pro-

! ♦
"i

f 1 I

{ •
I i

I
I I

::

duce, with a substantial preference on colonial wines and fruits.
three quarters

These taxes would be balanced by a reduction of / the duty on tea,

1

half the duty on sugar, and a corresponding reduction on cocoa and
1.

coffee. The loss thus occasioned to the exchequer would be made

up by a moderate duty on all manufactured goods, not exceeding 10^
on the average. He did not propose to give any preference to the

2.
Colonies on raw material; nor did he propose such a tax.

;
1. Gla.sgow, Oct. 1903, Richards, op.cit., p.41.
2. I had it from a. lea.ding public ma.n of Glasgow that in Chamber¬
lain's speech in that city he did propose such a. tax, but that
it was omitted in the published speech. I can find no further
proof of such a,proposal. The published speech readst "You
cannot, in my opinion, give them a preference on raw material.
It has been sa.id that Imshould propose such a tax; but I re¬
peat now, in the most explicit terms, that I do not propose a
tax on ra.w materials, which a.re a necessity of our manufacturing
trade. What remains? iFood." Boyd, op.cit., p.l57»

i :
.
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There seems to he some doubt whether colonial corn would "be
1.

exempt from duty or not, although Chamberlain at Glasgow used lan¬

guage which would seem to imply a free admission, in which case he

would have antagonised the British agriculturalists. It may "be

safely inferred from a synopsis of his speeches and from the report
2.

of his Tariff Commission, that there would he three grades of duties

a normal duty, consisting of a low scale of duties for foreign

countries which admitted British wares on fair terms, a preferen¬

tial tariff to Imperial produce and foodstuffs, and a penal or

maximum duty on goods of nations who treated British goods unfairly

Certainly Cha.mberla.in' s intention, however he ma.y have disguised

it, was not to protect home agriculture. He v/rote to the Duke of

Devonshire, "It is ridiculous to suppose that two shillings a

quarter on corn would restore prosperity to agriculture, although

the farmers might pos'sihly support it as a. drowning man will catch
3.

at a straw." The principle that "any tax on one kind of food

must he met hy a reduction of an equal amount on other articles

of food which are now heing taxed", was a shrewd effort to meet
4.

the Free Fooders on their own ground.

These duties appear very modest.to our tariff-ridden age,

hut the tariff reformers of that day made the most extra.va.gant

claims for them. The consumer would pay no more for his imported

commodities than if he bought them in the country of their origin.

The producer would he partia.lly protected against dumping, hut

V 1
(

| .
1 I

"I

1. Halevy, op.cit., p.3^5*
2. Report of the Tariff Commission, Vol.1.Si.S. 02-85* It should

he remembered that the Commission was not a. Government Commis¬
sion, and the members were practically of Chamberlain's selec¬
tion. For a summary of its work vide. Hewins, Apologia of a.n
Imperialist, Vol.1, p.82ff.

3« Holland, op.cit. p.355* Letter of Sept. 21, 19^3*
4. Vide Ibid, 0,323, letter of Aug. 25, 1903*
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above the limit of cost would he exposed to free competition.

Labour would get more employment, and consequently higher wages.

Agriculture would have its prices steadied, and consequently the

conversion of ploughland to pasture would be checked* and labour- j
ers would be returned to the soil. Capital would be kept in the

1.
country for further employment of labour. Moreover,it was con¬

tended frequently that the foreign exporter would have to pay the
2.

tax, or at least a major share of it, and it was one of Chamber¬

lain's sayings that he was merely making the foreigner pay a toll .1 i

for the use of the British market. Of course, if that were so,

the British manufacturer and agriculturalist would be getting no

protection and the Dominions no preference, exdept insofar as the

tax subtracted from the foreigner's capital.

It was generally recognised that internal free trade in the

British Empire was out of the question as the Dominions relied

too much on the system of indirect taxation and also they must
■ ' 3- |

protect industries being built up under the tariff walls. There

were men, however, who thought that Imperial Free Trade would come, j
4.

though not at first, with taxation for revenue purposes alone,

while others were bolder and wished for an immediate start for •'*
5. '

absolute Free Trade. These were quite foreign ideas to

1. As Thomas Middlemore, The Economic Review, Jan.1905, Vol.xv.
The Great Consult. Edin. Rev. Jan. .1905* Vol.201, p.255ff"*

2. Milner, The Ration and the Empire, p.4l6ff: Taxing the Foreign¬
er, Huddersfield, Dec.17, 1909*

3» Ashley, op.cit. pp.148-150. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Rational¬
ism, p.224ff. Allerdale Grainger, Suggestions for a Commercial
Treaty with Australia, 19th Cent. Aug.1903, Vol.54*

4. 77.R. Scott, Free Trade in Relation to the Future of Britain and
the Colonies, p.23ff* ' J

5. L.M.Burrell, A Plea ''for absolute Free Trade, The 77est. Rev.,
Nov.1903, Vol.60. Vide ibid, Dec. 1903: An Imperial Parliament [.
and its 77ork: An effort to formulate a scheme for commercial
union along Free Tra.de Linesf Sir Vincent Caillard, op,cit.
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Chamberlain's proposals, for he _found that he had to walk warily

indeed. -When in Glasgow he proposed that the Colonies might "be

willing to restrict the breadth of their manufacturing enterprise

and refrain from new lines of effort which would compete with pres¬

ent goods manufactured by the United Kingdom, he brought such a

vigorous denial from Laurier that he retreated hurriedly from that
1.

position.

Having set forth the case for the tariff reformers, let us

examine the attitude of the Liberals. Then Chamberlain made his

speech of May •1$ at Birmingham, Liberal writers did not treat him

as severely as one might have expected. One jourhalist thought

his cause hopeless, but inspiring, and that he had dhown "the in¬

adequacy of sentiment alone to provide a. trustworthy cement to
2.

hold the component parts of a great Empire.'1 Another most able

critic declared that the Colonial Secretary had done good work in
3-

.calling attention to the problem of a united Empire. The Econom¬

ist scoffed, though it is'difficult to maintain a sneer for a
4.

lengthy two-column article.

Chamberlain might have expected the Earl of Rosebery to give

a kindly eye to his programme for an 1888 the Scottish Lord had

contrasted British exports to Canada and to Australia, which were

30 shillings and 7 pounds a head, respectively, with those to the

United States of 8 shillings a head, drawing the moral of "keep

your colonies." He could hope for the great boon .of an Empire

1. Richards, op.cit. p.29« T.A. Brassey: Steps to Imperial Feder¬
ation, R.C.I. Proceedings, Nov. 11, 19C2, Vol-.34: "Commercial
Federation, on the basis of free trade within the Empire is out
of the question... Commercial Federation on the basis of prefer¬
ential tra.de within- the Empire stands on a. different footing."

2. H. Maxwell, Imperial Reciprocity, 19th Cent. June 19^3* Vol.53*
3« Temyss Reid, 19th Cent. June 19^3» Vol.53>
4. The Economist, May 23» 19^3* Vol.ol, p.6l5»
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1.

"encircling the glohe with a "bond of commercial unity and peace."

His "biographer tells us that in this instance Rosehery was thinking,

not of a series of commercial treaties "between the Mother Country

and the Colonies, "but of a single and comprehensive Imperial Zoll-

verein which would include Free Trade within the Empire, coupled
2.

with "the possibility of Protection? against outside nations.

Lord Rosehery refused to condemn Chamberlain's scheme at once and

entirely when it was advanced, but he found two incompatible elem-
3-

ents in food taxation and the danger of exciting the jealousy of

foreign Powers by a policy of fiscal exclusion, such as would not
4.

outweigh the advantage of uniting the Empire.

The Liberals warmly rebutted the charge that the Tariff Re¬

formers made to the effect that all who were not with them were

qgainst the Empire. "I was an Imperialist", stoutly declared

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, "I preached the doctrine of the permanent

union of the Empire in England, aye, and in Canada itself, thirty
»

or more years ago, when Mr Chamberlain's politics did not go beyond
5*

Birmingham." The Free Trade supporters fell back upon the argu¬

ment that it had been during the period of the supremacy of the

greatly maligned laissez-fa.i re school that the Empire had developed

in the free, untrammeled growth of nationalities, while it had been

the plantation policy that had lost the United States. It would

be equally disastrous now to bring in a system bynwhich one part

of the Empire could dictate to another part as to its fiscal system.

1. Leeds, Oct.10, l888, Papers a.nd Addresses by Lord Brassey, op.
cit. p.109.

2. S.H. Jeyes, The Earl of Rosebery, ed. S.J.Reid, p.268.
3* Ibid, p.253.
4. Ibid, pp.268-269. •
5« The Economist, Nov. 7> 1903* Vol.6l, p.1884.
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"7/hile we possessed a system of preference," said Mr Strachey,

"the Empire flourished neither commercially nor politically....

'Then, however, we abandoned the attempt to establish special trade

privileges within the Empire, and instead allowed, trade to follow

its own interests, the Colonies became a source of pride and
1.

strength to the Mother Country."

That statement scarcely carries the weight placed upon it.

Did not the Colonies rather become "millstones about our necks"

than sources of pride? Nor did Free Trade mean the fiscal self-

determination that.Mr Strachey implies. It is true that the Col¬

onies were in theory endowed with fiscal freedom by the abolition

of colonial preferences, by the Enabling Act of 1846 permitting

the Colonies to abolish preferential duties in favour of the '

Mother Country, and by the repeal of the Navigation Laws, but it

was not for some time and after much fighting that it was decided

that this policy was not intended for the Colonies as well. That

is, Great Britain intended that the Colonies would use their power

to' reduce tariffs and adopt Free Trade. The Canadian tariff of

1859 caused surprise and some bitterness in Britain by its pro¬

tective measures, and differential duties were strongly resisted,
2.

even within the Empire. Lord Kimberley in 1872 is found trying
1. J.St.Loe Strachey, Free Trade and the Empire, The Empire and the

Century,p.153• Vide also Autonomos, Pinchbeck Protectionism,Fort
Rev., July 1903, Vol.74.

2. Knowles, Economic Development of the Overseas Empire, Vol.ii,
p.60ff; Porri tti, op. c it. pp.94-95» 155» ?23; Keith, Responsible
Government, 1927> Vol.ii, pp.927-931* Bodelsen, op.cit. pp.138- j
140. Professor J.- Shield Nicholson argued that oto insist upon
the United Kingdom adopting protection or the Colonies free trade
as a necessary preliminary to internal free trade was to put
needless and possibly insuperable difficulties in the way. "The

. of internal free trade would be attained if the colomideal of internal free trade would be attained if the colonies
were to carry their preferences to the extreme of reducing the
duties on the products of the rest of the Empire to zero, al- jjtt
though the United Kingdom retained its free tradefe.ystern,and the
colonies in each case its own protective system against the rest •:!,, :l
of the world." A Project of Empire, p.ix. , j
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to persuade the Colonies of the virtues of Free Trade and dis-
1.

suade them against giving one another preferential duties. In

fact, Imperial patriotism of the sort Mr Strachey lauds did not

appear until laiasez-faire doctrine was being held in question

towards the end of the century.

Of course, no man would deny that Free Trade had done much
2.

for the Empire, negative though its policy was. It had much to

do with the granting of Responsible Government to the Colonies

by the loosening of ties, leaving the Colonies to work out their

own destinies, and removing causes of friction. But it 'did not

relax control ungrudgingly and in the happiest of spirits, nor

did it produce positive Imperialism, except in the indirect

fashion of a man who throws away apple seeds and is startled to
3-

find a tree growing in his garden, and Mr Strachey himself seems

to consider this poinft of view when he remarks that the Free
4.

Traders "builded better than they knew."

The Economist was on better ground when it took up a similar

argument from the point of view of a fait accompli. insisting

that the Dominions had self-determination and there must be no

linking of one part with the domestic inconveniences and burdens
I

of another pa^t. Such a policy it conceived to militate against j|
'

the "moral unity" and "steady material progress" of the Empire.
!j

That is, it accepted Laurier's position, that each community 'i
! I
II

within the Empire knows what is best for itself»as the principle

1. Keith, op.cit., pp«93^~931*
2. TTo odium attaches to the word "negative". Mr Ek'elton, an

intense admirer of Laurier uses it, and Mr Dicey implies it.
3« Dicey, op.cit. pp.xxiv-xxvi takes this view, as does Knowles,

op.cit. Vide also Bodelsen op.cit. p«59»
4. Strachey, opc.cit., p.l58.



of self-government. The journal continued, "Each of the great

groups of British Colonies has "before it the ambition of achiev- .

ing a national existence, and the only true prospect of maintain¬

ing Imperial unity lies in the provision within the Empire of
1.

ample scope for the realisation of these several ambitions."

Winston Churchill, now at the beginning of his sparkling career,

pleaded with the Birmingham electorate not to misinterpret the

character of the British Empire...The life and strength of our
2.

authority springs from moral and not from physical forces."

When the years before the w.ar found Churchill at his wits end

as to the means to obtain stronger military cohesion within the

Empire and larger offerings, and the autumn of 1931 found him

ardent in tariff propaganda, the ghost of Joseph Chamberlain

must have smiled!

There was a strange paradox in the Free Trade Imperialist

position, which was of the same nature as their earlier reluc¬

tance to see the Colonies take up independent tariff positions,

that is, they were quite willing, nay anxious, that the Empire

be united by the sacrifice of the Colonies of their protection¬

ism. Lord Thring, after an eloquent plea for political and com¬

mercial freedom for every self-governing part of the Empire, asks

angrily if the Mother Country is to make all the sacrifices.

Should not the Dominions throw over their tariffs to achieve Im-

3.
perial unions? Sj_r Robert Giffen maintained that the best

solutions would be "to convince the Colonies of error in regard

1. The Economist, Oct. 17> 19^3* Vol.6l, p.174-6.
2. Nov.11, 1903* Speeches, p.43.
3. Thring, The Unity of the Empire, 19th Cent. Mar. 1904, Vol.55-
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to their cherished preferences."

Prom this point of view, it was easy for the protectionists

to have some fun at the expense of Lancashire's interference

with India's tariff on cotton. India had imposed a 5% ad val¬

orem duty on imports, with cotton goods subject to a special

duty of The Indian Government, under Lancashire pressure,
2.

put a "balancing excise duty on Indian Cotton. The Times ex¬

pressed its opinion that the duty must "be retained for revenue

and that the "Indians did not complain, a statement which it is

difficult to take at its face value. The Times thought that

if the Iridians had their way they v/ould impose high import and

export duties, like those which obtained prior to i860. A

letter thereupon naively suggested that since India was free

trade country she "could not expect to have her staple industry

protected at the expense of Lancashire. It need hardly be said

that Lancashire cannot agree to the import duty remaining and
3.

the excise charge being continued." Another correspondent

complained that, as India was a competing manufacturer of hosiery,

boots, and shoes, it was difficult to see why they should not

have been also favoured with the excise duty, which was, "in fact,

a preferential advantage given to cottons but withheld from
4.

other goods."

1. Imperial Policy and Free Trade, 19th Gent., July 1903* Vol.54*
He holds the same view in "The Dream of aBritish Zollverein,
19th Cent. May, 1902, Vol.51* "If the United Kingdom is for
Free Trade surely it is a great mistake for self-governing
Colonies having only a fifth of the population of the United
Kingdom to try to force the Mother Country into their view and
dra.g the rest of the Empire with them...It is the Colonies and
not the Mother Country that should give way." p.703*

2. The Times, articles, A Fiscal Question, Dec.12, 1904; 2nd
article, Dec. 18, 1904.

3. William Tattersall, The Times, Dec.22, 1904.
4. The Times, Dec.30, 1904. J.F.L. Rolleston.
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It was pointed out by a writer that a British cargo was

expected to be plying bn the upper Yangtsze within a short time

and the Chinese carrying on trade there would regard this Brit¬

ish innovation as a menace to their trade artd lirouble would
1.

arise. The protectionists were again able to scoff at a Free

Trade morality that maintained its principles by means of its

gunboats. One may sympathise with Cobden as he despondingly

considers, "For a politician of my principles there is really

no standing-ground. The manufacturer^ of Yorkshire and Lanca¬

shire look upon India and China as a field of enterprise which

can only be kept open to them by. force....How few of those who

fought for the repeal of the Corn Lav/ really understand the full

meaning of Free Trade principles. If you talk to our Lancashire

friends they argue that unless we occupied India there would be

no trade with that country, or that somebody else would monopo¬

lize it, forgetting that this is the old protectionist theory
2.

which they used formerly to ridicule." There was some oppor¬

tunity, therefore, which the tariff reformers did not hesitate

to take, to scoff at a policy of which Lord Farrer had said it
.

was "absolutely immoral to make the principles a subject of dis-
3.

cussion", yet which compelled weaker nations to keep the "open
4.

door".

There was some justification for the Protectionist to argue

that the Free. Trader was not honest when he maintained that it

was because he was so interested in the free development of the

1. Joseph Walton, China and the Present Crisis, p.239«
2. John Morley, Cobden, Vol.ii, p.214.
3. Berard, op.cit. p.l50. • j'f
4. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.244. Ashley, op.cit. J|

pp.196-197.
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Colonies as nations that he refused to link them in sordid com¬

mercial bonds. Mr Churchill brought his dialectic to bear, and

he Justified Great Britain's control of Indian tariffs on the

ground that, "We believed that protective duties were vicious and

foolish; that in the long run they would injure all parties;

that they would harm the Lancashire producer and the Indian con-
1.

sumer." Churchill held that if England protected, then India

might also protect agaipst Lancashire cotton, else there would be

injustice and "British justice is the foundation stone of British
2.

dominion". It appeared somewhat strange to the protectionist

that this justice of an excise tax to the Indian consumer should

be so much more apparent in Lancashire where every Liberal member

was pledged to it, and every constituency had passed resolutions

in its favour, than in the rest of the country.

Had the Liberals stuck to the argument already mentioned that

each part of the Empire must determine its internal policy, the

present development of the Empire would have proved them wise and

Laurier could not have fairly made any protest. If the argument

that protection meant dear food to the workman outweighed other

merits of the change, then tariffs were not justified. The Brit-

ish voteif had as much right to protest agairist being coerced into

adopting a policy as had the Canadia.n.

The Liberals followed their protest that they were quite as

loyal to the Empire as their opponents, by proposing alternative

measures to tariff reform, some of which-were much after the

fa.shion of those proposed by Mr Ewart.. There were even some who
I

1. Though Mr Jebb failed to see how an excise tariff could im¬
prove the position of the Indian consumer.

2. Speeches, pp.70-71.
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admitted that there might have to "be some "deviation from free-
1.

trade methods for the sake of Imperial union." The most com¬

mon suggestions were cheap post for letters, parcels, and news¬

papers, and cheap money orders and telegraphs. To meet foreign

competition and to increase British sales abroad, they suggested

decimal weights, measures, and coinage, corresponding to those

in use in other lands. Catalogues should "be printed in the lan¬

guage of the countries to which they were sent, while travellers

and clerks should "be fluent in foreign languages. To increase

and improve manufactures, the State should simplify the patent

laws and encourage research, while the manufacturers should make
2.

use of scientific knowledge and research. It was to he noticed

that the causes for the displacement of British hy foreign goods

lay in a variety of causes that had to do with the lack of enter¬

prise shown hy the British firms. The foreign countries supplied
3-

cheap goods; gave good finish to poor goods; took pains with

the suitability of goods whereas "the reputation of the British

manufacturer is that he makes what he chooses, and if his Colon-
4.

ial customers reject it, takes no further trouble in the matter."

The Americans were alive to all the new improvements while "the
5'

English move along in the same old rut." The foreigners packed

so as to save space and freight a.nd to give, greater security in

transit and to give greater convenience and facility for distri¬

bution at the other end; the foreigner also packed goods so that

1. Giffen, Imperial Policy a.nd Free Trade, 19th Cent. July 19^3*
Vol.54.

?. "A.H." letter to the Spectator, Oct. 3^» 19C3*
3. C.8449 (1897) p.8.
4. Ibid, p.9•
5. Ibid, p.79*
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they could "be made to look attractive in the store. Hong

Kong complained that the British manufacturer had not shown suffi¬

cient adaptability to the requirements of the market. He stuck

to the old sizes, old colours, old weights, old qualities, and
2.

old styles. The foreign agent went further into the country

and was ready "to consult the wishes of the smallest man" and
3.

to take a new trade in articles, however small. The foreigner
4.

also gave longer terms of credit. There were many-'cases where

the freight was against the British producer and in favour of his

rival, as in Cape Colony where shipments from Hew York could be
.5»

made much more cheaply than from Great Britain, Remedy these

conditions, said the Liberals, and there will "be a certain ad¬

vantage to the Empire's trade and our own ability to complete

successfully.

It wa.s quite certain that the self-governing Colonies would

continue to protect their industries, to an extent that would prev¬

ent competition by the United Kingdom, and therefore any further

preferences would be ineffectual as far as promoting British

trade therein wa.s concerned, in fact it could be said to be a sin
6. ■

to discourage or suppress colonial industries in any way. It

could be recalled that Chamberlain had told the Conference of 1902

that Canadian preferences were of. little value, and there was the

suggestion that the Canadian preference wa.s only a. real reduction
7-

of 75a "the rate ha.d first been raised, so that British tra.de

r. c.8449 (1897) p, 236, 356, 330-331, 46o.
2. Ibid, p.330*
3» Ibid, p.10.
4. pp.. 354-355, 572.
5. Ibid, p.230. _

6. Economist, Dec .12,1903,Vol.6l, p.208>7; Uov .28,p.2005.
7. John Davidson.Commercia.l Federation a.nd Colonial Trade Policy,

pp.80-8l. Colonial Preferences were doubtless of value. Vide
Report of the Tariff Commissi on, Vol. 1,1905, f3-- .471-485. 3.476:
"The Canadian market, which was at one time lost, has been par¬
tially recovered to British makers by preferential tariff."
s.477. Firm no.844: "This trade would not exist if there were
no preference."1909, Vol.iv,ss.II36-II6I, Evidence of Witnesses,
Vol . 7, 1909, ss . 271.-280 .
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was more severely handicapped than hitherto. Lord Avehury wrote

to rebuke to general impression that Canada had favoured British

goods by admitting them at a rate of 337^ below those of other

countries. This was only a half-truth. Canada admitted some

goods free, others at a light, and others at very heavy duties.

The classes of goods exported from Britain largely belonged to the

third category. By reason of this fact it could be shown that

on the imports from the United Kingdom of £8,839*000, "the customs

duty was £1,612,000, which made a duty of l8^; the imports from

the United States of £22,702,000 had a duty of £2,735*000 to pay,

or 12$, and all imports of £37*241,000 had a duty imposed of
1.

£5>98l»000, or 16$ ad valorem equivalent. The Free Traders could

also point to the growth of the Colonial markets in recent years

as the result of sentiment which led to goods being sold at cost
. 2,

price.

In Australia the Labour Fa.rty was trying to advance the in¬

terests of the working classes by establishing a system of high

wages and high prices, making Australia a self-contained commer-
3.

cial unit. The protectionists had no guarantee whatever that
or

in either Canada the Commonwealth protectionism could be re-
|

tarded to allay in any important degree inter-Imperia.1 economic j
competition, or that any real advantage could be gained to the

Mother Country as the result of a reversal of fiscal policy.

.

1. Lord Avebury, The Great-Fiscal Question, 19th Cent. Sept. 19^3* :

Vol.54, p.365*
2. Report of the Tariff Commission, Vol.1, 1905* s.8ll. "The

reason why the Colonial markets ha.ve expanded so considerably
is, that we ha.ve made a deat set for those markets.. .^e have
done so at a very great sacrifice indeed. The tubes have been
sold for years and years now, approximately a,t cost price." ;

3. Halevy, op.cit. p»345«
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Not only (lid Great Britain get all the Colonial trade she

could get in any case, hut to "begin offering Canada preferences

might lead to'a ruinous competition with the United States, who

could offer the Dominions much more advantageous reciprocity
1.

than could the United Kingdom. The United States had the fur¬

ther advantage of geographical position: it has always "been a

great problem in Canadian nationalism .to make the trade flow east

and west against the natural lines of north and south, and the

United States was much nearer than Great Britain. The Free

Trade supporters thus met Chamberlain with the argument that by

Imperial Preference Canada might be sent into a reciprocity

treaty with the United States, which was the very thing he wished

to avoid.

There was a good deal of fear of foreign resentment. As a

matter of fact, a policy of exclusion worked both ways, and other
2.

countries might shut out British goods. Sir Francis Lascelles

reports a conversation he had with the Kaiser, who feared that

with the Colonies offering preference Britain might depart from
3-

the policy of the open door. Quite possibly the fear that a

tariff war might lead .to armed aggression had something to do
4.

v/ith Lancashire's rejection of protection.

One cannot help thinking that the Chamberlainites had a good

deal of merit in their reply: that Great Britain had as much

right to impose a tax on foreign products as foreigners had to

1. Montagu and Herbert, Canada and the Empire, p.64. j
2. Economist, Nov.28, Vol.6l, p.2C04.
3. British Documents on the Origins of the '.Var, op.cit. Vol.ii,

p.9. Despatch Aug.1900.
4. Vide Berard, op.cit. p.147, 155* Mr Berard should be read with

some caution as he is apt to press his theories too relentless- '
ly. Vide also Thomas Ellison, the Cotton Trade of Great Brit¬
ain, pp.95-96, p.100.
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tax British products. It is highly irritating to have Carnegie

and other wealthy firms with much Press support, protesting

against British imposition of taxes on foreign imports; in fact,

it is a galling impertinence, possible only to an amazing conceit.

There is much truth, however, in the statement of 'Professor Ram¬

say Muir that foreign nations are entitled to object if Britain

should shut out the world from her colonial markets, comprising

so vast an extent of the world's source of supplies, because she

was the earliest and most aggressive entrant in the competition

for colonial possessions. Only because she kept them open to

all mankind, so Professor Muir contends, has she the;right to

possess them. "If at any time Britain should reverse her trad¬

itional policy of the open door and reserve for her own merchants jf; j;"f
the trade of the immense areas the world would protest and with

11
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reason against the exorbitant and disproportionate share that had
1.

fallen to her." But it was a constant reproach against Cham¬

berlain that he did not include the dependent Empire in his scheme
an opponent

of Imperial Preference. \s ^©a^sfsztbonK said, "Every proposal

he has made in the direction of Imperial unity has been met by

the inquiry - how will this affect 'India?..His definition of the

lire would seem to be, a collection of self-governing colonies -
2.

dependencies do not count - which ask for preferential tariffs.

The tariff reformers held that "the dependent Empire" would not

be affected by preferential arrangements made with the self-gov¬

erning Empire.

Then there was the argument that the Colonies purchased much

more in proportion to their population than did foreign countries,

4
1. Muir, op.cit. p.204.
2. The Economist, Dec.12, 19^3, Vol.6l, p.2087«
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For example, tin 1902 Germany, Holland, and Belgium bought ll/8
of British gooc}s per head; France 8/- per head; United States

6/3 per head; In contrast, Canada "bought £l/l8/4 per head;

Australia £5/5/6 per head; Cape Colony £6/19/6; New Zealand
1.

£7/5/7; and Nata.l £8/0/6. Moreover it vras claimed that these
2.

markets were steady and their fluctuations less. The Free

Trade protagonists could point out that it didmnot matter much

that the Colonies purchased so much more comparatively; what
Is:if

did matter was that they had many less heads to do the purchasing, j
and consequently of British trade £600,000,000 was transacted with

foreign nations and £200,000,000 with British possessions and it

was "obviously unwise to dislocate -J- of our commerce in the en¬
s'

deavour to increase the remaining fourth." It would also prob¬

ably deprive Britain of the present preferential tariff she en¬

joys in the most-favoured-nation treaties for 2/3 of her export
4.

trade. It was also most disconcerting to the tariff reformers

that, after 19^3» trade with foreign countries expanded rapidly,
5.

while that of the Colonies showed little growth.

The protectionist replied that any sacrifice involved would

be repaid when the colonies grew to the status of great nations.

Mr Jebb was quite vexed with Chamberlain and his fellow-propagan¬

dists for putting the idea of sacricice too prominently in the

1. Ashley, op.cit. p.144.
2. Ibid, pp.141-142.
3. L.G. Chiozza Money, op.cit. p.64. This is not quite fairly

put. In 1903 total Exports to foreign countries was 238 mil¬
lion pounds value and to the Colonies 119 millions, or exact¬
ly half. The Value of Imports from foreign countries was
429 millions and from Colonies, 114 millions. Thus the fig¬
ures appear in a more favourable light to the advocates of
Protection. Cd.2337» p»582.

4. Money, op.cit.
5. Halevy, op.cit. p348.
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foreground and for maintaining that Imperial preference would

bear fruit finally in the social welfare of the British Isles,

and the gfeater defensive power of the Empire, but that immediate

gain should1 not be expected. There can be no doubt but that his ji
1

protest was right. It was bad psychology: a public will always
I
fj

choose a bird in the hand.

The Liberals also laboured to expose the fallacy of the Self-

sufficiency idea. Not only was it likely to create bad blood

with foreign countries and especially with the United States, des¬

tined to failure because the Colonies would not be able for genert

qtions to take the place in British trade which was then held by

foreign countries, but it would fail finally because the United

Kingdom still would have to rely on Spain for iron ore, the
* 1.

Dutch East Indies for tin, and so on.' It was also argued that

variety of products did not mean self-sufficiency; quantity was

an essential, from the best and the cheapest markets procurable.

It would be long before the colonies could support the industries ||
2.

and people of the United Kingdom. In any case, the preferences

to the Colonies would be ineffectual, affecting only a small col¬
s'

onial class: wheat growers and land speculators. In Britain,

it was represented as a scheme of the wealthy landowners and rich

manufacturers, and not designed to benefit the working classes or
4.

improve social conditions for the poor.

The Free Traders, for the most part, stressed the danger of

tightening bonds which were purely ideal and which could not be

1. Giffen, The Dream of a British Zollverein, 19th Cent. May 1902,
Vol.51.

2. L.G. Chiozza Money, op.cit. pp.65-66.
3» Giffen, Ineffectual Preferences, 19th Cent. Jan 1904, Vol.55*
4. Churchill, Speeches, pp.39~40.
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"shortened or materialised without "becoming shackles." Rosebery

was surprisingly strong on this point, "believing that the freedom

of national development which Canada enjoyed kept her loyal, and

that the true ideal for the British Empire was, "and should "be, a

vast co-operative league of contented and emulous Anglo-Saxon

States, together with an Empire in the East of different races

and different conditions. When that truth is grasped," said Lord,

Rosebery, "we shall have less of the perilous rhetoric as to the

necessity either of mechanically drawing closer or of drifting
if I

apart - less of the specious fallacy that if there is not a con¬

stant centripetal movement in the Empire there will "be a constant I

centrifugal movement. You might as well say that if the pillars |
!, |

of q Doric temple he not constantly pulled together they will fall
2. 1

outwards and ruin the building." This ferfour is not a little

surprising when we remember his days of Liberal Imperialism, not

so far distant, when so much hwas heard of the need for organisa¬

tion, efficiency, and federation, and when one looks ahead to his

later visions of Imperial Unity.

However, one must not condemn the Free Trade case because

it was supported by some poor arguments. There were many good

ones which might have been used more frequently and applied more
■ i

generally in dealing with and thinking of the Colonies. Such

an one was that Imperial Preference would inaugurate an "Imperial
3.

policy of a sort which no friend of liberty can desire." "We
I

are every whit as loyal and friendly to our Colonies as Mr

'

1. F. de Pressense, France, Russia, and the England of the Jubilee,
19th Cent. Aug. 1897, Vol.42.

2. Monta.gu and Herbert, op.cit. Introduction, Rosebery, p.xi.
3. Giffen, Ineffectual"Preference, op.cit.
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Chamberlain is", said Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, "hut we want

them to "be masters in their house, as we want to remain masters

in ours. We would strengthen the ties of affection and grati¬

tude and mutual interest which exist between us, but we do not

wish those ties to become a chain," endangering present ties by
1.

creating much material,for friction. Tariff bonds would curtail

freedom of action, and when this result became known "snap would
2.

go the tariff bond, and some other bonds would go as well."

It was widely argied that there would be intercolonial com¬

petition for favour in preferential tariffs. One Colony would

complain because of neglect by the Mother Country. Another Col¬

ony would ask for a special preferential rate because of its dis¬

tance from the markets of the United Kingdom. .The purchaser of

foodstuffs in the United Kingdom would look hungrily to those

Colonies which enjoyed a corner in these essential commodities,

and soon would cohnt too dear the Imperialism which cost him an

increased price in bread and meat. Would the United Kingdom re¬

taliate on Colonies which maintained a high protective duty on

British manufactures, and if not, why not? "Put a duty on food

to help the Colonies," said John Burns, "and you inaugurate a

scheme of bargaining which, under the specious description of

ties of interest may become bonds of burden for the Mother Country

and for the Colonies. Certainly it will lea.d to political fric¬

tion, inter-Colonial jealousy, and Imperial embarrassment, so

costly and dangerous in its Governmental aspects a.s to outweigh!,

the paltry commercial advantages it hopes to secure, but will not

1. • Da.rl ington, May 24, 1902, The Political Outlook at Whitsun¬
tide, p. 14.

2. Rosebery, op.cit. p.x.
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secure. What is worse, it will create a world-wide antagonism

1.
on commercial grounds to the Colonies." Any effort to estab¬

lish a trade pact would "bring the Colonies "within the sphere of

European diplomacy, and plunge them into the vortex of military,

naval, and Imperial policies withntheir financial "burdens the

Colonies do not under Free Trade bear, 'and wish to escape, and
2.

will., never pay, and rs.ther than pay v/ill separate. The pro¬

tectionists were warned that if ever cause were given to Canada to

desire to throw off the ties of Empire, the French Canadians would

support the movement, and that this new Imperialism "must set up

a party in Canada up till now non-existent, which will be opposed

to the Imperial connection, and this party will number at least
3-

two fifths of the people of Canada.

This, then, is a brief exposition of those arguments which

were most .closely related with opinion on the Empire. It has

not been necessary to enter here upon all the ramifications of

the tariff campaign; the amount of literature written upon it

was prodigious. But it is necessary to read article after art¬

icle, book after book to appreciate the emphasised arguments, and

the impression that remains - as suggested already - is that the

words to which most attention was paid had to do, not with union

of Empire, but with domestic distress: How is this going to af-
4.

feet us in the United Kingdom directly? And was it not a proper

1. John Burns, Labour and Free Trade, p.4.
2. Ibid, p.5*
•3. Montagu and Herbert, op.cit. pp.23-24.
4. It was in appreciation of this fact in all Imperial questions,

in that it-constituted a. natural discrimination of functions,
that Professor Pollard proposed a popularly-elected House of
Commons and an imperially-constituted second chamber. "The for'
eign policy initiated by Lord Lansdowne in 1903-04 was'an issue
of supreme inportance; but nor"one dreamt of fighting a general
or even a bye-election upon it. Even the sanction of the House
of Commons was not required for it,or for such a step as the
grant of self-government to the Boer colonies. On the other
hand, no cabinet could sa.nction a religious catechism in elfemerb4
ta ~ " " "* ' 'J -L1-- ""— - - 1 -- *' ~
sc
rock

_ w

ment, pp'.371~72; p.376*
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question?

Today everyone knows the overwhelming debacle the Unionists

encountered at the polls in the election of 1905» It is wrong

to assume that the victory of the Opposition was a definite vic¬

tory for Free Trade, or the election a decision of the British

public aga.inst Imperial Preference. The Unionists had been in

power for ten long years filled with wars and rumours of wars,

years in which Britain had been faced with the hatred of Europe

at a time 'when her military glory seemed departed and a small

South African army of untrained men had humiliated her best gen¬

erals and made British war organisation a laughing-stock to the

world. The country was heartily sick of turmoil a.nd a.sked for

quiet as a rea.ction from Jubilee and Imperial excitement. The

Government were unpopular also for more positive reasons. They

had accepted the Taff Vale decision with seeming compacency and

they had' picketed during strikes. The Conservatives had been

lethargic regarding social reform and their Education Bill had been

generally disappointing. The argument that effectively met pro¬

tectionism was that in 1901 a revival of export values began an

uninterrupted course, so that in 1904-05 the manufacturers and
1.

merchants were once more optimistic. Cotton trade and shipbuild¬

ing with all its subsidiary trades thrive in a surprising fashion/
\

The time to launch a campaign for the reversal of trade policy is

psychologically when depression is scattering its pessimism.

Chamberlain was defeated - but not on the question of Imperial

Preference - thoug^assuredly "dear food" was a most potent elec¬
tioneering -weapon.

- 1 '
<

1. Halevy, op.cit. p.333*
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It was a part unworthy of Laurier and the nationalists of

the Dominions to use forms of virtual coercion upon the Mother

Country. It was all very well for them to offer preference in

their own markets, where preference entailed no sacrifice of any

account, hut to threaten to rem<ove these preferences or even to

use them to urge the British people to turn -to protection, and

thus change their whole fiscal policy, raising the cost of living

^nd gambling on the results of the reversal to industry and trade,

was something they had no right to do, and constituted forms of

coercion which, had they been exercised by British statesmen upon

the Colonies, would still be causing innumerable sore throats

among Dominion Nationalists. It is idle to say that Canada of¬

fered a simple bargain: Laurier knew as well as anyone the Im¬

perialist spirit which he would exploit by his petulence and im¬

patience with British refusal to reciprocate.. He should have

proferred his preference and then, should Great Britain recipro¬

cate, allow her to do so of her own accord; or come to Britain

with a simple offer. But to use the preferences as a bludgeon

is strangely out of keeping with nationalism.

The Imperialist case was, nevertheless, quite hopeless from

that time. There was no chance to entrap Laurier into any

scheme for consolidating the Empire by another method. Nation¬

alism was growing stronger hourly, and the only chance of closer

union was by.diverting its energies as Chamberlain suggested.
Chamberlain

It is very doubtful if could have succeeded in forming the

Empire into a closely united league even had he convinced the

electorate, but it was the sole hope. A Free Trader can be

understood; am: Imperialist can be understood; a Free Trader

with an affection for the various parts of the Empire can be
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understood; "but a Free Trade Imperialist is really a paradox.

Imperialism meant concentration and unity-which could only "be

gained "by links of commerce and trade. Chamberlain struck for

protection, primarily and essentially, "because he understood that,

having set his face towards Imperial integration, he must walk

the road of Imperial Preference. There was no other way.

For those who have been the vision of a mighty Empire leading

the world as in time past, it must "be a "bitter disappointment that

the opportunity has forever gone. It must "be doubly bitter to see

in these times the majority opinion favouring Imperial Preference,

and Imperialists will not be able to resist remarking how "the

multitude makes virtue
Cf the faith they once denied."

Unfortunately the poem from which they quote also contains

the lines :

"Once to every man a.nd nation '
Comes the moment to decide."

Perhaps there is something better in store for the British

Empire tha.n federation.
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PART III TOWARDS IMPERIAL CO-OPERATION, 1905-1914.

Chapter I: Foreign Relations and Imperial Defence.

If, in this part of the study, the question of Imperial pre¬

ference occupies little space, it is not because it was non-exist¬

ent or obsolescent. The movement to commercial unity strongly
1.

persevered despite the crushing defeat at the 1905 election. Ho

doubt it was Bonar Law's enthusiasm in this regard which contri¬

buted largely to his ".election to the leadership of the Conserva¬

tive Farty. Mr Jebb continued firmly to believe that imperial

consolidation could only cone with the linking of economic inter¬

ests, the essential method being imperial preference, and in this

thesis he was ably supported by Mr 17.A.S. Hewins and Viscounts

Milner and Hy the. The efforts of Canada to negotiate . reciprdcity

arrangements with the United States in 1911 v/ere greatly feared
2.

in Britain as the prelude to closer political connections. One
11
f,

cannot think that French Canada v/ould ever consent to the sacri-
/ *

fice of her individuality, as maintained by a separate school sys- }
J (

tern and a marvellous control over popula.r literature, by any poli¬

tical union with the Republic.

Any efforts for a commercial unionWere baulked by the atti¬

tude of the Libera,Is - that, as Mr Churchill put it, the door to

1. F.E. Smith (Lord Birkenhead) Unionist Policy, p.lOlff. Hewins,
The Apologia, of an Imperialist, Vol.i, passim.

2. This belief is suggested by Professor Keith, Imperial Unity
and the Dominions, p.22: "Comnercial considerations present
grea,t possibilities of advantage from the union of the Dominion
with the United States, a.nd the fact, that the establishment of
close reciprocity between the two countries might result in an¬
nexation was recognised in 1891 by no less cool a judgment than
that of Hon. Edwa.rd Blake."
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Imperial Reciprocity was ""banged, "barred, and "bolted." The
i

words were "brave enough when supported "by the haughty majority

of 1907, "but when 1911 found that majority dwindled and depend¬

ent for its existence upon the precarious support of the Irish

and Labour parties, no such defihite reply could be given to the

hopeful Dominions. In order that the Government be not embar¬

rassed, the matter was not included upon the agenda of the Con¬

ference, and a Royal Commission was appointed whose findings the

Government pledged itself to act upon, insofar as they did not

commit the United Kingdom to a tariff policy.

The literature on the questions of trade preference contin¬

ued to be overwhelming, and there were voluminous discussions of

the dangers of the Canadian preference with the United States. .

In very little of this Niagara of talk was there any new argu¬

ment and there would be little point in recording it in these

pages. Moreover, the emphasis is now changed from commercial

to military rivalry and even the most pacific of statesmen rec¬

ognised that war could only be averted by the slenderest of mar¬

gins. In Part I_. it was seen that the theory of the State that

was attracting men's minds was that of a non-moral predatory an¬

imal, forever enga.ged in a. natural and eternal struggle to sur¬

vive and thereby evolving the doctrine that "right is might."

llay, more - that the war -which established the long rule of might

was morally blessed as a divine cathartic, keeping the nation

from flabbiness a.nd-inertia. We shall note this doctrine bearing

fruit in foreign relations prior to the war and see how it affect- j
I

ed the attitude of the Liberal Government to the Dominions.

1. Scotsman, May 20, 1907> Jebb, Imperial Conference, Vol.ii.,
p.l80, attacks his statement.
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British Foreign Relations, 1906-1913*
It is one of the most ironic situations in British history

that the Liberal Farty should have come to power after having

fought what they termed a "bellicose, jingoistic Union Farty for

ten years, elected by a public which was weary of the alarms of

European animosities, and yet found themselves forced to insist

upon the military organisation of the Empire with an urgency

that their political opponents had rarely employed. Churchill,

the man who had been the most eager that' the Empire should bfe

the exemplar of the ways of peace, doing his utmost at the end

to turn it into an armed camp,apd complaining with some bitter¬

ness of the need of assistance that Canada was so slow to send,

was in the end forced to see the Empire launched upon the most

devastating war in the memory of history. Closely allied with

Labour, which was hotly against naval and military expenditure

because it proceeded from economic antagonism ahd also distract-
1.

ed finances from social reform, disliking Imperialism because it

was militaristic in its connotations, the Libera.l Farty was for¬

ced to turn to Imperialism by reason of its militaristic quali¬

ties. To understand why this should h^ve been so, it is necess¬

ary briefly to review the diplomatic relations in the pre-war

years during the Liberal regime.

Campbell-Bannerman, at the outset of the Government's term

of office, declared its policy to be a strict adhesion to the

policy of the Entente Cordiale. He declared, "Even more import¬

ant "than a.ny actual amicable instrument is the real friendship

1. Till Thorne, A Labour Member's View of National Defence, Hat.
Def., Mar. 19C9> George N. Barnes, A Labour View of Nation¬
al Defence, Nat. Def. Oct. 1909*
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between the two peoples, and one of the objects of our policy

will be to maintain that spirit of friendship unimpa.ired. " As

regards Russia, "we have nothing but good feeling towards that
-> •

great people. In the case of Germany also I see no cause what¬

ever of estrangement in any of the interests of either people,

and we welcome the unofficial demonstrations of friendship which

have lately been passing between the two countries. T7ith other

European Powers our rela.tions are most friendly." Relations

with Japan "are sufficiently known to the world by the recent

trea.ty"; and with the United States "we are bound by the clos¬

est ties of race, traditions, and fellowship.' This is a most

pleasing outlook, which I trust will not be marred by any event

that can occur...Our general foreign policy...will be opposed to

aggression and to adventure," a.nd "will be animated by a desire

to be on the best terms with all nationalities." At the same

time, Sir Henry expressed his belief in the principle of arbi-
1.

tration, initiated into international politics by Gladstone.

In 1907 we find him again pleading for a reduction of armaments

and sanity and forbearance in international relations. He told
I

how Britain had already given proof of her good faith by lessen¬

ing naval and military expenditure considerably. "The sea power

of this country," said the Liberal leader, "implies no challenge

to any single State or group of States....Our known adhesion to

those two dominant principles - the independence of nationalities

and the freedom of trade - entitles us of itself to claim that

if'our fleets be invulnerable, they carry with them no menace

across the waters, of the world, but a message of the most cordial

1. Liberal Policy, Pec. 21, 1905, Ubert Hall, pp.6-7.
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good-will, "based on a "belief in the community of interests "be- ' !|
1.

tween the nations." It was a pathetic effort to hold aloft

the torch passed on from Cohden, Bright, and Gladstone, and

proved to be the last flicker of the light which was to have

lighted the world, "before Europe was plunged into the horrible

blackness of Armageddon. Hardy's Spirits Ironic must have

chuckled!

The year 19°7 marked the peak of cordiality in Anglo-German j
relations. The Kaiser visited Windsor in November of that year j

2.
and made public declarations of his zeal for peace. The year

was, indeed, a memorable one from a Britannic point of view as

rega.rds international relations. The Anglo-.Tapa.nese Treaty

and the rout of Russia had given the United Kingdom security

in the East. The Convention of 19c7 removed the causes of
♦

friction between Grea.t Britain and Russia in Afghanistan and

Fersia, while at the same'time their respective allies joined

hands. France and Japan arrived at an agreement in June regard- j
ing China, and Russia and Japan signed a similar treaty the

following month. . Further agreements were arrives at which re¬

moved the tension surviving from the Russo-Japa.nese war. For

the moment Britain was-on terms of friendship wi-th the great
3-

Powers.

This condition, much too beatific for Europea.n diplomacy,

was shortly ended. A visit of King Edward to Reva.1 in June

of 1908 roused apprehension in German and Austrian high quarters
e:

!
J
5"

1. The Nation, March 2, 1907*
2. G.P. Gooch, Cambridge History of British Foreign Polifty,ch.vi. J

p.385 ff.
3. Vide G.P. Gooch, History of Modern Europe, l878-1919> P«392 ff.j
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and the Kaiser soon discovered a wish, as he said, "to encircle
1.

and provoke jis. " Austria ha.d already stirred up trouble by

announcing.that she had obtained permission from the Sultan to

make a survey for a railwa.y through the Sanjak of Hovibazar,

leaving the Concert in the lurch in their desire for a united

pressure to bring about Macedonian reform, and giving Serbia
2.

an opportunity to demand a railway for herself to the Adriatic.

Then Austria annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in October, and Bul¬

garia threw off the Suzerainty of Turkey. Serbia's claims for

compensation as the result of Austria's action were resisted,

and Russian support was shut off by a declaration of the Kaiser

that Germany would support Austria in a war. The Liberal Govern¬

ment in Great Britain enlarged its naval estimates in March by

four Dreadnoughts, and in July, after the "We wont wait; we want
3-

eight" campaign, agreed to lay down four more.

Germany and Bra,nee also ■ returned to normal conditions by

quarrelling over Morocco - things had not been happy there since

early in 190?* the Algeciras Conference had not solved the diffi¬

culty, a.nd Germany never lost an opportunity to rattle the sabre '
I

to intimidate France - and the British Government decided to sup- i|
!r
Ir

port the Republic, resolved at all costs to prevent Germany from
4.

securing a naval base in Morocoo. Germany surrendered her claims if
in exchange for some of the French Congo, but Grea.t Britain had

roused a passionate Anglophobia in Germany not easily quelled.

"We know now," declared one of Germans party leaders, "when we

I

1. Gooch and Temperley, docs. Vol.v., pp.232-246.
2. Gooch, History, op.cit. p.405«
3« Skelton, op.cit. Vol.ii, p.3l8»
4. Gooch, History, op.cit. p.472.
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wish to expand, when we wish to have our place in the sun, who

it is that lays claim to world-wide domination. It has "been like

a flash in the night. He shall secure pea.ce not "by concessions
1.

but with the German sword." Haldane was sent to Berlin in Feb¬

ruary of 1912, but his conversations did not have much effect in
• 2.

persuading■Germany to reduce or limit her navy. "As long as

men are men and States are States," declared the German Chancel¬

lor on 30th March, 19H» "the question of limiting armaments will
3.

remain insoluble." The attack of the Balkan States on Turkey

was to further try the relations between the Great Fowers, and

the Servian invasion of Albania, nearly drew Austria and Kussia

into conflict.

Germany had been consistent in her naval.policy since 1898

when a Naval Bill of that year appeared to be definitely aimed

against British naval supremacy. The Bill set it forth that,

in order to promote oversea.s interests of her Empire, "Germany

must have a fleet of such strength that, even for the mightiest

Naval Power, a war with her would involve such risks as to jeop¬

ardise its own .supremacy....For this purpose it is not absolutely

necessary that the German fleet should be as strong as that of

the greatest Sea Power, beca,use, generally, a great Sea Power

will not be in a. position to concentrate all its forces against

us... But, even i% it should succeed in confronting us in superior

force, the enemy would be so considerably weakened in overcoming

the resistance of a strong German fleet that, not withstanding a

1. Quoted, Gooch, History, op.cit. p.4-84.
2. Haldane, Before the Tar, p.57ff» Gooch and Temperley, Docs.,

op.cit. Vol.vi, p.670ff.
3. Maj . Stewart L. Murray, Some Strategic Problems of the Empire,

19th Cent. July 1912, Vol.72, quoted.
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victory gained, the enemy's supremacy would not at first he
1.

secured any longer hy a sifficient fleet."

At the Hague Conference of 1899 when Russia advanced a pro¬

posal that there should he no increase of armies or military

budgets for five years, the German representative refused to
2.

discuss the reductioh or arrest of armaments, and on the occa¬

sion of the Conference in 1907 Bulow announced in the Reichstag

that the German Government refused to participate in a disc'us-
3.

sion which was unpractical if not actually dangerous. Germany,
♦

therefore, steadily huilt up her Navy and the Sexannate estab¬

lishment was practically doubled by the Act of June 1900. The

Act of 1906, the Novelle, came in alleged consequence of the con¬

struction by the British Admiralty of th£ Dreadnought, a ship
4. '

that revolutionised the building of ships of war. Prior to

the launch of the Dreadnought, battleships carried only 11 or

12-inch guns, supported by a secondary armament of 6-inch weapons.

In the Dreadnought the 6-inch gun was replaced a,nd all the weight

available for armament devoted to ten 12-inch guns. Consequent-

ly, apart from the advantage possessed in speed and protection,

the Dreadnought possessed twice the 'gun-power of an ordinary

battleship, this concentrated in one hull. The building of

the Dreadnought was not foolish as many believed, for it would
hit

have come sometime, but it/hard at German naval aspirations.

Her Navy and the Kiel Canal were minimised in value and she must

set about a. policy of reconstruction.

1. The Naval Annua.l, 1900 , p.432.
2. Gooch, op.cit. p.307*
3« Ibid, p.431.
4. For a study of the ship and its effect on British a.nd foreign

naval programmes, see the Navy Annual, 19^6, pp.2-3« Also,
Cur Endangered Sea Supremacy, Q,uart. Rev., Oct. 190&, Vol.209*

5. E.H. Currey, Politics and Naval Defence, Un.Serv. Mag. Feb.
1911, Vol.42.
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On the platform and in the press appeared laborious arith¬

metical comparisons of British and foreign battleships, espec¬

ially German, and the public was given elaborate calculations of

relative powers computed for dates in the past, present, and fut¬

ure. The National Review, Blackwoods Magazine, the Quarterly

Rev iew, the Spectator, the Standard, the Morning Post, the Da.ily

Express, and the Times led the fight for a more adequate Navy.

There were a great number of Leagues - the Navy League, the Im-
Maritime

peria.l/League, the Army League or National Defence Association,

and the National Service League - yet public opinion was strange-
1.

ly apathetic on the question of defence.

The standard of naval strength laid down by successive Cab¬

inets since 1899 had been equality with the two leading Powers
2.

with "a considerable margin of reserve." Although it was pressed
3.

that this "two-Power Standard" be maintained, the Government

found it only applicable when France and Russia were the most

probably adverse diplomatic combination. With the rise of Ger¬

many to first place as Continental Naval Power, the situation

changed, and the United States, with a great fleet, had also

made the Standard insupportable. The Admiralty, therefore, de¬

cided upon a 60/£ superiority in vessels of the Dreadnought type

over the German Navy, a.lthough it was felt that the ratio of l6
to 10 was not a sufficient preparation for British naval strength

4.
as a whole.

1. Vide. A.B.N. Churchill, Public Opinion and National Defence,
Nat. Def. Cct.,19C9; W.H. White, The Naval Situation and
Party Politics, 19th Cent., Feb. 1910, Vol.67.

2. Carlyon Bellairs, The Navy and the Empire, The Empire and the
Century, pp.197-198.

3. L.S. Amer/sy, The Defence Problem from the Imperial Standpoint, j
May 1909, Speech at a meeting of the National Defence Associa- \
tion.

4. 7/inston Churchill, H.C. Debates, Mar.lS, 1912, Vol.XXXV,
£.l549ff.
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The expenditure "became intolerable as it appeared to be

"the firm resolve of ' Germany t,to crush this nation, to destroy

the British Empire", and it was suggested that an ultimatum be
1

sent to Germany demanding that she cease her warlike preparations.

In fact, Sir John Eisher in 1905 predicted an Anglo-German war

in August 1914 and early in 1908 suggested to King Edward that

"we should 'Copenhagen' the German fleet at Kiel, a la Nelson,

a.nd lamented that we possessed neither a Pitt nor a Bismarck to
2.

give the order."

"There is one way in which Britain can have peace", taught

Lord Roberts,'" and that is, to present such a battle-front by sea

and land tta t no Power or probable combination of Powers sha.ll
3.

dare to attack her without the certainty of disaster." Britain

must either abandon the Empire or be prepared to arm and defend
your 4.

it, "For the time of K&tst ordeal is at hand." "When I consider",

he marvelled, "the certainty of the struggle in front of us, its

probable nearness, and the momentous issues at stake, I am as-
5*

tounded that the nation should be kept in the dark."

How did this condition of foreign relations affect the Lib-

eral attitude to the self-governing Empire? Every fluctuation

in foreign relations was reflected in British opinion on the

Commonwealth. Coming into power in 19C5» famed for its pacific

intentions and desires, the Liberal Government proceeded to dis¬

card the naval policy of its predecessors and cut down naval

1. E.C. Cox, England and Germany, How to meet the Crisis, 19th
Cent. April 19.IO, Vol.67.

2. Memories, p.64. Gooch, op.cit. p.443»
3. Message to the Nation, p.9*
4. Ibid, pp. 10-11.
5. Ibid, p.38.
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estimates, with the general public hoping that the tension of

foreign affairs would he relieved. The future of the Empire

was no longer to he regarded inrthe light of a war confederacy

of the self-governing units, hut of Free Trade, disarmament,
2.

and treaties. One may perhaps note this change in attitude

in the difference between the wording of the despatch of Mr

Lyttelton and that of his successor, Lord Elgin, calling the Col¬

onial Conference. Whereas the former hoped that the Conference

would "promote the better union and the collective prosperity of
3-

the British Empire," Lord Elgin prophesied that it would "help

to increase the good understanding" of the va.rious parts of the
4.

Empire.

Possibly the relation between feverish European diplomacy

and British opinion on the Commonwealth is best illustrated in

the speech by Rosebery to the Press Conference in 19^9» wherein

he told the awed journalists fchat they had already heard- from

lips not so eloquent!- "There is a hush in Europe, a hush in

which you may almost hear a leaf fall to the ground,;and yet...

there never was in the history of the world so threatening and
so overpowering a preparation for war...We live in the midst of

what was called by Petrarch tacems bellum...We can and we will

build Dreadnoughts...as long as we have a shilling to spend on

them or a man to put into them. All that we can and will do;

1. A.S. Hurd, The Hew Navy Estimates, 19th Cent. April 1910,
Vol.67» also, Hurd, The Command of the Sea, pp.12-13*

2. Vide C. de Thierry, The Blight of Little Englandism, Un. Serv
Mag., Jan. 191C> Vol.40.

3. 29 Nov. 1905, Cd.2785.
4. Feb. '22, 1906, Cd.2975*
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"but I am not sure that even that will he enough, and I think it

may he your duty to t&ke hack to your young dominions across the

seas this message and this impression - that some personal duty

and responsihility for national defence rests on every man and

citizen....Tell your people., the deplorable way in which Europe

is lapsing into militarism and the pressure which is put upon

this little island to defend its liberties - and yours. But

take this message also hack with you - that the old country is

right at heart, that there is no failing or weakness in heart,

and that she rejoices in renewing her youth in her giant domin-
1.

ions beyond the seas." McKenna, Balfour, Haldane, Esher, Beres

ford, and Grey followed with speeches of a similar fashion.

The Press Conference, spending the greater part of its time

listening to speeches on the requirements of Imperial Defence,

formed a fitting prelude to the Defence Conference of the same

year. In fact, Rosehery set the tone for succeeding years:

to read the journals of those pre-war years is to become aware

of the depressing inevitability of the war. Pear and hatred

accumulated like a flood in a great river, raging and twisting,

until the banks were burst with their fury, and ruin was spread

over the countryside. In vain did men like Christopher West

(Canada and Sea. Power) or Norman Angell (The Great Illusion)
raise .weak voices against the competitive building of armaments,

trying to show that the great Powers were inter-dependent and

that war would be mutually ruinous; that certain writers should

be "confident that in the most responsible a.nd best-informed

circles in Germany the desire is to have an Entente with us, and
2.

not a fierce and awful struggle"; that another be assured that

1. The Times, June 7> 1909-
2. Lord Lamington, An Anglo-Germa.n Entente, 19th Cent. March 191C

Vol.67.
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"England and Germany are in the position of husband and wife
1. I

having had a trifling quarrel"; or that Mr Ramsay Macdona.ld and

other Labour politicians should have declared against militarism, j

One feels the overwhelming sense of fear that brought about the

panic called war.

The fear also led, as Rosebery pointed out in his speech

just quoted, to the huddling together of the members of the Em¬

pire, and in the writings on the possibilities of war there is a

never-failing mention of the possibilities of Imperial Union for

defence. Bismarck once remarked that, "Empire are welded toget¬

her, not by speeches and resolutions, but by blood and iron," and

a commentator remarked that, "Nothing would more quickly and more

thoroughly weld together the British Empire than a war in which

Great Britain and the Dominions would ha.ve to fight for their very

existence. That would demonstrate to all the British States the
2.

necessity of Imperial union for defence." "No British states¬

man could have federated the British Empire", declared Viscount

Esher. "That object is going to be accomplished by the menace
3-

of the German fleet." Sir John Colomb had often argued in
V

company with Mahan that a common danger only would weld the Em¬

pire and that therefore Imperial federation would become manifest
4.

along military and naval lines.

1. Tuckmann, Germany's Real Attitude Towards England, 19th Cent.,
Jan. 1910, Vol.67.

2. Duke of Westminster, Practical Imperialism, 19th Cent. Nov.
1912, Vol.72.

3. Esher, The Committee of Imperial Defence, p.x. "In order to
federate more or less independent groups of the same race and
speech some menace is required to their jrride and independence?
p. ix.

4. Sir John Colomb, The Navy and the Colonies, The Empire and the
Century, pp.213-225.
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Lord Milner observed, in March 1913> that the movement of

Imperialism had "been steadily gaining in momentum latterly, and,

he said, "despite its occasional setbacks, the "believers in Im¬

perial Unity cannot "but have felt that their "bark was floating

upon a steadily rising tide....Tha t change of mind has "been much

more marked in the la.st fifteen years than in the preceding five

and twenty, more marked in the last five years than in the pre-
1.

ceding ten." While it was true that a real constitution of

the Empire no more existed at that time than from the time that

the old "bonds of Colonial dependence had "been abandoned, yet it

was equally true, he said, "that a great, and latterly a rapid,

expansion of political conceptions, both in the Mother Country and

in the Colonies, has made the gradua.l establishment of a new and \
2.

.

better Imperia.l Constitution possible."

"Is it, then, the fact that we have been Imperialists all

the time without knowing it, or without in the least desiring j,
it?" enquired Sir Edward Cook for the Liberals. He found it

true, and decided that the movement to unite the Empire by defence '

measures had prevailed over the idea of union by trade" because,

for one thing, advance on the other line has presented the greater]^
difficulties in reconciling any common policy with the freedom

3-
and localminterests of the several units." This is an irritat¬

ing a.voidance of the rea,l reason: the "Defence" approa.ch to

Imperial Unity existed because of its need, naturally enough,

and Eree Trade v;on on the "Dear Eood" cry. In other words,

Britain decided that she required Eree Trade in her economic

1. Milner, The Nation and the Empire, p.xxvii.
2. Ibid, p.xxix.
3. Sir E.T. Cook, Eight Years of Liberal Imperialism, The Con.

Rev., Jan. 1914, ^ol.lO?.
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policy and Imperial Union for Defence,in her political policy:

that explains pre-war "Liberal Imperialism." "Imperial Defence,

Imperial Preference, Imperial Federation - these tlree make up
1.

the creed of Empire", asserted a writer. The last two were out

of practical politics, "but the first had to "be tried, though

necessity, by the Liberals. Said the same gentleman, "The Ger-
2.

man danger may yet make Imperialists of us all." It had al¬

ready done so long since for any but the most confirmed pacifists

and blindest politicians.

Sir Fortescue Fla.nnery saw a movement to Imperial .Federation

Which had become most apparent on the occasion of Borden's visit

in 1912. "7fe have", he stated, "tried to bring it about by re¬

forms in tra.de which have been opposed by the Government... Is it

not strange that unexpectedly the same great object is being ap¬

proached through another channel, and that in the necessity for

mutual defence for combining together the Motherland and the Col¬

onies, there may be found the machinery for federation, for com-
3.

bined conferences." When the Royal Colonial Institute gave a

dinner to Borden on the occasion of his visit, the Chairma.n, Sir
t

J. Bevan Edwards, introduced him with the remark, "If you look

to the lessons of history you will find that the federation of
4.

all free peoples has a.lwa.ys been brought about by a. common danger"
5 •

a.nd Borden did not say anything to discourage him.

1. E.Bruce Mitford, Liberalism a.nd the Empire, Nat.Rev. Vol.60, ■

Oct. 1912.
2. Ibid.
3. H.C. Debs., July 1912, Vol.41, p.904.
4. U.E. Aug., 1912. Meeting July 1C, 1912.
5. Borden: "I am saying no new thing to you tonight when I de¬

al a. re that in my opinion the sea. defence of the Empire ca.n
best be secured by one Navy. Our ideal has been one King, one
Flag, one Empire, one Na.vy. A navy, powerful enough to vindi¬
cate the flag and maintain the integrity of the Empire."
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Major-General Sir Edward Hutton commented upon the change

that had taken place from emphasising commercial unity in Im-
1.

pcrialism to that of military unity, and followed the observa¬

tion with the statement that, "Our treaty obligations as regards

Belgium, shared though they be by other European Bowers, may a.t

any moment force us to take active military measures for which

a large army would be required." He therefore advocated a homo¬

geneous army, composed of troops from the United Kingdom and the
2.

self-governing Colonies, in proportion to their populations.

That is, he admits quite frankly that the change of emphasis is

being caused by war dangers.

TThen Dicey was writing of the changes of opinion which had

led up to the altered relation between England and the Dominions,

he described Imperialism as the name for the idea, "that the Brit¬

ish Empire is an institution well worth maintaining, and this

not on mere grounds of sentiment but for definite and assignable

reasons. Upon England a.nd upon every country subject to the

King of England the British Empire confers a.t least two benefits:

It secures permanent peace among the inhabitants of the largest

of the existing states; it aga in ,'secures, or ought to secure,

to the whole of this vast community absolute protection against
3-

foreign attack." That was the very ground of Imperialism,

in so far as it invoked the union of the self-governing Empire:

security against foreign aggression. That wa.s its driving force

and categorical imperative. Said Mr Ellis Barker, "Although

1. Empire and the Century, p.228.
2. Ibid, p.231 and p.243*
3.. A.M. Dicey, Lav/ of the Constitution, pp.xxxiv-xxxv.
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Great Britain, standing alone, cannot possibly•much longer pre¬

serve "her naval supremacy, the United British Empire can certain¬

ly maintain it. The latent resources of the British Empire are

greater than are the latent resources of the United States and

Germany comhined. Although the British Empire cannot possibly

he defended by Great Britain alone against the two second strong¬

est naval Powers, it can certainly...be defended practically for
1.

all time by a navy which iE paid for by an Imperial Exchequer."

It appeared, consequently, absolutely necessary that the

Dominions should help in the defence of the Empire. "Inadequate

preparation for war is the most certain and auickest method of
2.

producing war," declared many Imperialists. Imperial Union for

defence was essential to survival - a union wherein there would
*

be complete subordination of the parts in so far as was necessary

for the military unity of the whole. If the Empire would sur¬

vive there must be military and naval unification of the Empire:

complete separation of military and naval systems from the civil

•government of the colonies, with control vested in the British

Admiralty, the only competent central body; armies must be organ¬

ised upon the basis of expeditionary forces; and the Empire must

keep pace with Europe in military preparations and military fer-
3-

vour. These were the essentials which recur in every article

and speech on the Empire. The weary Titan now indeed found the

load too heavy. .

1. J. Ellis Barker, Will The British Empire Stand or Pall?
19th Gent. May 1907, Vol.61.

2. Murray, Some Strategic Problems of the Empire, op.cit;.
3. Saxon Lea, op.cit. p.239*
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In 1907, however, diplomatic relations were not so taut as
*
1

usual a.nd the Liberal Government was anxious for disarmament.

It could not, in consequence, urge the Dominions too strongly

for assistance in constructing a more powerful Imperial fleet.

It was in this spirit of conciliation'that several prominent Brit- j
11

ish statesmen and navai experts declared themselves in favour of
1.

local naval squadrons. Balfour seemed to "be deserting old prin- !!

ciples when he addressed the House of Commons on 15 Feb. 19C>7»
2.

the tone being much different from that of former occasions.

He now stated his belief that the naval estimates would not be
. i

diminished by a farthing if Great Britain lost Canada, Australia,
3-

ITew Zealand, and the Cape. He pointed out that the British Em-
|

pire touched world politics at a very large number of points which j

did not directly concern the Colonies and ga.ve it as an impossible jj

proposition to aslc the Dominions for money which the Government of i
the United Kingdom would spend. Nqr did he see hope in the self- t

! \

governing Colonies providing an army and navy for local defence

which would be entirely under the control of the United Kingdom
'

in war. "I a.m sure tha.t we, arguing as representatives of Colon-
1 '

ies having free representative Assemblies, would not contemplate
4.

such an arrangement." Churchill supported him in the essentials
5-

of his argument. The tone of the Imperial Conference of 19^7

I
1. Vide Imperia.l Feeling and the Defence Problem, The Times,

June 8, 1909.
2. Mr Cathcart 'Jason found the change startling: H.C.Debates, 15

Feb.l9C7, Vol.169, p.4-90* As also did Howard d'Egville, Imper¬
ial Defence and Closer Union, pp.145-146. The deba.te on Mr Far- j.
old Cox's amendment to the xlddress: The Amendment read: "It
is desirable that the first question to be le.id before the del- (
egates from your Majesty's Colonies at the coming Colonial Con¬
ference should be the importance of the fuller participation by]
the Colonies in the cost of defending your Majesty's dominions,'
Debs., op.cit. p.493*

3. Ibid, p.465«
4. Ibid, pp.466-467«
5- Ibid, pp.471-472.
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was also mild, and Lord Tweedmouth's kindly, non-aggressive

attitude came in for much criticism from advocates of Imperial
1.

Defence on grander scale.

It is probably this non-aggressive attitude that led Pro¬

fessor Egerton to remark that by 1907» "the British Admiralty

had lea.rnt wisdom and was willing to co-operate with Australia
2.

in any scheme of local defence that she could undertake." This

statement needs a question mark. It is true that the Admiralty

expressed itself as willing to assist in carrying out loca.l de¬

fence schemes, but only if there was ho alternative and if Aus¬

tralia insisted. There was not a single wor.d of encouragement,

but on the other ha.nd throughout 1908 that office carried on a
3-

debate with Australia regarding her creation of a local fleet.

Even Mr Jebb has to become apologetic when explaining his scheme

of allied navies which might be said to be "technically inferior

to centralised navies," but "the superior driving force of nat¬
ional patriotism" as compared with imperial compulstion would be

41
a most valuable factor in efficiency. Nevertheless, he desired

to see in the end a single control of' the navies of the Empire,

as Vie explained by putting out the valuable dictum that "local

control is essential to national liberty only so long as foreign
- 5.

policy is under discussion." Mr Balfour also made it plain that

his view was in the nature of a concession to colonial opinion,

rather than a, conversion to the policy of separa.te navies. "It

1. Lord Tweedmouth is quoted as saying that for his part he
would be quite prepared to give the protection of the British
Navy to the Colonies as a free gift. 2o Jan. 1906, d'Egville,
op.cit. p.1^2.

2. Egerton, British Colonial Policy in the Twentieth Century,p.92.
3« Vide Cd.4124, pp.155-156. Imperial Unity and the Dominions,

pp.317-318. Lucas, The Empire at War, Vol.i, pp.l84-l85»
pp.191-192.

4. Jebb, The Britannic Question, p.174.
5. Ibid, p.257.



is tetter to rely on voluntary assistance - though it is a handi¬

cap to military strategy - than to any of a rigid or involuntary
1.

character."

The position of the Imperialists wa.s that the navies of the

Dominions, autonomous and indigenous though they might "be in

peace, should yet maintain an organic unity with the Royal Bavy

by their tradition, training, equipment, and discipline, with

absolute unity of control in time of war, the naval forces then

being at the disposal of the British Government. In examination

of British opinion on the naval defence of the Empire, it can be

said that never did the British Admiralty relax their determina¬

tion that the Imperial ITavy should approximate as closely to one

Na.vy as possible. "Tnenever it has modified that attitude",

said a writer in the United Empire',' as in 1907 and 1909» it fras

confessedly done so out of deference to the political susceptib¬

ilities of the Dominions and at some sacrifice of the strategical

ideal. Whenever these susceptibilities appear to weaken the Ad-

miralty quickly reverts...to what it has always conceived to be
2.

the strategical best." So Balfour, whose unorthodox views had

so recently excited comment, warned the Press Conference in 19C9

that the individual constituents of the Empire could never be
i

safe, could never be powerful, if their defence was only local.

The fate of the Empire would.be decided in European waters where

the United Kingdom would be the Strategical centre and nothing
3- i

but weakness and danger could follow dissipation of forces.

1. Debs, op.cit. pp.468-469. So also Lord Esher, The Committee of 1
■ Imperial Defence, p.9*
2. U.E. May 1913, Vol.4, p.376.
3. The Times, June 10, 1909*
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Mr Jebb supported a, thesis contrary to the "concession*

point of view, and maintained that "between 1907 and 1909 there

was a growth of liberal spirit regarding national navies in which

"the modern conception of the Empire, as a co-operative union of

sovereign States" was winning in the struggle against "the old

tradition and instinct of British ascendancy." He believed a

reaction to have set in when Churchill- came to the Admiralty and

"the old centralism" was revived, taking advantage of Borden's
\

policy for an emergency contribution.

There is this to be said, tha.t ^Imperialists were growingly

conscious of Dominion nationalism and appreciated that it could

not be ignored a.nd that any defence plan must take it into account.;

In this idea are to be found both the "conversion" and "concession''

theories - conversion to Dominion nationalism and concession to

the implications of that spirit. Lord Milner is an excellent

example. He warned the members of the Compatriots Club that

"there is the supreme necessity of bearing in mind that it is a

number of independent States which we are dealing with" and that

they must be doing a distinctive part even though they must be
1..

doing it for the Empire as a whole. ' In Canada he warned the

Canadians of the necessity of correlating their defence programmes
2.

to the whole Empire and not to consider themselves only.

The idea of allied navies owed much to Mr Jebb. He believed

that of a certainty no other proposal would be entertained in
I

Canada and Australia. "You might as well found a system of

Imperial Defence upon the assumption that geographically the

1. The Times, June 25» 19^9•
2. d'Egville, Un. Cerv. Mag., Jan. 1909> Vol.38.
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states of the Empire are parts of one continent as upon the assump¬

tion that politically they are, or might "be, animated "by a single

national instinct. To lay it down as an axiom that the central¬

ised naval organ which corresponds to national unity is the only

possible system is to propose that the Empire should "be adapted

to the Navy instead of the Navy to the Eippire." Was the Japanese

Allia.nce, he asked, of no value to the United Kingdom just because

the navies are not under one paymaster and one control in time of

peace? If it was possible to fortify British command of the sea

by means of an alliance with nations whose affinity to Britain was

of the "..slightest, how much more possible it should be by means of

an Imperial alliance with nations bound to her by "a. common Crown,

a common language, a common racial tie, a common morality, and a

strong disposition to respect the well-earned hegemony of the
1.

Mother Country in all technical matters."

Jebb's ideal, however, was sta.ted as furnishing national
2.

squadrons to an Imperial Navy. When the Times took him to task,

remarking that "history is strewn with disasters of allied fleets,";

he rejoined that this Imperial alliance would not be an ordinary

alliance. It would be a novel type'consisting of navies origin-
[

ally designed as "fleet units" for combined service; standard¬

ised as regards the type of vessel, guns, and ammunition; uniform 1

as regards the schools of strategy, officers, training, tactics,

and language of command; associated constantly in manoeuvres and

through interchange of personnel; organised throughout with a

1. Jebb, Notes on Imperial Organisation, R.C.I. Proceedings,
Nov. 1906, Vol.38, pp.10-11-

2. Ibid, pp.12-13.
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view to concerted action on prepared plans; and legally placed
1.

under one command in warfare. He desired that the Dominions

he assigned "a sphere of responsibility" and on that score con¬

demned bringing to British waters the battle cruiser provided by
'

'

, 2.
New Zealand for the proposed fleet unity in the East Indies.

Mr Jebb's "sphere of responsibility"idea was adopted by

many British naval experts and appeared frequently in the phrase
!

"division of labour". One reason other than recognition of Dom¬

inion nationalism that gave weight to this theory lay in the crit¬

icism being advanced that the policy of naval concentration by

Fisher was being carried too far to ensure safety to British pos-
3-

sessions and trading routes. Borden, in the Canadian House of

Commons, deplored that fact that the British Navy, once predomin¬

ant everywhere, was now only so in the North Sea; that, whereas
I

in 1902 there had been 160 ships on foreign and colonial stations,
4.

there were only 76 in 1912. He then dwelt upon the fact that

trade routes as the Mediterranean, which were vital to the Empire*s

continued existence, were inadequately defended. In 1902 there

had been 55 British warships on that station and today there were

only 19, but with every available exertion of the whole strength

of the Empire it might be impossible to regain a position of

strength before 1915 or 1916.

Suggestions,.first made it appears in the Canadian press and

promptly endorsed by Mr Churchill in England, had pointed to a

solution of a division of responsibility for naval supremacy bet¬

ween Great Britain, concentrated in European waters, and the

1. The Britannic Question,p.173»
2. Ibid, pp.177-178.
3. Viscount Hythe, The Naval Annual, 1912, p.82.
4. The Times, Dec.6, 1912.
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l.

Dominions, patrolling the rest of the Empire. There had long
♦

"been a group who had "believed in the development of local defence

schemes as giving freedom to the Navy for concentra.tion wherever

temporary circumstances required, increasing thereby the mobility

of the fleet, providing a "defensive" force for the Empire, and
2.

affording protection to the trade routes.

Lord Esher, at the 1909 Dress Conference, found it obvious

that for the next ten years the British battle fleet must be pro¬

vided and controlled by the Imperial Government, but, he said,

the Navy meant more than a battle fleet. It meant the protection

of the commercial routes in war and policing of the seas in peace.

It was in these domains of naval policy that he could not but

hope that a practical means, would be found of utilizing the pat¬
s'

riotic impulse of the self-governing Dominions. Lord Charles

Beresford, on the same occasion, decided that possibly local

fleets, after the pattern of the Royal Navy, might be permissible.

"The right task for the Dominions was to guard these trade routes
4. '

with a, defence that could always be turned into attack." For

this unorthodox statement the Times rebuked him as lending weight

to the idea that ships in dispersion could take the place of
5 •

ba.ttle fleets.

1. Canada at the Committee of Imperial Defence, The Times, July 17
1912. Churchill, address to the Shipwrights, The Timer, Hay 16
1912. One wonders if the Canadian Press did propose the idea
before Mr Jebb seized upon it.

2. Vide D.I. Macaulay, National Defence and Na.val Supremacy, Nat.
Def. July 1909* "Captain R.N." The Protection of the Arteries
of the Empire, Nat. Def. Sept. 1909* But Macaulay was adamant
against local navies which "violate the strategic principle of
naval unity", Macaulay, An Imperial Military System, pp.9_7»

3. The Times, June 28, 1909*
4. Ibid.
5» The Times, July 10, 1909»
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Another phrase that went with "division of labour" in naval

defence war. that of "a broader base", meaning that military and

naval strength should not be concentrated in the United Kingdom

but built up throughout the Empire. So with the transformation

of power in the Pacific, it was, according to this argument,

valuable to the Empire that Australia should have a strong fleet
1.

in the Pacific. It was with much the same idea that Major-

General Robinson urged the value of Canada, as a link in the chain

of Imperial Defence and the need that she develop her resources

so that Britain would always have a. route to the East, with some
2.

security also against a possibly hostile United States.

Among the vagaries of Mr Silburn's tenets one thing is
3-

clears he is opposed to>local or allied navies. nevertheless,

he strongly approved cf the colonies becoming liable for their

own defence. In providing supply depots for the Royal Navy, for¬

tified harbours for the protection of Imperial merchant shipping,

food for the population of the United Kingdom, and training per¬

sonnel so that a ^fleet could not only find coaling at a colonial

post but be able to replace casualties: - these were some of the
4.

means by which the Colonies could a.ssist the Mother Country.

1. E.M.Cutlack, Austra.lia, and Imperial Defence, Nat.Rev., Feb.
1913, Vol.60.

2. C.?/. Robinson, Canada and Cana.dian Defence.
3. P.A. Uilburn, Wanted - An Imperial Defence Scheme, Un.Serv.

Mag., Dec. 1$K*8, Vol.38; Governance of the Empire, p.266;
The Evolution of S'ea Pov/er, p.l6C; The Colonies and Imperial
Defence, p.143: "By assisting Australia, or any other self-
governing Colony to own an independent Navy, even though under
imperial officers, England may be countenancing a.n idea the
fruit of which may be secession."

4. The Colonies and Imperial Defence, pp.155-163*
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Colonel C.E. Callwell voiced an opinion similar to Silburn's to

the effect that Canada could assist hy good coast defences and
1.

fortified "bases. How futile it was to suppose that the Domin¬

ions would he content with that!

Ealfour, in the same "breath as that in which he inveighed

against dissipating the forces of the Empire, refused to regard

as useless any a.ttempyat local naval defence. It was, he thought,
an antiquated dogma, tha.t disliked the idea of any ship being tied

to any port in any country or to any particular coastline. The

development of naval architecture in recent years as the submar¬

ine and sea-going torpedo-destroyer had "really done away with a

doctrine that used to be extremely fashionable - namely, that

every ship belonging to the Empire should be prepared to go every¬

where and do everything in any waters and in any quarter of the
2.

globe."

Lieutenant Hordern, whom one remembers as an ardent central¬

ist, bowing to Colonial Nationalism, voiced the opinion that,

instead of two or more centralised navies, there should be one

decentralised, with an Admiralty in London and local Admiralties
3-

in each of the great Dominions. Mr, L.S. Amery expressed some

doubts regarding the doctrine that "the sea is all one"; not so
4.

had Russia found it in.her war with Japan. British statesmen

were chided for not having seen in the naval aspirations of the

Dominions a means whereby the withdrawal of the Navy from the

1. Callwell, Imperial Defence; British North America, U.E. Dec.
1912, Vol.iii.

2. The Times, June 10, 1909.
3. d'Egville, Notes on Imperial Co-operation, Un.Serv.Mag., Nov.

1908, Vol.38.
4. L.S. Amery, The Military Geography of the British Empire,

Nat. Rev., May 1908, Vol.5l.
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frontier could "be turned to purposes of unity in a great univer-
1.

sal Navy. Lord Fisher expressed his views regarding the 19^9

Conference on Defence, "I am so surprised how utterly "both the

Cabinet and the Press have failed to see the true 'inwardness*

of the new 'Pacific Fleet"! I had a few words in private with

Sir Joseph Ward (the Prime Minister of New Zeala,nd). He saw it!

It means eventually Canada, Austra.lia, New Zealand, the Cape,

(that is South Africa) and India running a. complete Navy. We

manage the joh in Europe. They'll ma.nage the job...as occasion
2.

requires out there."

Even the stubborn Times, which had been forever heretic

hunting, by 1912 thought that the United Kingdom should have a

European standard and an extra-European standa.rd, and in the
3-

latter Dominion ships could be valuable. And when the Malay

States offered a first-class ship the Times desired it to be

designed for service in Eastern seas on the ground that security
4.

in Europe must be the responsibility of the British Fleet.

A significant article appeared in the Empire Day Supplement

of the Tines in 19C;9« It included, "Warmly as we welcome a.nd

greatly as we value the impulse which has prompted New Zealand
t

a.nd the three Australian States to show themselves thus actively

determined to add their resources to those of the Mother Country

in resisting any possible challenge to British supremacy at sea,

we look for future co-operation in that purpose to the develop-
I

ment of local resources in men and material which the Commonwealth ;
5• j.

and Dominion Governments have declared to" be their aim." In

1. C. de Thierry, The Blight of Litjtle Englandism, Un.Serv.Mag.,
Jan.1910, Vol.40. " ;

2. Fisher, Memories , p. 193*
3. The Times, Dec. 12, 1912.
4. The Times, Jan. 20, 1913*
5. The Times, May 24, 19^9> Vide ibid, "The Empire and Sea Power"

for an expression of similar views.
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an adjoining column was a letter from Chamberlain who was tre¬

mendously plea.sed that New Zealand should ha.ve offered a. Dread¬

nought without stipulations as to its use, and considered it
1.

somev/hat ungraciously received hy the Imperial Government. It

is fitting that.these two opinions should come together for they

mark a contrast of opinion. It was now not so much as Chamber¬

lain had put it in 1902 of shouldering the "burdens of a weary

Titan, as of each member of the Empire bearing their own share

of weight and responsibility. It is the distinction made by

Mr Jebb when he differentiates between loyalty and patriotism.

In the former there is the attitude of a son taking over the sup¬

port of his poor old father, and in the latter there is the spir¬

it of self-respect, the son refusing to allow the father to sup¬

port him now that he had become a man.

There were many people who seem to have learnt nothing from

Laurier or the other exponents and teachers of Dominion national-
2.

ism. The Liberal Press would still argue that what the Canad¬

ians especially desired was to ease the burden of the Mother
3-

Country. A rising tide of public opinion contradicted them,

due no doubt, to a great extent to the fear that, if the Domin¬

ions were led to think that they were merely taking over burdens

which other taxpayers were bearing, they would not be so anxious

to set about building up Imperial Defence asif they were assured

that they would be making the margin of safety so much greater,

but there were many who spoke from a different point of view.

Commander Roper, Chief .of the Canadian Naval Staff, stated: "It

1. The Times, May 24, 1909*
2. As Edgar Crammond, Imperial Defence and Finance, 19th Century,

Aug. 1912, Vol.72.
3. Jebb, The Britannic Question, pp.177-178.
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is not so much a question of England needing the assistance of
1.

Canada as of Canada "being rendered able to look after herself."

71ien Borden made his effott to increase Canadals naval forces part

of the Imperial scheme of defence, the Times commented that,

England "looks-upon the Canadian offer a.s'a duty owed "by a partner-

nation to the circile of British States, not as a debt discharged
2.

by a daughter-nation to herself."

The words "gift" and "contribution" practically disappeared

from the defence vocabulary of the Imperialist in favour of lan¬

guage expressing measures for self-defence. Two schools were dom¬

inant - those supporting "allied" navies and those desiring a.n

Imperia.l navy. By the outbreak of the Tar the most consistent

of the advocates of an Imperial Navy/pressed pleasure in the de¬

velopment of an Australian ITavy, believing that. "An individual

development of na.val strength in each Dominion would plant the
3-

naval spirit everywhere." Cn another occasion the opinion was

stated that, "It will not be thought in any Dominion... that op¬

inion in this country looks unfavorably to the development of

local fleets. Every thinker on the subjects knows that loca.l de*

velopment is the natural line of advance, and that no other method

can enlist the full resources or ea.tisfy the patriotism of any
4.

self-governing State." It was stated quite clearly, however,

that the creation of fresh naval c entres was a very different thing

from a wasteful dispersion of men and ships and that separate

fleets would commit the Empire to an enormous sacrifice of efficienc

1. Quoted, d'Egville, Notes, Un.Serv.Mag., Oct. 1910, Vol.42.
2. The Times, Dec. 7* 1912.
3« The Times, Feb. 6, 1913*
4. The Times, Feb. 15, 1913*
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and funds, unless they would be co-ordinated and trained together

in peace as well as war. "hot even Australia", comments Pro-
1.

fessor Keith caustically, "can afford to waste money". It was

felt, therefore, that the Admiralty must have the right of dis- |

posing of the fleet in view of what it considered to be best naval

strategy in the interests of the Empire. There was involved in

all this concession and talk of encouraging national pride in

being responsible for some particular area or in developing nat¬

ional centres of na.val strength, ■ the belief tha t a Havy under

single control and so planned as to be homogeneous in personnel

and equipment was the only sane theory.of Imperial Defence.

Local navies would soon be annihilated, whereas they might be

the decisive factor in a naval engagement if under central control.

The Great Ta.r came shortly after Churchill had said the last

word on the matter in regard to the gift of a Dreadnought by Hew

Zealand: • "Ho greater insight into political and strategical

points'has ever been shown by. a community hitherto unversed in

military matters. The situation in the Pacific will be absolutely'
8

. jf
regulated by the decision iri Europea.n waters. Two or three

Australian and Hew Zealand Dreadnoughts, if brought into line j; j
• II !

in the decisive theatre, might turn the scale and make victory

not merely certain but complete. The same two or more Dread¬

noughts in Australian waters would be useless the day after the

defeat of the Dritish Havy in home waters. Their existence would

only serve to prolong the agony without altering the course of

ev'ents. Their effectiveness .would have been destroyed by

events which'had taken place on the other side of the globe,

' i

% i

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p«335*
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just assuredly as if they had "been sunk in the "battle. The

Admiralty are bound to uphold and proclaim broad principles of

unity in command and in strategic conceptions, and of concentra'

tion in the decisive theatre and for the decisive event. That

is our duty,.and we are bound to give that advice in a military
1.

and strategic, sense. The Dominions are perfectly free."

Tas there, then, one may ask, any- change in the British

opinion as regards Dominion Navies? There was this difference

in opinion which has already been laboured: that Britain had

recognised Dominion nationalism and was desirous of accommodat¬

ing it as much a.s possible. But war was often too imminent

to pander to Dominion sentiment; stra.tegy must be served, and

with the danger of war out of the way then national sentiment

might be served. The argument of this part of the study is

that, had not the danger of war been looming close about the

nation, the Liberal Government of Great Britain would have been

more conciliatory to nationalism than they were. They struck

for a consolidated Empire in regard to defence for necessity's

sake. These generalisations may be shown perhaps by a view

of the defence schemes as brought up at the various Conferences

and in the Reports of military and naval advisers.

Lord Tweedmouth, for a,11 the accusations of mildness

directed against him, spoke strongly on the point of unity in

naval control at the Conference of 19^7* emphasised the

need of the Navy to the Empire and declared that, "There is

one sea,, .there is one Empire, and there is one Navy, and I want

1. H.C. Debs., Mar. 1?, 1914, Vol.59,' pp.1933-1934.
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in the first place your help, and in the second place author¬

ity for the Admiralty to manage this great service without re-
1.

straint." He continued, "The only reservation that the Admir¬

alty desire to make is, that they claim to have the charge of

the strategical questions which are necessarily involved in

Naval Defence, to hold the command of the naval forces of the

country, and to arrange the distribution of ships in the best

possible manner to resist attadks and to defend the Empire at

large, whether it be our own islands or the dominions beyond

the seas. We thoroughly recognise that we are responsible for

that defence... .We want you to give us all the assistance you

can, but we do not come to you as beggars...If you are not in¬

clined to give us the help tha.t we hope to have,from you, we

acknowledge our absolute obligation to defend the King's domin¬

ions across the seas to the best of our ability." He proposed

that the Colonies provide vessels that were useful for defence

against possible raids or for co-operation with a squadron, and

also to equip and maintain docks and fitting establishments

which could be used by a fleet. He thought it would be of fur-
V

ther assistance if coaling facilities were provided and arrange¬

ments ma.de for a supply of coal and naval stores which would

otherwise have to be purchased locally. So the desire of South

Africa and Australia for some naval service of their own could

be met by "the provisions of the smaller craft which were inci-
, 2.

dentil to the work of a great fleet of modern battleships."

There was not much in this to appeal to colonial nationalism.

1. Cd.3523. p.129.
2. Ibid, pp.130-131.
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Mr Brodeur, representing Canada., felt some unfairness in

the British attitude and suggested that, since the naval expen¬

diture of the United Kingdom, as listed in the paper circulated
■ 1.

among the delegates, included the Fisheries Protection Service,

Canada's expenditure should not he given as nil, for she had ex¬

pended since 1885, 3>147,990 dollars, and that year was "building

a cruiser at the cost of 500,000 dols., an obligation incurred

in virtue of treaties between the United States and Great "Britain,

without Canadian consent, and which was therefore an Imperial
2.

obligation. A similar obligation had been assumed on the

Great Lakes, where three American States were spending not less

than 15,000,000 dols. to keep up a Navy. Canada was drilling

a. Naval Militia, was establishing telegraphic stations on the

Atlantic and Pacific coasts - wireless telegraphy being an ex¬

penditure also included in the amount of British naval expendi¬

ture - and had taken over the Hydrographic Survey and extended

it, for which three service boats were being built to replace

British boats, and the taking over of the Halifax and Esquima.lt

dockyards was in process of completion. Laurier shortly re¬

fused to agree to Smartt's motion for contribution of money, the

establishment of local Naval defence, or other services that the

Dominions might give according to varying circumstances, pleading

that "in Canada we have to tax ourselves to the utmost of our re¬

s'
sdurces in the development of our country." The Conference as

4.
a. whole was quite pleased with the motion, but Laurier was firm.

1. Cd. 3524, p.74.
2. Cd. 3523, p.l39ff. ' .

3. Ibid, p.542.
4. It should be observed that Sir Charles Tupper with much of the

Canadian Press commended La.urier's stand at the Conference.
Skelton, op.cit. p.308.



Mr Deakin, at the Conference and throughout the following

year fought for an Australian Navy. As he emphasised, Australians

offer was generous enough, She proposed, in exchange for her

subsidy, to pay 1,000 seamen for service in a Navy on the Austral¬

ian Station at an estimated cost of £100,000, the remainder of

the subsidy to be applied to such local defence as had been sug¬

gested at the Conference. Two cruisers were to be loaned to the

Commonwealth for training purposes at a cost to her of £60,000;
this in addition to the vote that year (1907) of £250,000 for

naval, harbour, and, coast defences, and £50,000 for the fortifi-
1.

cation of harbours. Difficulties arose with: respect to the

Australian Navy, the question of extended legislativ-e control
" '

2.
and also the question of their international position. The

Admiralty finally in August of 1908 concurred in a Echeme for a
3-

loca.l flotilla.

New Zealand increased her subsidy from £40,000 to £100,000

per annum and the Lords of Admiralty replied expressing much

satisfaction thatnthe additional payment was unaccompanied by

a.ny condition whatever as to the location of His Majesty's ships
4.

in New Zealand v/aters.

In 1909 came the dangers of war and the fears occasioned

by German naval rivalry which served the two purposes of fright¬

ening the Dominions into co-operating in Imperial defence and

stiffening the arguments of the military and naval experts of

the United Kingdom, who had decided to increase their expenditures

1. Cd. 4325, p.2.
2. Vide Keith, Responsible Government, (1927) Vol.ii, pp.1005-1006,
3-Cd. 4325, p.48ff.
4. Despatch, 27 May, 19^8, Ibid, p.43.
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and to exert pressure upon the Dominions that they assume further

obligations. New Zealand, that most Imperial of Dominions, made

a striking offer of a first-class battleship of the latest type
1.

with the offer of a second if needed. Australia,where Mr

Deakin's Government had been for a short time replaced by a. Labour

Ministry, headed by Mr Fisher, acknowledged their liability for

Imperial Defence but insisted on a local navy after the 1908 arr-

angement. New South Waled and Victoria offered to share the

cost of a Dreadnought between them should the Commonwealth Gov-
3.

ernment make no such offer, although their well-meant promise

had more enthusiasm than gold behind it and never got further
4.

than a gesture. Canada, held in reimby Laurier, passed a resol

ution in the House of Commons affirming the need for British

naval supremacy and declaring a willingness to organize a navy
5.

in close relation to, and co-operation with, the Imperial Navy.

Mr Deakin, T?ho had recently declared that "the ultimate goal is

an Imperial Navy contributed by all the self-governing States

of the Empire, and controlled politically by an Imperial Council",

and that it was the duty of Australia, in the ptesent emergency
6.

to contribute a Dreadnought',' now succeeded Fisher and offered

an Australian Dreadnought or such naval strength as might be
7.

determined after consultation with the Admiralty.

1. Cd. 4948, p.l.
2. Ibid, pp.3-4.
3. Ibid, p.3.
4. Imperial Feeling and the Defence Problem, The Times, June 8,

19C9-
5.Cd. 4948, p.20.
6. The Times, April 8, 1909*
7. Cd. 4948, p.21.

I



A subsidiary Conference was held in August 19^9 "to discuss
1.

Naval and Military Defence. New Zea.land preferred to adhere

to her contribution. Canada, and Australia wished to build

fleets of their own. The Pacific Fleet was to be'organised to

include three units of the East Indies, Australasia, and the South

Seas. Australia, with some temporary assistance from Imperial

funds, was to provide and maintain the Australian unit and the

New Zealand contribution of £100,000 and a battleship were to

be a.pplied towards the ma.itenance of the China unit. Canada,

having refused the Admiralty memorandum which suggested that she

should contribute to a fleet unit on the Pacific, proposed to'

provide cruisers and destroyers for the defence of her seaboards,

a.nd to take over the maintenance of the dockyards at Halifax and

Esquima.lt, Australia, volunteering to undertake a similar responsi¬

bility as regards Sydney. It v/as agreed that the standard of

vessels and armament were to be uniform, and the personnel" was

to be trained and disciplined under regulations Eimilar to those

established in the United Kingdom, so as to allow of interchange

and union between the services of Great "Britain and the Dominions, f

In 1911 the regular meeting of the Imperial Conference

further dealt with the matter and arranged to meet international

questions that were involved in the control of their fleets by
2.

the Dominions. "The Dominion ships would hoist at the stern the

white ensign as symbol of the authority of the Crown, and at the

jack-staff the distinctive flag of the Dominion. Australia and

Canada were to have their own naval sta.tions as agreed upon from

1. Statement by Mr Asquith, H.C. Debs., 26 August, 1909> Vol.ix,
pp.23IC-2313•

2. Cd. 5746 - 11.
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time to time where they wbuld have complete charge of their

ships. If Australia or Canada sent ships to another part of

the Empire, they must notify the British Admiralty, while con¬

currence of the Imperial Government must "be obtained "before ships

were sent to a foreign port so that the necessary arrangements

might be made with the Foreign Office. While the ships of the

Dominions were at a foreign port a report of their proceedings

would be forwarded by the officer in command to the Commander-

in-Chief onuthe station or to the British Admiralty. The Offi¬

cer in command of a Dominion ship, so long as he remained in the

foreign port, would obey any instructions he might receive from

the Government of the United Kingdom as to the conduct of any

international matters that might a.rise, the Dominion Government

being informed. He would also submit to such instructions if

forced into a port through some unforeseen emergency, and would

report his arrival and reason for calling to the Commander-in-

Chief at the Station or to the Admiralty. When a ship of the

British Admiralty met a ship of the Dominions, the senior Officer

would have the right of command in matters of ceremony or inter¬

national intercourse, or where united action was agreed upon,

but would have no power to direct the movements of ships of the

other service unless the ships were ordered to co-operate by

mutual agreement. The British Admiralty undertook to loan the

Dominions, during the period of the development of their ser¬

vices, such officers and men a.s might be required. It wa.s de¬

sirable in the interests of efficiency and. co-operation that

arrangements should be made from time to time between the British

Admira.lty and the Dominions for fleet exercises or other joint

training under the Senior Ha.va.1 Officer. In time of war, when
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the naval service of a Dominions, or any part thereof, had "been

put at the disposa.l of the Imperial Government "by the Dominion

authorities, the ships would form an integral part of the Brit¬

ish fleet and would remain under the control of the British Ad- .

miralty during the continuance of the war.

Making the "best of Australia,'s determination to have a local
t

Navy, Admiral Sir Reginald Henderson reported on March 1, 1911, '

to the Australian Government, detailed recommendations for an

Australian Navy. He urged that the Commonwealth contemplate the
.

ultimate creation of a. fleet composed of eight armed cruisers,

ten protected cruisers, eighteen destroyers, twelve submarines,

three depot ships for flotillas, and one fleet repair ship, re¬

quiring when fully-manned a personnel of 14,844 officers and men.

The Fleet was to he in two divisions, Eastern and Western, and

these again to he divided into two main squadrons. When the

full scheme was realised the annual cost of the personnel would

he £2,226,600 a year* and the cost of the maintenance of the

ships in commission would he £1,226,000. The cost of the con¬

struction of the fleet would he £19,790,000 apart from the naval j
!• !

expenditure on dockyards, barracks,' haval ha.ses, et cetera.

The adoption of Henderson's Report led to defence estimates

for 1913-14 of £4,752,735, which represents a larger proportional I
■<

expenditure than Germany's estimate of the preceding year, being
2.

a. tenfold increase* in Australian na.val expenditure. These

figures are worthy quotation, for they illustrate to a remarkable' !

degree the strength of the national spirit in that country.
.

^
1. Cd. 6091, p.15; Cd. 5502, p.18. , {
2. Australia a.nd the War, R.T. March 1915, Vol.v, p.45l«
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Self-defence is inseparable from the spirit of nationalism, and

the fact that Canada has lived under the aegis of the United

States, without the need of defending herself, has "been a great

handicap to the Canadian national spirit, so that not yet has a
1.

peculiar Canadian type emerged.

In the matter of defence, New Zealand did not lag behind,

and the failure of the Imperial Government to carry out its part

of the bargain in 1909 create a fleet unit as had been agreed
2.

upon, led to New Zealand ma,king an earnest endeavour to build

up her own local defence. The inability of the Admiralty to

carry out its agreement was due to the necessity of concentrating

in European waters so that the ships could not be spared to the

Eastern Fleet, especially since the Japanese alliance had removed
3.

any danger of a serious naval challenge there. Nevertheless it

came a,s a shock to many people in Britain, who had come to regard

New Zealand as a stalwart upholder of the principle of naval cen¬

tralisation and cash contribution in contradistinction to the

policy of local navies, when that Dominion initiated a naval pro-
4.

gramme of a national nature.

As for Ca.nada, the chief difficulty v/as to get that Dominion

to do anything in the way of defence, either from a National or

Imperial aspect, so that Imperialists still went to Canada to

stir up interest in defence matters a.nd articles continued to

1. Austra.lian nationalism is well expressed in the a.rticles, Aus¬
tralia.: A Flea for a National Policy, R.T. July 1912, Vol.2,
and An Australian Note on Anglo-German Relations, ibid, in
somewhat extreme forms.

2. Cd. 6863, p.11.
3. The Times, Oct.29, 19135 Churchill explains the "British atti¬

tude, I-T.C. Debs. 17th March, 1914, Vol.59, p. 193?. Vide Dewey,
op.cit. Voli, p.275 and passim, and Keith, Imperial Unity and
the Dominions, pp.326-328 for fuller details.

4. U.E. Dec. 1913, Vol.4, p.927.
5. As Mr Howard d'Egville in the fa,11 of 1908.
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rebuke her indifference. However, she purchased two ships from

the British Government which have "been the occa.sion for much

humour - certa.inly there has seldom "been seen a more inefficient
1.

fleet - and the Conservatives had plenty of opportunity to scoff

at Laurier's "tin pot navy" ambitions. His Bill, calling for

new vessels, a.lso "brought down upon his head the wra.th of Bourassa

and a large portion of French Canada. . Then, as now, they could

ima.gine the "disembowelment" of their sons on far-away "battle¬

fields in the made wake of British imperialism. The French-
2.

Canadians failed to understand their greatest prophet.

Sir Robert Borden succeeded Laurier as Prime Minister. He

went to Great Britain to secure advice on the needs of Imperial

Defence and to ascertain the extent of the emergency in foreign

relations. At Lhis request, the Admiralty drew up a. memorandum

stating the requirements of Imperial Defence, pointing out that

the assurance of the unity of the Empire would far outweigh the

materia.l benefits of a.dded strength to the Havy, acknowledged

responsibility for the full defence of the Empire, but advised

that any efforts of. the Dominion be directed to contributing to
3* .

the Imperial Havy the best ships procurable. In December,

1912, Borden introduced his TTaval Bill to provide an appropria¬

tion of thirty-five million dollars to construct three dread¬

noughts to be built in England and used at the discretion of the

British Admiralty.

Laurier advanced a counter-proposal in favour of a Canadian

fleet for. the Pacific and another for the Atlantic, with a.

1. Vide Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.320.
2. For Laurier's proposals vide Skelton, op.cit., Vol.ii, p»3?5»
3. Cd. 6513s Cd.6689.
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super-Dreadnought as the centre of each fleet, the establishment
> •

of shipyards in Canada and the "building of wa.rehips in Canada.,

the fleets to he ma.nned as far as possible by Canada, to be main¬

tained by Canada, and to go to wa.r at the command of the Canadian
1.

people. At any ra.te, it was considered by the Mother Country

that Laurier's ideal, had advanced since 1909 when he would not
2.

have a fleet unit. .

Because of the hostility of the Liberal Party to the Conser¬

vative scheme, the Bill was thrown out by the Senate on the ground

that it should be submitted to the Canadian people, a, somewhat

curious argument.

The Imperialists in nGreat Britain had at one time enthused

over Laurier. Prom the time of the 19°7 Conference to the Great

War that enthusiasm waned as the discovery was made that he did

not believe in Imperial Federation; that he was an ardent sup¬

porter of nationalist navies - in so far as he supported any de¬

fence schemes - a.nd that even his interest in Imperial preference
3 • '

had died away. The punishment visited-upon Laurier for his

sins consisted largely of great columns of praise for his rival,
• '

. 4.
Sir Robert Borden, though direct condemnation was not lacking.

m

»

He was a "perhaps too familiar figure at Imperial 'Conferences"

and "the arch-champion of provincialism" proved the truth of

the saying that "fecundity of language is usually accompa.nied by

sterility of action." *yt is to be hoped", said the critic who

coined these phrases, "that at the next gathering of Imperial

1. The Canadian ITaval Bill, The Times, Dec. 13> 1912.
?. The Times, Dec. 14, 1912.
3. Jebb, The Imperial Conference, Vol.ii, p.2^4, is bitter regard¬

ing the attitude taken at the 1907 Conference by Laurier re¬
garding preference.

4. ex The Passing of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Emp.Rev. Oct. 1911,
Vol.22.
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delegates the premier Dominion will "be more worthily represented
1.

than it has been on recent occasions..''

The abuse became especially acrimonious when words of Laurier

were inconceivably misunderstood in Great Britain to mean that

Canada, had the right to determine whether or not she would remain

neutral if Great Britain were at war. It is amazing how this

impression lingered in people's minds, and even the great journals
2.

the Times for instance, misunderstand:. Laurier's statements

were clear enough: "If England is at war we a,re at war a.nd liable

to .attack. I do not say we shall always be attacked, neither do

I say that we would take part in all the wars of Engla.nd. That

is a matter that must be guided by circumstances, upon which the
3-

Canadian parliament will have to pronounce." "If we do have

a navy," he said again, "that navy will not go to war unless
4.

the parliament of Canada chooses to send her there." Although

when Britain was at war Canada was at war, yet it did not act¬

ually follow that Canadians were in the conflict, and he cited

wars in which Canada had played no part and yet been technically
5-

at war by the declaration of Great Britain. In other words,

he spoke not in regard to neutrality, but of extent of Cana.dian

participation iri war.

Had his words been properly understood British Imperialists

might have recalled that this was practically his position on

the occasion of the Couth African Tar. Deakin of Australia,

also, hack in 19C7» had desiderated for the Australian TTavy,

1. F.A.T. Gisborne, The Imperial Conference of 19H> Emp.Rev.,
Sept. 1911, Vol.22.

2. The Times, Ja.n.13, 1910.
3. Skelton, op.cit., Vol.ii, pp.327-328.
4. Ibid, p.327.
5• The Times, Dec. 13» 191?*
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that in time of peace the vessels would he controlled entirely

by the Commonwealth Government; in time of war the decision

must rest with the responsible government of the time, 0 posi-
1.

tion appreciated and a.ccepted by the Admiralty. The Pretoria

Voiles stem and the Bloemfontein Fr iend, the former often being

regarded as a semi-official organ of the Dutch section and in

close contact with General Botha, do '.seem to have cla.imed the

right of neutrality for South Africa in war, but Botha, disowned

any such possibility and the contention was strongly denied by
2.

the Cape Times.

It did not, however, relieve Laurier of odium when the true

nature of his nationalist naval dogma.s was made clear. La.urier's

position was a.utonomist. He would not advise the United Kingdom

to take certain lines' of diplomacy for that advice might lead

to wa.r in which Cana.da would be bound to take full part as having

shared in the responsibility for advice given. He is quoted

as saying, mi7e should stand on our own policy of being masters

in our own house, of ha,ving a policy for our own purpose, a.hd

leaving to the Canadian Government, and the the Ca.nadia.n people
I'

to take part in these wars, in which they have no voice, only
. 3-

if they think fit t© do so." The Toronto Globe gave a. valuable

i I

II'
1.»'

1. Cd. 432y, p.47. Vide ibid, p. 17, Commonwealth Debates: Mr
Bowden, "There would be divided control in time of war?" Mr
Deakin, "Ho; the whole control would be in the Commonwealth,
but if in a time of danger it chose to place its flotilla un¬
der the command of the Admiral on this station - and. in the h
event of operations here I should say that, in almost every
circumstance one can imagine, that would probably be the ca.se- \
it would then pass wholly under his control for the time being.''
Col. Foxton, "But if it did not choos.e to do so?" Mr Deakin,

. "Parliament would retain the whole control."
2. The Tines, (London) July l£, 1911. Vide Colonial Neutrality,

R.T. Aug. 1911, Vol.1.
3. R.T. op.cit.

I
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comment upon this attitude: "The truth is that the British Empire

as at present constituted is useless as a weapon of offence,while

tremendously powerful as a weapon of defence." In wars of the

latter kind Canada would spend her last dollar and last man; in
1.

the former she v/ould weigh the pros and cons. The cynic might

remark that every war is a war of defence.

The Tines inveighed against the doctrine on the ground that,

if it were developed to its logical conclusion, it would involve

a complete rupture of the connexion "between Canada and the Empire.

Either Canada was part of the British Empire and considered "by

Foreign Powers, so long as she flew the British flag, ipso facto

a part of the Empire, in which case she must defend herself to the

utmost of her ability, or she must declare herself an independent

Power by a vote of the Canadian Parliament. There was no middle
2.

course. The Times was also opposed to the Dominion®- having

complete control of their fleets in time of peace since their

movements might in themselves produce war. The Empire, in other

words, like Australia and Canada, if it was to share responsibil-
/

ity and pledge its ships, must have some effective control over
3.

the movements of Dominions fleets. ' Just as there were some

things that a Dominion could do better than a Province, so there

were some things which an Empire could do better than a Dominion.
4.

One of those was looking after the Navy.

The Round Table commentator pointed out that the question as

to whether Canada took part in a War would include: Would Canada

allow the British Navy to use her ports as bases? Would she

1. The Times, June 10, 1911.
2. The Times, June 3» 19H»
3. The Times, Aug. 27, 1912; also May 23> 19H«
4. The Times, Dec. 14, 1912.
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intern merchant ships of the enemy lying in her harbours at the

outbreak of hostilities? and so on. It was certain that as the

citizens of the Dominions were subjects of His Britannic Majesty,

and their territories part of his Dominions, when he is at war,

they are at war. They must consequently, 'take part', and any

such participation, however, passive, would mean an active belli-
1.

gerency. In international law there was no middle position.

The reason, then, for the dislike of Laurier's naval policy

as finally enunciated, did not lie on the grounds of its extent.

Indeed certain writers in the United Kingdom could see "little
2.

practical difference between the two parties" on that score, and

there were some who found Laurier's scheme of construction of
3.

greater value. What was objected to was Laurier's autonomist

conception of Dominion navies and his demand that Canada should

determine the extent of her participation in war. So there was

great rejoicing over the Conservative victory in the election,

because it was considered "certain that the Borden Government

will be as zealous for equal partnership in the Empire as was the
4.

Laurier Government for the autonomy of the Dominion."

There were two points upon which Borden and Laurier differed

only two points that mattered* Borden declared that if, in time

of war, the Canadian Government did not place the Canadian Navy

under the control of the Imperial authorities "it would amount to j
5*

a declaration of independence," while Laurier charged that Borden's
6.

scheme would lead immediately to Imperial Federation; and in
i

1. Colonial Neutrality, op.cit.
2. The Times, Dec.14, 1912. j
3* Percival Hislam, Imperial Naval Policy, Un.Serv. Mag., Jan.

1913, Vol.46.
4. The Times, July 4, 1912.
5. Quoted, d'Egville, Imperial Defence and Closer Union, p.176.
6. Rival Policies at Ottawa, The Times, Mar,25, 1913*
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the second place, while Borden felt that the emergency was so

great as to demand emergency measures, Laurier right up to the

very moment of war kept insisting that the sky was clear and there

was no emergency. Borden, assured of an emergency, pointed out

with the help of the British Press, that naval establishments

took a long time to create, so that Laurier's policy of ships

"built in and manned by Canada would not give any immediate aid

to the Mother Country. Indeed, Borden's offer contained a stip¬

ulation that any ships provided would be subject to recall when

circumstances and the desire of the Canadian people enabled the

founding of a distinct Canadian navy. "But today", he cried, in

one of the greatest speeches ever made in the Canadian House of

Commons, "While the clouds are heavy and we hear the booming of

distant thunder and see lightning flashes on the horizon, we can¬

not and will not wait and deliberate until the impending storm

shall have burst upon us in fury and with disaster. Almost un¬

aided, the Motherland, not for herself alone, but for ub as well,

is sustaining the burden of a vital Imperial duty and confronting

an overmastering necessity of national existence. Bringing the

best assistance we may in the urgency of the moment we come thus

to her aid in token of our determination to protect and ensure

the safety and integrity of this Empire and our resolve to defend <
■

on sea as well as on land our Flag, our honour, and our heritage?)
I
!

!
|
j

. _______ .

1. Quoted, The Times, Dec. 6, 1912. His speech made a great im¬
pression* vide the Times, Dec. 7» 1912. Also the Times, May i
3, 1913, wherein he is quoted as denying "in the strongest
form of expression that Parliamentary language would permit"
that his proposals were for a permanent contribution and other
than an emergency measure.
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It has "become more and more clear as Germany appeared as the I
most probable antagonist in war that it would be essential to

place a large army in France in the event of outbreak of hostil¬

ities. A defeat at sea, fatal to the British Empire, would in
i

nowise be paralyzing to a land power in Germany. Lord Roberts

made speeches throughout the country to this effect, showing that, .

i
without military support from Great Britain, Holland and Belgium

would be incorporated in the German Empire and France reduced to

the position of a dependent ally. "Nothing could be more cer¬

tain, ""prophesied Lord Roberts accurately enough, "than that in

the event of war Germany is not going to throw away her advan¬

tages by crowding her army into the 240 miles of actual Franco-
1.

German frontier but will move directly through Belgium." ]■

The Military problems of the Empire were stated by Haldane
2.

in two published articles! 1. To provide adequate forces for

the defence of the self-governing Empire. 2. To furnish in peace

sufficient garrisons for India, for Egypt, for coaling stations,

and for the Crown Colonies. 3. To place in the field immediately

on the outbreak of war in the highest state of efficiency as large

an Expeditionary Force as possible. 4. To maintain both that

Force, and existing garrisons abroad, throughout the continuance

of hostilities, undiminished in numbers and efficiency. 5* To

provide powers of expansion outside the limits of the Expedition¬

ary Force.

The Secretary of State for War was not lacking public advice

as to how to raise this force. There were three sources of supply

1. Earl Roberts, Fallacies and Facts, pp.H7-ll8.
2. The Military System of the Future in the British Empire, Roy.

Un. Serv. Inst., Sept. and Oct. 190?, Vol»5l*
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which he was advised to tap. One suggestion was that the Brit¬

ish Government employ Imperial native troops such as Zulus and
1.

the fighting Indian races. Other patriots condemned as unworthy

an Imperial race and constituting a sign of decadence that person¬

al service in the ranks should he replaced hy mercenary troops.

In 1901 Mr George F. Shee wrote a hook which made a plea for com¬

pulsory military service throughout the British Empire. The hook

attracted wide attention and Lord Newton induced the Army League
2.

to publish it in cheap form. A discussion upon the hook and

the question of compulsory service hegun hy the Royal United Ser¬

vice Institution on Feb. 14,1902, led to the formation of the
3-

National Service League. When, in 1906, Lord Roberts was in¬

duced to accept the Presidency,, the Membership increased enormouB-

ly and in March 1912 the membership numbered 100,000 with total

adherents estimated at 220,000. The Nation in Arms, a monthly

journal published by the association, got a circulation of 47#000

a month. As he vigorously asseverated, Lord Roberts did not pro¬

pose conscription, since his citizen army would only be available
4.

for home service, although the scheme included compulsory mili¬

tary training for every youth from 18 to 21, and every able-bodied

male from the age of 18 to 3° would become liable to be called
5 •

out for service.

Lord Roberts, great realist that he was, found himself laugh- I
6 • I

ed at by the majority of his fellow-coUntrymen as an alarmist.

1. ex. Vinculum, Imperial Recruiting Grounds, Macmillan's Mag.
Sept. 1906, Vol.1.

2. Geo. F. Shee, The Briton's First Duty,
3. R. MacLeod, The National Service League, U.E. Vol.6, Dec.1915*
4. Campaign Speeches, pp»33~34»
5» Col. C.E. Callwell, The National Service League's Scheme, Nat.

Def. Oct. 1911.
6. Although he was strongly supported by Lord Birkenhead, then F.E.

Smith, Vude Smith, Unionist Policy, chs. 3 & 4, p,47ff.
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Sir Ian Hamilton was one'of the many who replied that voluntary

service goes with "the spirit of Imperialism, the adventurous

spirit, the appreciation of the romance of war." Compulsory

service was associated, on the other hand, with nationalism,"the
1.

spirit of conservation, home defence. So the spirit of Imper¬

ialism and the war-like spirit are suggested as well-night syn¬

onymous I When did we ever hear that admitted before?

It was suggested that such compulsory service as proposed

by Lord Roberts be applied throughout the Empire. Mr Silburn

suggested a "Pan-Britannic Militia Army Act" with compulsory
2.

military training. The idea of a homogeneous Imperial Force,

trained by compulsory service, found favour with Mr Jebb. He

wrote, "My conception of Imperial alliance will be fulfilled as

regards defence when each partner State gives all its young men '

a rudimentary military education; entrusts home defence to an

efficient 'Citizen Army' of whatever kind it prefers; supplies

contingents to an Imperial striking force station in South Africa;

and furnishes a national squadron or squadrons to an Imperial
3«

Havy."

The third alternative, then, for reserve forces was to get

them from the Dominions with their populations - already great-

today, but overwhelming tomorrow. In regard to military matters,

IS

!! t

1. Sir Ian Hamilton, Compulsory Service, pp.49-52.
2. Silburn, Colonies and Imperial Defence, p»304ff. and pp.316-
317.

3« Jebb, Notes on Imperial Organisation, R.C.I., Vol.38, Nov.1906. »
Similar proposals were common enough. Vide Capt. C.E. Cookson,
A Homogeneous Imperial Army, U.E. April 19H> Vol.ii.

.t-: '
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there were not the same difficulties of unity and dispersion, so

that it was found to he comparatively easy to reach a general

agreement between the members of the Imperial Conference. It

was, nevertheless, a consistently applied and accepted principle

that the armies throughout the Empire be capable of combination

of effort and easily interchangeable, at the direction in time

of war of a single brain.

Haldanej wisely taking a lesson from the previous Conference>
did not press the Dominion Prime Ministers at the meeting of 1907

1.
for any rigid model, but rather for a certain broad plan of mili¬

tary organisation for the Empire. Eour papers were circulated
2.

among the Conference delegates. The first set forth the prin¬

ciple, long since agreed upon, that each of the Dominions must be

responsible for its self-defence, with the duty of arranging for

mutual assistance in the event of a supreme common need as a mod¬

ern conception of Empire. The second paper shovfed the necessity

of assimilating the war organisation throughout the Empire more

closely to that of the United Kingdom and employing a common

nomenclature so that the overseas forces could fit into the ex¬

isting Imperial organisation. The third paper dwelt upon the

necessity (for a common pattern of armament with a reserve supply

of stores easily available in the event of mobilisation, while a

fourth and Issb important recommended that,ordnance stores, par¬

ticularly arms and ammunition, be ordered through the War Office,

To this last paper Canada took exception because of the incon¬

venience occasioned and the desire to manufacture supplies at

home.

ii
„

!;
1. Cd. 3523, p.94ff
2. Cd. 3524, p.l8ff
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The Secretary of State for War conceived that the army should

"be divided into two parts; one for home defence, the other for

the service of the Empire as a whole, co-operating as an expedi¬

tionary force with the Navy. It was hoped to make the Imperial

General Staff, formed in September of 1906 on the advice of the

Esher Committee, an Imperial school of military thought, holding
1.

to the same principles of similar views on strategical problems.

In order that it assume an Imperial character, it was necessary

to have similar organization in the Dominions between which organ¬

izations an exchange of staff officers might prove valuable in

establishing an organic connection. The Staff existed, not to

dictate to the Dominions in Imperial matters, but to furnish ex¬

pert advice. Aside from the objection of Sir Frederick Borden

and Sir Joseph Ward to earmarking troops for overseas service,

and the attention drawn by the former to the Canadian Militia Law

which allowed only for preparations for local defence, there was

little dissension in the Conference.

The Conference of 1909 further discussed plans for effective

war-time co-operation, and responded to the general proposition,

that each part of the Empire be willing to make its preparations

on such lines as would enable it, should it so desire, to take

its share in the general defence of the Empire, by arranging that,

as far as Dominion autonomy permitted, the' military forces should

be standardised, the formation of units, the arrangements for

tramsport, the patterns of weapons, et cetera, being as far as

possible assimilated to those which had recently been worked out
2.

for the "British Army.

1. An Imperial General Staff with colonial representation had long
been advocated, especially by_5ir Charles Dilke. Vide Egerton,
A Short History of British Colonial Policy, pp.458-459*

2.Cd. 4948, p.19, and pp.29-30*
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It was also decided that the officers performing General

Staff duties throughout the Empire, to whatever the force they

might belong, and while remaining responsible to and under the

control of, their own Governments, should be members of one body,

the Imperial General Staff, stipulations which, must have given
1.

joy to the Imperialists.

The tension of foreign relations in 1909 led to more activity

in military matters on the part of Australia and New Zealand.

Compulsory training of all male citizens was inaugurated by New-

Zealand and Australia by defence Acts of 1909* and cadet training,

voluntary in Canada, was made compulsory by the two Australasian
2.

Governments.

Lord Kitchener visited Australia and New Zealand in 1910 and

submitted recommendations for the complete reorganisation of the

military forces on a territorial basis. That is, Australia was

to be divided into. 214- "areas", each providing a quota to fill a

definite portion of a tactical unity, and New Zealand was similar¬
s'

ly organised.

General Sir John French, during a visit in May and June of

the same year to Canada, advanced recommedations, the chief of

which were designed to assimilate peace organisation to v^ar organ¬

isation, and to facilitate mobilization. Maj.-General Sir Percy

Lake presented a memorandum to the Canadian Government detailing

suggestions and putting into effect the most important of Sir

John's principles.
|f-

1. Sir William Nicholson, quoted by d'Egville, Notes, Un.Serv.Mag.K
Apr. 1909» Vol.39* Haldane, Press Conference, The Times, June
10, 1909. This centralism was continually being advocated and
references are numerous.

2. Vide Keith, Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p»304-ff; Lucas, |>
op.cit. p.200ff.

3. Cd. 5582, p.l6ff. f
4. Ibid, pp.15-16; Cd.6091, p.l6.
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The Conference of 1911 relegated the matter of military de¬

fence to the Committee of Imperial Defence which submitted a re¬

port showing the progress of the recommendations of the 1907 Con-
1.

ference. The Imperial General Staff had done good work in the
|

diffusion of military principles and establishing principles of

co-operation, and local Staffs had been organised in Canada,

Australia, and New Zealand. A further Memorandum showed how the

Overseas Dominions had gradually adopted, for officers of their

permanent military forces, similar examinations for promotion to
2.

those laid down for Officers of the British Regular Army. There

was also a Memorandum setting forth the terms on which the ser¬

vices of the Inspector-General of the Oversea Forces could be
3.

secured if the Dominion Governments so desired.

In concluding a pre-war survey of the military and naval

assets of the Empire, we can see little progress, commensurate

to the need, in preparing for offensive warfare, and this is par- [■
ticularly true of Canada. It is an easy matter to rebuke the

British statesmen for refusing to recognise to a greater degree

the force of nationalism, but undoubtedly the correct attitude

at the moment was that of Botfden who, appreciating the immediate

need, was willing to yield for the present from the nationalist

standpoint for the sake of strategical requirements. There have

been few Dominion statesmen who have done more for the modern

conception of the British Commonwealth of Nations than has Sir

Robert, few more jealous for the individuality of the Dominion

of Canada, yet he perceived with Rosebery the condition of "tacens

bellum" which might at any moment break into the booming of

1. Cd.5746, No.11.
2. Ibid, p. 7ff.
3. Ibid, p. llff.
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cannons, and co-operated with the United Kingdom accordingly.

Moreover, it is doubtful if young nations ever had such free

and inexpensive tuition in matters of war than have the Dominions.

At their disposal has "been the Staff Colleges at Camberley and

Quetta, and all the other superb facilities of British war organi¬

sation. If the teacher has been somewhat unwilling to graduate

her pupils, at any rate she has taught theip cheaply and well.

It haE often been argued, both before and after the event,

that a strenuous military preparation on the part of the British

Empire would have prevented war, or, at least, forced Germany.and

other European Powers to take more thought before plunging the

world into war. It is known that Germany had high hopes of the

Empire either falling into many pieces, or, at any rate, remain¬

ing passive during the event. If it be true that pre-war iner¬

tia had such an effect on Germany's action, it is ironic that it

was a man of French blood who hindered such an action to prevent

a war, the end of which might have been overwhelmingly disastrous

and tragic for no country more than for France.

Although there is much contrary opinion in the United Kingdom

especially among the Conservative Party, it is most probable that

nothing could have prevented the War. It, grew from national and

racial passions and economic tendencies which were inextricably

intermingled, and over which the governments had lost control.

The diseases were too far advanced to be checked by any other

means than a resort to extreme remedies. The most that can be

said is that organic military and naval unity, with greater pre¬

paration, would perhaps have delayed action and would have made

for more effective fighting and shorter duration of the war.
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Even so, much had "been done, so that the emergency of 1914 could

be met with an Imperial army that closely approached the homo¬

geneity desired by Asquith and his colleagues. Finally, that

fine body of men and women who taught of the Empire, who brought

home to its members the idea of their unity and their essential
i

need of one another, and who drew closer the bonds of affection

uniting the peoples of the Empire, may look back upon their lab¬

ours and be content. Did even they in their most exalted moments

catch a vision of those difficult but heroic days of 1914 when

the world marvelled as from all corners of this strange Empire

sounded the tramp of men marching to the defence of common ideals,

common traditions, and common rights which had been inherited from

their Motherland?
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Chapter II: The Dominions, Foreign Affairs,

and British Opinion.

There is nothing which more emphasizes national status than

the power to negotiate treaties. A colony, as a distinct feat-
l¬

ure, is subservient to the parent state in foreign affairs. It

has fortunately been true that the Dominions have been able to

take great strides along the -path of self-government and gain an
affairs

effective voice in foreign $&rcjsx, regardless of the attitude of

foreign Powers which considered the Empire as a unity, by the

inner development of British constitutional usage.

Canada had long asserted her right to consultation in treat¬

ies which affected her interests, and the first striking example
|

of Canadian co-operation in the negotiation of a treaty was the

employment of Lord Elgin, Governor-General of the Dominion, to
2.

arrange a reciprocity treaty with the United States. In 1865

the British Government expressed its willingness to accept Can¬

adian assistance in negotiating another Treaty of Reciprocity

with the Republic, and from 1871 to 1893 there were several in*

stances of Canadian ministers conducting negotiations for commer¬

cial treaties with Spain, France, and the United States. At i,
! *

first the Colonial representative was to have been regarded as

being engaged in merely informal negotiation, but by 1884 this

principle had been so far abandoned that, had negotiations with

Spain been successful, Sir Charles Tupper, the Canadian High

Commissioner, should have signed the agreement with the repres¬

entative of the British Government and in 1888 he actually signed

with Mr Chamberlain the Treaty of Washington, although it failed

1. Vide Potter, Canada as a Political Entity, p.3*
2. There were earlier examples. Porritt, op.cit. p.l6lff.



to "be approved "by the American Senate
1.

barrier erected by Sir Michael Hicks-Beach who in 1878 had re¬

plied to a request from Canada that Sir A.T. Gait, Canadian High

Commissioner in London, be appointed a commissioner when treaties

were being negotiated in which Canada had a direct interest, "I

have to inform you that it is not thought desirable to appoint a

Canadian Commissioner to take part in the negotiation of any

treaty, but if your Government desire to send a person enjoying

their confidence to advise with Her Majesty's Government, or

with the British Ambassador, on any questions that may arise

during the negotiations, Her Majesty's Government will be happy
2.

to give attention to his representations."

If in Canada's early experiences Lord Lyons was anxious to

snub her representatives to Washington and discourage co-opera¬

tion between British and Canadian Governments in matters relat¬

ing to foreign affairs, his conservative views were not held by

his successors, for especially Sir John Crampton and Sir Freder¬

ick Bruce were decidedly kindly dnd Canada had little cause for

issued from a belief that Canadian interests were too often

sacrificed to maintain friendly relations between Great Britain

and the United States. As a member of the British Mission at

Washington in 1871, Sir John A. Macdonald complained bitterly

that Canadian interests were subordinated to the desire of the

other two parties to effect a. settlement, although the need of

1. Keith, Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1115* Sir
Charles Tupper, Recollections of Sixty Years, p.l74ff.

2. Quoted by Borden, Canadian Constitutional Studies, p»75*
3. Porritt, op.cit., p.164.
4. Pope, Memoir of Macdonald, ii, p.94ff. esp. p.105*

3.
comp-laint on the score of non-co-operation Her grievances

4.
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asserting Canada's rights from the point of view of domestic

politics may have given strength to hie protestations.

In 1870 a Victoria Royal Commission proposed that the col¬

onies he given the power to make treaties, hut the report was

ignored and requests from Australasian colonies for the right

to conclude commercial treaties with Foreign States negatived
1.

in 1871-1873. By 1890 there was a decided Canadian agitation
2.

for such power, hut it did not reveal its full intensity until

the Alaska Boundary Treaty. In over a hundred years of peace
...

— . %

that have obtained between Canada and the United States, it is

doubtful if there has ever been a greater animus between the two

countries than that which exhibited itself on the occasion of

that Treaty. Fortunately for the cause of peace, but unfortun¬

ately for the cause of Imperialism, rarely in all those years

has there been a greater desire in Great Britain for friendship

with the American Republic.

In 1898 and 1899 & Joint High Commission on which Canada

was represented by Sir Richard Cartwright, Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

Sir Louis Davies, and Mr John Charlton, Newfoundland by Sir James

Winter, (a generous colonial representation) and the United King¬

dom by Lord Herschell, met a,t Quebec and V/ashington where an

agreement on most of the outstanding sources of friction between

the Dominions and their southern neighbour was reached. Un--

fortunately on the matter of the Alaska Boundary no conclusion
3.

could be obtained. Canada desired arbitration by a tribunal

1. Keith, Dominion Autonomy in Practice, p.$2,
2. Corbett and Smith, p«50.
3. The Correspondence can be found in Cd.l877 (1904) and the

accompanying map in Cd.1878.
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of three, which the United States refused, countering with the.

suggestion of a tribunal of six impartial jurists, three from

each country. Whereas the United States rejected a European

umpire, it was not surprising that Canada should reject the Amer-
r

ican proposal that an umpire be chosen from Latin-America who

was almost certainly, by dint of the Monroe Doctrine, to be strong'

ly b iassed to the United States' case.

Upon the matter being thrown back upon the hands of the Brit¬

ish Government, the proposal was made by Lord Lansdowne that, as

the United States wished to secure control of an Isthmian canal

8nd therefore, as a necessary preliminary, it was necessary to

secure the revocation of the Bulwer Clayton Treaty by which Brit¬

ain had joint rights with the United States in any Isthmian under¬

taking, the Republic should obtain that concession by yielding
1.

something in regard to Alaska. The United States, however, to

the chagrin of the Canadian public, got the concession for nothing.

For four years the dispute dragged on, Roosevelt refusing

arbitration because arbitration meant compromise. Finally in

1903 it was agreed that six "impartial jurists of repute" should
2.

give a judicial interpretation to the boundary question. The

idea of impartiality entertained by the United States' Government

was expressed in selecting as their representatives three men,

Messrs. Root, Lodge and Turner, who had by their public utter-
3.

ances given complete evidence to prejudging the case.

With this selection it became at once apparent that the best

Canada could hope for was a dead-lock. The British Government

1. Skelton, op.cit., VoL.ii. pp.139-140.
2. Cd.1400 and 1401. (1903.J ;
3. Vide Skelton, op.cit. p.144; The Times, Feb.21, 1903*
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invited comments from the Dominion, who strongly protested a-
1.

gainst the appointments. The Canadian representations to

London, however, were hut a cause of further humiliation as the

British Government proceeded to ratify the Treaty and ignore
2.

Canadian protests, a fact which would serve to illustrate the

advance of the last twenty-five years in Canada's position. It

was far too great a piety - Professor Keith terms it "quixotic" -

which induced Laurier's Government to insist on appointing impar¬

tial arbitrators in the teeth of such unscrupulous treatment.

Lord Alverstone, the Lord Chief Justice of England, desiring a

settlement and filled with the spirit of compromise, was quite

an unsuitable gentleman to face the pugnacious Americans.
• In brief, therefore, the Canadian members, Sir Louis Jette

and Mr A.B. Aylesworth, were outvoted and proceeded to declare

the decision "a grotesque travesty of justice" and other hard
i

names which it doubtless deserved. A terrific storm of protest

at the decision spread through the country. Journals every-
!

where in the Dominion stormed that Canada had been "again offered
3-

as a sacrifice on the altar of Anglo-American friendship." It
i

was recalled that while the matter was still before the Joint High
:

j

Commission, it had been necessary to send Sir Louis Davies to
i

England to combat the prejudice that existed there against the
4.

Canadian case. Sir Charles Tunper, in July l899» had related

in the Canadian House of Commons that, "from 1868, when I had

occasion to deal with an important question relating to Canadian
.

I
interests with Her Majesty's Government, down to the present hour, j

1. Cd.1877, p.45ff.
2. Ibid, Vide also Skelton, op.cit. p.145*
3. Quoted, Skelton, op.cit. p.l53* Vide also the Times, Oct.22,

1903.
4. Ewart, Kingdom of Canada, p.344.
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I have "been struck very forcibly with the unwillingness on the

part of Her Majesty's Government to allow any circumstances what-
1.

ever to even threaten a collision with the United States."

The attitude of the Times had been consistently friendly to

the American side. The Canadian controversy threatened "to

affdct most disastrously those other relations between England

and the United States, the recent improvement in which both nat-
2.

ions hoped would be permanent." The Times was also annoyed

that the United States should be represented as bargaining with

Canada in the Anglo-American Commission. It pointed out that

the Behring Sea negotiations had come near shipwreck because they

had been "handled in London from a colonial rather than from a

diplomatic point of view. What the British Foreign Minister

thought fair,...the Canadian Prime Minister, with his hand on

the Canadian pulse, rejected. Colonial, not Imperial, views

prevailed.... The United States is negotiating with Great Britain,"

dogmatized the Times, "not with Canada, and if Canada is encour¬

aged to forget this obvious ^fact her attitude is not likely to
3-

become more conciliatory." This attitude the Times maintained

and when that award was announced, while trying to soothe Can¬

ada's ruffled feelings, was obviously glad to see the awkward
4.

business concluded.

Another journal found the Canadian case "unsound" and "de¬

cidedly weak", and had no sympathy with the indignation of the
5*

daughter-State. The writer did observe, nevertheless, that the

decision had had the effect of silencing the clamour of the

1. Ewart, op.cit. pp.344-345•
2. The Times, May 2d, 1899*
3. The Times, Ma.y l5> 1899*
4. The Times, Oct.21, 1903*
5. The Economist, Nov.14, 1903» Vol.6l, p.l925»
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United Imperial Loyalists to contribute to the Imperial Army

and Navy. It was queried, if it be taken for a settled fact

that England would never go to war with the United States over

Canadian issues, what solid reasons remained for Imperial union,

and how long would any artificial arrangements that involved

sacrifices on the part of Canada for the good, or supposed good,
1.

of the rest of the Empire, survive such shocks a.s this Treaty?

The National Review, breaking into unsuspected friendliness

to the Canadian case, fotxnd it painful to reflect upon the result

of the arbitration since, in proportion as Britain discouraged
2.

her, Canada would lean toward the United States. Contrary to

the fears of that journal, the result was to teach Canada the

virtues of self-reliance and not to.depend on either Britain or

the United States for her political existence. To the Canadian

Club, Laurier stated his belief that more local autonomy was re-
S¬

quired for the Dominion to include treaty-making powers. In

the House of Commons he expressed himself as being "of opinion

that so long as Canada remains a dependency of the British Crown

the present powers we have are not sufficient for the maintenance

of our rights. It is important that we should ask the British

Parliament for more and more extensive powers so that, if ever

we have to deal with matters of a similar nature again, we shall

deal with them in our own fashion and according to the best light
4.

we ha ve."

1. The Economist, op,cit. p.1926.
2. The Alaska Boundary Award, Nat.Rev. Nov. 19^3» Vol.42, p.492.
3» The Times, Jan. 20, 1904.
4. The Times, Oct. 24, 1903., Vide also Skelton, op.cit. pp.155~

156: Ewart, op.cit. p.345-
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The Times was dismayed, and very happy when it could publish
11

a vigorous denial of Laurier's pretensions by Sir Charles Tupper.
.

The Ngtional Review called a halt to its condolences and denounced

the Canadian Premier's attitude as "not cricket" for he had "been

jointly responsible with the Imperial Government for the personnel I

of the American Commission, a statement, as has been seen, not
2.

quite accurate. The journal advanced the reasonable argument

that Canada could not ask to make and unmake treaties other than

those of commerce at her own free will as long as she depended to

a great degree upon the Mother Country for the power to .keep her
3-

territory inviolate.

While it was almost unanimously felt that separate treaty-

making powers were completely out of the question, nevertheless

certain British opinion felt that Canada had an undoubted right

to participate in the negotiation of treaties in a greater sense

than she had eo far done. Mr Jebb decided that it was "time for

the Canadians, whose clear-sighted patriotism is the one bright

spot in the Alaskan humiliation, to pit on the full armour of
4.

national,manhood in no metaphorical sense." Sadly pondering the

deleterious effects of the decision upon the Empire, he drew from

the Alaskan Boundary Award the lesson that in all future negotia¬

tions of that kind with the United Sta.testhe Canadian Premier must j

be the representative of the Empire. He would consult with the

1. The Times, Dec.l and 12, 19^3*
2. Nat. Rev. Apr. 1904, Vol.43, pp.341-342. It further said that

the the Imperial Government ha.d offered Canada three Canadian
representatives to balance those of the United States, but "Sir
Wilfrid is an exceedingly clever man, and we shrewdly susoect
that he was anxious to get rid of a disagreeable controversy
at all costs, but was not sorry to transfer the odium of an un¬
popular settlement to the shoulders of the Imperial Government'.'
Nat. Rev., May 1904, Vol.43.

3. Nat. Rev., Dec. 1905> Vol.46, p.749*
4. Jebb, Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.60.
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other Governments at every step of diplomatic negotiations. If

they failed to hack him, he would have to "do his own climbing

down, or persevere single-handed on his own responsibility. In
if.
1 <

other words, the headquarters of the Conference must be transfer- \y
I-

red to Ottawa for the purposes of those particular questions." jt
r'

H
. . - - . ( ■

It would be well, for the Canadian nationalists who have
i<'

ever railed at the Tory attitude of British opinion, if it were

remembered that a contemporary Englishman was the most ardent of

their advocates and the most critical of the decision. There

were no more severe indictments of the folly of the Alaskan de-
2. 3.

cision than those by Mr Jebb or Professor Keith.

There were many extenuating circumstances in considering the

British point of view. The Americans had.', for the most part,

a strong case and it appeared that Canada's claims had been large¬

ly manufactured on the discovery of gold in the Yukon as the pre¬

vious Government had neglected the Domini ord-' claim to the terri¬

tory to such an extent that her case was greatly weakened - an

argument, which, while absurd from a legal standpoint, was of

weight with the laiety. Moreover, Chamberlain had been in South

Africa during the trouble in the lat.er stages, and so Britain's

most aggressive : Statesman and the one most jealous for Dominion

interests was an absentee. Then, too, the Boer War had estranged

Great Britain from European sympathies while the Venezuelan con¬

troversy had damaged her friendship with the United States where

the assertive, difficult Roosevelt had come into the Presidency.

The War had shown the military weakness of the Empire to risk a

1. Jebb, Imperial Organisation, The Empire and the Century, p*343«
2. Studies in Colonial Nationalism, p.26ff. and Notes on Imperial

Organisation, R.C.I., Nov. 1906, Vol.38.
3. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.523-524; Responsible Gov¬

ernment in the Dominions, (1912) pp.1141-1142.
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conflict even had the provocation been sufficient to Justify a
-

resort to arms. Professor Skelton contends against this view

that, even assuming a stiffer adherence to what lord Alverstone

himself considered Just, war would not have "been by any means

probable; a failure to agree, followed by the publication of

the deliberate Judgments, would not have meant war. Canada,

which had never involved Britain in war with the United States

on her own behalf and had been involved in a war of Britain's

was quite as aware of the danger and quite as eager to avert it

as Lord Alverstone. The Canadian Government, Professor Skelton

continues, would not have dreamed of pressing insistence to the

point of war, but neither were they prepared to make all the con¬

cession for the sake of peace, or to yield to an argument or a

bluff which might with equal force be urged in every difference

between the two countries and compel surrender before discussion
1.

began.

Such brave language is very fine, but does not take into

account the incalculable quality of American Jingoism which had

waxed unhealthily corpulent from a long peace and the nursing of

Roosevelt. War was possible in thfe event of a failure to reach

an agfeement - that is certain - and the issue resolved itself

into the question as to whether the Portland Channel was worth
2.

the risk of war or not.

In the Alaska Boundary dispute it was better to surrender

Just rights than to face an aggressive nationalism, raise up

feuds and hatreds that would subsist for many a long day, and

break a century of peace for what was, after all, a comparatively

1. Skelton, op.cit. pp.158-159*
2. Dewey has this view, op.cit. Vol.i, p.204ff<
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small matter. Today historians can examine.such nationalism

which prefers a lie to truth and prejudice to judgment, record

its meanness and insanity, its "blight upon democracy and its

derogation from national virtue, and they can determine the moral

"balance, more to "be desired than all the Klondike gold.

For a time immediately succeeding on the Alaska decision,

a "body of opinion in Canada headed "by Dr Hodgkin studied Canad¬

ian history with the view that "British treaty gifts of Canadian
1.

territory commenced with the Treaty of Independence, 1782-1783,"
a view in which Mr Je"bb in England and Mr Ewart in Canada con¬

curred.

By 1907, however, the Canadian resentment died down. Prof¬

essor Ganong expressed his view that Canada, had really got more

than her Ehare in the Ashburton Treaty and the University Magazine

rana series of articles (1907-1909) justifying British diplomacy

in relation to Canada. Dr Andrew Macphail studied the various

diplomatic events, including the Alaska Boundary Award, and con¬

sidered that "in no single instance was injustice done, nor were

the interests of Canada jeopardized," a view supported by Judge
2.

Longley.

It was probably this change in feeling that enabled Mr

Bryce to beard the great colonial nationalist: "I will ask you,"

he said to Laurier, "to suspend your judgment upon all those

questions in which it is alleged that British diplomacy has not

done its best for you. In these matters you have only heard

one side of the case; and I feel it is my dutjr to my country

and to the Government I represent to tell you this, and that I

1. Dudley Mills, British Diplomacy and Cano.da, U.E. Aug., 1910,
Vol.1.

2. Ibid.
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"believe you are entirely mistaken if you think that British dip¬

lomacy has "been indifferent to Canada or has not done the "best
1.

it could for Canada." This misses the point of the nationalist

argument, which was, not that Britain had not done her "best, "but

that she looked at things from a British or, as the Times called-

it, "Imperial" point of view, and that Canada, could do "better for
I

herself - a most doubtful argument, for that time at any rate.
I

The famous despatch of Lord Ripon to the self-governing Col- I

onieE was'intended to set "boundaries to control expansion in
2* I

treaty-making power on their part. The Secretary of State for

the Colonies endorsed the opinion of Sir Henry Wrixon that nations I
could only know one another through a supreme head, and that for- I
eign nations must in consequence refer to Great Britain as the ij
head of the Empire for any satisfaction of a grievance v/ith a

dependency. Further, a foreign Power could only be approached

through Her Majesty's representative, any agreement entered into
|
I

with it as affecting any part of Her Majesty's dominions was an

agreement between Her Majesty and the Sovereign of the foreign
[

State, and it was to Her Majesty's Government that the foreign

State would apply in case of any qxiestion arising under it. To

give the Colonies the power of negotiating Treaties for themselves

without reference to Her Majesty's Government would be to give

them an international status as separate and sovereign States,,

and would be equivalent to breaking up the Empire into a number

of independent States. The negotiation, the®,being between Her

Majesty and the Sovereigh of the foreign State must be conducted ■

1. Dudley Mills, op.cit.
2. C.7824, June 28, 1895.
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"by Her Majesty's Representative at the Court of the foreign

Power, who would keep Her Majesty's Government informed of the

progress of the discussion, and seek instructions from them as

necessity^ arose. It could hardly be expected, however, that

he would be sufficiently cognisant of the circumstances and wishes \
.

of the Colony to enable him to conduct the negotiation satisfac¬

torily alone, and it would be desirable generally, therefore, ,

that he should have the assistance, either as a. second Pleni¬

potentiary or in a subordinate capacity, as Her Majesty's Gov¬

ernment think the circumstances require, of a delegate appoint¬
ed by the Colonial Government. If, as a result of the nego¬

tiations, any arrangement was arrived at, it must be approved

by Her Majesty's Government and by the Colonial Government, and

also by the Colonial Legislature if it involved legislative

action, before the ratifications could be exchanged.

It was also expected thtat any concession made to any country

by the treaty must be also extended to countries enjoying most¬

favoured-nation treatment; that any advantages conceded to a

foreign State must also be secured to the British Empire; and

that no advantage should be obtained.from a foreign State that

would operate against the welfare of any part of the Empire.
1.

These last conditions have been carefully observed.

In regard to the first requirements, limiting any effort of

real independence on the part of the Dominions in negotiating

treaties, there has been much debate. By the date of the des¬

patch even public opinion had become quite satisfied with Colonial1

Governments taking part in negotiating treaties, and even desired

that they should become more active in their dealings with foreign

1. Vide Keith,•Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.286-287.
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States in'order to counteract their insular tendencies in view-
1 • j<

ing international affairs. Commenting upon the presence of Sir
«

Louis Dalies and Sir Wilfrid Laurier in Washington in l8°8, the
I

National Review gave no hint of alarm, "but evinced decided pleas-
2.

ure. "Prom the Imperial point of view," said the Journal, "it

emphasises the fact that Canada is imperium in imperio, or per-
3-

haps, more strictly Epeaking a Nation within an Empire." There |i
was much pleasure expressed over the mission of Mr Lemieux to

Japan in 1907» &nd especially that Canada should have heen so

careful to safeguard British interests in her negotiations. As

one commentator remarked, "Canada is now a developed nation, and

can talk to the other nations of the world with an assured voice
v

- ?

and almost on an equaiity with them. It is, therefore, a cheer- !

ing sign of her sense of dignity and of reality that she should

thus "begin her career as a separate factor in the world "by remem- 1

berina: that her strength and her honour are "bound up with the
4.

strength and the honour of the Mother Country. The Imperial

Conference, as a medium for consultation on matters of foreign

policy, gained some approval when the modification of the Anglo-

Japanese Treaty of alliance, worded that it would not apply

when either of the allies was at war with a nation with which the

other had made an Arbitration Treaty, seemed a direct outcome
5.

ffom that body, as linking British and Canadian interests.

1. ex. A. Colonial Chronicle, Nat. Rev., June 1898, Vol.31*
2. Nat. Rev., Jan. 1898, Vol.30, p.641.
3. A Colonial Chronicle, Nat. Rev., Peb. 1898, Vol.30, Vide

also, Ron. J.W. Longley, Sir 'Wilfrid Laurier at Washington,
Nat.Rev., Feb.1898, V0I.3O; A Colonial Chronicle, Nat. Rev., jj.
May 1898, Vol.31.

4. The Times, Jan.23, 1908. Similarly Imperial Unity and the Dom-i
inions, pp.295-298. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i,
pp.288-299. •

5. The Times, July 13, 1911*
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When Mr Mackenzie King was sent from Canada to London to I
b

discuss Oriental immigration with the British Government the

Times expressed pleasure at the event since it went to show the

destiny of the Empire in regard to foreign affairs as that of

co-operation: "We welcomed the association of Mr Lemieux with
'

t
Sir Claude MacDonald at Tokyo, and we rejoice at this renewed

[l
exhibition of the right spirit of co-operation in problems af¬

fecting the Mother Country and the Dominions. We may further ;

hope, now that Canada has taken the lead in this method of con¬

ducting affairs which interest more than one<part of the Empire,

that the newly formed Imperial Secretariat at the Colonial Office

will encourage the unrivalled means of communication which it
I

has in its power, and develop this domestic diplomacy, as it may I
be called, which was the chief reason for its creation."

Is one to accept, then, the view that is generally taken,
[

that Ripon's despatch constituted a reaction in the growth of
»

Dominion autonomy and indicated an obscurantist attitude on the
2.

part of the British Government? Mr Porritt surely places too

much emphasis upon the affirmative reply, stating that had "Tup-
•

|
per continued as High Commissioner in London...Chamberlain..would

I

surely have had to withdraw the Ripon circular or become involved

in a controversy with Tupper, and through Tupper with the Cabinet
3-

at Ottawa and probably with the Dominion Parliament." He,him¬

self , observes that Canada had quite satisfactory representation
4.

given her in the negotiations of 1898 with the United States.

1* The Times, March 20, 1908.
?. Philip Noel Baker, The British Dominions in International Law,

p.44, p.635 Bewey, op.cit. pp.l64-l65; Corbett and Smith,
op.cit. p.51; these writers adopt the view stated.

3» Porritt, op.cit. p.198.
4. Ibid, p.200.
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Mr Porritt, examining the Franco-Canadian Treaty of 1907»

\
finds that Lord Ripon's despatch was ignored, or rather, super¬

seded. On this occasion Lord Grey sent a despatch to the Brit- \
*

ish representative at Rome and Paris quoting from Ripon's des¬

patch "in which," said Lord Grey, "it was laid down that commer¬

cial negotiations of this nature being between His Majesty and
c

the Sovereign of the Foreign State should be conducted by His Maj¬

esty's Representa.tive at the Court of the Foreign Power.... I do

not think it necessary to adhere in the present case to the strict

letter of this regulation, the object of which was to secure that

negotiations should not be entered into and carried through by a
1.

Colony unknown to and independently of His Majesty's Government."

One fails to understand how this language confirms Mr Por-

ritt's view that "the instructions of 1895 were recalled in 1907
2.

only that, in practice, an end might be made to them." Lord

Grey states that "the object" of Ripon's despatch was secured;

full powers were issued to the Canadian Ministers by the British

Foreign Office; the Treaty was signed jointly by the British

Ambassador and the Canadian representatives; and it was ratified,

after careful scrutiny by the British Board of Trade, by the King ?
3-

acting on the advice of his British Ministers. Lord Ripon ha.d

suggested a Colonial delegate and he ha,d made a clear distinction

1. Pari. Pap. H.C. 129, July 4, 1907, p.9.
2. Porritt, op.cit., p.201.
3. Baker, op.cit. pp,44-45« Mr Baker seems to think that only one

Canadian Minister took part in the negotiations and signed the
Treaty, while Mr Porritt seems to be of opinion that Sir Wil¬
frid Lauriier also took part and signed it. It was signed by
Sir Francis Bertie and Messrs Fielding and Brodeur, the last
two representing Ca.nada. Sir Wilfrid was neither a negotia¬
tor nor a signatory. Vide Cd.3823.
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between a delegate who might he a "second Plenipotentiary" and

one who might act "in a subordinate capacity." One failB to

find negotiations conducted where the British representative was

far from the elbow of the Colonial delegate.

Professor Keith remarks that the essential principle enun-
1.

ciated by Ripon was secured, ^nd that "signature was only auth¬

orised after careful scrutiny had satisfied the Imperial Govern¬

ment that the principles of 1895 had been fully adhered to. The

change in the manner of negotiation was claimed, erroneously, as

a great advance in the freedom of Dominion negotiatoon; in point

of fact, the actual course adopted had been foreshadowed in the

case of Sir Charles Tupper's projected negotiation with Spain in
2.

1884 and had been followed in principle in 1893*w
Mr Dewey, in an exuberant moment, reflects that "the negotia¬

tions of 1907-1909••.mark the definite recognition by the British

Government of full political autonomy, within the bounds of con-
3;

stitutional unity, in commercial treaty-making by the Dominions,"

a dubious statement, indeed, in view of the control exercised by

the British Government and the fact that their representative was

a signatory. It could be said in 1912 that "in no case has Can-
4.

ada. concluded a treaty with a foreign Power direct."

^It may be observed, nevertheless, that there had been a de¬

parture from Ripon's despatch in spirit if not in letter. The

Canadian delegates did not suffer the position of inferiority

that is included in the connotation of the 1895 statement of

their position. Canada had won the right to control the

1. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.285-286.
2. The Constitution, Administration, and Laws of the Empire, p.65.
3. Dewey, op.cit. p.l65»
4. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1119*



negotiation of her own commercial treaties and in so doing had

become, as Mr J. Castell Hopkins remarked, "a, sort of national
1.

partner in the Empire.n Schooldays were passing rapidly for

the Dominion. Laurier, probably with his eye on his electorate,

was jubilant; "Yfe have had to come to a decision whether in our

relations with foreign countries it would not be better to man¬

age them ourselves rather than entrust them to the Ministers of

Great Bfitain. This long-looked for,reform has at last come to

a living reality, and only within the last week or so a treaty has

been concluded between France and Canada which has been conducted
2.

by Canadians alone."

It has been suggested that there was a good deal ofsympa.thy

with the desire of the Dominions for a fuller national life. Mr

Amery produced the cliche, so hackneyed in modern ears, that,

"The merest farm labourer in England has a direct say in deciding

questions vitally affecting Canada and the Empire as a whble which

is denied to the Prime Minister of the great Dominion." The

citizen of the Dominion "possesses only a mangled and emasculated

citizenship; his political horizon is bounded by a Colonial
3-

horizon." Dominion Statesmen may disagree with the means the

Imperialists would have taken to relieve them of their disabili¬

ties, but they must admit a debt to those who taught them to be

discontented with their lot, and who prepared British public op¬

inion to accept a change in the status of the Dominions, Re¬

garding Mr Amery's argument, one may recall the criticism of

1. Quoted, Dewey, op.cit. p.212.
2. The Times, Oct.11, 1907» Statements by Fielding and Brodeur

v/ere much more restrained: The Times, Oct. 7» 19^7*
3* Amery, Union, and Strength, p.25»
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Professor Keith against the same statement in another connection,

that if the Dominion Prime Minister had no voice in Imperial pol¬

icy, it was not because he did not have a vote in the United King¬

dom, but because his Dominion did not desire to take any interest
1.

in Imperial policy. Laurier in 19H» and Fisher in 1912, refused

to take a more active part in Imperial Foreign policy.

Not all British opinion viewed complacently the emergence of

the Dominions into treaty-making powers. A series of informal

commercial negotiations were carried on by Canada as to tariff

concessions v/ith Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and the United

Stater during 1910. The Morning Post noted that, while the Brit¬

ish Government were presumably keeping watch over the negotiations

with the United States, at one stage they had to confess that they

were without knowledge of important developments which had been

reported in the press, and the London paper expressed its grave
2.

conern. The Earl of Crewe protested against the idea of the

different parts of the Empire acting thus independently in foreign

affairs, warning his ^audience that it wa s possible "to march to¬

wards the fatal goal of separation down the road of sympathy al-
3.

most as fast as down the road of indifference."

In the case of the French treaties of 19^7 aud 19C9> Pro¬

fessor Keith contradicts the statement of Mr Balfour in the House

of Commons, and holds that the Britishi Government exercised full

control, carefully scrutinizing the terms prior to signature and
4.

ratification. In 19H» however, Canada attempted to negotiate

1. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.1162.
2. Morning Post, June 21, 1910.
3. U.E. Vol.i. p.277. Mar.15, 1910.
4. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.858; H.C. Debs.,

21 July, 1910. Vol.xix, p.1460.
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a reciprocity arrangement with the United States. Had these

negotiations been accepted by Parliament and put into action they >

would have accorded treatment to Canadian products not extended

to the rest of the Empire, and on this ground the proposed a.r-
1.

rangement has been criticised as disruptive to the Empire.

President Taft also raised a storm among patriotic Canadians and

Imperialists in Britain by suggesting that economic understanding \
2.

might pave the way to political unity, which doubtless ha.d much

to do with the Liberal defeat at the polls in the election of

1911.
f

Nevertheless there was no alteration of the principle that

the whole course of the negotiations should be carried on under

the supervision of the British Government. Sir Robert Borden

criticises as "probably unfounded" Professor Keith's statement
3.

that Mr Bryce assisted in the negotiations. Asquith, noted

for his niceness of language,told the House of Commons that:

"Conclusions of the various stages were carefully watched by our

British Ambassador, who was in constant communication with the

Canadian negotiators, and who very properly kept his eyes on the
4. 1

special interests of British trade."' Sir Edward Grey replied

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.294; Sovereignty of the
British Dominions, p.289; Responsible Government, Vol.ii,
pp.857-858« f

2. Egerton, British Colonial Policy in the Twentiety Century, i .

p.88ff; Skelton, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Vol.ii, p.375* P,
3* Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1149; Borden Canadian

Constitutional studies, p.84. In later works Professor Keith
has given the Ambassador a very unimportant rolei Sovereignty
of the British Dominions, p.289! "The agreement was concluded
without the intervention of the Imperial Government save in so I .

far as the Ambassador presented the Canadian Ministers to the
Secretary of State." Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii,p,
858: "The Imperial Government never was in a position to inter- ji '
vene successfully." Imperial Unity and the Dominions,p.2731 "It f
is obvious that Mr Bryce was in the very difficult position of
being unable effectively to control negotiations carried on by
the United States Government..." This last statement antedating
the publication of Si'r Robert Borden's book by six years.

4. 1-I.C. Debates, 9 Feb. 1911, Vol.21, p.470.
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to a question as to whether, in view of the fact that Canada had

rejected reciprocity with the United States and, "in view of the

fact that Mr Bryce had assisted in making the late proposed recip¬

rocity treaty with the United States, he had given or would give

Mr Bryce instruction not again to render assistance in the nego¬

tiation of a similar treaty": "No, Sir. The instructions given
■

to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington from time to time in

matters concerning Canada will he to give assistance to the Can¬

adian Government...Mr Bryce will have every opportunity of assist-

Sl
II
*i

?i

ing the Canadian Government on the day when they require his as-
1.

sis tanee." I!
;

One may conclude that practically - for Aequith and Grey \
said nothing to have denied it - the British Ambassador did occupy

2.
a mere "titular place", but that opinion in the United Kingdom

regarded him as a powerful agent throughout, and this is espec-
\

ially evident in the criticism that was levelled'at him for the

negotiating of the agreement.

In another direction the Dominions had gained freedon with

regard to commercial treaties. The British Government had, pre-
a

viously to the denunciation of the offending German and Belgian

treaties, a.dopted the policy of providing for the optional ex¬

clusion of the Colonies and, as a result of protests, particularly

by Sir Wilfrid Laurier at the Conferences of 1902 and 1907> the
3-

complementary right of optional with drawal was also obtained.

At the Conference of 1911 Laurier supported the Australian
îr

representatives in urging that the Dominions be allowed to ' u

1> H.C. Debs., 31 Oct. 1911, Vol.30, p.687.
2. Dewey, op.cit. pp.l64-l6j.
3. Cd.3523, pp.467-468 and pp.483-484.
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withdraw, not only from future treaties, "but from treaties a.l-
X • jjj

ready in operation which exacted most-favoured-nation treatment.

Sir Wilfrid read from an article in the Times of June 7» condemn-
_ ___ •*

I
ing his resolution on the ground that it conflicted with the pol- |

jj

icy of Lord Salisbury's Government in 1897 which had been to

maintain the principle of the commercial unity of the Empire,

whereas the denunciation of the existing most-fa.voured-na.tion

treaties, even if followed by their resumption on terms allowing

Canada, or any other Dominion to stand out when it so desired, !
2.

could only have the gravest results. When Laurier gained his

point the Times bowed to the inevitable, stating that the right

of the Dominions to withdraw was a necessary step in view of the

facts, "but let us not be asked to pretend that the movement will

promote Imperial union", it continued. In a.ll its relations

with foreign Powers the British Empire was regarded as a commercial

unit;. The maintenance of this unity might be safeguarded to some

extent by Sir Wilfrid La.urier's third principlec- that no Dominion

should give advantage to foreign Powers which it did not extend

to the Empire as a whole. Foreign Powers, however, would be

guided in their dealings with the British Empire more by the ac¬

tion which its different. Governments took than by the principles

which they proclaimed; and if those Governments proceeded to

elaborate entirely separate systems of commercial treaties, it |.
would not be long before their foreign friends were able to make

the maintenance of Sir Wilfrid Laurier's principle quite as in- j

convenient as the most-favoured-nation treaties, were at that

1. Cd.5745, p.l34ff.
S, Ibid, p.334.

1 -I
*

■i
t
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time. The treaties with Germany and Belgium were denounced he-

cause they had a separatist tendency which distinguished them

from the others, in that they ha.d special clauses which prevented

the grant of preference by the Dominions to the Mother Country.

Their denunciation was consequently a step to closer union. But

there was not such special inconvenience in the twelve moet-fav-

oured-nation treaties against which Laurier's resolution was aimed.I
1!

These could not be denounced without accentuating the existing

tendency towards commercial disintegration, with its inevitable,

reaction both upon Imperial relations and upon the joint relation :j
1 * 1"

of the Empire to foreign Powers.
If

Laurier contended that the principle of fiscal diversity had !

been established long ago and that each nation should make treat- I
2.

ies to suit its own requirements. Sir Edward Grey was nuite
3» ;

in accord with Laurier's point of view, nor does his attitude seem i'
I '

to have caused any alarm among British authorities on Imperial
4. .

relations. The British Government seemed desirous to co-operate j'

with the Dominions wherever they might do so without too great a

sacrifice of the principle of Imperial unity.

Because of this accommodating spirit the somewhat unnatural
j

division between commercial and political treaties was easily ef? I
1

fected, fortunately for the internal harmony of the Empire. Pro- [
fessor Keith in 1912 gave the following, synthesis of the condition

then obtaining and of British opinion thereon: "In political mat¬

ters proper there has been no attempt to obtain separate powers

1. The Times, June 19, 19H«
2. Gd. 974-5, P.335'.
3. Ibid, p.336ff.
4. Vide Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, pp.1517-1519*



of adherence or withdrawal for the Dominions, and it is clear that
fi

such an attempt would toe meaningless. It is impossible, so long
i

as the Empire retains any unity, for one part to toe treated in

political questions differently from another part, and the separ-

j
ate adherence to and withdrawal from treaties is only possible

as in commercial treaties, where a differentiation of treatment

could tod based upon a differentiation of locality. This remains

true even in the most recent treaties, and in this case also

the practice of consulting the Colonies has not yet been intro-
1.

duced save within somewhat narrow limits.

The right of the Imperial Government to make and interpret

treaties without full reference to the Dominions had not gone

unchallenged. Sir Robert Bond protested bitterly at the Con¬

ference of 1907 against the action of the British Government,

who invoked an 1819 statute to override Newfoundland Acts contain¬

ing provisions agaijist American fishermen, in endeavouring to en-
2.

force a modus vivendi with the United States.

It should toe observed that aside from Newfoundland there was

no objection to the action of the Imperial Parliament; that the

other ^Dominions agreed with the necessity of the action taken;

and that the Times, jealous for Colonial rights though it was,
3-

nevertheless approved. When Mr Jetoto objected it was. not on

the grounds of the justice of the action, for "it is difficult

Imperially to defend Sir Robert Bond's American policy," but be¬

cause "with Mr Churchill serving Lord Elgin at the Colonial Office,

I

1. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1111.
2. Cd. 3523, p.587ff.
3. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.285*286.

I
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the administration of the Liberal Government was shortsighted,
1.

tactless, and overhearing!'

The Imperial Government also had some friction with the Gov¬

ernments of Australia and New Zealand, who called in question the

policy of the Home authorities in the Pacific, suggested that the

advice of the Dominions should have carried more weight, and that

British interests in respect of Samoa and the New Hebrides could
2.

have been more effectively secured. Lyttelton successfully
3.

denied these allegations, and his successor quoted him when Mr

Deakin, during the period of the 1906 Convention in Londond to

deal with the position of the New Hebrides by establishing a con¬

dominium recognising the equal rights of the French and British

Governments; declaimed, "The people of Australia and New Zealand
feel that it is entirely due to the inaction of the Imperial Gov¬

ernment that this step (the annexation of the New Hebrides) was
4.

not taken many years ago." It was pointed out in reply that

great acquisitions had been made in the Pacific mainly - and some¬

times entirely - in deference to Australian and New Zealand inter¬

ests and sentiments.

The retort of Mr Deakin at the'Conference of 1907 was not

very powerful: "But for the action of Australia and New Zealand

there would not be an island today in the Pacific under theBrit-
5.

ish flag." Had Australia, the right to determine the expansion

and policy of the United Kingdom? Of course, Australia could

have replied that the Commonwealth did not have the power to act

1. Jebb, The Imperial Conference, Vol.2, p.273*
2. Responsible Government, (1912) Vol.iii, p.1136.
3. Cd. 3288, p.64.
4. Ibid, p.38. (..-For reply of Secretary of State for the Colonies,

P-53*
5. Cd. 3523, p.549.
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for herself in the matter and of necessity relied upon British

initiative. The Australian grievance, however, lay for the

most part in the fact that the British Government had allowed

its action to he determined hy misinformation as to the situation,

had delayed answering despatches, and failed to advise or consult j
the Australian Government as to its proposals at the Convention

with France, and, said Mr Deakin, "except for the information con-;

veyed to us hy ordinary newspaper cables, we were still unaware
1. \ I

of its existence and of its character.

In these protests are adumbrated the post-war demands for

fuller consultation by the Dominions. Nor had the British Gov¬

ernment been deaf to such requests, and had made provision on
2.

several occasions to meet the desires of the Dominions. Even

Newfoundland found sympathy at London, and co-operated in arran-

0 3-
ging a modus vivendi for 1908.

Mr Jebb hailed the appeals of the Dominions'Prime Ministers

to the Conference as appeals of Ma peer to his peers," an appeal

from the Government of the United Kingdom to a supreme Imperial
4. 5» tdie

body, and Mr Dewey agrees with this view. Although/ interpre¬

tation is an interesting one, these'writers are inclined to at¬

tach too much significance to the event. It is much more the

case of two angry colonies taking their opportunity of venting

their spleen. There is little suggestion of the Imperial Gov¬

ernment adapting the Conference to the uses of a tribunal or

arbitral body, and Laurier certainly had no wish for anything

1. cd. 3523, p.554.
2. Imperial Unity, pp.286-287*
3. Cd. 4528: 4815.
4. Jebb, op.cit. p.273*
5. Dewey, op.cit. p.282.
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of the sort. He would never accept the Conference as a tribun¬

al or council, and local Australian or Newfoundland troubles were

no matter for his interference. Botha was of a similar opinion.

In the arbitration treaty of 1908 with the United States,

the Imperial Government reserved the right, before accepting an

agreement "for reference to arbitration in the case of any matter

affecting the interests of a self-governing Dominion, to obtain
1.

the concurrence of that Dominion in the agreement. In the n

Pecuniary Claims Treaty of 1910> and a Treaty of 1914 to estab¬

lish a Peace Commission to consider questions in dispute between

the two Governments, the same principle was adopted, and it was

provided that if a Dominion were affected it would have a rep-

reeentative on the Commission. Thus were further roads made to

the goal of Dominion individuality.

In the Conference for the Revision of the International

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, the para¬

mount authority of the British Parliament was ensured by a pro¬

vision that, "The contracting parties have the right of acceding

to the present Convention at any time on behalf of their Colonies,

Possession^ Dependencies, and Protectorates or of any of them.

For this purpose they may make a general declaration including

all their Colonies, Possession, Dependencies, and Protectorates

in the accession, or may expressly name those included or may

confine themselves to indicating those which are excluded there-
3.

from." Taking advantage of the Article a statement was inserted

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.?87»
2. Ibid, pp.287-288; Cd.5803; Cd.7714.
3»Cd.5842, p.Ill, Art.xvi.



to give the Dominions separate representation and vote, so that
1.

their independence was asserted at the same time.

The matter of the Declaration of London brought up the ques¬

tion of Dominion representation-at international conventions re¬

garding war and peace. The Dominions bad long enjoyed a position

at business conference^ as those on postal and telegraphic mat¬

ters, and in 1883 at an international congress in Paris regarding

the protection of submarine cables Sir Charles Tupper had opposed
2.

his views to those of the other British delegates.

At the Conference of 1911 a resolution was moved by Mr Fisher

regretting that the Dominions were not consulted prior to the

acceptance by the British delegates of the t erms of the Declara-
3- ' /

tion of London. Mr Fisher contended that it was not enough
. »

that the Dominions be consulted even after a good treaty affect¬

ing the Dominions had been made, when they were merely told that ■

it was completed. Mr Batchelor joined him i.n pointing out that

the Dominions should be consulted in arriving at any agreement

affecting their interests, and, since many of the signatories of

the Declaration of London had less interest than Australia, there¬

in, this was such an occasion.

Bir Edward Grey justified the British Government on the

ground that the failure to consult the Dominions issued from the

fact that they had not.been consulted regarding the Hague Confer¬

ences of 1899 or 1907 out of which the Declaration arose, nor had j
v 1

they requested such consultation. He was quite willing that the
UJ

1. Cd.5842 op.cit. p.100 and p.123*
2. Tupper, op.cit. p.175*
3. Cd.5745, P-97ff.
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Dominions be represented at future Hague Conferences, and their

appearance should be as early as the inter-departmental confer*
1.

ence where instructions were drawn up for delegates.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier then revealed to his British audience
2.

more of his Imperial philosophy. In regard to treaties of amity

which had to do with war, he thought the British Government would

be seriously embarassed in diplomatic negotiations if forced to

obtain advice from the Dominions before their conclusion. More¬

over, the United Kingdom could not undertake to carry out any

advice given unless the Dominion giving the advice was prepared

to back it with all her strength and be involved in the conse¬

quences. Canada, however, haddiecided that she was not bound to

take part in every war and so the negotiations of these regula-

tions should be left to "the chief partner of the family, the one

who has to bear the burden in part on some occasions, and the
3-

whole burden on perhaps other occasions." This is a curious

statement of partnership: upon Britain would fall the full

weight of a mistake in diplomacy or judgment; she would have to

make her decisions when the heat of argument and retort was pres¬

ent to sway the verdict; she would carry the responsibility.

Canada, apart from all but the broad outlines of the quarrel,

would make her decision, joining if the cause were considered

just. It is not surprising that many Englishmen - since Laurier

admitted partnership ;- could not see why Canada should not take

part in the preliminary diplomacy and there determine the justice

1. Cd.5745 p.114.
2. Ibid, p.Il6ff.
3. Ibid, p.117.



of the cause. Post-mortem diplomacy differs considerably from

that of the heat of the moment. Another point that might be

made is that, when criticising British statesmen for any reluct¬

ance to allow the Dominions full representation in concluding the

Peace Treaties that followed the War, it should be remembered^

that Laurier objected to participation in Conferences greatly
i

similar. It was not then considered, however, that Dominion

representatives should be included among the number of British
!• !:

representatives appointed as plenipotentiaries. i'

As a result of Laurier's position, a modified resolution was

i|
adopted which did not involve an absolute right of consultation

and therefore no absolute obligation. Professor Keith comments
j;

that the attitude of Canada was "no doubt the only possible atti- |l;

tude", but it prevented any real partnership in the foreign pol-
1

icy of the Empire for the present. "Still," he concludedj"the
acceptance of the principle of consultation in such a case as the

Declaration of London is a real step in advance without any exact
2.

parallel."

Until 1911 there was no serious indication that the Domin¬

ions could have any effective voice in the control of the foreign

affairs of the Empire. They were far removed from the diplom¬

atic centres and the immediate and likely theatres of war. Des¬

pite the fine words with which Mr Asquith addressed the Conference
i:

of 19H» wherein he declared the idea of the Governments there

represented to be, "Local autonomy - absolute, unfettered, com¬

plete - with loyalty to a common head, co-operation, spontaneous j

and unforced, for common interests and purposes, and... a common

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.289*
2. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1554.
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trusteeship...of the interests and fortunes of fellow subjects

who have not yet attained, or perhaps in some cases may never
1.

attain, to the full stature of self-government," he did not con¬

ceive his brave harangue as having literal effect any more than

Laurier when he spoke of partnership. The very next day Mr As-

quith informed Sir Joseph Ward that the authority of the United

Kingdom in such grave matters as the conduct of foreign policy,

the conclusion of treaties, and like matters, must not be impaired:^
2.

"That authority cannot be shared."
'i

It is quite clear that the Imperial Government was paramount
r

in all matters of High Policy, nor was it anticipated that the

Dominions could be other than subordinates. Mr Dewey says that j

Laurier took the position of demanding separate foreigh policies
3-

for the Dominions. There is no reference to an authority for
['

this statement, and Laurier's remarks at the 1911 Conference show

that he was quite cognizant that Canada, as a non-sovereign power, jj
had no right to an independent policy. La.urier was as well aware |

as anyone of the value of the British Navy to Canada and its powers

n
of moral suasion in diplomacy: he consequently kept his ambitions

in bound. He must have been aware of what every statesman in

Britain believed, and what Oppenheim in 1912 bluntly declared to

be the truth: "Colonial States, such as the Dominions of Canada

or the Commonwealth of Australia...have no international position
1

whatever; they are, from the standpoint of the Law of Nations,

nothing else than colonial portions of the Mother Country,although |j
they enjoy perfect self-government, and may therefore in a sense

1. Cd. 5745, p.22.
2. Ibid, p.71.
3. Dewey, op.cit. p.291.
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be called States. The deciding factor is that their Governor,

who has a veto, iF appointed by the Mother Country, and that the

Parliament of the Mother Country could withdraw Felf-government
1.

from its Colonial States and legislate directly for them."

The Laurier Government, in 1910-1911, began a method of in¬

direct negotiation with foreign governments through the medium of

the consuls of those Powers, and there was a proposal raised in

the Canadian House that consular officers of the great Powers be

given a quasi-diplomatic rank and recognition, a proposal regard-
2.

ing which the Prime Minister was non-committal. As the contact

"thus established was independent of the British Foreign Office

and the supervision of its Ambassadors, there was some danger to

the unity of policy. The tendency also occasioned alarm in Brit¬

ain as leading to a, demand for the regular diplomatic representa¬

tion of the Foreign Powers at Ottawa, and of Canada at foreign
3.

capitals.

Professor Keith noted the inefficiency of the method - the

need in all important matters to get into direct touch with res¬

ponsible ministers in the foreign countries concerned, and only

thus, when they acted "formally and .under the control in the long

run of the Imperial Government," could the Canadian Government

have any security that Imperial interests were not being injured,

He also pointed to the fact that intervention of the United King-
4,

dom was essential to the Dominions obtaining the very best terms.

The Conference of 1911 has been hailed as a landmark in the

history of the British Commonwealth, because it was there that

1. L. Oppenheim, Internationa.l Lav;, Vol.i, p.110. So, too, Res¬
ponsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1132.

2- Keith, Imperial Unity of the Dominions, p,294.
3. Jebb, The Britannic Question, p.l82.
4. Imperial Unity, pp.295-296.
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Sir Edward Grey took the Dominions into his confidence regarding

the condition of foreign relations, hut there are two facts which

must qualify enthusiasm for this event. In the first place, he

merely made a statement and he did not seek advice or give any

intimation that he was initiating a policy of consultation. In

the second place, it is clear that to the Dominions in time past,

notahly on the occasion of the Defence Conference of 1909» the

Imperial Government must have explained the rough outlines of the •

tendencies in foreign affairs. Yet the occasion of 1911 must he

regarded as important as the first occasion wherein the British

Government gave a full exposition of the foreign policy of the
.1.

Empire from the Foreign Secretary.

A new force came into Imperial relations in 19H» with Mr

(later Sir) Robert Borden replacing Sir Wilfrid Laurier, and the

British attitude to Dominion participation in foreign affairs

was modified not a little. The new Canadian Prime Minister took
t

up the complementary position to that assumed hy Sir Henry Camp-

hell-Bannerman at the Conference of 19^7» when the latter had de-
»

clared that, "the cost of naval defence and the responsibility
2.

for the conduct of foreign affairs hang together." Borden pro¬

ceeded to demand,- as a corollary to Canadian assistance in naval

defence - a corresponding control of the policy controlling peace

and war. "I would like you to remember," he said at a Royal

Colonial Institute banquet, "that those who are or who became

responsible for the Empire must, in the very nature of things,

have some voice in that policy which shapes the issues of peace

1. Vide Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, pp. 1552-1553*
2. Cd. 3523, p.5*
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and of war. I would like you to understand that Canada does not

propose to "be 'an adjunct' even of the British Empire, but...to
1.

be a great part in a greater whole."

When Borden returned to Canada he reiterated his view that,

if the Dominions shared the defence of the Empire, they must

share also the responsibility for, and the control ofv foreign

policy, and added the comment that during his visit to Great Brit¬

ain no statement that he had made had received a more cordial
2.

acceptance than that. A clamour had been set up, indeed, in

Britain demanding that the members of the Empire co-operate in

foreign affairs. Certain men took Asquith's declaration to the

1911 Conference to mean that there was no choice between the non-

partidipdtion of the Dominions in foreign affairs and the control
3.

of defence and the accomplishment of a federation, which gave

impetus to the desire to federate the Empire, the nucleus of

which constituted the group known as the Round Table. They reas¬

oned, "It is simply impossible for the Dominions to set up in¬

dependent foreign policites and independent systems of their own

without destroying the Empire...Obviously the principle of local

autonomy, admirably as it works for the internal politics of the

Empire, cannot be applied to foreign affairs. • The Empire will

infallibly disappear if any one of its five governments can in¬

volve it in v;ar.. .either the Empire must agree to co-joperate for

foreign policy and defence, or they must agree to dissolve the

Empire and each assume the responsibility for its own policy and

its own defence. There is not halfway house between the two
4.

positions... The present position cannot continue."

1*. U.E. Aug. 1912, Vol.3, pp.643-644.
2. The Times, Dec.6, 1912..
3. Imperial Unity, p.509.
A. The New Problem of Imperial Defence, R.T., May 19H1* Vol.i
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The writer in the Round Table - one would like to know his

identity for the article was a provocative one - was stating elem¬

entary truths, dimly perceived in the early Imperial Federation
i

movement, "but for the first time "being faced by the rulers of the

Empire. When "Borden put forth his ultimatum much airy thinking

was crystallised. Sir Joseph Ward had argued, mu.ch after Borden' s|
fashion, before, but New Zealand was too Imperial to cause any

great attention to be paid to her Prime Minister. Sir Joseph had

on one occasion given utterance to his opinion as follows: "Fif¬

teen millions have no voice whatever in questions of foreign pol¬

icy; no voice whatever in the maintenance, protection, and con¬

trol of the Navy; no voice whatever in the all-important question

of Peace or War. While these peoples oversea are being di'sen-

!S; i

franchised in this way you have not, and you will never have, a
1.

basis of a true Imperial system." But when a Dominion of strong

nationalist sentiment, who had been importuned for so long to be¬

come a partner in Imperial defence, now spoke of any possibility

of such an occurrence, it were well to pay attention. Moreover,

the need was increasingly greater for Canadian assistance.

Borden's stimulus to co-operation in foreign policy received

much support in Great Britain. It now clearly appeared that

responsible government meant that action vital to national inter¬

ests must take their authority and character from the national

will, and that the British Government, in no wise responsible to

the electorate of the Dominions, must no longer hope to direct the

national destinies of those grea ti. , peoples. The Great European

1. Sir Joseph Ward, A Higher and Truer Imperialism, U.E. Aug.1911,
Vol.ii.
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Powers were no longer far away from the Dominions; Germany was

close to South Africa; the United States and Japan shadowed Aus¬

tralia and ITew Zealand; Canada had ha d a tariff war with Germany

and conducted commercial negotiations with Great Powers. The

Dominions must be heard in foreign policy: the conception of this

truth was forcing itself upon the official consciousness of Down¬

ing Street. Mr Asquith found it advisable to minimise - probably

quite genuinely interpreting the intention of his words - the posi

tion he had taken at the Imperial Conference. "I was dealing with
I

a specific proposal made by Sir Joseph Ward for the creation of an

Imperial Council", said the Prime Minister. "My language had ref-
I

erence to that, and to that alone. I never said anything to coun- gj\
tenance the idea that the Colonies should not be brought into closerj'

touch with us, and should not be entitled to be heard with regard
1.

to Imperial defence."

A proposal that found much favour with publicists was that
-

the services of the Imperial diplomatic and consular officers should

not only be placed at the disposal of the Dominion. Government s,

but should in part be composed of their representatives, thus av¬

oiding the tortuous passage of communications between such Govern¬

ments and the foreign representatives .of the Crown through the

Colonies and Foreign Offices and the Dominion High Commissioners

in London - a procedure still obtaining in theory. To many it

seemed that Canada., who understood the psychology of the United

States, would provide much better negotiators there than the Un¬

ited Kingdom.

It was suggested, in connection with this idea, tha.t the

diplomatic services be open to citizens of the Dominions equally

1. H.C. Debs., 25 July, 1912, Vol.41, p.1415.
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with people of the Mother Country, thus doing away with the regu-

lations-which provided that candidates for entrance hy examination

must he British subjects horn within the United Kingdom, whose par¬

ents likewise must have been British, and that the appointments

he in the hands 0f a "Secretary of State in Council", such Coun¬

cil to consist of the Agents-General for the daughter-nations,

the Secretary of State for India, and possibly the Secretaries of
1.

State for Ireland and Scotland. Mr Amery was one .of those who

considered it quite unfair that the administrative service of the

Empire should he a preserve for the inhabitants of the British

Isles, and the Dominions would always have to hand the accusa.tion

that it was quite true that the United Kingdom carried almost the

whole burden of the Empire, but it was also quite true that she
2.

reaped all the benefits. It appears that some such proposal

that attaches drawn from the Dominions be placed on the staffs

of British embassies had been discussed in the Canadian Parlia-
3-

ment, but the leading statesmen had opposed the idea. It was

also suggested that a distinguished Dominion statesman might hold

the position of His Majesty's representative at some foreign

Court. Only by such a policy could the United Kingdom forestall

a demand by the Dominions for their own consular services, so it
4.

was argued.

Of course, it was incorrect to say that the Dominions, while

not paying to the cost of consular services, reaped no benefit

therefrom. While Lord Bryce was at Washington he negotiated

1. Sir Harry Johnston, Commonsenre in Eoreign Policy, pp.102-103*
2. L.S. Amery, Union and Strength, p.27*
3« E. Morris Miller,. Dominion interests in Imperial Administration,

P • 7»
4. Cha.rleS E.T. Stuart-Linton, The Problem of Empire Governance,

pp.215-216.



many treaties in the interests of the Canadian Government and

made periodical visits to Ottawa, a practice followed "by his suc-
1.

cessors. He stated on one occasion that at least two-thirds
*

of the business at the Washington Embassy was conducted on behalf
2.

of Canada. Lord Harcourt confirmed an arrangement made in 1912
3-

to place the Imperial consular officers at the disposal of Canada,

but,commented a Round Table contributor, this only confirms exist¬

ing custom by which Dominion or Colonial Governments, or private

persons residing in their territories having interests which de¬

mand frequent touch with a foreign country or with the commercial

firms in such a country, those Governments or persons always en¬

tered into direct communication with the Imperial diplomatic and
I

consular officers in that country, "and the mysterious alchemy by

which the requests of Dominion Government are transmitted in the

laboratory of the Foreign Office into 'instructions' has been,
4. \

and will be, discarded."

Thus, although the idea of co-operation found much support

in Great Britain., the idea of a "friendly alliance", as one gentle¬

man put it, in which Britain could not control certain matters of

general policy, found much less support. What value, this same

writer enquired, would such an association be in which she had

no authority or 3SSS direct benefit? Communities "must grow

up and have their own establishments," but "the fact remains that

the line must be drawn between independence and ingratitude."

1. Borden, op.cit. p.85, pp.l54-l55»
2. R.M. Barrington-Ward, The Foreign Office and Its Agencies, The

Oxford Survey of the British Empire, p.84.
3. H.C. Debs., May 8, 1913, Vol.52, p.2262.
4. Downing Street, R.T., .S'ept. 1913, Vol.3, p»600.
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If "these developments of somewhat arrogant independence grow"

the "basis of the Empire would have to rest upon its other possess-
1.

ions.

To sum up, what was the general opinion as to the position

of the Dominions "before the War? Mr Barring ton-Ward noted that

there had been a tendency to allow the Dominions considerable

latitude in matters directly concerning them and thus Canada had

negotiated treaties with France and other countries, and placed

her own restrictions on Oriental immigrations "But, though Canada

has taken this course, it has not been one of complete independence,

her action having had the previous sanction of the British Govern¬

ment, and thus being equivalent to the measure of independence
2..

exercised at times by a Crown colony under a like supervision."

Nor had he any thought that the control of foreign affairs could

pass from the control of the United Kingdom. While the Foreign

Office was more amenable to Dominion desires, and consequently. j
Britain did not claim or exercise the same absolute control of

relations with foreign Powers in all parts of the gtobe as was

the case in the early half of the nineteenth century - since"the

"dolonies* or "dependencies* of that period have become the

•dominions' of this, and there has be en a corresponding, if vague

and indefinite, increase of participation by the latter in im¬

perial affairs and policy.'' Conversely, the Britannic Empire

remains for diplomatic purposes a. single State, a.nd the Imperial

Government retains the power to control the action of a dominion

where such action conflicts with the interests or policy of the

Empire as a. whole. This power was exercised in 19H» in the

1. C. R. Enock, An Imperial Commonwealth, p.235
2. Barrington-Ward, op.cit., pp.8l-82.
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case of the Shipping Act passed "by the New Zealand Parliament,..

Ih this power lies the guarantee of unity that enables the Powers

to treat with the Foreign Officers the dependable representative

of the whole Empire; it is the safeguard of the loyal observance

of agreements entered into by the British Ministry, acting for

the Dominions as veil. In point of fact the central control

thus exercised is not questioned as regards the bulk of the busi¬

ness of foreign policy. That policy is left by the other "Brit¬

annic governments as a matter to be cared for chiefly by the Home

Government,.and there is no disposition to doubt its authority

in dealing with problems of alliances, ententes, and internation¬

al groupings which may affect the 'balance of power'...The res¬

ponsibility for the foreign policy of Britain, and so of the

•British Empire-, is thus mainly entrusted to the Foreign Secret¬

ary in London, who in his turn is controlled by the British ParliaJjj

ment, which is directly responsible to the people of the United
1.

Kingdom."

Professor Dicey made it clear that the Dominion Parliaments

were to be considered subordinate bodies, with self-government

limited to local affairs. They must not be permitted to do any¬

thing that conflicted with loyalty to the Empire; of Imperial
?.

interests the Imperial Parliament was the guardian. The auth¬

ority to ma.ke treaties, except where expressly allowed by Act of
3-

Parliament, was not possessed by a Colonial Government.

Professor Lowell gathered up the general opinion into lan¬

guage that was quoted approvingly in Great Britain: "The actual

1. Harrington Ward, op.cit. pp.84-85.
?. Dicey, op.cit. pp.xxix-xxxii.
3. Ibid, p.115.
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relation of the United Kingdom to her self-governing colonies

may not he easy to classify in the terms ordinarily used "by

publicists. "But whether these colonies are dependencies or mem¬

bers of a confederation, whether sovereignty is really lodged

in Parliament or divided, there is no doubt that as regards for¬

eign nations the British Empire is treated as a single Power,

'"nd that Power is England. Diplomats are appointed, negotia¬

tions are conducted, and treaties are made on the advice of the

English-Ministers. In order, however, to satisfy local opinion

it is the habit, when a really important question arises, be¬

tween Canada and the United States, for example, to appoint a

commission containing colonial members. But the situation is

wholly comfortable, and in fact the position of Canada is a little

like that of a boy at school with a big brother. The state of

the self-governing colonies in regard to foreign relations would

no doubt be a much more difficult one, and give rise to no little

friction, were it not that their remoteness sawes them to a great
1.

extent from complications with other countries."

If one reviews the situation that existed concerning the

relations of the Dominions and foreign powers, it would be a

mistake to say that the Dominions had no control of foreign

policy prior to the War. In the Australian immigration policy

1. Lowell, The Government of England, Vol.ii, pp.405-406. Vide
T. J. Laurence, The Colonies in International Law, King's
College Lectures, 1913> e^# P.J.C. Hearnshaw, p.11: "For
the purposes of the, International Society the British Empire,
and not the United Kingdom,is the unit." Anson, The Law
and Custom of the Constitution, Vol.ii, p.75s The Colonies,
however complete may be their general measure of self-gov¬
ernment, are a, part of the British Empire, and are dependent
upon it. "
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which called for Asiatic exclusion, injudicious handling or

Inch of tact could hring a "bout war. Canada:* s tariff war with

Germany proved the bitterness that could arise through Dominion

control of commercial policy, and control over their fleets -

even under the restrictions imposed by "British legislation -

would force the Dominions into the aegis of foreign policy.

Certainly they possessed much of the substance, if not the for¬

malities, that belongs to the foreign policies of international

entities. In fact, so great was their influence as exerted

through the Imperial Conference, that Mr Hall suggests that "in

certain respects the control exercised by a Dominion over its

ordinary international relationships,was more effective than that
1.

exercised by the normal type of formally independent state." ■

One may conclude regarding the British attitude on the ques¬

tion of foreigh policy that the condition which all wise men

sought to embody in the Imperial constitution was an Empire a.s

a unit, through whose voice all the nations could speak far more

effectively then if they stood alone. The fact that the Domin¬

ions were inadeouately heard in regard to foreign policy was ap¬

preciated, but the difficulty seemed insurmountable: How could

unity be obtained and a common policy arrived at when interests

were so diversified, the Dominions so suspicious of any central¬

ising agency, with Britain's proximity to the probable thea.tre

of war and Canada's remoteness, and when Great "Britain contri¬

buted so much to Imperial Defence to safeguard her great.invest¬

ments throughout the world while Canada contributed so little

1. Hall, The British Commonwealth of Nations, p.147*
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because her investments were small and in little comparative

danger? No one doubted but that Britain must control policy

in the last analysis, whatever body be the Imperial mouthpieces

partnership, in the sense of equal weight in policy as between

the different members, was consigned to some Utopian future

when the Dominions would have great populations.
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Chapter_ III: British Opinion on the Supremacy

of the Imperial Pariiament.

The change in the idea of the supremacy of the Imperial

Parliament over the Dominions reflects, more accurately than

anything else, the change in British opinion. The day had

gone "by when a writer could, without qualification, express

his confidence in "the indisputable omnipotence of the Imper¬

ial-Parliament over the whole Empire and over every part there-
1.

of." Professor Keith in 1912 found justice in Mr Ewart's

contention that the power of disallowance and the paramount~

2.
authority of Imperial legislation.were hut little used. Nor

did the Imperial Parliament exercise an appreciable authority

over Dominion administration. There is* an example to be found

in ITata 1 when, in 1906, with little provocation, the Government

proclaimed ma.rtial law and tried twelve natives by court martial

on a murder charge. The Secretary of State for the Colonies,

the Earl of Elgin, instructed the Governor to stay the execu¬

tions pending full consideration by the Home Government. The

Ministry thereupon resigned, but upon receiving full informa¬

tion the executions were permitted. Mr Ramsay MacDonald moved

the adjournment of the House of Commons to consider the question
3-

of martial law in Hatal. He put it as an intolerable claim

that every act of a Dominion Government should be judged internal

government and contended that llatal was responsible, not merely

to herself for her action in the administration of martial lav/,

1. Sir Edwa.rd Creasy, The Imperial and Colonial Constitution of
the Britannic Empire, p.383*

2. Responsible Government, Vol.iii, p.l459«
3. H.C. Debs. 2 April, 1906, Vol.155, P-245.
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1.

"but to the whole Empire. All lesser matters might he left

to the other parts of the Empire, hut the guiding principle

of justice, law, and mercy must if necessary he asserted from
2.

the home country, and he pointed out that on much less serious

occasions between 1894-1900 the home government had refused

assent on twelve occasions and conditionally refused assent on
3-

twenty occasions.

Captain Kincaid-Smith was opposed to the slightest inter-
4. 5. 6.

ference in the matter, as were Mr Long and Mr Fell . Sir

Gilbert Parker stated that every constitutional authority re¬

garded it as an elementary doctrine that a self-governing Colony
7.

should have freedom to deal with offences against its own laws.

Mr Churchill reiterated the doctrine that His Majesty's Govern¬

ment did not consider that they -could interfere with the respon-
8.

sihility of the Colonial Government in the matter.

As another instance of the practical restriction of Imper¬

ial power one might cite the intense indignation that moved

Great Britain when General Smuts and his Government in Ja.nuary

1914 quite illegally deported ten strike leaders, and so con¬

trived by an Indemnity Ac.t - a.nd by tile speed with which, the

offenders were rushed from the country - that they had no recourse

1. H.C. Debs., op.cit., pp.249-250*
2. Ibid, pp.254-255*
3* The list really came to thirty three, orte being still under

consideration. Vide H.C. 3^2, 1901,for the next five years
Vide H.C. 18-7'j 1906. Note the 'corresponding total is only
twelve. Ibid, pp.252.

4. Ibid, p.255ff•
5. Ibid, pp.277-279-
6. Ibid, pp.279-280.
7- Ibid, p.263-
8. Ibid, p.268. Debs. 29 March, 1906, Vol.154, p.l647.
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1.

to the courts. In a very moderate and guarded speech, Mr

Ramsay MacDonald drew the attention of the House of Commons

to Section 64 of the South Africa Act providing for the Gover^

nor to withhold his assent to or reserve a Eill according to

instructions, and he argued that the provision was intended
2.

for such incidents as this.

In reply, the Colonial Secretary, Mr (Lord) Harcourt, laid

down the policy- of the Government to he that expressed "by Mr

Lyttelton in 1910, that "so far as policy is concerned, the Gov¬

ernor of a self-governing Dominion is hound to take the advice

of his Ministers... The Imperial Government makes no claim what*

ever to interfere in the local or internal affairs or measures

of self-governing Dominions, even if those measures he entirely
3-

repugnant to our views." In alluding to the supposed action

that the Governor might have taken in refusing assent to the

proclamation of martial lav/, the Secretary of State said that
4.

no Government could have heen found to take its place. These,

•then, were the principles which dictated the policy of nin-inter

ventions no great imperial interest was involved and no other
%

Government could have heen obtained.

1. Text of the Indemnity and Undesirables Special Deportation Eill
■ of the Union of South Africa, Cd.7213, 1914. Correspondence,
Cd.7343'. for General Smuts' speech, ibid, p.210ff. Mr Cress-
well's rebuttal, p.236ff. A sane view putting the arguments
of the Couth African Government, R.T'., Vol.4, 1914, p.231ffx
The Couth African Strike; p.567PPx The Indemnity Eill and
Political Parties. Also Imperial Unity and the Dominions,
p.l6Cff; Responsible Government 1927> £.2C0ff. Egerton,
Eritish Colonial Policy in the Twentieth Century, p.52ff.

2. H.C. Debs., 12 Feb., 1914, Vol.58, p.353ff..
3. Ibid, p.269.
4. Ibid, p.375.
5. Vide also Responsible Government, op.cit., p.201.
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One may attribute the reluctance of the British Government

to interfere with Dominion matters to a growing appreciation

through the years 1900-1914 of the spirit of Durham's Report,
♦

a growth to which the South African Tar contributed not a little

since in the Report were sought remedies for the distressed con¬

ditions of South Afrida. At the close of the century one of

the leading journalists scoffed at the suggestion that Sir Alf¬

red Milner was destined to "be the Lord Durham of South Africa.'

"Sir Alfred," he said, "has already written his name deeper on •

colonial history than the">great Whig noble, who governed Canada

with doubtful success for eight months, and wrote, or induced

his secretary to write, a very able, if slightly platitudinous
1.

Report." We find, however, a conception of the principle

of Responsible Government, as Durham conceived it, coming more
2.

and more to the consciousness of men's minds, for it is one

thing to have an intellectual grasp .of a philosophy and quite

another to believe in, and act upon the terms of it. In 1912

we have the publication of Sir Charles Lucas' splendid work on
3-

Lord Durham.

It also bccane appreciable .that /the growth of the autonomy

of the Dominions consisted in the extension of the principles

of responsible government enunciated by Durham, for there has

never been a definition of the.limits to which it may apply.

1. Sidney Low, South African Problems and Lessons, 19th Cent.,
Dec. 1899, Vol.46.

2. Thomas Shaw, The Durham Road to'Peace, 19th Cent., July 1961,
Vol.50.

3. Though the fact that Durham still was not well known is at¬
tested by the review in the Times Literary Supplement of June
20, 1912 which is an essa.y upon the book rather than a criti¬
cal review.
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There were merely two simple a priori conditions to its success:

government "by popular consent and an adjustment of difficulties
1.

"by a, practical "British empiricism. Like an octopus the.prin¬

ciple thus put forth has reached out far past Lord Durham's re-
2.

strictions to include all that made for complete self-government.

It is interesting to find that this philosophy as expressed in

a "book most popular in Canada - Empire and Commonwealth "by Pro¬

fessor Martin - was conceived "by Professor Keith in 1908, though

he, of course, did not then expect the principle to "be applied
3*

to mean separate foreigh policies.

These conditions must not contradict the fact of the para¬

mount power of the British Parliament throughout the King's Dom-
4. .

iriions which was far rnfrom d-ominant, That "body had never sur-
5-

rendered - nor could it surrender - its right to legislate for

the whole Empire, though the principle of such Imperial legis¬

lation was that it would "be confined to cases where it was nec¬

essary for the carrying out of foreign policy and treaty obli¬

gations, or Imperial matters wherein uniformity or extra- terri-
6.

torial application were desired as in the Extradition Acts of

1. Vide Lucas, Lord Durham's RepCft, Volii, p,278:» p,28>0.
2. Vide ibid, p.282.
3. Keith, The Development of Colonial Self-Government in the

Nineteenth Century, Jourh. Roy.Soc. of Arts, Feb.11, 19^8,
Vol.56, p.334. Responsible Government, Vol.i, p,13ff.

4. Keith, Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.,13l6ff; Dicey,
op.cit., p.xxv.

5. fade and Phillips, Constitutional Law, p.356.
6. Keith, Responsible Government, op.cit; Tarring, Law relating

to the Colonies, p.l5; Dicey, op.cit., pp.xxix-xxx: "In
regard to a.ny matter which directly affects Imperial interests
the Imperial Parliament will, though with constantly increasing
caution, pass laws which apply to a Dominion and otherwise ex¬
ercise sovereign power in such a Dominion."
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1. 2.

I87O and 1873, the Acts of 1869 and 1884- to provide for the

removal of prironers from one Colony to another or to the United
3-

Kingdom, or the Fugitive Offenders Act of l88l. In other words,

the laws pa.ssed "by the British Parliament were intended, .not a.s

asserting an independent authority that had little or no regard

for colonial feeling, passed like the acts of the'gods on Olympus,

"but Tferc dictated "by the growing feeling of co-operation and good
4. .5.

will. The Army Act of l88l as amended from time to time, is

a further example of this truth, providing for the organization

and control of the forces throughout the Empire, hut giving

pov/er hy the Act to Colonial Legislatures to alter its provi¬

sions as to fines, e_t cetera, to meet local conditions, and the

courts of the colonies were empowered to deal with certain mat¬

ters under the Act, while local forces were governed within the
6.

Dominion hy their own local Acts. An Act of 1909 ruled that

where the Government of a. colony placed as hody of men at His

Majesty's disposal for general service in the Royal Navy, such

a force should he subject to all the enactments and regulations
7-

in force for the discipline of the Royal Navy, and a similar lav/,

relating to the military forces, determined that colonial troops

acting with Imperial troops outside the Colony should he subject
8. Ac t

to the Army Act. Similar in principle, the Imperial Bankruptcy /

!• 33 34 Vict. c. 52. s.17; 36 & 37 Vict. c.60, s.l.
2. 32 Vict, c.10; 47 h 4-8 Vict. c.31.
3. 44- 45 Vict. c. 69.
4. Vide Keith, Responsible Government, 1927, PP» 76C-761.
5« 44 h 45 Vict. c.69.
6. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, 132C. These Acts are

given validity outside the Colony hy s.l77 of the Army Act.
7» 9 Edw. Vol.vii, c. 19•
8. § Edw. Vol.vii, c. 3, h • 8.
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applied to the v/hole Empire and so an English "bankruptcy vests
1.

property in the Dominions in the official trustee.

Such acts as the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1870, the Slave

Trade Acts of 1824, 1843, and 1873, the Mail Ships Act of 1891,
the Anglo-French Convention Act of 1904, and the Geneva Convent¬

ion Act of 19H> "being acts due to international considerations,
2.

were applicable to the whole Empire. • It is a sign of the evol¬

ution of attitude towards co-operation that, since the Geneva

Convention Act interfered with the local tra.de-rnark law, it was

considered quite irregular to pass it without the approval of the

Dominions and an Order in Council was aimed to adapt it to Dom-
3.

inion conditions.
\

The action of the United Kingdom, during the dispute over

the American fishery- rights in Newfoundland, in invoking a.n Act

of 1819 which authorised the Executive to regulate the Newfound¬

land fisheries through the agency1of naval officers in over¬

riding Newfoundland laws and securing the operation of the modus
an

vivendi with the United States, was surely/ unconstitutional pro¬

ceeding from the point of view of the antiquity of the Act. Mr

Jeh"b severely criticised the Imperial Government in that they had
«

not affirmed the principle,of Imperial sovereignty, but had stated

the doctrine of tyranny, for surely Great Britain would never have

!<

}<

1. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.1038; 1912, V'ol.iii.
1321. tarring, op.cit. p.8. Callender, Sykes & Co. v. Col¬
onial Secretary of Lagos (1891) A.C.460.

2. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, p.1321. Tarring, op.cit
p.l68ff, gives a list of Imperial statutes relating to the Col¬
onies; p.l76ff, .a list of subjects of Imperial legislation re¬
lating to the Colonies.

3. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.1036.
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dared similarly to exert pressure upon Australia. The critic

suggested that "the most ohvious solution" would have "been for

the Imperial Parliament to pass an Act superseding the conflict¬

ing Newfoundland Statutes or suspend the constitution, which lat¬

ter course had "been suggested a few years previously when Imper¬

ial South African policy was "being hampered "by Cape Colony. He

thus reminds us that the statutes frotn which the constitution of

a Dominion originated were liable to be changed by the Imperial
^ •

Parliament.

Great Britain still maintained real control over certain

Dominion administration. So Lord Minto refused to approve the

dismissal of Lord DundonaId-without a full consideration of the
3-

incident. In the case of the execution of natives in Natal in

1906, Lord Elgin asserted a complete rig1t to ask for information

in order that the Imperial Government might consider the Justice

of the action. Churchill strongly denied the allegation that

the Government had "climbed down" upon the-resignation of the

Ministry. They had merely demanded time for consideration of

the action and, acting like a court of appeal, had confirmed the
rr
> •

original sentence.

The writer in the Round Table, commenting on the deportation

of the strike leaders in 1914- from South Africa, considered it

1. Jebb, Twelve Months of Imperial Evolution, R.C.I., If November,
1927> Vol.39. In 1891, had not the Colony given way, an Imper¬
ial Act would have been brought in to override Newfoundland
legislation to secure Erench rights. Responsible Government,
1927, p.846.

2. Dicey, op.cit., pp.xxv-xxvi.
3. Skelton, op,cit., Vol.ii, pp.2C0-2Cl. Responsible Government,

1927, Vol.ii, p.745.
4. House of Lords Deb. 29March, 1906, Vol.154, p.1504.
5. II.C. Debs., April 2, 1906, op.cit.,, p. 274.
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a. highly dangerous and anti-imperial doctrine that the principle

should apply that, no matter how much the Imperial Government

might disapprove of an action of a. Dominion Government, it must
1.

acquiesce, and this view also appeared throughout the debate in

the House of Commons. The British Government did, in fact, in¬

sert their views into the Act when they had its wording changed

to refer only to the exercise of martial law in the past and made

no provision, as it had done when first drafted, to indemnify
2.

future actions.

We see, therefore, that the rule had "become established by

the war that the powers of the Crown of veto or disallowsnee

would be most sparingly exercised and only when the Bill directly

interfered with Imperial interests or as regarded colonial leg¬
s'

islation was ultra vires. Refusal of assent by the Governor

was long considered obsolete by 1914, and of the other two meth¬

ods of control by disallowance and reservation of a Bill the form-
4.

er was preferred. It is significant that the reason assigned

for this preference should be, not only that it was convenient,

but that it allowed for the quiet consideration of the diffi¬

culties involved, which is another suggestion that the tendency

of British thought was towards methods of co-operation within

the Empire. The method of reservation was tantamount to dip¬

lomatic pressure and the power of disallowance was recognised

to be offensive, while the fact that the Imperial Government

failed to intimate their views of certain Acts of 1895 1899

1. The R.T., op.cit., p.253*
2. Cd.7348, p.10. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p,l63«
3- Dicey, op.cit. p.xxx.
4. Responsible Government, 1^12, Vol.ii, pp.lC07-1009»
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might "be taken to mean that the Crown was reluctant to disallow,
1.

although it did not wish to express any approval of them. The

power was also disliked as "being merely theoretic and imposing

an unjustifiable "burden on the Imperial Government, That it

still opera,ted, however, is shown "by the fact that every Dominion

or State, wishing to avail itself of the privilege of having its

stocks included among those in which trustees in the United King¬

dom might invest, must state itself willing that any Act which

endangered the security "by reason of which the investors lent
3-

their money would "be disallowed. This again constitutes a

co-operative provision and is a rehuke to over-zealous Canadian

nationalists who can see nothing but Toryism in the British at-
4.

titude.

The power of reservation was by no means in desuetude.

Canada avoided such intervention by inserting a suspending

clause in Bills which might else have to be reserved, to provide

that they should not come into effect until brought into opera¬

tion by proclamation. The Union of South Africa expressly pro-

vided for the Governor-General to reserve certain Bills. The

New Zealand Navigation Bill of 19C3.'"was only assented to in 1905
shipping

on an express undertaking that a conference on merchant/would be

1. Responsible Government, Vol.ii, p.7^9, Pari.Pap., II.C. 184,
19C6, p.4.

2. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.149*
3. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, pp.758-759*
4. Mr Ewart wrongly illustrates his case by blaming the Imperial

Government for withholding assent to a Canadian Bill of 1868
to reduce the Governor's salary. . Kingdom of Canada,, op.cit.,
p.16. The procedure was due to the desire of Sir Charles Tup-
per and the Canadian Ministry, glad enough to avail themselves
of the power of the Imperial Parliament. Tupper, Recollections
of Sixty Years, p«95»

5. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.ii, pp.962-963; p.lOlOff;
Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.!43'ff.
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l. I

held to discuss the whole subject. This was done in 19C'7»

leading to an amendment "by New Zealand in an Act of 1909 which
2.

was again reserved for discussion at the Conference of 1911.
i

Besides such restrictions imposed "by their constitutions,
I

colonial legislation suffered other specific disabilities. The

fact of territorial limitation was a sore point with colonial
3-

nationalists, involving as it did much inconvenience. In

certain cases the Dominion Parliaments had evaded the restric¬

tion by asserting that, while they could not assert extra- terri¬

torial control, yet they could judge as to intent upon leaving

and conditions of return. So Australia held it to be unlawful

for vessels to enter her harbours having broken the seals on ex¬

cisable goods, despite' the fact that the seals had been broken
4-.

at sea.

The fact of the restrictions imposed on Dominion legisla- !

tion by the paramount authority of the Imperial Shipping Acts

also stimulated colonial nationalism,.when it was considered

that as separate nations the Dominions would not be hampered

in this way. The British point of view was simple and reas¬

onable nevertheless when her responsibility to the Empire for
f

its defence and to .the world for the actions of the Empire are

considered. The New Zealand Act to regulate the conditions
rf
j • s

for the conveyance of goods to and from New Zealand was ob- ,i
6 • |

viously a disregard of a rule of international courtesy. The

proposed enactment might have brought a,bout retaliation by

1. Cd.3567.
2. Responsible Government, , op.cit., pp.l017-10l8.
3. Ewart, op.cit. p.9ff«
4. Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Co. v. Kingston,

(1903) A.C. 471. Responsible Government, op.cit., p.386,
121C. Responsible Government, 1927> P«327«

5. Cd.3891, p.3.
6. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.946.
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1.

resentful foreign Fowers upon British mercantile marine. For¬

tunately the Conferences of 1907 1911 were able to satisfy

the objections of Australia and New Zealand to the authority of

the Imperial Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, which had embodied

previous Acts. However, the desire of the Imperial Government

to allow the Dominions the widest freedom possible in matters

of merchant shipping was evinced by the option given them as to

adherence to the Brussels conventions of 1910 on shipping and
2.

salvage, and the Maritime Conventions Act of 1911 did not apply

to the Dominions who were left free to adopt or not as they de-
3.

sired.

It is interesting that the Colonial laws Validity Act,
4.

1865, against which the Dominions nationalists have thrown much

abuse in recent years, wo.s entitled "An Act to remove Doubts as .

to the Validity of Colonial Laws" on the score of repugnancy to

English laws, being for long considered "the Macrna Carta of
5«

colonial autonomy." The objectionable provision (s.2) was that

any colonial law, repugnant to an Act of the Imperial Parliament,

1. Mr Buxton, Col.Conf. 1911, Cd.5745, pp.136-137.
2. Responsible Government, 1927» Vol.ii, pp.950-951*
3. Cd.4355, 19^8, p.21. "As long as the principles of the Imperial

Acts a,re reasonably maintained there can be no question as to
the desirability on general grounds of the Australian author¬
ities controlling all ships, British and foreign, which trade
to their ports in the matter of load line",etcetera. "On the
contrary, the more authorities there are in the Empire capable |!
of exercising this jurisdiction properly, the more efficient • j;
will be the regulation of shipping, ^ut it is most important j
that this regulation should be approximately uniform: other- |
wise a ship would be subject to different standards in going 1
from one British port to another, and there would be no one
British standard." The Secretary cf State to the Governor-
General of Australia., 18 Sept. 1908. I

4. 28 R 29 Vict. c.63. I
5. Sovereignty of the Dominions, p,44. Responsible Government,

1912, Vol.i, p. 402ff. Imperial Unity abd the Dominions, p.
13922•
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should ""be and remain absolutely void and inoperative" to the

extent of such repugnancy.

Though there had been no official controversy between the

Dominions and the United Kingdom on the power of the let, there
1.

had been some resentment in Canada, and the Australian delegates

to Britain on the occasion of the Commonwealth Constitution Act
2.

of 19C0 had tried to avoid its authority. They had found some

sympathy in Britain, especia.lly from Mr Jebb, and Professor Keith

found some question as to whether its application could be justi¬

fied. He pointed out, however, the fact of the supremacy of

the British Parliament which must ever obtain, and to deny which

would be to deny the validity of the Dominion Constitutions which
3.

had found their origins in that Parliament. There was the

necessity of distinguishing, therefore, between the repeal of

'Acts fettering the freedom of Dominion legislatures and the
4.

doctrine of repugnancy which could not be avoided. Because

of this consideration it was thought unwise to repeal the Bill,

an action whj.ch would merely make the position vague and diffi-
5«

cult.

There was a. good deal of clamor, in Canada for the right

to amend her own constitution - clamor that war both misdirected

°nd foolish. Mr Ewart's view that a unanimous vote of the ' i
•

. I
people of Canada- could, not obtain a change in the constitution 9 ■ |

1. Ev/art, op.cit., p.8.
2. Cd.lf9, p.23.
3. 'Vade and Phillips, op.cit., p. 356.
4. Dicey, op.cit. p. 1C 4; "Once establish that an imperial lav/

is intended to apply to a given Colony, and the consequence
follows that any colonial enactment which contravenes that
lay/ is invalid and unconstitutional."

5. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.140-142.
6. Ewart, 'op.cit. , p.7«
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was practically wrong, for, although the Imperial Parliament was

the'only authorityafrhich could amend the Act, there was no doubt

hut that that "body would he o.mens.hle to the desire of the Can-
1.

adian people. . The "blame was misdirected in heing laid at the

door of Downing Street Toryism, for English opinion would have
2.

heen complacent enough in seeing this "anachronism" removed,

and the criticism overlooks the fact that the Constitution Acts
3. 4.

of Australia', and of South Africa provide for change hy local

opinion.' It also neglects to take notice of the essential

nature of Canadian federation as'a "quasi treaty" "between the

provinces which were thus protected against any possible eh-

croachment hy the Federal Government, a safeguard particularly
5-

desired hy Quebec.

In declaiming against the Copyright Act, which was para¬

mount in authority to any Dominion Act, the nationalists of

Canada and their supporters in the Mother Country were on firmer

ground. The Imperial Act of 1842 had included the provision

that works published in the United Kingdom should also enjo$

copyright in the Dominions, and import into the Empire was pro-
6.

hihited. Eritish a\ithors have long suffered ifrom the Ameri¬

can habit of reprinting and. Canada found it very difficult to

carry out the Act. Efforts at compromise agreements between

1. Vide Responsible Government, Vol.ii, p.771, 1912.
2. Vide The Eritannic Review, July 1914, Vol.1. ,

3. Responsible Government, 1927, Vol.ii, p.687.
4. Ibid, p.741.
5. Responsible Government., 1912, Vol.ii, p.999• Even such a

fine historian as Mr Hall is not quite sensible of this trap:
The Eritish Commonwealth of Rations, p.2&l; "Present posi¬
tion...will not be tolerated much longer by- Canadian nation¬
al feeling."

6. 5 4 6 Vict.c.45,0.17.
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the Imperial and Canadian Governments were unsuccessful and a

Canadian Bill of 1872 providing that, should British copyright

works not "be reprinted in Canada within a month, the right to

reprint would he allowed on payment of a 12^-% royalty, was not
1.

permitted to "become operative. In 1875 Canada passed an Act

providing that any person domiciled in a Brithsh possession or

in a foreign country having a copyright treaty with the United

Kingdom, might obtain copyright in Canada for 28 years with the

possibility of another fourteen years by printing and publish¬

ing or reprinting and republishing, and the importation of for-
2.

eign prints was prohibited.

Canada and Australia accepted the Berne Convention of 1886,

understanding that they could withdraw from it at will and its

terms were embodied in an Imperial Act made applicable to the
3.

Dominion by an Order in Council of 28 Uov.1887* When Canada

tried to effect an Act that entailed the termination of the Con-

vention, her request was refused by Lord Knutsford whose objec-
5 •

tions were based solely upon the protests of British publishers.

The Canadian position became intolerable when Great Britain in

1891 arrived at an understanding with the United States whereby

the latter gave a copyright conditional on printing, but demanded j
in return that copyright be given her citizens in the United

Kingdom merely by publication, and in other possessions on the

1. Pari.Pap., H.C. 144, l875» PP.5-13* Ur Longman, an English
Publisher, re the right to prohibit publication of a copyright
work, "Thank God we ha are the power and we intend to keep it".
Ibid, p.10.

2. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.ii, p.954. Also H.C. 144,
p.13-18.

3. Ibid, pp.954-995.
4. C.7783, PP.1-3.
5. Ibid, p.12ff.
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1.

same terms as to British citizens. In this position Canadian

authors found it a preferable procedure to print in- the United

States and then publish in Great Britain, thus obtaining a copy-
2.

right co-extensive with the British Empire.

Canada again pressed for relief and was well within her

rights. The Dominion Government was-dealing with a mattdr of

internal affairs and adherence to the. Convention allowed for

withdrawal. The British publishers, however, prevailed upon

the Imperial Government not to allow Canadian autonomy in this

matter lest the little protection afforded them in the United
3-

states be lost. The Report of the Department Committee shows

an amazing failure to appreciate the principles of Dominion self-

government, considering the question entirely from the point of

view of the British publisher, and urging a control over a Can¬

adian matter that wa^undoubtedly unconstitutional. The very
point that Ga.lt had stressed when the Sheffield Chamber of Com¬

merce had induced Newcastle to consider thersuggest ion of the

disallowance of the tariff Act of 1859 had been that Newcastle

was obviously- favouring the Sheffield interests against Canadian
5.

interests, whereas he should have been unprejudiced. It was

this very principle that had been outraged and Sir John Thompson
6.

urged the Canadian case with a vigour reminiscent of Ga.lt, but

1. Responsible Government, 1927> P»955* C.642p> esp. p.3, s.13
of the .American Act and p.5« Lord Salisbury to Mr Lincoln.

2. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.237ff* Responsible Gov¬
ernment, 1912, Vol.iil, p.l220ff; Sovereignty of the Brit¬
ish Dominions, p.9&ff. C.778'3> P«19«

3. Imperial. Unity and the Dominions, p.239* C.7783> p»28. Report
of the Department Committee appointed to consider the Act of
1889, p.43ff.

4. Responsible Government, op.cit. p«953> P-95&*
5* Egerton arid Grant, Canadian Constitutional Development; The
Tariff Controversy, p*348ff. Porritt, op.cit., p.453ff»

6. C.7783> P*4; p.l4ff; p.66ff. If
I'



his death retarded the representations. Discussion of the mat¬

ter was postponed from the 1894- Conference in view of the fact

that a committee was sitting in England.

In the interval the Imperial Government grew less difficult

They desired to obtain ^Canada's adherence to the Paris Conven¬

tion of 1896, in connection with which Sir Hall Caine in 1895
1.

and Mr Thring in 1899 visited the Dominions. In 1900 some

compromise was arrived at securing a certain protection for a

Canadian publisher by an enactment that, when a book which had

copyright in Canada had been produced in some part of the Brit¬

ish Dominions other than Canada, on proof of the issue of a lic¬

ence to reproduce the work in Canada, the importation of any

other copies of the work might be prohibited. Mr Mills, the

Canadian Minister of Justice, discussed the matter with Mr Cham-
2.

berlain the following year, but no result arrived at.

Canada, in 1894, had abolished her tariff provision for the

collection of a. duty on foreign reprints of British copy right

works for the benefit of copyright holders as. created by the

compromise legislation of 1847-1850, thus automatically reviv¬

ing the Act of 1842 making illegal -the importation of American
3-

reprints of British copyright works into Canada. This had

caused some friction and, moreover, the Privy Council in 1903

gave a decision which confined the application of the Pine Arts

Copyright Act to the United Kingdpm, so that British authors

did not enjoy protection in the Dominions in respect of pictures
4.

drawings, and photographs. Also a Conference at Berlin in

1. Responsible Government, 1927, op.cit., p.957*
2. Ibid.

3. C.7783, p.78ff.
4. Graves v. Gorrie, (1903) A.C.496.,
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October and November of 190S led to a revision of the Internat¬

ional Convention. Following on the consideration of the matter
1.

by a. committee under Lord Gorell, and Imperial Copyright Confer¬

ence of 1910 passed resolutions in favopr of a. new Imperial Act

which the Dominions might adopt at will, or modify and add to

insofar as such changes related to procedure and remedies. Any

self-governing Dominion which adopted the new Act was to be at

liberty to withdraw, subject always to treaty obligations and

respect for existing rights. A self-governing Dominion which

passed legislation substantially identical with the new Act, ex¬

cept as related to procedure, remedies, or works first published

in the Dominion, should be treated as a Dominion to which the

Act is extended. A self-governing Dominion neither adopting

the Imperial Act nor passing such identical legislation, should

not enjoy in other parts of the Empire any rights except such

as might be conferred by Order in Council or, within a self-
•

y 2.
governing Dominion, by Order of the Governor in Council. These

3.
resolutions were incorporated in the Copyright Act of 1911*

Australia, Newfoundland, and New Zealand legislated accord¬

ing to these provisions, but Canada,' who had been so zealous

in the cause of reform, now failed to take action owing to the
4.

dislike of her printers to the convention. In order to in¬

duce her to move, an additional protocol to the Convention of
1 5»

1908 was arranged at Berne in 1914 to meet her wishes. It

1. Cd.4976 and 5051.
2. Cd.5272, p.6.
3. 1 & 2 Geo. V, c.46.
4. Strangely enough Sir Wilfrid Laurier had been indifferent to

reforms in this direction. Vide Hewins, Apologia of an Im¬
perialist, Vol.1, p.121.

9'. Cd.7013.
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was not until 1921 and 1933 that legislation "by the Canadian

Parliament, not a little unsatisfactory to Canadian authors,
1.

was enacted.

The controversy serves to illustrate two things: the

growth in the power and influence of Canada in her ability to

make her protests effective and the growth in the relations of
! ;

Dominion and Mother Country. Professor Dicey made a very in-

teresting comparison in the relations that obtained in 1884 and

those of the year 1914. "The Imperial Parliament", he said,

"now admits and acts upon the admission, that any one of the

Dominions has acquired a moral right to as much independence, j
at any rate in regard to matters occurring within the territory

of such Dominion, as can from the nature of things be conceded
5

j'-
to any country which still -forms part of the British Empire.... s

In 1884 the exercise of self-government on the part of any col-
jjj

ony was regarded as subordinate to real control by the English |
;i
it

Parliament and Crown of colonial legislation which might be op- j
»

posed to English interests or to English ideals of political
i

prudence. In 1914 self-government...means absolute, unfettered, s
s I

complete autonomy without consulting English ideas of expediency
,i2* [

or even of moral duty. Surely this evolution of opinion may t
I

be traced in the Copyright controversy. ho strictures of the pas t j-
British policy were more severe than those from British pens at

3*
the time of change. The whole tendency was for co-operation

and the need for it was quite evident if Imperial interests were

to be the plea for certain policies. Co-operation and equality -'[j
' 11

1. Imperial Unity, pp.242-243; Responsible Government, 1927* ['
Vcl.ii, pp.959"9G0.

2. Dicey, Law of the Constitution, p.xxx, p.xxxii.
3. ex. Jebb, The Imperial Conference, Vol.1, p,230.
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about these words revolved British pre-war opinion. There

were extremists and quack remedies, but the desire of sober

and thoughtful men was for an Empire that cohered in all the

essential matters of policy in facing the world and which set¬

tled difficulties within the Empire by. consultation. To ac¬

complish this end all inequalities and all those things that

led to friction between the members must be swept into the dust¬

bin. Only thus could the inevitable result of the centrifugal

tendencies of nationalism be combated.

The comment might also be ventured that official opinion

in Britain has generally been in advance of public opinion,- as

for example in the outburst regarding control of South African

Government, especially concerning the illegal payment of the
1.

members of the Transvaal Parliament.

Knowing official opinion one never fails to be astonished

at the conservative attitude of the man in the street in his

views on imperial relations. The old accusations - what right

has Canada to shut out British goods? Think of the years we

defended Canada without return - are still with us. This dif¬

ference between official and public opinion is really the differ- j
ence between informed and uninformed opinion, because the average j

person knows very little of the changing relations, or, at any

rate, he lias not studied them with the detail necessary to correct !j
|

interpretation,a.nd so, when presented with the fait accompli as \

the Imperial Parliament confirms existing practice, he is startledP
_ . .

1. Vide The Times, op.cit., July 1, 1910 for its invocation of
an antiquated precedent. Vide Egerton, British Colonial
Policy in the Twentieth Century, pp.52-54: criticism of
uniformed public opinion on Responsible Government regarding
South Africa in 1914.
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at what appears to he a radical departure. Mr Mackenzie King

has often said that every definition of inter-imperial rela¬

tions has come as the result of a practice already instituted.

It is because of this scanty information and abundant enthus¬

iasm that we have had the Round Ta,ble Movement for Federation

now abandoned, and the more recent proposal for Empire Free

Trade. Those who know opinion in the Dominions know the fut¬

ility of both schemes.

The Governor-General.

•

It wotild be interesting to trace the evolution of the Brit¬

ish Commonwealth of Nations, as reflected in the diminishing

powers and change in function of the Governor-General,, from the

days when that officer executed the wishes of Downing Street to

the modern days when he is no longer the intermediary between

the Dominion and Imperial Parliaments. Today even the choice

of the Governor is dependent upon the will of the Dominion, but
V

in early times no idea of consulting the Dominions occurred to

the Imperial Government. When the question did appear, and the

Times wrote that, "If the right be once conceded to Colonial
t

Ministers of laying objections to any appointment before the

Secretary of State, it is almost inconceivable that a duty will ||
. 1 f

not be inferred on the part of the Secretary of State to yield

to those objections whether reasonable or unreasonable," Mr
i.

Justice Higinbotham wrote in the margin, "Right." With his

1. Nov. 1888, Morris, A Memoir of George Higinbotham, pp.203-204.
I

k .

r
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1.

view Sir John A. Macdonald agreed.

It was on occasion mooted that the Dominion Government of

the day should he consulted, and the Marquis of Lome, besides

advocating such consultation,stressed the personal factor in

the Governor's position and stated that the extent of his in-
2.

fluence depended largely on himself. The general view was

that the appointment should he made with an eye on colonial
3*

wishes.

In October of 1888 Queensland was pressing for confiden¬

tial information as to the name of their proposed Governor, and
4.

was refused by Lord Knutsford. The unwise appointment of Sir

Henry Blake provoked the Colony to indignation, and protest was

made to the effect that, as the legislature voted and the col¬

ony paid the Governor's salary, the amount voted and the fact
5.

of payment implied approval of the occupant of the office.

However, Lord Knutsford replied with some firmness, observing

that the Governor's salary was, by a permanent Act, "placed at

the disposal of Her Majesty," with the particular object of se¬

curing the Governor in an independent position that he might be

enabled "fearlessly and impartially to hold the balance between
6•

the political parties." He also replied to South Australia

and Hew South Wales in similar terms - that apart from Imperial

duties the position of the Governor as regarded political matters
?■

precluded the local Government from taking part in his selection.

1. Pope, Correspondence of Sir John A.l^acdonald, PP»433~43^1
2. Ibid, p.3C0; Lord Lome, Imperial Federation, p.64.
3. Responsible Government, 192?> Vol.i, p.67«
4. C.5828, p.l.

Ibid, pp.4-5«
6. Ibid, p.17.
7. Ibid, p.5, pp.19-20.
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It appears that the Queensland Ministry had not much feel¬

ing in the matter previous to Sir Henry Blake's appointment,

"but the selection angered the Roman Catholic Party, and upon

that capable official resigning, he was sent as Governor to
1.

Jamaica. In the case of South Australia, the name of Lord
2.

ITormanby was quietly withdrawn. In fact, therefore, if not

in theory, the principle of consultation was conceded, not that

it was intended to transfer the control to the Colony, "but only
3.

to ensure the popularity of the appointment.

The responsibility for the appointment rested technically

upon the Secretary of State, as for instance when he was called

upon in 19.13 to defend the appointment of Mr W. Ellison Macart¬

ney to the Governorship of Tasmania on the ground that he was
4.

unsuitable. Practically, the Prime Minister took an active

interest in the selection. By the time of the war the prin¬

ciple was well established that the Dominion Government might

suggest a person for the office of Governor and were under no

compulsion to accept a man considered unsuitable. It was felt

by both British and overseas opinion generally that this method

was satisfactory, and Professor Keith clinched his objections

to the election of a Governor on the ground that it would offend

against the principle of responsible Government and raise up in

the Dominion a power which would tend to compete with the author-
5 •

ity of the Prime Minister himself.

The question had also been raised as to whether the Governor
might be a local man nominated by the Dominion Government. The

1. Dilke, Problems of Greater Britain, Vol.i, pp. 337"33®•
2. Ibid, p.3^6.
3. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, p.87*
4. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.27»
5. Ibid, p,34.
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Labour Party of Australia looked hungrily at the portly emolu¬

ments of the office and also considered that economy could "be
*

effected by securing a local personage. In 1908 Mr Price,

Premier of South Australia, requested that local appointments
1.

be made as a reward to service for the State, though the inten-
. t

tion was that the Lieutenant-Governor be appointed by the Home
2.

Government.
, Lord Crewe, in a courteous and kind reply, point¬

ed out that the British North America Act provided for Lieuten-
,0

ant-Governors appointed by the Governor-General and paid by the

Dominion Parliament, but under the Commonwealth the Australian

States had a more independent position, Prom time to time the

King's representative had been born or had passed part of his

life in the Colony of which he subsequently had been made Gov-
|

ernor, but it was "'of the essence of the system of appointment

by the Crown that His Majesty shall not be Lettered in his choice?'

If the desire were expressed to have an arrangement similar to f
i

Canada's, the necessary steps would be taken by His Majesty's

Government, but so far the States had shown no desire to dim-
3.

inish this prerogative of their status as sovereign States.
A

Western Australia on 27 November 19-12 reproduced the arguments
I t

of her sister State, but Lord Harcourt adhered to Lord Crewe's j;
4. j

opinion.

The British attitude was that such a selection would mili-
- ■ if

tate against the Imperial connection and thiB was also the opinion ;
5*

of many of the Australian statesmen, while the necessity of

1. Cmd.2683, pp.41-45.
2. Ibid, p.46.
3. Ibid, - p.48.
4. Ibid, pp.49-52.
5* Vide Ibid, pp.46-47*
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1.

meeting the argument has existed to very recent times. A

more valid objection consisted in the fact that the selection

would really he made on the advice of the Colonial Government,

despite denials asserting the contrary, and the office would he
2.

inevitably linked with party politics. The cause of the ex¬

ponents of the new form of selection received a setback when per¬

sistent allegations were made that a Chief Justice of Tasmania

had improperly used information acquired by him when acting as

Governor and the Government found it advisable to examine and

3-
refute the charges by a formal investigation. At least, so

1. Cmd.2683, p.6.
2. Vide Ibid, p.47.
3..Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.31-32.

it was held, the blunders and indiscretions committed by an

officer from outside the colony would be free from improper mot-

ives. It was, moreover, hardly to be desired that the salary

should be so reduced that the Gov ernor would have to neglect the

social side of his functions, which threatened to be the only

sphere in which he might assert individuality.

To turn to the powers of the Governor-General. By the

War it had been clearly recognised that the chief service of

the Governor-General was no longer fulfilled as agent for the

Imperial Parliament, but as representative of the Crown. There

was also strong opinion that the office should be assimilated

to that of the King in all the essential duties of internal ad¬

ministration^ view that Professor Keith has consistently pressed.
The growing appreciation of the Crown as a link of Empire

was testified to by Lord Curzon when he said that, "A British
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Empire that had no visible head "but a Prime Minister, or even

the President of a Republic, would not last for twenty-five
1.

years." "The loyalty of the oversea Dominions," said Mr Mar¬

riott, "is evoked not "by an institution "but by a person; not

by a Parliament, imperial only in name, but by an Emperor-King.

In a word, the Crcwn has become in an especial sense the centre

and symbol and guardian and embodiment of a new idea - the senti-
2.

ment of imperial unity."

For this reason - namely, that the Crown should be consider¬

ed primarily representative of the King rather than of the Im¬

perial Parliament - Mr Jebb was quite bitter..regarding the ob¬

jection made by Lord Elgin to the Secretariat suggested to the

Conference of 19^7 as "the normal channel of correspondence be¬

tween the Governments. Lord Elgin held that such an arrange¬

ment would prejudicially affect the position of the Governor in

rendering his opportunities of influence so few that his office
3-

would have little weight or attractiveness. Mr Jebb maintain¬

ed that the Governor had no right, except under the antiquated

system of Colonial dependence, to act as a channel of communi¬

cation between governments since he represented the common Crown,

not the British Government. "If the British Government," said

he, "may send and receive despatches without reference to the

Crown, though acting in its name, why, on the theory of equality

of status, should not the other Governments follow the same
4.

procedure?"

1. Curzon, The True Imperialism, 19th Cent., Jan. 1908, Vol.63*
2. J. £. Marriott, 19th Cent. June 1912, Vol.67. For this view

Vide also F.'.V. Bussell, A New Government for the British Em¬
pire, p.83ff.

3. Cd.3523, p.37.
4. Jebb, The Imperial Conference, Vol.ii, p.126.
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The authority of the Governor had "been decidedly weakened

"by the tendency to regard the local Government as the final auth¬

ority in matters of financial control, despite quixotic irregu^-
1.

arities on the part of many of the Colonies. A most emphatic

declaration of this tendency occurred when the Transvaal Parlia¬

ment, at its final meeting "before the Union came into effect,

proposed to pay each member the full Session allowance of £300,

despite the fact that the Session had only lasted l6 days and

the amount due was but £42, and some members declined to receive

such illegal payments. The.Colonial Office decided that the

Deputy Governor was in the wrong, as Colonel Seely decided,

since he had no option but to do what was required by his advis-
2.

ers, a ruling that Mr Balfour termed "a very curious constitu-
3-

tional doctrine." The Under-Secretary of State for the Col¬

onies made the remarkable statement that, as "Governor" was defin

ed by the Audit Act of the Transcaal to mean "Governor in Council

and the Governor had been advised by the Council, the Governor

had no responsibility, a statement that might easily be inter¬

preted to mean that the Governor must always act on the advice
4.

of his ministers. Lord Crewe, in-the House of Lords, gave

quite a contrary doctrine: that the Governor should not approve

an illegal action, but that the action in question had been
5* 1

legal, a decision which was hardly very valuable in light of
6 •

the previous decision of the Chief Justice of "the Transvaal.

1. Vide Responsible Government, 1927» Vol.i, p.lSOff.
2. H.C. Debs., 29 June, 1910, Vol.18, p.1011.
3» Ibid, p.lCC9, p.1012.
4. Ibid, p.1013*
5. H.L. Deb3., 25 July, 1910, Vol.6. p.407ff.
6. Responsible Government, op.cit., p.l87»
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The Times probably expressed public opinion when it stated a.s

"the true Constitutional doctrine... that a Colonial Governor is

bount to obey the law, even if in so doing he comes into conflict

with his Ministers, "and made reference to a despatch from Lord

St. Aldwyn (Sir Michael Hicks-Beach) in 1878 to Sir George Bowen

in which he directed the Governor to act in accordance with the

advice of his Ministers provided he was satisfied that the action

was lawful, and that he should govern his actions according to the
1.

best legal advice at hand.

The question could also be raised as to the liability of

the Governor to a suit for illegal action as a result of accept-
2.

' ing advice. In the case of acts done under martial law, the

theory of the personal responsibility of the Governor was the

more invidious, as he was left liable to proceedings not only in

the Dominion or State, but only a local Act of Indemnity could
3.

bar civil action in the United Kingdom. On this ground of per¬

sonal liability it was suggested in 1907 that Sir Matthew Nathan

should refuse the advice of the Government of Natal to proclaim
4.

martial law in Zululand. The theory was undoubtedly unsound as

there could be no guarantee that the Governor could find ministers

more amenable to his views than the outgoing executive, and thought

ful opinion was in hxx favour of relieving the Governor of any

liability so that he might act, even as the Kinp; acted, on the
5.

advice of his responsible ministers.

1. The Times, July 1, 1910. C.2173, 1878, pp.81-82, pp.99-100.
7/ith this point of view Lord Northcote, an ex-Governor-General
of Australia., was in full accord. H.L. op.cit. p.401ff.

2. Imperial Unity, p.3&ff.; Responsible Gov eminent, 1912 • Void,
p.l05ff.; Tarring, op.cit.,p.3311; Anson, Law and Gustom of
the Constitution,II,ii,pp.81-82.

3. Imperial Unity, p.44.
4. Ibid.

5. Imperial Unity, p.43 and passim; Responsible Government, 19?7,
p.95ff; p.198.
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The Imperial Government has in the Dominions never "been

held liberal in its attitude to their development towards self-

government, "but if it has avoided the fancies of Mr Goldwin

Smith and Mr Ewart, it has equally directed itself from the Tory¬

ism of Mr Todd. If on the one hand it did not "believe the
1.

Governor's position to "be "a perfect cipher," equally it has not

held up the Governor as a most powerful executive in practical
2.

government. -There seems to have persisted a large "body of op¬

inion who supported the view enunciated in a despatch of Septem¬

ber 26, 1892 from Lord Ripon to the Governor of New Zealand to

the effect that a Governor was quite right in rejecting minis-
3* ;

terial advice if he believed the electorate would support him. !

So also Tarring would have him act without the advice of the Ex¬

ecutive Council in the event that public interest required him

to do so and his instructions permitted. Dilke was doubtful

as to whether Lord Carrington's doctrine, as practised during

his term as Governor in New South Wales, should be entirely ac¬

cepted, namely, that the advice of the Cabinet should be blindly

accepted on the grounds that a Governor could have no knowledge
i

as to the position of his ministers 'in Assembly or country, and
5 •

there should be no reference to the Colonial Office. It was

observed that in Canada the custom had become established that

a Lieutenant-Governor must accept tie advice of a ministry having

a majority in Parliament, however precarious might be considered
6.

its position in the affections of the electorate. There seems

to have been no little doubt as to what extent the Governor might

1. Goldwin Smith, Canada and the Canadian Question, p.169.
2. Todd, Parliamentary Government in the Colonies, p.804ff;

pp.814-824.
3. Pari. Pap., H.C.198, 1893-94, p.40.
4. Tarring, op.cit.,p.31• Vide .also Anson, op.cit., p.79*
5* Dilke, Problems of Greater Britain, pp.295-296.
6. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, p.177*
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exercise his personal discretion in accepting the advice of his

ministers in regard to the internal government of the Dominion.

Professor Keith observed that precedent; had illustrated that a

Governor's usefulness,need not by any means be gone because he

had been censured by his Parliament, but he ruled that a Governor

who could not work with his Ministers must be recalled unless he
1. f

had acted on Imperial Grounds.

Possibly the best measuring-stick to determine the freedom

of the Government from the control of the Governor lies in the

sense of responsibility developed by the legislature itself. When

the Ministers believed the Governor to be a schoolmaster who would

keep them disciplined they offered advice without regard to res¬

ponsibility. Thus when Lord Garrington as Governor of New South

Wales in 1886 asked Sir John Robinson, "Now Sir John, man to man,

if I were in your place and you were in mine, and I asked your

for this dissolution, would you grant it to me?" the Prime Min-
2.

ister replied, "I'd see you d-d first." Nor was he the last

Prime Minister to assert similar irresponsibility in advising
3.

the Governor.

As an example of this distinction, one might say that there

was a. general recognition in the official mind of a line of de¬

marcation marking off the Governor's duties as chief executive

of the Dominion Government and as an Imperial officer entrusted

with safeguarding the Imperial prerogative, a; dual personality
4. 5.

that Mr Higinbotham and Sir Edward Blake had done much to impress

1. Responsible Government op.cit. p.174.
2. Sir George Reid, My Reminiscences., p.57• \
3. Keith, J.C.L., Nov.l917> Vol.xvii. V'557' Also Sir

Samuel Griffith's statement.
4. Morris, op.cit., p.l70ff; p.209ff; esp. p.214.
5* Responsible Government, Vol.i, p.l58ff. Lowell, The Government [

of England, Vol.ii, pp.402-403. Kennedy, Documents of the Can¬
adian Constitution, p.696ff. Borden, Canadian Constitutional
Studies, pp.62-63*
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on the Colonial office. But if it "be true that a belief among

colonial politicians has persisted to the present day that the
1.

Crown in the United Kingdom exercises a wide discretion, it is

equally true that in Great Britain there has been a popular ten¬

dency to regard the Governor as an equally powerful person, and

the doctrine enunciated by Blake, Keith, and others that he should

act in all matters of internal government as the King has not been

quickly accepted.

There had been, in fact, a. consistent application of the

right of the Governor to refuse a dissolution. The point was

raised at the Conference of 1887 by ISir F. Dillon Bell who op¬

posed this right of discretion on the part of the Governor-Gen¬

eral for the reason that it laid him open to the charge of parti-
2. wa s

sanship, but on the whole the Conference/opposed to restricting

this right and no action resulted. In 1899 the rewere three

refusals of dissolution of Parliament by Colonial Governors in
3.

Australia. In 1904 Lord Northcote refused a dissolution to Mr
4.

Watson, the Australian Prime Minister, and in 1905 he refused
5 •

a. similar request from Mr Reid. In 1909 Mr Fisher was also
6.

refused a request for a dissolution.1 In 1906 Sir G. le Hunte,

Governor General of South Australia, refused Mr Price a dissolu-.

tion, but when the leader of the Opposition found himself unable

to form a Ministry, he recalled his former advisers and acceded
7.

to their request, and his action was approved by the public and

press generally.

1. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.i, p.112.
2. C.5091, p.555. 1
3. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, p.190. j'
4. Turner, The First Decade of the Australian Commonwealth, p.89-
5. Ibid, pp.100-101.
6. Ibid, pp.220-221.
7. Keith, The Development of Colonial Self-Government in the Nine¬

teenth Century, Royal Society of Arts., op.cit., p.33^« Res¬
ponsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, pp.192-193*
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In 1909 "the Governor of Newfoundland found himself in a

dilemma that has a certain small "but interesting resemblance to

that of Lord Byng in Canada during 1926. After the election i

an equal number of members had been returned, eighteen on both

sides of the House of Assembly, and it was impossible for either
"

1.
to elect a Speaker. Sir Robert Bond as Prime Minister, was

*

refused a request for a. dissolution, but when Sir Edward Morris

was likewise unable to elect a Speaker the request of the latter

for a dissolution was granted. Professor Keith held to the view

that, though some hardship was worked upon Sir Robert, yet the

course followed was exactly in concordance with the law of the

constitution, as it was the duty of the Governor to exhaust every

possible chance of forming a Government before dissolving a House

which had just met after a general election. It also appeared

that a dissolution granted to Sir Edward Morris would be more

likely to result in a substantial majority for his party in view

of the traditional advantage in an election that a Government

enjoys and which Sir Robert Bond's Party had possessed in the
2. •

previous election. As in the case of Byng in the Canadian in¬

cident, while there were circumstances therein not entering into

the Newfoundland case and while Mr King was in a much stronger

position to give advice than was Sir Robert Bond, on both occa-

sions there were many who felt that an unjust advantage had been

given to their opponents in placing the electioneering machinery

of a Government in dissolution at their disposal and in both ca.ses

it was obvious that neither party could sustain a majority for

more than a very limited amount of time.

1. Responsible Government, op.cit., p.209'
2. Ibid, pp.210-211.
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In 1913 Mr Watt, Premier of Victoria, resigned when defeated,,

"but the Lieutenant-Governor did not grant a dissolution, instead

calling Mr Elmslie who was heavily defeated on a motion of want

of confidence. He asked for a dissolution "but Mr Watt was now
f

in a stronger position and ahle to obtain a majority and success-?
1.

fully to carry on the Government.

In 1914 the Lieutenant-Governor of Tasmania very unwisely,
I

having refused a dissolution to the former Premier, accepted Mr

Earle and his successor, but first exacted the conditions that he

would advise a dissolution; that Parliament would be summoned.

before the end of May; and that, if the Attorney-General were

not a properly qualified lawyer in practice, the Governor might
2.

seek advice elsewhere. It was certainly unconstitutional for

the Governor to exact the promise, but that cannot excuse Mr

Earle's subsequent denial of the pledge entered into on the score

that it was possible to chrry on without a dissolution and that

the Governor had no right to stipulate conditions on accepting

a Premier in office. The Secretary of State for the Colonies

condemned the action of the Imperial representative, but his ex¬

planations for so doing were weak indeed as he tried to argue

from precedent instead of recognising that his precedents were
3.

antiquated and not fitted for modern observance.

There had also been a consistent application of the indepen¬

dent right of the Governor to determine his attitude to an unstable

Ministry. Thus Sir John Young in 1865 stated that he refused to

1. Cd.75C7, p.62.
2. Responsible Government, 1927> Vol.i, i»p, 169-171' Imperial Un¬
ity and the Dominions, pp.102-104.

3« Responsible Government, op.cit., p.171.
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accept advice to create members of the Upper House of New South

Wales because his Ministry advising him lacked support in the
1.

country and were on the verge of defeat in the House. Lord

Normanby, in twice refusing dissolution to his New Zealand Gov¬

ernment, was supported by a dispatch of the Secretary of State
■ 2.

for the Colonies, and his refusal to add a member to the Legis¬

lative Council while a vote of censure was pending against his
3-

Ministers in the Lower House was also upheld.

Lord Onslow, however, while requiring certain ammendments,

in 1891 accepted advice the wisdom of which was doubtful, on the

ground that the country must determine the right and wrong of
4.

ministerial advice. Yet - lest we attach too much importance

to this action - there is the incident of 1896 when Lord Aberdeen

refused to make appointments on the advice of Sir Charles lupper

lest the incoming Government be handicapped, an exercise of his
5.

discretion which Sir Charles held to be quite unconstitutional.

Doubtless the Governor was supported by much cominonsense for, as

he said, the disparity in the Senate was already very great,
t

there being but five of the seventy-eight members who were Liber¬

als, and to further increase the Conservative majority would Je

tend to friction between the two chambers of the Legislature. As

it was the new Government refused to recognise many of the ap-
6.

pointments made by the Conservative Ministry.
!
i

In 1908 there was a similar situation in New Brunswick when

the Government held office a month after their defeat at the polls j
1. Pari.Pap., H.C. 198, 1893-4. p.r/5ff. t
2. 15 Feb. 1878. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, pp.l86-l87» ;

3. Ibid, p.212.
4. Cd.198, p.5ff.
5. Tupper, op.cit., p.243.
6. Responsible Government, 1912, p,213ff*
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and had their request for appointments refused "by the Lieutenant-

Governor on the argument that they no longer represented the
1.

people. In 1909 it required the firm dealing of Sir W. Mac-

gregor to ensure that the Newfoundland Government should not
2.

make any appointments when on the verge of defeat.

After Lord Elgin's classic enunciation of the principle of
3.

Responsible Government, when he refused to assent to the popular

outbursts against the Rebellion Losses Bill of 1849, opinion was

clear that the Governor could not, except in extraordinary cir¬

cumstances, request the resignation of his ministers who were sup-
4.

ported in Parliament. There could be no doubt of the legal
5.

power of the Governor to dismiss his Ministers, but it was a

rarely asserted right. In 1873 Lord Dufferin claimed to possess
6 •

the right, but Sir Charles Tupper relates why he did not use it.

It seems the Governor-General asked Sir John Macdonald to resign,

but Sir Charles proceeded to Government House and obtained the

following interview: "Lord Dufferin," I said, addressing Her

Majesty's representative, "I think you have made a fatal mistake

in demanding Sir John's resignation. You are today Governor-Gen¬

eral of Canada and respected by all olasses; to-morrow you will

be the head of the Liberal party, and will be denounced by the

Conservatives for having violated every principle of Constitution¬

al Government. If Her Majesty would tomorrow undertake Miat you

1. Responsible Government, 1912, p.220.
2. Responsible Government, 1927> P»175»
3. For his opinion on the position of the GovernorfGeneral see

Kennedy, Documents of the Canadian Constitution, p. 589 5 Ken¬
nedy, the Constitution of Canada, p.257ff5 Martin, Empire and
Commonwealth, p.303ff«

4. Sir Charles Dilke, Journ. Roy. Soc. of Arts, Feb.21, 1908,
Vol.56, p.344: "Hardly ever." Keith, Ibid, p»336»

5. Responsible Government, 1927* Vol.i, p.l22ff.
6. Pope, Sir John Macdonald, Vol.ii, p.l64ff. Responsible Gov¬

ernment, 1927, p.125.
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have done she might lose her throne." "Tfell, what do you ad¬

vise me to do?" asked Lord Dufferin. "I desire to recommend

that you cable the Colonial Office and ask what it thinks of

your decision." The result of this interview was that Sir John

was aroused from his bed at two o'clock in the morning and noti-
1.

fied that Lord Dufferin had recalled his decision."

The Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, Mr Letellier, in 1878,

asserted the right to dismiss his Ministry and called down upon

his head such a storm of criticism that he was removed. As Sir

John Macdonald said of his partisanship, "His fate will be a warn-
2.

ing to others for all time to come." Unfortunately Sir John

was wrong, and in 1898 Mr Mclnnes as Lieutenant-Governor of Brit¬

ish Columbia dismissed a weak Government and in 1900 dismissed

its successor, just before receiving advice from the Domi/nion
3-

Secretary of State to allow the Government to continue. Mr

Martin was then made Premier and he continued in office for some

months without any reasonable support in the Legislature. Like

Mr Letellier, Mr Mclnnes was dismissed on the ground that his

conduct had been "subversive of the prinsiples of responsible
4.

government."

There were cases, nevertheless, where the Governor might

assert with impunity the right to dismiss his ministers. In

1903 the Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia dismissed his

Government on the score of financial irregularities and the same
5*

thing wa.s repeated in Manitoba, in 19l5> while in Newfoundland there

have been incidents wherein the Governor has had to consider to
'6. I

whot extent he should exert personal a.uthority. 1

1. Tupper, op.cit., pp.1^6-157*
2. Cd.2445, p.110.
3. Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.i, p.239ff*
4. Ibid, p.242.
l;. Responsible Government, 19^7> Vol.i, pp.l3?-133*
6. Imnerial Unity and the Dominion^, up.116-117*
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As Professor Keith remarked, however, it was mainly in cases

where responsible government was not fully appreciated that these
1.

incidents occurred, Responsible Government was so insecurely

vested in Newfoundland that it could be discussed whether or no.t
2.

it should be revoked at the time of the Sank failure in l894-5»

The feeling in Great Britain was that strong action on the nart
3-

of the Governor was more than likely to confuse the issue, as

in fact it did in the Canadian election of 1926 when Mr King, who

; i

■i
! t

otherwise would probably have been defeated, managed to rouse

Canadian nationalism against the arbitrary action of the Governor.

The years 1895-1914 present a great contrast with the ear¬

lier years' of responsible government when the Governor-General was

a veritable overlord. More and more that Officer came to rely

on the advice of his Ministers and more and more strongly do we

find it urged that practice in the Dominions in this respect be

assimilated to that of Britain. Prom the days when the Governor-

General of New Zealand was advised by the Colonial Secretary to

give way to his Ministry regarding the addition of new members of
4.

the Upper House of New Zealand, there may be seen a quickening

tendency for the Governor to accept advice. The increase in

this sense of the principle of ministerial responsibility, as

conceived in Great Britain as well as the Dominions and practised

overseas in imitation of the practice in the homeland, may be

illustrated by a. comparison of the brusque treatment of Sir Charles

Tupper by Lord Aberdeen and the courtesy of Lord Grey to Sir

1. Responsible Government, 1927> P»133*
2. Pari.Pap. H.C. 104, pp.9-10and passiip.
3. Imperial Unity, p.ll8.
4. Pari. Pap. H.C.-198, 1893-94, p.39.
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Wilfrid Laurier upon the defeat of the latter in the election

of 1911 when the Governor-Genera,1 decided that it was his duty

to accept advice regarding appointments until such time as his
1.

Ministers resigned their portfolios. In a similar way the

Governor-General of New Zealand, Lord Islington, declined to

intervene in the political tangle that succeeded the election of
2.

1911 there, despite some public pressure for action.
3.

In Australia this truth was even more amply demonstrated.

In 1913 after the general election, the Prime Minister, Mr Cook,

found himself in a hopeless minority in the Upper House and in

the Lower House he was only able to carry on by means of the
4.

Speaker's casting vote. He therefore secured the operation of

the clause in the Constitution providing that, 'should a Hill be

passed twice at an interval of three months by the Lower House

and twice rejected by the Senate, the Governor-General might dis¬

solve Parliament, whereupon the Bill would fell to be submitted

•to a joint vote of the two Houses and would require an absolute

majority of members to become lav/. Upon a Bill being thus treat¬

ed by the Senate the Governor-General granted a double dissolu¬

tion, despite the fact that the Opposition held his action to be

against all Australian precedent, for the rule seemed well estab¬

lished that before granting dissolution a. Governor should exhaust
5.

every possibility of carrying on in Parliament. It seemed quite

possible that the Labour Party might carry on the Government and it

appeared to many a very grave step to take on the advice of a Party

holding but a slender majority of one.

1. Responsible Government, 1927> PP'135-13^*
2. Ibid, p.136. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.H7« Cd.6091,

pp.78-79."
3. imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.lOoff; The Round Table,

1914, V01.4, P.550ff. 1914 vol.5, p.201. 4. cd.7507, p.59.
5. Responsible Government, op.cit., p.137*
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But the Governor-General proceeded furthet to act on the

advice of his ministers. The Senate suggested that he should,

"by exercising his power under the provision of the Constitution,

s.l29>which allowed him in the event of constitutional amendments

"being pa.ssed by either House and rejected by the other, to submit

them to a referendum, submit to the electors Bills passed in 1913

and again in 1914. ' It was a. very clever dilemma, for it was

quite clear that if he were to submit to the Lower House Bills

which they already had prevented passing, the-advice would be

against a. referendum and the clause would not be worth anything

as applied to the Upper House. Yet the Governor did submit the

suggestion for the advice of his Ministers who decided against

the Bills, naturally enough.

In these incidents the Governor-General was guided by Brit¬

ish usage and had thrown complete responsibility upon his Minis¬

ters. There is no suggestion that in so doing he was not guided

by the weight of responsible opinion in Britain. The Dominions,

of necessity, had passed through a period of tuition and there

is no reason to suppose that British opinion was unreasonably

slower than that of the Dominions to take cognizance of their mat¬

urity. As they achieved sufficient power to become responsible

for their internal government and security, and as they developed

a sense of responsibility, British responsible opinion did not

haggle unduly over .loosening the strings.

British opinion required to be urged, but Dominion opinion

required to be educa.ted.
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Chapter IVi Imperial Emigration and Citizenship.

In this study one encounters a circle, for emigration and

Imperialism were to one another both cause and effect. Emigra¬

tion caused Imperialism to take the form it did of a racial basis,

and Imperialism found an active emigration policy to be essential

to its policies. The very essence of the affection for the

Dominions consisted, in the fact that the Times could write,

"There are few families who have not contributed some members

to the population of the Dominions, few villages which have not

sent forth some sons and daughters to seek their fortune across
1.

the.sea." But the considerations that social and industrial

relief were needed in Great Britain, that an emigrant was more

likely to buy from the United Kingdom than would be someone

outside the blood, and that these emigrants of British extrac¬

tion would raise up families who would be military outposts for

the Empire, bulwarks against the imperialist ambitions of rival

Powers, and propagators of British civilisation, were factors

in the popular demand that emigration from the Mother Country

be directed to the British Dominions. "Population is at the
2.

root of all defence", said a journalist, and that defence was

both commercial and military.

Erom the point of view of the Dominions as well, emigration

from the British Isles was essential to their defence, and

Kipling's wise a.dvice, "Pump in the whites," was fully apprec¬

iated. Japan had risen as a Great Power to put Australia in

1. 'The Times, May 24, 1909*
2. The Times, July 10, 1909*
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a state of perpetual uneasiness which the British understand¬

ing v/ith Japan has failed to allay entirely.

The population question has "become a problem of the most |
serious proportions to the people of the East. From 1000 to

1930 the Chinese population increased "by 100 millions and that
1.

of Java by 30 millions, while it is estimated that if the pop¬

ulation of Japan, at present over 60 millions, continues to in-
2.

crease at the present rate, it will reach 228,839*000 in 2017.

The ratio of crop land to population is lower in Japan than in
3- • "

any country in the world equally self-sufficing. Although'

it is fairly obvious that the solution does not lie in emigra¬

tion - for one cannot export a million people at once - yet it

ma,y be observed that there is some justice in the Japanese

grievance that their lands are comparatively over-populated and

unnecessary restrictions placed upon their expansion, when ;tfcaan

Australian ex Prime Minister is prepared to admit that it has

been estimated that there are at least 260,000,000 acres of

land suitable for wheat-growing in Australia of which in 1928
4.

not more than 35*000,000 acres were cultivated. There ap¬

peared to be a sturdy possibility that when Great Britain was

at war Japan might seize the opportunity to reach out to the

empty Northern Territory and Northern Queensland as an outlet

for her surplus millions. It would not be difficult to make

a descent on Australia, with the chain of islands that bridged

the intervening ocean and the great preponderance that Ja.pan
5.

enjoyed over the British fleet in the Pacific.

1. D.H. Cole, Changing Conditions of Imperial Defence, p.133*
2. Shiroehi Nasu, Population and Pood Supply in Japa.n, Problems

of the Pacific, ed. Condliffe, p«353*
3. Condliffe, op.cit., p.H9»
4. Hughes, The Splendid Adventure, p,391-
5. Vide G.H. Lepper, British Policy in the Pacific, Empire Review,

July 1913, Vol.25.
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California, however, having learnt from Hawaii where

Japanese syndicates had gained control of large fruit areas,

had passed the Webb Act excluding Mongolians, as persons in-

eligible for citizenship, from the ownership of land. The

more danger consequently for Australia, and successive mili¬

tary and civilian authorities, including Lord Kitchener and

Mr Roosevelt, had urged upon the Australian Government to be-
1.

ware bf an "empty north," but with little practical effect.

It appeared unlikely that Australia could hold her ground in

regard to a "White Australia" policy when unnumbered millions

were straining behind Asiatic barriers, yet the Commonwealth

was slow to give Simmigration any great encouragement. But

Britain could not afford that Australia should perish. Aus¬

tralian trade had grown remarkably in the East and it was re¬

membered that the Commonwealth was the buttress of England's
2.

power there, especially with regard tc India.

Nor could Canada afford to ignore Japan's obvious bent

for an imperialist career in the Pacific. . British Columbia
3-

should be developed by Britons, not Orientals. The chief

danger, however, confronting Canada from an immigration point

of view, appeared to the British mind to lie in the American-

isation of the Prairies and the North 1Jest, a fear that has al¬

ways existed, that was very strong at the time of Canadian Con-
4.

federation, has never ceased to arise at intervals, and with

1. Clement Kinloch-Cooke, Thfe Ethics of Emigration, 19th Cent.,
Oct. 1914,' Vol.76.

2. C. de Thierry, Australia in the East, Un.Serv.Mag. Jan.l909>
Vol.38.

3« Vide F.B. Vrooman, British Columbia and her Imperial Outlook,
U.E. June 1912, Vol.2.

4. Martin, Confederation and the West, The Canadian Historical
Association, May 1927; Trottet, Some American Influences
upon the Canadian Federation Movement, The Canadian Historical
Review, 1924, Vol.5> p,2l8.
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which has "been linked the ridiculous prophecy of .peaceful

political annexation of the Dominion hy the United States.
/

In "The Race Q,uestion in Canada.", a hook of 1907> Mr Andre

Siegfried frightened the British public hy the thought that

Canada was losing her individuality, becoming "less and less
1.

British and more and more American," and in 1911 Laurier's

effort to obtain a commercial arrangement with the United
2.

States led to the fear of annexation.

From 1898 to 1907 there had been 420,000 immigrants into

Canada from the United Kingdom, 326,000 from the United States,

and 316,000 from other alien sources, but the Americans were

goinpc for the most part to the West and taking capital with
3-

them. From 1907 to 19l5» forty per cent of the homestead
4.

entries were by immigrants from the United States. The fact

that in 1908-1909 emigration from the United States to Canada

had a large increase, while that from Great Britain to Canada

fell off sharply, ma.de the danger of American absorption the

more serious, especially as those emigrants had taken in
5.

£10,600,000 in cash and settlers' effects.

Because of the fear that Canada might become American in

taste and sentiment if not in government, the desire grew

that a Canadian nationality be developed, although most people

in the United Kingdom who expressed this wish had in mind a

nationality that would be predominantly British in all its

1. The Race Question in Canada,, p.252ff.
2. U.S. Gullett, The Americanisation of Canada, U.E. June 19H»

Vol.2: he ridicules the annexation talk, but notes -the Amer¬
ican influence, even as Siegfried had done.

3. Louis Corbally, The Menace to Canadian Unity, Nat.Rev. June
1908, Vol.v.

4. W.A. Ca.rrothers, Emigration from the British Isles, p.246.
5. C.R. Enock, An Imperial Commonwealth, pp.105-106.
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characteristics. There is no doubt but that British opinion

was right in fearing that an immigration policy which did not

discriminate even among the white races would cause Canada grave

difficulty in forming a homogeneous nationality. The experi¬

ment of the United States in "open-door" immigration has reveal¬

ed the utter folly of "the melting pot" idea, unless it meant -

and its originators certainly did not. take it to mean - the

melting-pot modification of Nordic habits and institutions.

The unassimilable foreign elements in the United States have pro¬

duced merely hyphenated Americans. Canada, is in much the same

danger: not only, as many writers have tried to show, has the

United States "Americanised" the Dominion to a great degree,

but the presence of segregated groups of Europeans and the fact

of a strong racial estrangement between Quebec and Ontario have

militated against Canadian nationalism.

Having seen the arguments for emigration from the British

Isles from the point of view of preserving British racial pre¬

dominance in the Dominions, the next consideration is from the

point of view of the emigrant from the United Kingdom.

Emigration from Great Britain after reaching a. minimum in

1877 was increased by reason of the depression that began in

l875> and the flow of population to the Dominions continued to
1.

grow steadily from 1879 to 1889. An Emigrant's Information

Office was formed because of the new demand for direction, and

placed under the Colonial Office with the Secretary of State
2.

for the Colonies as President. In l8Q4 the depression in

North America, and Australia, caused the movement to slacken*. In

1. Carrothers, op.cit. ch.xii, p.225ff-
2. Ibid, pp.240-241.
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Australia a collapse of credit, begun in l889» reached its cul¬

mination in 1893 when several banks closed their doors and, more¬

over, the Labour Party in Australia became powerful and opposed

immigration and assistance thereto became negligible, while a
1.

drought caused a considerable migration to New Zeala.nd.

In the decade of 1891 to 1900 only 28$ of the emigrants

from the British Isles went to places within the Empire, but

from 1901 to 1912 the number remaining within the Empire in-
2.

creased to 63$ of the total and in 1913 it was 78$. Now the

reason for this diversion was due in part to Imperial sentiment,

as many people said, but it had other and more material bases.

One reason consisted of the fact that private individuals and

societies who played an outstanding part in furthering emigra¬

tion gave great prominence to emigration to the Dominions. After

the Conference of 1907 it was arranged that an army reservist

might go to any part of the British Empire and draw his reserve

pay, whereas until 1906 the Dominions had been included as ex-
S¬

ternal countries to which if he emigrated his pay stopped. A

naval and military League was added to the numerous other ex¬

isting emigration bodies, this one having the peculiar function
4.

of settling ex-service men and families in Oversea Dominions.

The Poor Law Act of 1834 and the Unemployed Workmen Act of 1905

authorised the allocation of public funds to emigration purposes,

1. Carrothers, op.cit. ch.xii, p.237*
2. The Times, Oct. 30, 1912; Statements of Mr Burns at the Con¬

ference of 1911, Cd.5745, p.199, and to the Dominions Royal
Commission, Cd.65l6, p.186: Proportion of British Emigrants
to the Dominions, as opposed to foreign countries had grown
from 33$ in 1900 to 82% in 1912.

3. Burns, op,cit. Cd.57^5> p.201.
4. Begun by Mr E.T. Scammell; Vide Un. Serv. Mag., Mar. 1910,

Vol.40.
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but according to the latter Act no assistance was to be given to
1.

persons emigrating outside the Empire.

It was not strange that many youths found it impossible to

resist the allurements offered by the vigorous propaganda in

which the Dominions, particularly Canada, engaged, depicting

countries of opportuhity where rapid advance was possible, where

a pit boy became a premier, where British traditions were pre¬

served, and where the ideal of Britannic liberty burned as

brightly as at home. Australia, at the opening of the twent¬

ieth century, inspired by Canada's example, had begun a strenuous

immigration policy, and urged at the Conferences of 1907 and

1911 that the matter be given serious attention. Unlike Can¬

ada, the Commonwealth gave assistance to emigrants for their
2.

passage.

There was some complaint that the British Government did

not sufficiently assist emigration. Mr Charles E.T. Stuart-

Linton proposed state-aided immigration for those taking up
3 •

farming in the colonies. It was also suggested that the Im¬

perial authorities should advance a sum of £500,000 annually

to suitable colonists whom the Colonies should accept by way
4.

of gratitude to the Mother Country. Others desired State aid

to propagate a scheme similar to Dr Barnardo's as a solution
5 •

for the social problem of the slums.

1. Clement Kinloch-Cooke, Migration Within the Empire, 19th Cent.
Dec. 1912, Vol.72. Knowles, Economic Development of the Over¬
seas Empire, Vol.ii, p.97*

2. Statement of J. Obed Smith, Cd.65l6, p.86.
3. Stuart-Linton, The Problem of Empire Governance, p.l89ff»
4.'R.L. Gwynne, Chairman of the Kent Colonising Association, An

Imperial Colonisation Scheme, Emp.Rev. Mar.1910, Vol.19*
5. F. A. Gisborne, Australian Immigration, Emp.Rev., Aug.1910,

Vol.20.
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Sir Clement Kinloch-Cooke noted that, whereas in the United

Kingdom there were 120,000 miles with 45,000,000 people, Austral¬

ia was practically an empty continent with 3>000,000 miles for

four to four and a half millions of inhabitants, or one and a

quarter persons to the square mile, and Canada had about two per-
1.

sons to the square mile. "The fact," said he, "That the Brit¬

ish Empire is the property, not of one set of Britons or of an¬

other set, but of the whole British race, might be a myth, so

absolutely and entirely is it left out of consideration." Sir

Clement proposed an Imperial Board of Emigration with administra¬

tive and executive powers, to consist of two commissioners with

representatives of the different Government departments concerned

and the head of the Labour Exchanges, who would have power to
*

TCi.nl och-Cooked op.cit~
Countries. Area Pop. Pop.

Unit, 10,000 h.* Unit 10,000 per 100 h
United States 13,820 11,200 79.6
British India 12,210 31,880 260.9
Ruse ia 9,900 9,590 ^6.9
Canada 2,750 920 33-4
France 2,290 3,918 171.1
Argentina 2,130 950 44.7
Germany 2,0 20 6,260 309.6
Italy 1,32° 3,960 299-4
Australia 870 564 64.8
Ja pan 620 5,900 950.4
Great Britain 570 4,370 761.4
Belgium 120 770 629.1
Holland 90 720 779.7
New Zealand 74 130 170.7

Shiroshi Na.su.

Population and Food Supply in Japan. Problems of the Pac-
ific. ed. Condliffe. Table Iv.. Arable Land and Popula¬
tion compared p.342.
*h (hectare) = 2.471 acres.
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add to their number, while the High Commissioners for the Dom¬

inions and the Assistant Superintendent of Emigration for Canada

in London would "be honorary members. There would also "be at¬

tached to this Board a paid Secretary, an independent chairman,

and a staff of clerks, working in conjunction with the Colonial

Office. This would provide efficient machinery, meet the re¬

quest of the Dominions for direct representation on a.n executive

for the d-irection of migration, co-o-rdinate the work of the var¬

ious voluntary societies, and "bring all emigration under Govern-
1.

ment control. Kinloch-Cooke' s efforts to "bring about Govern¬

ment action in these matters proved unavailing, as did those of
2.

Mr Goldman who wished a migration Conference v/ith the Dominions.

Another writer mooted a proposal that the inhabitants of

the United Kingdom should acquire large tracts of land and that

shares be sold, thus creating new centres of industry which would
3-

be at the same time offshoots of Great Britain.

Mr Rider Haggard desired a system of colonisation to be
4.

promoted by the Mother Country, but the Commission enquiring

into the scheme was probably influenced by the failure of at¬

tempts at colonisation in South Africa in 1880, 1886, and 1888,

while the effort to found an all-British settlment at Lloydminster

in Saskatchewan, known as Barr Colony, had also been a sorry
5-

failure. Al/any rate, the Commission found the system altogether

1. One remembers that Mr (Lord) Harcourt quashed a plan for a
joint Board at the 1911 Conference lest it lead to undesirable
competition between the various Dominions in regard to gaining
favours, Cd.5745> pp.203~204.

2. H.C. Debs. 29 June, 1910, Vol.18, p.lC27ff, and pp-. 1046-48.
3. Enock, op.cit. p.l59 and p.l62ff.
4. Cd.2562.
5. Carrothers, op.cit. p.238ff. and p.247.
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impracticable, recommending that a grant-in-aid should be made

by the Imperial Government to the Committees formed under the
1.

Workmen Act for the purpose of assisting emigration.

The view, however, that the United Kingdom must export

large numbers of citizens and the Dominions should multiply

their population as rapidly as possible, was by no means unan¬

imous and there were many variations of opinion. There was the

point of view that there was a. large surplus population in the

towns as a result of ..exploited agricultural districts and that

the workers should be enabled to go where their opportunities

were greater to save them from deterioration both physically and

morally as a result of idleness and the povery of the slums.

This was the individualist point of view as advanced by philan¬

thropic bodies such as the Salvation Army. On the other ha_nd

there was the national point of view - that the State had no in¬

ducement to subsidize emigration since the State did not benefit

and might lose by the departure of a large number of workers who,
2.

in time of war, might be soldiers. Nor could the Dominions

Royal Commission entirely sa.tisfy themselves that emigration to

other parts of the Empire produced trade with the United Kingdom,

although in another report they stated their belief that the

large British trade in Austra.la.sia indicated that it was to the

direct interest of the merchant and manufactiirer of the United

Kingdom that the population of the Dominions should be developed

by an adequate supply of immigrants. Yet they found that the

extent of this argument was a matter upon which it was impossible
4.

to speak with certainty.

1. Cd.?978, pt.l.
2. Vide The Policy of Emigration, Col.Off. Journ. Apr»1913>Vol.6.
3. Cd.7173, p.641
4. Cd.7211, p.9.
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There was also much danger that with the natural decrease

of rural population and with the Colonies preferring men with

farm experience, agricultural England would become almost de-
1.

populated. Much hitter complaint was heard in the United King¬

dom with regard to the fact that the Colonies took only the val¬

uable citizen - the skilled labourer or farmer - and favoured
2.

immigrants with money. It was undoubtedly a good policy for

the Dominions to accept only the purest effluent and reject the

dregs - in fact many in the United Kingdom saw that it was a just
3-

and necessary policy - but it led to the fear that, as Mr Baker,

the Director of Dr Bernardo's Homes expressed it, "It is a mis¬

fortune, perhaps, but finally everybody left in this country
4. '

will probably be feeble-minded." It was appreciated that

the Dominions must not be given a worthless town population,

but if the land of England was to be allowed to fall into neg¬

lect, with depopulated or sparsely populated rural districts,
i

and the towns to be congested with the unhealthy and the unem- j
f

ployed, it would be impossible to successfully retain the head-
5 • ;

ship of an Empire in the United Kingdom.
ii

The existence of a large .emigration became the more alarm¬

ing as the birth-rate declined, 1910 being the lowest birth-rate
6.

on record. The birthrate in England and Wales in 19^7 was

26.3 per 1CG0 of the population, to that time the lowest on

1. Sir Gilbert Parker, British Lands and British Emigration, 19th
Cent. Nov.1912, Vol.72.

2. General Booth, Emigration and the-Salvation Army, pp.8-9;
p.l3ff.

3. E.A.W. Gisborne, Australian Immigration, Emp.Rev. Aug.1910,
Vol.20.

4. Quoted A.S. Hurd, The Danger of Unrestricted Emigration, Fort.
Rev., Feb. 1914, Vol.95.

5« Vide C. Turner, Land Problems and National Welfare, p»3?7?
also Emigration Conference, May 30 » 31» July 1910, Vol.1,
p. 5ioff.

6. Enock, op.cit., p.19*
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record, and in fact in that year England and Wales had the lowest

birthrate of any European country except France. In 1876 it had

been 36*3 and since then the proportion had steadily fallen with
1.

slight fluctuations. Mr Burns, Chairman of the British Govern¬

ment Board of Emigration, told the Dominions Royal Commission

in 1912 that, while the emigration in 1901 from the United King¬

dom was only 16% of the natural increase of the population, the

average for the last eleven years had been 33% the natural

increase. The emigration of 1910 was A-7% of the natural in¬

crease and in 1911 it was 60%, Ireland wa.s emigrating more
2.

than its natural increase and Scotland much more. It might

be noted that the increase in immigration was almost entirely

from Scotland and England, as the Irish supply had been drained

out by the huge emigration since 1846, but even this decreased

emigration with regard to Ireland was greater than the natural

increase of the population so that the decrease in population
3.

was 76,000 in the first ten years of the century. Mr Chiozza

Money was alarmed by the fact that the increase of the popula-
4.

tion was a mere A-% in 19OO. Ke opposed the idea that the large

transfer of the population to the Colonies helped the British

Empire, for their eyes were not turned to Europe but South and

East to Japan and the United States. While the population of

Germany was .increasing he believed it a suicidal policy to

strengthen the Overseas Dominions at the cost of degrading the

United Kingdom. "Every taxpayer ,lost to the United Kingdom is

so much lost to the wealth and man-power on which the main burden |

1. Lt.-Col. W.Hill-Clino, A Healthy Race, West. Rev. Jan.1910,
Vol.173.

2. Cd.65l6, p.187. "Natura.l increa.se" being the preponderance of
births over deaths.

3. Burns, Conference 19H> Cd.5745> P«2C0; Carrothers, op.cit.
p.245.

4. L.G.Chiozza Money, A Littler England, 19th Cent. Mar.l91?»
Vol.71.
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of Imperial security still rests," was the version of the Times

in the argument. Had the Empire teen a single organisation in

matters of defence, the charges would he evenly distributed, and

the argument would no longer obtain. Moreover emigration was

doing little to mitigate poverty for a very large percentage of

the population lost was neither penniless nor out of employment,

while a lamer proportion of the incapable were left for society
1.

to support. Much of the opposition to emigration was also due

to the popularity of the doctrines of Henry Geo,rge and Karl Marx

who opposed emigration as a means to improving the position of

the labourer.

There seemed to be only ome class of migrant agreeable to

all sections of opinion in the Mother Country and the Colonics -

there was a dea.rth of women in the Colonies and a surplus in the
2,

United Kingdom. ^

The exclusion policy as applied by Australia and Canada to

the Citizens of the United Kingdom was a great blow to British

Imperialists. In early times the colonies had been glad to

receive any immigrants from the United Kingdom, but following

on the federation of Australia an Act of 1901 regulated immigra¬

tion, and it soon came under the censure of the United Kingdom

owing to the exclusion of some English hatters on the ground that

they had come out under contract of service in Australia, an act

which strongly suggested exclusion of competition rather' than a

policy of immigration which had for its end the building up of
• 3.

the population of Australia. There wa,s no question, however,

1. The Times, Oct. 3^» 1912.
2. Cd.7210, p.13; Statement of Mr Harold Cox. Cd.65l6, p.190.
3. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.74*
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of the British Government intervening in the matter, and one

notes that during his protests in the House of Commons against

the Canadian policy, Sir Clement Kinloch-Cooke does not suggest

the compelling of Canadian modification in their treatment of

immigrants, "but only enquires "what steps it is proposed to take

to Bring home to the Dominion of Canada the hardships" worked
1.

on the British emigration "bodies. There was a. good deal of

criticism also of Australian employers for repelling immigrants
2.

with "encumbrances".

There were many Old Country Imperialists who were shocked

"by signs at Canadian places of employment reading, "No English¬

men need apply." It was suggested that the a.ttitude was due

to the emigration of the unemployed "loafer" or the "remittance
3-

man" and not to the good "blood of England - a. very true observa¬

tion. Sir Francis Piggott suggested the difficulty when he

enquired, "What would a promising young barrister say if emigra-
4.

tion were suggested to him?" Sir Francis spoke quite approving¬

ly of the Canadian restrictive Acts of 1898 shutting out defect¬

ive and vicious children.

The Canadian regulations of 1910, however, raised much
5»

anger against Canada, among the Imperialists of the Empire. 7/hen

an emigration conference was convened by the Royal Colonia.l In¬

stitute at which fifty societies engaged in philanthropic work

were represented, much annoyance was expressed at the failure

1. K.C. Debs., 29 June 191C, Vol.l8, p.1030.
2. An Emigration Policy, Empire Day Supplement, The Times, May 24,

191C.
3. Dr Arthur Shadwell, Labour and Immigration, the Times, Jan.4,

1908.
4. Piggott, On the Making of an Over-Sea Dominion, 19th Cent.,

Apr. 1910, Vol.67.
Sir Clement Kinloch-Cooke, Canada's Exclusiveness, Einp.Rev.
July 1910, Vol.19.
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of any representatives of the Dominions to appear, although the

1.

High Commissioner and Agents General had "been invited. A

Canadian Order-in-Council of March imposed financial restrictions

on immigrants from which restrictions were exempted men going to

farm employment, women to domestic service, and those going to

close relatives who were willing to support them. They must also

have sufficient money to reach their destination. By another

regulation all emigrants had to "be passed "by the Assistant Super- ■

intendent of Emigration for Canada if assisted by an emigration

society, a, charitable organisation, or out of public funds.

Cn April 20, when emigration schemes for the year were planned

by the societies, the Assistant Superintendent, Mr J. Obed Smith,

upon whom the power of exemption rested, acting upon instructions,

issued a circular to the effect that his consent- would henceforth

be conditioned by the ability of the emigrants for farm work and

for whom such positions in Canada were guaranteed, regardless as

to whether they were going to friends or relative^, or had the

landing money required. Thus the door was closed to all skilled

mechanics and artistans assisted in this1 way and also caused much

inconvenience as in the case of a family thus assisted who wished
2.

to join the breadwinner in Canada. The Canadian policy of

deporting immigrants who, within three years of landing, had

become charges on the public also irritated British opinion which

ti

!■

S

felt that the Dominion got the lion's share of benefit from the
3-

policy of migration. There had been some complaint when five I

1. U.E. July 1910, Vol.i, op.cit. Even had they attended, their
officia.l position would have prevented an expression of views
on the matter.

2. Kinloch-Cooke, op,cit. |
3. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p»75»

Hi
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families were deported "back to London from St. Catherines "be¬

cause the heads of the families refused work when it was offered
1.

to them. The influence of the Duke of Connaught as Governor

General fortunately served to mitigate the harshness of the

regulations.

Mr Enock declared that, "This exclusion or deportation of

British citizens must "be regarded as a "breach of the constitution-
2.

al law - written or unwritten - regarding the Empire." No

passport beyond British citizenship should be necessary to obtain

entry into any part of the Empire, otherwise the relations of

those parts were those of a, foreign country. "Because unemploy¬

ment had reared its head in colonial cities, and wastrels from

Britain have been found in colonial streets, is legislation to

be enacted against the Mother Country who, in the first instance,

supplied the land, the cities, and the streets? Under the
. . ■ 3-11

growth of such a prinsiple imperial sentiment becomes hypocrisy."
i<

If, continued the writer, Canada and Australia, were independent

countries the purpose they advance in their restriction of Brit-
4.

ish immigrants would be reasonable enough. The words reveal

a complete failure to understand the elements of colonial nation¬

alism or responsible Government, the idea behind the tirade being,

could an Englishman be shut out of his own house? The principle

underlying responsible Government was that every part of the

Empire knew what was best for itself.

,i

il

1. The Times, Mar. 19> 1908.
2. Enock, op.cit. p.95*
3. Ibid, p.98.
4. Ibid, p.103. p
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One must confess that in regard to migration at any rate

the British Government certainly have shown no failure to act

in accordance with the principles of responsible Government,

and their forbearance is the more striking in regard to Indian

migration within the Empire. On occasion the Dominion Govern¬

ments have failed to treat the India.n question tactfully, but

the British Government persevered in its policy of applying

nothing but moral pressure - stressing the duty of the Dominions

to act wisely for the sake of the Empire as a whole. The facts

that the European alien is treated much better in Canada, Aus¬

tralasia, and South Africa and that the Japanese de facto enjoys

a preference over the Indian in Canada owing to the fact that

she is able to enforce rules of emigration not possible in the
1.

case of India, were not conditions designed to promote a love

for the Empirq/'in the Indian, especially since he could claim

a greater capability to assimilate British civilisation than

Canadian Dukhobors. There is a certain sorrow in considering

the treatment of this great and proud Indian people, although

it must be realized that the ideals maintained by the nations

of the Empire demand stringent restriction from the point of

view of racial purity and sta.ndard of living conditions which

would fall drastically under the effect of cheap Asiatic labour.

Lord Crewe, however, to the Imperial Conference of 19H» made an

eloquent plea for the Indians, showing that their standard of

living was not necessarily lower simply because their diet was

of a different and less expensive nature from the person of

British blood, that there need be no disabilities placed on In¬

dians who were merely visitors to the Dominions, that they should

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.258.
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not, having lawfully immigrated, he subjected to peculiar dis¬

abilities in the Dominions, and that the history and traditions
1.

of India entitled her to respect and courtesy. The only ef¬

fective reply was that the Indian would establish conditions of

labour with which it was impossible for the white man to success¬

fully compete. Notwithstanding this fact, there does not seem

to have been any good reason why India should have been excluded
2.

from the Conference of 1907> and Professor Keith evidently had
3-

much the same opinion. Gentleness in good time might have

avoided much of the present unhappy state of India and the Empire.

One of the most striking incidents in the relations of Can¬

ada with India occurred upon the action of Gurdit Singh, who had

acquired a fortune in Canadian timber, in bringing three hundred

and seventy-five Hindus to work his limits and mills. In Can¬

ada's arrangements with Japan, the Canadian Government had issued
\

orders against the landing of any strangers except.from the land

of their origin. Using the authority of this enactment the de¬

portation of the Hindus was ordered on the ground that they could

provide no proof of continuous voyage.

The counsel for the Hindus argued that Canada had no power

to exclude British subjects, the argument being that they were

subjects of the King, that this was part of the King's Dominions,

and that Canada, therefore, had no power of exclusion. There

was no little indignation, even among Canadians, and to many the

action of the Canadian Parliament seemed "arbitrary and inde-
4.

densible." It required a decision by Chief Justice Macdonald

1. Cd.5745, p.395ff.
2. Cd.3523, p.v.
3. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.192, pp«552-553» P*588.
4. The Times, Mar. 19» 1908.
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to the effect that the King had power, with the advice and con¬

sent of the Imperial Parliament, to make laws for the exclusion

of persons from British Possessions, whether or not those per¬

sons were British subjects. This power had been delegated to

the Canadian Parliament without any reservation under the Brit¬

ish North America Act of 1867, and consequently the Canadian

Parliament had the same plenitude of powers as the British,

saving only the right of the King to disallow Canadian Acts,

which was not exercised in the case of the Canadian Immigration
1.

law s.

But if the other Dominions have chastised the Indians with

whips, South Africa h^s chastised then with scorpions. Pro¬

fessor Keith records that in regard to the treatment of the

Indians already settled in the country, "The policy of South

Africa in this respect has been an extraordinary record of mean-
2.

ness." Perhaps, too, there is no incident which more clearly

proves that the reason for the treatment of the Indian in regard

to immigration is economic rather than a concern of race or
3-

eugenics. Professor Egerton has said that, "No chapter in

i I

1. The Britannic Rev., Aug. 1914, Vol.1, pp.426-427*
2. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.587*
3. For a review of the Subject see Responsible Government,1927>
Vol.ii, p.824ff. Professor Keith suggests the sentence above
when he says: "Racial superiority has regarded the ma.sses of
natives with indifference; the spectacle of the indentured
Indians settling on the land and making themselves happy homes, j;|
while rising slowly but surely in culture a.nd wea.lth, excited
jealous indignation, and induced the population of the terri¬
tory - whose conduct in rega.rd to natives and Indians alike
proclaimed the folly of granting them charge of other men's
interests - to enter on its course of seeking bylaw to depress
those whose industry and energy reflected on themselves." There
are other writers who go further and point out that inter- • j
marriage of the races has never been proved to be bad eugenics,
but that those who argue from that'view are rationalising.

t h t •

f :

H-

\'<4
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imperial history 'is more melancholy and humiliating than that which

deals with the treatment accorded to British Indians in British
1.

Couth Africa," and certainly the success of the British in the

Couth African War did not tend to mitigate the difficulties of
2.

the Indians in that country. Mr Lyttelton happily refused to

allow some unjust legislation of 1904 with regard to Indians in

Transvaal, "but it was most unfortunate that there was no effort

made, by the British Government Upon granting responsible govern¬

ment to provide for a proper treatment of the Indians. "Of

the many melancholy pages of British history few are darker than

that of Conservative and Liberal Governments alike in their

attitude to the question of Indians in the Transvaal, and,

while the wisdom a.nd' magnanimity of the grant of responsible

government to the conquered colonies must justly be recognized,

it is deplorable that no room could be found for justice to
3-

other British subjects." These words are typical of the

British attitude on the subjects there was no thought of hedging

responsible government about with safeguards, but it was gener¬

ally felt to be a great pity that the destiny of the South Afri¬

can Indian had to be so jeopardized.

The Indian did not lack support in British public opinion,

and when the Transvaal authorities attempted to enforce more

stringent provisions regarding the registration of Asiatics,

the outcry in the United Kingdom grew vehement. The situation
4.

was briefly this: These Indians had presumably registered

1. Eeerton, British Colonial Policy in the Twentieth Century,
p.176.

2. Cd.2239, p.4ff; Letter of M.M. Bhownaggree to Joseph Chamber¬
lain, Sept.15, 1903, on the comparison at the conditions of the
Indians before and after the War. pp.22-24.

3. Responsible Government, p.827. \
4. The Times, Jan,7, I908; Responsible Government,pp.826-829.
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themselves under the Republican■law; since then some doubts had

arisen as to the validity of this registration and the Indians

voluntarily agreed, on Lord Milner's advice in 1903* "to be regis¬

tered again, Lord Milner promising that no further registration

would be required. Nevertheless, on the ground that Indian

immigrants were illegally entering the country under cover of

permits issued to those legally established there,: a new law was

brought forward in 1906 which Lord Elgin refused to pass. On

its being returned to him by the new responsible Government he

assented to it, although with reluctance. His pronouncement was

to the following effects "The Act which is now submitted has be¬

hind. it a very different weight of authority. It has been intro¬

duced by the first responsible Ministry of the Colony, and has

been passed unanimously by both Houses of the new Legislature.

I consider it my duty to place it on record that His Majesty's

Government do-not consider the position of Asiatics lawfully

resident in the Transvaal, as settled by this Act, to be satis¬

factory; that they adhere to the opinions which have been ex¬

pressed by successive Secretaries of State as to the desirability

of relaxing the restrictions to which Asiatics are at present

subject; and that they recommend this view to the Transvaal

Government in the hope that it may be carefully considered how

far practical effect can be given to it. But they feel that

they would not be justified in offering resistance to the general

will of the Colony clearly expressed by its first elected repres-
1.

entatives." The Times did not believe in so ineffective an

attitude on the part of the Imperial Parliament and suggested a

1. Cd.3887, p.9.
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moratorium in the execution of the lav/ until the Transvaal Parlia¬

ment met again. A further Act of 1907 provided for the deporta¬

tion at hie ov/n expense of any Asiatic v/ho refused to register

under the former Act and anyone believed to "be detrimental to

the peace, order, and good government of the country. In 1908

further Acts made the la,ws as to immigration, residence, and

occupation more stringent. The objection to registration was

chiefly to the finger-print of all ten digits. The British

Indians in the Transvaal had long been accustomed to left thumb

impression, but this regulation placed them on the same footing
1.

as heinous criminals and "ticket-of-leave" men. Thousands

of letters poured in upon the Press protesting against this
2.

"incredible harshness." It was recalled that Lord Lansdowne,

among others, had made the treatment accorded the Indians by

the Boers one of the grounds for the Y.'a,r. Mr Harold Cox ad¬

vanced the plea that the British Government had specially re¬

served the riaht to deal with question of this nature and that
3-

she should now do so. Many of these Indians had been admit-
4.

ted under indentures as early as* i860, and consequently had

every bit as much right to be in the country as any member of
5. '

the Transvaal Government.
■ t

Mr Smuts replied to the criticisms by pointing out that

thousands of false permits had been sold in the last five years

and that there had been fifteen hundred prosecutions of Indians

1. Sir Henry Cotton, Letter to The Times, Jan.14, 1908.
2. Ihdicus, The Times, Jan.7, 1908.
3. The Times, Jan.7, 1908.
4. O.J.R. Howarth, Some Aspects of Imperial Commerce and Com¬

munication, Oxford Survey, p.359*
5. The Times, Jan. 17, 1908. v
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entering without permits. The finger-print system was in

operation in India without offense to religious susceptibil-
1.

ities. He declared the Act protected Indians legally en¬

titled to residence and accused Gandhi of carrying on an agi¬

tation and picketing Indians, frightening: those willing to
2.

register. Lord Ampthill supported the South African legis-
3-

lation as safeguarding action. The Imperial Government

wished assurance that Indians of rank would not "be excluded

from the country. Both Lord Elgin and Lord Morley were greatly

displeased that the Transvaal had not been satisfied merely

with education tests for the exclusion of undesirables and that

Indians of position should be subjected to the indignity of a
4.

thumb print. The restrictions were relaxed and the signa¬

tures of Indians of position or education were accepted instead

of finger prints, while no information tas to be required that
5-

offended religious susceptibilities. An Amendment Act of

August 21 met a.ll the Indian Association demands regarding

Indian immigrants except that new Asiatic immigrants be allowed
6.

to enter subject to the same educational tests as Europeans.

Further resentment was occasioned among the Indians when the

Transvaal authorities refused Mohomedan prisoners the right to

observe their religious fasts and Hindus were compelled to do
7-

work involving loss of caste. In 1909 the Transvaal Govern¬

ment used means of questionable justice to deport some Indians

1. But vide Cd.4327, p.11 for a distinction in method.
2. The Times, Jan.6, 1908.
3. The Times, Jan.31, 1908.
4. Cd.3887, p.53-
5. The Times, Jan.31, 1908.
6. The Times, Aug.24, 1§08.
7. Responsible Government, op.cit. p.829; Cd.4327>4584,5363/

p.4, p.25, pp.29-31 an(l passim.
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1.

considered undesirable, and the Indians finally set out to

follow Mr Ga,ndhi in the method of protest known as "passive

resistance" when the advent of Union did not mitigate their
?• 3'

lot to any considerable extent. The results were sorry indeed,

and opinion in Britain grew less cordial to the Indians who were
i>ult 4.

now found at/for stubborness. An Act in 1911 determined

that immigration should cease, and that a small number of edu¬

cation Indians would be admitted, while the registration law

was. relaxed, but did not alleviate the condition of Indians al¬

ready resident in the country and did not allow free inter-
5.

provincial movement. The Bill of 1913'practically closed im¬

migration to Indians and did little to meet their grievances,

the greatest of which were the tax of £3 a head and the ques-
6.

tion of monogamy. Minor concessions were a.llowed as the re¬

sult of enquiries by a Commission, but it appeared more and more

clearly that the Empire would rigidly observe a colour bar and

that the Indians in South Africa, need not expect the freedom

accorded to the white race nor equality in competing for lic-
7-

ences to trade and positions of labour. An Act of 1914 did
8.

not a little to ameliorate the hardships of the resident Indians,

although much remained to oppress them and.they brought their

problems to the Conference of 1917*

1. Responsible Government, op.cit.
2. Gandhi's differences with the Government are brought out by his

correspondence with Mr Smuts, Cd.4327, p.l5ff»
3. Cd.7111, p.26, p.63, pp.65-67.
4. The Times, Sept.l6, 1908 and succeeding numbers.
5. Cd.7111, p.26.
6. Ihid, p.27*
7. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.82.
8. Cd.7265, 6087.
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It was not with regard to the Indian question that South

Africa occasioned the greatest indignation in Britain, "but

the humanitarian instincts of the British public have stormed

against the treatment accorded to the natives in the Union.

Not that Great Britain has not been cognizant of the difficul¬

ties in the situation; one of the greatest critics of the

treatment of South African natives has remarked on the great

majority of nativee over European population and the improb-
1.

ability of reducing the proportions. The South African con¬

siders the native predestined to the servility of social, in¬

dustrial, a.nd political position which his generally low in¬

telligence warrants at present, making little effort to bring

him to a superior condition, disliking the fact that some

natives obtain education which they feel merely serves to render

them discontented, and looking with contempt upon missionary

endeavour. The Englishman ha.s had a shrewd suspicion that

the dislike for native education has an economic basis which

is the fear of competition. The Dominions Royal Commission

found it necessary to emphasise the conclusion of the Economic

Commission that, "It is undesirable that barriers should be

placed in the way of non-white labour by the State or local

authorities to prevent their advancement to any kind of work
2.

of which they are capable."

Reports of various Commissions have been unavailing to

remedy the ill effects of the native rule, and there has been ,

no substantial change in the situation since the Report of

the Native Affairs Commission, 1906-G7» to the effect that the

1. Responsible Government, op.cit. pp»796-797» Imperial Unity
and the Dominions, pp.l80-l8l.

2. Cd.75C5, p.2C.
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lands system and administrative control were subject to adverse

criticism, that "the chasm between the races has been broaden¬

ing for years, and...the attitude of the natives is now one of
1.

distance and distrust." The proposal that the native races

of Natal and the Transvaal be segregated as in Basutoland and
2.

native assemblies be created was obviously impossible of appli-
3-

cation where the white and black are so intermingled.

British public opinion flared up in the trial of Dinizulu who,;

against the best colonial advice had been allowed to reside in
4.

the colony, and after the murder of Mr H.M. Stainbank and un¬

rest among the natives - suspected to be due to Dinzulu's com-
5-

plicity - his deportation was strongly urged. The fact that

the Natal public and officials resented British advice and yet

desired to use British troops to maintain order provoked the

rebuke that, "The step involved is very serious involving as it

does direct responsibility of His Majesty's Government for nat¬

ive affairs in the.Colony. These...have been managed far from

satisfactorily since the establishment of Responsible Government,

and it is essential, in order to justify the use of Imperial

troops in what is of the nature of police duty, that I should

have full information to show that the proposed action is absol-
b.

utely necessary." The Natal Government issued a procla.mation

1. Cd.3889, p.?ff.
2. Lilburn, The Governance of Empire, pp.227-228.
3. Vide Egerton, op.cit. p.173*
A. Ibid, p.12; G.M.Theal, South Africa, pp.352-354.
5. Cd.3888, p.109, P«150 and passim.
6. Ibid, p.110. A reference to this "snub" in the Legislative

Assembly of Natal: Cd.4194, p.108; The attitude of the Brit¬
ish Government caused some bitterness in Natal, Cd.43?8,p»59»
speech of Attorney-General for Natal, n.6lff; Also Journ.Parl.
of the Emp. 1920, Vol.i, p.586.



for martial law against the advice of the Governor, and the

trial of Dinizulu aroused further apprehensions in Britain. Elgin

nervously wrote the Governor, "I think you should consider

whether your Ministers should not now inform His Majesty's Gov¬

ernment of their intentions regarding Dinizulu, supposing him

to surrender or "be arrested, and particularly give assurances

of a. fair trial." However, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman,

who could "be firm enough on occasion, replied to a memorial

urging Imperial interference regarding the application of mar-
.

tial la.v/ that, "His Majesty's Government are not called upon
i

to offer justification or apology for the policy of employing
,

martial law in existing circumstances in Natal, which has com- '
mended itself to those who are resoonsible for the peace end

2.

security of the Colony" - a wise observation, obvious enough

to the student of Imperial Government but not to the general

public. Replying to the demand that the Imperial Government

was in honour bound to reserve the ultimate decision of Dini¬

zulu' s fate to themselves, Campbell-Bannerman declared that

such decision must "be reserved until, after the trial.

It was bitterly commented upon that there was not a Liberal

statesman in the House of Commons who did not condemn the pun¬
s'

ishrnent of Dinizulu, yet Britain permitted the Indemnity Act.

The idea of a united or permanent Empire was rejected by one

writer because it would- strengthen the whites to enable them
4.

to oppress the coloured races, and the Westminster Review was

consistently hostile to the cause of Imperialism. *' .

1. Dec.9, 1907, Cd.3888, p.177. J
2. The Times, Jan.lo, I9O0.
3. A.B. Wallis Chapman, Imperial Relations in 1909> West. Rev.,

Mar. 1910, Vol.173.
4. Ibid.



Thus, from another point of view, it is suggested that

Dominion self-government and Imperialism were incompatible.

In connection with these problems of Indians and natives is also

shown again the fa.ct that the Imperialism which had as its end

the assumption of the ,r^hite Man's Burden" and the development

of the subject Empire was inseparable from the Imperialism which

would have united the English-speaking Empire.

Another point which emerges from the native and Indian

quarrel is that the British Government, although having ample

provocation to interfere, yet reiterated the absolute authority

of the South African Government. The enforcement of a colour

bar which cuts off the native from obtaining employment in a

large number of skilled industries, and also the limitation of

the amount of land placed at his disposal which prevents him

developing farm lands, have been opposed to traditional British

policy in regard to using natives not as merely hewers of wood

and drawers of water for their masters, and might have been justly
1.

considered incidents for British interference. "The issues,"

remarks a critic, "are essentially domestic, and the newly ac¬

quired sovereignty of the union renders it improper for the

British Government, even by suggestion, to intervene on behalf
2.

of any section of the population subject to Union jurisdiction."

It was possible, however, for the British Government to assert

its reasonable view that, as in the Native trouble of 1906, a.

self-governing colony was not entitled to say one day, "Hands off I.

No dictation in our interna,1 affairs", -^nd the next day to tele¬

graph for the protection of a brigade of British infantry.

1. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.72.
2. Ibid, p.73*
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There also arose from the discussion on these matters of

immigration, and Asiatic and native policites, the question of

what constituted British citizenship. To some men it seemed

immoral that the various component races of the Empire should

he subjected to such unequal treatment throughout its limits.

Gould not Great Britain insist on a decision being arrived at

as to equality of treatment of her coloured subjects and allies
1.

throughout the "commonwealth of nations?" The discussion was

for the most part academic but interesting.

The old idea had been that a British subject had an in¬

alienable right of free entry to every part of the King's Dom¬

inions, and, if a civilized man, to enjoy therein the same

political privileges as any other civilised man, irrespective

of race. The Colonia.l Legislatures, however, by an Act of 184-7,

had been granted the power of conferring local nationality and

the Naturalization Acts of 1870 and 1914- confirmed them in that
2.

right. This local naturalization did not confer the status

of a British subject throughout the United Kingdom, although it

was considered that naturalization in the Mother Country did be¬

come effective throughout the Empire. It was clear, neverthe¬

less, that the immigration policies of the Dominions had consid-
3*

m

erably reduced the practical application of that theory. Ihere

1. Letter of Francis P. Fletcher-Vane, the Times, Jan.17, 1908.
2. Responsible Government, op.cit. p.1041.
3. Lord Milner's speech to the Canadian Club may be accepted only

as rhetoric, when he says that a citizen of the Empire "does
not regard himself as a foreigner in any part of it...It is
part of his birthright to be a citizen, to be at home, in
every quarter of the Empire...For this world-wide state belongs
just as much to every born Canadian....as it does to any
Englishman." Speeches, p.361; Nov.3, 19^8.



1. U.E. Dec. 1913, Vol.4, p.926.
2. Speeches, p.4o9> To the Author's Club, Dec.2, 1912.
3. Ibid, pp.492-493.
4. Vide ibid, "Communis Patria," Speech to the Compatriots Club,

June 24, 19C9*
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!

was a school of thought which wished to make Dominion nationalism

the basis of a, Britannic partnership, each part regulating its

own citizenship on the basis of "Canada, first", "Australia first", j
I

and similarly for the other constituents, while conceding India

a like autonomy in respect to internal Government and fiscal pol¬

icy. An Imperial Journal sighed, "But those who have cherished

the ideal of an undivided Empire-State cannot easily transfer

their allegiance to that of a commonwealth of States, bound only
1. <;

by ties of interest, sentiment, and loyalty to the Crown." Lord sj
f

Milner expressed the hope that a day might come when the words,

"The Empire is rriy country," would not bea hard saying to any civ¬

ilised man, no matter what his race or locality, but he would

recognize that "his highest allemiance is to the Empire a,s a.
2.

whole." He even considered that Imperial patriotism "of a kind"

could be developed among races of non-British origin, even among

the French, the Indians, and the African subject races, although
3.

such Imperialism might never be of the "fervid type." This is

a good illustration of the movement away from the racialism of

earlier Imperialist thought, for Lord Milner had been the strong¬

est advocate of racial sentiment which took little account of
4.

other races in the sense of partnership.

This sentiment for an Imperial citizenship was demonstrated

with regard to the Olympic Games, the special correspondent of the

Times writing that, "It would be well, for larger than mere
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Olympic reasons, that the -world Fhould he accustomed to regard

the Empire as a unity. There can he no douht hut that here in

Stockholm its partition has prejudiced our standing in the eyes

of other peoples, and has given excuse for not a little patron-
1.

izing talk of England's decadence." A leading article con¬

tended that with the strength of the Empire masses there could

be no such suggestion. Sir A. Conan Doyle made the same appeal

for a united Empire team: "Such a. movement would...he of the high¬

est political importance, for there could not he a finer object

lesson of the unity of the Empire than such a team all striving
2.

for the victory of the same flag."

Sir Wilfrid Laurier had a genius, of which he was perhaps

unconscious, for starting British Imperialists down wrong lanes.

At the Conference of 1911 the delegates were making an Effort,

on a motion of Mr Ba.tchelor' s, to secure a high standard which

would provide persons conforming thereto with Imperial certifi¬

cates of naturalization while not limiting the riecht of A Domin-
3.

ion to legislate with regard to local naturalization. The j

result, important from an Imperial point of view, was a decision

that Imperial nationality should he' world-wide and uniform, each
I

Dominion being left free to grant local nationality on such

terms as its Legislature thought fit. The Mother Country found

it necessary to maintain five years as a qualifying period. This, j
J

j:
would he a safeguard to the Dominions as well as the United King- j

I

dom, hut five yearns anywhere in the Empire should he as good as

1. The Times, July 18, 1912.
2. The Times, July 18, 1912.
3. Cd.5745, p.249. Eor anomalies in naturalization throughout the

Empire vide Responsible Government, 1912, Vol.iii, pp.1322-
1324.
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five years in the United Kingdom. The grant of Imperial nation¬

ality was in every case discretionary, and this discretion should

be exercised by those responsible in the area in which the appli¬

cant had spent the last'twelve months. The Imperial Act should

be so framed as to enable each self-governing Dominion to adopt

it. Nothing proposed would affect the validity and effective¬

ness of local lav/ regulating immigration and the like or differ- .

1.

entiating between classes of British Subjects.

Laurier did not favour the compromise held desirable by the

United Kingdom, preferring that naturalization in any one of the

Dominions should confer British citizenship throughout the Empire,

and desiring that the formula, "a, British subject anywhere, a
2.

British subject e verywhere, w should obtain. Mr Malan wished

the term, British citizenship, to be clearly understood to mean,

"subject to the local laws which obtain as regard the rights of

a British subject, whether of citizenship or of admittance into

a country," for the right to say what would be the composition
3

of its population was a principle which South Africa would maintain.

Mr Churchill, speaking at the end of the debate, welcomed the view

of the Conference in favour of the desirability of securing "a

uniform and world-wide status of British citizenship which shall

protect the holder of that certificate wherever he may be, whether
4.

within the'British Empire or in foreign countries. There were

several considerations which prevented the application of Laurier's

suggestion, such as the different residence requirements of the

h

'(•

11

1. Cd.5745, p.270; Cd.5746, - 1, p.253.
2. Cd.5745, p.252, pp.261-262.
3. Ibid, pp.255-256.
4. Ibid, p.256.
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of the Dominions, the fact that many South African naturalized

persons could not speak English, and the existence of a colour
1.

bar in some cases.

In a discussion led by Mr Sargant, the majority opinion

was that it was quite impossible to attach any definite meaning

to the phrase, "British citizenship", beyond that of a person

who was the bearer, actual or potential, of active, legal rights
2.

within some definite unity of the British Empire. All that the

phrase could be held to imply was the benefit of the protection

of the Empire, and all British citizens were equal only in the

sense of owing an equal allegiance to the Crown. It was pointed

out that even Professor Dicey's statement, that the attributes

of citizenship consist in personal freedom of discussion and
3-

public meeting, would exclude British Indians as citizens.

Lord Plunket wished British citizenship to apply fully to "all

born under the British flag and of pure white stock." Profes¬

sor Egerton wa? of the opinion that, "The existence of separate

nations under a common Crown seems to necessitate the existence
4. i

of separate types of citizenship." He deplored the condition

which had not yet ensured that British citizenship in any por-
I

tion of the Empire entailed the same rights qua the outside world.—

|

It had been recently shown in Parliament that the same person

might be a British subject according to British law and a Russian j

according to Russian lav/, a condition which the Conference of

1911 and the British Nationality and Status of Aliene-' Act,1914, j:.

1. Responsible Government, 1927* Vol.ii, p.1042.
2. E.B. Sargant, British Gitizenship.
3« Ibid, p,ll, Lord Lamingtcn.
4. Ibid , p. 16.
5« Responsible Government, 1927j Vol.ii, pp.1042-1048.
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did much to remedy. Mr Cavendish Boyle deplored the legalized

power of expulsion from British States and the immigration "barriers
1. •

throughout the Empire. Sir Frank Swettenham held that, since

the British Parliament was technically supreme throughout the Em¬

pire, and the term, British citizenship, applied only to citizens

of the United Kingdom,"civus Britannicus" must "be a citizen of
2.

Great Britain. Rev. Samuel Barnett did not like the idea of a,

Roman citizenship: "My own opinion is that the Empire will co¬

here just in so far as each of its members develop its own person-
ai- 3*

ality," a view that was shared by Sir Ralph Williams.

A remark of Mr Sa.rgant's is interesting, that is, interest¬

ing as an illustra.tion of the fact that few people studied closely

the evolution of the British Empire. "Many people", he said,

"use the word 'citizenship' as if a,11 British subjects were alrea,dy

at the same goal - a.nd it just required a. mere general certificate

of naturalization to procure its holders..'a uniform and world-wide
4.,

sta.tus of British citizenship.'" In all these problems, the

effort to find a. solution led to the same theme: The end of a

world-wide and common citizenship could only be attained, "by the

creation of a single political sovereignty, and only such a sover¬

eignty can permanently secure a single foreign policy and system
5«

of defence." .

1. British Citizenship, p.20.
2. Ibid, p.21. It might be noted that naturalisation obtained in

the United Kingdom created British citizenship valid throughout
the world, while naturalisation in a colony had only local ef-
feet. Vide Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.62-63.
British Citizenship, pp.21-23*

4.Ibid,p.46.
5. What is British Citizenship? The Times, July 20, 1912.
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Chapter V: Imperial Organisation.

There are two clear statement that preface a study of Im¬

perial organisation during the period of 19^5 to 1914. The
j •

first is that the need ofor Imperial organisation was recognised

as increasingly necessary from the point of view of defence and

of foreign policy. The difference between the statement as made

now and as spoken in the earlier days by the Federation advocates

consisted in the present urgency, for "Organise or Perish" became

much more axiomatic in the pre-war years than ever before.

Yet this observation is balanced by the second fact that

centrifugal tendencies were seen to be operating much more for¬

cibly, that colonial nationalism was being appreciated more and

more in the United Kingdom, and that unity in foreign policy was

being increasingly jeopardised. Nevertheless, while there were

occasional suggestions for the inclusion of India in the suggest¬

ed union, racialism continued to be the dominant factor in any

proposal. Thus Mr Ellis T. Powell told the Royal Colonial In¬

stitute that he much preferred to use the term "United British

Nation", and it ha.d been suggested by colonials that "United Nation
1 •

Conference" -would be a. much better term than "Imperial Conference."

Despite the fact, however, that men like Mr Powell and Sir John

Pindlay, author of "The Imperial Conference (1911) from Within,"

regarded the racial tie as the foundation of Imperial Union, there

was also a growing body who believed -with Mr Jebb that, "To postu¬

late or desiderate a.n overwhelming identity of race as the enabling!

condition of United Empire is surely to brand our Imperial ideal

1. U. E. Vol.ii, p.540, Aug.1911■
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as a reactionary type instead of the most advanced which the pro¬

gress of civilisation had yet "brought into the sphere of practi¬

cal politics. From this standpoint Imperialists would "be pru¬

dent to take Sir Wilfrid Laurier and General Botha, with their

respective peoples, as the normal tyoe of statesman and people
,1.

which Imperialism is called upon to accommodate.

There was agreement on the need for Imperial co-operation,

hov/ever, "by everyone who recognised the dangerous trend of inter¬

national politics. It was, consequently, generally felt that if

the "bonds v/ere drawn closer it would "be in response to the instinct

of self-preservation. If the self-governing Empire drifted apart

it v/ould be because there was no need of reciprocal services in
2.

the development of "a full-orbed nationa.l life."

While everyone agreed upon the need for co-opera.tion, there

were various and opposed suggestions as to the form it should

take. From the welter of proposals,'at the time of the war at
3-

any rate, three tendencies v/ere clearly discernible.. There v/a s

the old hydra-headed federationist ideal of Empire v/hose advocates

were throv/n into a panic by every colonial advance in self-govern¬

ment, and who desired to form some central executive body control¬

ling defence and foreign affairs which would bear the same con¬

stitutional relation to each of the self-governing parts of * the

Empire. Doubtless this body, which consolidated into tVie "Round

Table" group, lost much weight after the chilly reception accorded

1. Jebb, Review of Findlay, 'The Imperial Conference from Within',
U.E. Vol.iii, Mar.1912.

2. Vide John H. I-Iews on,. Imperial Relations and Radical Philosophy,
'Vest.-'Rev. Oct. 1910, Vol.174.

3. Vide 'Ourselves and Our Purpose', The Brit. Rev. May 1914,
Vol.i.
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Sir Joseph Ward's Resolution a.t the 1911 Conference. Professor

DiCey 's complete exposure of the impossibility of the idea, also

served to enlist opinion against it. One notices that in 1909
* *

■>

Professor Keith does not attack with any warmth the position of
1.

the Federation agita.tors; in 1912 he shows any advance along the
2.

line of federation to be most improbable and impracticable; while

in 1916 he is completely devastating in his refutation of Mr Cur¬

tis and his group, although at no time did Professor Keith favour

the Federation idea.

Mr Gardiner, with great solemnity, performed the obsequies

for Imperial Federation: "Imperialism is dead. That is the sup¬

reme fact which emerges from the Imperial Conference of 1911«

Whatever may be the attitude of this country, the overseas Domin¬

ions v/ill have none of it. Mr Harcourt truly stated the spirit

of the Conference when...he said that the governing note of the

deliberations had been, 'not Imperial concentration, but Imperial

co-operation.',.. Any proposal which menaced;1 the liberty of the

Dominions in the interests of a centralised idea of Empire was

icily rejected. Any proposal, on the other hand, which pointed

in the direction of voluntary co-operation for common ends was

welcomed and cordially approved." He believed that Conference

of 1911 demonstrated that the Empire was "the greatest achieve¬

ment of liberty that history has to offer... a great step in the

consolidation of that Empire of free nations - each master of

its own affairs, and all co-operating freely in common affairs -

3-
which -is the enduring triumph of liberalism.

1. "The problem of defence and of control of foreign policy is as
yet not ca.pable of solution: the Dominions are relatively too
weak as compared with the Mother-Country to render any federa¬
tion reasonable, and nothing save federation promises to solve
the problem." Responsible Government in the Dominions, 1909>
P • 262.

2. Responsible Government and the "Dominions, Vol.iii. p.14^6.
3. A.G. Gardiner, The End of Imperialism and After, Con.Rev. Aug.
ion, Vol. 100.
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There was, then, the more modern view which found a larger

audience, holding the creation of a central government to "be im¬

practicable as detracting from national sovereignty, and recom¬

mending a more thorough system of co-operation through the med¬

ium of a representative body, the nucleus of which was to be found

in the Imperial Conference, so as to permit the fullest national

sovereignty, extending even to foreign .affaire, in a sort of co-
1.

operative association of nations. It was such an organisation

that Balfour, at a luncheon to the Prime Ministers of the Domin¬

ions at the Constitutional Club, urged when he described the Em¬

pire as, "a coalition of free and self-governing communities who

feel that they are never more themselves, never more masters of

their own fate, than when they recognise that they are all parts
2.

of a greater whole." It was such an organisation that Lord

Milner was opposing when he described his ideal of Imperial Union

as something which did not exist at the present time: "a real

Empire State with its necessary concomitant, an Empire citizen¬

ship. Many people, I know, and even many people who are very

far from being out of sympathy with all Imperial ideals, do not

regard that as the true line of development. They look forward

to a progressive relaxation of the political bonds, such ae they

are, which at present hold the Empire together, to a union, or

rather a relationship maintained solely by -ties of sympathy and
3-

affection."

1. Tha t this idea had emerged by 1908 is e hown by such articles as
that of A.H.Enow, Neutralization veraus Imperialism, The Am.
Journ. Int. Law. July,1908, Vol.2, but the article, in suggest¬
ing that "Britain should remain the representstive and the head,
and by stating that the system of contributions should meet the h
expenses of Imperial defence, shows that there was still a good j
deal of confusion and that the idea of equality was far from |
popular recognition. This fact appears in studies o'n foreign
relations, etc. infra.

2. The Times, June 19, i"911.
3. Milner, Nation and Empire, p.487.

-
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Lord Milner, however, should have distinguished between the
1.

advocates of a "Britannic Commonwealth" and a third body of

thought to which both the other two were warmly.opposed as a sep¬

arate doctrine, for this third body taught national sovereignty

as an end in itself - complete self-government in defence and

foreign affairs with a possibility of co-operation never to be

belied upon. The only ties would be sentiment and a common Crown, j

each member holding the same relation to the other members as to a

friendly foreign Power and stoutly resisting any tendency towards

organic unity. Those who advocated closer union, both 'federa-

tionists' and 'co-operationists', refused to accept as inevitable

the devolution of the Empire into "a league of separate and in¬

dependent nations, each with its own Government, its own foreign

policy, its own fleets and.armies and tariffs, united by no organ¬

ic ties, but kept in amity by the bonds of sentiment, traditions,
2.

and race," not because it was unworthy, for it was "an ennobling

idea", but because it was impracticable for widely scattered

States to be held together on that basis. Such leagues had been
3-

formed and they had not endured for long.

Let us catch up these generalities, considering first the

fight of the Imperial Council ideal against Laurier, the represen¬

tative of nationalism unabridged, and the emergence of that ideal j
in the two forms of, -first, an Imperial Assembly, like that ad¬

vocated by Sir Joseph Ward, and, secondly, the Committee of Im¬

perial Defence, before turning to the teaching of the co-operation-

ist school who would have in effect an Imperial alliance in which

unity would be preserved by a, developed Imperial Conference.

1. The Brit. Rev. op.cit.
2. Sidney Low, The Problems of an Imperial Executive, 19th Cent.

Aug. 1913, Vol.74. !
3. Ibid.
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The first clash of the "two groups came with an effort to

turn Pollock's proposal for an Imperial Council to good account
I

and give .the Imperial Conference, as yet an inchoate institution,

a definite direction along the lines "best calculated to make for

Imperial unity. Mr Lyttelton sent a circular despatch to the

Governors of the Self-Governing Colonies suggesting that, since

the title of 'Colonial Conference' imperfectly expressed the
1.

facts, the title 'Imperial Council' should hereafter "be used.

His Majesty's Government doubted the wisdom of giving this Council !

any more formal character than it at present possessed, defining

more closely its confetitition, or delimiting its functions, "but

the opinion was expressed that it would greatly conduce to the

acceleration of business and. the utility of work done by the Coun- '

cil if there were in existence a permanent commission representing

all the States concerned, and to which the Council could directly...

refer the task of examining facts and reporting as to the best

way of carrying out the principles laid down.

All the Dominions except three expressed themselves in fav¬

our of the cha,nge in nomenclature and of the secretariat. Hew

Zealand expressed no opinion. 'Hewfbundland was afraid such a

Council would have executive functions and force upon her direct

contributions to Imperial defence - a fear that Lyttelton hastened

to allay. Canada deplored any efforts to force the development

of the Conference, and suggested that any proposals for a cha.nge

in title or status should originate in, and emanate from that body

itself. It was fea.red that 'Council' indicated a formal assemb-

lage, possessing an advisory and deliberative character which

1. Cd.2785, Apr. 20, 1905.
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might encroach upon Dominion autonomy and which did not attach

itself to the term 'Conference.''
1.

At the Conference of 1907 the question was revived. Mr

Deakin of Australia advanced a resolution to establish an Imper¬

ial Council, giving as his first reason the fact that the previous

Imperial Government had suggested it - not a very auspicious be¬

ginning when one considers that there has been a good deal of sus¬

picion in Canada that the United Kingdom has contrived to get the

Dominions with a leaning to Imperialism to advance proposals

which were in reality fostered by the Mother Country and thereby

an innocent appearance has been lent to sinister proposals. That

Mr Deakin was quite innocent of any ulterior motice in his propo¬

sal is shown by his alternate use of the words Council and Confer-
2.

ence, and both he and Sir Joseph Ward repudiated any suggestion

that the Council should have executive or legislative power. The

purpose of such a Council would be to give an opportunity to dis¬

cuss, inter alia, the policy of the Empire before the Dominions

assumed a full sha,re of the expense of Dominion Defence. Of

course, with Laurier at the Conference .the resolution had not the

slightest chance of success, while the United Kingdom with a. Lib-

era.l Government was no longer as zealous for Imperial Union as in

the Chamberlain era.

It was over the proposed creation of a secretariat that the

controversy between the imperialists and the nationalists became

most warm. Laurier and Botha as well as Lord Elgin opposed it

as milita.ting against the British system of Government which de¬

manded that such a staff be under the direct responsibility of a

1. Cd.3523, p.26ff.
2. Ibid, pp.3O-33, p.46.
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Minister who was responsible to one Parliament. To the con¬

tention of Jameson that it was under the responsibility of all

the Prime- Ministers of the Empire, Laurier replied that that con¬

dition would not obtain upon the dispersion of the members of the

Conference. It would then be under the direction of the Prime

Minister of England, rejoined Jameson, but Laurier questioned ■ if

this would differ from being under the direct responsibility of

that official. As Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman refused to assume

responsibility for the direction of such a body, it was agreed
2 J

to put it completely under the direction of the Colonial Secretary.

Mr Jebb supported Jameson against Lauriers "The director

of the Secretariat...could take no action in the name of the body

as a whole except with the consent of all its members individually,

who individually at every stage would carry on the correspondence

with their respective Governments. Ho partner Government would

have any liability, financial or political, for any action taken

by the director to which its own representative had not expressly

assented...It remains difficult to se^how, on the principle of
Imperial partnership, the Secretariat could be placed under the

direction of any one Minister. Surely it might be organised

simply as a. board of co-operation, electing a chairman only for

its formal meetings, or as the nature of the business might require.'

And so, he sighed, as coptrol of the secretariat passed to the

Colonial Secretary, "Bureaucracy had triumphed, and the Empire had

lost. The clock had been set ba.ck by the acceptance of a so-

called compromise which in effect-confirmed the principle of Colon

ial dependence and therefore obstructed the evolution of Imperia.l I
4.

Union. " •

r. cd.3523 r^729 -30, P • 3>f •
2. Vide i-Ibid, p.V. for the Resolution.
3« Jebb, The Imperial Conference, Vol.ii, p.124.
4. Ibid, p.1?9.

3l



To Mr Deakin's suggestion there would not have "been as much

opposition as to that of Jameson and Ward. The Australian Prime

Minister .had defined his secretariat as a "body without executive

or any other kind of power. "It would have been a collecting,
1.

collating, analysing, tabulating, and distributing medium." The

others had in mind a body quite different in scope from that,

which would be intermediary between the Government of the United
I*

Kingdom and those of the Dominions and Lord Elgin saw in it a
2.'

danger to the autonomy of us all." There also was the supposi¬

tion by Churchill that some member might be discharged by the head

of the Secretariat and one of the Dominions might object since
3-

they contributed to the upkeep of the staff. The question of

responsibility prevented its control by the several governments,

therefore, and so Deakin's plan was negatived on that score.

Recognition that the body which represented the Empire could

not have a final authority had spread beyond the Conference.

There were many who appreciated that all acts must be legalised

and all moneys raised by the local legislatures in their respect¬

ive territories, but who believed also that such a condition still

left a great field to a central council. The Colonial Office

Journa1 expressed its opinion that, "The aim is not one government,

1. Cd.3523, p.74.
2. Ibid, p.37* "I know it is said that nothing executive is in¬

tended, and it is to be nothing but advisory. I am afraid that
I do not think that that entirely removes the objection. \7e
have, even in private life, sometimes ha,d the experience of
the candid friend, the man whose advice we cannot avoid listen- |f
ing to, though, perhaps it does not strengthen our hands in the
process. I venture to think that there would be a relative
danger...in the establishment of a body in any way independent
in connection with these Conferences."

3. Ibid, p.74.
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"but one society. The first object would he to prevent com-
'

plaints of neglect or injustice on the part of the home author-

ities towards the Dominions, in connection with foreign nego-
1.

tiations about colonial rights."

Yet, despite the unrelenting attitude of the nationalists
IJ

at the Conference of 1907> there were many who continued to hold h
! 1

fast to the faith that a council to advise would he merely a
2- • i

sham. Unless an Imperial Council were obtained it was believed
♦ 1

that the nations, held together by such thin strands, would soon
3-

separate. Mr Silburn had little faith in the "hybrid Advisory

Executive" known as the Imperial Defence Committee. He proposed jjl
an Imperial Council of Defence which would consist of men with a

I
I

knowledge of colonial conditions such as Lord Strathcona, Sir
. 4.

George Clarke, Mr Spender Wilkinson, and Sir Charles Dilke.
.

Apparently the Council was to be only advisory to Colonial Def-
5*

ence "Councils". He wished the creation of a Colonial nobi-
I

lity which alone he believed capable of giving life to Imperial-
6.

ism by reviving all the traditions of monarchy. Such reason-

jti
ing takes one back to the days of the Canadian Constitutional

Act of 1791. ' K

1.Imperial Federation, Col.Off. Journ., Jan.1911, Vol.4, p.193*
2.F.A.W. Gisborne, An Imperial Army, Emp.Rev., Mar.1913* Vol.25.
Desires a supreme council of war, also, "A British Kriegsverein
necessarily connotes a. Zollverein, since the funds required to
maintain the former must be raised by means of the latter."

3.A.W. Kipling, The Downfall of the British Empire, Nat.Def.
Christmas Number, 1910; wishes an Imperial Council to control
the army, navy, socialistic laws, sociological matters, etc.;
"When we consider the number of different nations, the wonder
is, not why they do not separate, but how they are held toget¬
her."

4. Cilburn, The Colonies and Imuerial Defence, p.210, p.28l.
5. Ibid, p.296.
6. Ibid, p.215.
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It is remarkable how slow" certain axiomatic principles

are to "be accepted. Mr Page Croft in 1913 wa P only one of

those who desired that the Imperial Conference "be turned into
1.

a permanent advisory council for the whole British Empire, and

Mr Harcourt found it necessary to state Laurier's objection that

a Council, even advisory in its inception, might finally become
2.

coercive.

There were many who were in outright opposition to the

ambition of Imperial Federation - as Freeman, Gardiner, -Dicey,

and Keith. Sir Frederick Pollock stated that to the best of

his knowledge no competent persons considered a federal consti¬

tution for the Empire practicable and very few thought it desir-
3-

able, and this was as early as 19^6, before the Round Table

movement had got under way. By 1914 there were many more who

were ready to scoff at "the Downing Street tradition which mas¬

querades ate Imperialism, and which offers Canada, her choice be¬

tween annexation, independence, a'nd an Imperial Federation syn¬

onymous ...with the complete submission of the Colonies to the
4.

Mother Country - the policy of Lord Forth and Lord John Russell."

Professor Dicey warned the agitators, "The attempt to form

a federal constitution for the Empire is at this moment full of

peril to England, to the Dominions, and, it may well be, to the
5*

maintenance of the Empire." He pointed out that even among'

countries differing, little in race, religion, and history, it

was found all but impossible to reconcile the existence of state

1. H.C. Debs., 8 May, 1913, Vol.iii, p.2?55«
2. Ibid, pp.2268-69.
3. R.C.I. Nov. 1906, Vol.38.
4. F.Y7. Grey, Nationalism vs. Imperialism, British Rev., June

1914, Vol.6.
5. Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution,
p.Ixxxii.
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rights with the creation of a strong and national power. Yet

if anyone were to consider the infinite diversity of the coun¬

tries composing the British Empire, to reflect that they were

occupied by different races whose customs and whose civilisa¬

tion were the products of absolutely different histories, or

that the countries of the Empire were in no case contiguous,

but separated by seas extending over thousands of miles, he

would wonder a.t the boldness of the dreams entertained by the

votaries of federal Imperialism, rather than be converted to
1.

the hope of federating the Empire.

Professor Dicey went on to criticise the fact that the fed¬

eralists included, not the whole Empire, but England and the
2.

five self-governing dominions. What would be then the rela¬

tion of the new federated State and British India? Would India

consent to be ruled by the new and strange sovereign thus set
\

up? Would the expense of Imperial defence be borne by federa¬

ted states or would they impose taxes on India and the Crown

Colonies to their advantage? "Is there," asked Professor Dicey

with excellent insight, "the remotest sign that, for example,

New Zealand, though thoroughly loyal to the Empire, would tol-

era.te interference by any Imperia.l Parliament or Congress with

the internal affairs of New Zealand, which'even faintly resembled

the authority exerted by Congress(of the United States) or the

authority exerted by the Parliament of the Canadian Dominion?

But if the Dominions would not tolerate the interference with

their own affairs by any Parliament, whatever its title, sitting

1. Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution,
p.lxxxii.

2. Ibid, p.lxxxii.
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at Westminster, is there the remotest reason to suppose that the

existing Imperial Parliament will consent to become a Parliament

of Ihe Empire in which the United Kingdom and each of the five
1.

Dominions shall be fairly represented?" What were the feder¬

alists going to do with the Imperial Parliament already in ex-
i

istence? Would it become a, Eedera.l Congress with proportionate
2.

representation or become for Englishmen an English Parliament?

"My unhesitating conviction," concluded Professor Dicey, "is

that the constitution of the Empire ought to develop, as it is

actually developing, in the same way in which grew up the con¬

stitution of England," not by "arduous feats of legislation,"

resting not on ."parliamentary statutes", but "on the growth of
' 3*

gradual and often unnoted customs."

On the other hand, there were many who considered that a

temporary expedient should be resorted to, but anything short of

an Imperial Parliament should be considered merely a stepping-

stone or stop-ga.p. Mr'Jebb seems to have been one of this num¬

ber, for, despite the fact that he occasionally wonders if Im¬

perial Federation be either desirable or practicable, he'presses

his ideal as "Imperial Partnership or (ultimately) Imperial
4.

Federation." At other times we find him saying doubtfully,

"I suppose everybody who desires the promotion of the organic

unity of the Empire must share the aspiration for a truly Imperial

Parliament. At the same time I confess, somewhat with a feeling

of shame, I am one of those who deliberately say that, in my

1. Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution,
p.lxxxiii.

2. Ibid, p.lxxxiv.
3. Ibid, pp.Ixxxv-lxxxvi.
4. Imperia.l Conference, Vol.ii, pp.129-130*



opinion, the time is not yet ripe for its consummation. More¬

over, I have an awkward presentiment that when we do get our

Imperial Parliament the conditions will not be so ideal as they
1.

are sometimes pictured." Elsewhere he stated his belief that fori
!

his generation the principle of national Governments in Conference,;

with a growing equipment of subsidiary machinery, represented
2.

the last word in Imperial organisation. ' On still another
•

. . i

occasion he included himself among those "who have refused assent |
to the theory that an early federation of the Empire is the sole

3-
alternative to its speedy ruin."

The Times somewhat dolefully recorded its view: "All we are

prepared to say at present is that, while there is much cloudy

talk about the further development of comprehensive federative

principles within the Empire, the real trend of circumstances
/

and opinion seems to be towards making the development an of¬

ficial rather than a Parliamentary organisation. It is in that

direction at any rate that the criticisms and suggestions of the
4.

Dominions appear to tend."

As further evidence that any advisory council would be

considered a phenomenon of a transition period, one could quote

the petition signed by over one hundred member of Parliament

to the following effect: "We, the undersigned members of

Parliament, representing a.ll political parties, are of the opinion I1
[

that that time has arrived to take practical steps to associate
|

the Overseas Dominions in a more permanent manner with the conduct |

1. U.E. Jan. 1911, Vol.2, p.23.
2. Jebb, Notes on Imperial Organisation, R.C.I., Nov. 13, 19^6,

Vol.38.
3. U.E. Mar. 1912, Vol.ii, p.237.
4. The Times, Aug.l, 1910.
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of Imperial affairs, if possible by means of an established

representative Coiincil of an advisory character in touch with

public opinion throughout the Empire and it was explained by

one of the' supporters that this was the first 'step towards the
1.

much-needed Imperial representation with executive powers. It
2.

was received with an approving editorial from the Times.

Mr d'Egville, who gave the Dominions a visit, stated upon

his return that a strong feeling existed in Canada that the

only satisfactory form of representation would be a truly Im¬

perial Parliament dealing only with Imperial affairs and having

full powers of taxation, but grave constitutional issues were
i

involved and public opinion was not yet prepared for it both in

the United Kingdom and overseas, although it should remain an
3-

ultimate ideal. La.urier in the Canadian House of Commons

had stated than an Imperia.l Parliament was essential to an

Imperial union, but "Anglo-Saxons would never move forward for

the sake of a. mere theory, and there must be a grievance before
4.

any reform could be effected." This was a dangerous pro¬

vision, surely, for Canada was consistently pressing for treaty-

making power and certainly the grievance was,liable to come up

in regard to her lack of control of foreign policy, as in fact

it did during the time of the Eorden Government. Such words

obscured Laurier's true position.

1. Letter of J. Norton Griffiths, The Times, Mar. 15» 19H»
Cd.574p.71; Findlay, The.Imperial Conference (1911) from
Within, p.102.

2. The Times, op.cit.
3. Un. Serv. Mag., Dec. 1908, Vol.34.
4. d'Saville, Notes on Imperial Co-operation, Un.Serv. Mag., Mar.

1907, Vol.34.
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Mr Deakin stated the faith of the Australian Federation

League, of which he was a strong supporter, to he "federation

in some form. That is the ultimate goal of our ambitions,

though there are patriotic alliances which may anticipate and

preclude it... The strongest and most intimate alliance will

always he that of people with people, citizen with citizen,

directly and on the same footing, instead of their external

junction in masses as separate States, indirectly through their

Governments,,^. We must waitI...desiring to see a natural dev¬

elopment from the present loosely-associated and imperfectly

organized collection of eelf-governing States into a better-
1.

jointed, sufficiently flexible, and more efficient union."

Even Lord Elgin at the 1907 Conference could see the federation

of the Empire as a possibility, though he did relemate it to
2.

the "future n.ges."

There were abundant suggestions, nevertheless,,for an Im¬

perial Parliament "in our time", and 1910-1911 witnessed a. wide¬

spread renewal in the discussion of some stronger form of Imper¬

ial Union. There were men like Sir Frederick Young who had

continued to believe "with undiminished confidence" in their
3.

youthful visions of Imperia.l Federation. Sir George Foster

1. Quoted Jebb, Imperial Organisation, The Empire and the Century, 1
PP*332-333. Eeakin distinguished between his proposed fed¬
eration and that of Mr Jebb: "Apparently what he (Jebb) favours
should be styled a 'confederation of States within the Empire,
each of them a, unit, dealing with its fellow-States as a. unity. !
Thir would not permit either a common citizenship or a federal
legislature chosen directly by all the people of these States ,

endowed with plenary powers within certain clearly defined
limits. A true federation would."

2- Cd.3523, pp.37-38.
3. R.C.I. Nov.1906, Vol.38,p.33. Mr Uapier: "I cannot subscribe

to the proposition that Imperial organisation should merely be
■ an alliance of disunited nations..we must proceed gradually to |
evolve a truly Imperial Parliament in which the Colonies shall jt
be fully represented...I believe the goal is a federal parlia¬
ment." Ibid, pp.27-28.
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used words calculated to stir again such ambitions when he ex-

pressedvhis opinion that he did not believe there would ever

be a perfect organisation until the Empire possessed some de¬

liberative directive body, which represented and typified all

parts of the Dominions. "Nor", he said, "am I disappointed be¬

cause it has not come yet, nor hopeless because it will not come
1.

tomorrow nqr the next day." The British Review, in a confession

of faith, disowned any desire that the Dominions should be sub¬

ject to a central Parliament, "except, for definite imperial

purposes, to a Federal Parliament in which they themselves shall
2.

be amply represented."

Lord Rosebery, who in 1899 had asserted that, "Imperial
3-

Federation in any form is an impossible dream," welcomed the

representatives of the Dominions Parliaments to the Coronation

ceremonies of 1911 ss "the first collection of elected Deputies

from the various Parliaments of the Empire" -"an historical
4.

occasion befitting the historic Westminster Hall." "Do we

not see," he asked, "in the Imperial Conference which is now

sitting in our midst the germ of a mightier council which will

represent the Imperial aspirations of all parts and commonwealths

of our community, which will represent a united Empire in a de¬

fined and permanent form and which thus will be the most august

Parliament that the world had ever seen? Do we not see in our

banquet today, where for the first time the elected representatives

1. Foster, Some Problems of Empire, U.E., Dec. 1912, Vol.3>
p. 960.

2. June, 1914, Vol.6, p.388.
3. Quoted, Hall, The British Commonwealth of Rations, p.71.
4. The Times, June 20, 1911.
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o'f tfie. various Parliaments are around us...the germs of such

a "permanent convention -here, without infringing in the slight¬

est degree on the domestic concerns of any of the Dominions,

there will he a cordial and a permanent co-operation in matters
1.

of Imperial Concern?" The Times wistfully looked toward his

"dream, if indeed it he a dream, tha.t haunts us all - the dream

of a Parliament which will represent all the self-governing Dom-
2.

inions of the Crown."

Sir Charles Stuart-Linton was one of the many who proposed

an Imperial Council as a. stepping-stone to an Imperial Pa.rlia-
3-

ment which would he separate from that of the United Kingdom.

The suggestion of Mr R.R. Wise that the Dominion High Commission¬

ers should form a sub-committee of the Cabinet and he consulted

on Imperial affairs came in for some consideration. Stuart-

Linton gave a different form to that idea and mooted a; "permanent

Imperial Committee of the Privy Council to assist the Imperial

Cabinet", to he purely consultative in its functions. He thought

it possible that Imperial and local matters might, by a process

of evolution, become separate so that there might he two cabinets

in operation. He also considered it possible that the Imperial

Conference might develop into an Imperial Council meeting annual¬

ly, and thus with the Imperial Cabinet a. true Imperial Parliament

might come about with an upper and lower house, establishing an
4.

Imperial constitution and forming a federation.

There was some advocacy of the scheme that had been put

forward by Sir John Quick for a "Grand Assembly of Empire",

1. The Times, op.cit.
2. Leading Article, ibid.
3. Stuart-Linton, Wanted - An Imperial Council, Emp.Rev., Sept.

1910, Vol.20.
4. Ibid.
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created by Act of the British Parliament, whose functions would
S

be limited to such, matters as were referred to it by Royal War¬

rant. As advanced by Captain Cosby it had the peculiar feature

of equal votes, irrespective of population or status of govern¬

ments, and so "with five separate fleets, and a general staff

for the Empire as a basis for the new Confederation" England
1.

could withstand all comers.

As the question of the House of Lords began to vex the

local politicians of the United Kingdom, there wa.s a resurrection

of the idea to utilise the House of Lords to include Dominion
2.

members as a federal body of the Empire. In the House of

Lords, said Mr Gisborne, one found the truly representative body

of the Empire, with its ex-governors, colonial administrators,

ambassadors, judges, great soldiers, and travelled peers who

had accurate knowledge of the Imperial domains, and he looked .

with terror at the results that would follow from Keir Hardie's

elevation to the Premier-ship without the House of Lords holding
3-

a, real control over the destinies' of the Empire.

Since so much of local politics seemed to be in the melting-

pot, the question of Imperial Eederation raised its head again

from the Irish question. The Eighty Club began a discussion

upon "Imperial Federation beginning here at home", and Mr J.E.

Redmond proposed a policy of "Home Rule All Round", with a demand

of an Irish Parliament a.nd a responsible executive for locaJL
1. Dudley' S.A.Cosby, Forward but not too Fact, The Governance of

Empire, pp.l6-l8.
2. Capt .Kincaid-Smith, A Federa.l Parliament, Emp.Rev . ,Apr. 1910 ,

Vol.19.
3. F .A,H7.Gisborne, The House 'of Lords and the Empire ,Emp.Rev. ,Dec .

1911, Vol.22. Vide also a curious suggestion by Dr Bussell,A
new Government for the British Empire,pp.103-104 and passim,
that the King should a.ct as a sort of Imperial Prime Minister
with an Imperial Senate from the House of Lords -the Peerage
electing one sixth of their number, the United Kingdom another
hundred, and the Colonies and Dominions bringing the total to
three hundred.



affairs and representation in the British Parliament for Imper-
1.

ial and foreign affairs. Mr Lloyd George looked to the day

when there would he "a Wales independent and free, fearing God

and fearing none othef", and Sir Edward Grey appeared as another

advocate of Home Rule for the national divisions of the United
2.

Kingdom. Mr Gardiner also desired the devolution of the Brit¬

ish Parliament into four State Parliaments, whicfo process he

believed would precede centralisation. Though it was a long way

off, such a development of State Parliaments and an Imperial

Parliament was suggested as a forecast of the inclusion of the
3-

Dominions.

Sir Herbert Samuel declared that, "The signs of the times

show that there will be a movement towards the Federal type"

of Imperia.1 Government, since the Dominions would never be per¬

manently satisfied with a Constitution which regarded them merely
4.

"as adjuncts, not as integral parts" of the Empire. He there¬

fore proposed a federalist reconstruction of the United Kingdom

as a starting point. Mr Churchill, on his hobby of bringing

relief to a House of Commons encumbered with too much business,

mooted a federal system for Great Britain in which England would

have ten or twelve legislatures, arguing that a single provincial

legislature for all England would upset the balance of the fed¬

eration and be too powerful a body to co-exist amicably with the
5.

Imperial Federal Parliament. This might serve as a prelude to

1. The Times, Oct.19, 19105 Hythe, Problems of Empire, p,176ff.
2. Findla'y, op.cit., p.l23«
3. A.G. Gardiner, Mr Churchill and Federalism, Fort.Rev., Nov.l,

1912.
4. Herbert Samuel, Federal Government, 19th Cent. Vol.7?> Oct.

1912. One remembers that Borden of Canada had said that Can¬
ada did not intend to be an "adjunct" even of the British
Empire.

5. U.E., Oct. 1912, Vol.3, p.7B7.
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Imperial Federation. But the question arose, would not the

danger Churchill saw in connection with the Government of thd

United Kingdom arise in connection with Imperial Federation, and

the powerful national Governments he at loggerheads with the Im-
1.

perial Parliament?

Therenwere a good many others who proposed similar organi¬

sation of the Empire. Viscount Hythe stated that his "concep¬

tion of the constitutional structure of the British Empire is

that it must^rest on four federations or four pillars, in Canada,

Australia, South Africa, and the United Kingdom - an Imperial
2.

council or parliament might some day he set up." The journa.l-

ist known as 'Pacificus* observed three views as to the primary

organisation: Those who proposed a national Parliament for

Great Britain and another for Ireland; those who desired a

"restoration of the Heptarchy" in England; a division of Scot¬

land into Highlands and a pair of Lowlands; of Ireland into the

foirr Provinces; Vales alone to remain unparcelled. Those who

advocated four National Parliaments, for England, IrelajM, Scot;
3-

land, and Vales.. The writer notes that these national parlia¬

ments in each case are to he equal,, responsible only to the Im¬

perial Parliament, and not to he what Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman

would ha.ve had them - "Cana.das". "They are to he in the posi¬

tion which the parliaments of Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia!

occupy in relation to the Dominion Parliament at Ottawa." Thus J>
the supremacy of the Imperial Parliament would he secured without I
1., U.E. op.cit. p.788.
2. Hythe, op.cit., p.193*
3. Pacificus, Federalism and Home Rule, pp.55-56.
4. Ibid, p.58.
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setting up the dangerous friction latent in Mr Gladstone's

schemes, which entailed the subordination of one Parliament,
1.

purely national, to another which was also national. The

Federalist ideal Pacificus expressed as "being a' supreme and sov¬

ereign Imperial Parliament with subordinate or co-ordinate Par¬

liaments in the United Kingdom and the Dominions, each sovereign
2.

and supreme in its own sphere. .

There was not a little opinion in favour of some such rep¬

resentation as that suggested by Rosebery in his address to the

Parliamentary delegation. Mr Amery, who had in fact been la.rge-

ly responsible for the Parliamentary delegations meeting at West-
3-

minster at the time of the Coronation, was a most consistent

advocate of Imperial Federation. He considered it essential

that there be some "means of providing for the security of the

Empire withnthe constitutional assent of the citizens of each

self-governing part of the Empire. • Seme form of Imperial Parlia-
4.

ment, or responsible deliberative assembly there must be." He

believed the most popular approach to a Parliament of the Empire

to lie in some sort of advisor^ council, discussing the affairs

of the Empire at large and submitting its conclusions to the

different Parliaments of the Empire for their decision. Some

of the schemes based on this idea would have the Council consist

largely of men of experience appointed by their Governments,
1

while others would have some form of election. All these

schemes, however, contemplated the evolution of the Council, as

1. Pacificus, op.cit. p.60.
2. Ibid, pp.xlix-1. For the attitude of Sir Sam Hughes, The

Times, May 24, 1911•
3. H. d'Egville, The Empire Parliament Association, U.E. 1915\

Vol.6.
4. Amery, Union and Strength, pp*3?~33*
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it gained in authority and influence, into a. Parliament of the

Empire, with the interference of Local Parliaments on Imperial

questions declining to the possession 5f a rarely exercised veto.

Amery, noting the weak point of the majority of these pro¬

posals to lie in the fact that advice must he responsible advice,

and that representatives must speak for their own State, wished

the advance to he through the medium of She Imperial Conference.

He proposed that the next Conference (l91l) should recognise

its supreme importance as the highest deliberative Assembly of

the Empire by the formal presidency being vested in the King;

by separating the Minister for Imperial Affa.irs from the admin¬

istration of Crown Colonies and dependencies; and by taking the

Dominion into the confidence of the Imperial Government on British

Foreign Policy. Like Mr Evans, he wished each Dominion Cabinet

to include a special Minister for Imperial and External Affa.irs,

and thus the Conference could meet more often - several weeks in

every year. It should hold a regular series of meetings with

the Defence Committee and the Foreign Minister, thus enabling

the Dominio-ns to acquire a "normal and continuous influence"
1.

over the whole course of British external policy. He thought

that the Prime Minister should be accompanied by a delegation

representing all Parliamenta.ry political, parties, who would be

a sort of adjunct to the Conference and before long would con¬

stitute two Houses of Parliament representing the executive gov-
2.

ernments and the reprsentatives of the people. Finally some

Act would be necessary making it a true Parliament of Empire by

1. Amery, op.cit. pp.37-40.
2. Ibid, p.44.
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putting the purely Imperial department" of the State under

its control: the Foreign Office, the Defence Committee with

its General Staff "branches, and the administration of the' de-
1.

pendencies. Only thus could the demands of the Dominions

"be met for a complete national life, "by admitting them to full
2.

partnership with Britain in control of Imperial policy.

Mr Amery's suggestion of a delegation proved quite pop¬

ular with publicists. Mr Low, despite the fact that Laurier

had, in the preceding yea.r, explained to the Conference that

Canada could not offer advice without "being liable in results

that ensued, proposed an Imperial Committee of Foreign Affairs,

constituted>on the model of the Imperial Committee of Defence,

with a permanent secretariat. The Prime Minister would be

its permanent President and he would invite others to con¬

sultation; its functions would be entirely advisory, so that

the Dominions would have the ricrht of assent or dissent as

3- "
before.

Converted by Mr Amery, Mr Low in 1913 an ambitious

scheme for an Imperial Cabinet, composed of an Imperial Chan¬

cellor, a Foreign Secretary, an Imperial Minister for Defence,

an Imperial Minister of Justice to deal with legal and con*

stitutional questions of the Erppire, an Imperial Minister of

Education, an,Imperial Minister of Labour, and an Imperial

budget with its own treasurer. This Cabinet would be res¬

ponsible to a, "Pan-Britannic Parliament" or a. "Federal Congress

1. Amery, op.cit., p.45»
2.. Ibid, p.6.
3« Low, Towards an Imperial Foreign Policy, Fort. Rev. Nov.l,

1912, Vol. 92.
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But until this latter was established the Cabinet would be

responsible to the Conference. The Congress would be arrived

at through' a system of delegations as already outline by Mr

Amery and others. It was noted tha.t a similar machinery ex¬

isted in Austra-Hungary where the common Ministers of the Em-
> •

pire discussed common affairs and arranged the budget with

delegations elected by the legislative Chambers of the two

Uta tes . ^*

The United Empire approved Mr Low's scheme, seeing nothing

wrong in the fact that the United Kingdom would have ninety

cut of a hundred and twenty or thirty members concerned in the

Parliament, but the difficulty it foresaw lay in determining

the initial powers of the body. At any rate, it was of opinion

that the difficulties of super-imposing an Imperial Parliament
1.

by direct election were mitigated by this scheme.

At the Conference of 19H» Sir Joseph Ward, a thorough¬

going Imperialist and at least influenced a great deal by

the energetic Round Table Group, brought forward a resolution

for an Imperial Council. With unusual prescience, the Times

recorded its doubt whether such a Council would prove to be

in consonance with Canadian or Australian ideas. It said,

"The need of the moment is not for deliberation by -a central

authority, which must Always seem in some sense to impair

the autonomy of existing Cabinets, but rather for machinery

which will secure a more thorough, more rapid, and more

personal exchange of views between the Cabinets as they are...

1. U.E. Sept. 1913, Vol.4, p.698.
2. Low, The Problem of an Imperial Executive, 19th Cent., Aur.

1913, Vol.74.
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It is easier, no doubt, to talk vague nonsense about Imperial

Federation, like Mr T.P. O'Connor in bis recent Canadian tour;
1.

but sucb nonsense is perilous, even when it is sincere," •

a very true observation. Sir Jos eph Ward's resolution should

never have been put to the Conference; it only served to

stimula.te latent antagonism of Colonial Nationalism to Imperial¬

ism and provoke suspicions against other happier forms of

Imperia.l co?operation.

The Resolution, as amended, read, "That the Empire has

now reached a stage of Imperial development which renders

it expedient that there should be an Imperial Council of State,

with Representatives from all the self-governing parts of the

Empire, in theory and fact advisory to the Imperial Government

on all questions affecting the interests of His Majesty's
2.

Dominions oversea." Sir Joseph Ward's proposal changed

as he interpreted it to the Conference, so that as finally

outlined it was but little germane to the original resolution,

and the mover of the resolution was consequently an easy target

for interruptions from his eager, biassed audience. Mr

Batchelor, at the conclusion, pointed out that the original
3.

resolution had never been discussed. On the contrary, the

New Zealand Prime Minister advanced a plan for an Imperial

Parliament to deal with foreign policy and defence in so far

as they were Imperial and to 'allow the Dominions otherwise

1. The Times, Dec. 17, 1910.
2. Cd.5745, pp.36-37; p.46.
3. Ibid, p.74.



the fullest autonomy. 'The Dominions and the United Kingdom

should elect' representatives for each ?00,0C0 of population,

so that Canada, would have 37> Australia 25> South Africa 7»

Hew Zealand 6, Newfoundland 2, and the United Kingdom 220.

There would "be a. Senate to which the represented parts of the

Empire would elect 2 members each, a total of 12. An exec¬

utive, corresponding to the legislative "bodies, would consist

of 15 members. While not possessing powers of taxation, yet

the Parliament would apportion its needs among the members,

and for the first ten years the Dominions were to pay per

capita half of the amount requisitioned from the United Kingdom

per capita, and this basis was to obtain for further expendi-
1.

tur'es.

That -his resolution was Pill-advised was seen from the

chilly and, to an unfortunate degree, contemptuous criticism

of the delegates. Laurier disposed of it in a few brief,

curt sentences: it would ultimately have coercive power of

taxation and control of foreign policy; no need to discuss
2.

it further. Asquith objected because the creation of an

Imperial Council would sadly impair "the authority of the Gov¬

ernment of the United Kingdom in the conduct of foreign policy,

the conclusion of treaties, the declaration or the maintenance

of peace and the declaration of ,war, and, indeed, all those

relations'with foreign powers, necessarily of the most delicate

chara.cter, which are now in the hands of the Imperial Government,

subject to its responsibility to the Imperial Parliament. That

1. Cd.5745, p.57 fnd passim.
2. Ibid , p.68.
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authority cannot he shared, and the co-existence side hy side

with the Cabinet of the United Kingdom of this proposed body -

it does not matter what name you call it for the moment -

clothed with the functions and the jurisdiction which Sir

Joseph Ward proposed to invest it with, would in our judgment
1.

be absolutely fatal to our present system of Government." Of

course, since Ward had proposed a Parliament that would substi-
fr

tute'for the present Imperial Parliament and since it was in
j1;

his proposal that there should be a system of Ipcal Parliaments
itin the United Kingdom, he could quite easily have taken the

sting out of the President's very just criticism, on the score

of responsible Government, of an Imperial Council, but the

New Zea.land Premier was no debater and the other delegates were

not anxious to justify him.

It has been suggested that one reason for the cold re¬

ception of the proposal by the British Government lay in the

belief that such an organisation of the Empire would give an
2.

impetus to Tariff Reform. However "this may be, the proposal

stood no chance of being accepted on its own merits. Professor
3.

Keith makes that abundantly clear. He urged the vital ob¬

jection that ha-d been very present to the mind of Freeman -

that the British Government would never consent to becoming

a.rnereLy local body, surrendering its proud traditions and august

position. For would the Dominions ever consent to replace the

■ I
: )

? k

f

I
M
!

I:
1. Cd.574-5, p.71.
2. Findla.y, The Imperial Conference (1911) Prom Within,

pp.169-170•
3. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.505-509-



largely theoretical and considerate supremacy of the present

Imperial Parliament with a. hody certain to he at the last auto¬

cratic and jealous for its rights. More a;nd more such a hody

would infringe upon matters now termed local, and almost cer¬

tainly tariffs would come under its jurisdiction. The German-

Canadian tariff war was certainly a matter of interest to the

foreign policy of a federated Empire.' The Dominions would have

little control over the determinations of the Imperial Parlia-
s

ment as suggested hy 'Ward, unless the Senate had power of veto,

in which case ^there would he ahtindant friction. On the score
■!

of the Senate, it app'eared ahsurd to the United Kingdom that

they should not he given any more voting power than that ac¬

corded to Newfoundland with a population equal to that of Shef-
1.

field.

There was much sympathy, however, with the spirit of Ward's

resolution, even if it was recognised to he of doubtful wisdom.
I*

One leading article, angered hy the comatose policy of nation-;

alism, declared that "Nations do not grow like flowers, in
1

gardens set apart from the world's highways and protected against

its winds. Progressive democracies, as the Dominions themselves

have realized, can never attain to full nationhood so long as

they are content with diffusing prosperity and accumulating

wealth within their own frontiers. Internal production carries

in its wake external trade, and external trade involves an al¬

ways increasing interest in foreign markets, foreign .conditions,

a.nd the general security of commerce. It involves, that is,

1. Gardiner, The End of Imperialism and After, Con.Rev., Aug.
1911, Vol.100.
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1.

a vital interest in defence and foreign politics." The

principle this writer would invoke was not centralisation in

the sense of Ward's resolution, "but exchange - not concentra¬

tion of opinion and: information in the United Kingdom, "but a.

diffusion of opinion and information, so that all the Govern¬

ments could act with all responsihility to their constituents,

"but also with a full understanding of the "bearings of any ques¬

tion upon the various parts of the Empire and the rest of the
2.

world.

Turning from the idea of a. Federal Parliament or' some

form of Council, a great many men "believed as did Viscount

Esher that co-operation "between the self-governing parts of the

Empire, such as would allow for a union of defence forces and

a satisfactory control of foreign policy "by the Dominions, could

"best "be gained through the Committee of Imperial Defence. The

Report of the War Office Reconstitution Committee had recommend-

ecP/1904 the creation of a "Department" in a reconstituted "De¬

fence Committee" under the exclusive control of the Prime Min¬

ister, the permanent nucleus to "be a Permanent Secretary, two

naval officers selected "by the Admiralty, two military officers

selected "by the War Office, two Indian Officers nominated "by

the Viceroy, and one or more Colonial representatives, to ob¬

tain and collate information, furnish advice, et cetera, thus

replacing the Joint Naval and Military Committee for Defence
.3-

and the Colonial Defence" Committee. Any decision taken would

1. The Times, May 26, 1911.
2. Vide also, The Times, May 3^> 19H*
3. Cd.1968, 1904; Vide Also, Cd.2200 and Cd.35?4, pp.16-17.
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"be in the name of the Army Council as a whole and any dissent¬

ing member would resign or share tVie responsibility for the ad¬

vice finally given. Organised in 1904 by the energy of Mr Bal¬

four, the Committee of Imperial Defence sat practically every
1.

week. Balfour's intention was that it would be a permanent
! •

advisory Committee on defence, with a secretariat to ensure
2 •

continuity of practice. Campbell-Bannerman initiated appoint¬

ments of sub-committees to incuire into strategic and technical
! ;

questions, while Asquith further developed the Committee by call¬

ing the heads or representatives of great public departments

to sub-committees and established a Standing Sub-Committee,

presided over alternatively by the First Lord of the Admiralty

and the Secretary of State for War, composed of representatives

of the Admiralty and War Office, the Foreign Office, the Board

of Trade, the customs, and all the great Departments, to co¬

ordinate in war the naval, military, and civil forces of the
3-

State. As a. consequence of these departures, the functions

of the Committee had ranged over such matters as Aerial Navi¬

gation, the strategical Aspects of the Forth and Clyde Canal,

oversea transport of reinforcements in time of war, the treat¬

ment of aliens in time of war, press and postal censorship in

war, trading with the enemy, wireless stations throughout the

Empire, local transporation and distribution of food supplies
4.

in time of war, and kindred subjects.
V

!

1. d'Egville, Imperial Defence and Closer Union, p.65*
2. Esher, Committee of Imperial Defence, pp.l6-17«
3« Ibid, p.l8.
4. Ibid, p.20.
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The Committee was purely a "body to advise the Prime Min¬

ister who was the only member of it in his own right. All

the rest who attended did so at his "bidding. Balfour urged

this against the fears of Camphell-Bannerman, who became an
1.

ardent convert. The Committee clearly could advise on pol¬

icy suggested to it, "but it could not initiate policy. There
on

can "be no douht,/the other hand, that it really decided questions

on which it was asked for advice. Thus the Dardanelles Commis¬

sion reported that "the view that the Committee was purely ad¬

visory requires some qualification. In practice, it did more
2.

tha.n advise. It decided."

The Imperial Defence Committee differed from its predeces¬

sor in the very important condition that, whereas the Colonial

Defence Committee had for regular members professional officers

who were the leading permanent officials of the grea.t depart¬

ments, and who could invite other officers for their technical

knowledge, the new body was not drawn exclusively from the per¬

manent services with occasional outside specialists, but includ¬

ed ministers responsible to Parliament, the proportion being

determined by the Prime Minister, in whose complete control it
3-

v/as. Because of this condition, Sir Robert Borden sensed the

importance of Caredian representation thereon. He told the

Canadian Parliament regarding the Committees It was not respon¬

sible to the House of Commons and thus not supposed to concern

1. Balfour, H.C. May 11, 1905, Vol.146, p.62ff; Campbell-Bsnner-
man, ibid, p.85; Asquith, H.C. July ?5> 1912» Vol.41,p.1385?
also f.ir '7. Evans-Gordon, The Premier and Imperial Defence,
Mon. Rev. Feb.1907, Vol.26.

2. Cd.8490, 1917, p.4.
3. Vide 'X', The Committee of Imperial Defence, U.E. Cept. 1913>

Vol.3.
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itself with policy. Yet "it is necessarily and constantly

obliged to consider foreign policy and foreign relations for

the obvious reason that defence, and especially naval defence

is inseparably connected with such considerations.... As so

many important members of the Cabinet are summoned to attend the

Committee, its conclusions are usually accepted by the Cabinet

and thus command the support of the majority in the House of
1.

Commons." If Dominion representatives were upon such a

Committee the following essentials of Imperial policy would be

secured: There would be no difficulty over the question of

"responsibility * as raised by Laurier in regard to' the Secret¬

ariat of the 1907 Conference and by Asquith with regard to the

idea of an Imperial Council; there would be no concealment of

foreign policy between the United Kingdom and the Dominions;

no new departure in foreign policy involving Imperial interests

would be taken without Dominion approval; and, lastly, the

Dominions would be forced to face the fact that Great Britain

was a. European Power and that the Overseas Empire must shoulder
2.

a share of the European burden. If such representation could

be obtained, Viscount Esher was assured that "a long step ma.y

be taken towards that federation of the Empire which has been
3-

the dream of patriots here and oversea." At any rate, every

indication seemed to point to the Prime Minister becoming more

a.nd more an Imperial Chancellor, leaving Parliamentary business

to his colleagues, so that the bureau of the Prime Minister and

1. The Times, Report, Dec.6, 1912.
2. Esher, op.cit., pp.vi-vii.
3. Ibid, p.21.
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the Secretariat of the Defence Committee might "become the mach¬

inery for establishing intimate relations between the portions
1.

of the Empire.

Sir Robert Borden's surprise that such an efficient organ¬

isation existed would lead to the belief that hitherto the Dom¬

inions had known little of it, and one notices that when Aus¬

tralia submitted a resolution to the Conference of 19^7* the
2.

Committee was referred to as an "Imperial Council."

Borden's desire for representation on the Committee was

cordially approved on the whole by the United Kingdom. There

was some suggestion that the Committee be transformed into a

representative Imperial Federal Council of Defence, which, ob¬

viously, would have negatived its most desirable features as an

instrument of co-operation, and one unconscious humorist sug¬

gested that such representation be on the basis of one repres¬

entative to every million pounds, sterling expended on defence,
3-

such defence to be approved by the Federal Council. He there-

upon congratulated himself that "the predominance of Great Brit¬

ain in the Federal Council of the Empire would be fully assured."
f

Such statements embarrassed the wiser advocates of Imperial co¬

operation, laying them open to the indictments of the national¬

ists, who were thus given some authority for their fears. Others

similarly saw "in vague outline... the future division of the
4.

British Cabinet into a. domestic and Imperial Cabinet." It is

1. Esher, op.cit., p.ix.
2. Cd.3524, p.lb'.
3. Edgar Crammond, Imperial Defence a.nd Finance, 19th Cent.,

Aug. 1912, Vol.72.
4. Canada and the Navy, The Round Table, July 191?» Vol.2;

F.A.W. Gisborne, Imperia.l Foreign Policy, The Emp. Rev.,
1913, Vol.25-
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difficult to know just what Mr Ramsay Macdonald had in mind

when he stated his opinion that representation on the Committee
■1.

'would satisfy neither Canada nor Australia. It might sug¬

gest a, desire for a still closer form of union.
2.

In a, Despatch of 10 December, 1912, Lord Harcourt recalled

that the question of Dominion representation had arisen out of

a resolution by Sir Joseph Ward at the Conference of 1911 ask¬

ing that the High Commissioners of the Dominions be summoned to

the Committee whenever na.val and military matters -affecting the

Dominions were under consideration, but that it had been unan*-

imouely decided that representation should not be by a High

Commissioner but by Ministers responsible to their own colleagues

and to Parliament. It had also been decided that a Defence

Committee should be established in each Dominion in close touch

with the Committee in London. When Mr (Sir Robert) "Borden

had requested that Dominion members sit on the Committee, he

had been informed that the functions of that body were purely

advisory, but that a.ny Dominion Minister resident in London

would at all times have free and full access to the Prime Min¬

ister,- the Foreign Secretary, and the Colonial Secretary for

information on all questions of Imperial policy. Lord Har¬

court referred to a public speech of October 25» in which he

had denied that the natural and laudable desire of the Dominions

for a greater measure of co-operation with the United Kingdom

was intended to open up the different questions of Imperial
. - -

£
1. H.C. 22 July 1912, Vol.41, p.874.
2. Cd. 551.3, p.6; Cd.5745, P»4 and p.75; Cd.6560, 1913*
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Federation which, seeming to entail questions of taxation and

representation, had made that policy for many years a dead
1

issue. On the other hand, he saw "no obstacle, and certainly
t

no objection, to the Governments of all the Dominions being
i

given at once a larger share in the executive direction in mat¬

ters of defence-and in personal consultation and co-operation

with individual British ministers "whose duty it was to frame

a policy in Great Britain. "I should,welcome," he had con¬

cluded, "a more unanimous representation of Dominion Ministers,

if they wish it, on the Committee of Imperial Defence; we should

all be glad if a member or members of those Cabinets could be

annually in London."

The suggested arrangement found some opposition in Great

Britain, and there were fears expressed for its future. "If

the representation is to be through the attendance of Canadian

Ministers at the present Committee of Imperial Defence," said

the United Empire, "which seems to be the plan most favoured

in London....so able a constitutionalist as Sir \7ilfrid Laurier

may find little difficulty in disparaging it. It might be

called a virtual attempt to create a federal cabinet without a
1.

federal parliament, which is an awkward proposition." The

Times inveighed against the Liberal Press view that the appoint¬

ment of a Canadian Minister to the Committee would militate t

against ministerial liberty and the nature of Parliamentary con-

)>!
trol over defence or policy. "It is one thing," stated that

i I
journal," and a legitimate thing, to criticise the' relations

1. U.E. Nov. 1912, Vol.3, p.860.
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"between the Committee of Defence and the Cabinet in so far as
11

they affect our constitutional arrangements at home. It is
!'

quite another thing, and an absolutely misleading thing,"to pre¬

tend that those relations will "be in any way affected by the ad¬

dition to the Committee of a permanent Canadian.representative.

These two subjects have nothing to do with one another. The

Committee of Defenoe is a, body created to co-ordinate our naval

and military preparations with the requirements of policy as

defined by the Cabinet, endorsed by Parliament, and approved
!• j

by the electorate."

The Times had long maintained, in common with much other

British opinion, that if the Governments of the Empire wished
! f

the co-opera.tion achieved at the Conference tto have continuous

operation they must create within the respective Cabinets a.

minister whose duty it would be to keep himself informed on

+ ?* 'Imperial affairs. Consequently the suggestion of Mr Myers of

New Zealand for the appointment of two Ministers to the Committee j
of Imperial Defence - the Minister in charge of Defence and

Minister for Imperial Affairs - who could alternate in atten- I
dance, was gladly received, and such representation, it was held, I;

3* iwould not commit the Dominions to any action. High CommisionersIII
■ b\

were generally not considered competent to satisfy the required. I;

1. The Times, 9 Dec., 1912.
2. The Times, May 3®» 19H*
3« The Times, Nov.4, 1912: Mr Churchill is here given the credit

for being the father of the idea of colonial representation J
upon the Committee. But the Imperial Federation (Defence)
Committee early played a leading part vide Loring, U.E.,!1?!!?,
Vol.6. Vide also The Times, Aug.7» 1912.
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conditions, which could only "be met "by the regular attendance

of Colonial Ministers who would speak with full responsibility

and carry the views of the Committee to their Cabinets.

New Zealand expressed herself as not being desirous for a

permanent appointment, preferring that, when a Minister of the

Dominion was in London, he should be invited to attend the meet¬

ings of the Committee. Newfoundland'agreed with New Zealand,

and the Union of South Africa likewise did not think it necessary

to have a Minister in constant attendance at the Defence Committee.

Advice from that body could always be obtained and personal con¬

sultation wap possible if necessary by special visits of members
1.

of the Cabinet.

There was' no little opposition in Great Britain to the dic¬

tum that there was "no alternative for the moment to this wide
2.

extension of the uses of the Committee of Imperial Defence."

There was.a growing faith in the possibilities of the Conference

and there seemed to be no sufficient reason why the Committee

should be given preferment to the Conference as a body to con¬

sider Imperial problems. Certain people found something sin¬

ister in the change of venue at the Conference of 19H» when

defence and foreign affairs had been handed over to the Com-
%

mittee of Imperial Defence to report upon. The rea.sons given

did not satisfy the doubters since secrecy and expert advice had

always been obtained when desired, and the precedent created in

19C9 bad been that of a subsidiary Conference as provided for at
1

the regular Conference of 19^7* In the Conference voting was by

1. Cd.7347.
2. The Times, July 17» 1912.
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Governments and the British Government enjoyed no superiority,

while in the Committee the Prime Minister determined the composi¬

tion of that body and voting was by persons, so it was advanced

a.s a. possible reason for his action that he could determine the
1.

result in favour of the British view.

According to Mr Asquith, noted for a nice diction that ex¬

actly expressed his meaning, the procedure of the meeting of the

Committee in 1911 had been that'the Secretary of State for For- fi
(Ieigh affairs made a, "statement... on the general course and dir-
l

ection of our foreign policy" wherein he "disclosed", to the

Dominion representatives British relations with foreign Powers.-

Then there were "statements" on military and naval policy made

by the heads of these departments and co-operation of the naval
"

• 2.
forces of the Empire was. "discussed? Mr, Asquith spoke also of

his hope that during the visit of Sir Robert Borden the Committee
3-

might "arrive at conclusions," a phrase suggestive of voting

within the Committee, in which case the Dominions did not enjoy

a parity with the United Kingdom.

It is quite certain that there, were no such dark designs in

the mind, of the British Prime Minister, for it was clearmthat

the Canadian Premier could retire at any time he desired, nor

would he be bound by a majority vote. Mr Bonar Law and other

politicians, however, commented on the startling decision of the

Government to reverse their naval policy and re?occupy the Medit-
4. "

erranean. Was not that decision, accuses the mysterious Mr

t

r

f»
1. "X", The Committee of Imperial Defence, IT.E. Vol.iii, Sept.1912.;
2. Asquith, H.C. Debs., July 25, 1912, Vol.41, p.1386.
3. Ibid, p.1387.
4. H.C. Debs., op.cit. pp.1401-1402.
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"X", taken during a protracted meeting of the Committee of

Imperial Defence during the very hour? when the Canadian Prime

Minister v/as entrained for London, suggesting that it was necess¬

ary to settle the naval strategy of the Empire before his arriv-
1.

al? Furthermore, that meeting of July 4 found the Committee

composed of ten Cabinet Ministers, nine naval and military ex¬

perts, and the permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs.

Cn July 10, when the Canadians attended, there were eleven Cab¬

inet Ministers (five Canadian), the permanent chief of the Col-
2.

oniAl Office, and six military and naval experts. In conse¬

quence, in any decision made the "politicians" could outweigh

the "experts" and yet the decision would be represented to the

Empire as emanating from a, Committee of advice.

Mr Jebb denounced the slight to the Conference. He at¬

tacked. the logic which inconsistently contended that the Dom¬

inion representatives would have no power .to commit their Gov¬

ernments to action and which a.t the same time held that the con¬

trol of foreign policy must not only be joint but unified so as

to avoid the danger of Australia, for example, embarking upon

a foreign policy of her own. Ey conceding that the Ministers

of a Dominion should not be bound to exeucte any resolution dis¬

tasteful to their Governments, the bottom was knocked out of
3-

the strongest argument for such an adaptation. The Round Tab1e

had proposed such an adaptation of the Defence Committee to the

needs of the Empire with the view that, given such a Cabinet,

a Federal Parliament would be 'necessary. But if the right of

1. "X", op.cit., p.738.
2. Ibid.
3. Jebb, letter to the Times, Nov. 4, 1912.
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dissent from a resolution of the Committee were possible, the

whole conception of evolving a federated Cabinet thus fell to

the ground and was no advance on the Imperial Conference as an

agency for unification of the Empire.

Mr Jebb wished to'see the subsidiary Conference developed

into a Standing Committee for the purpose of concerting policies

in foreign affairs and other matters, while keeping the Defence

Committee as' an expert a.dvisory body on. technics,1 aspects of r

defence - a principle inaugurated in 1909* This would remove

the objection that the1Conference was only periodical, and would

pursue the easier policy of accepting and developing principles

already enunciated rather than mutilate the Imperial Conference.

It was pointed out by his opponents that there was great need

for immediate action, and the efficiency of the Defence Committee

both as a, secretariat and medium for consultation between res¬

ponsible ministers wa.s proved in that it wa.s already an estab-
1 •

lished orga.n.

Mr Jebb's conception of the organisation of the Empire wa.s

not always clear - it would have been surprising had it been

in those early, uncertain, and formative years. In his study

of diver's biography on Hamilton he felt relief that after all

there was no antithesis between the two Imperial theories of

"alliance" working through spontaneous co-operati"on under a.

common Crown and federation "based on central authority. "The

one is, alike in theory and practice, the forerunner of the

1. The Times, lTov.4, 1912. In "The Hritannic Question", Mr Jebb
elaborated the arguments of Mr "X": pp.49-50 and passims
Mr Dewey endorses his criticisms, op.cit. Vol.i, p.294ff.
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other." But he felt that condition? must "be created so that
1.

the Dominion? would ask for political sovereignty spontaneously.

Yet "by 1913 Jebb definitely recognised the antithesis in the

two ideal? denied above.

One thing Mr Jebb definitely insisted upon - it is his great

and peculiar contribution to Imperial studies - namely, that

Dominion nationalism be recognised as- a permanent factor and not .

a portion of the "single but scattered stock of which the head-
2.

quarters was in these islands." Everything Imperial must be

built upon this recognition, and the independence of national
3-

executives must not be jeopardised. He appreciated that the

great need of the Empire was for co-operation, not for advice,

the weakness of Pollock's plans for a secretariat being a fail¬

ure to recognize that fact. Since the autonomy of the Domin¬

ions must be safeguarded, he opposed the Committee of Imperial

Defence as a medium for reaching decisions between the constit¬

uent-parts of the Empire, as on such a body the Dominions would

be merely advisers of the British Prime Minister, the represen¬

tative of the executive power of an undivided State. In that

capacity he enjoyed the sole privilege of initiative, summoning

meetings, determining the subject matter, and accepting or re¬

jecting advice at his own discretion, without impairing the

obligation of the others to accept a.nd assist the policy he

finally selected. In the Conference, as President, the British

Prime Ministers was merely primus inter pa res, with no monopoly
4.

of initiative nor binding authority in his decisions.

1. Jebb, The Hew Pha-se, U.E. Jan, 1910, Vol.i. The Britannic
Question, p.84ff.

2. Imperial Organisation, The Empire and the Century, 'p.33^*
3. Ibid, p.,335.
4. The Britannic Question, pp.l85-lo6.

__ t
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Conclusion.

Mr Jebb had won many converts, and many more had yielded

to the logical conclusions of nationalism in the Dominions through

the sheer force of facts. Cne writer, for exa.mple, expressed

himself of the opinion that, "The fate of Sir Joseph Ward's re¬

solution in favour of an elective Imperial hody has shown that

Imperial policy cannot, in existing conditions, he made repres-
1.

entative by any process aiming at centralization of control."

Professor Keith's works on Responsible Government in the Domin¬

ions.did a great deal to educate public and official opinion

which was brought face to face with the force and the institu¬

tions with'which it had to deal in any organization of the Em¬

pire for the future.

Consequently the search of informed opinion was directed to

the discovery of methods of co-operation. The conclusion seems

clear enough from the foregoing studies of Imperial relations,

that the attitude of the British Government lay on the side of
i

co-fiperative methods and institutions. In very few things did

*
r

!'!
J!
n

II i M
r.

r i
f

Downing Street show itself stubborn^opposed to the desires of

the Dominions, but on the other hand festered and gave sympath¬

etic encouragement to many of their ambitions. Cne can have

little doubt but that, load the danger of war not hung so con¬

stantly like a cloud over the political horizon, there would

have been more sympathy for Dominion navies. Only with regard

to protection did the Government ret its face obdurately against

concessions, and even in that case a Commission was appointed

i i

i ■
i..
i,
11

1. The Times, May 3^ > 19H*
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whose findings were to "be considered as a hasis for action.

In every salient point of Imperial policy herein dealt with

has "been observed the growth of the nationalist and modern

spirit in dealing with Imperial affairs.

One has but to consider the striking growth of the great

number of societies and organizationSjwhose purposes was to
create friendship and co-operation among the various portions

of the Empire^to realise this truth still further. There were

organizations of various kinds to give hospitality to Dominion
t

visitors, to teach patriotism and cultivate race sentiment, to

promote'the exchange of teachers and bring about a larger uni¬

formity in teaching methods, or to promote Imperial trade and

Imperial investment and other similar cultural and material in¬

terests of an Imperial nature. These societies led to the pub

lication of numerous journals which did invaluable work in ed-
1. '

ucating public opinion with regard to the Empire.

The danger of war was the only deterrent to a fuller a.ppli

cation of the co-operative principle, and it was that danger

alone which gave life to the Round Table movement, insofar as

it aimed at Imperial Federation.

1. There is a most valuable history of many of these organiza¬
tions in the U.S., 19l5» Vol.6, and Jan. 1916, Vol.7 "by var¬
ious informed writers. Vide also Hall,' The British Common¬
wealth of Nations, p.298ff and p.372ff, and Cd.8462, pp.106-
107, p.142ff.



PART III: TOWARDS THE COMMOF.VEALTH OF NAT I CITS.

Chapter I.: The Tar and Imperial Defence.

A succession of events which have "been reviewed, "begin¬

ning with the telegram to Kruger and continuing to the great

German Army Bill and War Loan of 1913> a"t last brought

Germa.ny to "the Day" wherein she was to put her iron heel upon

the throat of a. conquered world and dominate mankind in the

grandeur of German culture and civilisation. Failure came be¬

cause the British Empire had not been sufficiently reckoned
1.

with. Bernhardt foresaw that when the crisis came Great Brit¬

ain would have to be Germany's friend on Germany's own terms or

her Empire would crumble. British Imperialists had little more

faith than German writers regarding the effica.cy of the democ¬

ratic Empire in a military sense. The Commonwealth was so
hopelessly unprepared, except for a. ITavy that was supported

almost entirely by Great Britain; the Dominions were estranged

from the Mother Country at so many points; passive belligerency

in war-time was freely talked of, and secession was an active

heresy in South Africa, Ireland, and even Canada.

There were three reasons for Imperial solidarity. The

first and greatest was the force of sentiment which took the

forms of love for Great Britain and for the Empire, and a deep

appreciation that here was the clash of two great principles of

civilisation. It is not popular today to assert that there

were any but selfish and ugly passions in the Tar; the apprecia

tion of eoonomic and political motives that swayed the action

1. Germany as Britain's Vassal, 1912.
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of the Great Powers has led men to minimise the heroic and
/

noble war-time qualities of statesmen and soldiers. Conse¬

quently there are those who have little faith in attachment*.

of the Dominions to the Mother Country insofar as it entails

any great effort in war or economics. Yet it is impossible

to measure the great part that these "ties, which, though as

light as air, are as strong as links of iron", played in send¬

ing a million men from the Dominions to the cause of little

nations who resisted domination, to the cause of democracy and

to the call of the Mother Country. Then indeed was the wisdom

of Campbell-Ba.nnerm.an apparent, for he had been one of those

who had. made the United Kingdom the Mother Country of Erench-

Canadians in Canada, and the Dutch of South Africa, not in res¬

pect of blood, but of free institutions and national self-res¬

pect. General Smuts now drew his sword for the country against

which he had waged bitter war a few years ago. "I hope", he

said, "that-when in future you draw up a calendar of Empire-

builders you will not forget the name of Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman. He was not either intellectually or politically

a superman, but he was a wise man with profound feeling and pro¬

found political instinct, and he achieved a work in South Af¬

rica by one wise act of statesmanship which has alrea.dy borne,

and will continue to beari, the most far-reaching result in
1.

the history of this Empire." General Botha was of the same

mind: "I fought against the British, but I am a firm upholder

of the Commonwealth. In South Africa we enjoy all the liberty

1. Smuts, War-Time Speeches, pp.5-6.
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that we could have as an independent nation, and far greater

security a,gainst external aggression; we have complelTe~ growers

of self-government; we control the development of our country;

and in the affairs of the world we take a place far higher and

render a service more notable and useful that we could attain
1.

or give as a separate nation." Again and again Laurier spoke

in his lofty eloquence of the righteousnessof the British cause
2.

and the glory of the Commonwealth of Nations. The "best-loved

monarch who ever reigned in the Entire did not utter empty words

when he told his people, "Had I stood aside...I should have sacri¬

ficed my honour and given to destruction the liberties of my

Empire and of mankind. •<.Paramount regard for treaty faith and

the pledged word of rulers is the common heritage of Great Brit-
S¬

ain and of the Empire."

It is tremendously valuable in these days when doubts are

liable to clog the progress of the Commonwealth and'when the

clouds darken and the mists thicken, to steal away to memories

of the devotion so apparent in the time of the War, and feel our

hearts grow brave andstrong again. But there were reasons

other than sentiment for the entry of the Dominions into the War.

They realised that they were fighting, not only the cause of

Great Britain, but their own cause as well. The defeat of the

Mother Country would be disastrous for every part of the Empire,

1. In conversa.tion at the Peace Conference at Paris; quoted,
Borden, The Dominions and Eoreisn Relations, Cara dian Bar.
Rev., Nov. 1925, Vol.3.

2. Vide Skelton, op.cit., Vol.2, p.433? Lucas, Overseas Domin¬
ions a.nd Empire Wars, Cornhill Mag., 1915"» Vol.38: Hughes,
The Splendid Adventure, p.36*

3. The Times, Sept.10, 1914.
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curtailing freedom, hampering development, and damaging trade.
'

. ]\
There was the further fact that neutrality was impossible to any

member of the British Empire. "The mass of the people," said
c

the Australian Prime Minister, "so entirely.. .fa.voured the atti-
! '

tude of the British Government towards Germany that they were not j

in a mood to scrutinise too closely the bearing of what had hap¬

pened upon Dominion status...Very few realised...that, no matter

what the feelings of the Dominions, were, it wa.s inevitable that
jj

the whole Empire should be plunged into war by Britain's declara- j
tion...As for the Governments of the Dominions, they were com¬

pelled to realise...that while in theory they exercised the pow-
i j

ers usually vested in free nations, in practice when Britain de-

clared -war, they had to dance to the tune played by another. "He i
1.

significantly,added that this must never happen again. Not

even Bourassa contradicted the fact of automatic entry into the
2.

war on the part of Canada.

Eor these three reasons, then, the Dominions entered the

war, and their efforts amazed even the United Kingdom. The
,

statistics of the enormous losses sustains d by the Empire out- j
i *

side the United Kingdom will amaze readers today who may have ..( :■

forgotten and who are inclined to ask in scept-ic fashion if the ! j J;
j ,

i

Dominions have anything to cive the Mother Country in trade ar-
3- S : »;

rangements or if the attachment will prove of much value. j-
1. Hughes , op. c it., pp. 233" 23^ 5 sim. Laurier, Skelton, op.cit. {!' j •!'

p.433, p.437. . J- j:
2. His attitude of disinterestedness changed to hostility, vide

ibid, p.435> p.46lff. _ j »'
3. Eor the war losses,see the War Office Report, 1922, cnt i tied j*

Statistics of the Military Effort of the British Empire during 3 j..
the Great War, p.756, p.347: Lucas, The Dominions and the War, | Ej
Vol.2, p. 288; Vol. 3, p. 222; p. 382; p. 399; pp. 510-5115 and ! I;
passim. Buchan, South African Eorces. in France, p.2o0. W.P.M. g
Kennedy, Sixty Years of Canadian Progress, Quart.Rev., Apr.1921, p
Vol.248. War Government in the Dominions, p.l06ff. Por the 4
War Expenditure of the Dominions, the War Office Report, op.cit. »]
p.561. ?
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The enthusiasm of Canada and her moral and material earnestness

had a doubtlessly great effect on the United States which (did a
T.

great deal towards bringing the Republic into the War and> the

Dominion is capable of being of similar value in the struggles

of peace towards reconstruction in uniting the efforts of the

United States and the Commonwealth of Nations.

The entry of the Dominions into the T.Var also served to re¬

veal the relation of their war-time organization and operations

to the authorities in the United Kingdom. The British Govern¬

ment was definitely advisory only, but that a.dvice was of much

the same strength as the advice of the Committee of Imperial De¬

fence to the Imperial Government. For example, there is the

cable from the Canadia.n "Government Upon the outbreak of war that

they would "welcome any suggestions and advice which the Imperial
2.

naval and military authorities may deem it expedient to send.
3-

Australia and ITew Zealand cabled to the same effect. The South

African Government was hampered by Dutch disloyalty which flared

up into open rebellion, but their message stated a full recog¬

nition of the obligations of the Union in undertaking any neces¬

sary measures for defence and a readiness to assume the respons¬

ibilities performed at that time by Imperial troops in South
4.

Africa that they might be free for service elsewhere,

The advent of war further did away with the academic dis¬

cussion of separate-and combined navies and military forces*

for these, so far as operations and command were concerned became

1. Lucas, op.cit. Vol.2, pp.290-291*
2. Aug. 2, 1914, Cd.7607, p.l.
3. Ibid, p.4, p.6.
4. Ibid, p.9'
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unitary immediately upon the outbreak of war. It is true that

in regard to Dominion troops a quasi-national character was re¬

tained; they had distinctive units, an individual personality,

■especially with regard to Canada, and their own commanders who,

while under a British Officer, were capable of exerting a degree

of independence not possible to a British officer in a similar
1. 2.

command. In the policy of raising troops by conscription the

Dominions acted solely on their 6wn initiative, and Canada es¬

tablished an Overseas Military Council in London which exercised
3-

a good deal of control over•Canadian troops overseas. Yet the

Dominion forces had been so trained in British traditions and

methods that they were easily assimilable to the British forces,

and were finally under British control. At the outbreak of war,

Australia, the only Dominion with an effective navy, transferred
4.

her naval forces to British control. Regarding the Australian

fleet it could be said that for all intents and purposes it was

in 1914 "merely an outlying section of the British fleet, from

which it had only lxad a. few months separa.te existence and in
5.

whose traditions its officers a.nd men had been trained." The

ITew Zealand was controlled by the Imperial Government, and Can- .

ada a.nd Newfoundland made contributions to the Imperial naval

forces, as also did South Africa:. That is, the theory of sep-

arate navies had been in no way applied or tested, and nothing in

the war suggested- that the idea, would be worth a trial.

1. Y/ar Government in the Dominions, p.108.
2. Vide Lucas, op.cit., Vol.3» PP'30"4"2; Skelton, op.cit. p.495ff«
3. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.142-143. Borden,

Canadian Constitutional Studies, pp.8-9.
4. Cd.76c7, p.4.
5. Y/ar Government in the Dominions, ©.135.
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Consequently it could lie taken as proved from war-time ex¬

perience that a. single na.vy was the only possible means of Im¬

perial defence and that opinion generally throughout the Empire

favoured it. The Fortnightly Review had consistently pressed

for the adoption of the 1909 theory on the principle that half

a loaf was letter than no bread, lut it was now suggested that

there le an Imperial squadron apart from the British squadron,

marked off specifically for Dominion use, jointly controlled

according to contrilution, and the nature of the squadron would
1.

give the Dominions a majority vote on the Board in control.

There were suggestions somewhat similar in designs as that of
2.

Mr Lash, but it cannot le said that they were particularly help¬

ful to a. solution of the problem.

Mr A..G. Gardiner, who had contended in dogma.tic fashion

that the 1911 Conference had put an end to Imperialism, in 1917

expressed the general opinion that, "The experience of the war

has probably fa.voured the doctrine of a single Navy. The sea
*

*

is a unity of operations and the Empire is a unit' of interest,
/

The vulnerable spot of Australia had been found, in'the present

case, in the North Sea, and so with South Africa. It would seem

to follow that a single Navy under common control is the cordllary
3.

of the conditions which the war has revealed." In consonance

1. Sir A.E. Hurd, The Dominions and Command of the Sea, Fort.
Rev., Aug. 1914-, Vol.96.

2. Z.A. Lash, Defence and Foreign Affairs, pp.49-51* Or Percy
Hurd, Next Steps in Empire Partnership, Journ. Roy. Soc. Arts,
April 14, 1916, Vol.64.

3. A.lG. Gardiner, Imperial Defence after the Tar, Con.Rev., Jan.
1917, Vol. 3. SiiK. Sir Jos. Ward, Empire Reconstruction after
the War, Emp.Rev., Jan.1917, Vol.30.
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with his scheme of Imperial Federation, Mr Curt is proposed an
1.

Imperial ITavy supported "by Imperial taxation, as also did Mr
2.

Worsfold. Mr Vaughan Cornish reproduced the arguments of

Mahan and argued on the importance to the Dominions of Britain
3-

"being maintained as the naval citadel of the Empire. There

were many like Mr Ferrahy who undoybtedly favoured a single ITavy

but who believed that the only possible development was along
4.

the lines of the 1909 Conference a.nd the Henderson Report.

At the Imperial Conference of 1918, the question of naval

policy was not discussed, but certain negotiations too place

between the British Admiralty and the overseas representatives

and there were private discussions which resulted in a. meeting
5.

of the Dominion Prime Ministers in London. A memorandum which

received unanimous acceptance at the hands of the Dominion Prime

Ministers with the exception of the Newfoundland Premier who was

not at the conference, condemned the proposal of the Admiralty

Memorandum of 17 May 1918 for a single Navy a.t all times under

a central naval authority as impracticable. The experience of

the war had shown a. Dominion ITavy to be ea.sily assimilable to

the.Imperial ITavy, but it was recognised that such efficiency

could only be gained by the policy of the past which had recog¬

nised that the character of construction, armament, and equipmen

and the methods and principles of training, administration, and

1. The Problem of the Commonwealth, pp.l65-l66.
?. The Empire on the Anvil, pp.145-151.
3. Cornish, Naval and Military Geography of the British Empire,

p.5ff; p»37> p.89> and passim.
4. Ferraby, The Imperial British ITavy, pp.?C9-?l8 and passim.
5. Statement by Mr Ballantyne, The Canadian House of Commons,

Journ. Paris. Eirip., 1920, Vol.1, pp.486-437.
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organisation should, proceed upon the same lines in all the

Navies of the Empire. Eor this^purpose the Dominion would wel¬

come visits from a highly qualified representative of the Admir-
*

alty who would becompetent to advise the naval authorities of

the Dominions on such matters.

As a result of these resolutions, Admiral Jellicoe was

sent to the Dominions in the following year. In his report

he set forth the general principles that were now generally ac¬

cepted: that a. single navy for the Empire was not possible;

that the Dominion national sentiments demanded a. navy manned "by

themselves and which would not he forever remote from local wat¬

ers; that Australia, whose need of naval protection appeared

greatest, must -rely upon the British fleet for any success in

War; and that the decisive conflict might take place far from

Australian waters. He pointed out that the great interest of

Australia, and New Zealand in the naval bases a.t Colombo and

Singapore, an interest shared by India, South Africa, and Canada.

Since the Empire was so generally affected by the safety of the

Pacific for their trade, the various squadrons of the Dominions

and the Mother Country detailed for service in that Ocean should

be units of an Imperial fleet under an officer and a strong staff

resident at Singapore. The Admiral thus stationed would thor¬

oughly acquaint himself with the problems of the situation, and

visit the Dominions from time to time, working with the full co¬

operation of the nava.l authorities throughout the Empire. To

the upkeep of this staff the constituent parts of the Empire

would contribute, such expenditure taking the place of local

expenditure for the same purpose of providing for the safety
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of the Pacific. After giving some details as to the possible

composition of the Imperial Far Eastern Fleet, Lord Jellicoe

suggested an approximate apportionment of the cost ba.sed upon

population and sea-borne tra.de of the various units: Great

Britain should contribute 74*12 per cent, Australia, 7*74, New

Zea.land 2.02, Canada 12.30, and South. Africa 3*82. The Navy

should be controlled by a minister responsible to the British

Parliament, but he should rely in technical matters upon a. Naval

Board of experts, and in the event of a. divergence of view the

Chief of the Na.va.l Sta.ff should be empowered to present the
1.

Board's view to the Prime Minister.

Lord Jellicoe's report did not create any enthusiasm in

the Dominions, and after some acrimonious discussion in the

various Parliaments the status quo wa s interfered with but little, [i

An Act of 1918 and Imperial Orders in Council of June 28, 1920

gave the Dominions legal right to depart, in respect of their

forces, from the terms of the Naval Discipline Act, the King's

Regulations for the Navy, and the Admiralty Instructions, if
2.' ■ .

.

they so desired. The doctrine continued, however, that modi¬

fications would only be introduced following upon full consulta¬

tion between the naval authorities of the countries concerned.

Preceding the Imperial Conference of 1921 there was no

little talk of ways and means"to co-ordinate the defence acti¬

vities .of the Empire. Haldane expressed his opinion that a

Naval Imperial War Staff would be a. most desirable thing. Dom¬

inion officers could come over and take up training and thus

#
1

f-l
5"

1; 7/ar Government in the Dominions, pp.138-145.
2. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.162-163.
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there would he one body for the whole Empire all thinking alike,

trained in the same school, breathing the same old traditions,

and shaping the unity of the Navy of the Empire. There would

then be cohesion in naval matters and unity in other matters also

so that. Britain would become such a Power as the world had never

1.
seen. .

In the United Kingdom at this time there was much discussion

of combining under one staff the military, naval, and air defence

so that a loophole was left for the question of an Imperial staff

to come up again. It was advocated that this staff possess an
2.

advisory capacity only. Na.valis desired to see a Central Coun¬

cil set up as a. permanent body to advise the British and Domin¬

ion Governments on questions of defence in time of peace, and

to exercise a. general control over all the forces of the Empire

in war. The British Prime Minister would be Chairman and the

Secretary of State for Poreign Affairs would be Deputy Chairman.

The membership would include the First Lord of the Admiralty,

the Secretary of State for War and Air, the Secretary of State

for India., and Ministers for each of the Dominions, with power

to summon other ministers. There would be a Central Staff to
3-

give technical advice. Since "Navalis" wished the body to

be a synonym for the War Cabinet, it would really exercise a

1. The Times, May 4, 1921.
2. W.D. Bird, A Note on the Military Organisation of Imperial

Defence, Journ. Un. Serv. Inst., May 1Q20, Vol.65* ijinute
addressed to the Frime Minister by the Executive of the Army
Committee, The Army Quart., Jan. 1921, Vol.1, p.256. Maj.-
Gen. G.G. Aston, The Problem of Imperial Defence, Fort. Rev.,
Apr. 1921, Vol.109. Lt.-Col. J.C. Dundee, Imperial Strategy
and a Combined Staff, Journ. Roy. Un. Serv. Inst., Nov. 1920,
Vol.65.

3. Navalis, A Suggestion for the Imperial Conference, Nat,. Rev.,
May 1921, Vol.77.
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virtual control and, by reason of its composition and location

in the British Isles, the Imperial Government would exercise a.

preponderant control. It required a. war to bring about and

mainta.in such centralisation.

Sir J.H. Davidson sa.w three ideas current: The' first was

the establishment of a, Ministry of Defence which would collect

the three great spending departments - Admiralty, War Office,

and Air Ministry - under one supervising and responsible Minister.

While the criticism that such.a body would have too much power

would not attach to a "Commonwealth Ministry for the whole Brit¬

ish Empire," yet it was too lengthy a process to satisfy immed¬

iate demands. There was a second proposal to crea.te new mach¬

inery in the shape of a. separate Joint Imperial General Staff,

responsible directly to the Cabinet and to the Imperial Council,

but this wa.s considered unworkable since it might advise the

Cabinet direct and force a policy over the hea.ds of the differ¬

ent departments. The third suggestion was to graft a. permanent

technical advisory body on to existing machinery, that is to say,

on to the Committee of Imperial Defence. This was the most

promising line of advance, and at the present he considered the

Committee inadequate. "It is hoped," concluded the writer,

"that some definite result may be achieved from the deliberations

of the Imperial Conference...in 1921, and that this result will

be productive of the means of co-ordination in the sphere of

defence as well as in political and economic sphere... in any

event policy must be dictated by the Government and Imperial

policy by an Imperial Council, assisted by an effective and

efficient Committee of Imperial Defence."

1. Davidson, Defence of the British Empire, The Army Quart.,
Jan. -1921, Vol.1. He had much the same views in 1924; vide
Cmd.2029, p.13.



The Times expressed itself in favour of a development of
1.

the Henderson scheme of defence units. Encouraged by a state¬

ment by Senator Millen, for a time acting-Prime Minister of

Australia, that journal continued to labour the necessity of
2.

considering the Imperial nature of the ITa vy, although it was

recognized that the conditions had changed wholly since 1909

and it was more than possible that Dominion navies were sound
3-

•as a method of Empire preparedness by sea.. Then Lloyd-George

alarmed some Australian opinion by suggesting that the defence of
i

the Empire must be a.n Imperial concern - a remark which was taken j
1

j

to mean that some condition would be created leading to politi¬

cal federation - the Times hastened, to a.ssure the Dominion that'

there was no sinister design on the part of•Great Eritain to
4. '

involve the Dominions in any tightening of the Imperial ties.
I

Mr D.A.E. Veal noted that the dream of an Imperial fleet to
i

which all the parts of the Empire contributed in proportion,under I

the direction of an Empire Cabinet, had been definitely abandoned

for the pla.n of local navies under local control with the Anglo-

Saxon states forming a.n alliance of virtually independent units.

This was better tban nothing, and "in'time", he said, "it may

develop into something closer." I see a. vision of a. great

federation of Anglo-Saxon States, keeper of the pea.ce of the

world...If they turn their backs on the vision.their path will -

lea.d eventually to the disintegration of the Empire and the de-
5*

cline of "Britain to a third or fourth-rate Power."

1. The Times, Sept.11, 1920.
2. The Times, Eeb.3, 1921, Eeb.22, 1921.
3. The Times, May 6, 1921.
4. The Tines, Mar.29> 1921.
5. Veal, The Dominions and Sea Supremacy, Enp.Rev., Sept,1921,

Vol.35; The Imperial Conference, 1921., ibid, Sept. 1921.
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Mr Eastwood, in a "book published after the Conference, ex¬

pressed his dissatisfaction with the existing state of things

by which the Dominions were under no obligations to contribute

to Imperial defence or'assist during a war. He desired co-oper¬

ation in both, and took great pleasure f rom such unity as did
1..

obtain.

The exhaustion consequent upon the ?7ar, the hope that the

League of Nations 'would make war impossible, and the hostility

of the Dominions a.s exhibited in the Conference of 1921 towa'rds

any scheme of centralisation, led to a lessening of the discus¬

sion of Imperial defence. There were two other post-war fac¬

tors tending to modify the attitude of the Dominions And Great

Britain to this problem. One was the new value of air power

in war and the other was the Pa.cific Problem and the Washington

Conference. \

Lord Eisher had long urged the importance of air-craft in
2.

war, and many experts now drew attention to the fact that a flee

cannot blockade a. country with an extensive coastline, that

ba ttleships were not capa.ble of. adequa tely protecting commerce

because they must, remain near their' baEes, that theyn.re vulner¬

able tomt-he attack of aircra.ft, 'mines, a.nd submarines, and that

the United Kingdom was saved from starvation' in the War, not by

her battleships, but by anti-submarine craft. Claims were put

forward by airmen that fleets of aeroplanes starting from land

aerodromes could make control of the sea by a fleet impossible
\

1. Eastwood, The Organisation of an Imperial Partnership, pp.76-
78.

2. Fisher, Memories, pp.124-130.
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unless? it were combined with commend of the air. 7Th.ile the

radius of .action of the aeroplanes was limited at present, car¬

riers were in an experimental stage. Moreover, after the war,

Britain had scrapped many of her vessels and was not anxious to

attempt a.ny new construction, and the Labour Party and certain
1.

.

experts were definitely opposed. It was argued in rebuttal

that the aeroplane had not yet proved capable of carrying or

discharging with accuracy at a moving target and in the face of

high angle fire projectiles more formidable than the modern

battleships and the submarine had sacrificed speed to concealment,

scientific detection was well advanced by. the end of the war, and
2.

in the Battle of Jutland submarines had played little part.

Nevertheless the entrance of airships and submarines into

naval stra.tegy destroyed not a little of the prestige of the

British Navy and, since the Dominions did not know how great

would be the a.dvance made in the development of these forms of

war machinery, they were not. anxious to make large investments.

The advent .of the airship, however, in no wise damaged the

principle that the Empire should unite its defence forces. Sir

Charles Lucas expressed, his view that, "The air is one, even

more so than the sea....The possibility, therefore, suggests it¬

self of an Imperial Air Force, wholly outside and beyond any

local Air Defence Forces, more representative of the Empire than

the Royal Navy itself, not fettered ny any past, and not -nec.ess-

srily having its' headquarters either in the Mother Country or in

1. As Admiral Percy Scott and Admiral Mark Kerr, vide Kerr, The
Navy, the Air, and the Empire, Journ. Roy. Un. Serv. Inst.,
May 1924, Vol.69.

2. Vide Viscount Curzon, ibid.
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. l.

any one of the self-governing Dominions.1' Since it was felt

that airships in a military sense must find their origin even

as the Navy had done in a commercial ha sis, the greater effort

was directed to finding ways of co-operation in Imperial air¬

mail services, and there was a. suggestion for an Imperial Air¬

ship Company, jointly contributed to by the various Governments
2.

in proportion.

Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State for Air, obser¬

ved at the Imperial Economic Conference that, although the

Hambling Committee had pointed out the possibilities of com¬

mercial aviation the Imperial Conference of 1921 had done noth-
3,

ing. When nothing resulted, the British Government decided

it could not proceed with the maintenance and operation of

airships. Since that time, however, certain proposals had

been made to the British Government by priva.te persons which

had seemed of sufficient importance to demand careful enquiry.

A Cub-Committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence went into

the matter with the result that on va.rious grounds, military

and civil, the Cabinet came to the conclusion that they ought

to resume, in some way or another, the operation of airships,

and that the best way to proceed was by subsidizing a small

company on the general lines sugges-ted by Commander Burney.

Sir Samuel was most anxious for Dominion co-operation in

carrying the scheme into effect. Mr Atnery was delighted with

1. Lucas, "Trie War and the Empire, p.46. Sim. The Empire and
the Air. The Outlook, Nov. 6, 1926.

2. A.H. Ashbolt, Imperial Airships, Emp.Rev., July 1921", Vol.35'
3. Cmd. 2009, p.351. Cmd.1474, p.47ff.
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1.
the project, "but the. Dominions were on the whole apathetic.

A memorandum 'from the- Air Ministry stated the importance of

the Governments of the Empire assisting one another to system-
2.

atize the development and operation of air survey services.
3-

An Air Communications Committee recommended co-operation, and
4.

a resolution was adopted to that effect.

It should not "be thought that there was any vital change

in the opinion that the defence schemes of the Empire should

"be co-ordinated to act as a unit under supreme command. It

was still desired that the Dominion- navies "be closely assoc¬

iated with the Imperial Navy to form to all intents and purposes
5*

a single navy. The Sub-Committee of the Committee of Imper¬

ial Defence wished to renew the contact of the Dominions with

the Committee of Imperia,l Defence which had been broken since
6.

the war. Sir William Robertson proposed a Council of Imper¬

ial Defence in which every .effort should be made to enlist the

co-operation of the Dominions both as to state policy and war
7 •

preparations. In 1924 the British Government included in

their statement of Naval rolicy: "The Naval Defence of the

Empire must depend ultimately on the active support of public

opinion throughout the Empire, and the only system of Naval

Defence which can meet with general approval is one in which

1. Cmd.2009, p.353.
?. Ibid, pp.357-359.
3. Ibid, pp.363-385.

4. Ibid. Cmd.1987, pp.16-17.
5. Vide for ex. Nurd, Can the Empire be Made Safe? Eort, Rev.,

July 1923, Vol.114. Sir William Robertson in The Morning
Post, Feb.9, 1925.

6. Cmd.2029, pp.17-19.
7• Ibid, pp.12-13.
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each Dominion possesses Naval Forces of its own. The Admiralty

heartily endorse this principle and will do- all in their power
1.

to assist in the development of seagoing Dominion Navies."

The view that Imperial defence should "be co-ordinated

throughout the Empire to attain homogeneity as far as was con¬

sistent with local self-government received notable confirma¬

tion at the Imperial Conference of 1926. Mr Baldwin deplored

the great burden that was thrown upon the United Kingdom in

the Singapore scheme and stated that the Committee of Imperial

Defence was being developed and Dominion interest in its ma.ch-
2.

inery as a means of Imperial co-operation would be welcomed.

Canada and South Africa were very cautious in their comments,

but Mr Bruce of Australia stressed the need for Imperial co-
3-

operation in naval defence and Mr Qoates of New. Zealand spoke
4.

similarly. The resolutions that proceeded from the Conference

were more.'encouraging. The Conference observed the steady

progress that had been made in the direction of organising

military formations in general on similar lines; in the ad¬

option of similar patterns of weapons; and in the interchange

of Officers between different pa.rts of the Empire; extending

these forms of co-operation and promoting further consultation

between the respective General Staffs on defence questions ad¬

judged of common interest. Closer co-.Ordination was recom¬

mended in Air Forces and resources of the several parts of

the Empire, it being noted with satisfaction that much had

1. Cmd. 2071, P»3*
2. Cmd. 2769, pp.165-166.
3. Ibid, p.179.
4. Ibid, pp.182-185.
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1. ■

"been done. Closer co-operation in Defence matters was also

observed in the reciprocal attachment of naval', military, and

air Officers to the Staff Colleges and other technical estab¬

lishments maintained in various parts of the Empire, and the
2.

resolutions of the Conferences of 1923 were reaffirmed.

The Empire and the Problem of the Pacific.

•There has been a, feeling in Great Britain which is quite

justifiable that, since the Empire is united by no force so

much as political and economic danger, the problem of the Pac¬

ific has been the reason for the maintenance of the Imperial

sentiment in Australasia.. This could not be otherwise while

the League of Nations failed to convince the world of its auth¬

ority and while Australia and New Zealand held to their atti¬

tude that, a.s the Australian Prime Minister put it, "There is

no tribunal to which we are prepared to submit the Thite Aus-
3-

tralia Policy. None." The problem of the Pacific, however,

wns one in which the Empire might well unite. An the English-

speaking people except Great Britain encircled the Pacific, so

that their shortest communicat ionsnwith one another lay across

its waters, if one.include the Pacific Ocean by which South Af¬

rica gained entrance to Australia., while the British Isles

1. Cmd. 2768, pp.35-36.
2. Ibid, pp.36-37.
3. Hughes, The Pacific and the 7/ashington Conference, Emp'.Rev.

Aug. 1921, Vol.30.
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1.

certainly had great interest? in that region.

The fear of Japan lies in the danger that Japanese Im¬

perialists . should seek to further Imperialist ambitions, find

an outlet for excess population, "break down the exclusion pol¬

icy of the Test, and make some reply to the irritating alleged
2.

inequalityvof civilisation and race as between East and Test.

Even Canada was afraid, and there was some discussion of a re¬

distribution of "British population with a areat development
3-

scheme according to Lord Northcliffe's warning and suggestions.

Prior to the Great Tar, there wa s much fear in Australia,

that the British military' Alliance did not offer sufficient

°2 a Quid pro quo .to Japan to make it worth her while observing

the Treaty, for while the United Kingdom had protection by the

alliance for her Eastern Trade and possessions and was able to

withdraw her fleet to the North Sea, Japan seemed to get little

in return and might desert the Alliance if it appeared worth

her while to do so. The fear was scouted in Britain, 3nd
4.

Japanese statesmen certainly considered it a. valuable treaty.

During the Tar Japan's value and fidelity as an ally was abun¬

dantly proven and the Dominions had many an opportunity to bless
v
J •

the day when the Treaty was consummated.

1. Vide, Survey of International Affairs, 1Q?C-23, P«41?; E.C.
Tad.e, The Awakening of the Pacific, Einp.Rev., Jan. 1922,
Vol.36; Ilassey, Our Trade -and Cur Navy, Emp.Rev., Aug.1921,
Vol.35; Australian Labour and Australian Ideals, Qua rt ."Rev.
July 1021, Vol.236; Egglerton, The Viewpoint of Australia on
Pacific Affairs, Problems of the Pn-eific, pp.3-6.

2. Vide Golovin, The Problem of the Pacific in the.Twentieth Cen¬
tury, pp.216-217•

3. Tade, Canada's Call to Britain, Enp.Rev., Nov.1921, Vol.35*
4. The Times, July 5, 1925; St.Nihal Cingh, The Anglo-Ja pane fob

Alliance, The London Quart. Pev., Jan.1921..
5« ex. Massey, That I told the Conference, Emp.Rev., July 1921,

,v 01.3 5 •
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Because of Japan's loyalty to the Treaty during the War,

it appeared to British opinion that the Dominions might have

shown more sympathy with her in 1921 when the question of the

Alliance came up for consideration to the Imperial Conference
1.

for the second time. The first occasion had "been at the

1911 Conference when the Dominions had quite approved. The

Alliance had aroused some dislike in the United States at that

time, however, since Japan was suspected of having sinister de¬

signs on America, and the military alliance meant that Brit*
2.

ain would have to join Japan in a war. Lord Grey managed

to preclude such a. possibility "by the insertion of an-article

and concluding a. Treaty in 1914 with the United States which he

chose to regard as a general arbitration Treaty meeting the con¬

ditions of the Article(4).

By 1921 the conditions had altered greatly: Russia and

Germany were no longer to be feared, and the Pacific appeared

as the most likely theatre for naval operations. Yet in the

Pacific control was shared by the United States and Japan, so

that a, military alliance between Japan and Britain seemed to be

aimed directly at the Republic. TChy should Britain fear the

United States? It was thought that the United Kingdom would

feel some jealousy of losing her place as the Mistress of the

fleas and would entertain some suspicion of the fact that the

United States had refused to enter the League. Moreover,

the United Kingdom seemed to be scrambling with the rest of

1. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.474.
2. Ruell, The Washington Conference, p. 117-
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the nations for exclusive concessions and monopolistic sources
1.

of trade. There war this dilemma: Great "Britain could not

afford to hurt the feelings of her old ally, Japan; her polioy,

despite American protests, had always "beer, friendly to the Re¬

public; arid the Dominions joined the protest against any

Alliance that would offend the United States. There was a good

deal of fear that'in the event of a war between Japan and the

United States, China would intervene against Jason, and "Britain
2.

would have to go to war against China. Hughes was very an¬

xious for a renewal of the Treaty, yet he desired to keep on
3-

the very best tf terms with the Rspublic, and Hassey was of

similar mind.

At the Imperial Conference of 1921, evidently Canada was

the most difficult to reconcile for Canadian farmers were suf¬

fering from the incidence of the American emergency tariff and

Mr Meighen, the Prime Minister, was very anxious to secure its
4.

cancellation. Since Australia had borrowed from Britain fifty

million pounds during the war and could hardly pay her Navy let

alone build a. Havy necessary to protect her shores should the

Alliance be condemned, Lloyd Georrce found it easy enough to win
5.

over that Dominion. The statement of the attitude of the

Conference by Lloyd George was that it included "a special regard

to the Anglo-Japanese Agreement, the future of China, and the

1. Hue11, op.cit. pp.124-126.
2. Vide, Dewey, op.cit., Vol.2, pp.71-72.
3. The Times, Apr. 8, 1921; The Splendid Adventure, p.120.
4. Vide Ilespei'icus, The Downing Street Conference, The Ration,

Aug. 6, 1921; The Economist, June 25> 1921, p.1358; Brady,
Canada, pp.336"337*

7. Puell, op.cit. pp.13C-131.
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"bearing of both those questions on the relations of the British

Empire with the United States...The object of our discussions

wac to find, a method combining a.ll these three factors in a

policy which would remove the danger of heavy naval expenditure

in the Pacific with all the evils which such an expenditure en¬

trails,, and would ensure the development of all legitimate in-
1.

tereets of the Ear East."

The Washington Conference, however, failed to allay the

Australasian apprehensions of Japanese aggression, for Japan

appeared to have ga.ined a.n enormous advantage in the division of

German Pacific possessions to which the conclusions of the Wash-
2.

ington Conference appeared to add. The Eour Tower Treaty -

"The decent shroud in which the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was

buried" - laid it down that all matters of difference that

might arise between the signatories (France, Japan, the United

States, and the British Empire) with-regard to their possessions

in the Pacific, must be referred to a Conference, and if threaten¬

ed by an outside Power they would endeavour to take concerted
3-

action. The Five Power Treaty, in which Italy was included,

provided that the sta tus quo be maintained at the time of sign¬

ing the Treaty with regard to fortifications, naval bases, and
47

specific possessions. In this Treaty Japan appeared to be

favoured in that American and British contemplated bases and

fortifications were restricted and Japanese naval isolation

1. H. C. Debs., July 11, 19?1, Vol.144pp.915-918.
2. Vide Cole, op.cit., pp.142-149*
3. Cmd.1627, p.3<8ff.
4. Ibid, p.690ff.
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increased. While the main forces of the United States were

a. distance of from five to seven thousand miles and those of

Britain and Prance ten thousand miles from the theatre of War

to which the Pour Power Fact refers, thus taking the American

fleet % month "before it reached the Pacific and, if it waited

to combine with the British fleet, two months, Japan could have
1

seized the strategic "bases in the Pacific "beforetheir arrival.

Also, while the Conference abolished competition in capital ship

failure, to limit construction of aircraft and submarines, as

well as auxiliaries, might make the Naval Treaty of Washington
2.

of almost no signif ics.nce. In consequence it could still be

urged in the United Kingdom, and with great force, that the Dom

inions should assist in securing the safety of the trade routes

in the Pacific and establishing the general security of the Em¬

pire. It is well worth observing in all this weighing of the

pros and cons, how large a part the views of the Dominions took

in determining the decisions of the British Government and the

co-operation that deference implied.

The Singapore Base.

The project of utilizing Singapore as a naval base for

the British Navy in the East was not new, but had been mooted

as fa.r back as 12)82, and in l885 it had been decided to fortify

it, while in the pre-war years it had been the subject of dis-
3'

cussion for Imperial naval authorities. In introducing .the

1. Vide Golovin, op.bit. p.l84.
2. Vide Buell, op.cit. p.235'
3. Vide Jebb;, The Empire in Eclipse, p.25C.
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naval estimates for 1923-24, Mr Amery, while stating the pacific

intentions of His Majesty's Government, yet pointed out the need

of oil fuel "bases and docking and repairing facilities in the

Pacific if a. fleet were to have any effectiveness in that Ocean.

He thereupon announced the beginning of a creation of a naval

base at Singapore, which was the key position to British interests

in the East and Ear East. He said,'"We have often in the past

in appealing to the Dominions to co-operate more effectively

in the naval defence of the-Empire, reminded them that their

destiny might be settled ny an action in the North Sea. It is

equally necessary for us to remember that our destiny may in the

future, as in our past history, depend on what happens in the
1*

most distant seas of the world." The Labour Party vigorously

denounced the projected naval base as militating against the
2.

amity of nations. It appeared true, as Salisbury stated in

the House of Lords, that, despite the doubts of certain experts,

"the broad fact remains that without a. fortified base at Singa¬

pore you could not have the use of your navy in the Ear East at
3-

all.

While Canada remained secure in her state of glorious North

American isolation', New Zealand and Australia, were willing to

co-operate with the United Kingdom in the Singapore Scheme..

The resolutions■ of the Conference of 19?3 read in part:

1. H.C. Debs. 12 Mar. 1923, Vol.l6l, p.1099-
2. Snowden, ibid, p.H07ff; Macdonald, Debs. 23 July 1923> Vol.

167, pp.79-80. Asquith wished the matter held over for the
Imperial Conference. Debs.l May, 1923> VGI.163, P«,1234;
sirn. Lambert, pp. 1250-51 •

3. H.L. Debs., 5 June 19?3, Vol.54, p.404.
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" 1. The Conference affirms that it is necessary to provide

for the adequate defence of the territories and trade of the

several countries comprising the British Empire.

2. In this connection the Conference expressly recognises

that it 'is for the Parliaments of the several parts of the Em¬

pire, upon the recommendations of their respective Governments,

to decide the nature and extent of any action which should "be

taken "by them." After further stating general principles:

" 4. In the application of these principles to the several

parts of the Empire concerned the Conference takes note of:-

a. The deep interest of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Dom¬

inion of hew Zealand, and India, in the provision of a. Haval

Base at Singapore, as essential for ensuring the mobility nec¬

essary to provide for the security of the territories and trade
of the Empire in Eastern Waters. "b. The necessity for the

maintenance of safe passage along the great route through the
1.

Mediterranean a nd. the Red Cea."

The Baldwin Government in 1924 had decided to prosecute

a Pacific naval programme in accordance with the Washington

Treaty, "but the Labour Government which succeeded to office,

at once suspended the Singapore scheme and cabled the Dominions
2.

to that effect. Canada refrained from tendering any advice.

Smuts approved and Newfoundland deprecated the suspension of

the scheme. Hew Zealand protested bitterly and, having

voted £100,COO, announced that she would "not stop at that,"

1. Cmd.1987, pp.16-17.
2. Cmd.2083, pp.5-6.
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stressing the need of naval supremacy for the Empire and a lack
1.

of fa.ith in the League as an effective instrument in a crisis.

Australia's reply included, w,»7e think...that if the proposal,

Y/hich the highest naval authorities of the -^mpire support a.s a.

necessary defensive measure, is abandoned by your Government,

incalculable harm will be done to the Empire's prestige, the

confidence of smaller nations will be shattered, the ambitions

of lesser pov/ers will be increased, and deep distrust will be

caused throughout the whole Empire.. .Unless we have a base in

the Pacific, that quota, of capital ships permitted by the TTash-

ington Conference cannot be maintained by "Britain in these now

important wa.ters ... .Therefore, . on behalf of our Commonv/ea 1th,

which has on every possible occasion proved its loyalty to the

Empire, we urge you even at this late hour to reconsider your

decision...I wish to make it clear that its Obligation to conr

tribute towards the cost of the base is recognised by Australia,

and it is the intention of my Government to submit to Parliament

as soon as it meets, proposals for a substantial Australian con-
2.

tribution." Nevertheless the British Government adhered to

its original decision, and its naval estimates were submitted
3.

to Parliament without the Singapore fscheme included.

The succeeding Unionist Government made sufficient progress

with the scheme to earn the partial approval of the Conference

of 1926. The representatives of Australia, New, Zealand, and

India stated that they were impressed with the vital importance

1.'Cmd.2C83> pp.8-9.
2. Ibid, pp. 10-12.
3. H.C. Debs. l8 and 25 Mar. 1924, Vol. 17J, p.2 p.ll8lffj

31 July 1924, Vol.176, p.2293ff.
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of ensuring the security of the world-wide trade routes upon

which the safety and v/elfare of all parts of the Empire depend¬

ed, and noted with special interest the steps already taken "by

His Majesty's Government in Great Britain to develop the Naval

Base at Singapore, with the object of facilitating the free

movement of the Fleets. In view of the heavy expenditure in¬

volved, they welcomed the spirit of co-operation shown in the
1.

contributions made with the object of expediting this work. The

difficult and somewhat aggressive attitude of South Africa, the

aloofness of Canada, the eager enthusiasm of Australia and New

Zealand to establish security in the Pacific, and the manifold

interests and burdens of the United Kingdom, made the project

serve as an example of the impossibility of any definite uni¬

tary action in Imperial defence. National policies must be

pursued, and the military and naval unity of the Empire must
t

be in the form of a co-operative alliance which would be much

more than ordinary alliances, but much less than the unity of

an Empire.

I

i

1. Cmd. ?768, P*35*
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Chapter II: Imperial Organisation :

The Last Effort for Imperial Federation.

Eefore studying the various proposals for effecting Im¬

perial unity and tracing the rise and d ecline of the agitation,

it v/ould he "best to appreciate the causes which led to such

proposals "being made.

The most important origin of the movement lies in the

creation of the war mind. The period 1914-1918 turned every

phase of man's existence into a ferment. Every a.ccepted stand¬

ard of value in political and social philosophy was subjected

to a .searching scrutiny, generally by minds guilty of pre¬

judgment. On the one hand there wa.s a revolt against discipline

for had not discipline led to Prussian culture, Machpolitik,

and war? So there came a great tide of individualism and nat¬

ionalism. But war is hard on democracy; the individual must

be submerged to the mechanism that a. military regime demands.

Therefore there arose another body which succeeded for a. time in

drowning the voice of opposition, asserting that war was caused

by a perversion of culture, or culture on a wrong basis. A

third body of opinion taught that there wa s - a. mean between in¬

dividualism and culture, and held to sane co-operative prin¬

ciples between men and nations. Unfortunately these teachers

have not had the success their wisdom warrants. The great con¬

flict lay between the two extremes, and so successful were the

advocates of the second line of thought that an outsider might

be forgiven if he considered that the doctrine of laisser fa ire ■
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l.

had at last lost the day in British politics. To this "body

"belonged the Round Table- Group, formed under the inspiration

of Lord Milner in 1910, and the Round Table Journal, at the

outset of the war, began 0 study designed to differentiate be¬

tween the Frussian a.nd "Commonv/ealth" principles foundational
2- \\:

to a State.
1 i »

i!
But if it is difficult under the stress of great emotions

I i
such as are engendered by war to keep a clear mind, by virtue

of that fact it is more than usually difficult to find the true

interpretation of facts and speeches, especially if one set out

to find facts to fit 0. theory. . The Round Table and other advo-
i

cater of Imperial Federation could find a vast amount of evi-
i

dence to support their case. Almost every responsible sta.tes-

man at some time or other, if avoiding any exact statement of

the means, had uttered views upon the absolute'necessity of some
\ t

form of Imperial organisation. Balfour spoke of the stage of

British Imperial history having been arrived at which would see

the bringing together with a. closer intimacy and union, organi-
t 1

cally as well as sentimentally, all the communities into one
3. • i

united Empire. Bona.r Law also spoke for the Conservatives

1. Chevrillon, Britain and. the Tar, pp.?14-2l5s "The Empire...
will surely become more and more, closely bound together.,., an
isolated whole by a system .of tariffs..a political federation
with an Imperial Parliament...After sharing so spontaneously
in the effort of the T'other Country... these new nations'form
with her henceforth hut one people and must decide their fut- 1
ure together...In sheer defence the State will..evolve, like
the individual, in the direction of'what Herbert Spencer called ,

the 'military type'". Vide also pp. 74-75» p.205*
2. Sim. Chas. R. Luke, The War and the Farting of the Ways, p.6

and passim. • '
3. The Times, Mar.21, 1916.
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that the state of things when the Dominions gave so much and

had so little control could not "be permanent. "When the war

is over things cannot remain as before, (cheers) There is one

thing that I hope and believe we may gain from the war, and that

is that the war has shown that the Empire is onein spirit and

in action, so some means may be found for making it one in strucA

ture in all the time that is to come..'.The v/ar has made a great

difference..things which were impossible before are easy perhaps
1.

now." Sir Herbert Samuel spoke of the need for the considera¬

tion, not only of commercial but constitutional questions of the
2.

Empire, a. need of which he had long been convinced. Mr Ram¬

say M.uir, another spokesman from the Liberal rostrum, while nnot

advocating any scheme of federation, yet a.rgued against the op¬

ponents of such schemes and believed that some cha.nge was inev-
3-

itable. As late as the Spring of 191? Lloyd-George remarked

that "the choice must be between immediate concentration and
4.

ultimate distribution."

Dominion statesmen did not lag behind in making similar

assertions, although they too avoided definite suggestions.

Even Bourassa had used v/ords which couldbbe used in an argument

for federation: "And by effective participation (in Imperial

policy) we mean that Canada, must share with the Mother Country

the sovereign authority which controls the imperial army and

navy as well as treaties of peace and of alliance, the foreign

1. The Times, Mar. 10, 1916. Also, The Times, Sept. 14, 1916
P. The Times, Mar. 16, 1916.
3. Muir, The Making of an Imperial Parliament, History, Jan.

1917, Vol.i.
4. The Times, Apr.28, 1917*
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relations, the government of India, and of the Crown possessions." ij
Mr Hughes told his British audience that, *77e had at our disposal 1 |

t

means whereby we could cement for ever the federation, or Empire -It
2. Hi

call it what one might - and ensure the peace of the world." A

leading article in a pa.per that was generally dogmatic enough -

the Melbourne Age - opened with: "It requires very little 'pres-
j|

'f
cience to foresee that the British Empire after the close of

4'
the fcreat war will undergo grea.t changes. It is given to few

3. ■ ;r
if any. to foretell what these changes must he." Sir Charles

• i
Hihhert Tupper spoke vaguely of. some system of representation

! \
which should he devised to consolidate and make permanent the

4*
„ 5jj

military and naval strength of the Empire." Sir Robert Borden, jt
| •*

hut more particularly Mr Fisher, had used language that it was
*

! I j

difficult not to interpret as implying the hope for some devel-
6.

opment of close Imperial Constitutional unity. , It was also
\ (\
1 .'

an Australian who, believing that an Imperial constitution was

possible, warned tha.t it must be done at once before the end of j.t
the war when the opportunity would have passed, and desired an

7.
Imperial Convention at once to conrider it. The creation of

1. Quoted from Le Devoir, Jan,l9, 19'l5»l>y Skelton, Life and Let¬
ters of Sir Vilfrid Laurier, Vol.ii, p.46y. : j

2. The Times, Ma.r. 10 ,1916 : Also the Times, June 24, 1916.
3. July 3> 19l5> quoted in Dominion Views on Imperial Unity,

Quart Rev. , Jan.1917, Vol.227.
4. Tupper, The Treaty-Making Powers of the Dominions, Journ.Comp. h

Leg. 1917, Vol.17.
5« The Times, Apr.3? 19175 Borden, The Var and the Future, p.48;

pp.121-122; p.129; p.146. Vide also statement by Sir George J
Perley ,U.Ea Apr. 1915>PP«2,94-~95»

6. The Times, Jan.31, 191o.
7. B.R. 'Vise, The Re-Organisation of the Empire, 19th Cent. Apr.

1916, Vol.79; Vise, The Empire on the Anvil, U.E. May 1916,
Vol.7; Other proposals for a Convention include: Jas.V.Bar- j.
rett, Imperial Alternatives - Alliance or Union? . U.E. Apr.lQle ■
Vol.7; F.A.V. Gisborne, The Coming Imperial Constitution, Plea
for a Nominated Convention, Emp.Rev., Nov.1916, Vol.30. V.J.
Courthope, The Society of'the British Empire, Hat.Rev., Nov.
1916, Vol.68.
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Canadian or ex-Canadian peer? in 19l6-1917» and the "baronetcy

conferred upon Sir Jospph Elavelle, could he interpreted as an
2.

effort to establish an hereditary Canadian aristocracy, and the

participation of Dominion representatives in the Faris Economic

Conference, not as representing their Dominion* hut as part of

a. "British delegation, was a further indident lending colour to

the idea, of Imperial unity. Unless these speeches were mere

flatulence and the gestures idle, the Hound Tahle enthusiasts

had some justification for feeling that they possessed a. general

foundation of Empire sympathy upon which to huild an Imperial

constitution.

From this enthusiasm was evolved the argument that the Dom¬

inions must have a share in the direction of the policies which

led to war and peace commensurate with the contribution they were

making. The national sentiment of the Dominions, so it was held,
by gradualwhich had measured its growth/emancipation from the control of

the Mother Country., would certainly show this further progress

and demand a, separate policy if not granted an effective parti¬

cipation in the present conduct of Imperial foreign relations.

That is the f o_ns _e_t origo of every' argument upon the subject,

and it became a convention that almost every writer or speaker

upon the subject of Imperial Unity should preface his study with

that premise. The following is typical: "There a re but two

courses open to the people of the Dominions if they are not to

continue - and indeed they ca.nnot continue indefinitely - to

have their foreign affairs managed and their issues of peace and

war determined by persons over whom, though they may be able to

1. Lord Ehaughnessy, Lord Atholstan, and Lord "Bea verbrook.
2. Skelton, op.cit. Vol.ii, p.^02.
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influence them, they have no control. These two courses are

formal separation from and independence of the ITo the r Country,

the course adopted hy the American colonies...,and organic union,

11;
M

1.
the course adopted "by Scotland." "Self-Government and Imper¬

ii!

ia.lism are not antagonistic," said one writer, ""because each

only reaches its complete expression through and hy means of
2.

the other." ' The Round Table stated its credo: "7/e are fight-
I

*

ing for the principle that public opinion shall control public
3- I

affairs." To a. very great extent the Federation movement was

inspired by an argument that Dominion statesmen had themselves
4.

suggested: "Are 7/e Treating the Dominions fairly y?" Some¬

time it would happen that the issues of peace and war would
I i,

not be so clearly cut as in 1914, and the Empire might fall

apart if such risks were repeated. Lord Milrier saw it as "a

piece of high good fortune" that the Dominions were with the
■ 5*

ITother Country in the present crisis. Before the war it 1
* .t

was a common view., often expressed, that the Dominions and

Great Britain must be prepared, if the Empire v/ere not to, dis¬

solve, to fight in a war in which they had no direct interest,

Practically everyone now came to recognise that the existing

arrangement whereby the Dominions could be put to war without

1. D.C. Malcolm, The Making of an Imperial Parliament, History,
Jan. 1917, Vol.i. (U.S.)

2. E.R.'7/ise, The Reorganisation of the Empire, The 19th Cent.
Aprl.1916, Vol.79- Sim. 7/orsfold, The Empire on the Anvil,
pp.l7-lR.

3. The Better Government of the United Kingdom, R.T. Sept.1918,
Vol.8, p.750.

4. D.A.E. Veal, Imperial Organisation for 7/nr Purposes, Emp.Rev.
Uov.1915, Vol.29.

5« U.E. Vol.6, May 19l5> pp.369-37T. Also Frodrhem, The "British
Empire and the League of Rations, 19th Cent., Apr.l9-19> Vol.
85. This view has persevered.
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l)einp; consulted must end. The Rouhd Table went further and

argued that, so long as the British Constitution remained as

it,was, the Dominions at every crisis, "however perfectly they

may have been consulted beforehand", would be faced in the final

resort with the intolerable alternatives of acting on the in¬

structions of a. foreign minister who did not represent them, and

who in the nature of things was likely- to be ignornant or forget-?

ful of their local conditions, or of seceding from the British

Empire and ceasing to be British citizens. ITor could the res-
i

ponsibility for ways and means of defending and developing the
1. f

Empire be left to the United Kingdom. Perhaps this and sim¬

ilar philosophy underlying the doctrines of the, federalist school

was best expressed in the book, The Commonwealth of Ua.t ions.

"The Commonwea 1th of ITa ti ons" was edited by Mr Lionel Curtis,

and,, while the work doubtless owed more to him «.than to any other

individual, he was careful to state that it was the product of

many writers working -in collaboration under the auspices of the

Round Table Groups. Thile much of the study would to the post-
~ '

f
war generation belong to the realms of dryasdust, yet, since we

are removed far from the heat of the Imperial Federation conflict,

we could read this work with a grea.t deal of profit, especially
1

at a. time when narrow nationalism threatens to relapse into surly
I

mistrust. ITone can question the nobility of purpose and the

grandeur of conception in which the task of the book is approaohedj

and the note of high purpose is maintained throughout. Unfortun- 1

ately visionaries are not the safest of political guides, and
|

their publications should be labelled, "Utopia only", especially

if their deductions a,re founded on insufficient study of contem¬

porary tendencies.

1. TP "GroV.Wg^oeWity
T h.. Vf* ■' - *
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The theme is the reconciliation of the loyalties of a

citizen to the Empire and to the State if the interests of the

two clashed. Eor this purpose an effort was made to go. back

to first causes, and the foundation of the state was given as

wa. sense of devotion,\an adequate recognition somewhere in the

minds of its subjects "that theirmown' interests are subordinate

to those of the state. \ The bond which unites them and consti¬

tutes them collectively las* a state is, to use the words of Lin¬

coln, in. the natuhe—of dedication. Its validity, like that of

the marriage tie, is at root not contractual but sacramental. {j |
Its foundation is not self-interest, but rather.some sense of

obligation, however conceived, which is strong enough to over-
1~

master self-interest." The Round Table read the Tar as a

• i

fight for freedom, but true freedom could only come in the sacri-
2.

fice of the individual interests to those of the community. Thisj
sense of obligation required to be carefully nourished. Athens

i;
fell because she could not unify the organization and sentiment

3-
of the Delian League. The Union which had been consummated

£
between Scotland and England was based upon a. principle the very 5

opposite to the discredited balance of- mutual interests theory

known as the- mercantile system, the new principle demanding of

every inhabitant of ^reat Britain that hie consider himself "dedi¬

cated to the supreme interests of a common state entitled to the
4.

obedience of all, irrespective of individual interests." In

1. The Commonwealth of Nations, p.8._
2. "The wor, indeed, is not only liberating Europe from the il¬

lusion that the Ctate. is above the people. It is freeing the
British democracies of the illusion that the individual'is
above the cohmunity." . The Principle of Peace, R.T.June 1916,
Vol.6, p.4Py.

2. The Commonwealth of Nations, p.49*
4. Ibid, pp.303-304.
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regard to the American Colonies, by neglecting to ask their

counsel and enlist their services the Commonwealth had failed

to develop in those citizens any active affection towards it¬

self, and Imperial loyalty had perished through want of exer-
1.

cise.

In order that this obligation be distinguished from the

Prussian, Roman, and Oriental views, it was held that the ideal

of politica.l liberty was handed down from Athens and Rome to the

British Empire, the law imposing obligations being regulated by
2.

public opinion and subject to change as conditions changed.

Inherent in all British Government, said the authors, is the

idea of supremacy of law, and so the ultimate obedience of the

subject was due to the law, not to any individual a,*? in the

Prussian ideal. That ideal had been to create material and

spiritual conditions which would resolve ignorant and weak and

capricious units into an organised, homogeneous army which would
3*

obey implicitly a King by Divine Right. Thile the Prussian

idea involved the surrender,of all individual reason and initia¬

tive to the thinking' of the few, the free idea of the Common¬

wealth involved, the understanding by every citizen of the prin¬

ciples which governed national life and activity, that he might

take an intelligent interest in promoting them. Only by each

citizen recognising his duty to respect the rights and contri¬

bute to the well-being of his neighbours, thus maintaining the

1. The Commonwealth of Nations, pp.320-325;' P«370.
2. Ibid, p.11; ch.i, p.l9ffj p.cP. Eor a similar theory, but

leading to the conclusion of the Empire as an alliance, vide
^ernard Holland, Autocracy, The Dublin Rev., 1917» Vol.l6l.

3. Three Doctrines in Conflict, The R.T. Har. I?l8, Vol.8,
pp.266-271•
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reign of just law, oould the life of freedom "be made possible
1.

for all. The existence of this rule of law had made the Brit-

ieh sway over subject races tolerable and humane, the famous

case of Pabrigas v. Mostyn in 17,73 serving as an example of the
2.

power of a subject to resort to British courts for justice.

The help of the Dominions was required in this- work for which

Britain was peculiarly fitted' the propagation of the reign of

justice and liberty - because "the'principle of the Commonwealth

means entrusting sovereignty to all those whose sense of duty

to their fellow-citizens is sthong enough to justify the trust.

But if they be too few to enforce obedience the state will
3-

collapse."

"V7hereas the Commonwealth essentially differed from other

States by its insistence, not upon rights or blind obedience to

authority, but upon the overwhelming obligations of the indiv¬

idual to the service of the whole, it' followed that no one could

be a citizen of two states at the same time, for the laws there¬

foremight compel conflicting actions. The question as to v/hom
• ' 4.

final allegiance was owing had yet to come, but come it would.

There could be no dou]bt regarding the u.nity of the Empire from

the point of view of international law and of the supremacy of
J

the Imperial Parliament, but here again a grave warning could be

drawn from the American Rebellion, for at that'time the Empire

was considered a, unit, but the underlying reason for the seces¬

sion lay in a want of loyalty to the Commonwealth, the American

Colonies considering that they only adhered to that- State through
5-

the Crown. Bow when the Crown had been an autocracy, taxation
1. Some Problems in Democracy, R.T.Sept.1917> Vol7> P»7^2.
2. The Commonwealth of Nations,.p.l68ff.
3. Ibid, p.181.
4. Ibid, p.705.
7. Ibid. -0.120.
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might have been levied upon them; but when the right cf the

Crown had been abdicated to an English Parliament in which the

Colonies were not represented then taxation was unjust. The

vital defect in the solution attempted by the British Government •

consequently lay'in not providing an appropriate ■legislature to

take the place of the Crown and which might levy taxation. It

was an example of how the problem of double loyalty might come

to throw the Empire into chaos; "Bo true citizenship is possible i
for men, until they have chosen the state to which they belong

1.
x.

and know what they choose."

History was repeating itself, and those who relied upon co¬

operation were in no better case than Eranklin when he advised

the agents of the colonial assemblies that he could provide not

other solution of the difficulties than that the British Govern¬

ment should rely upon such voluntary aid as the colonial assem-
2. * i.

ii

blies might be willing to grant.

The real triumph of American freedom was found to lie, not

in their secession, but in enforcing, through union, a law bind¬

ing upon all members yet capable of being moulded by the exper¬

ience and opinion of all. This constituted government "of the
3-

people, by the people, for the people." Ifr Curtis contended

that the Americans, divorced by the Monroe Doctrine from the

ultimate problems of politics, had failed to grasp the true

nature of such difficulties of extending the ideals of human

liberty and justice, and that they had never arisen to the

1. The Coirimonweaith of Nations, p.378*
2. Ibid, p.541.
3. Ibid, p.647, p.678.



conception of a commonwealth wider than one "based like their own

on a common nationhood. "To the question, how the majority -of
«

mankind who are not Europeans are to he initiated to the myster¬

ies of freedom, they have never felt themselves called upon to
1.

provide an answer." The world had outgrown a national Cominon-

v/ealth, even as the world of Edward I. had outgrown the city re¬

public. The stronger civilisation had a responsibility for the

weaker which it could not evade, but that responsibility could

only be discharged .through the agency of a government of an

organized state. Even as 'myself alone' wa.s not the noblest

watchword for an individual, so 'ourselves alone' was little

better for a nation. To abandon the idea of a. super-national

state and to set up in its stead the ideal of isolated self-re-
2.

garding nationalism wa.s to set hack the progress of humanity.

The war had changed men's minds, but before the war "the poison

of self-seeking had penetrated through.every class and community" j
within the Commonwea1th.

f
The primary function of a world-commonwealth was to prevent

ware, andtha.t it could do if all its citizens capable of govern¬

ment were really responsible in peace for maintaining peace;

but' so long as none but the inhabitants of the British Isles were

really-responsible for preventing war, the relative strength of

the Commonwealth would continue to decline. The chance of sud¬

denly striking at the heart would encourage autocracies to pre¬

pare the blow . Such periods of world-war'as closed in 1815

1. The Commonwealth of Ration^ p.
2. Ereedom and Unity, R.T. Dec. 1917> Vol.8, pp.96-98.
3. The liar for Public Right, The R.T. , Mar.l91o, Vol.6, p, ?3^ •



and opened in 1914 were only possible when the "British Common-

wea.lth "became wealc enough to invite destruction. And if des-

troyed, the epoch of cataclysm would never "be closed until there
% -

hod emerged from the ruins a like Commonwealth., and one resting
1.

on wider foundations. "It is true to say that self-government

has never "been realized for any portion,of this vast community

other tha.n the United Kingdom itself...This.. can "be prophesied

with absolute certainty, that the British Empire, as at present

established, cannot endure, unless it can realize its character

as a cmnonreslt}: in tire, by extending the burden end control

of its sucrem.e functions to every community •mhich it recognizes
d. •

as fit for self-government." The reigfu of the world law could

only come because there were a few people in the'"world who were

determined to formulate a law which would do justice to' all

nations and he binding upon all nations, and who were resolute

enough during the long years of pea.ce to maintain such armed

sanction behind the law that no one would venture to challenge

it for selfish ends. Such a, reign of law could not be a.chieved
3-

without the assistance of the British people. This is a state-

absolutism of Hobbes at his worst.
It

This is perhaps the weakest argument of the Round Table

thesis: the idea that in order to exist in peace a State must

be so strong no other Sta.te dare attack it. The world would

consist of two cla,sses: members of the British Empire and enemies

of the British Empire, the former armirg themselves to convert

1. The Commonwealth of Nations, p.7^1*
P. Ibid, p.3* ,

3. The Principles of Peace, The B.T., June 1916, Vol.6.
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or frighten the latter. The State in relation to other States
t f

v/ould "be practically the same as Hegel's; he, too, postulated
f!

the principle of freedom; he, too, gave the state a moral duty
1!

to perform. Like his state this Commonwealth would impose its
h 1
I'

righteousness by force and bring back to the post-war world the
1. h

pre-war idea, of establishing safety by predominance of power.'

• 2.
At times the very words seem to be those of "Bosanquet. It is

a superimposed justice for the world, imposed by the British

people, and does not emanate from the collective conscience of

the -world, in the Liberal view the only way to peace. And how

tyrannical democracy thus organised can be Russia has shown us.

In fact, the Round Table believed that war control over food,
.

shipping, railways, et cetera, should be continued in similar
3-

fashion in peace. A critic justly nointed out, "For all the
It
I

change suggested, we find only a. political mysticism which is.

as dangerous as any tyranny... Effective government' is good, but
P
I,

not the only good; the price we have to pay for it may be too
4.-. r

high."
— 1

There was further,the dangerous assumption that because

ta.xa.tion without representation had been shown unjust, represen-
, itation would always justify taxation. Of course it would do

1. Vide also the Statist, Dec.4,19l5» PP-.634-635* P''^e l00-^ f°r~
ward to a. time when those fleets (of the Empire} will be great¬
ly enlarged, when practically the British Empire will be able
to dictate peace because it will be able to forbid any aggres¬
sor to put out to sea...The British Empire alone, in twenty or
thirty years, certainly in fifty years, if it hold together
and acts with the same patriotism and the same union as it is
acting now, will he ahle to forbid war."

2. Vide The Philosophical Theory of the State, p.3?P and passim.
3» Some Problems in Democracy and Reconstruction, R.T., Sept,1917»

Vol.7, p.712*
i. C. Delisle Burns, Rev. Art., Hibbert Journal, 1916, Vol.l5»

pp.166-168; pp. 344-346.
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nothing of the kind, for what sort of control would the Domin-
i

ions exercise in a Parliament wherein population governed rep¬

resentation? As things were the Dominion were able effectively

to make their voices heard through the protests of their Parlia¬

ments, hut in a. federation they could he completely smothered in

a vote hy a show of hands and lose their individuality in that
I

of the Mother Country, who still was so predominant in respect
1. '

of population and power. Further, there was too little faith

placed in the possibilities of co-operation on the part of the jj
|

various nations of the Empire. While the danger always existed

and exists that a clash in foreign affairs would disrupt the

Empire, yet there remains the hope that men of toleration and

good sense can arrive a,t a satisfactory compromise. After all,
j

co-operative measures load served the "British Empire extremely

well and it1 could not he said that the strain of war had revealed f
f '

'

the inadequacy of co-operation or the failure of British states¬

manship to evolve machinery to fit the present need.

On the whole, however, the hook was tremendously well-re-
8 i

ceived. One reviewer spid. of the authors: "The people to whom

they appeal are already converted. ' What the "British people

need today is not apostles to preach the gospel of Imperial

reconstruction, hut guides to lead them to and on the pat}i
2.

.

which they are anxious to follow."

1. Keith, The Ideal of an Imperial Constitution. The Canadian
Law Times, Kov. 1916, Vol.36, pp.837-P.39.

2. The Times, Lit.Supp. July 27, 19^6.
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Apart from such academuc speculations, the means "by which

the Empire achieved co-operation in the war gave weight to the

idea that it might continuein such close union hy means of sim¬

ilar organisation after the war. This was true particularly

of the Imperial '.Tar Cabinet, an arrangement for consultation

which grew naturally from the war-time necessity for effective

consultation "between the British and Dominion Cabinets. The

failure sufficiently to consult the Dominions led to bitter

criticism from Mr Hughes, who, with Sir Robert Borden, was far

from satisfied with the British methods of conducting the Tar.

While cables passed fredly enough between the Dominions and the

Colonial. Office, they we re either belated or left a great deal

unsaid. Tip to 1918 the Australian Government had never been

consulted about any plan; it was sometimes, though rarely,

notified that this or that project was contemplated; "Usually

it was told, that a. thing had been done or was on the point of
1.

being done." Then Sir Robert Borden was in the United King¬

dom in 1915, the British Government invited him to a meeting

of the Cabinet, an event for which there was much public support
J *

in the country, but one which was unprecedented in the history
3-

of the British Empire. In 1916 the British Government in¬

vited the Dominion Ministers to London, perhaps feeling the

necessity for seeming to consult them in seme fashion. The

Friine Minister of Australia was the only one able to attend.

Mr Hughes says of his visit: "The Government was, I think, a

1. Hughes, the Splendid Adventure, p.38, p.72.
?. The Times, July 14, 19l5«
3. Ibid, July 15, 1915; Keith, Imperial Unity and the Dominions

p.545; Borden, Canadian Constitutional Studies, p.lC9«
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little at a. lose to know what to do with me, Just what was in

its mind- when it issued the invitations to all the Dominion
1»

Prime Ministers I do not know.'1 However., he was invited to

attend a. meeting of the Cabinet on March 9> 1916. He had pre¬

viously "been sworn in on the Canadian Privy Council, and took
2.

part in a meeting of the Canadian Cabinet on February 19> 1916.
In the British Cabinet he "participated in the discussions as

3-
if a member of the British Government." Regarding matters

affecting the Dominion he says, "I registered my opinion on them

as though I were a Minister of the British Cabinet, or as I

would have done had the problems arisen before the Commonwea1th
4.

Cabinet." Apparently his assertiveness did not meet with

approval, and Asquith did not wish to make it an established

practice. The fact that Mr Hughes had been able to give some

constructive criticism upon various matters connected with the

war in the course of his speeches whil.e in the United Kingdom,

led to a popular appeal that he be brought again into the arcana

of war management, and a memorandum was circulated urging his

return" that he may take his due part in the management of the
5 •

T.7ar as a member of the Inner War Council of the Empire." These

occasions•did establish a precedent from which the Imperial War

Cabinet developed, for, as Mr Hughes said, "At the outset the

Imperial Cabinet was just the ordinary British Cabinet to which
6.

the Dominion Prime Ministers had been invited." Already some

1. Hughes, op.cit. p • 39 •

2. The Times, Mar.10, 1916.
3. Hughes, op.cit. p.40.
4. Ibid, p.41.
5. The Eng. Rev., 1916, Vol.23, pp.201-282, p.38c, pp.468-469,
6. Hughes, op.cit., p.40.
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men saw with the consultation of the Dominion Premiers in the
I

British Cabinet the bifurcation of the present British Government ;

into a "true Imperial and genuine British Cabinet" which,-by an

evolutionary process, would come to be responsible to a represen- j
i -1- •

tative Assembly, Imperial in its composition.

Another precedent for the Imperial War Cabinet might be

found in the Committee of Imperial Defence, the activities of

which body fell into abeyance, shortly after the outbreak of war,
crL •

although it was never formally abolished. The way had also

been prepared for the Imperial War Cabinet by the creation of the

British 7/ar Cabinet, which distinguished between those Ministers

responsible for the supreme direction of the war and the Ministers !
3-

in charge of the great administrative departments of state.

Both these bodies of course, of a. necessity, maintained a close

connection.

In December 1916, the British Government invited the Prime

Ministers or leading Statesmen of the Dominions and India to
I

attend the sitting both cf the Cabinet and cf an Imperial War

Conference to be held in the United Kingdom. Just before the

meeting, Lord Cx;rzon stated in the House of Lords that the rep¬

resentatives of the Dominions were not coming as members of an

Imperial Conference in the old style, hut as members for the

time being of the governing body of the British Empire. This

1. Sidney Low, The Coming of the Empire Cabinet, 19th Cent. Apr.
1916,'Vol.79* Lord Kythe suggested that the British War Cab¬
inet gave an opportunity to invite the Dominions and to sep¬
arate Imperial and domestic affairs, The Times, Dec.l5» 19^6.

2. Statement of Mr UcKenna, 1st Report of the Dardanelles Commis
ricn, Cd.8490, p.6. Sir George Aston, The British Empire at
War, U.E. Dec. 19l0, Vol.9, pp.496-498.

3. Cd.9C05, pp.1-4.



seemed to him the greatest step toward the recognition of Dom-
(

inion equality. The fact of the Imperial Cabinet "might he

the unpremeditated nucleus of some form of Imperial constitu-
1.

tion." A statement &a to the event by IIr Lloyd George in-
|

eluded: "The British Cabinet became for the time being a.n Im¬

perial 7/ar Cabinet. While it was in session its Overseas Mem¬

bers had access to all the information.which was at the disposal

of His Majesty's Government and occupied a status of absolute

equality with that of the Members of the British War Cabinet." f

!
Important decisions were a.rrived at and the Dominion Statesmen

j
gave valuable advice, so that the arrangement was "a complete

success." It would therefore be followed by annual meetings of •
!

a.n Imperial Cabinet or at, any intermediate time when matters of

urgent.Imperial concern required to be settled. The Imperial

Cabinet should consist of the Prime Minister of the United Kirig-
i

dom and such of his colleagues as dealt specially with Imperial
*

I

affairs, and the Prime Ministers of the Dominions or some spec¬

ially accredited alternate possessed of equa.l authority and a

representative of the Government of India. This was a. consulta- j
tive method which did not infringe the autonomy of the parts, but,';'

added the Prime Minister, "to what constitutional developments
o

C•

this may lead we did not attempt to settle." As Mr Hughes re-

marked, "He was not thinking merely of a wartime organisation.
\

The annual meetings of the 7/ar Cabinet were to be a permanent
3-

instrument of inter-Empire affairs." The Imperial 7/nr

1. II.L. Debs., 7 Feb. 1917, Vol.24, pp. 27-29.
2. H.C. Debs., 17 May, I.917, Vol.93, PP-1790-9?; Vide also Cd.

9005, pp.vi-vii; pp.5-11* Lloyd George in an interview: "I
regard this Council a.s marking the beginning of a new epoch in
the history of the Empire... Of this I certain, the peoples
of the Empire have found a unity in the war such as never ex¬
isted before it...what practical change in Imperial organisa¬
tion that wi 11 mean, I will not venture to predict. Upt tr'it it
■ill involve some change is certain. T- e Time? , Jan. c G, 1917 •

. (".ait. 0.91.
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Conference wa? held at the" same time as the Cabinet, holding

their meetings in alternation, the former "being presided over

"by the Secretary for the Colonies and discussing affairs of
1.

lesser importance. ' !h
The method of working in the Imperial Cabinet-was given "by

a, member as follows: "The decision having "been arrived at, the

Prime Minister of the Dominion affected and his colleagues assent¬

ing, the position was telegraphed to the Acting-Prime Minister'

of the Dominion, who summoned his fellow Ministers, "la,id the

matter "before them, and communicated the result of their delibera- .

tions to his Prime Minister. He, in turn, informed the Imperial |

Cabinet. If the Government of the Dominion - which, it is very

necessary to note, always remained in the Dominion - authorized

the proposed step, action was taken by virtue of that authority.
, ,

ALw ays the decision of the Imperia.l Cabinet, qua Imperial Cabinet,

was only a. recommendation requiring the assent of the Government

or Governments which had authority over the subject-matter cover-
2.

ed by 'the decision before it could be translated into action.*'

Sir Robert Rcrden spoke to similar, effect: Por the first time

in the Empire's history there were sitting in London two Cabinets,

both properly constituted and exercising well-defined powers.

The Prime Minister of the United Cabinet presided over both.
'i -

One was designated as the "War Cabinet" whi^h dealt with questions n

of the war which primarily concerned the United Kingdom, and the

other was known as the Imperial Tar Cabinet which had a. wider

d.9C05, P.7.
ughes, op.cit. pp.5C-5l-
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purpose, jurisdiction, end personnel. With the constitution

of that Cabinet a. new era. had dawned, .and those who had given

thought and energy to every effort for constitutional develop-
i

rnent of the Imperialists might be pardoned if they believed they

discerned therein the birth of a new and greater Imperial Common-
1.

wealth. The experiment, at any rate, was such a success that
V.

Mr Lloyd George arranged that the Imperial Cabinet fneet again

on June 11, 1918. There Were ten representatives of Great Brit¬

ain and those of thp Dominion and India combined taumbered ten,

while the representatives of the 'Tar Office and Admiralty who

attended from time to time increased tlie humber So that there were
2.

usually present from twenty to thirty persons. "For the first

time in its history", said Mr Huwhes jubilantly, "one may truly
3-

say that the Empire was not governed.from Downing Street."
» •

This Cabinet remained together, with one short respite, for more

than twelve months.

The supporters of the development of Imperial unity v/ere

greatly pleased with the new step, and Sir Robert Borden's hint

was greedily seized upon. The Imperial "Mar Cabinet, said one

enthusiast, "marks the first definite step toward the realisa¬

tion of Imperial Federation, an ideal which some of us have cher-
4.

ished for many a long year." It was confidently expected that

t1 e separation of the purely British Cabinet from the Imperial

1. The Times, Apr.3? 19^-7 • The Times was delighted with the
organization: Jan. 26, 1917 •

2. hughes, op.cit. p.56.
3. Ibid, p.57*
4. J. Stanley Little, The Imperial Tar Cabinet, Emp.Rev., Apr.1917, j

Vol.31. Vide also D.A.E. Veal, The Imperial Tar Cabinet, E
Rev., Apr. 1917, Vol.31.



Cabinet would be maintained after the Tar, wherein the latter
%

would be not a Tar Cabinet but an Empire Cabinet. Its composi¬

tion would change to consist of the officers at the head of the

great Imperial departments of State, the Prime Minister, the For¬

eign Secretary, the .Minister of Tar, the Pirst Lord of the Admir- J
alty, the India, and Colonial Secretary, and the Minister of Inter-

State Commerce and Communications. The British Cabinet v/ould

be left with the conduct of the social, financial, and economic
1.

policy of the United Kingdom. The problem thereupon arose to

whom v/ould this Imperial Cabinet be responsible, and Mr Arnery's

suggestion made before the war was revived that the Conference

might become a "congress of legislative delegations," having at

first only advisory powers to the various states; but it would

become gradually a convention of the constitution that the fiat.

of the Conference must be obeyed. Then the next step would be
\

one of constitution-making, and thus in reality the Imperial Cab-
2.

inet would beeome'responsible to the Assembly. Another writer

more boldly asserted that, "Out of the unitary kingdom there

has now developed, what is in substance if not in form, a federal
3-

Empire." He saw the evolution of -an.Imperial Executive div¬

orced from the Imperial legislature, and a differentiation be¬

tween Imperial and State Executives. Ultimately he thought it

possible that all the membersof the Imperial Cabinet might come

to acknowledge, their common responsibility to a common Imperial

1. Sidney Low, The Imperial Constitution: The Hew Phase, 19th
Cent. Aug.1917, Vol.82. Also, Low, The Cabinet Revolution,
Port. Rev., Feb.l917» Vol.lCl.

2. Ibid. Similarly,Lord Hythe, The Times, Feb. 6, 1917-
9. J.A.R. Marriot, Politics and Politicians, Port. Rev., Eec.l,L ,,

Vol.1C 4.
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legislature. In the meantime it was impossible that they .

y A
should admit a common responsibility to sevferal legislatures.

"The loaic of facts will compel the acceptance -of •Montesoui.friji'te
1.

theory, and the American practice." '

One of the most interesting of the many proposals was that

of Mr Foley, who suggested that, since the war had demonstrated

that a committee of the Cabinet could direct a. great war effi¬

ciently subject to the full responsibility'of the, Cabinet, and

since the Frivy Council had proved the mother of many committees

and at one time carried on the executive.government of England,

a Committee of the Cabinet of the Empire should contrQl foreign

policy, subject to each Cabinet's responsibility to its Tarlia-

ment and its Parliament to the people, It might be objected

that the Cabinets of the Empire were not Committees of one body,

but the Committees of the Frivy Council were. ,So it was proposed

that the King's Council be restored to its origina.l unity and

thus embody a single Privy Council of the Empire, while the local

Frivy Councils would come to an end or be continued only as Com-
2.

rait tees of Council. The difficulties, while great, were not

considered to be so formidable as the legislative measures nec¬

essary for the creation of a. federal body with taxing piower.

It would have saved them a. great deal of. disappointment

had th"e advocates of Imperial consolidation appreciated that the

Imperial 7/br Cabinet was an institution for an emergency whose

continuance h^ng upon the immediate necessity for intimate co¬

operation. The pressure of war conditions and the enthusiasm

1. J.A.R. Harriot, op.cit.
2. A.F. Foley, The Frivy Council and Problems of Closer Union of

the Empire, J.C.L., 1917> Vol.17; Imperial Unity; Practical
Conditions, Q,uart. Rev. Jan. 1?1<°, Vol.229*
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engendered in tlie heat of ha'ttle had allowed the delegation of

unusual powers to the Prime ITinisters. ?.!oreover, the "body

owned no joint responsibility, there v/as consequently no major¬

ity voting, and the so-called Imperial Cabinet was a body the

essential feature of which was group discussion, since each rep¬

resentative maintained the equality and a.utonomy of his part of
1.

the Empire. The effort to make more-of it led to adverse

criticism in the Dominions, Sir Robert Rorden's description'
P.

of the body as "a Cabinet of Governments'1 led to the contradic¬

tion by Professor Skelton that it was on the contrary "itself

a new Government" for which the next effort would be to provide

a legislative base, and was in fact the old imperial-council
'

3-
idea of Chamberlain and Lyttelton.

Having seen the philosophy which underlay the movement and
\

the chief causes for its renaissance, let us glance at some of

the proposals brought forward. Since- most of the books embody¬

ing them are lumber on the modern bookshelf, it is not necessary
I

to do more than to look at their distinguishing feat-ures, but

it should not be supposed for that reason that they were lightly

regarded at the time of publication. For instance one reviewer

said of Kr Curtis' book, The Problem of the Commonwen1th, "Though

there is no end to the.making .of books, oreat books are not fre-
4.

quently produced; but this, is certainly one of them."

Having enunciated the doctrine that service was.the end

of existence and that service could only be rendered through

1. Keith,. Sovereignty of the "British Dominions, pp.312-313*
2. Porden, Canadian Constitutional Studies, p.ilC. Cd.9177»

pp.157-153.
3. Skelton, op.cit. pp.500-!?01.
4. T. Stanley Roberts, The Problem of the Commonwealth, U.E.

July, 1916, Vol.7-
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"organisation, the Round Table groups formulated theories of

Imperial constitutions to meet that requirement. The Round

Table publication on several occasions carefully stated that

it wa.s merely the receptacle for opinion on the organisation

of the Empire, and that none" of the proposals put forward were

peculiarly its own. The statement by Mr Sidney 7/ebb (Lord

Passfield) that the Round Table was inspired by the projects

of universal military service and Imperial fiscal protection -

"these measures being regarded as indispensable to Imperial
1. .

salvation" - is a surprising mistake. In fact, the scheme

made current by Mr Curtis, of which the consensus of opinion

in the Round Table group highly approved, expressly put aside

the idea, of a customs union of any sort, holding that the con¬

trol of customs was a. matter for the local governments, and not

for the federal legislature.

This constituted one of the chief stumbling blocks in the

way -,of Imperial Federation - the control of customs policy.

If such control were not accorded the central body then the

powers of that body would be small indeed, especially in times

of peace. Rut if it were made a £ine qua non of Imperial Fed-■

erstion that the.Imperial legislature exercise control over

customs rates, then the Federal ideal was indefinitely post¬

poned to some milennial future.

1. 7<rehb, The Labour Party and the Empire, Emp. Rev., Mar. 19?3>
Vol.37, p.??2.
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The Problem of the Commonwea1th.

I.Tr Curtis deserves credit for recognising a valuable truth -

that "partner-states," as applied to members of the British. Empire jj

I

and implying equality in powers of legislature and self-determina¬

tion was an untrue phrase, and that in reality the Dominions were

not a little distant from self-government, a truth taught for some

time by Professor Keith but not generally appreciated. His pro¬

blem then arose, - how v;were the electors in the Dominions to

be given the same right of self-government in respect to foreign

affairs more/part icula rly, as the electors in the United Kingdom,
1- " I

without'depriving them of British citizenship? It must be a

system whereby the cost of defence could be shared, .and no fin¬

ancial systemv;as sound which did not enable a government to col- |
■I

lect the revenues to which it was entitled from the taxpayers

themselves in the last resort. Yet the Dominion Governments must

preserve their power of controlling their national affairs which >['
s

they could not do unless they were free to determine the inci-

If.

dence of all public burdens between one taxpa.yer and another

within their several jurisdictions,. To solve this dilemma, the

author proposed that the quota due from a. Dominion be made a $

first charge on the exchequer account of the Dominion, the Gov¬

ernor being authorised to sign warrants drawn by the Imperial

treasury and endorsed bynthe Imperial auditor-general, the Gov-
C

ernor being forbidden to sign the Dominion warrants until the

outstanding. Imperial.warrants had been met. If the Dominion

ministers blocked payment in some way, as1, for example, by

l.'The Problem of the Commonwealth, p.135*
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foiling to pay the revenue into the exchequer account, the Im¬

perial Government might resort to the Supreme Court of the Em¬

pire, the Judicial Committee of the' Privy Council, which would

then .include judges from all the Dominions, and this Court would

he empowered to transfer the control of the Dominion customs, or

of any other revenue departments, to the Imperial Government and

therefore to collect those revenues from the taxpayers themselves

until the Imperial quota, was satisfied. In the case of the

United Kingdom with free trade, such power would have to extend
1.

to excise a-nd income taxes. The Federal Government would thus

he in the beatific situation of determining how much money it

needed, having the power th collect that money and to spend it. in

any fashion it wished, yet never having the uncomfortable duty

of determining howir.it was to he collected in the first instance!

Regarding the composition of the Federal bodies of the

Empire, Mr Curtis wished a separate parliament, responsible to

the electors,te of the United Kingdom, for domestic affairs.

The Foreigh Office, the Admiralty, the '7a.r Office, the India

Office, and the Crown Colony side of the Colonial Office, toget¬

her with a Minister of Imperial finande, must be represented

in the Imperial Cabinet which would be responsible to an Imperial

Parliament, elected from all those Dominions whose people had

decided to assume control of foreign affairs. This Parliament

must retain all the powers which were at that time exercised

through those offices. The writer would also have had the

ministers responsible for the administration of the Dependencies

1. The Problem of the Commonwea1th, pp.191-19?.
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respondible to the Imperial Parliament, since he contended that

such administration was inseparable from foreign affairs and

defence.. "The people of the Dominions cannot share in the' con¬

trol of their foreign a.ffairs with those of the British Isles

unless they are ready to share, also in the task of governing the
>

dependencies, 'let those who decline to face this prospect accept

the alternative....The Dominions must 'each conduct their foreign

affairs for themselves through their own Dominion Governments...

must assume their independence...their people must renounce for¬

ever the-ir sta.tus as British citizens.. .this project of a Common¬

wealth must be abandoned, and all the consequences of abandoning

i,1 '

i !

l. * !
it must be faced. In the last analysis there is.no middle way." f

I
Professor Pollard also advoca.ted that the control of the British (|
Government over India, and the colonies not possessing responsible ;

.

government would naturally be vested in the Imperial Cabinet and
21 I

Imperial Chamber. There is this criticism that ma.y be made, V- i

and it lias been made by both Professor Dicey and Professor Keith,

» y

H

»■

that India would never consent to be governed by a Parliament p

which consisted largely of Dominion representatives. India, had
"■ ' •

,

felt bitterly the restrictions placed upon her emigrants, and
| jjl.t

the treatment accorded Indian subjects in South Africa might^

'4 It if'
/ ft7have provoked war had it not "been for the circuitous route "by rj'
1 |:lff

which despatches went through the hands of the British Government j»
iljllofficials and the fa.ct that both Sta.tes belonged to the Empire I!j

and were not independent states

» ' b

1. The Problem of the Commonwealth, pp.209-210.
2. Pollard, The Evolution of Parliament, p.376.

I I"

■KM
ii
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Another gra.ve error conristed in the assumption that the

Dominions were in the same relation to Britain as Scotland and
1.

England in 1706. Mr Curtis forgot the geographical contig¬

uity that obtained in the latter case, and also that in those

two countries there had "been grov/ing up a. common nationality into

which the two former nationalities were "to a great extent merging.

On the other hand, in the Dominions nationalism was being aggrav¬

ated by the events of war and international relations.

Defence and Foreign Affairs.

Under the above title of a book published in 1917* Mr Z.A.

Last) sought to remove some-of the difficulties arising from the

proposals of The Problem of the Commonwea1th, a book for which

he had a profound admiration. The dilemma propounded by Mr

Curtis with regard to the control of the dependencies and India

he sought to avoid by placing the interests of the Empire in

three divisions: (a) Affairs of a. purely domestic nature, which

might be left to the local governments; (by Eoreign affairs

proper, which would' certainly be controlled by the central auth¬

ority; (c) Affairs of a. domestic nature, yet which sometimes

partook of a foreign nature a.s customs, immigration, naturaliza¬

tion, and. shipping. The control over the laet group could be

exercised by the insertion of a. clause empowering the central

1. Curtis, op.cit. p.234.
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executive to determine into the province of which Government
1.

such duties fell. The care of Protectorates and Dependencies

would also he assigned in accordance with the suggested clause.

Thus the existing Imperial Government would continue to he the

paramount executive authority with respect to many of the Imper-
*

ial responsibilities in the Dependent Empire such as were not
2.

placed under the control of the centra.l authority. One could

foresee an endless bickering in the conflict of authority between

central and local Parliaments in this scheme. Mr Lash also

fought shy of deciding hew the proportion.of representatives was

to be determined or how they were to be elected, a, difficulty

most of the federat ionists encountered especia lly with rega rd to

India. He also found difficulty with the incidence of taxation j

and would lea.ve that to the Dominions, from whom the central
3-

authority must have power to exact it in case of default.

The Empire on the AnvilI.'

Mr Tforsfold's book antedated that' of Mr Curtis, being pub¬

lished in 1915. Unlike the latter, he'would have State Govern¬

ments, and like the latter he wished the Secretary of State for

India end the Colonial'Secretary to be included in an Imperial

Cabinet. He also proposed a full-fledged bicameral legislature

for the Empire, with the Crown at the summit. It is not easy

to understand how a. proposa.l should commend itself to a man of
_ _ __ _ •

1. Defence and Eoreign Affairs, pp.31-32.
2. Ibid, pp.36-41.
3. Ibid, pp.59-6l.
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Mr Woref old *s knowledge of colonial conditions which involved

that "some of the Ministers and from one third to one half of

the members of the legislature would he the elected reprefenta-
1.

tives of Oversea constituencies." His proposed representation

was ninety members from the British Isles, thirty from the Dom¬

inions, and sixty from the rest of the Empire, one hundred and
O
cL • *

eighty in all. \That more, indeed, as La.urier said, could the

Dominions do on such a. body than express "pious wishes"? At

least Mr Curtis had appreciated this difficulty and had recommen¬

ded that the Dominions have one seat at least in the federal cab?

inet, which had also had the virtue of avoiding the dilemma of

givimr them, an equal representation with the United Kingdom des-
3-

pite the disparity in population. 'Mr 'Jorsfold also ma.de the

astonishing suggestion that, considering the difficulty of get¬

ting th£ Dominion representatives to make long and frequent jour-

heys to London, the Overseas British who made business and pleas¬

ure visits, the representatives of great hanking and industrial

undertakings in London, those who would like to reside in London

for a few years because of the educational facilities for their

children, and similar tourists, micht be willing to lend their
4.

service as Dominion representatives.

Unlike Mr Curtis, Mr Uorsfold decided that the electorates

of the United Kingdom and the Dominions would have to surrender

1. The Empire on the Anvil, pp.?5~96.
2. Ibid, p.101.
3. The Problem of the Commonwealth, p.217; Keith, The Ideal of

an Imperial Constitution, p.842. This was an insuperable dif¬
ficulty, however. ' Vide K.A.Ellis, The Expansion of Britain's
Imperial Relations with the Overseas Dominions Resulting from
the 7/ar. , U.E., Jan. 1915, Vol.6.

4. The Empire on the Anvil, p.98.
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in a greater or lesser degree .the power they possessed to pursue

a fiscal policy which, however beneficial to a single State, was

injurious to other "British States. Thus the United Kingdom

would have to abandon the practice of free imports and the Dom¬

inions would have to abandon the policy of fostering the esta.b-
1.

lishment of new industries by tariff protection. Had Joseph

Chamberla in's campaign not taught the futility of the latter

half of that sentence? Then there was the ingenious rather than

practical suggestion that, in taxation for Imperial purposes,

the income of the United Kingdom should be taxed on a higher basis

than that of the Dominions as being largely unearned income, and

the.income of the Dominions on a. lower basis as being chiefly
2.

earned income. Cne can scarcely imagine such self-immolation

on the part of delegates,exercised through a parliament which

they controlled. The writer thought that, as a. result of pref¬

erence given their goods in the markets of the United Kingdom,

the Dominions would be willing to share the cost of Imperial
3-

defence. A "Dominions' Council of Delegates" would decide
4.

the annual contribution each Dominion should make.

The Proposal of Professor Pollard.

rl

4!

a

I-!
5*

Uriting in August 191'5» Professor Pollard found race.

religion, history, language, and custom, frequently cohesive

factors unifying a. people,to be absent in the British Empire,

1. The Empire on the Anvil, pp.119-123.
2. Ibid, p.146.
3. Ibid, p.164.
4. Ibid, pp.165-166.
5- Pollard, The Evolution of Parliament, p«359«

ff 1
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and that the' component parte were "held together "by consent,

and that consent is "based upon political' considerations, some

of them merely sentimental', some of them idealistic, and others
1. decried

severely practical in character.w He Hobbes' doctrine

of a despotic, absolute state, and also ruled out a uniform tar-
2.

iff policy a nd a common taxation'. India in its present stage

of evolution must he omitted from any scheme for Imperial parlia-
3*

mehtary government. Seeing British common lav; as essential to

the growth of the British Parliament, he reverted to a suggestion
4.

made "by Hr ITaldane that the judicial committee of the privy

council should periodically appear in sessions throughout the

British realms, so as to create, an Imperial common lav/. He also

disapproved of the.two courts of appeal - the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council and the House of Lords - a.nd desired their

union into a. single supreme imperial court \ of justice. The

House of Lords was considered moribund at the present time, as

were all second chambers through the Empire, but it might be re¬

juvenated by some method of Dominion representation that would

necessarily involve the abandonment of the principles of heredity
5-

and primogeniture. 7/hy not take over something of the idea of

the American Senate for a. reconstituted House of Lords? Profes¬

sor Pollard sav/ some possibility of the formation of the second

chambers of the Empire into one, which body would specialize on

imperial questions, leaving the first chambers the care of-

1. Pollard, op.cit., pp.362-363*
?. Ibid , p. 365*
3. Ibid, ^p". 365-367.
4. Infra, pt.ii, oh. v. Eor Ha Idane's later views '-vide The Jtldici?

Committee of the Privy Council, Emp.Rev., July 1923> Vol.33.
5« The Evolution of Parliament, p.369* '
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domestic matters. He got over the difficulty of taxation

as provoked "by other writers "by his proposal that the financial

needs of the Empire should he laid before the Dominions and-

each should make its own reponse in the form of a. grant. Just

how it was to he determined that each part contribute its just

share to the satisfaction of the others is no't made clear, al¬

though. the imperial council would have- the power of suggesting

a.nd Professor Pollard considered this suggestion would carry
2,

as. much weight as the proposals of a chancellor. The hope

is a dubious one, but if it materialised the Empire would be

virtually subjected to a "common taxation" which the writer
3°

had previously held impracticable.

There must also be two sets of executives, a single ex¬

ecutive for Imperial purposes responsinle to the imperial

chamber, and a series of domestic executives for each self-

governing realm responsible to their respective domestic leg¬

islatures. Finance would be the determining factor in the

regulation of relations between the- jurisdictions of imperial

and domestic legislatures 'and executives'* "The chambers which
the

controlled supply and/domestic executives must also control,

directly or indirectly, the imperia.l chamber and the imperia.l

cabinet. Thus the imperial cabinet would be immediately res¬

ponsible to the imperial chamber which would he responsible .

4.
to t-he dominions."

1. The Evolution of Parliament, p.372.
2. Ibid, p.374.
3. Ibid, p.365°
4. Ibid, 37u.
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Professor Folla.rd refused., however, to accept the common

idea that the Empire was politically in a very parlous condi¬

tion, for, "when all is said and done, political unity, is a

thine- of the spirit and not a "bond of parchment", a truth which
1.

the war had proved. By his insistence that the constitution

should crow rather than he ma.de, Professor Pollard to a great

extent escaped the criticism that was. most often .levelled at

the proposals for Imperial Federation - that they were possessed

of a rigid character that-made them not amenable to'much needed

legislation and desirable development and reform. The Domin¬

ions of course would, never submit, to the proposition of an

Imperial Constitution creating an Imperial Parliament with a

legal right to encroach to whatever extent it deemed necessary,

on their local autonomy, yet the fact that it was written made

it as Professor Dicey and IIr Eastwood objected, liable to that
2.

chief defect of conservatism.

1. The Evolution of Parliament, pp.378-379* similar argu¬
ment advanced in Pollard, The Growth of an-Imperial Parlia¬
ment, History, Oct. 1916, Vol.1, although on this latter
occasion he utters a. grave warning against too ardent agi¬
tators a.nd any burning of boats or leaps in the dark.

2. R.A.- Eastwood, Constitutional Rigidity in Relation to Empire
Federation, Law Quart. Rev. Apr. 1920, Vol.36. . For a full
criticism of the federal proposals vide Keith, The Ideal of.
an Imperial Constitution, op.cit. Imperial Unity and the Dom¬
inions, p.498ff. R.A. Eastwood, The Organization of a Brit¬
annic Partnership, p.83ft. Kail,: The British Commonwealth '
of Nations, p.!97ff«
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The Rise and Rail of the Movement for Organic
Unity Within the "British Empire.

During the years 1914—1916 the movement for Imperial'Fed¬

eration woe at its height. It was during that time that .the

great "books on the subject were written and that the enthusiasm

of the Round Table, group wa.'s at white heat. Those who then

failed, to agree that some radical constitutional adjustment of

the Empire was about to take place were berated as suffering

from lack of vision. Professor Keith's indictment of their

activities, the reaction of Dominion nationalism, and the Con¬

ference of 1917, where General Smuts, here as elsewhere, ex¬

pressed his irreconcilable antipathy to the proposals for unify¬

ing the Empire, did much to dampen enthusiasm. It was observed (
that Canadian soldiers were displeased when they were greeted in

England by such remarks as,."It is good of you Colonials to

come over here to help us." Canada wished to be considered as

a principal, not an assistant, in the war. It was argued from

that observation that either closer or mere distant relations

"were inevitable since the old tie of colony to parent ha.d worn
1.

thin in that Dominion. Another Imperial journal differently

interpreted Dominion sentiment and asserted ilts willingness to

do with less than a Federal constitution: "That ever may have

been, the possibilities in the days gone by, the suggestion that

we should have a Parliament sitting at Westminster to include

representa,tives from India and the self-governing Dominions

no longer comes within the arena of practical politics....The

1. Canada, and the Empire, R.T., Dec. 1916, Vol.7*
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only practical form of political federation is "by way of a

Council of Empire - a change in our Constitution that would

meet with ready acceptance from the communities overseas.- In

the Imperial Conference we have tie nucleus of a council cf
1.

this kind." Sir Herbert Samuel also sought to formulate an

intermediate scheme, for, "The Dominions have a pa.ssiona.te at¬

tachment to their own a.utonomy.. .There is as yet no sign that

the peoples of the Dominions are ready to accept full Imperial
2.

Federation and all that it involves.w The most obvious line

of advnncd he found to lie in a representative Imperial Cabinet,

not divorced from that of the United Kingdom, containing Kin-

irters charged with the conduct of Foreign affairs, Defence,

India, the Colonies, Imperial Commerce, Communica.ti ons, and

Finance. This, however, was too limited an advance, open to

many objections including tha.t of not allowing the Dominions

sufficient weight in Imperial matters, so he desired the crea¬

tion as well of an Assembly which would be the theatre for

discussion of proposals of the Imperial Executive. Llembers of

this Assembly would also be members of their respective local

parliaments, and sessions should be so timed that they might

attend both:. The representation would be in proportion to

population, and the proposals', if endorsed by thd Assembly,

would be submitted to the State Legislatures and would not be

given a binding effect by the Assembly. This plan, considered

Fir Herbert, would have.the virtue of elasticity and would re¬

quire no elhorate organic statute formally dividing Imperial

1. Changing the Fabric, Ernp.Rev. July 1916, Vol.jlj p»2p9*
2. Herbert Samuel, The Organisation of the Empire: A Suggestion,

19th Cent., Far.1917, Vol.81.

!
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and- local powers of Government, or settling the "basis of a

common fiscal system. A Convention would merely have to adopt

such a scheme, the Parliaments of Empire could endorse it "by
a .

resolutions or Addresses to the Sovereign, and it could "be
1.

"brought into effect "by the action of the Crown. As a com¬

promise the'plan had much merit, hut the Dominions were much

too suspicious. of a flank attack to give it a. moment's considers

tion.

Professor Pollard does not sound like an advocate of Pedera

ti-cn as he speaks with impatience of "some, who fail to discern

the spirit through the material manifestations, are ever press¬

ing for the crystallization of Britannic unity in paper Acts

of Union or Federation. "But.while the British realms are .eager

for co-operation, they will not tolerate uniformity, and nothing

would tend more surely towards disintegration than efforts to

impose a cone t i tut ion.... 11 is not "by formal federation that

the "British realms will gather the fruits of their common sacri¬

fice, or express the common aims to which the war has added im¬

pulse, or express the common aims to which the war has.added

impulse....The Imperial conference may develop into the imperial

cabinet; hut it will not become a federal council, and like

its prototype throughout the Empire it wij.ll remain unknown to

the statute laws' of the "British realms. It will become a custom

of the constitution long before it becomes an Act of Parliament.

He pointed out th&t, "So far there has been no demand from any

Dominion, for a parliamentary union, and efforts to stimulate
«.

1. Herbert Samuel, op.cit.
2. Pollard, The Commonwealth at Tar, pp.87-88.
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1.

such a demand have met with a good deal of hostile criticism."

ITe might Lave added that there was a great deal of overseas

opposition to the proposal, and that much harm had been'done

to Imperial sentiment by the ill-advised enthusiasm for a super-
2.

state.
''I

The advocates of Imperial consolidation went merrily on

breaking Imperial china despite all warning signs. There were

those who expressed themselves as hotly opposed to intermediate
t

schemes, favouring some outright measure such as that of Kr Curtis,

and continuing to assert that, "It is now generally recognised

3-

that the constitution of the Empire will have to be radically
4.

altered after the war." The Hound Tah)ie had a. moment of mis¬

giving and affirmed in words that seem to be taken from a study

of Frofessor Keith: "The man who ventures to affirm that co¬

operation has broken down under the stress of war may possibly be

right, but his case cannot be held as proven. Indeed, co-operatior

has yielded results _,fa.r beyond anything which even its most
<-*

"? •

fervent advocates would have foretold before the event." The

Hound Table returned to the attack, however, with the assertion

that the existing machinery of co-operation had shown itself to

! >
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1. Follard, The Growth of an Imperial Parliament, History,'. Apr.
1917, Vol.2. "

2. Vide Dominion Views on Imperial Unity, Quart. Hev. Jan. 1917,
Vol.227; Hughes, The Splendid Adventure, p.!41ff; Vr Herri-
man's ""orning, The Times, July 19, 1916; Slcelton, op.cit.,
Vol.ii, p.463ff; Responsible Government in the Dominions,
Vol.ii, p.vii. Smuts, Tar-Time Speeches, pp.8-9; pp.16-17;
pp.32-33; pasim.

3. J.A.R. Harriot, The Froblem of the Commonwealth, 19-th Cent.,
Jan. 1917, Vol.8l.

4. D.A.E. Veal, The Fclitical Union of the Empire, Emp.Hev., Hay
1917, Vol.31.
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"be inadequate war an "indisputable proposition." For thirty

months the Imperial Government, existing "by the suffrages of

the United Kingdom electors alone, had conducted the war, con¬

trolled the Dominion armies, and directed "British policy, upon
1.

its sole responsibility.

Some of the "blame for the continued clamour throughout the

year 1917 could he laid at the door of the Imperial Conference

of that year which drafted a resolution not entirely free from

ambiguity. The famous Resolution xx decided that imperial

relations were too tender a subject for war-time discussion,

but that, "any such readjustment, while thoroughly preserving

all existing powers of self-government and complete control of

domestic affairs, should be based upon a full recognition of the

Dominions as autonomous nations of an Imperial Commonwealth, and

of India as an important part of the same, should recognise the

right of the Dominions to an adequate voice in foreign policy

and in foreign relations, and should provide effective arrange¬

ments for continuous consultation in all important matters of

common Imperial concern, and for such necessary concerted action
2.

founded on consultation, as the several Governments may determine:

There was a clear division among the Prime Ministers on the sub¬

ject of future Imperial relations. General Smuts decided that
3-

Imperial Federation was definitely ruled, out; I7grd held it
4. 5 •

essential;
_ Borden _wa_s_ _noneommitt_a 1; and Lloyd _Ge_orge_ _co_uld j'

1. The 'Par Conference of the Empire, op.oit.
2. Cd . £566, p. 5* There were two "7Ar §onfer'ences". For the Iffar

Conference in 1918 and the subject of Imperial Constitutional jjijj'

! it '
. . 4

fit]' b
11 rI

relations, vide'Cd.9177> pp'.l5p-l65» hit
3. Cd. 0566, p. 47. _ . _ -
4. Ibid,pp.5l-59> esp.p. 55* Also lrass_ey, ibid,pp.42-46.

tha ■'p. Borden: "The fact that an Imperial Br Cabinet a.s'well_as a
British 7/a r Cabinet are sitting in London today is in itself a
great significance. There may be possibly some guidance in

ire relations which will give to the Dom-that step for the future relations which will give to the Dom-
inions their proper voice in the great matters which I have
mentioned. However it would be unwise to attempt-to forecast."
Ibid, p.42.
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"be taken as supporting any view. One writer took the Tar

Conference as a. great landmark for "the most crucial decision

of all has been taken. The new Imperial Cabinet.is to be the

corner-stone of the whole Imperial system." The Dominions

would appoint Ministers to the Imperial Cabinet who would reside
?.

in London. Yet like most cf the other advocates he saw the -

hope of an Imperial Parliament and Executive done away with, for,

"It may fairly be assured that the recent Imperial Tar Conference
«

declared unanimously in favour of slow and cautious movement....

General Smuts.. .riia.de it clear as noonday that South Africa would

not look at the federal solution * . .The Federationists have taken

their defeat in admirable temper...They do not, of course, pre¬

tend to be satisfied, for the change will only give the Dominions

a cohsultative voice in Imperial and foreign policy and not a

real living partnership in the actual government of the Empire...

The Federation ideal still remains."

It may be safely concluded, therefore, that the proposal

for an Imperial Parliament had lost most of its weight as a

result of the Conference solution, andthat the proposal had swung
3-

to less ambitions schemes for some form of council. In vain

did incoftsolable Federalists beajt the dead horse, one of whom

set out to prove that "once go beyond a merely consultative

1. Dewey, The Dominions and Diplomacy, Vol.i, p.315^5 T.Basil
Torsfold, There the Imperial Tar Conference has left us, 19th
Cent. Nov.1917, Vol.Bit

2. J.B. Firth, The Mew Constitutional Resolution, Fort.Rev., Aug.
1917, Vol.102.

3. J.IT. Morgan, The Tar andthe Empire, Law.Quart.Rev., July 1917»
Vol.335 sim. Sir Clement Kinloch-Coolce, The Constitutional
Problem of Empire, Fort. Rev. Dec.lQlB, Vol.104. Also, Imper¬
ial Unity: Practical Conditions. Quart.Rev., Jan. IQlB,
Vol.229.
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council, and I fail to see how it is possible either in logic

or in practice to stop short of a position which would either

reduce us to can absurdity or compel us to the acceptance of a

complete Federal Constitution.. .General Smut' s Birtannic League

would be something; Mr Low/'s Imperial Executive would be better;

Mr Herbert Samuel's Imperial Assembly would represent a still

further advance; but I for one am not-prepared to acquiesce in

any final solution which stops short of a complete Federal Con*
1.

stitution."

As for the Round Table, the decisions of the Conference were

taken to mean that "at a date which cannot be fa.r distant, an

Imperial Conference will assemble, the purpose of which will be

to consider what further steps can be taken to transform the

Empire from a. State in which the main responsibilities a'nd bur¬

dens of its common affairs are sustained and controlled by the

United Kingdom into a Commonwealth of equal nations conducting

its foreign policy and common affairs, by some method of con-
2.

tinuous consultation and concerted action." Yet that organ also

saw clearly that it was the opinion of those who moved and ac¬

cepted the resolution that the constitutional development of the

Empire should proceed along the lines of improved consultation

and co-operation rather ' ban that any attempt should be made to
3-

convert it into a federation. Still, the Imperial Cabinet

would be ''a valuable advance on the old Conference from the effi- ?

ciency of its organization and the finality with which it could

1. J.A.R. Marriott, British Federalism - A Vanished Dream? 19th
Cent. Sept.1917, Vol.82.

2. The Hew Developments in the Constitution of the Empire, The
R.T. June 1917, Vol.7, p.447-

3. Ibid, 448.
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speak." One notices a. gradual recession of articles suggesting

Imperial consolidation from the columns of the Round Table. In

one article we find a. fear of Dominion nationalism as exemplified §
1

in Bourassa. and Hertzog, so the Round Table group was probably.... _ . . .

1>

beginning to see that they ha.d stirred up a hornet's nest.

As a result of the nationalismthat was expressed by Dominion

participation in the Peace Conference a.nd their entry into the

League of Rations, the ideal of Imperial Federation was struck
2.

its dea.th-blow. But there was another and equally potent reason

for the change in a.ttitude. Grief humbles a people even as it

humbles individuals, and after the war we find the idea of the

pre-eminence of the English mind, that buoyant ideal of the des- .

tiny of the Anglo-Saxon who had been elected to lead the world by

dint of the prerogative of a superior culture, gone or going.

Lord Cromer gave way to the Montagu-Chemsford Report; General

Smuts and Lord Robert Cecil became as typical of the new spirit
3-

as Lord Milner and Joseph Chamberlain had been of the old. Lord

Itilner bore striking testimony to the new spirit. "The only

possibility of a continuance of the British Empire," said the

chief of the British Empire Delegation at the Peace Conference,

"is on a basis of absolute out-and-out equal partnership between

the United Kingdom and the Dominions. I say that without any.

kind of reservation whatsoever. It is very easy to say that;

1. Freedom and Unity, R.T., Dec. 191?» Vol.8.
2. Vide for ex. Evelyn French, The British Commonwealth of the

Future, The Few Torld, Oct. 1920, Vol.35 The relationship,
must be that of a group of practically independent states.

3 • Vide Hamilton Fyfe, A Hew Spirit of Empire, Con.Rev.Hov.
1920, Vol.118. The ideal of racial destiny persisted, of
course, and is found in such articles as: E. Theodore Harrier, ;!
An Imperial Stocktaking, The London Quart. Rev., Apr. 1921.
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"but undoubtedly the working out of it in practice without bring¬

ing about the reverance of relatione between us and the Domin¬

ions will be one of the most complicated tasks which statesman¬

ship has ever had to face. I am not afraid of it, and yet I j
have to admit that the difficulties are such that our best ef¬

forts may end in failure. I hope not. At any rate there is no

other way out....It is quite certain that in future the British

Dominions...will be independently represented in international
1.

affa irs. "

Viscount rand on, however, refused, to relinqtxish his former

hopes. He could still say of the Empire, "It is Old England

in Canada, Old England in Australia, and in all the other Dom¬

inions, ^nd he would pillory those men "-who praise the status

quo as a fine monument of British wisdom in governance and

recognise the liberty they enjoy as 'partner in,the alliance of

friends J" for such a policy was "perpetually making insidious

progress towards independence" which "gnaws the vitals of the

Empire". He proposed an Imperial Executive to consist of a

Council with equal representation from each part of the Empire,

controlling foreign affairs, defence, and the India. Office.

Administration of the Crown Colonies would, as heretofore, rest

with the Government of the United Kingdom. Unanimity was es¬

sential, and in the event of a deadlock the Executive could ap¬

peal to the Frime Minister of the Dominions whose representatives [
n -
c. •

were in a minority. The Hat ion similarly professed a belief

1. The Times, July 10, 1919- Mr D.A.E. Veal, The Empire in con¬
sultation, Erjip.Rev., July 1921, V.35 - also appears a convert
to Dominion nationalism.

2. Condon, The Problem of the British Empire, 19th. Cent. Cct.
1920, Vol.33.
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that, upon the basis of the equality of the component parts of
'

the Empire, some arrangement would he made at the Conference
11 • |i

"amounting to a Federal Constitution for the British Empire."
I

Thq,r found few voices to support them. Mr Jehh stated

truly that the notion had collapsed, and that there was no pros¬

pect of Imperial Federation for the present generation at any

rate. It had Become quite clear that, even apart from military

affairs, the minimum centralisation requisite for an empire super¬

state would he incompatible with the free national development
n
a. •

of the peoples subject to its authority. It was confidently

expected, however, that the Imperial Cabinet would be continued,

and the United Empire desired that the functions of that body be

defined with a. view to reassuring the Dominions that its contin¬

ued existence would be incompatible with their- political indep¬

endence, and in order that it might fit in as far as possible

with a formal scheme of"'constitutional development? preventing
3-

"it slipping back "into a'Conference without Cabinet authority."

In March 1919 > w<? find .the Round Table commenting, on the view

that had. grown up, a s a result of the individuality of the Dom¬

inions and India asserted in the hace Treaty, that "the real
i

and only, but completely sufficient link between the partner
4. |

British nations was "the Crown." As a solution to Imperial

1. The Ration, July 3, 1920 , pp.421-4??. Mr T. Basil Tors-fold
likewise, in The Administration of the Empire, U.E. July 19?0, ,

Vol.xi, also believes that "an executive true to type, with, a
collective responsibility to a common representative body"
was "an. administrative necessity for the Empire". As late as
1924 the statement could be made that, "Cur Empire is a Federa¬
tion and what we want is the machinery to run it." Quoted,
Clement Jones, The Dominions and Foreign Affairs, Eng.. Rev.,

■ June 19?4, Vol.38.
?. Jebb , Cor.f e re nee or Cabinet, U.E.Vpr. and 7 lay 19?0 , Vol.xi.

For the change in view, vide a^so Milner, The Times, Apr.11,
1919.

3. The TT.E. , Feb.1919, Vol.x, p.49.
4. The British Empire, The League, and the United States, R.T.

T- r. 1919. Vnl.x, pp.??6-?37.
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political problems this v/as considered clearly incomplete, for

a Sovereign could not be advised by six different Governments

unless they were all unanimous. Regarding the British Peace

Treaties with Turkey and the Russian Policy, the Dominions were

"being committed' once again "by international negotiations in which

they had no part and the moral of 1914 was "being ignored. It

was only a question of time until an incident of some kind would
1.

provoke the vhitterest recrimination and controversey. The

Irish question was making its influence felt in the change of con-
4" •

ception. The Irish Dominion League had appeared under the chair¬

manship of Sir Horace Plunkett, "backed, in the advocacy of a.

Dominion settlement, "by an able newspaper, The Irish Statesman.

The R"und Table was anxious that Ireland should continue to share

with the United. Kingdom the burden of Imperial defence, and con¬

tinued to urge the necessity for the Dominions "to evolve the

proper means of sharing with the Motherland both, the contrbl of
•3.

foreign policy and the responsibilities which that policy entails.'

There was still a good deal of faith that the problem of

Ireland might be solved by a devolution of the Government of the

United Kingdom. As proposed by Professor Hearnshaw it included

the stipulations that matters relating to the Empire as a whole

be relegated for detailed consideration and report to the Imper¬

ial Conference and the Imperial Cabinet; that the labours of

the present House of Commons and of the second chamber be

1. The British Empire, op.cit. pp,247*248.
2. as note, The Irish Crisis, R.T. June 1918, Vol.8, p.5'24; Ire¬

land: The Call for a Settlement, R.T. Sept. 1919* Vol.9*
3. The Harvest of Victory, R.T. Sept. 1919> Vol.ix, p.669.
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concentrated the general business of the United Kingdom; that

legislative councils be set up to deal with the special affairs

of England, Scotland, Ireland, and '.Vdles; and that much larger

powers of self-government be granted to country, borough, district,
1.

and parish councils. Some hope still remained tha.t a step

might thus be taken towa.rds an Imperial system of government

comprising the Dominions. There was a'vast amount of public

and official opinion favouring the gradual development in India

of free institutions, leading to full local self-government in •
2.

due course.

a

At the end of 1920 there is/not inconsiderable change of

attitude' on the part of the Round Table. An article included!

"The argument for the unity of the Empire has hitherto always

been stated as an argument from the whole■to its parts. The

great functions of the Empire in the world have been faithfully

set out; its disruption has been justly described as a catastropte

which every part of it would desire to avert; and from these

premises reason has been shown for constitutional reorganisation,

which would, people fear, necessarily limit in some degree the

full national independence of the self-governing parts. The

reaction from this method of argument is apparent everywhere;,

and allegiance to the Crown, which is the head of every British

Government throughout the world, has become for the moment the
1.

all-sufficient simn and guarantee of the unity of the Coinmonv/ealtb!?,

i l

1. F.G.C. Uea rnsha.w, Democracy and the British Empire, pp. 168-169; |,'
for further discussion vide The Report of the Speaker's Con¬
ference on Devolution, Cmd . 692; also J.A. hurray ITncdonald,
Federal Devolution, The Times, July, 5 > 6 > 7 > ^ ^ > 1920 .

P. The T.Tontagu-Chelmsford Report, R.T., Sept.1918, Vol.o; Con¬
stitutional Reform in India, R.T., Sept.1919 > Vol.9*

3. The British Commonwealth of Nations in 1921, R.T. Dec. 1920,
Vol.11, pp.9-10.
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The glee, however, with which the meeting of the Imperial Con¬

ference in 1921 was hailed, and the use of the word "Cabinet"
1.

to describe it - a use in which Mr Lloyd Ceorge also indulged -

showed that the hope for Imperial organization was still strong.

The "old Imperial Conference" was.disparaged as reflecting the

days when the United Kingdom conducted foreign 'policy and the

issues of peace and war, and discharged British responsibilities

towards the Dependencies and Crown Colonies. The accomplisb-
2.

ments of the pre-war Conferences were rated as negligible in

an irritating way, for those Conferences had been tremendously

fruitful in developing a. wholesome Imperial patriotism. The

Round Table believed that the problems confronting the meeting

were: 1. The United Kingdom could no longer assume full respon¬

sibility for dealing with the problems of international politics

which resulted from the Great TVar, both because of the new status

of equality which the Dominions had' acquired, and because, burden¬

ed as she was with war debt, she vms no longer strong enough to

maintain alone the position in the worid which the British Empire
3.

had held in the past. 2. Regarding internal organization,

there were the questions of the position and choice of Governor-

Generals, means of consultation, end the representation of the

Dominions at foreign capitals, wherein grave danger of divergen¬

cies in British foreign policy might, arise. The considerable

omission of any advocacy of organic union must be noted. There

appears to be a complete acceptance of the position of the dif¬

ferent self-governing parts of the Empire maintaining contact

by consultative measures. That the organ had been sincere in

1. Vide also Churchill, The Times, Apr.26, 19?1»
2. The Meeting of the Imperial Cabinet, R.T. June 1921, Vol.11,

^"5 7 Sap,Pp.p3/~^3".
3. Ibid, P.543.
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"believing that a democratic Empire could only lie attained "by

a centra.l representative "body may "be deduced from an article

commenting that the people of Great Britain had always wel-

cmed thentendency of the Dominions to insist upon recognition
1 •

of their independent national status. When the Conference of

1921 was concluded, the Round Table, commenting thereon, uttered

a. view which is astonishing considering the fact that the resolu¬

tions of the Conference quite destroyed any hope of organic

Imperial unity. Observing that the name Cabinet had been aban¬

doned for that of Conference, nevertheless in the secrecy of its

sittings, its method of only proclaiming the conclusions of dis¬

cussions, and the fa.ct, that it had sat with members of the Brit¬

ish Cabinet to determine British policy on "Imperial a'nd foreigh

questions of immediate urgency which arise in the course of the

■sittings", and in that joint of collective capacity it had rec-

commended action to the Sovereign like-any ordinary Cabinet,

were to be found factors making for a- resemblance to a. virtual-

Imperial executive. "While the official terminology represents

perhaps, a retreat from that used in-, connection with the Imperial

War Cabinets, its proceedings mark a definite advance in status

on the Imperial Conference of 1911. Then the Dominion Premiers

were informed about foreign affairs. Nov/ the 'Conference of

Prime TTinirters and Representatives' is recognised as the body

which formulates the policy of the Empire especially in foreign

affairs, hut also in other Imperial matters; while the British

Government becomes charged with the duty of carrying on - that

1. White Australia, R.T. Har.l9~l, Vol.11, p. 319*. by "national
status" is probably meant national personality, not implying
politico 1 re pa ra teness.
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policy in the intervals "between the assembling of the Conference

subtect to such consultation as is possible through residence

or visiting Ministers or cables and mails. From now onwards

policy is a matter for the people of the Empire, and the Erit-

ish Government will occupy a. position somewhat similar to that

of the President of the United States, whose foreigh policy,

to be effective, requires the consent and co-operation of the

Senate - in our case the Dominions... The Conference was unques-
1.

tionably a success."
The Conference of 1921 did much, in fact, to condemn all

centralisation schemes of political control. It approved of

continuous consultation which could only be secured by a. substan¬

tial improvement in the communications between the component

parts of the Empire. Ha,ving r egard to the constitutiona.l dev¬

elopments since 1917> it was decided that no advantage was to be

gained by holding a constitutional Conference. The Prime Min¬

isters of the United Kingdom and the Dominions and the Represen-

tatives of India should aim at meeting annually, or at such

longer intervals as might prove feasible. The existing practice

of direct communication between the 'Prime Ministers of the United

Kingdom and the Dominions, as well as the right cf the latter to

nominate Cabinet Ministers to represent them in consultation'with
?.

the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, were to be. maintained.

The Ma.tioft would seem to have been converted, for an article <>

in that Journal prophesied that, "Some happy day the Dominion

Parliaments will decide to set up their own Foreign Affairs

1. The. Imperial Conference, R.T., Sept.1221, Vol.11, pp.735-73^*
Sim. D.A.E. Veal, Imperial Conference, 1921, Emp.Rev.,.Sept.
19?1, Vol.35.

2. Cmd.1474, pp.9-10.
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Committee, demand that all the arcana of the foreign relations

and diplomacy of the Committee "be subjected to its scrutiny,

and insist that the remine of mystery and jugglery come to an

end in favour of open co-operative action through the channel of
1.

the League of Nations." Even Mr Marriott subscribed to Pro¬

cessor TTea rnrhnw's dictum that the Empire had become a. Britannic

Confederation - a leagcce of nations, not a composite unitaiyState.

"No attentive reader of the overseas Press or recent debate's in

Dominion Parliaments can fail to be conscious ,of a pervasive

suspicion of any centralized institution - an uneasy apprehension

lest at the very moment when the triumph of colonial nationalism

is most -conspicuous, the independence of the component'States
2.

should be bartered away for a mess of Imperial pottage." Pro¬

fessor Strahan explained that the British Empire had been "not

federated, but confederated," by which he meant\that every state

had retained its independence, "legally bound together only by

the ~olden tie of a, common King and by the Judicial Committee of
3-

the Privy Council." While there had been ample warning against

sapplying analogies to the British Empire, the view was becoming

current that the British Empire had developed, in the direction

of a. Confedera.tion of States similar to the German "Staatenbund"

1. Ilespericus, The Downing Street Conference, The Nation, Aug.
6, 1921.

2. J.A.R. Marriott, The Organization of the Empire, Edin.Rev.,
1921, Vol.233.

3- Strahan, Federation and Confederation, The Law Times, June 11,
1921, Vol.lpl, pp.40 6-407. Sim. Hearnshaw, Democracy and
the British Empire, p.l6o.
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as contrasted with "Bundesstaat" or Federal Union.

,-f

It was quite superfluous- that a writer should prophesy that

the tendency of the Conference of 1923 would not he favourable to

those who "believed in Imperial Federation or some closer form of

political union. The "best that could he hoped for was- a. perman¬

ent Secretariat for the Imperial Conference - an idea, turned

down in 1921 - and possibly the appointment of resident Ministers

from the Dominions discharging functions additional to those ex-
2.

erciserl by the present High Commissioners.

In March 1922, the Round Table set a programme 'for the Brit¬

ish Commonwealth which included co-operation .in all problems of

Imperial development, the formulation and execution of a. foreign

policy, a. united defence policy, and a co-operation with the •• ■.

United Sta.tes, France, Italy, "and other progressive Rowers" for"
a limitation o'f armaments that so there might cone about a system

of international Conferences, with a League of Motions at the

summit, which would help to resolve international problems by

mediation, discussion in public, or arbitration, and so pave the

1!
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1. ex. M.M. Lewis, Status of the British Self-Governing Dominions,
B.Y.I.L. 1922-23, Vol.iii, For a' definition vide, 'Theaton's
Elements of International Law, 6th ed. Rev. and rev/ritten by
A.B. Keith, Vol.i, p.119: "The several totes are connected
together by a. compact, which does not essentially differ from
an ordinary treaty of equal alliance. Consequently the inter¬
nal sovereignty of each member of'the union remains unimpaired;
the resolutions of the federal body (acting through a Diet or
Congress) being enforced, not as. laws directly 'binding on the
private individual subjects, but through the agency of each sep¬
arate government, adopting thorn, and giving them the force of jj rj',|
law within its own jurisdiction. Hence it follows that each jj
confederated individual State and the federal body for the af- ibMof
fairs of common interest, may'become each in it sown appropriate!,].;.]^
sphere, the object of distinct diplomatic relations with other
nations . "

2. Curio, The Imperial Conference, Fort.Rev .Mov. 1923, Vol.114.
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way towards the realisation of that greatest objective of the

Great War - the ending of international war through the estab-
1.

lishment of world law. By this time it seems completely recon¬

ciled to the consultative system, .advocating inter-Ernpire repres¬

entation in quasi-diplomatic capacity, by men of high standing

and ability, who could give good authoritative advice on foreign

and Imperial affairs to their government when required. As

the Governor General became less of a. political intermediary,

and even perhaps came some day to be selected from the Dominions,

the ^ritish Government should also have a representative in Dom-
2.

inion capitals to keep itself informed.

1. A Programme for the British Commonwealth, R.T. Trar.19?2,
Vol.12, p.251.

2. The Hew Imperial Problem, "R.T. June, '1983» Vol. 13,' pp,480-
489.
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Cha pter III: Imperial Organisation:

The _Co-Operationist School.- - "

f.
f

Thile the federation movement was immensely popular, it
||

is really much more, important to appreciate that the idea of

Imperial Federation was severely ridiculed in the United Kingdom, *
f

the reaction there tending to Imperial co-operation rather than

separation as was unfortunately the case' in the Dominions. ITo-

one desired that the Dominions h<t cut from' the Imperial connec¬

tion, "but many people, discerning the growth of Dominion nation- ii

alism, especially just after the war, desired to find some answer |
I!

to the dilemma, propounded hy Mr Curtis of Federation or Separa¬

tion. One writer of this persuasion expressed it that, "A
i i

native-horn Canadian regards himself as essentially different

from a person horn in any other part of the Empire; he knows

that he has much in common 'with such a person, hut he differB
I,

from him in one important respect - he has a different national

sentiment; he is a member of the British Empire, hut he' is

something more - he is a. Canadian; and so it is in the other
i

Dominions; snd it is this Dominion nationalism which throws an
1. I

insurmountable harrier across the path of Imperial Federation."

Sir Charles Lucas observed that, "In every possible way the war
2. '

ha? enlarged the nationhood of the Dominions", hut he feared
|

that "the much less wholesome sentiment of nationalism "had ..

■ 3-
forced its way into the Dominions to tend to separation.

1. Eastwood, Constitutional Rgidity in Dela tion to'Empire Federa¬
tion, Law Quart. Rev., Apr . 1Q2C , Vol. 36-J

2. Lucas, The 'Lr and the Empire, p,32*
3. Ibid, p.35'
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T 9
here were some people who would lave had "r gradual change

from an obsolete Imperialism to a free union of Commonwealths

ha.v ing a. common civilisation.. .Their union....one of hearts, of

common interests, of the same idea Is...Schemes for some kind of

Imperial Parliament, for a joint Cabinet, for a. strict defensive

system by sea and land to be planned by strategists are idle
1.

dreams." Halda.ne similarly conceived the post-war Common¬

wealth of Nations, "The constitution of the Empireis more and

more being recognised, as being that of a living combination of

independent! Commonwealths united by common traditions and pur¬

poses, but neither bound together nor capable of being held to¬

gether by any law imposed ab extra." He continued, "Hot legal¬

ity, but constitutional habit of thought, appears plainly as

the one instrument needful. The King, is the outward and visible JjjM't
sign of unity. "But he reigns without governing. The Cabinets

of the various Dominions advise and muide his use of the instru- 1;' ',W

,!(' 1

rnent which in theory is his. The keys of the Empire are not
2. '!

to be found in Downing Street." Sir Francis Younghusband like¬

wise conceived a. bond of sentiment uniting the Empire in reaction

to the war spirit - "A spiritual bond... and the finest spirit

is that of culture, a blend of society, art and thought, all

three and all together springing from and shot through with re¬

ligion ...culture... the blending of goodness, beauty, and tfcuth;

of warmth, colour, and light; of society, art, and thought,

t.,

id i
1 : i :

M 1
it. I

' '■

1. Frederick Harrison, The Future of Empire and of England, Eng.
Dev., June 1922, Vol.34.

2. Haldane, The British Empire in its 7/ider Cignificanee, The
Pilgrim, Cot.1921, Vol.2.
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all three fired "by religion conceived of as n passionate world-
1.

love..." There always has heen a "body of opinion which has

"believed that Britain's chief motive in international life should

be the diffusion of culture, but this body has been particularly

strong since the decline of Britain's predominant position in

the industrial world.

There were a few like Professor Keith and Sir Francis Pig-

gott, who had seen at the outset the futility of the Imperial

Federation movement. As the latter expressed it, "Representa¬

tion in any form would not leave the Dominions free;... the ex¬

isting system of Imperial Government, with all its vagueness,

judged by its magnificent results, is a thing which has made the
2.

whole world wonderi and I ask, Is it not better so?" Later
3-

there were many others to join them.

The Co-operationist School refused, however, to let matters

drift and nnny of then proposed alternative plans for Imperial

organization which would preserve to the fullest measure Dominion

autonomy and maintain Imperial unity. There was a. scheme advan¬

ced by Mr Griffin - he had first outlined it in Fey 19C2, end it

had attracted some attention, Mr Lloyd George's Imperial Cabinet

having much similarity to it - that is, the proposal for an

Imperial Council composed of the King and the Premiers of all

the self-governing countries of the Empire. It would submit any

decisions arrived at to the home Governments. Its aim would
4.

be co-operation in foreign affairs and defence.

1. Younghusbnnd, Culture as the bond of Empire, p.126; pp.145-146.
2. Pirgott, The Reorganisation of the Empire, 19th Cent., Mar.

1916, Vol.79.
3. ex. Clement Jones, Dominions and Foreign Affairs, Eng.Rev.,

June 1924, Vol.38.
4. '.Vatson Griffin, A Britannic Council of Premiers, Emp.Rev.,

Mar. 1923, Vol.37.
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Mr Eastwood objected strenuously to Imperial federation,

O
C- •

and to the Imperial Cabinet terminology. His starting-point

for any organization of the Empire would be a recognition of

"the important fact that what we still call the British Empire

has ceased to be an empire, according to the usual meaning of

that word, and has become in most Essential respects a league

of autonomous nations imbued with similar ideals and desirous

3-
for many purposes of working in concert with each other." Mr

Eastwood's main purpose, like most writers, was to find a con¬

nection between the meetings of "an assembly" which would meet

once a. year. "If only the practice could be initiated of in¬

cluding in each successive Dominion Government a minister to

represent it in England and to confer with the British Govern¬

ment, the machinery for co-operation 'of which the annual con¬

ference of Premiers forms the central part, would be almost com-
4.

plete." He was opposed to a centralized control of Imperial

navies except in war, and desired co-operative principles to
5 •

dictate progress. H§ further desiderated an Imperial Court

of Appeal after the fashion of that proposed by Haldane, for

only in this way would it be possible to retain the Judicial
6 •

Committee as a permanent court of appeal for the Empire. In

many of these matters his views have a great deal of similarity

to those of Professor Keith.

1. R.I. Eastwood, The Organization of a "Britannic Partnership,
P-7?ff.

P. Ibid, p.Il6ff. Gam. E.J.C. Hearnshnw, Democracy and the Brit-
i sh Empir e, p.165•

P. Eastwood, op.oit., p.l?9»
4. Ibid, p. 13?'.
5. Ibid, pp.75-76; PP*133-135-
6. Ibid, pp.135-14?.
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There were three outstanding "books written during the

period of the Federalist revival.' Two of them were almost

simultaneous; the third came when the tumult was dying away.

The first, pre-eminently that of a scholar, was startling he-

cause it ran counter to the popular opinion of the day, was

generally regarded as lacking in vision, and showed in striking
•fashion the weakness of the Federalist position at a time

when Imperial Federation seemed to he in the a in, yet it made..., j
concrete proposals for the development of the Empire which

have "been very largely embodied in the Imperial constitution.

The second illustrated how easy it is to misinterpret facts,

especially if they he coloured'by transient popular enthusiasm.

The third hook came when the tumult of Federation was dying

away and was written hy a Dominion nationalist who had heen

a. Rhodes Scholar, who hased his study not on scholarship in

constitutional law, hut who lived very close to public opinion,

who seized upon the general tendencies in the post-war period

with startling vigour, and in broad, outlines revealed the course

of the Empire for the next few years. The hooks were, Imperial

Unity and the Dominions hy Professor Keith, The Problem of the

Commonwea1th by Mr Curtis, and The British Commonwea1th of

Nations hy Mr Hall.
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Imperial Unity and the Donin_ion5.

Professor Keith in this "book sought to outline some "simple

proposals" which could "claim to "be pract"icable", being "merely

extensions of principles already in operation", and "not there-
!

fore exposed to the crrave political and commercial difficulties
l.j

which would attend a.ny scheme of federation or commercial union."

He pointed out that no country which had played such a large

part in the v/ar as had the Dominions could ever again "be expected •

2. ' jt
to content itself with the position of a. mere dependency. '71; ile,j
however, he desired national development in the Dominions, for

"any check to the growth of self-reliance would be a calamity",

yet he was equally concerned with the preservation of the unity

of the Empire. The end desired by all responsible statesmen

could only be arrived at in one way, "the encouragement of the

greatest autonomy in self-government coupled with the creation of

closer bonds of union between the severdl parts of the Empire

as a whole Ho Dominion could possibly by whatever extension

of its national life be as great as the British Empire;" Canada

could never hope to reach as high a, destiny as might be hers in

organic connection with.forty-five millions of population in
*>
J •

the United Kingdom and five millions in Australia.

Professor Keith found that the exceptions to the rule that

a Governor-General, like the King, acted on ministerial advice i
I

rested on two grounds, either the fact that in some cases action

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.592.
2. Ibid, p.53r'.
3. Ibid, pp.24-25.
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on such advice might expose the Governor to the risk of breaking

the law, which it was his duty to uphold, or that he had Imperial
1.

interests to consider. He thought that in neither of these
I

cases did there seem to he any fundamental reason for breaking

the rule of responsihle. government, and the Governor should ai¬
r¬

ways act on ministerial advice. He desired that the Governors- i

General and Governors he freed from legal liability for official
">
J #

actions, and that they should not assume a persona.l responsibility;
4.

in the matter of the prerogative of mercy. If the Governor were!
i

to act in all questions according to the practice of the Crown
I
I

in the United Kingdom, including the dissolution and dismissal
r*

j •
of Ministers, these difficulties would disappear.

Regarding legislation, it was essential for the unity of

the Empire that the United Kingdom retain supremacy in legisla¬

tion in the event of collision between Dominion and Imperial law,

but the powers of disallowance and reservation on the part of
. ^ •

the Imperial Government were irritating and unnecessary. He
7-

desired that Dominion legislation apply extra-territorially and

suggested the abrogation of legal restrictions on Dominion ship¬

ping, while a condition of■perfect.reciprocity might obtain

between the Dominions and the United Kingdom as to the extent to

which Dominion legislative authority might be exercised in res-
8.

pect of British ships not registered in the Dominion.

1. pt.i. ch.iv, p.74ff.
2. Ibid, p.85.
3- Ibid, ch.ii, p.35ff.
4. Ibid, p.68; p.65ff•
5. cb. v. pp.85-119*
6. Ibid, p.149.
7. Ibid, ch.x, p.214ffj many of these suggestions are made in

"Tie Ideal of an Imperial ConstitutionJ op,cit.
8. Imperial Unity and. the Dominions, p. 233*
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It was felt that, although homogeneity of race should "be

preserved in the Dominions, yet educated Indians should "be al¬

lowed freedom of movement throughout the Empire and the recogni¬

tion of the equality in citizenship of Indians legally resident
1.

in a. Dominion.

The Dominions: should he represented at commercial, social,

and political conferences by their plenipotentiaries, nominated

by themselves, appointed by the King, and subject to his ratifi- .

cation of their actions with, in each case, the advice of the

Imperial Government, an essential oualification to maintain the
2.

unity of the Empire. It was also imperative that the action

of the Empire should be uniform, and so constitutional agreements

should be made as to the mode in which the votes of the represent-!

atives should be cast. It was also advocated that the practice

of not consulting the Dominions regarding extradition treaties !
I*

be discontinued and that they be siven an opportunity to with-
3-

draw as in other treaties. f
t d

It appeared clearly to Professor Keith that the permanent

acceptance by the Dominions of a court in London was impossible,
^

• 1-
unless it could be so enlarged as tb give the Dominions some just ,

i

feeling that it was an Imperial Court. The Dominions would be

really tempted to take part in the reconstruction of the Judicial

Committee if they could be given the assurance that .the bodymvould

be concerned with appeals from the United Kingdom as well as from '

the Colonies, and that the membership of Dominion judges would

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, oh.ix, p.l9Pff.j p.?57ff.
2. Ibid, pp.293~?94; Vide cbs. xiii and xiv, p.2l6ff.
3. pp.297-370. ■
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l.

"be really welcomed. He was pleased with Ha Ids ne' s suggestion
. 2.

for an Imperial Court, and war of the opinion that such a court
3-

might also,act as an arbitral body in inter-Empire disputes.

He would have liked to see the power of altering its consti¬

tution given to Canada, but he noted the difficulty of overcoming
. 4.

the suspicion of the Provinces towards the Dominion Government.

The complete impossibility of Imperial Federation was re-
5«

lentlessly pointed out, yet as a. constitutional authority the

writer as strenuously denied the notion that the Dominions should

be independent States, united with the United Kingdom by no more

than sentiment and the Crown, but independent units in internat¬

ional law and quite indifferent to British Foreign Folicy, having
6.

the relation of Hanover and England in time past.

Professor Keith concluded that "the question of fiscal re¬

lations is no longer the point of most concern in the connexion

between the United Kingdom and the Dominions, the centre of

gravity of these relations having shifted from trade to foreign

affairs. It is now practically certain from the drift of pol¬

itical feeling that, if the United Kingdom alters its fiscal

system, it will be in the direction not of mere Imperial Prefer¬

ence intended to consolidate the Empire, but of preferential

tra.de primarily aimed at the strengthening of the trade of the

United Kingdom,and Imperial Preference will play a .subordinate
nI •

part♦ " .
_

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions op.cit. pp.37'3-37c'.
P. Ibid, p.3<°4ff.

Ibid, p»3°^> pp.165-I06.
4. Ibid, p.196.
5. Ibid, p.49uff.
6. Ibid, pt.ii, oh.ii, p.5l0ff. A view advanced by Ur Ewart in

the Kingdom of Canada and the Kingdom Papers, or, more recent¬
ly , cofnplete ' independence in The Camd inn Republic.

7- Imperial Unity and the Dominions, p.53^•
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To utilize the High Commissioners for the four great Domin¬

ions in London, and the Agents-General for the Australian States

had never appeared an acceptable procedure for keeping their Gov-
1. .

ernments in touch with the Imperial Government. For one thing

they were Government officials holding office under Acts of Par¬

liament for definite periods, who could not easily "be moved from

office by any Government. The writer thought that the most
2.

effective manner was that enunciated by Harcourt suggesting that

a Dominion Minister might be sent to London where he would be

available to represent the Dominion or. the Committee of Imperial

Defence, in which questions of foreign politics were considered

in immediate relation to the question of the defence of the Em¬

pire and where he would. a.lso have free and full access to the
3-

Prime Minister and other Imperial officers. Mir Robert Porden

had appreciated the value of this concession, and the criticism

that such a Minister would get out of touch with his home govern-
4.

ment could be met by varying, the Minister .from time to time.

However, the writer saw difficulties which prevented the other

Dominions doing more than utilizing the machinery of the Imperial
5-

Conference, plus arrangements for individual ministerial .visits.

The time wasted by the Conference in discussing matters which

could be better handled by subsidiary technical Conferences or

upon irrelevant and trifling affairs and failure to expedite

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.536-541.
2. Infra, pt.ii, oh.v.
3» Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.541-542. His protest

against the Imperial Cabinet as a body to which none of the
criteria suggested by the term cabinet applied and consequent¬
ly "a misnomer, likely to prove a stumbling-block in the dev¬
elopment of co-operation", The Timer, Apr.29, 1921.

4. Imperial Unity and the Dominionsp. 5"5*
5. Ibid, pp.545-548.
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"business was condemned. The various pln.ns for a Secretariat

or permanent Cbmmission were condemned,' for they were neither

generally desired nor would tliey he of much use.

There has "been so me necessity to outline Professor Keith's

views because his philosophy of the Empire.has been largely mis¬

understood in the Dominions, Cne reason for that has been the

prohibitive cost of the books for private individuals, and many

libraries have failed to replace his earlier works by later* edi¬

tions. There is also the fa.ct that few politicians have taken,

the trouble to master the. detail involved ih his st\idies which

is necessa.ry fully' t;o understand, the philosophy of the Empire

involved. Yet the books have a. rood sense of. humour not found

in either ITr Ewart, Mr Hall, or for that matter any of the Eedr

erationist' writers.

Ay
rT •

The British Commonwe?1th of Hat ions.

Mr Hall's book arose out of a s-tudy by a Committee of the

Fabian Cociety, but was written independently by him. He began

with the problem of reconciling the emphatic declarations of'

autonomy on the part of Dominion statesmen with equally positive

assertions of Imperial unity, that is, of discovering how the

Dominions could have enuality .with the United Kingdom without
3.

disrupting the Empire. He found such a saving•principle

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp«553~56?.
?. Vide also, Hall, The Imperial Crown.and the Foreign Relations

of the Dominions, J.C.L., Cot. 19?C, Vol.?.
3. The British Commonwealth of Mations, p.??6.
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revealed in the history of inter-Imperial relations since the

grant of responsible government in the application of that dis-
:

tinction, so well known to the British constitution, "between legal!
1.

power and constitutional right. He suggested "a general dec¬

laration of constitutional right covering the whole field of

government - executive, legislative and judicial.. .By this means

the Dominions, in the eyes of the whole world, would "be placed

upo'n a footing of complete constitutional equality with the Un¬

ited Kingdom or an other independent state. Complete legal

equality could ohly he obtained by adding to this a declaration

of legal independence - that is, by the formal disruption of the
2.

Empire." The former declaration might take the form of a

series of resolutions by the Imperial Conference. The distinction
■ t

was no new thing - it had been ite de in a. multitude of speeches

and writings; but never before had it been so ^forcefully and

originally presented as a. solution to the Imperial dilemma. Mr

Hall considered further that as regarded legislative and execu¬

tive functions, declarations of constitutional right had already

been made for practical purposes and, as regarded judicial equal¬

ity, a similar declaration had been made either implicitly or

o3!explicitly by most of the Dominions at the Uar Conference 'of 191o.f|

He saw a new relation between the Crown and the Dominions as a.

result of the Peace Treaties, and in this new personal relation¬

ship in giving advice to the Crown he drew a distinction between

"national" and' "group" questions The Imperial Conference would

I

1. The British Commonwealth of Hat ions, p.229»
2. Ibid,, p. ?3C. - \\
3. In'.d, pp.236-237.: !
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have to settle where any doubtful question fell and consultation

would help in that any policy initialed "by one member should be

brourht to the notice of the other members and, if desired, dis-
1.

cussed in the Imperial Conference.

The writer approved of separate diplomatic representation

for the Dominions, although such services .would decline in im¬

portance with the development in the Empire and in the League of

ITa.tions of the method of directmconfercnce between governments,

the more important questions of international relationship being

dealt with .in the future by regular conferences between Foreign

Ministers and by ad hoc conferences between the Ministers con-
O
CL •

corned with particular relationships.

Ho concluded that the Dominions would not consent to the

creation of an Imperial Court of Appeal, and that. Dominion ap¬

peals to the Judioia.l Committee were likely before long to cease
3 •

a Itogt. ther.

Regarding his more positive proposals he advocated a. perman¬

ent Court of Arbitration to deal with inter-Empire disputes which jj
were of a justiciable nature based on a completely remodelled

Judicial Committee or, after Frofessor Keith's suggestion, Ta

special Committee which might consist, in part, of high legal

officials and in part of statesmen chosen from the United Kingdom
4.

and the Dominions.' He wished conferences between thelegisla-

tures to try to effect a uniformity in legislation. The Society

of Comparative Legislation might serve as the basis for a joint

1. The "British Commonwealth of Rations, pn.
J. Ibid, p.254.

Ibid, p.266"J

4. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.l6p-l66; p.393; The
""ritish Commonwealth of Rations, p. 271.
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Imperial Legal Information Bureau which, could effect .the pool¬

s' II
t-1 !

II
ing of the legislative, administrative, and judicial experience

1.
of the Empire, "but do the work on a more extensive scale.

Tfhile the Colonial Office had "been shown by the Imperial Confer¬

ence to he doing necessary and valuable work in serving as a

kind of clearing house and agents for the various departments |s j
of the British Government, which had relations with the Dominions, !

|
yet Mr Hall considered that the Dominions Department should

either he made a separate department, or it should he placed
;

either directly or indirectly under the control of one of the
o
a •

existing British Ministers. The Governor-General should he
i

shorn of his ambassadorial functions and these transferred to ;

a British High Commissioner accredited to the Dominion Govern-
3'

went as the diplomatic representative of' the United Kingdom.
ii

The writer was also displeased with the present lack of

full consultation, especially on foreign affairs, the inability

to speak with a single voice probably having something to do

with the failure to a.vert the war in 1914, and a similar weak¬

ness might again precipitate tragedy. So he devised an elabor¬

ate structure of committees, conferences, boards, and depart¬

ments to establish "interdependence, the dominating factor in

modern civilisation. His machinery was not to exist for the

purposes of "high policy" and defence, for these .were secondary

matters which sprang from the other sources of the complex of

r?

if,•' i-

-Mpe, - a very" v;iso observation. His pro per*a 1

1. The British Commonwealth of Hat ions, pp.272-274.
2, Ibid, p.276. 11

ir c 9 ' 1 t c-i -
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1. An Imperial Conference to meet frequently, to "be attended |

"by the Prime Ministers ox1 other leading Cabinet Ministers, and to i|
"be equipped with a permanent Secretariat appointed "by the respec¬

tive Governments to whom it would ultimately he responsible.
t

2. Regular Subsidiary Conferences between the Ministers res¬

ponsible for particular function of government, as for example,

Public Health or education.

3- A system of joint bodies or bureaux, manned by civil

servants or experts appointed by the various Governments of the

Group - for the.collection of information and the pooling of

Knowledge and experience of the whole Empire on particular ques¬

tions or functions of government; for research; for the co¬

ordination of policy, and for the undertaking of definite pieces'*

of inter-Imperial administrative work.

4. A network of voluntary associations of various kinds
\

linking up the peoples of the Group and dealing with the numerous

functions - political, social, and. economic - lying outside the

normal range of governmental action.

5. A means for focusing public opinion and of exerting a.

measure of popular control over these' bodies - a means, that is,

of preventing the Imperial Conference becoming a. more or less

irresponsible oligarchy, and the new inter-Imperial civil service

an irresponsible bureaucracy - the British Corninonwea 1th would

require a. representative Imperial Assembly, preferably'an Assembly

composed of delegations from the Parliaments of the Group, a

h h

! 1

litl-
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i
.'i*
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1,
Conference of Parliaments to balance tie Conference of Governments..

•' ii

The Empire Parliamentary Associations had already laid the

1. The British Commonwealth of Nations, pp.234-235; p.28Cff.
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l.

foundations for such an Assembly. The Assembly might act as a

qua si-legislative body, discussing Acts like the Imperial Copy¬

right Act of 1911, the British nationality and Status of Aliens
2.

Act, 1914, and the ha vol Discipline Act of 1911.

The suggestion of the Final Deport of the Dominions Royal

Commission, for an Imperial Development "Board to co-ordiriate
i

most of the joint bodies as its permanent or temporary Committees -

the'Board itself to be under the supreme direction of an Imperial

Conference - did not meet with approval in this book, since no

provision was made for bringing the various joint bodies into

organic relationship with the national departments of government,

that is, it left no room for subsidiary Conferences which were

essential. The counter-proposal was made that the Subsidiary

Conferences should establish their own permanent bureaux or

supervise existing bureaux, each of which would thus be brought
1

!
into organic relationship withnthe Ministers and Departments im¬

mediately concerned with the particular internation relationship
4.

with which it was dealing. j
}

Mr Ball suggested, as had Sir Sidney Low, the setting.up

'of a Foreign Affairs Committee in the House of Commons as a, means
5.

to re-establishing Parliamentary control in this matter.

1. The British nC ommonwea 1th. of Motions, pp. 206-310.
2. Ibid, pp.313-314.
3. Cd.8462, p.lplff: p.163, 4tc.
4. Tin 11, op.cit. , pp. 297-298.
5. Ibid, pp.3IO-313. Vide also Cd.9230, 191c, Report of-' the

Machinery of Government Committee, p.lp*



Chnjpter IV: The "British Empire and the League of Nations.

Tn this study three points require consideration: that

the Dominions were not until recently considered to have an in¬

ternational personality outride the League; that within the

League they must enjoy full membership;- and that the fear ex¬

isted that the League might disrupt the Empire.

As late at any rate as 1924 there seems to have been com¬

plete agreement among leading authorities that only in the League
: • I

did the Dominions enjoy a. distinct position in International Lav/,
I

and the matter has continued to he argued until recent days. m

The debates on the Irish question could he taken as revealing

that the nature of Dominion status was not understood by British
i •

politicia.ns in the same sense that the Dominions understood the
2.

term. Asquith spoke of giving to Ireland "Dominion Home Rule

in the largest, fullest, and most generous serise,*" yet he defined

this as mea,ning "complete legislative independence in all matters

of local concern...fiscal autonomy... the power to raise local
i'

military forces for home defence, and,..subject to certain clearly

defined conditions and 1 imita t ions , ■ the power to raise a. naval
!

force also...in regard to the question of strategy and foreign

policy...no Dominion claimed anything more than a consultative

•voice in these matters and they did not propose to ffive Ireland
3-

more than they gave to other Dominions." Lord Grey spoke to
1

1. Higgins (.ed) , Hall's International Law, p.35; Keith, The In¬
ternational Status of the Dominions, J.C-.L. 19^3 > Vol.5; far ;
Government in the Dominions, p. "93 S Keith (ed.) , Theaton's In- j
terna.tional Law , 6th ed. 1329, p.132: "Outside the- League the
Dominion's'- cannot be said to have international Status"; per
contra. Baker, The Present Juridicial Status of the British

Dominions, p.l'30ff.
2. Hall, 7/iiat is Dominion Status? The Hat ion, Nov. 27, 19?0 •

3. The Times, Oct.lp, 1/90; sim.The Times, Oct. 5*
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the same effect on this point. Regarding foreign affairs, "I

would put Ireland in precisely the same position as the great

self-governing Dominions, with the same right to "be consulted j
and the same rights a,s to commercial treaties, "but leaving as

1. jf
now foreign policy in the hands of the Imperial Government."

2.
Dr Lewis in 1923 would seem to affirm the general view,

hut in 192y he stated that those who' said that 'internationally, • f
' !

except as regarded the League, the Dominions had no status apart ;

from the British Empire, vrere talcing too narrow a view. The
'■ <

Dominions were not sovereign states in International Law, hut,

just a.s in the past part-sovereign states, such as Bavaria, with- *j
in the German Empire and Bulgaria when under Turkish suzerainty,

claimed a. degree of internation personality, so the Dominions

as they had relations with foreign states hoth separately and
f

as component parts of the British Empire could not he ignored
3.

in International Law.

Mr Rolin was unwilling to admit that there had teen any

essential change effected in Dominion status hy their entry into
4.

the League of Rations. This point of view British writers
r

were completely unwilling to accept. Professor Toynhee expressed

the result of the entrance of the Dominions into the League of

Rations in language which none would deny: "Admission to separate

1. The Times, Hov.25, 192C; Also ITov.9* But note 17.S. Fielding, t
guoted, Trill icon, A Treaty and a, Signature, Can.Hist.Rev., Juhe I
1923,Vol.4: "17e cannot make a treaty without the Ambassador of j
Great Britain. I am not saying anything in a controversial
sense,hut my own view is that we have today in the making of
commercial treaties all the powers that we ought to have or
that are any good to us."

2. M.M.Lewis, The International Status of the British Self-Govern¬
ing Dominions, P.Y.I.L. 1922-23•

3. Lewis, The Treaty-Making Power of the Dominions,3.Y.I.L. 1925* 1|
4. Henri Rolin, Le. St a. tut des Dominions, Revue de Droit internet- ;j

ional et de Legislation compares, 1923> Vol.4.
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membership in the League, in their own rights, constituted for

Canada and the other self-governing Dominions of the "British

Empire overseas, an international registration of a status which

war already recognized by Great Britain as theirs but which had

not previously received any formal recognition that would be
1.

valid in international lav/." Lord Grey's statement on the

entry of the Dominions into the League'of Nations fairly reflects ij
I!

British opinion of that time, "The self-governing Dominions are j

full members of the League. They will admit, and Great "Brita.in
! j

can admit, no qualification of that right. "Whatever the self-

governing Dominions may be in the theory and letter of the con-
h
! i

stitution, they, have in effect ceased to be Colonies in the old

sense of the word. They are free communities, independent as

regards all their own affairs and partners in those which con¬

cern the Empire at large. It is a. special status, and there
a

can be no derogation from it." Lord Milner spoke in exactly
3-

the same spirit.

It may be concluded that British opinion had decided that

if the Dominions were determined to enter the League they should

do so in the full enjoyment cf an equality of status with other

nations. It is true that for some time both British and foreign

opinion deprecated the distinct representation of the Dominions,

and. the first draft of the Co.venant made no provision for such

representation. But when-the British Government became awareof

the strength of Dominion feeling on the matter, it joined the

1. Toynbee, The Conduct of British Empire Foreign Relations since
the Fence Cettlenent, p.10.

r. The Times, Jan. 31, 1920.
3. Ibid, July 1C, 1919-
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Domnion Prime Ministers? in converting foreign states to concede
1.

tliem distinct personality. The fact that there was some fear i
II

that tire League might disrupt the Empire "belongs to a separate
(

argument and ca.lls for separate consideration. Professor Pol- if
l?

lard, who had avowed Imperial Federation on occasion, clearly

stated the attitude of the Dominions which Britain must he pre- fa

pared to accepts "'That ever peeeimistic views or backward glances

we may take in the Old Country and in the Old 7/orld, we may he

sure that the Dominions will not lightly he persuaded to regard

the first great international instrument, to which they set their -lu
i!

independent hands and seals, as a scrap of paper; nor will they fj
willingly close the door through which they entered upon their

coveted heritage of equality with Great Britain in international ,

affairs. Their obligations under that covenant were freely un¬

dertaken by their responsible ministers, and solemnly ratified

by their Parliaments, who regarded the act a.s their baptism into

the community of nations and almost as a sacramental sign of their f,
2.

achievement of international responsibility."

In the League the Dominions exercise -a, full membership.

They are separately represented in the Assembly and have jealously |
ma inta inedthe right of an independent attitude.- Thus when the

British delegate suggested that in a matter affecting the vital

interests of the whole Empire, or the vital interest, the indep¬

endence, or honour of any one of the six nations,'there must of

necessity be unity of action, the ^-r.ish Free State Representative

1. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.327•
2. Pollard, The Dominions and Foreign Affa.irs, History, July

1921, Vol.6.
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replied that, while portions of the speech had teen construed

as applying to the principle of compulsory arbitration and to

the Optional Clause of Article J,6 of the Permanent Court of

International Justice, his Government was making an independent

decision thereon. The British delegate at once disowned any
1.

intention of speaking for other than his own Government.

It has been advocated that there be prior discussion among

the delegates from the Dominions and Great Britain before the

Assembly met, not in any way to derogate from the independence

of any member, urged Professor Keith, but merely to recognize
O
c. •

the fact that the Empire did exist. Early in the life of the

League Sir Janes Allen of ITew Zea.land suggested that the Domin¬

ions should not enter into direct relationship with the League,

but transmit their representations through a Secretariat in
3- 4.

London. This view was generally disclaimed , although one

ardent nationalist suggested that a strict observance of the

rule that no representations should be made by any member with¬

out prior consultation was essential to the welfare of the
5.

Empire. Although there have been great differences of opinion

among the several members of the Empire in the league, there

has been no effort to co-ordinate the action of the delegates.

It may be that such consultation would a rouse the suspicions

of the other members who would tend to regard the Empire as a

1. B^ker, op.cit. pp.85-^6. Sovereignty of the British Domin¬
ions, p.492.

2. Responsible Government, Vol.2, p,H86.
3. The Times, Apr. 22, 1920.
4. Keith, The Times, Apr.29, 192C .
9. Fall, op.cit. p.343.
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solid bloc, "but in any case it ren?, ins that the fact that the

Dominions have been cordially granted, according to their desire, f

complete freedom in League action, has been a. healthy and excel¬

lent thing, and has added not a little to the spirit of free com¬

panionship which is the heart of the Empire. Moreover, as Mr !
.

Toynbee has well said, "At Geneva the several states members of
I

the British Commonwealth were reminded of their unity in the
♦

midst of an alien though not unfriendly world of foreign states,
«

whereas at the Imperial Conference in London, at which only states

members of the Commonwealth were,represented, they were apt to
1.

be reminded more of their differences." It may be that co¬

operation will yet issue from such sentiment.

Further emphasis on the individuality of the Dominions is

ga.ined by the fact that Dominion representatives attend League

meetings on the authority of their own Governments, not under
o
d •

powers granted on the advice of the Imperial Government. The

Dominions have also secured election to the Council, although at
3-

the outset this was considered an unlikely contingency, despite

the fact that their eligibility for such honour has never been

questioned since the formal concurrence at the Peace Conference

by Mr Lloyd George, M. Clemenceau, and President Wilson in the

1. Toynbee, op.cit. p,53*
2. Keith, J.C.L., op.cit.
3. Responsible Government, p.886, p.892. War Government in

the Dominions, p.156; Soward, The Election of Canada to
the League of Nations Council in 1927» Can. Hist. Associa¬
tion, May 1929«
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the view that the Dominions had the same rights in these matters ,j
X • f-

as any other member of the League.

In all the machinery df the League and in all the rights

and obligations that accrue to its members, the Dominions pos-

sess full membership in common with other members. In answer

to the contention of M. Rolin .that the international status of

the Dominions resulting from their admission to the League is

limited to the purpose for which the Covenant was ma.de, Profes¬

sor Baker asks, "But what are those purposes? Do they not cover 1

all the vital international relations of the vast majority of

the Members of the Society of States? Do they not cover their

relations in matters of peace and war, security for their terri¬

torial integrity and political independence, the peaceful settle¬

ment of all their international disputes, their joint co-opera¬

tion for the promotion of their common social technical, and

economic interests, their joint action for the extension and

•codification of the rules of International Law - above all, the

s
. r

t

political and constitutional development of the permanent insti-
2.

tut ions of the 'organised Family of Nations?" It may be fairly

contended that the enlargement of Dominion national life withini:

-}!
\ i

1
11*

d j ?

'< p; M

it

I u

the League has not been grudgingly acquiesced in by British opin-
ionf

1. History of the Peace Conference, ed. Temperley, Vol.vi, p,347»
art. by Keith. But note: "A further struggle was necessary,
again with. Sir Robert Borden as protagonist, to secure that
the Dominions should be eligible for election tomthe Council
and entitled to be invited to send a representative to sit as
a, member of the Council during the consideration of matters
specially affecting their interests; it was plausibly contend¬
ed that the fact that the British Empire was permanently rep¬
resented on the Council should suffice, but this contention was
ultimately overridden..." So it cannot be said that the Domin-I
ions lightly won their status. Vide also Toynbee, op.cit..
pp.58-60; Baker, op.cit. pp.88-90; Borden, Canada in the
Commonwealth, p.112.

2. Baker, op.cit. pp.128-129*

h 1
;&
;>■ j
u!
! *'
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We may, then, rega.rd it as a settled axiom that British

opinion was quite determined that, if the Dominions and the Un¬

ited Kingdom remained in the League, each member should enjoy full

and equal privileges. On that point there is not the slightest

doubt. The doubt that did arise was whether or not the League

would disrupt the Empire and whether the members of the latter

should also be members of the League.- The most popular descrip¬

tion of the position of the Empire in the League, was that of a

"League within, a League." Thus Lord Milner described the rela¬

tion: "It is certain, I think, that if in international confer-
! ■

ences of the future the British Domionions appear as separate

members, foreign countries will have to accept the position that

that does not -prevent them from remaining in a separate distinct,

and intimate r elationship with the United Kingdom. We have to

realise the two things, that they may be members of the League of

Nations, side by side with the United Kingdom, and at the same

time they have a right to be, as theynintend to be, members of a
1.

British League of Nations inside the Empire."

. Without a doubt, the Empire has been an inspiration to the

League. It has long contended with the problem of ruling back¬

ward peoples; of achieving co-operation between races of the west

and east; of welding the whole into a defensive league; arid of

forming commissions and conferences to deal with special problems

1. The Times, July 1C, 1919> sirn. the Times, Apr.11, 1919: The
British Empire v/ould be, "and in fact it was already, a League
of Nations, whether or not it was embraced in a greater Lea.gue,
and possessed a moral unity which that greater League...had
still to acquire." The Dominions "were certainly entitled to
look forward to a. future in which they would themselves be
Great Powers. Yet they all desired... to remain within the
Empire."
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H

requiring concerted action. The tie which unites the members
M

of the Empire - free co-operation and the principle of equality - |
is vital also to the League. t

Yet there was the danger against which, from the first, 1
British opinion inflexibly set itself, that the Britannic League r

either be superseded by the League of Nations or disrupted by
|

its requirements. For this reason, when the Irish Free State,

acting in accordance with Article 18 of the League Covenant,

registered the Trea.ty of 1921 with the Secretary-General of the
1.

League of Nations, the British Government entered a vigorous

protest: "Since the Covenant of the League of Nations came into

force His Majesty's Government have consistently taken the view

that neither it nor any conventions concluded under the auspices

of the League are intended to govern the relations inter se of

the various parts ofnthe British Commonwealth. His Majesty's

Government consider, therefore, that the terms of Article 18

of the Covenant are not applicable to the Articles of Agreement
2.

of 6th December 1921." The Free State Government seized one

the opportunity for a 'curt rejoinder: "The Government of the

Irish Free State connot' see that any useful purpose would be

served by the initiation of a controversy as to the intention

of any individual signatory "fed the Covenant. The obligations

contained in Article 18 are, in their opinion, imposed in the

most specific terms on every member of the League, and they are

unable to accept the contention that the clear and unequivocal

language of that article is susceptible of any interpretation

compatible with the limitation which the British Government now
3*

seek to read into it."

1. League of Nations Treaty Series, xxvi, p.10.
2. Ibid, xxvii, p.449.
3. The Times, 16 December, 1924.
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It may be considered that the issue, while it rema.ined

in this instance unreconciled, ma.y yet be deemed to have been di

posed of by the attitude adopted by the Imperial Conference to¬

wards the issue of the mode of making treaties which involved
1.

the United Kingdom and the Dominions. The Conference passed

a resolution which read, "The making of the treaty in the name

of the King as the symbol of the special relationship between

the different parts of the Empire will render superfluous the

inclusion of any provision that its terms must not be regarded

as regulating inter se the rights a.nd obligations of the various

territories•on behalf of which it has been signed in the name

of the King. In this connexion it must be borne in mind that

the question was discussed at the Arms Traffic Concerence in

1925, and that the legal Committee of that Conference laid it

down that the principle to which the foregoing sentence gives
2.

expression underlies all international conventions." There

are factors which operate to prevent this resolution conclusive¬

ly disposing of the matter, but the Irish Government appea.r to

have made something of a recantation when their Minister for

External Affairs stated that: "There is a. special bond between

the states of the Commonwealth consisting not in a supreme gov¬

ernmental authority, but in a common King. The exact nature

of the relationship outside the common bond of the King is un¬

defined, but it is naturally felt that the League trea.ties and

conventions cannot be taken,as applying completely - as to all

1. The Sovereignty of the "British Dominions, p.356; Baker, op.
cit. p.302.

2. Crnd.2768, p.23.
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their articles - between them, as if there was no special re¬

lationship whatever. They accord to each other mutual privi¬

leges and mutual rights which might easily be disturbed if

there was not a general understanding that these treaties and

conventions apply among themselves only when special agreements

are made between them for that purpose. Ho inter s e clause will

in future be inserted in League documents. Nothing on the face

of any international instrument will leave room for any other

interpretation of their special relationship than that they are
1.

under the same King acting in a several capacity."

There have been many of Mr Zimmern's opinion that in the

League the Dominions have given a promise of united foreign

policy and concerted action in war tha.t they have refused to

give Great Britain, and therefore the League, may prove "the deus
2.

ex machina of the British Commonwealth." Possible separation

of the Dominions from Britain in time of war Mr Zimmern consider¬

ed averted, since the League takes on itself to decide on the

propriety of peace cr war. Canada's position in the League is

therefore that, "under the Covenant she is doubly bound - bound

to refrain from going to war on her own account(a.t least for

nine months) and bound to take action with her fellow-members
3-

in the event of a breach of the Covenant." So extreme nat¬

ionalists in South Africa, maintained that by entering the League,
4.

South Africa, had tied herself to the British Empire for ever.

1. Dec. 15, 1926, quoted. Cmd.2768 PP-303-3C4. For further argu¬
ments leading to this conclusion vide Sovereignty of the Brit¬
ish Dominions, pp«35l~352. Also War Government in the Domin¬
ions, pp.157-158. Responsible Government in the Dominions,
Vol.2, pp.884-886.

2. Zimmern, The Third British Empire, p.63.
3. Ibid, p.6l.
4. Pollard, op.cit. Sim. A Canadian Nationalist Quoted R.T.,

Vol.xvi,•p.7C7s "I do not foresee a major war in which Englan
will be concerned which will not be a Lea rue of Nations War as
/.'ell , in which case we shall be doubly called upon to take
rt, ' ir. it." ' •
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A difficulty arises with that argument in that the members

of the League do not all interpret their obligations under the

League Covenant similarly. Thus Canada has tried to reduce to

nil her obligations under Article 10 of the Covenant, and the

statesmen of Great Britain have several times differed with

European statesman over the interpretation of the Covenant. To

the Europeans it has been a binding obligation to go to war

under certain conditions, requiring but to be further amplified

to make its terms more specific. To the United Kingdom it has

meant an ideal for co-operation, expressing moral unity rather

than an armed alliance.

Thus British writers have a.rgued that, to be fair and

honest with the League and Europe, Britain must throw in her

lot with Euro'pe and guarantee European frontiers and European

peace in the manner which the Covenant clearly intended". But

if she did this, these writers warned that the rest of the Anglo-

Saxon world would not follow her. The United States was def¬

initely out, and the Times expressed public opinion pithily:

"Of any true League of Nations America must be a member. With¬

out her it might still be a, powerful arms d alliance, but it

would lose half its normal weight...No league of which the United

States is not a, member can prevent war and effectually discourage
1.

aggressive armaments." More serious still was the fact that

the Dominions would not be embroiled in Exaropean quarrels and

diplomacy unless events assumed such momentous significance that,

as in 1914, they could not be ignored.
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For two reasons, then, the League was disruptive of the

Empire. In the first place, the League, not the Empire, was to

"become the guardian of the safety of the members of the League.

In the second place, a European policy for the. United Kingdom

would lead in an opposite direction from Canada, who had an

American outlook, and Australia, who was so largely interested
1.

in the Pacific to the exclusion of all else. It was held

that if Italy chose, as a stronger Power, to bully Greece, as

a weaker one, over the unascertained facts of a political murder

in the Balkans, the outer Dominions would not support -Britain
2.

in risking a war with Italy on this account. There is really

no reason why the Dominions should not, if the League decide

with an unequivocal voice that Italy be wrong - as the League did

not. The Dominions fought the cause of democracy one - they

will do so again if the need arise. It was very clear, never-

the less, that the Dominions were, adamant against a policy which

would demand from them a constant intervention in Europe, and

to this extent the fears of this body of opinion were justified.

Thus Mr Merriman had •warned, "Start your Lea,gue and you destroy
3-

the British Empire." The need of. occasional participation in
European affairs was admitted, but, it was argued, "the strength,

.1 .

the prestige, and the hopes of Britain are all Imperial, not
4.

Continental." The supporters of the League were rebuked for
5

departing from a proved institution- Ifor a theoretical venture.

1. For the dangers of "regionalism" in British Empire foreign
policy vide Dewey, op.cit. Vol.2.,pp.309ff*

2. Curio, The Imperial Conference, Fort.Rev., Nov.1923* Vol.114.
3. Quoted, Jebb, Empire in Eclipse, p«3C2.
4. Europe or Empire, The Outlook, Mar. 27, 1926.
5. Frodsham, The British Empire and the League of Nations, 19th

Cent., Apr. 1919* Vol.85*
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There were two schools of thought who opposed the League.

Conservative-thought, as illustrated in The Morning Post, The

Doily Mai1, or The Express, saw in the League a Liberal idea

which would make Britain an international Sir Galahad, using
1

* ' !
the British fleet and resources as international,police,, and

who ridiculed such idealistic efforts. Another group was the

tariff reform body, who wished the development of the Empire

economically. Mr Jebb combined these elements. He wrote that, |
i

"The larger purpose of a Britannic trade policy would be fulfil-
■

led as it sa.ved the member states from the temptation to seek

foreign markets, and induced in each a popular feeling that the

Empire was the mainstay of their standards of living and hopes

of social betterment. Unless and until such becomes the posi¬

tion and feeling in sufficient degree, of the Britannic states,
\

they will more and more tend to pursue separate foreign policies;

perhaps informing each other of what they are severally about,

but assuming no collective responsibility. In such circumsta,nces

they can never become an effective league, with a. common policy,

supported by joint diplomacy and joint defence plans; but must

await the pressure of actual emergency, as in 19-14, which may

or may not again find them in agreement as to the merits of the
1.

case." If they were given the consciousness of economic inter¬

dependence, Mr Jebb considered that the motive towards a common

foreign policy would exist.

Mr Jebb had long since protested against the principle of

membership by individual states in the Lea.gue, and had recommended

u

. I
1

i

1. Jebb, The Empire in Eclipse, pp.298-299*
2. Ibid, Conference or Cabinet? U.E., May 1920, VoLll.
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the reorganization of that body as an association of substantial

1.
units based on population. The League might be the only

i

hope of European peace, but not of vrorld peace; Europe must work
?. 11

out her own saltation. He concluded his a.rgumenti "Britannic ,}
foreign policy should aim at security in the Pacific, where the

only visible danger exists; abstention from further commitments j

in Europe; and withdrawal from the League of Nations (unless a

form of associate membership can be arranged) with a view to
! " I.

promoting the interest of world peace by a better mode of inter- "
3-

national collaboration."

There was a great deal of sympathy with the idea that the

British Empire withdraw into something of its former "glorious
» '' i

isolation" and cultivate the friendship of America tatlier than ' ;i
L' 1 j

Europe, intervening only occasionally in European problems when

such intervention would be effective and be wholeheartedly sup-
4.

ported in Britain and the Empire. "The fundamental moral out¬

look of the United States and of the self-governing peoples of !m

the British Commonwealth is the same", constituted a frequent
1) •

argument. f,

These opposing tendencies were'amply illustrated in the

efforts of the League and the European sta.tesmen to devise a
I "

principle by which the boundaries and rights of nations as set

forth by the Peace Treaty might be secured by an alliance or

1. Jebb, Conference or Cabinet? U.E., May 192C, Vol.11.
2. The Empire in Eclipse, pp.304-305*
3. Ibid, p.3C7.
4. The Imperial Conference, R.T., Sept. 1923> Vol.l3> p•69^» also

The British Empire, the Lea.gue and the United States, R.T.,
Mar.1919, Vol.10.

5. The New Imperial Problem, R.T. June 1923> Vol.l3> p-468; or
vide Snead Cox and Shane Leslie, The Union of the English-
Speaking Peoples, The Dublin Review, June 191?> Vol.l6l.



solemn compact. Now this should have been consummated by

Article 10 of the League Co.venamt under which the members under¬

take to respect and preserve as against external aggression the

territorial integrity and existing political independence of all

members of the League. In the case of any such aggression, or

in case of any threat or danger of such aggression, the Council

should advise upon the means by which this obligation should be

fulfilled. Sir Robert Borden led the Canadian Government in

an attack on the Article, being desirous that Canada should in

an emergency possess the right of private judgment, and he pro¬

posed, first an amentdment which would have watered 'it down to

something negligible, and then the deletion of the Article al¬

together. Rinding the latter course impossible the Dominion
1.

again strove for amendment, but was not successful. That the

Article may be given the narrow interpretation desired by Canada

may, however, be deduced from the fact that the Irish Free State

Constitution contained a Clause providing that aggressive warfar

be only entered upon when authorised by Parliament and yet that

Dominion was admitted into the League after a*due examination of

its abilities to fulfil the obligations imposed by the Covenant.

Yet if Continental Powers were in a constantly nervous stat

over their boundaries, British experience and traditional policy

also demanded security in the region of Europe occupied by Bel-
3-

giura a.nd Holland and the Channel coast. There were two op¬

posing tendencies in Great Britain in determining the method of

1. Vide Report of the British Delegates to the Fourth Assembly,
Cmd.2015', pp.5-8. Sovereignty of the British Dominions,
p.331ff.

2. Ibid, pp.336-337-
3. Cologne, The Security Pact and the League, R.T. June 1925»

Vol.15.



providing security. The Labour Party and many of the Liberals
i

desired an ideal condition whereby all the nations of the world,
i, i

and at. any rate those of Europe, would join in mutual guarantee, rji
if

They feared that separate treaties would revert to the pre-war il[
conditions of balancing alliances and counter-alliances. The $
Unionist Party, on the other hand, desired limited commitments,

.with Britain acting on the principle that the peace of the world
* I

could be best safeguarded by each nation providing for its own
l.:

security by whatever arrangements it could make with other nations, t.

It should not be thought, on the contrary, that the latter group g
* tf '•

was opposed to the League. But.they held that it was essential-

ly an organ to create goodwill, to bring about consultation and Jj;j
(if

arbitration, and not to apply a system of automatic and compul- »!,
2. fi

sory sanctions.
r.'1!

In 1919 a Treaty of Assistance had been made, with France,

but as the United States ha.d refused to ratify it, the Trea,ty fi .

iffell to the ground a.nd efforts to,resuscitate it proved vain.

A Treaty of Mutual Assistance was sponsored by .the Fourth Assembly
h,]'

of the League in 1923 which would have imposed arbitration and

given to. the League the right of determining the aggressor and

of requesting from its members military assistance to be placed
3-

under the direction of the Council. Prime Minister Macdonald

1. Jebb, The Empire in Eclipse, p.87* re. the decision emanating
from the 1923 Conference"that the League of Nations'. . .was now U
to be the corner stone of the Empire's foreign policy. Here, I , '■
indeed was a remarkable departure from the old British tradi¬
tion, still upheld by the United States, that the foreign pol- ? 1
icy of the country should be based upon its own interests and, ; ,"5
therefore, not to be tied to any altruistic principle, nor to "M
any interest which might some day conflict with its own."

2. Cologne, The Security Pact, and the League, R.T. June 1925> ■':-
Vol.15, p.4-51. '

3. Cmd.2200, pp.4-9*
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found many faults with the Treaty which gave the Council such

wide executive powers when its ability to decide upon the aggres¬

sor state was so precarious. ITor were the safeguards such as to

invoke a, feeling of security, while the result might be an effort

to establish again a balance of power among nations. He placed

much emphasis on the Canadian point of view which objected that

the Treaty would in certa.in of its provisions tend to destroy
- 1.

the unity of the Empire.

Protocol and obtain the views of the Dominions, whom the British
3« '

member of the Council represented. The British Government re¬

quested the views of the Dominions and suggested a special meet¬

ing of an Imperial Conference, "■ but ■ this was found i'mpra.cticable

1. Cmd.2200, p.l8. Tha.t the views of the Dominions carried
weight is seen also in LLacdonald's speech of Sept»4, 1924-,
5th Assembly League of Nations, 6th Plenary Meeting, verba.tim
Record, p.4; for his views' further vide Cmd.2f89, P»3~4*

2. Cmd.2273. *
3. Cmd.233tj> P*14, par.46.

Having rejected the Treaty, Mr Macdonald set about to find

a substitute. Under his inspiration, the Assembly of 1924 ga.ve

birth to the Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of International
o •
d •

Disputes. It was an effort to amplify the Covenant, to define

the aggressor State, to compel international disputes to be

brought before the League for arbitration, and to form all nat¬

ions into a defensive league providing for the application of

military and economic sanctions.

Before the Macdonald Government could complete their pro¬

ject, they were succeeded by the Conservatives under Baldwin.

The League was thereupon asked that time be given to study the

ih

J!
U ' t
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1.

"by the overseas Governments. The Dominions were, however,

opposed to the Protocol, and the British Government, after full
2.

consideration, rejected it.

Mr Dewey says of Canada's action in this connection that

she showed "an adhesion to 'Continentalism', a willingness to
3-

follow the lead of the United States." Mr Dewey adva-nces a

thesis to the effect that Canada, is coming more and more under

the influence of the United States to the corresponding neglect

of Europe, and asserting the solidarity of North American inter¬

ests. Nov/ there is enough truth in this to make it difficult to

refute, "but with all deference to Mr Dewey, such insinuations
vi

have a mischievous and disheartening influence upon British pub- 1
t> i
ti |

lie opinion regarding the Dominions. Everywhere one hears the U
S"!

vievv that Ca.na.da is completely under the influence of the United
Ml

States. Yet never was Canada more proud of her individuality

!
1
J1
? '

f-

J
[r

i S'

ii
Y

than today, of the possession of responsible Government as dis-

tinct from the American system, of British connection, and of a'
t.'l

distinct Canadian culture. No sane man would deny the influence [' 1
ji 1

of the United States upon Canada; of a necessity it must "be r

enormous. Yet it is impossible seriously to study the Dominion

and fail to discern a. strong Canadian national policy and anti¬

pathy to being considered an annex of the United States.. The

very facts of her great interest in the League and her membership j
serve to distinguish Canadian policy from that of the Republic.

»

While Canada has in her pa.st history been very close to the United
|

States so that on occasion it appeared that she must be absorbed, i

at any rate in part, never did Canadian nationality appear so

distinctly as it does today.

1. Cmd. 24-58, pp. 5-8.
?. Ibid, p.17*
3« The Dominions and Diplomacy, Vol.2, p.210; also pp.219-220.
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In the instance of the Protocol, for example, all Canada
I

says in this regard is: "We do not consider it in the interests
J! i
J! i 'l .

of Canada, of the British Empire, or of the League itself to re-

ij
commend to Parliament adherence to the Protocol and particularly ||
to its rigid provisions for the application of Economic; and

1
. i 1:

Military sanctions in every future war. Among the grounds for
IT « '

this conclusion is the consideration of the effect of the non- vl

participation of the United States upon the attempt to enforce S|. c„|u

the sanctions and particularly so in the case of contiguous coun- j
1. ' >[: f !'

tries like Canada." That is, as the word "effect" would imply, K
j"i J

the connotation of the statement is the enormous difficulty of
1 .

enforcing sanctions when the United States is not a party to the
| .1!

agreement. Australia, made practically the same objection as jj
f.j I;

Canada: "To establish a general system of compulsory arbitra-
!l'' 1

tion to which any powerful ^tates are not parties cannot fail
i

, .

to be a source of danger both to the successful carrying out of i; j
the system itself and to the international organization under

(i
; ; 1 ■

which it operates. It has been a matter of grave concern al- L, ' . ■ j.
I ;; 1 I

ways to the Commonwealth Government that certain of the foremost I ; t1

i ' .
* I

nations of the 'world ha.ve not yet become members of the League i 1 '<
2. !' I

of Nations.-.." New Zealand made a statement to much the same
A , ■ t'

3*
o Av'ieffect. Articles 7 and o quite clearly bind a signatory State

from making preparations for war "either before the dispute is ■ f

submitted to proceedings for pacific settlement or during such .t ^
proceedings,"and would also prevent effective distribution of

i''

forces especially those at sea, where mobility is so important, <• j £

1. Cmd.2458, p.18.
2 . Ibid , p. 2C .

3. Ibid, p.16.
4. Cmd.2273, pp.41-42.
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i

the fleet having to remain as it was fortuitously placed in
1.

peace. One can see how this would seriously affect Canada
i

•or the Australasian Colonies, with their proximity to the United
'

States who is not a signatory and who had such an advantage of
'

geographical position compared with that of Britain, the chief
" t

/ l

protector of the Dominions.

This consideration of the aloofness of the United States
<

and consequent impracticability of the Protocol found much pop-
2.

ularity in Great Britain. There was a great deal of assertion jI
of the unity of Imperial interests and of the necessity of de-

3-
ferring to Dominion desires, while it is most pleasing to dis¬

cover that, "during the whole period of discussion the British

delegation kept in close touch with the Dominion and Indian Dele- j

gations, who were consulted on all points of difficulty, and who
4.

were given every opportunity of expressing their views."

Having bitterly disa.ppointed Europe in denouncing the Pro¬

tocol, it fell to Sir Austen Chamberlain to implement the famous

Locarno Pact, by which an effort was made to secjire Europea.n

peace by guaranteeing the western frontiers of Prance, Belgium,

and Germany. In virtue of this fact, there was much justice

in the criticism of Mr Macdonald that the Protocol had been an

1. Vide Statement by Austen Chamberlain to the League of Nations,
Cmd.2368, p.5» '

2. V. Alison Phillips, The Geneva. Protocol, Edin.Rev., Jan.1925,
Vol.24. The Geneva Protocol: An Analysis, R.T., Dec. 1924,
Vol.lb', p.58.

3. U.E., Apr. and May, 192b', Vol.16, p.196 and pp.258-259; State¬
ment by Lord Grey in H.L. Debs., 24 July 1924, Vol.58, p.96l;

. Lord Parmoor, Ibid, pp.969-971,* Viscount Cecil, Ibid, pp.994-
995; Lord Balfour, Ibid, p.lCC2: "The British Empire goes
together or ceases to go at all."

4. Cmd.2289, pp.10-11; also p.l6.
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effort to establish, not a temporary settlement, but a method

of settling grievances, while this Pact dealt only-with a spec-
1.

ific danger. It constituted a victory for the Tory idea of

.foreign policy - that a nation could best care for the welfare

of the world by caring for itself. It constituted a. "regional-

ist" solution. But incidentally the Pact contained as well the

Liberal principle that has been applied consistently, throughout

the Empire, and which will receive elaboration in a subsequent

chapter, that each nations knows what is best for itself. It

is significant that Britain only guaranteed the inviolability
Iof Germany's western frontiers, not the eastern frontiers which

2.
did not concern her. The Times ha.d been quite frank upon this |

u

point: "It must be ina.de very plain that if we join in a guarantee j|
I

of the '.Test European frontier, it shall not involve us, directly |
|j

or indirectly, through legal intricacies or through the repercus- ||
sion of events, in any liability for anything tha.t may happen

in those Eastern frontiers where Germany marches with Poland and
3-

Czechoslovakia." Mr Amery likewise made this recognition: "We

are dealing, first of all...with an area of disturbance which

concerns Great Britain much more than it does the rest of the

Empire...It is of very great interest to this country that there
4.

should be peace in Western Europe," Consequently it was but

f f
• I

i i

-

I
1 ,

:,r '!
'

, i

. it .i

1. Protocol or Pact, Speech Arp.lG, 1925, International Concilia¬
tion, Docs, for 1925, pp.25o-25b.

2. Survey of International Affairs, Vol.2, p.53*
3. The Times, July 21, 1925.
4. L.S.Amery, Some Aspects of the Imperial Conference, Journ.R.I.

L.A., Jan.1927, Vol.6,pp.21-22. Sim. The Lccarn.o Treaties ,R.T.
Dec.1925, Vol.lo, p.15: "The plain fact of the matter is that
.public opinion in Great Britain will accept a specific obliga¬
tion to maintain the genera.l status quo in the West of Europe,
but will not accept the obligation to intervene automatically
in disputes relating to Eastern Europe because hostilities
about them spread to the 7/est, except on the ba,sis of the mer¬
its of the case."

Li C rl 4

f!\-:
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just that Article 9 should read: "The present treaty shall

impose no obligation upon any of the British Dominions, or upon

India, unless the Government of such Dominion, or of India,
l*

signifies its acceptance thereof."

The Round Table expressed its view that the Dominions ought

not to have signed any' Rh'ineland guaranty pact; Great Britain's

effort to establish territorial security in Europe was primarily

Great Brita.in's business, and to try to run the Empire on the

basis that no step in foreign affairs should be taken unless the

signature of all its six members had been obtained would paralyse
2.

its foreign policy altogether. There was general recognition

in the House of Commons that the United Kingdom could not for¬

ever hold its hand in foreign policy to await the consent and co-(

operation of the Dominions, and statements were made stressing

the need of appreciating differentiating between matters of local
3-

and Imperial concern. . Sir Austen Chamberlain stated that no

man more than his father's son desired to pursue a. policy not

merely in close consultation with, but in full harmony and accord

and agreement at every stage with the Dominion Governments.

That had not been possible in the present case without jeopard-
4 •

ising the peace of Europe.

The criticism of the policy of the Government in the House

of Commons was none the less severe from the Imperial point of

view. Mr Lloyd George and Mr Macdona.ld were decidedly nervous

lest the Pact mean a European policy for Britain and an American

1. Cmd.2525, p.13.
2. The Security.Pact, R.T., Sept.1925, Vol.l5, P>657*
3. Mr Duff Cooper, Mr Hurd, and Mr Soverville, H.C. Debs., 18 Nov

1925, Vol.188, pp.460-461; p.483; p.499.'
4. Ibid, p.521.
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policy for the Dominions?. General Smuts provided them with

ammunition, and his criticisms had a, deep influence on British

opinion. On one occasion he said, "I confess I am profoundly

suspicious, not only of the Pact, "but also of the policies "be¬

hind the Pact. It is said that the Pact contains no more than

the Covenant of the League of nations. Then why not "be satis¬

fied with the Covenant?...But in truth there is more in the Pact,

or rather behind the Pact. The Pact, like its predecessor, the

Protocol, tends to stereotype a.nd entrench the settlement under

the Peace Treaties far more than the Covenant does. It will en¬

courage the diehards of the Peace Settlement to stand more pat

than ever. The peaceful reform of intolerable arrangements will,

in fact, become impossible; and Europe will be lured to destruc¬

tion by a. false sense of security and solidarity. Far rather

let Europe grope its way painfully to the light, and a new inter¬

national atmosphere gradually arise under the aegis of the League.

..An equally grave view must be taken of the Pact from another

aspect. It is proposed that under the Pact, Great Britain shall

dissociate herself from the Empire and, in a matter of cardinal

foreign policy, take a line of her own, leaving the other con¬

stituent States of the Empire to decide their own policies.

Under the circumstances I feel certain that at least some of them

will not follow her. As one who believes in the British Empire

as the greatest human institution on earth, I cannot acquiesce

in this departure with equanimity. The Pact may well become a

turning-point, a fatal parting of the ways in the Empire. Brit¬

ish statesmen who adhere to the new Holy Alliance may yet find

that they . have not only fatally dissociated their country from



the progressive forces in new Europe, Tout that they have cut the

heart out of the Empire. Why not imitate Canning? Why not go

forward to the uncertain future hand in hand with the young nat¬

ions of the Empire rather than with the spectres of Europe? Not

only as a citizen of the Empire hut as a good European I have a .

1.
rooted distrust of the holy Alliance."

The British Government is subjected in this speech of Gen¬

eral Smuts to unjust criticisms they made a good effort to obta.in

consultation and co-operation; they found themselves faced with

the necessity of giving Europe a sense of security; and they act¬

ed in their own interests as the Dominions have always done. Sir

Robert Borden, however, likewise expressed his concern over those

commitments which purported to involve Britain alone,,and while

he was ready to believe that they might have been necessitated

by considerations of the peace of Europe, he was confident that
2.

they did not tend to the ultimate unity of the Commonwealth.

"The truth is," said one journal, "that as a nation and as

an Empire we have reached the parting of the ways: either we

must regard ourselves as a European State and be content to lose

our Dominions in the process, or we must concentrate upon Imper¬

ial problems and leave Europe to settle its own affairs.. In a

close understanding with the Dominions on such questions a,s over¬

seas settlement lies the solution cf many of our social and

economic problems, while Locarno would do nothing for our surplus

1. The Times, July 13, 192^. Vide also The Times, Nov.12, 1925,
fear that "the tendency will be for the British Empire Dele¬
gation to disappear from the field of diplomacy!'

2. Borden, The Imperial Conference, Journ.R.I.1.A., July 1927,
Vol.6.
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population nave to whiten the hattlefields of Europe with its
1.

Bones. "

There wa.s some attempt to prove that only secession could

prevent the effect of foreign policy undertaken "by the British

G vernment falling upon the whole Empire, and that the clause

exempting the Dominions from liability in any action consequent

upon the Fact wae quite useless. The Dominions could only gain

such immunity by declaring their status as sovereign states and
C •

thus the Pact was definitely an anti-Imperial move.

It was also argued that the inclusion of the exempting

clause gave the Dominions the right of neutrality, for they had

long enjoyed, the rie:ht of passive belligerency and such a clause
3-

v/as, therefore, not necessary. 7/ith deference to Mr Jebb who

supported this theory, one can hardly bear him out in this, for

the statement of an existing constitutional■relationship within

the British Empire does not mean a.new relationship, as the Con¬

ference of 1926 so largely proved. There "Vas general satisfac¬

tion in the United Kingdom that the Dominions would join in the

cause of peace, especially since they were bound by the Covenant

of the League so that their obligation would be even greater than
4.

in 1Q14 when they were not found wanting.

1. Europe or the Empire, The Outlook, Oct.2, 1926. Sim. Sir
J-Iamar Greenwood, The Overseas Empire and Foreign Affairs,
U.E., Jan. 1926, Vol.17.

2. Hat.Rev., Jan.1§26, Vol.8b, p.648; E.P.Hewitt, The Locarno
Gamble, LTat.Rev., Jan.1926, Vol.86; The Imperial Conference,
The Outlook, 0ct.23> 1926; The next Imperial Conference, R.T.,
Mar.1926, Vol.lo, pp.234-236.

3. Jebb, Can the Empire Stand? The Outlook, Oct.lb, 192b; The
Empire in Eclipse, p.114.

4. De Montgomery, Pax Britannica, pp.155-1&3> Sir Halford Mackin-
der, The English Tradition and the Empire, U.E., Dec.1925,
Vol.16. Balfour, H.L. Debs., 24.xi.25. Vol.62, pp.845-847;
sim. Haldane, ibid, p.848.
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To the argument that in a war the Dominions would "be moral-
1.

ly free, it could "be pointed out that Mr, Mackenzie King had sent

a messa.ge of congratulation to Sir Austen Chariiberla in on his
d •

"epoch-making achievement", that the Prime Ministers of Aus_
3-

tralia and Hew ZeaLand likewise expressed approval and that the

Dominion Prime Ministers at the Conference of 1926 homologated

a. resolution unanimously congratulating "His Majesty's Government

in Great Britain on its share in this successful contribution to-
4.

wards the promotion of the peace of the world."

The great criticism was advanced from the point of,view of

lack of co-operation, a failure to co-ordinate policy within

the Empire. It was on this score that Mr Ramsay Ma.cdonald at-
5«

tacked the Government's policy. Mr Macd.ona,ldj_s criticism might

have "been tempered by two considerations. In the first place

the abortive Anglo-French convention of 28 June 1919 provided

that, "the present treaty shall impose no obligation on any of

the Dominions of the British Empire unless and until it is -js
,\l !

1. Sir Frederick Dutton, Equality in Theory and in Practice, U.E. V
Feb. 1926, Vol.17; U.E. Dec.1925, Vol.16, pp.733-734.

2. U.E. Jan.1926, Vol.17, p.2. The Times, July. 14, 1925 for the <}
Canadian attitude to the Locarno Pact: "It is understood that 1
any suggestion to have the Dominion unite'with Great Britain
to guarantee the security of France has been coldly received...
But this must not be t -a ken as eviderce of an understanding >with
the United States or as indicating any desire to ha v,e the
policy of Ottawa conform to that of Washington. It does mean
that the Canadian Government want to keep a free hand and to
have decisions made from time to time as the need arises by
the Canadian Government and Parli-ment."

3. Leading Article, 'Are Times, July 21, 1925*
4. Cmd. 2768, pp.28-29.
5. H.C. Debs. 18 Nov. 1925, Vol.188, pp.444-445- Sim. Haden

Guest, ibid, p.488.
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l.

approved by the Parliament of the Dominion concerned.M Con¬

sequently this Tre&ty/ did not establish a. precedent in commit¬

ting the United Kingdom hut not the Dominions. In the second

place, there had been some suspicion, justifiable or not, that,

"Had Mr Macdonald remained in office, his enthusiastic advocacy

of the Protocol would have been forced upon the Dominions," a

step which "would have had a profound-ly and possibly most ser-
2.

ious reaction upon the Dominions."

\ .

N

1. Art.v. Responsible Government, Vol.2, p.88l.
2. Hughes, The Splendid Adventure, pp.254—255*
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Chapter V : Foreign Relations Cuts ide the League of Nations'•

At the Imperial Conference of 1907 Laurier stated the

principle that lies at the root of Responsible Government:

"I believe that if the basis of the union which now binds the
*

British Empire remains as it is now, a proper and always per¬

manent recognition of the principle that every community knows

what is best for itself, then we cannot go wrong, and our de-
1.

liberations must be fruitful." This principle has been ap¬

plied to every detail of Dominion affairs. When Baldwin and
*

Howe made a plea for responsible self-government in Canada they

conceived of it as confined to internal affairs, and Durham in

his report excepted the constitution of the form of government,

the regulation of foreign relations a.nd of trade, and the con¬

trol of crown lands, from Dominion jurisdiction. But acting

on the principle that "every community knows what is best for
/

itself", slowly but surely every vestige of direct control by
"N

"Mr Mother Country" has passed away. Responsible Government

has meant an evolution in giving advice to the Crown. In the

passing of real control from the British to the Dominion Gov¬

ernments, however, an effort has been made to retain co-opera¬

tion in those matters which are of common interest and call for

joint action.

This differentiation has appeared to British opinion.in

the two well known guises of "national" and "group" matters

and "a.ctive" and "passive" belligerency. The former distinc¬

tion was made by Mr Hall, but it is unsatisfactory in tliat.it

1. Cd.3523, p.7.
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connotes a sort of compulsion to regard certain matters as

demanding group action, and under it the Canadian attitude

with regcC.rd to the Lausanne Treaty and the position of the

Dominions in the League "become inexplicable. The second

distinction meant tha.t the Dominions could only be involved

in active opera.tions by their own determination, but the fault

here is that no true distinction can be made between the two

positions of "active" and "passive" belligerency. An enemy

constitutes himself a menace by belligerent actions however

small, and it would be impossible for a Dominion,hot to lean

to one side or the other in the questions of trade, internment

of ships, or some other similar action of hostility. But if

one takes the distinction that is involved in responsible gov¬

ernment, with each Government master in its own house but unit¬

ing to form the British Empire of which it has been so splen¬

didly said, "Free institutions are its' life-blood. Free co¬

operation is its instrument. Peace, security, and progress

are among its objects...And though every Dominion is now and

must always remain the sole judge of the nature and,extent of

its co-operation, no common cause will, in our opinion, be there-
1.

by imperilled," - if this distinction and definition be accept¬

ed - then the fine united action of the War, the common member¬

ship in the Lea.gue of Nations, and the post-war policy in Imper¬

ial foreign and domestic policies, become as clear as daylight,
of

The groping7opinion towards this consummation will be studied

in several outstanding particulars.

1. Cmd.2768, p.14.
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The Peace Treaty.

The War proved conclusively the strength of the conten¬

tion that when the Dominions contributed sufficiently to the

cost of defence in brains, material, and men, they would have

a voice in the control of that defence and a recognition of

the status warranted by their sacrifice. In other v/ords, the

difficulty in the way of Dominion development in foreign af¬
fairs did not lie any more in British Toryism than in lack of

colonial development; equality of status could only come with

equality of responsibility. Not that Britain has not been

difficult a.t times, but that there is much to be said for the

view that the Dominions must first prove their ca.pa.bility be¬

fore taking over responsibility is an apparent proposition.

It is true of all parent-child relationships - if the child

be deformed or intellectually incompetent, the parent as a

matter of course continued the guardianship; if the child nor¬

mally develops, the parent relaxes control, and it is the most

indulgent parents who have the most badly behaved children.

Parents are rarely perfect, generally are conservative, and

generally open to criticism, but rarely are they visited with

such abuse and such absence of praise as that accorded Great

BritcS.in by thd Dominion nationalists.

Mr Dewey inclines to the view that "prior to the War Mr

Borden had] definitely assumed the 'Imperialist position, but

ha.d received little encouragement from the Home Government",

and that "Mr Borden's declaration of policy and subsequent
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efforts to secure admission of the Dominiosn to partnership

1.
in foreign affairs had been unavailing." The implication

that the Mother Country was to blame for his failure is quite

difficult to understand. Borden's efforts were unavailing a-

gainst.the Canadian Sena,te and La.urier, but they found much

sympathy as we ha.ve seen in the ears of British opinion and auth¬

orities. Mr Dewey would have us believe that every victory, of

Dominion nationalism was a hardly-won concession, grudgingly

given, and leaves little place for generosity on the part of

British statesmen and writers. This is a popular belief, but

there are reasons to doubt its accuracy.

In connection with the 7ar, for example, a.s early as 1915

the Imperial Government formally assured the Dominion that they
2.

would be consulted'in the decision of the terms of .peace. Brit-

ish writers led the way in making this demand. Professor Keith,

however, is somewhat reticent when making the proposal that the

Dominions should be definitely recognized by their separate rep¬

resentation by plenipotentiaries at the next Hague Conference or

similar Conferences because of the reluctance of Sir V/i If rid
,3-

Laurier to advise in these matters. "He suggested that the

Dominions might be represented at a Peace Conference by advisers

of the British plenipotentiaries, or as members of the British

delegation acting on the rule that the final decision would rest

with the Imperial Government. Or it might be.possible that

they should act as plenipotentiaries to represent the King on

1. Dewey, op.cit. Vol.ii, pp.1-6.
2. Tar Government in the Dominions, p.146.
3. Imperia.l Unity and the Dominions, p.289; the italics are

mine.
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"behalf of the Dominions as was suggested in connection with the

Hague Conference, "but when there were the wishes of so many

allies to consider(and so many conflicting aims to "be reconciled,

it mik'ht be better to allow the Dominions merely to be represent-
1. U

ed in an advisory capacity. There was no more positive view
I i
II

in 1915. One writer stated that, "Nothing has been said, so
i t

far as ,1 am aware, by responsible statesmen in the Dominion indi- 'j ]

cative of a. desire for s epa rate representation in a Peace Confer-
• I;.

ence. If any such demand has been or were to be urged I should
1 '

desire emphatically and categorically to dissociate myself from

it. The British Empire will take its place in the Peace Con¬

ference as a unity. All for which I have pleaded, a,11 that the
1 .

Dominions desire is, that the British plenipotentiary should go

into conference as completely cognisant of the minds of His Maj-
! j 1

•esty's Governments in the Dominions as of His Majesty's Govern¬

ment in the United Kingdom. This he can only do if he has been •>
1

in personal contact and consultation with responsible Ministers

from the Dominions." Even the Round Table publication, which
I .

has never been held to be of liberal mind regarding the devel¬

opment of the Commonwealth, strongly urged that the Dominions
i'

be called for the purpose of concluding peace to a "personal

consultation, round a table", although there must be no separate
1-
i 1

representation and unity must be maintained by the plenipoten¬

tiaries being responsible to a single government so that the . ^
3.

Dominions could only send a.dvisers. Mr Hughes relates that

1. Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp.3o4-3&p.
2. J.A.R. Marriott, A Family Council, 19th Cent., May 19l5> Vol.

77. Sim. F.A.7/. Gisborne, The Next Imperial Conference, Emp.Rev«
Aug.1915, Vol.29.

3. The Dominions and the Settlement, R.T.', 1915* Vol.5> p.325ff*
»
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the British Government did not contemplate at this period the

direct, full, and equal representation at the Peace Conference
1.

which the Dominions later achieved. That is true; it would

have heen amazing prescience had they foreseen it.

On the occasion of the Parish Economic Conference "the

people clamoured. . .f or a, Dominion representative on the British
o
cZ. •

Delegation." As the Prime Minister of Australia was the only

overseas Prime Minister in Great Britain, it might "be misunder¬

stood if he were allowed to act as a Dominion delegate, and As-

quith hoped thus to esca.pe a difficult situation. The popular

demand, nevertheless prevailed, and the delegation was composed

of two British representatives and two Dominion 'representatives,

Sir George Foster of Canada having been prevailed upon to come

over. Cn the delegation, the Dominions asserted no little in-
3-

dependence.

The Imperial Government apparently considered that prior

consultation was all that,was essential to obtaining Dominion

views on the Peace Treaty and that the War Cabinet meetings of

191,7-18 had satisfied these requirements, for the Fourteen Prin¬

ciples enunciated by.nPresident Wilson as the basis for peace

terms were accepted without consulting the Dominions, an oversight

that led Mr Hughes, who was available for consultation at the

time, to make a strong protest. Sir Robert Borden put ef¬

fective pressure on the British Government and gained the right

1. Hughes, The Splendid Adventure, p.93*
2. Hughes, op.cit., p • 43 •

3. Ibid, pp.43-44.
4. The Times, Nov.8, 9> 14, 19'; Sir Robert Borden, The Times,

Nov. 14, 1918; Vide, War Government in the Dominions, pp.146,
147; The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.315*
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i.

of individual representation of the Dominions at Versailles.

At first it was assumed that the representation of the British

Empire would be governed by the panel system, but Canada obtain¬

ed adoption of the principle that the Dominions be accorded re¬

presentation similar to that of the smaller allied Dowers. How¬

ever, the methods of the Peace Conference provided for two groups

of negotiators, those with general a.nd those with,special inter¬

ests. As members of the British Empire delegation, the voices

of the Dominions were effective in advising Mr Lloyd George who
and

framed his policies after consultation with them/a,t the Plenary

Sessions of the Conference the Dominions had a voice equal to that

of the Minor States. In all the machinery of the Conferences

the Dominions enjoyed a full recognition of the part they had

played in the War. It would appear that Mr Lloyd George was

quite in accord with the independent representation of the Dom¬

inions, one suggested reason.' for his attitude being that such

representation was of value to him in offsetting the weight of
cL •

the United States. Sir Robert Borden records of the Peace Con¬

ference, "It affords me the highest' satisfaction to declare that

in our advance.along that path the Dominion Ministers received

from the British Prime Minister and his colleagues complete sym-
3*

pa.thy and unwavering support from first to last."

The unity of the Empire was maintained beyond a doubt. As

one of the Dominions Prime Minister reported, there was "the

realisation that we could not afford to quarrel, for none of us'...

1. Borden, Canadian Constitutional Studies, pp.ll6-ll8; pp. 159-360.
2. E.V. Ecgleston, Imperial Unity and the Peace Treaty, Quart.

Rev., Apr. 1921, Vol.235.
3. Canada in the Commonwea 1th, p.94-. •
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standing alone, could do one-tenth as much for the peoples we
1.

represented as we could "by .united action." •• The very vigour

with which the Dominions pressed their, claims showed that they

considered that they had, not only the weight of their own Dom¬

inions "behind them, "but the command of the whole power of the
2.

Empire.

The question of signing the Treaties has "been the subject
3.

of much more controversy. The general opinion was that, while

the Dominions "beyond a. doubt enhanced their persona,lities in

signing the treaties, yet two facts in that signature quite ad¬

equately preserved the unity of the Empire. In the first place,

the trea.ties were signed "by the plenipotentiaries of the United

Kingdom for the Empire as a whole, and the Dominion and Indian

delegates signed on indented lines for their respective countries,

thus manifesting their special interests. In the second place,

it was a Dominion Prime-Minister who -said that, "The Dominion

Prime Ministers signed for the Dominions on "behalf of the King...

But whereas the Prime Minister of -Britain signed for Brita,in on

"behalf of the King because he had tendered His Majesty a.dvice to

1. Hughes, op.cit. p.lC6.
2. Eggleston, op.cit.
3. The matter receives a most thorough discussion in Keith, The

International Status of the Dominions, J.G.L., 1923> Vol.5>
The Constitution, Administration, and Laws of the Empire,
p.44; Bar Government of the Dominions, p.l55f'f*» Respon¬
sible Government in the Dominions, pp.880-882; Baker, The
Present Juridical Status of the British Dominions in Inter¬
national Law, p.67ft; Corbett and Smith, op.cit., pp.64-65;
Moore, The British Dominions and Treaties, J.C.L., 1926, Vol.
8; Lev/is, The Treaty-Making Power of the Dominions, 3.Y.I.L.
1925, Vol.6. Rolin, Le Statut des Dominions, Revue de Droit
International et de Legislation Compa.ree, 1923> Vol.3*

4
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that effect, the Dominion Prime Ministers attached their signat¬

ures for quite a different reason. They signed on "behalf of

the King because, and only because, the Prime Minister of Brit¬

ain had a.dvised His Majesty that they should do so. If Mr Lloyd

George had not tendered such advice, the Dominion representatives

would not have been authorised to sign the Treaty on his behalf.

They could not tender advice to the King..They could not approach'

the King officially on this or any other matter, except through

the Governor-General of their Dominion...Every act is done in
1.

the name of the King, who can only be advised by his Ministers."
n
•

With this view Professor Pollard and most other British opinion

were in complete agreement.

There are thdse who would have it appear that the Dominions

were separate signatory parties to the Peace Treaty as Sir Robert
3-

Borden desired. The answer can only be that they were doubly

bound - bound to "passive belligerency" by the signature of the

British delegates in the event of action arising from the Treaty,

and to "active belligerency" by the aignature of their own dele¬

gates.

Professor Keith, while pointing out that internationally

such things received scant consideration, yet "that the separate

signatures, and the separate ratification resolutions passed by

the Dominion Parliaments, were of highest importance from the
4.

British constitutions.! view is obvious. That is, within the

1. Hughes, op.cit., pp.114-116.
2. Pollard-* The Dominions and Foreign Affairs, History, July

1921, Vol.6.
3.. Baker, op.cit., pp.74-80. Hall, The British Commonwealth of

Nations, p.193*
4. The International Status of the Dominions, op.cit. p,l64.
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Commonwealth of Nations the Dominions had taken a long stride

towards nationhood. But if that were so, it was equally a true

observation that unity in foreign policy could only "be retained
1,

by consultation, the machinery for which was hopelessly inad¬

equate. ,

Diplomatic Representation of the Dominions

at Foreign Capitals.

The question of diplomatic representation of the Dominions

at foreign capitals bears out the proposition stated at the be¬

ginning of this chapter. The purpose of the innovation was to

advance Canada more nearly to a position where she might.look

after the things that concerned herself. In j.920 the friction

regarding the supply of pulp-wood led.Canada and the United

States to feel that the roundabout method of negotiation through
2.

British authorities was unsatisfactory. It was not a new sug¬

gestion that the Dominions send her.own diplomatic representa¬

tive to "Washington. It had been advanced by Edward Blake in
3-

1882, by the Marquis of Lome in l885» and before a.nd during the
*

time of Laurier there had been a considerable feeling that such

a procedure was advisable. Laurier had found it "a necessity

because of the development of the larger Colonies of the British

1. Vide Lord Grey, The Lav/ Times, 22 Oct. 1921, Vol.152, p.263*
2. The Times, Apr. 29, 1920.
3. Lome, Imperial Federation, pp»57~58.
4. Borden, Canadian Constitutional Studies, pp.122-124; Brady,

op.cit., p.321.
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Empire, which had Tactically "become nations" that "Consuls ;
1.

should be allowed semi-.diploina.tic recognition." There was
j

further preparation of the public mind by the establishment of
nI tL . • f

s Joint International Commission in 1909 "the Canadian Mis¬

sion in Washington during the War, both of which bodies performed

valuable diplomatic functions.
I ■

Nor.was the innovation supposed at the outset to be a radi- . j
s

cal one. A statement by Mr Bonar Lav; would sh-ow this: "As a re-
\ I

suit of recent discussions, an arrangement has been concluded be- r
, i

tween the British and Canadia.n Governments to provide more com-
i i

plete representation at Washington of Canadian interests than has <' i
!! i

hitherto existed. Accordingly it has been argued that His Maj¬

esty, on the advice of his Canadian Ministers, shall appoint a

ft ■ j •
Minister Plenipotentiary, who will have charge of Canadian af-

M!
fairs, and will at all timesbe the ordinary channel of communi-

; I ,

cation with the United States Government in matters of purely

Canadian concern, acting upon instruction from and reporting dir- j j.
ect to, the Canadian Government. In the absence of the 'Ambassador,;1

P. .I ''
■the Canadian Minister will take charge of the whole Embassy and

of representation of Imperial,as well as Canadian, interests.
• i \ •

He will be accredited by His Majesty to the President with nec-
f ;

essary powers for the purpose. This new■arrangement will not

denote any departure, either on the part of the British governmentj

or of the Canadian Government, from the principle of diplomatic
3*

unity of the British Empire."

1. Can.I-I.C., Dec.1910, quoted Borden, op.cit., pp.127-128.
2. Canadian Year Book, 1926, pp.971-972.
3. II.C. Debs., 10 May, 1920, Vol.129, pp.20p-206. A similar

•statement in the Canadian House of Commons, Journ.Paris. Emp., ,

192C, Vol.1, pp.476-477.
'!•
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There was some nervousness in the United Kingdom regarding
1.

the arrangement, hut it was slight. The Times did not think

•the decision work a leading article. The Round Table expressed

no'alarm, although it foresaw some confusion should all the Dom-
2.

inions follow Canada's example. The United Empire was entirely

complacent and saw.with some surprise that the only criticism
"N

came from Canada: "on this side there is approval only." The

approval was doubtless based largely on the thought that the Can¬

adian Minister would merely mean "an improved administrative ar¬

rangement for the better handling of the same diplomacy... At

Washington the Canadian Minister will be the colleague of the

British Ambassador, not an independent plenipotentiary, and it

is essential that they should work in the closest and most con-
4.

fidential co-operation." There "was no expectation that the

two representatives would have equal status. The fact that

the Canadian Minister would take the place of the Imperial Am¬

bassador made it appear clearly that the former was intended as

something of an assistant selected on the grounds of his special

knowledge of Canadian conditions. Nor was it contemplated that

the departure would mean the establishment of Canadian represen¬

tatives in other capitals where similar intimate relationships

did not exist as between Canada, and the United States.

The other Dominions, however, were quite unwilling to be

1.'H.C. Debs., 1 June, 1920, Vol.129, pp.1776-1777.
2. Representation of Canada, at Washington, R.T. Dec. 1920, Vol.

11, p.156.
3. U.E. June, 1920, Vol.11,p.274.
4. Corbett and Smith, op.cit., pp.l84-l8o.
5. Vide 7/ar Government in-the Dominions, p. 173*
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represented, by Canada, and when Ireland s ent a representative
2. ' 3'

in 1924 to 7/ashington, this arrangement became impracticable.
»

In consequence some alarm was expressed lest the system lead to
4.

the creation of seven diplomatic services, and the Times urged

f

that the powers of the Irish Free State representative be closely
5*

defined.

In Canada it would a.ppear that there had been no intention

on the part of the innovators to create separate diplomatic

services. Thus Mr Rowell, one of the strongest advocates of

the scheme, wrote that, "It is urged, by way of objection, that

Australia and the other Dominions will.wish to follow our example.

If the conditions were the same there could be no reasonable

objection to their doing so, but the conditions are not comparable
6.

and never can be comparable." In fact, the Opposition demanded

1. For Australian objections and opinion on the innovation vide '
The Times, May 21, 1924; Hughes, The Splendid Adventure,
pp.283-290. Hew Zealand denied herself the right of follow¬
ing Canada's example: vide letter of Sir Francis Bell quoted
R.T., 1921, Vol.12, p.226: "The Dominion of Hew Zealand does ]
not assume authority to communicate directly with the Govern- j;
rnent of the United States or of any country other than Great
Britain, and it is an invariable rule that communications from •
any foreign country to the Government of Hew Zealand must be
in the form of communications to the Government of Great Brit- j;
ain, which, according to its discretion, communicates with the ]!
Government of Hew Zealand and obtains from the Government mat- 1;
erial to enable Ilis Majesty's Government to reply to the for- |l
eign Government."

2. The Times, Apr.14, May 8 & 9> June 14, 1924. . •

3. For Borden's objections to this arrangement being disapproved, j
.vide.Canada in the Commonwealth, p.98.

4. ex. Air Geoffrey Butler, H.C.Debs., 29 July 1924, Vol.176,
pp.2026;2028.

5. June I?, 1924. 1
6. Rowell, The British Empire and J'orld Peace, pp.190-191* Sim.

Borden, Journ. Paris. Snap. 1920, Vol.1, p.482.
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assurance that the Government was not contemplating an imperial¬

istic move, for Mr Curtis had held that the Dominions could not

have- diplomatic representatives unless they were responsible to
1.

an Imperial Parliament. Mr Lemieux did not wish that Canada

should link hp her affairs with those of the United Kingdom in

the way the arrangement intended. He uttered again the typical

Lourier dictum: "Do not let us meddle in the affairs of the

Mother Country, and the Mother Country will let us govern our-
2.

selves. " «■ • w

The arrangement by which the Irish Free State representative

was accredited to the United States provided for co-operation and
;

unity in Imperial policy, it being stated in the correspondence

that the arrangements proposed by His Majesty's Government would

not denote any departure from the principle of the diplomatic
\ (■!

unity of the Empire. The Irish Minister would be at all times
t

in the closest touch with His Majesty's Ambassador, and any ques¬

tion which might arise as to whether a matter came within the

category of those to be handled by the Irish Minister or not would:
»

be settled by consultation between them. In matters falling

within his sphere the Irish Minister would not be' subject to the
ft

control,of His Majesty's'Ambassador, nor would His Majesty's
3* j1.Ambassador be responsible for the Irish Minister's actions.

i.

Professor Keith found grounds for Imperial unity in the

fact that the formal authority for the issue of the letters of

credence rested with the Secretary of. State for Foreign Affairs,

1. Rowell, op.cit., pp.482-483. ^or further Canadian opinion
vide The Times, May 12 & 19, 1920.

2. Journ. op.cit., p.484.
3. Cmd.2202, p.20, Sir Esme Howard, June 24, 1924, to the Secret¬

ary of the United States.
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on whose advise the letters were ultimately issued. The primary
I";

advice inevitably was that of the Dominion Government, "but the

British concurrence was an essential part of the plan to omit

which would "be to render the whole unity of the diplomatic re¬

presentation piirely illusory. In it lay the essential connex¬

ion "between the British Ambassador and the Dominion Ministers at

those courts where they had been a.ppointed. They stood alike in j

the eyes of the foreign States because they ..represented the same \'

t

King and Governments which acted not in casual, but in an effect- f
1.

ive and necessary unity.

At the outset it was intended that group questions/would

fall within the province of the British Ambassador, the Dominion

Minister being solely confined in his duties to purely local
• 2.

matters, but that idea has been departed from. Mr Mackenzie

King again stated the modern Commonwealth doctrines "It is con¬

ceivable that in some cases the foreign'affairs of one part of

the Empire will intersect the arc which relates to the foreign

affairs of another part of the Empire. In that event one would

assume that the obligation with reference to what is held common

would be a joint obligation that the two representatives, or

more if there are such, would carry out in trusteeship, in co-
3-

operation with each other, and a.fter consultation." To the
„ ' ■ ' 4

success of the arrangement Sir Esme Howard has borne testimony.

1. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.448.
2. Cmd.22C2, op.cit.; "Matters which are of Imperial concern or

which affect other Dominions in the Commonwealth in common
with the Olrish Eree State will continue to be handled as here¬
tofore by this Embassy." sim. Lewis, Status of the British Self-
Governing Dominions, B.Y.I.L., 1922-23-

3. The Times, May 30, 1928.
4. The Canadian Lega.tion at Tokyo, The Times, June 13» 1928.
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The Washington Conference.

Whejreas the United States had not signed the treaties of

peace which had recognised the individuality of the Dominions, it

end had protested against the League Covenant in that the Dom¬

inions were given separate votes, it was not surprising'that no

separate invitations were accorded the members of the Common¬

wealth of Rations aside from the United Kingdom when the Disarma-
1 * [ !

ment Conference was convened at Washington"in 1921. The Brit- j
■

ish Government, recognising the extreme importance of having the

Dominions with great Pacific interests represented], arranged for

an Empire delegation in -which they enjoyed distinct representation.
. ■ j i

Sir Robert Borden was quite satisfied with the treatment accorded

at Washington which he considered to be practically the same as

that at Paris from both a foreign and Imperial point of view.

There was full discussion in the Delegation, occasionally strong ;
'I

differences of opinion, but always a. unanimous decision was reach-'-
I -

ed, and the Dominion delegates were recognized a.s "representatives
n
c. •

of distinctive international entities." Professor Keith pointed

out that on the contra.ry at Paris the Dominions had been assigned

distinct representation at Paris which had been witheld at Wash-
3- ,:

ington, the British. Empire Delegation being regarded as a. unit.
4.

This had been the difference between the views of Smuts and

b •

Borden. The former contended for an internation recognition of

1. Keith, quoted, U.E. Vol.12, p.532; The Sovereignty of the
British Dominions, pp.386-387*

2. Borden, Canada, in the Commonwealth, pp.113-115*
3. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp.387-388.
4. Journ. Paris. Emp. 1923> Vol.4, 'pp.2p» 33^3> 567> 9°7-910.
5. Cp.cit. Also Canada; Status of the Dominions and the Wash¬

ington Conference, R.T. Dec. 1921, Vol.12, pp.l68-l69*
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the distinct personality of the Dominions by separate invitations

while the Canadian statesman was sa.tisfied that the Empire should

arrange its own mode of representation. Hew Zealand, at any

rate, was quite positive that the Empire v/as regarded at TTashing-
1.

ton as an inseparable unit.

Despite such sources of friction,-.the occasion served to

reveal a. wonderful co-operative faculty among the members of the

Empire. In this matter of common concern an absolute unity was

maintained, and the British Government had much to do with the

unanimity that prevailed.

i!•i

The Chanaq Incident.

In this most unhappy incident, the interpretation of which

'has been distorted to prove on occasion the lack of unity within

the Empire and the right of the members to remain neutral, emerges |l
the distinction between national and group questions, the right

of self-government and parliamentary-supremacy in'each separate

part of the Empire, and the urgent need for co-operation and con- j j

sulfation.
\ |

The War had been fought and won together, the Versailles
'

Treaties had been signed and the Imperial Conference of 1921

brought to an end. The statesmen throughout the Empire were

still engaged in making speeches on the new status of equality

l.Sir John Salmond's Report and debates in the Hew'''Zealand Parlia- . !
ment, Journ. Paris. Emp., vol»3» PP»S73"^l°'7» New Zealand:
Dominion Status and the Washington Conference, R.T. Dec. 1922,
Vol.13, pp.220-23C.
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that had been gained "by the Dominions. Never again would the

Mother Country alone commit the Empire to war; the voice of

the Dominions would henceforth he effective in moulding Imperial

foreign policy. Yet while the orators were still speaking and

congratulating one another on the parts they had played in lead-
*

ing the Dominions to these new dignities, the British Government

made public a request for Dominion support, moral and military,

in the event of war succeeding the serious crisis .that existed

at Chana.q regarding the position with Turkey.

In a telegram of September the Dominions were asked for

assistance in the event of the crisis turning into conflict.

New Zealand particularly, hut Australia as well, were willing

to co-operate. South Africa did not reply until the crisis was

past. But Canada, through Mr Mackenzie King, replied that.only

the Canadian Parliament could sanction such action, and, if con¬

ditions warranted, a special meeting of Parliament, at present

prorogued, would he called. The crisis passing, the British

Government did not request such action.

The position was undoubtedly a humiliating one for the

Dominion Governments. That the public should be aware of the

crisis before the Government, that the Government should know

little or nothing of the previous policy and be unable to state

how great the need was or whether it had arisen through misman¬

agement or wise and firm a.ction, - the fall was doubly embarrass-
1.

ing a.fter the pride of a few hours ago. The release of the
- - ■ -> - —

information to the Press seemed like a sharp trick to force the

; (

jj r 1

;:"i! i
|Ji; ?

■0 . i ■

j !
f i ■! \

*1 i

1. Vide The New Imperia.l Problem, R.T. June 1923, Vol.l3> p.485»
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hand of the Dominion Government, and in the explanation given

for this action, the British Government did not deny that it

had intended to release the information to the Press before the
1.

question had been considered in the Dominion cabinets. The

Canadian correspondent of the Round Table severely criticised

Canada's hesitation, 'asserting that the situation was sufficiently
2.

well known and the Canadian Government should have been prepared.

While Australia wqs not unwilling to assist in any action

necessary to secure the safety of the Suez Canal which was so
f;

largely dependent on the Dardanelles, yet the general feeling
[

vras opposed to war and anxious to invoke the good offices of the

League of Nations.
t;

The opinion in Great Britain was critical of Mr Lloyd ;
3- r

George's publication fof the communique. It was a blunder

rather than wrong. The interpretation placed on the event by

certain writers roused some alarm. Mr Zir.imern stated that,
i

"For the first time a member of the British Commonwealth claimed
i;

the right to decide for itself whether it should go to war or
4.

remain neutral when Great Britain was involved in hostilities."

Nearly every authority refutes this idea of neutrality on the part
5-

of any member of the Empire. Mr Arnery, Secretary of State for

1. Hughes, The Splendid Adventure, pp.243-244.
2. R.T., Dec.1922, Mar.1923, V0I.I3, p.394; pp.176-177.
3. The Hear East, R.T. Dec. 1922, V0I.I3, pp.18-20. Asquith, The

Times, Oct. 7, 1922; Grey, IT.L. Debs., 23 Nov. 1922, .Vol.52,
pp. 18-19; Bonar Law, quoted Dewey, op.cit., Vol.2, pp.131-132.

4. Zinmern, The Third British Empire, p.34.
5. Corbet t and f.< 'x lb , op.cit., pp. 89- 90; Baker, op.cit., p»330ff >

pp.229-230; Hall's International Law, Pearce Biggins ed. and
rev. by, cth ed. p.35; Keith, Sovereignty of the British Dom¬
inions, p.454ff, etc.
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the Dominion?, declared that, "There is the fact that no subject

of the King can be a friend of the King's enemies, or in other
i. ;•

words neutral in the strict sense of the word." Mr Mackenzie

•King made statements showing plainly that he was of the same
2- > '

opinion. True Hertzog has made statements which would ..imply
3*

neutrality and the Pact to Renounce "Mar "concluded outside the
i

auspices of the League of'Nations, has strengthened the idea, of
4. [

the possibility of Dominion neutrality, but it is doubtful at

present that, in the event of a war the justice of which was as
" [(■

*

apparent as in 1914, the response would not be as astonishing and '

as wholehearted as it ever has been. The position asserted at

Chanaq was the Laurier position, so reiterated by that national-
i

ist, that the Canadian Parliament must decide for Canada. f

The Halibut Treaty. ;
i

Again in the negotiation and signature of the Halibut

Treaty the distinction between questions of national and general i
I

interest received striking application.

The questions immediately at issue had to do with the title
* t
|

and the signature of a Treaty which involved as principals Can¬

ada and. the United States for the preservation of the halibut~

_ _J
1. Amery, Some Aspects of the Imperial Conference, Journ.R.I.1.A.,

Jan. 1927 > Vol.6, p.17.
2. Jcurn. Paris. Emp. 1924, Vol.59 PP'323-329* ']
3. The Times, Mar- 9, 1928.
4. Sovereignty of the Eritish Dominions, p.4o9«
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fi.sh.erjr of the North Pacific Ocean. According to the corres- hi
2. . !l' :

pondence, on January 3 Lord Byng, Governor General of Canada, '• 1

Vv'rote to Sir Auckland Geddes requesting the substitution of the
fL ■
• *

words "Dominion of Canada" for "Great Britain" as one of the sig- f,h
• !i |

f1 (■ 1 1

natories of the pact and that Mr La point e- - should sign for Canada. ji;:
fi | I

After further messages of January 23, 3^ > anc* February 12', he
'

. jf
elicited a reply from Sir Auckland that.he had sent a message

to Mr Hughes, the American Secretary of State,' in which he had
> I

omitted to substitute the words in the title as requested. Mr. j j- \
Dewey considers that ha.d this title been accepted it would have

j 'i
given full force to Mr Ewart's contention that a "Kingdom of

! ; ' !
Canada" should be established and have raised difficult legal

D ( I • ' '
J • s f f

points. The argument is difficult to understand since the
IM 'III ;

Trea.ty is entitled "A Treaty .Between Cana.da and the United States ph !
&e* • r j j,of America..." etc. In the American Treaty Series the title

cr f ■' i, >' 2 • | | !'
is "Convention between the United States and Great-Britain...etc."t

| i M
! I 1 1

but in the Smuggling Convention the title, "between Canada, and the i ;, |

.6 . I ! '
United States", is employed.

! i'
Lord Byng further wrote enquiring as to the'signatories to

lb li¬
the. Treaty, and Sir Auckland Geddes replied that he understood

that the Canadian Minister of Marine would be riven full powers
■

j |
to sign with him. ' The Duke of Devonshire corroborated this

advice. Lord Byng then telegraphed to Sir Auckland Geddes:
I

"My Ministers arc of opinion that as respects Canada, the sig¬

nature by Mr Lapointe will be, sufficient, and that it will not

1. C-md.2377, i.925, signed !>r.2, 19-3- '! '
2. The Times, March 19, 19'-3*
3. Dewey, op.cit. Vol.ii,•p.140.
4. Cmd. 237/.
9. Am.Journ.Int.Law, 1923, Vol.19, p.106.
o. Ibid, p.120; sim. p.122, Boundary Trea.ty.
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be necessary for you to sign as well.'" Two days later the
t

reply came back, "I have been instructed by His Majesty's Gov-
1

ernment to sign the Treaty in association with Mr Lapointe."

It is evident that in the next five days Lord Byng corresponded
i

with the British Government, and evidently they concurred in the

decision of the Canadian Government else an awkward impasse
2.

would have been reached. The Canadian Governor-General wrote

the British Ambassador, "My Ministers are of the opinion that as

respects Canada., the signature of Mr lapointe alone should be
1

sufficient, as it affects solely Ca.nada and the United States."

The end of the incident was not. yet. The United States
,

Senate ratified the Treaty subject to the understanding "that s
I

none of the nationals or inhabitants or vessels or boats of a.ny

other part of Great Britain shall engage in the halibut fishery
3 •

contraru to a.ny provisions of the Treaty." Tha.t is, as Sir

Auckland Geddes pointed our, the scope of the Treaty was being

widened to embrace the Empire as a, whole instead of Canada alone.

The Secretary of State for the United Sta.tes referred to the

Treaty as being signed by Great Britain and hoped that the Britisi

Government would accept it subject to the understanding expressed

by the Senate. The British Government judiciously replied that
.1 .

it would try to prevent the infringement of the terms by any
4 •

British subject, and the Canadian Government strongly protested

against such interpretation, so the United States quietly drop-
5'

ped their reservation.

1. The Times, op.cit.
2. Vide, J.A.R. Marriott, Empire Foreign Policy, Fort.Rev., 1923,

V0I.II3.
3. The Times, Mar.21, 1923-
4. Jebb, The Empire in Eclipse, p.66.
5. The Times, Oct. 29, 1924.
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Professor Keith put to one Fide as of little moment the

matter of the signa.ture. Pull powers could "be issued "by the

King only on the advice and responsibility of the Imperial Gov¬

ernment. The negotiation of the Treaty took place with the

full approval and-knowledge of the Imperial Government, a.nd the

conclusion by formal signature only followed upon full cons id era

1 ion by both Governments'. It was true that the Dominion Govern

ment could rest assured that when it desired the issue of full

powers they would be granted and ratification would be a.ccorded

unless some question of general import to the Empire was invol¬

ved which would demand the summoning of the Governments of the

Empire to discuss the issue. But Dominion independence in

treaty-making was wholly incompatible with the maintenance of

the Empire. The principle of signature by the Canadian Minister

alone had really' been conceded to Sir Robert Borden with regard
1.

to diplomatic representation at Washington in 1920. These

formal signatures had never meant anything of value, Professor

Keith considered, as the real control,was exercised through the

issue of powers and ratification, ana the decision.to dispense-
2.

with it was manifestly wise.

The Times, bravely whistling to keep up its courage, agreed

with Professor Keith and opposed the suggestion that there had

been any exercise by Canada of a separate independent treaty
3-

power,but its nervousness was obvious, nevertheless. There

1. sim. Borden, Canada, is. the Commonwealth, p.125; "The conten¬
tion that this incident created a constitutional landmark is
quite unfounded."

2. The Times, Mar. 19» 1923; The International Status of the
Dominions, .T.C.L., 1923> Vol.5*

3« Ibid, March 22, March 13, 1923*
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was some support for the view, expressed "by Professor Keith,
1.

in Canada.

However when Mr Hurd attempted to elicit a statement from

the Prime Minister on this point, Mr Law was quite evasive and

would only reply that the plenipotentiary sisrned as .the result -
•

2,
of an agreement between the two Governments.

In the Canadian House of Commons, when Mr Meighen asked

upon whose recommend&t ion would His Majesty act in authorizing

the execution of a treaty by the appropriate Dominion representa¬

tive, Mr King gave a startling reply when he was able to quote •

the answer given at the Conference of 1923 by Sir Cecil Hurst

to a similar query. "I gathered," said the Prime Minister, "I

think rightly, • that the interpretation which the Foreign Office

placed upon the matter to which my right honourable Friend just

referred is this, that the Government of the Dominion which was

tendering the advice in such a case was- the Government that was

responsible; that it was advising His Majesty directly in re¬

gard to treaties which were of sole concern to the Dominions;

that in the transmission of that a,dvice the British Government

was acting as the channel through which that advice was trans¬

mitted, but v/as not the Government which was formally tendering

the advice." It was merely a temporary convenience to have such
3 •

a "central agency." Professor Keith adhered to his former

exposition of the event that the responsibility of endorsing the
4.

advice was Imperial. Professor Baker supported the statement

1. J.L. '.Tillison, A Treaty and a Signature, The Canadian Hist.Rev.
1923, Vol.4, p.148.

2. B.C. Debs., Mar.8, 1923, Vol.l6l, pp.713-714} Ibid, p.2088.
3. Journ. Paris, of the Ernp., 1924, Vol.y* PP*330~33t»
4. Responsible Government, p.9C0.
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made "by Sir Cecil Hurst as "being a true interpretation of ex¬

isting conditions, on the ground that Vie was not speaking for

himself, but for the British Government; that his view was ac¬

cepted by the Prime Ministers of the other Dominions in tVie pres¬

ence of Lord Curzon; and that it was an interpretation of a re-

solution' of responsible Governments contained in the Treaty Resol-
1.

ution of 1923. To this it might be replied that Sir Cecil was

speaking impromptu to a question raised in discussion, and could

not be said to be speaking for the British Government any more

than a member of the House- in debate might be so speaking for

the Government; that there had been statements of equality made

at the Conferences of 1907 and 1911 which no one attempted to take

at full value; and that the resolutions of 1923 in regard to

treaty-making were capable of many interpretations.

Both Sir William Harrison Moore and Sir J.A.R. Marriott

were inclined to agree with Professor Keith, but neither was

willing to treat as of negligible importance the fact that formal
2.

signature by the. British Ambassador had been waived. The former

raised some interesting points. Could Great Britain a.ccept a

position in which the British Ministers might even be the formal

instruments for the making of treaties adverse to British inter¬

ests or to the interests of the other pa.rts of the Empire? If

the British Government acted merely pr0 forma a£ the instrument

by which the King's 3?ull Powers issued to a. Canadian plenipoten¬

tiary to sign the Treaty, it must be conceded the right to

make representations to the United States in the interest of

1. Baker, op.cit. p.196.
2. Marriott, Empire Foreign Policy, Fort.Rev., 1923, Vol.lib,

Moore, The Dominions and Treaties, J.C.L., 192b, Vol.8.
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say Great Britain or Newfoundland, and to use diplomatic pressure

to prevent the conclusion of a Treaty which, the King has given
!

authority to make. In reply it might "be said that unless good

sense and toleration with co-operation "between the various parts

of the Commonwealth all play their respective parts, the commun¬

ity of nations is doomed to drift apart, but there is no reason

to be so gloomy over the ca.use of democracy as that. Sir Wil¬

liam, accepting Rehm's exposition of organized state unions which
1.

had matters of loca.l concern not affecting the whole, adopted

the view that the Empire was for the purposes of peace and war a

single State and not a confederacy or alliance. Therefore, if

the Dominions' were in diplomatic relations with the foreign Power

(as the Irish Pree State or Canada at Washington), claims and

complaints based on the treaty might be exchanged between them.

But if no settlement were arrived at, there might come the stage

of demand when the ma.tter must pass into the hands of the British

Government "charged with the general relations of the Dominion
f

and representing it in peace and war...At this stage this Govern¬

ment must accept the obligation or liability, whatever it is
2.

found to be, as its own." There are 'two points which might

be made here. In the first place, Britain should no more assume

liability for Canada's independent a.ction than Canada should or

does for the independent action of Great Britain. Nor. should

Great Britain, under the modern conception of Empire government,

be charged with the general relations of trie Dominion. The re¬

lations of the Empire as a whole are a ma.tter for the considera-
wh i c h

tion and responsibility of the Empire a.s a whole', and. that/is

done by one part alone can only impose obligation on that part

alone .
_ _ _ _

1. Cuoteu, "3a Ither Echucking, The Internationa Union of the Hague
Conferences , lcjlu, p. 23*
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It may "be of import that, not in the Halibut Trea.ty but in

later ones, the words were inserted that tiie plenipotentiary
1.

was acting "in respect of the Dominions of Canada". Sir Wil¬

liam Moore says of this form that "something more is intended
1
!■

than the identification of the area of operation. Canada is

conceived of as a political community and (in the light of the
•, i

•resolutions of the Imperial Conference of 1923) there is the

implication that that political community is an entity, a whole,

capable of holding rights and owing duties towards a foreign
j

Poer." He decided that there was. a decided advances, for now
' I

Canada had alone the rights and obligations arising out of the
I

Treaty. Any liabilities arising out of the Treaty must be borne
2.

by Dominion not British revenues.

Dr Lev/is, also, challenged Professor Keith's view that the

mode of signature did not alter the international cha.racter of

the instrument, since it bound, not the Empire as a whole, but
3.

merely one of the component parts.

Probably the greatest point that might be made in regard

to the signing of the Treaty a.nd the scope of its jurisdiction,

was not how it was done but the importance attached to it in the

Dominions, and they certainly seemed to feel that a great change
4.

ha d taken place.

1. Boundary Treaty of Feb. 24, 1925, Crnd.2510; Convention to
regulate the Lake of the Woods, Feb.24, 1925, Cmd.25ll; Conven¬
tion re. Smuggling, June 6, 1925, Cmd.25l2; Convention re.
Extradition, Jon. 8, 1925, Crnd.2513*

2. Thus avoiding such cases as those mentioned by Forsythe's Cases
and Opinions, pp.406-407, The Creole.

3. Lewis, The Treaty-Making Power of the Dominions, B.Y.I.L.,
1925, PP-33-34.

4. Borden, however, in The Dominions and Foreign Relations, Can.
Bar. Rev. Nov. 1925, Vol.3, takes Professor Smiddy to task for
saying that the diplomatic unity of the British Commonwealth
had become very largely formal. He a.ppears to agree with
Professor Keith.
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The Imperial Conferencet 192^.

The Conference of 1923 is notev/orthy as enunciating certain

principles upon which Mr Mackenzie King claimed.to act in regard

to the Treaty of Lausanne, and the resolutions do argue for the

theory of Imperial relations developed in this chapter.

It was determined regarding the negotiation of treaties

that it was desirable that no treaty should "be negotiated "by any

of the Governments of the Empire without due consideration of

its possible effect on'other parts of the Empire, or, if circum¬

stances so demand, on the Empire as a whole. Before negotia¬

tions were opened with the intention of concluding a treaty,

steps should be taken to ensure that any of 'the other govern¬

ments of the Empire likely to be interested were informed, so

that, if any such government considers that its interests would

be affected, it might have an opportunity of expressing its

views, or, when its interests were ultimately involved, of par¬

ticipating in the negotiations. In all cases 'where more than

one of the governments of the Empire participated in the nego¬

tiations, there should be the fullest possible exchange of views

between those governments before and during the negotiations.

Dominions not represented should be kept informed. Bilateral

treaties imposing obligations or; one part of the Empire only

should be signed by a representative of the government of that

part - thus was the policy pursued in the case of the Halibut

Treaty vindicated. If obligations were imposed on mere than one

part of the Empire the treaty should be signed by 'one or more

plenipotentiaries on behalf of all the governments concerned.
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In the ratification of treaties the existing practice should

he maintained. The procedure then'was that the ratification

of treaties imposing,obligations on one part of the Empire was

effected at the instance of the government of that part. When

obligations were imposed on more than one part of the Empire

ratification was effected after consultation between the govern-
1.

ments of those parts of the Empire concerned.

The genera,1 view was that the Conference was negative in

its results, the resolutions destroying without building, while

their vagueness left the way open for future difficulty.

The Empire and the U.S»S«R.

In the year 1924 the Labour Government of the 'United King¬

dom recognised the Soviet Government without consulting the Dom¬

inions. There were two points which arose for discussion when

Canada proceeded to accord a separate recognition to the Soviet

Government. Could Canada formally recognise the Soviet when the

British Government refused recognition? The answer to this

question probably lay in the affirmative, inasmuch as the recog¬

nition would be partial ana not binding on the rest of the Em-
o
•

pire. The second point was whether recognition by the British

Government involved recognition on the part of the Dominions.

In the Dominions there was some difference of view. IIr

Bruce, Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, protested that the

1. Cnd.1987, pp.14-15.
2. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.3^5*
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i

principle? of consultation, were not carried out and was assured
1.

that no precedent would be established. He would thus seem

to imply'that Australia was bound by the action of the British

Government. However, the Sun and the Melbourne Argus did not
2.

share his views. Mr Massey also feared with the Argus that
*

the tendency would be for each part to adopt a separate foreign
3-

policy.

In Canada the Acting-Prime Minister, Hon.G.P. Graham, was

undertain in how far Canada -was bound, "but in relation to the
4.

question of trade they were doing business on their own hook."

Mr Mackenzie King re-stated his doctrine of responsible Govern¬

ment. The Canadian Government would thke its own position in
• i

regard to the Soviet Republic, just as they would take their

position in regard to anything else. 7/hen Great Britain took

a certain position in an international matter, the Dominion

Government might, for the same reason,- take a similar position, ■'
|

but so far as the question of whether or net Canada in any parti-
t

cular matter affecting its own people and their relations with

other countries was concerned, they would exercise in those

matters the same rights as the Parliament of Great Britain -would

exercise in relation to their people and their relations to other j
countries. "I took the position," he said, "a £ the Imperial

Conference, that Canada had matters of foreign policy which were

pretty largely exclusively of her own concern... and that it was

for us to decide those questions and to act on our own initiative.

1. Journ. Paris, limp., Vol.5, 1924, p.7°5»
2. The Times, Aug. 13, 1924.
3. Ibid.
4. Journ. op.cit., pp»332"333* This Mr Bruce agreed with1,

Ibid, p.786.
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That point was never disputed, never questioned for one moment."

When, however, in 1927 "the British Government broke off diplomatic
2.

relations with the Soviet and Canada took separate action, the

Canadian Government admitted that the termination "by the British
3-

Government might also have terminated its application to Canada.

In the United Kingdom attention was drawn to the fact that
i

the Treaties were concluded between Great Britain and Northern

Ireland-on the one ha.nd and the Union of Soviet Republics on

the other, the Crown not appearing. The explanation given by

the Government was that the British signatories signed in virtue

of full powers given under the sign manual in the usual form. .

There were numerous precedents for omitting the name of the Sov¬

ereign in international engagements, concluded under full powers j

and requiring ratification. The precedent was followed partic¬

ularly in this case as it was convenient to majte it between Gov¬

ernments, the Soviet, Union having no. individual head of the
4.

State. The elimination of the Crown and the lack of consulta¬

tion, however, suggested to certa.in critics that the rest of the

Empire was net bound.

Professor Keith severely criticised the tendency of the

British Government to override Dominion rights without consulta¬

tion, but he held that their action clearly bound the Dominions

end that the action of Canada might be regarded as 'neither

1. Journ. op.cit. pp.34-1-342.
2. Vide Anglo-Russian Relations, 1925-1927* Survey of Internat¬

ional Affairs, 1927, pp.256-257.
3. Canada: The Anglo-Russian Trade Agreement, R,T., Sept. 1927*

Vol.17.
4. H.C. Debs., 2 Oct. 1924, Vol.177, p.361.
5. Nomad, The Dominions and the Anglo-Russian Treaty, U.E. Sept.

1924, Vol.15, pp.537-539; The Russian Treaties, R.T., Sept.
1924, Vol.14., p.684.



necessary nor effective, "but in the light of an assertion of

the necessity of due consultation and an effort to remedy the

irregular action of the Imperial Government in "binding the whole
1.

Empire without securing the assent of its several parts. With
2.

this view there was general agreement.
.»

Again the .two.points emerge, that there was a dire lack of

unity and consultation "between the members of the Commonwealth

and that the principle of responsible government must be applied

to foreign affairs.

Treaty of Lausanne and the Dominions.

That the 1923 Conference was inadequate was revealed by a

most unfortunate misunderstanding regarding the Treaty of Laus¬

anne which Treaty was a sequel to the Chanak incident. It had

been hoped that the Conference would accommodate nationalism

with unity, but clearly the former had gained the day.

On October 27, 1922, Canada, was advised that a Treaty would

be concluded to replace that of Sevres. Each of the interested

Powers would be represented by two plenipotentiaries, Britain

delegating the Secretary of State for Eoreign -Affairs and the

High Commissioner at Constantinople. The Dominion Governments

would be kept informed of the general lines of policy and of the

course of negotiations, and they would be invited to sign the

1. Botes on Imperial Constitutional Law, J.C.L., 1925> Vol.7»"
n.106; Responsible Government in the Dominions, pp.906-907*

2. ex. Baker, op.cit. p.207*
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new Treaty and any separate instrument*regulating the status
1.

of the Straits. The Canadian Government replied that the

extent to which Canada might "be held hound hy the proceedings

of the Conference or hy the provisions of any treaty arising

out of the same was a matter for the Parliament of Canada to

decide, and that the rights and powers of the Canadian Parlia¬

ment in these matters must not he held to he affected hy impli¬

cation or otherwise in virtue of information with which it might

he supplied.

A further exchange of telegrams fa.iled to put the British

Government at their ease; they knew something was wrong hut

could not put their finger on the spot. Finally the Duke of

Devonshire re-stated the position as it appeared to him. The

Treaty would he binding on the whole Empire when ra.tified and

he wished the Paris precedent followed to include signatures on

heha.lf of all the Dominions. Mr Mackenzie King gave un unequi¬

vocal reply. The Peace Trea.ties had embodied four distinct,

separate, and essential stages; 1. Direct representa.tion of

Canada at the Conference at which the Treaties were drafted and

participation in the proceedings hy Canadian representatives

armed with full powers issued hy His Majesty upon the sanction of

a Canadian Order in Council. 2. Formal signing of the treaties

on behalf of Canada hy the plenipotentiaries. 3* Approval hy

the Parliament of Canada of these treaties thus signed. 4. Assent

of the Government of Canada to the final act of ratification hy

His Majesty.. In the Conference at Lausanne a like procedure

had not been followed with regard to representation and partici¬

pation hy Canada which had been regarded as evidence that, in

1. Cmd.2146, p.3*
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the opinion of the countries "by whom the invitations were ex¬

tended, Canada would noit have teen assumed to have direct and
■ i

immediate interest. As each s ta.ge in procedure was so - necess-
.

*

arily dependent upon the stage following, it was difficult to
J

see how in the circumstances Canada, could be expected as res-
*

pects the signing of any treaty resulting from the Conference

to adopt the same procedure as in the case of the Versailles.

The Treaties were signed, consequently, only by the British pleni¬

potentiaries.

The issue was not closed, however, for Mr Thomas, having

succeeded Devonshire as the Labour Party took office, telegraphed
i|

the Canadian Government requesting an early ratification of the

Treaty avid Conventions in question, the other Dominions having
1.

concurred in ratification. Mr King then launched his thunder-
I

bolt. The Canadian Government, not liaving been invited to send
, . t

a representa.tive to the Lausanne Conference and not having parti- i

cipated in the proceedings of the Conference wither directly or

indirectly and not being for this reason a signatory to the

Trea.ty on behalf of Canada, did not feel in a position to recom-
I

mend to Parliament approval of the Peace Treaty with Turkey or

the Convention thereto. 7/ithout the approval of Parliament

they felt that they were not warranted in signifying concur¬

rence in the ratification of the Treaty and Convention. How- .!'

ever , they did not take exception to such course as His Majesty's,

Government might deem it advisable to recommend. This course was 1
2.

believed to be in harmony with the recent Imperial Conference.

1. Cmd.2146, p.9, Feb.22, 1924; Mar.21.
2. Cr.1d.i987, pp. 14-lp •
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The criticism of the Canadian attitude issued almost entire¬

ly from a misunderstanding of the Candian attitude. The Times

could not understand how Canada could contend that the Treaty

was not binding on the Dominions:- "Is Canada, at war with Turkey?"

The position assumed was prohahly an astute' political move for,
✓ t

"he accepted without protest the British arrangements for nego¬

tiations with the Turks. We now know that he objects to them
1.

or at least has a grievance about them. " Mr Ma.cdona.ld regret¬

fully stated, "If 'it had been known right from the beginning

that the Dominions really objected to what was proposed, then

it would have given the Government of the day an opportunity of
2.

reconsidering its decision." Sir Edward Grigg proposed an

amendment requiring full consultation with the Dominions and

their consent before proceeding with the Bill arising out of
3*.

the Treaty. He held that it should be the first principle

of British statesmanship to avoid putting the Dominions i-n a

dilemma, in which they would either ha.ve to enter war by the

decision of the British Government or else to declare their neut*
4.

rality and secede from the Empire. "They'must have a voice

just as we claim a voice; their Parliaments must be able to

decide just as this Parliament decides." . Professor Herbert A.

Smith tried to establish- the thesis that war and peace were both

states of fact, and therefore it did not require a'treaty to end

a war. "Theoretically this doubtless lea.ves it possible for one

1. The Times, June 7» Apr. 9> Mar.27> 1924.
2. H.C. Debs., 6 June 1924, Vol.174, pp.l647~47;. vide also Mac-

He ill, ibid, pp.1629-32•
3. H.C. Debs, 1 Apr. 1924, Vol.l'/l, p.2C29« Mr Ramsay Muir sup-

ported him, pp.2042-EC43.
4. H.C. Debs., 6 June, 1924, Vol.. 174, pp.l6l8-l624.
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part of the Empire to "be in fact at peace while' another is at
1.

war." If the Dominions claimed the right of repudiating Brit¬

ish international undertakings, then the unity of the Empire was
2.

gone, concluded another writer. He wished a permanent consul¬

tative Committee to confer concerning all foreign affairs in or¬

der to arrive at unanimity. Another commentator, could not see \

what there was, in the nature cf things, to prevent all the

pa.rts of the Empire "being represented "by two plenipotentiaries

or "by one for the conclusion of international agreements even

intimately concerning each part. The circumstances might ea.sily

he such, as'at Lausanne, that multiple delegation would imperil

success. It was an every day practice in partnership that a
3- , ,

single agent might represent different entities. _ The suggestion: 1
was excellent, hut such representation would have to he made "by

agreement and consultation, as determined at the Conference of

1926.

It had "been assumed "by certain British writers when nego¬

tiations "began that the Dominions had "been invited to send pleni-
4.

potentiaries. Yet these same writers failed to see the issue

involved: "A refusal on the part of the Dominions to join us in
/

accepting such obligations cannot, while the Empire lasts, ab¬

solve them from the consequences of ary action which our obliga¬

tions may force us to take. Bo far ac active participation goes,

their discretion is real, but if our obligations commit us to a

state of war, they will be committed to a state of war, whether

1. The Timer, June 7> 1924.
2. H.E. *,Vyott, The Empire's Future, Combination or Separation,

Eng. Rev., July 1924, Vol.39•
3- Corbett and Smith, Canada arid 7/orld lolitics, pp.94-95*
d. "The Near East", R.T. 1922, V0I.I3, pp.19-20.
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!•

they participate or not." Nevertheless the fact that "Great

Britain should calmly arrogate to herself the right to settle

everything and "expect the Dominions to sign on the dotted line"
2.

was clearly "asking for trouble."

The real fact of the matter was that there was a complete

misunderstanding of the theory upon which the Canadian Liberal

Party was basing its Imperial and Foreign relations. "We have

never stated," said the Canadian Prime Minister, "that the Laus¬

anne Treaty would not bind the whole Empire...We have never ques¬

tioned the fact that when the Treaty was signed it would bind us.

When His Majesty the King declared war, Canada was brought into

war as a result of the declaration, and, when the King ratified

the" Treaty, Canada will be brought out just as she went intoWar

by the action of the Sovereign without a.ny consultation with our
3-

Ministers in that regard." But his contention was that befor.e

Canada, could be committed to active obligations she must be con¬

sulted at every stage of treaty-making - issue of full powers,

negotiation, signature, and ratification. As.it was, Canada

had been presented by a fait accompli, in the matter of British

representation. As Canada, had held that the Halibut Treaty was

a matter for her personal concern, so it was assumed by Canada

that the United Kingdom did not regard Canada directly interested

in the Lausanne negotiations or resulting agreements. Interest,

representation, ratification, and obligation went hand in hand...'

1. Should We Guarantee a European Settlement? R.T., June 1924,
Vol.14, p.498. . " .

2. Imperial Diplomacy, R.T. Sept.- 1924, Vol.14, p.6pi>»
3. Journ. Paris. Erap., 1924, Vol.5» "pp..328-329'*
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Canada must decide when any obligation arose out of the Treaty

what share of those obligations she should assume. Professor
%

Baker considers' that the distinction of national and group ques¬

tions breaks down on this occasion since this was a matter of

peace and war in which the whole Empire should have been pissoc-
1.

iated. In point of fact the distinction is merely emphasised.

The Canadian position was that this was a matter personal to the

United Kingdom, or at least so . considered by that Government in

their arrangements for 'negotiation. Had it been otherwise, Can-
O
C. •

ada would have enjoyed complete equality with Great Britain.

There were other points that could be taken into considera-

tion as counting for the British Government. The French Gov¬

ernment objected strongly to Dominion representation, claiming

similar representation for her colonies if they were admitted

representatives. But even then representatives could have been

chosen by the Empire without enlarging British representation.

It could also be claimed tha.t Canada, showed a non-co-operative

attitude, as well as making her position obscure. As Mr LTeighen

argued, the Government might have said tha.t, if Canada had no
3

direct representation, they would not sign and would not ratify.

Yet Canada had pursued a, course entirely consistent with the

theory upon which the British Empire stands today, and the critic

ism that Canada was intractably non-co-operative is somewhat dis¬

pelled by the fait accompli of'the British representation.

1. Baker, op.cit., pp.28C-23l.
2. For an appreciation of this, B.G.Be Montgomery, Pax Britannica

p.117.
3« Journ. Paris. Emp. op.cit., p.p09«
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One writer was of the opinion that 'the resolution of the

Conference of 1923 and "the Lausanne Treaty did not represent

the last word on the subject. He. ■ saw ■ the emergence of new con-
* .

stitutional conventions' emphasizing the international status of
1.

the Dominions.

The'London Conference.

The London. Reparations Conference of July and August 1924

again gave Mr Mackenzie King an opportunity to insist on the

requirement that the Dominions he represented in the negotiation

of any agreement in which they were to he actively involved.

While he- failed to gain adequate consultation or representation,

he did succeed in making his position clearer to a Labour Govern¬

ment which showed quite plainly by their attitude to the Dominion

Government, that Labour did not understand the constitutional posi-
2.

tion of the Dominions. It might have been thought that great

care would have been taken to avoid any misunderstanding with

the Dominions. The British Government had the experience of

Lausanne behind them. In the Debates in the House of Commons

they had their attention drawn on several occasions to the need

1. Lewis, Treaty-Making Power of the Dominions, "B.Y.I .L., 1925»
pp.42-43.

2. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.397* "The Labour
Government had' shown immediately on entering office a com¬
plete disregard of the Dominions by recognising the Russian
Government without consultation, and doubtless in their an¬
xiety for a, financial settlement they decided that Dominion
views must'be treated as of second-rate importance."
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l- |for consulting the Dominions and arrang for their representation.

I

On July 17 Mr King gave the Canadian Parliament an outline

of the correspondence regarding the Conference. The firs't ir.t ima-b

tion that the Government had of any intention to hold such a Con-
o
id •

ferencc appeared in the newspapers of June 24, which also stated

that e£ the British Prime Minister had intimated that he was in
6

communication with the Dominions regarding representation at the
'

6
Conference. Oh June 29 the Government received a-formal communi- ;

i

cation from the Prime Minister of Great Britain intimating that
if! |

the inter-Allied Conference would he held in London of representa- |j
tives of the different Dominions with His Majesty's Government

J i
to arrange for representation of the Dominions a.t the Conference, :-l

The Dominion Government agreed to ask their High Commissioner-

to meet other British representatives at the preliminary Conference
N

In order that there he no mistake about the Canadian position,it

was-desired that representation should .accord to the terms of the :ij|
. - - - - - - ifi

Resolution passed at the last Imperial Conference and should fol-
; l

'/ i
low the precedents set at Versailles and Washington, whereby each

■, j-

Dominion would be represented by its Delegate bearing full powers
If

from His Majesty to act in the name of the King in respect of -

the Dominion. However, "It appeared at that preliminary Confer¬

ence that its purpose was not so much to arrange for separate re¬

presentation of the Dominion as to inform the Dominions of the

nature of the representation which had already been decided upon." .

It was-there intimated that it would not be possible for more

1. Lloyd George, H.C.Debs., 6 June 1924, Vol.174,- pp. 1637-1638.
Mr Crmsby-Gore, H.C.Debs., 14 July, 1924, Vol.176, pp.13-14.

2. Journ. Paris, of the Emp., 1924, Vol»5> PP*73C?731*'
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than three representatives of the British Empire to "be present

at the inter-Allied Conference and the despatch suggested that

the three in question would necessarily "be members of His Maj¬

esty's Government. The Canadian Government replied that this

would not be satisfactory to the Dominion, but that the Canadian

Government would expect, in accordance with the Versailles and

Washington precedents, that a Canadian representative with full

powers from His Majesty in respect of Canada, should represent

them as a, member of the British Empire Delegation. Attention

was drawn to the fact that the internal organisation of the Brit¬

ish Empire Delegation was a matter for the British Empire to de¬

cide, and that it was none of the affair of other nations as to

the manner in which representation was arranged within the Empire. :!
f I

The British Government thereupon suggested the panel system which

would enable one Dominion representative to be present each day.

This proposal the Canadian Government accepted. In consequence,

the Dominions had one member in three at the Conference, and the tlf
other representatives were allowed to be present and become fully

acquainted with all the discussion and work of the Conference,
1.

.

while the British Empire Delegation met daily.

Another unfortunate incident occurred due to the fact that

the British Government thought the High Commissioner was advising

his Government of the preliminary Conference, and•he thought the

Colonial Office was attending to the task, so that some matter

was published before coming to the Canadian Government. Mr

Meighen drew the attention of Mr King to this in the course of

the debate, arid the latter, irritated beyond measure by a

1. Journ. op.cit. pp.731"734•
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repetition of an old offence, "bitterly criticised the British
1.

Government for allowing such procedure.
•

The system of Dominion representation received some criticism
i

in the British House of Commons. Mr Thomas explained that the

plan adopted was a special one for that particular Conference and
2. ;|

was not to "be regarded or quoted as a precedent. Mr Amery !||

maintained that.all the members of the Empire should have been

held equal, and subjected to the panel system. The United King¬

dom should not have been exempt. lie also advocated a continuous

working of the British Empire Delegation, or, short of that, a

special agent appointed by each Government who would keep it in-

formed which would relieve the Imperial Government of odium for
3-

tardiness. Mr Lloyd George thought it not so much a matter
4.

of machinery as of consultation and co-operation. The inter¬

ests of the Dominions, however, were so comparatively small that
5*

they might easily acquiesce in the matter of representation,

especially since no,precedent was to be established.

!t '« i
I <

1. Jour'n. op.cit. pp.73^~73^or explanation of Mr Thomas,
H.C.Debs., 18 July 1924, Vol.176, p.751*

2. Ibid, p.7p'C .

3. I-I.C. Debs., 29 July 1924, Vol.176, pp.1981-1982.
4. Ibid, pp,1984-1989. ' -f
p. Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p.398.
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Efforts1 to Obtain Co-operation.

The need for machinery to attain Imperial co-operation in

foreign affairs had "become uncomfortahly obvious, and since it

was desired also to obtain unity in working out problems of dom¬

estic interest to the Empire, the Labour Government decided in
1.

1924 to make an effort to improve matters. The difficulties

of the present system were stated. Immediate action was render¬

ed extremely difficult especially.between Conferences, on occa¬

sions when such action wa,s imperatively needed, When matters

under discussion were subjects of political controversy conclu¬

sions reached at and between the Imperial Conference were liable

to be reversed through changes of Governments. It was perhaps

possible that the resolution on negotiation passed at the 1923

Conference might be revised with a view to considering how far

it needed to be supplemented and interpreted to apply its prin¬

ciples 'more practically to foreign relations. In order that'

public opinion be more adequately represented at the Conferences,

it was suggested that the Oppositions in Parliament be represent¬

ed, although the objections to this procedure were noted. At

any rate, there could be no harm in inviting suggestions. Mr

Llacdonald's own views were that the time had hardly come to re¬

vive the idea, of a. special Constitutional Conference or to call

a special meeting of the Imperial Conference, but'a meeting of

two qualified representatives of each country concerned might be
n
L- «

a possible method to further discussion of the questions raised.

1. Cmd.2301. •
2. Ibid, pp.5-6.

I
I

t|
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Canada, disparaged the idea of a representation of the Opposition,

hut was willing to co-operate in a preliminary examination of the
1.

problems. South Africa, frowned on the whole idea, hut finally

under pressure from Mr Thomas was persuaded to agree to a pre-
2.

Timinary examination.. Australia alone of the Dominions gave a
/

constructive reply. It was believed that the machinery for

arriving at a common policy lay in the Conferences and no altera¬

tion of the existing practice appeared wither necessary or desir¬

able. There must be no alteration in the underlying principle

of consultation which existed at present, but the machinery could

be improved. The Dominions could establish a. Foreign Office

Branch in their High Commissioner's Offices, the officer control- "

ling such a branch enjoying the confidence of the Foreign Office

and keeping his Prime Minister informed in regard to current

events and atmosphere in connection with foreign policy. The

Imperial Government might give fuller and more regular advice

by cable and mail than was at present the case. Greater efforts
),

should be made to anticipate questions which were likely to

arise and require urgent decision, with a view to ascertaining

the views of the Dominions in adva.nce of informing them of de¬

cisions after they had been arrived at or acted upon, or when it

was too late for any alternative action to be submitted. With
j

regard to questions other than foreign policy, the establishment

of a permanent Imperial Secretariat responsible to the Prime •

Ministers of all the self-governing parts of the Empire would go-

a long way towards solving the problem of effective and contin¬

uous consultation. It would also embrace the existing Committees

1. Crnd.23Cl> pp. 12-13*
2. Ibid, pp.17-19*
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such as the War Graves and Shipping and the Imperial Economic

Committee when established. At the present time immediately

the Conference was over the Secretariat was broken up and no.

effective machinery existed for keeping the Dominions continuously

informed of developments or alterations necessitated by changed

circumstances. "We are of the opinion," concluded the Austral¬

ian dispatch, "that the British Government should give greater

consideration to the considered views of the Dominion Governments I

than in the past, otherwise all our efforts towards effective
1.

consultation and formulation of common policy will he futile."

When Mr Amery in the Unionist Government succeeded Mr Thomas

he terminated the correspondence as fruitless. His a.ction met v. it
I

with approval in Great Britain as it was felt that such efforts
21

.

must be ineffective.

The Imperial Conference of 1926 amplified and made clearer

the statements of the preceding Conference of 1923 regarding the

.external relations of the British Empire. Again was the doc-
i

trine enunciated, that any policy which might involve the other

members of the Empire must have their full consent and partici¬

pation in implementing the policy. The governing consideration

underlying all questions of foreign policy, said the Balfour Com¬

mittee, must be that neither Great 3rita,in nor -the Dominions

could be committed to active obligations except with-the definite j
3.

assent of their own Governments. There was also a statement

of equality and independence in external relations so far as was^

consistent with the existence of the Commonwealth - "autonomous j;

1. Cmd.23Cl, pp.8-11.
2. IJ.E., Vol.16, Feb.1925, p«67«
3. Cmd.2768, p.26.
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communities,...in no way subordinate one to another in any aspect

of their domestic or external affairs, though freely associated
1.

as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations." Professor

Keith has shown this part of the Report to be subject at that

time to qualifications, and most of it had been uttered previous-

ly, but the Report meant that a,t last British opinion was forced

to realise clearly the goal of the Commonwea 1th. 'TThat it does

mean", said Mr Arnery in a typical speech, "is that each partner

in the Empire is entitled to exercise every function of national

life, and if any such function is carried on for it by some other

part of the Empire, that is a matter of comsemt. of convenience,

of mutual arrangement, and not evidence of subordination on the
2.

part of one pa.rtner in the Empire to another."

The Balfour Committee appreciated the inadequacy of their

Report. ^hey also saw the great need for further machinery

for co-operation. A resolution introduced in the.Report stated

that the Governments represented a.t the Confer«ence were impressed

.with the desirability of developing a system of personal contact,

both in London and in the Dominion capitals, to supplement the

existing system of inter-communication and the reciprocal supply
3-

of information on affairs requiring joint consideration.

1. Cmd.2768, p.14.
2. Arnery, Some Aspects of the Imperial Conference, Journ .R.I .1 .A.,

Jan.1927, Vol.6.
2. Cmd.2768, p.27.
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The Ideal _C oumonv;;e'al;tjh of Nations in Llodern British Opinion..

Speaking on a very grave Imperial problem, one of the

men most responsible for the modern Commonwealth told the

British House of Commons, "Plain good intention, which is as

easily discovered at the first view, as fraud is surely de¬

tected a.t last, is, let me say, of no mean force in the gov¬

ernment of mankind. Genuine simplicity of heart is an heal-
1.

ing and cementing principle." In the period,reviewed in

this thesis, however Tory British opinion may have been, at

least it has been frank in regard to its intentions. There

has been a refreshing openness and little whispering to justify

the suspicions of Dominion nationalists. They have been able

to face candid opinion with a different philosophy of 'Empire.

But the Dominions have not been without sympathy in the Un¬

ited Kingdom, nor have the advocates of closer Imperial rela¬

tions in the United Kingdom been without their sympathizers

in the Dominions. 7/hen British writers and statesmen are ac¬

cused by Dominion nationalists of lacking in vision, what is

generally meant is that the former have seen the advantages

of union in contrast with the disadvantages of completely sep¬

arate nations. As advocates of constructive Dominion nation¬

alism, Professor Keith and Ur .Tebb ranked infinitely higher

than any Dominion contemporary. At the same time it may be

said that Dominion nationality, especially in the international

sphere, has been won rather than granted. Firm, definite,

1. Burke, Conciliation with the Colonies, Speeches, p.276, ed.
Fox. l6l6.
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action has be'en required on the part of Dominion sta.tesmen,

hut they have not found the British Government difficult when

it was understood what"was desired.

British opinion is a nebulous, fugitive thing, difficult

to seize upon. It is only from snatches of speeches, lec-

tures, and articles that one can tell the direction of the
.1 .

wind. There has existed a very small body of informed opin¬

ion whose views, as expressed in published books, The Journal

of Gomparative Legislation, The British Yearbook of Internation-

a1 Low, and other journals intended for students rather than

popular consumption, have been consistent and intelligible.

Outside this core British opinion has drifted, and at the pres¬

ent time may be divided into two classes who enrich their think¬

ing with quotations from the authorites belonging to the smaller

body. One tendency lias been to criticise the legalists who
*

would have retained any restrictions upon the growth of Domin¬

ion autonomy. More recently,.however, such complacency has

been giving place to a growing uneasiness over the centrifugal -

tendencies that may be read into the Conferences of 1923 and

1926 and the Statute of Westminster. The Indian and Irish

difficulties have tended to enhance the mistrust. ' The chief

consolation comes from considering that there a,re three solid

ties that still obtain - a certain economic unity, a common

Crown, and a- refusal to recognise the right of any member to

secede from the Commonwealth of Nations.

The economic unity of the Empire has suffered some hard

blows from the action of■South Africa in placing Germany on
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the same "basis as the United Kingdom' as regards the "benefits

of any future preferential tariffs conceded by the Union, "by

the high Canadian tariffs of the present Conservative Govern¬

ment who nevertheless did modify the heavy protection impo-sed

when Britain departed from the gold standard, and "by the diffi-
*

cult Irish situation which hampers co-operation. There is a

fear that the Dominions may not have much to offer, and leading

newspapers have warned their readers a,gainst counting Ottawa

chickens "before they are hatched. There is also • a , suspic ion

that the Dominions may continue a high tariff policy which will

still be effectual in keeping out British goods and the prefer¬

ence granted will do little to enable trade to flow more' freely.

On the part of the United Kingdom, an earnest desire exists

that foreign trade should not suffer because of Imperial pref¬

erence, and one finds no,little nervousness lest the Imperial

Government should tie its hands at Ottawa to preclude the pos¬

sibility of entering into favourable negotiations with the rest

of the world, particularly Scandinacia, an old and-valuable

friend in the history of British trade. It is strongly felt

that any policy entered upon at the Conference should have for

its ultimate object the establishment of 'economic amity among

nations to replace the theory of economic war that found its

consumma.tion in the Great Tar of 1914-18. The Imperial Econom¬

ic Conference should be a venture in the course of which the

British Empire may well give an object lesson to the world. De¬

spite fears and manifold difficulties, hope rises resurgent,

British eyes are wistfully, courageously turned toward Canada,

and failure would bring a sorry despondency.
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Another, and perhaps the greatest factor maintaining the

unity of the Commonwealth of Nations is the existence of the

common Crown. The Sovereign acts on the advice of his Minis¬

ters who are responsible for all action performed in his name

throughout the Empire. In consequence his authority has,been

delegated to the Governors-General in the Dominions a,nd, as the

Committee of the Imperia.l Conference of 1926 expressed it, these

representatives hold "in all essential respects the same posi¬

tion in relation to the administration of public affairs in the
1.

Dominion as is held by His Majesty the King 'in Great Britain. "

Because of this common sovereignty the Empire makes war

and concludes peace as a unit. As r ega,rds foreign nations,

the members of the Empire enjoy a, common nationality to which

fact attaches great value and convenience. There is also the

inestimable and the tremendous binding power-of a common loyalty

to the same Sovereign.

It has been suggested by certain writers that the Imperial

Conference of 1926 should be taken as having established rela.-

tions between Great Britain and the Dominions which might be

defined as a personal union such as obtained between Ha.nover

and Great Britain.. This theory has been abundantly disproved
2.

and disclaimed in Great Britain, and would work disastrously as

regards the Empire, finally breaking up the union, if friction
3.

had not already done so, by the ending of the Royal House. The

Imperial Conference if nothing else, would deny such an

1. Crnr . 2768, p . l6.
2. ex. The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p,4l8ff; p.491

p.496.
3. Baker, op.cit. p.3^9*
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interpretation of present Imperial relations, for these meet¬

ings have a. definite constitutional status, a.re of great sig¬

nificance to Imperial relatione, are conducted in a confidence

that suggests a cabinet, arrive at momentous conclusions, a.nd
between

in striving for the common weal establish relations/one another

which have all the force of, and a good deal more than treaties

between nations. The Commonwealth consequently, despite its

friction, comes to recognise the unity that still keeps the

Empire one in its relation to the world.

The right of the Dominions to secede from the Commonwealth

at will has been argued occasionally, both Mr Baker and Mr Hall

having affirmed it. The only authoritative statement that

may be produced in its fa.vour was made by Mr Bonar Law who was

speaking on the Irish question when political rather than judi¬

cial facts swayed the judgment, and he probably meant' that, if

any Dominion voiced an obviously majority opinion to secede,

no force would be employed to keep it within the Empire. It

will be noted that Hertzog with all his eagerness fa.iled to el¬

icit an admission of such a right from the Conference of 1926

and that Mr Hall erred when he said that no contradictory state

ment has ever been made. It has been seen in this study that

rrofessor Dicey regarded himself as 'one of the many who held

that the South \f rican War was the assertion of the unity of

the Empire and a denial of the right to secede.

Cne may conclude that opinion in the United Kingdom re¬

gards the British Commonwealth of Nations as a unity and yet

feels a great pride in the development of the various Dominion

nationalities. British opinion has definitely set its face
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against two tilings; a c entrally governed Empire and one broken

by undisciplined nationalism. The conception' of a super-state
%

has been a. long time dying, but all hope of it has passed away.

Let India take comfort from that thought. Neither slaves nor

taskmasters have a place in the British Empire; Burke taught
\

us that. An iron-clad imperium over the British Empire is for¬

ever gone, dislike it as we may. It has passed into the limbo

of outgrown things, as all institutions do serve their turn and

then fall.away. They live a life of pragmatic sanction. All

programmes and platforms die; the inspiration alone endures.

And the British Empire has given the inspiration for peace, just¬

ice, liberty, and equality which can never die, but which will

merge as thelifeblood of a loftier conception. ■ The dynamic

of the future must be the faith that the greatest unifying force

comes with the simple confidence that dwells among freeborn men.

There is no grea.ter truth in ,life'than that one must lose

one's life to find it. And it may be that in the very act of

losing.her life, as the early Imperialists thought of it in

terms of material and political dominance, the.British Empire

may find it again in the moral leadership of the world. Brit¬

ain may yet leach men that nations may co-operate in a spirit

of goodwill, retain their culture and religion, and act in per¬

fect liberty. Perhaps in the teaching of this lesson she will

again take her old place in the economic world, for there is a

closer relation between moral and economic principles than many

have admitted.



Yet if we have put away the idea of a super-state, surely

the Y/ar has taught us the futility of national selfishness.

The post-war world has learnt at a great cast how dependent

upon one another the nations of this world are, as they reap

the sorry fruits of pre-war organisation that emphasised rights

rather than duties and that was founded upon the assumption that

life consisted not in mutural helpfulness, "but in a. grim struggle

for surviva.l and ascendency. The philosophy of Neitzche was

popular prior to the war, and for Neitzche love had no place.

Poor Neitzche went mad, and our modern world looks mad enough.

It lies within the power of the British Commonwealth of Nations

to teach the truth'that prosperity is only possible in_the welf

fare of one's neighbours.

Yet the great potential powers of the Empire for civilisa¬

tion and peace are being jeopardised by mean and dusty suspicions
J

of British Imperialism. Weak in Canada, but formidably strong

in Ireland and South Africa, the agitation for a Republic would

be ridiculous were it not,so tragic. Will Ireland and South

Africa pull down their house to kill a rat? Is all the work

done by those great and wise statesmen, General Smuts and Gen¬

eral Botha, who truly have more honour outside than within their

country, to be undone by men who, lacking vi:. ion and the quality

of forgiveness, sulkily cherish grudges against a. foe -who was

as generous as the Boers were brave? Are all the efforts made

by devoted men who sometimes groped and stumbled, but nevertheless

pressed forward, to the Commonwealth which has come so near to us

today and yet may be so far away, are their efforts to prove

fruitless? South African, Canadian, 'Australian, Indian, New

Zealand^, , and Irish troops joined in battle because they felt
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that lesser things must "be forgotten in the impelling power of,

a great affection. Is it a weak an unavailing sentiment to

■ recall that the Great War was an earnest of that vision of men
.1 . *

Vjho

"Died uncouthly most in foreign lands

For,some ideal hut dimly understood,

Cf an English city never "built by hands,

Which love of England prospered and made good."

Down in,the misty depths of human hatred there lurks the

insanity of another war. The League as at present organised

cannot prevent war. It is not to be censured, for the wonder

is not that it has done so little but that it has done so much.

For can the Dominions find safety in geographical isolation.

War has rarely been caused in the past by direct invasion, but

by a clash of interests, and today Dominion interests are more

and more penetrating into every continent and country. Only

if the interests of the nations are made interdependent can war

be averted. The British Empire can begin this work. Outside

the co-operation that can be established between the nations of

the Commonwealth there can be little .hope; inside it there lie

freedom, prosperity, and a, glorious promise for mankind. This

the British Empire can do in the way of establishing a community

of notions united in friendship, seeking prosperity in the well-

being of one another, and bound together by every possible tie

in social and economic life.
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